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BOTANICAL IMMUNE MODULATION IN CANCER
Kathy Abascal, BS, JD, RH (AHG)

Botanicals
1. Modulate immune system to optimize body's ability to “mop up” after surgery, chemotherapy or radiation and

help maintain quality of life.
2. Help prevent drug resistance to chemotherapy treatments.
3. Cytotoxic, to aid in treatment of cancer or as an alternative when conventional treatments not selected.

Turmeric (Curcuma longa) rhizome
Main constituents:  Curcumins (polyphenols)
Traditional uses:  Asthma, bronchial hyperactivity, allergies, liver disorders, anorexia, rheumatism, diabetic wounds,

respiratory disorders, sprains, swellings.  
Actions:  Anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, antimicrobial, hepatoprotective, thrombosuppressive, cardioprotective,

antiarthritic, anticarcinogenic.
Safety:  Extremely good safety profile.  To date, no toxicity has been associated with the use of curcumin or turmeric

in animals or humans, even at very high doses.  
Curcumin can exhibit blood-thinning properties.  Although most studies indicate that it potentiates chemotherapy

agents, a single mice study suggested that a curcumin-supplemented diet may inhibit the effect of
cyclophosphamide on breast cancer growth but the mice were only monitored for 3 days.

In Vitro/in Vivo Studies in Cancer:
Binds and inhibits proteins associated with multidrug resistance, tumor invasion, and angiogenesis.  Inhibits

activation of various transcription factors, including nuclear factor kB, that contribute to tumorigenesis, inflammation,
cell survival, cell proliferation, invasion, and angiogenesis.
Inhibits a variety of tyrosine kinases (e.g., Her2/neu, EGFR) overexpressed in human cancers.  Moderates COX-2
and matrix metalloproteinases (e.g., MMP-9, MMP-2)

In animal models of cancer promotion, curcumin is a potent chemopreventive agent.
Inhibits proliferation of tumor cells in vitro.
Has antitumor activity in animals (ascitic lymphoma, melanoma, melanoma lung metastasis, hepatocellular cancer,

head and neck cancer, prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer).
In animals, augmented the effect of various chemotherapies (gemcitabine, docetaxel, oxaliplatin).
In animals sensitized cancers to radiation.

Clinical Studies
The anti-rheumatic effect of 1200 mg/day curcumin was comparable to 300 mg phenylbutazone.
Curcumin, 400 mg/day, reduced edema and tenderness post-surgery for inguinal hernias and/or hydrocele.
Tincture of turmeric or ointment of turmeric applied to external cancerous lesions provided remarkable

symptomatic relief, often relatively durable.  (Reduced itching and lesion odor, size and pain).
Lowered serum cholesterol and lipid peroxide levels.
Appears to induce gall bladder emptying, may reduce risk of gallstone formation.
Anti-inflammatory effect in chronic anterior uveitis, idiopathic inflammatory orbital pseudo-tumors, psoriasis.

Chemopreventive effect on premalignant lesions (bladder cancer, arsenic Bowen's disease of the skin, uterine cervical
intraepithelial neoplasm, oral leukoplakia, intestinal metaplasia of the stomach).  Modulates biomarkers of colorectal
cancer.  

Reduces irritable bowel syndrome symptoms, improves clinical outcome in patients with chronic pancreatitis, is
therapeutic in inflammatory bowel disease, reduces polyp numbers in patients with familial adenomatous polyposis.

Has potential in advanced pancreatic cancer (8g curcumin/day for 2 months).
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Ongoing Trials
Many on-going Phase I and II trials (e.g., colon, colorectal, pancreatic, multiple myeloma, cervical, gall bladder).

Bioavailability.  
Most studies show that curcumin is poorly absorbed and rapidly metabolized.  Increasing the dose of curcumin

did not necessarily result in higher absorption.
Piperine, a constituent of in black pepper and relatives (Piper nigrum, P. longum) at 20 mg/kg increased the

bioavailability of curcumin in humans by 2000%.  Some studies suggest that curcumin metabolites are as active as
curcumin itself.    

Dose
Unclear.  Ongoing studies are using 1-8 g curcumin/day.  Animal studies used 5-500 mg/kg.  Much lower doses

may be sufficient if combined with piperine or black pepper.

Overview:  Goel A, Kunnumakkara AB, Aggarwal BB.  Curcumin as “curecumin”:  From kitchen to clinic.
Biochemical Pharmacology 2008; 75:787-809.

Milk thistle (Silybum marianum) seed
Main constituents:  Silymarin, a flavonolignan complex (silybin or silibinin, isosilybin, silychrisin, silydianin),

flavonoid taxifolin, and other flavolignans.
Traditional uses:  Liver conditions, toxin-induced liver damage, congestion of liver, spleen & kidney, boils and other

skin diseases.
Actions:  Chemopreventive, anti-inflammatory, hepatoprotectant, renal protectant, anti-oxidant, cytotoxic, detoxifier
Safety:  High degree of safety, has been studied in pregnancy, children and the elderly.  Doses of 13 g Siliphos (30%

silibinin) caused hyperbilirubinemia, no toxicity in doses up to 1200 mg/day.  No apparent drug interactions at
clinical doses.  Possible CYP3A4 or CYP2C9 affect at high doses (5+g/day silymarin).  Adverse effects in trials
comparable to placebo (pruritis, nausea, epigastric distress & headaches in both groups).

In vitro/in vivo studies in cancer
Silymarin and silibinin had a synergistic action with doxorubicin, cisplatin, carboplatin.
Interfere with nuclear factor kB.
Offset ROS production by ionizing radiation and chemotherapy, offset hepatoxic cellular events triggered by

chemotherapy (e.g, methotrexate, 7-mercaptopurine, azathiprine).
Beneficial effects in animal models of skin tumors, human prostate cancer, lung and colon cancer.  Anticancer

potential shown in bladder, tongue, colon, prostate, cervical, hepatic, skin, breast, ovarian, and lung cancer and in
leukemia.

Selectively inhibit the growth of cancer cells (nontoxic to normal cells).
Whole herb and its constituents may prevent nephrotoxicity associated with the use of acetaminophen, cisplatin,

vincristine, cyclosporine and radiotherapy.

Clinical Studies
Siliphos (r), 5.1 mg/kg/day protected against chemotherapy-induced hepatoxicity in patients with acute

lymphoblastic leukemia.
Reduced all-cause mortality in alcoholic liver disease.
Prevents liver damage due to exogenous exposure to alcohol, drugs, occupational toxins, and toxic mushrooms.
Delayed prostate specific antigen progression post prostatectomy and radiotherapy in prostate cancer patients.

Bioavailability  
Flavonolignans have poor and erratic bioavailability.  Most pharmacokinetic trials have used a mixture of silibinin

and phophatidylcholine (Siliphos(r))

Dose
Traditional indications:  Crude ground seed, 5-10 g bid-tid, decoction (3.5 g crushed seed decocted in 150 ml

water for 30 min) tid-qid; tincture (1:2, 70% ethanol) 3-10 ml, 3-5x/day
Study indications:  Standardized extract, 70-80% silymarin, 140 mg tid
Mirroring animal studies, pharmacokinetic studies:  2.5-10 g Siliphos/day (1/4 tsp powder in 1 Tbsp applesauce);

potential drug interactions at 5+g/day

Overview:
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Special Issue:  Advances in research on milk thistle.  Integrative Cancer Therapies 2007; 6:2
Abascal K, Yarnell E.  The Many Faces of Silybum marianum (Milk Thistle): Part 1 - Treating Cancer and

Hyperlipidemia and Restoring Kidney Function.  Alt Comp Ther 2003: 170-175.
Abascal K, Yarnell E.  The Many Faces of Silybum marianum (Milk Thistle): Part 2 - Clinical Uses, Safety, and

Types of Preparations.  Alt Comp Ther 2003: 251-256.

Turkey tails (Trametes versicolor) mushroom
Main constituents: \Mushroom proteoglycans (protein-bound polysaccharides) are recognized for their anti-cancer

potential.  They consist of polypeptide chains or small proteins with multiple, branched chains of
poly-beta-D-glucans attached.  The basic beta-D-glucan is a repeating structure with D-glucose molecules joined
together in linear chains by beta-bonds.  PSK, sometimes referred to as Krestin, is water extracted in a proprietary
process from a particular turkey tails strain, CM-101, and its major glycoside portion is a beta-1,4-glucan.  PSP
is another proteoglycan more widely used in China.  The amount of PSK and PSP in whole mushrooms is
unknown at this time.

Traditional uses:  Pulmonary disorders, strengthen and increase energy in chronic ailments, liver ailments.  PSK was
reportedly discovered after a Japanese engineer observed a neighbor go into remission from a life-threatening
cancer after using turkey tails mushrooms.  

Actions:  Immune modulator, cytotoxic, antimetastatic, antiangiogenic, chemopreventive. 
Safety:  Toxicological assessments indicate it is non-toxic, has a low oral LD50 and has shown a high degree of

safety in chronic and subacute toxicity studies.  Clinical experience with PSK shows its only significant side effect
to be an occasional darkening of the fingernails.

In Vitro/in Vivo Studies in Cancer
In general, mushroom polysaccharides work by activating various host immune responses, and PSK has been

shown to have beneficial effects on the immune system in cancer.  PSK needs an intact T-cell component to work,
suggesting that PSK will have a stronger effect if used early, before immune suppression results from surgery,
radiation, chemotherapy or cancer burden. 

PSK's beneficial effect in cancer is in part attributed to its effect on the Th1/Th2 and DC1/DC2 ratios.  In human,
animal, and in vitro cancer studies, PSK therapy shifted the balance to Th1 and DC1 dominance, and increased the
maturation of dendritic cells.  In mice, PSK suppressed the increase in Th2 cytokines caused by surgery and prevented
liver metastases of colon cancer cells injected into the spleen during surgery.  Another study of rats also found that
preoperative administration of PSK prevented a decrease in post-operative cellular immunity.  

Oral administration of PSK decreased the number of metastatic nodules in the spontaneous metastasis model, and
in vitro demonstrated an ability to inhibit both intravasation and extravasation.
PSK also suppressed enzymes cancer cells secrete to dissolve the basement membrane.  PSK suppressed in vivo lung
metastasis in mice and dose-dependently suppressed in vitro invasion and chemotaxis of the tumor cells.  

Clinical Studies
PSK has only rarely been studied by itself as a cancer treatment.  
In a double-blind trial (n=144) of patients with stage III stomach cancer, patients received either PSK or placebo

post-surgery daily.  PSK significantly extended the disease-free period for over 80 months but did not extend survival
rate. However, patient immunocompetence as measured by delayed-type hypersensitivity was increased.  This study
also showed that PSK benefited patients with very low immunity the least, and that some degree of remaining
immunity appeared to be necessary for positive effects. 

The same protocol was followed in a study of 111 patients with colorectal cancer (stage III and IV, Dukes Stage
C).  In these patients, PSK improved the 8 year survival rate (40% vs. 25%) and the disease-free interval (25% vs.
8%).

Numerous clinical trials using PSK as an adjunct to chemotherapy since the 1970s.  In Japan, the use of PSK as
an immunomodulator before, during, and after conventional treatments (e.g., chemotherapy, radiation and surgery)
has become standard practice.  These studies suggest that PSK is most indicated for cancers of the stomach,
esophagus, colon, rectum, and lung but it has also shown benefit in nasopharyngeal cancer and non-lymphocytic
leukemia.  The results in breast cancer have been mixed with some trials showing great benefit while others show
no significant benefit.  However, B40-positive breast cancer patients who underwent PSK immunochemotherapy had
a 100% survival after 10 years which was statistically significant.  B40-negative patients had a 50% survival at 10
years without significance.  It thus appears that patients positive for the HLA B40 antigen may benefit greatly from
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PSK. 

Bioavailability 
Both PSK and PSP are orally bioavailable.

  
Dose 

PSK:  3g/day used in clinical trials.  PSK (Krestin) is not readily available as a dietary supplement in the US but
various products containing PSK are available under other names, such as VSP.  

PSP:  1-3 g/day.  

Overview:  Abascal K, Yarnell E.  A Turkey Tails Polysaccharide as an Immunochemotherapy Agent in Cancer
Alternative & Complementary Therapies  2007: 178-182.

Drug resistance and chemotherapy 
Drugs resistance is a complex issue that often interferes with conventional cancer treatments.  Cells have

developed a number of variations on a theme to protect themselves from toxic chemicals. The central concept is a
simple pump that moves toxins out of cells. Everything from bacterial to human cells contain such transmembrane
pumps. The most classic example in humans is known as P-glycoprotein (P-gp). When human cells become
neoplastic, they continue to use these pumps, which are then used to move multiple kinds of chemotherapy drugs out
of the cancer cells. This is a major way that cancer cells become resistant to multiple drugs all at once.

Many normal human cells, if not all, contain a variety of pumps that remove unwanted toxins and metabolic
byproducts from the cells. One of the best known and studied of these is P-gp, coded for by a gene located on
chromosome 7 in humans. This pump is composed of two glycoprotein components and requires ATP to function.
P-gp is able to remove a large variety of toxins from healthy cells to help protect them from damage.  Neoplastic cells
generally retain their ability to express P-gp, though the levels are frequently low. Most investigated cancer cell lines
that overexpress P-gp develop resistance to multiple chemotherapeutic agents. In other words, the cells start
producing more and more pumps to help remove toxins, particularly chemotherapy drugs. Mounting evidence directly
implicates exposure to chemotherapy drugs in causing this amplification of expression. Basically the killing effect
of the chemotherapy acts as a selective pressure, and those cells able to amplify P-gp expression are more likely to
survive and spread, leading to increasing multidrug resistance. Whole Plants vs. Isolated Constituents and
Chemotherapy Resistance

Berberine-containing plants
Barberry (Berberis spp.) root
Oregon grape (Mahonia aquifolium) root
goldthread (Coptis spp.) root
Gold root (Xanthorrhiza simplicissima)  
Goldenseal (Hydrastis canadensis) root
Pacific yew (Taxus brevifolia) and English yew (T. baccata) bark
Sweet annie (Artemisia annua) herb

Cruciferous Vegetables
Indole-3-carbinol (I3C) 
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Miscellaneous Natural P-gp Inhibitors
Latin name (common
name), part used, family

Cell or animal model Notes

Erythroxylon perveilli, E.
rotundifolium (coca) leaf,
Erythroxylaceae

Cervical cancer cells in vitro Reduced P-gp mediated multidrug resistance. Tropane
alkaloids appeared to be most active.

Quercetin, a ubiquitous
flavonoid

Doxorubicin-resistant human
breast cancer cells

Reversed drug resistance dose-dependently in vitro.

 Ficus citrifolia (Guadalupe
ficus) leaf, Moraceae

MDR human leukemia &
sarcoma cells

Reversed drug resistance and enhanced killing effect of
vinblastine.

Euphorbia serrulata
(upright spurge) & related
spp, Euphorbiaceae

MDR mouse lymphoma cells Jatrophane diterpene polyesters reversed MDR in vitro.

Camellia sinensis (tea)
leaf, Theaceae

Human MDR colorectal
cancer cells

Polyphenols reduced P-gp mediated MDR and potentiated
effects of vinblastine.

Feverfew (Tanacetum parthenium) leaf 
Garlic (Allium sativum) bulb
Asian ginseng (Panax ginseng) root  

Table. Dr. Yarnell’s Resistance Corrective Tincture Formula
Latin name Common name Part used % in Formula

Curcuma longa Turmeric Rhizome 20%

Rosmarinus officinalis Rosemary Leaf 20%

Berberis haematocarpa Desert barberry Root 20%

Mahonia aquifolium Oregon grape Root 15%

Scutellaria baicalensis Asian skullcap Herb & Root 15%

Camellia sinensis Tea Leaf 10%

Gossypium herbaceum Cotton root Root 5%

Panax ginseng Asian ginseng Root 5%

Adult dose: 5 ml (1 tsp) tid

Immune Strengthening Broth
3-5 sticks of astragalus (Astragalus membranaceous) root
2-3 pieces of burdock (Arctium spp.) root
1 piece of ginger (Zingiber officinale) rhizome
1 piece of fresh turmeric (Curcuma longa) rhizome, if available, otherwise dried slices of root
2-3 cups mushrooms (shiitake, cordyceps, turkey tails, maitake, reishi, etc.)
2-3 cups vegetables (carrots, celery, beet tops, cabbage, kale, etc.)
1/2 cup milk thistle seeds
1/2 cup wakame or kombu (seaweed)
1/2 tsp black pepper 
Beef bones or chicken.

Cover with ample water, simmer 1-2 hours, strain.  Can be frozen for future use.
This broth can often be tolerated during chemotherapy when other food may be rejected.  If patient suffers from
nausea, it may be best to prepare the broth in a different location.

Overview:
Yarnell E, Abascal K.  Can Botanicals Reduce Multidrug Resistance in Cancer?  Alt Comp Ther 2002: 336-340.
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CAN HERBS USED TO TREAT VICTIMS OF THE 1918
INFLUENZA PANDEMIC BE USEFUL IN ANIMALS?

Kathy Abascal BS, JD, RH (AHG)

The Eclectic Physicians

A group of physicians known as the Eclectics treated influenza patients with herbs in both the 1890 and the 1918
pandemics. They reported that their treatments alleviated the painful symptoms of the 1918 influenza, and prevented
pulmonary complications and death in most of their patients. Overall, the Eclectics reported a fatality rate of only
0.6% in an epidemic that typically claimed at least 3% of its victims. They reported similar treatment successes in
the 1889-1890 influenza pandemic during which some 40% of the population got the flu in a very short amount of
time. Their treatments addressed symptoms rather than a disease as such. As a result, their treatments could be
applied to a variety of viral ailments in animals, including strains of influenza.

General Advice for Influenza Patients

1. Rest. 
2. Plenty of fluids.
3. Tepid sponge baths to bring down fever. A tepid sponge bath was given by constantly sponging the head with

warm water, drawing the sponge back and forth and at the same time fanning the person.  
4. Avoid aspirin and other coal-tar remedies (synthetic medicines) were damaging to the influenza 
5. Chest rubs to prevent pulmonary complications.

Sampler of Herbs Used in Influenza

Eupatorium perfoliatum (Boneset) herb
Symptom picture: Deep seated pain in febrile conditions. Coughs and an abundance of mucus in the elderly and

weak lacking strength to cough the mucus. Intolerable backache and pain in the limbs. Cough with high fever,
free perspiration and lack of power to expectorate. 

Non-eclectic uses: Many Native American tribes used boneset for colds, fever, sore throat, influenza, pneumonia,
and pleurisy. Some tribes gave an infusion of the whole plant to horses with fevers.   Boneset continues to be
widely used to speed healing and quiet pain in influenza. The German physician/phytotherapist Rudolf Weiss
considered boneset useful in any acute viral disease and believed it enhanced resistance to viral infections.

Safety: The Eclectics considered boneset “absolutely safe under all conditions. If too much is used, emesis is the
only unpleasant result.” Despite its long history of use, there is little research on boneset. Although safe for
short-term use, the plant belongs to a plant family that often contains liver toxins, pyrrolizidine alkaloids, and
boneset should not be used casually. In large doses it can be emetic and cathartic. 

Dose: The above-ground parts of the plant are used, and many practitioners think it works best as a fresh plant
tincture. It is diaphoretic when taken as a hot tea, and the tincture is usually dispensed in hot water to capture this
effect. The Eclectic dose was five-60 drops of tincture or an infusion of one to four fluid drams. The modern dose
for boneset tincture is 20-40 drops of tincture in hot water, three times a day.

Actaea racemosa (Black Cohosh) root
Symptom picture: Putrid sore throats. Any dull, tensive, intermittent pain, soreness in muscular tissue and especially

over the abdomen. Headaches in influenza. Cough with aching, especially under scapulae, abundant secretions,
nervous irritability, and fever. 

Non-eclectic uses: Native American tribes used ti to relieve arthritic pain, as a tonic, and as a remedy for colds,
coughs, and consumption. “Decoction used to treat horses.” Today, it is primarily used to quiet hot flashes and
other menopausal symptoms.

Safety: Not for use in pregnancy or lactation. Black cohosh has a good safety profile. There are poorly documented
reports of it being associated with idiopathic liver failure.
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Dose: The Eclectics typically used low doses of black cohosh, often one-tenth of a drop to 20 drops of Specific
Medicine Actaea by mixing ten to 30 drops in four ounces of water, dispensing one teaspoon every two hours.
However, they also noted that fuller doses, short of producing headache, were very effective and the amount
given to an adult could be increased to a dram or fluid ounce. The current dose for black cohosh tincture is ten
to 25 drop doses of tincture, three times a day.

Asclepias tuberosa (Pleurisy Root)
Symptom picture: Fever, all; cold symptoms, moderate fever with moist skin and vibratile but not too rapid pulse.

An assistant to other herbs in pneumonia. Pectoral pain, coughs, inflamed lungs, any pleuritic complaint. Hot,
dry patients with pneumonia symptoms. The Eclectics considered pleurisy root to be a very safe remedy because,
even if used without the proper indications, it did not cause harm. At worst, it simply did not produce the desired
result. 

Non-Eclectic uses: Native American tribes used the root for pleurisy, pneumonia, influenza, and other respiratory
ailments. It continues to be widely used to treat respiratory infections, reduce inflammation, and promote
expectoration. Used in influenza where there is a tight feeling in the chest or a painful cough.

Safety: There is no clinical research on pleurisy root. Some urge caution in individuals taking cardiac glycoside
drugs (such as digoxin) because it may possibly increase the risk of drug toxicity. However, some herbalists
believe that it is such a feeble cardiac stimulant that it should not have a synergistic effect on heart and blood
pressure medications but caution against combining it with anticholinergic drugs. It is contraindicated in
pregnancy, and may cause vomiting but this occurs only at rather high doses of the plant. 

Dose: The Eclectic dose was one to 60 drops, typically administered by mixing 20 drops to 1 dram in 4 ounces of
water, giving one teaspoon every one or two hours. Today, the tincture is dosed at 30-90 drops or the cold
infusion of the dried root at two to four ounces, three times a day.

Gelsemium sempervirens (Gelsemium) root
Symptom picture: Highly feverish state with tremulous, jerky muscles, nervous excitation, spasms, and pain. Patients

with a high fever, intense head ache and body aches along with extreme restlessness and sleeplessness.  Marked
restlessness, flushed face, bright eyes, with cerebral excitation. High fever, fast, light pulse, restlessness. Any type
of hyperemia but contraindicated in congested conditions. Thus, it was considered highly useful in the early
stages of acute meningeal inflammations but was not used beyond the sthenic stage; it was not given to patients
with dull eyes, dilated pupils, and an expressionless face.  

Non-eclectic Uses: Some Native American tribes used it as a blood purifier. Gelsemium continues to be used by
professional level herbalists and naturopathic physicians to treat fevers associated with influenza, muscular
weakness, myalgia, flowing pulse, apathy, deliriousness and/or hysteria. French herbalists use gelsemium for
neuralgic headaches using a dose of 15 drops three or four times a day. German phytotherapists use it as a cardiac
sedative for extrasystoles and functional heart disease.

Safety: Safe in appropriate doses, toxic in excess. The Eclectics reported that gelsemium poisoning was quite rare
despite its extensive use. The cardinal symptoms of poisoning are ptosis, diplopia, dropping of the lower jaw,
and absolute muscular prostration. Death takes place from respiratory paralysis and almost simultaneous arrest
of the heart. 

Dose: The Eclectic dose was one-tenth to ten drops, usually administered by mixing ten drops to one dram in four
ounces of water, one teaspoon every one to three hours. Practitioners presently dose gelsemium tincture at two
to ten drops.

Aconitum napellus (aconite) root
Symptom picture: Small and frequent pulse with either elevated or depressed temperature as long as sepsis was not

present. Irritation of mucous membranes with vascular excitation and determination of blood; hyperemia; chilly
sensations; skin hot and dry with frequent pulse. It was used in the early stage of fever whether the patient was
restless or not. Used topically to reduce pain, inflammation and itching; used cautiously as it is absorbed through
the skin. In their view, it reduced pain by quieting inflammation; a dilute spray of aconite was used for faucitis
and tonsillitis.

Contraindicated in septic states: Not used in mastitis once pus formed; not used in pleurisy once effusion was
present, not used in any fever involving pus.
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Non-eclectic uses: Several Native American tribes identified the root as a poison but also used it in fevers and other
acute conditions. Not widely used at present but continues to be used to relieve the pain of trigeminal neuralgia,
shingles, herpes zoster pain, adult chicken pox. Some NDs use it to relieve earaches.

Safety. Aconite was considered safe if used appropriately in minute doses. Aconite is toxic and can be deadly. The
action of a lethal dose of aconite is rapid, symptoms coming on within a few minutes and death following in one-half
to 6 hours. 
Dose: 1/30th to 1/2 drop usually administered by mixing 1-10 drops in 4 oz of water, 1 tsp given every half to two
hours. Modern dose: 5-10 drops, several times daily; ideally increased and decreased slowly. Should only be
administered by a trained professional.

Bryonia alba L (white bryony) root
Symptom picture: Pain and inflammation of the serous membranes. Sharp, cutting or tearing pain from serous

inflammation, tenderness on pressure, tearing pain with sore feeling in any part of the body, aggravated by
motion, moderately full or hard wiry, vibratile pulse, headache from frontal region to occiput, hacking or racking
cough; lethargy, tired, apathetic, perspiring on slight movement. “Bryonia cough” was frequently dry, hacking,
rasping or explosive.

Non-eclectic uses: Used by many NDs for “any ...itis” with characteristic pain; used in the later stages of
inflammation where there is fever, flushed face and the patient is aggravated by motion or deep inhalation. It can
help absorb exudates.

Safety: Fresh plant is strongly irritating to the skin. In overdoses causes severe gastroenteritis and can cause death.
Tannin is believed to antidote any untoward effects of Bryonia.

Dose: 1/20th to 5 drops, usually administered as 5-10 drops in 4 oz water, 1 tsp every 1=3 hours. Modern: 2-10
drops, frequent small doses preferred.

Herbs and Cytokine Dysregulation in influenza
One feature of pandemic influenza is its ability to replicate at an unusually fast rate. Bacteria are much more able

to attach and move into the respiratory tract after the epithelial cells are damaged by the influenza virus. Due to
greater damage, secondary infections pose a much greater risk in pandemic influenza. 

All influenza strains induce a dysregulation of the cytokine and chemokine system resulting in increased levels
of proinflammatory messengers such as interleukin (IL)-6 and decreased concentration of anti-inflammatory
cytokines such as IL-10. Pandemic influenza causes severe dysregulation of cytokines and chemokines, sometimes
referred to as a cytokine storm. It is the rapid production of pro-inflammatory cytokines that is responsible for the
severe damage done to lung tissue in avian flu victims, and it is considered a major cause of fatality in pandemic
influenza. 

Herbs as immunomodulators rather than as immune-stimulants. 
Echinacea (Echinacea spp.) and many other herbs (e.g., elderberry (Sambuccus nigra)) act as immune-stimulants

in healthy individuals, animals, and cells. They typically increase the production of cytokines and chemokines.
Echinacea and other herbs reduce the production of cytokines and chemokines in virus-infected cells. 
Echinacea down-regulated, or normalized, the cytokine production in cells infected with the rhinovirus while it

up-regulated cytokine production in healthy cells.

Gelsemium Formula Used at the Military Hospital in France
Gelsemium sempervirens tincture: 9 drops
Atropa belladonna tincture: 5 drops
Potassium citrate: 10 grains
Orange syrup: 1 dram
Aqua chloroformi: 1 dram
One dram was given every four hours for the first 24 hours, and one-half dram every four hours thereafter until

the patient's temperature returned to normal, at which point the formula was discontinued. One dram is
approximately one-eighth of an ounce. The potassium citrate was added as a mild diuretic. 
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Prophylactic formula 
Eupatorium perfoliatum: One half ounce
Aconitum napellus: 5 drops
Water: 4 ounces.
Dose: One teaspoonful every two hours the first day, thereafter three times daily. 

Chest Applications

Most Eclectic physicians used some type of chest application, and considered them vital in preventing
pulmonary complications. Historically, chest rubs and applications were widely used by physicians and lay folk
alike. There is no explanation for when, or why, this practice was discontinued but they are not commonly used
today. No research indicates that they lack benefit. In fact, animal research indicates that volatile oils (often found
in chest rubs) penetrate the lung tissue and have a strong antimicrobial action. A recent study showed that Vicks
salve applied to the chest enhanced lung clearance in patients with chronic airways obstruction. Many types of
applications were used in the 1918 pandemic, and one of the most popular was the Compound Powder of Lobelia
consisting of: Lobelia spp. powder, six drams; 
Sanguinaria canadensis, powder three drams; 
Symplocarpus foetidus, three drams; 
Cephaelis ipecacuanha powder, four drams; 
Capsicum annuum powder, one dram. 

Mixed and then sprinkled on a larded or oiled cloth and applied warm. 

References:
Sharma M, Arnason JT, Burt A, Hudson JB. Echinacea extracts modulate the pattern of chemokine and cytokine secretion in

rhinovirus-infected and uninfected epithelial cells. Phytother Res 2006; 20:147-152.

Abascal K. How herbs used in the 1918 pandemic can be effective today.  Vashon, WA Tigana Press 2006.
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HERBS FOR WOUND HEALING
Kathy Abascal BS, JD, RH (AHG)

Safety and Efficacy

• Virtually no studies on safety of topical botanicals.
• Little clinical and in vivo data on efficacy of botanicals.
• Most have a long history of use and remain widely used
           
Forms for Topical Application and Choosing Between Them

• Cream:  An oil-in-water emulsion, essentially the same as a lotion (though lotions tend to be thinner).  Creams are
thin, easily applied, and tend to be well absorbed.  They tend to be moistening or only mildly drying, and
short-term or chronic use is appropriate.

• Ointment:  An oil and wax mixture (also called a salve or unguent.)  Ointments tend to be poorly absorbed and sit
on the skin, acting as a barrier.  This limits the ability of the underlying skin to breathe.  They are generally suited
only for short-term use. 

• Creams and ointments have long shelf lives, particularly if combined with antioxidant and/or antimicrobial herbs
or constituents. Those with synthetic preservatives should generally be avoided.

• Poultice:  the crude, undried herb is applied directly to the skin.  
• Compress:  A plant extract is soaked into a cloth and applied to the skin.  (Also called a fomentation).
• Powder:  The dried, finely cut form of the herb is applied directly to the skin, sometimes mixed with water or other

substances to form a paste.
• Poultices, compresses and powders are primarily used short-term for wounds, bruises, sprains or strains. They are

messy and generally require the patient to sit or lie still during use for thirty minutes or longer several times a
day for optimal results. On the other hand, the wet poultices and compresses can be very soothing in itchy
conditions.

• Poultices and compresses have extremely short shelf lives.  Powders should be stored in a cold, dark place to
maximize their shelf-life, which is considerably less than that of creams or ointments. 

Great care is warranted to make sure that contaminated herbal material is not put into or on any wound.  And, except
in emergencies, herbal material should not be put into deep wounds. 

2.  Herbs used for wound healing
Echinacea (Echinacea purpurea and E. angustifolia) 
Gotu kola (Centella asiatica).  
Calendula (Calendula officinalis)  
St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum) 
German chamomile (Matricaria recutita) 
Aloe (Aloe spp.)
Sangre de grado (Croton lechleri) 

3.  Herbs used for chronic or poorly healing wounds
Echinacea  (Echinacea purpurea and E. angustifolia) 
Arnica (Arnica montana)
St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum) 
Acorus (Acorus calamus)
Aloe (Aloe spp.)

4.  Herbs used for abscesses
Yerba mansa (Anemopsis californica)
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5.  Herbs used for burns
Aloe (Aloe spp.)
Papaya (Carica papaya)
St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum) 
Prickly pear (Opuntia spp.)

6.  Herbs used for pruritis
Sangre de grado (Croton lechleri)
Chickweed (Stellaria media)
Cayenne (Capsicum spp.)
Jewelweed (Impatiens spp.)
Gumweed (Grindelia spp.)

8.  Herbs used topically for atopic dermatitis
Witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana)
German chamomile (Matricaria recutita)
St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum)
Aloe (Aloe spp.)
Licorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra)
Chinese formula Zemaphyte(r)

9.  Herbs used for bruises
Horse chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum)
Arnica (Arnica Montana)
Bromelain, pineapple (Ananas comosus)

Figure 1. Mechanisms of Botanicals and  Antibiotics

Figure 1: The three main areas where botanical medicines can enhance the efficacy of antimicrobial drugs. 
1. Herbs can act additively or synergistically with drugs in the killing of microbes. An example would be using

Allium sativum (garlic) with vancomycin. Not illustrated but definitely related are herbs that interfere with
microbial adhesion (eg Vaccinium macrocarpon [cranberry]), which could lead to synergistic effects with
antibiotic drugs. 

2. Some antibiotics are degraded by bacterial enzymes (eg penicillin by beta-lactamase), enzymes that can be
inhibited by herbs such as Camellia sinensis (tea). 

3. Drug-resistant microbes often have pumps for removing antibiotics from their cells. Some herbs (Silybum
marianum [milk thistle] and Mahonia aquifolium [Oregon grape]) inhibit these pumps, allowing the drugs to
stay around long enough to kill the microbe.

Alphabetical summary of botanicals discussed 
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Acorus (Acorus calamus) root
German Commission E rating:  None
Negative drug interactions:  No studies on topical use
Contraindications/safety considerations:  The North American variety contains no beta-asarone.

Aloe (Aloe spp.) gel
German Commission E rating:  None
Negative drug interactions:  None known.
Contraindications/safety considerations:  May impede healing of radiation burns.

Arnica (Arnica montana) flower
German Commission E rating:  Approved for external use in injuries (hematoma, dislocations, contusions,

edema due to fracture, rheumatic muscle & joint problems, inflammation of the oral & throat region,
furunculosis, inflammation caused by insect bites, superficial phlebitis).

Negative drug interactions:  None known.
Contraindications/safety considerations:  Prolonged treatment of damaged skin may cause edematous dermatitis

and possibly eczema.  In high concentrations, primary toxic skin reactions with formation or even necroses
may occur.  Not for use on open wounds.

Allergic reactions of skin, respiratory & GI tract occur rarely.  Ensure herb is not ingested.

Bromelain, pineapple (Ananas comosus) fruit
German Commission E rating:  Approved for acute postoperative and post-traumatic conditions of swelling,

especially of the nasal and paranasal sinuses.
Negative drug interactions:  Theoretical concern that it may potentiate anticoagulants and inhibitors of

thrombocytic aggregation.  Blood and urine levels of tetracycline increase when taken simultaneously with
bromelain.

Contraindications/safety considerations:  Hypersensitivity to bromelain.
Dose:  80-320 mg in 2 or 3 doses.

Calendula (Calendula officinalis) flower
German Commission E rating:  Approved internally & topically for inflammation of the oral and pharyngeal

mucosa.  Topically for poorly healing wounds & ulcus cruris.  
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known.
 
Cayenne (Capsicum spp.) fruit
German Commission E rating:  Approved for painful muscle spasms in areas of shoulder, arm and spine.
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  In rare cases hypersensitivity reaction can occur (urticaria).  Do not

apply to injured skin.  Do not use for more than 2 consecutive days.  Longer use on the same area of the skin
may result in damage to sensitive nerves.  Avoid contact with mucous membranes, especially of the eye;
ensure herb is not ingested.

Chickweed (Stellaria media) herb
German Commission E rating:  None
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known

Echinacea (Echinacea purpurea (flower/seed head) and E. angustifolia (root)) 
German Commission E rating:  E. purpurea herb approved for external use on poorly healing wounds and

chronic ulcerations.
Negative drug interactions:  None known.
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known. In individual cases, allergic reactions are possible. 

German Commission E recommends external preparations not be used for longer than 8 weeks; basis for
recommendation not known.

German chamomile (Matricaria recutita) flower
German Commission E rating:  Approved for skin and mucous membrane inflammations, as well as bacterial
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skin diseases, including those of the oral cavity and gums.  External use by inhalation for respiratory tract
irritations, as a bath for ano-genital inflammation.

Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known.

Gotu kola (Centella asiatica) herb
German Commission E rating:  None
Negative drug interactions:  None known.
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known.

Gumweed (Grindelia spp.) flower
German Commission E rating:  None
Negative drug interactions:  None known.
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known.

Horse chestnut (Aesculus hippocastanum) fruit
German Commission E rating:  None for topical use.  Approved for internal use in chronic venous insufficiency.
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  May cause pruruitis, nausea and gastric complaints in isolated cases.

Jewelweed (Impatiens spp.) herb
German Commission E rating:  None
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations: None known

Licorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra) root
German Commission E rating:  None for topical use.  Approved for internal use in upper respiratory tract

infections and gastric/duodenal ulcers.
Negative drug interactions:  None known for topical use.  Internally may potentiate potassium loss of thiazide

diuretics increasing sensitivity to digitalis glycosides.
Contraindications/safety considerations:  On prolonged internal use and with higher doses mineral corticoid

effects may occur accompanied by hypertension, edema and hypokalemia and in rare cases myoglobinuria.

Papaya (Carica papaya) fruit
German Commission E rating:  None for topical use of papaya pulp
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known

Prickly pear (Opuntia spp.) pad
German Commission E rating:  None for topical use
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known.  Small spines must be removed or can cause skin

irritation and pain.

Sangre de grado (Croton lechleri) sap 
German Commission E rating:  None for topical use
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known

St. John's wort (Hypericum perforatum) flowering tops 
German Commission E rating:  Oily preparations approved for treatment and post-therapy of acute and contused

injuries, myalgia and first degree burns.
Negative drug interactions:  When taken internally may increase clearance of drugs metabolized by CYP3A4.
Contraindications/safety considerations:  Photosensitization is possible.

Tea (Camellia sinensis) leaf
German Commission E rating:  None
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known.
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Witch hazel (Hamamelis virginiana) leaf
German Commission E rating:  Approved for minor skin injuries, local skin & mucous membrane inflammation,

hemorrhoids, varicose veins (internal & external)
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known

Yerba mansa (Anemopsis californica) root
German Commission E rating:  None
Negative drug interactions:  None known
Contraindications/safety considerations:  None known

Table 1.  Comparison of Some Botanical Promoters of Wound Healing 
Latin binomial and part used Common name Specific indication(s) Dose and Route

Aloe barbadensis aloe vera, aloe abrasions topical application of fresh gel two or
more times daily

Arnica montana* flowers arnica wounds with associated bruises,
sprains, or deep muscular
soreness; chronic wounds with
sticky base and poor granulation

1) Liquid for compress: 1 tbsp
tincture/500 ml water
2) Ointment applied 3-5 times/day
(inferior)

Calendula officinalis flowers calendula,
marigold

acute wounds, highly sensitive
patients, do not use for wounds
with associated bruising, burns

1) Liquid for compress:  2 tbsp herb/cup
of water (steep 15 minutes)
2) Poultice reapplied frequently (lightly
ground with sufficient water to make it
stick together)

Centella asiatica Herb Gotu kola Acute wounds, decreases
scarring

1) Liquid for compress:  1-2 Tbsp
tincture/250 ml water
2) Internal dose 30-60 drops to 3x/day

Croton lechleri sap Dragon’s blood Wounds, insect bites, inflamed,
itchy skin

Apply resin directly

Digitalis lanata* flowers foxglove chronic wounds, chronic ulcers 1) Liquid for compress: 1 tsp
tincture/500 ml water
2) Ointment applied 3-5 times/day
(inferior)

Echinacea spp. herb and/or
root

echinacea chronic wounds with poor
granulation, acute wounds,
burns

1) Liquid for compress:  3-5 tbsp
tincture/500 ml water or 1-2 tbsp
herb/cup of water (steep covered for 15
min) or fresh juice of herb
2) Poultice:  lightly grind sufficient herb
to cover area with small amount of
water (enough to make it stick together)

Hamamelis virginiana leaves
or bark

witch hazel weeping wounds, chronic ulcers,
burns

1) Ointment applied 3-5 times/day
2) Decoction 2 tsp herb/cup of water
(simmer 15 minutes)

Hypericum perforatum herb St. John's wort small chronic wounds; wounds
on fingertips, toes, coccyx, nose
or ears; tingling pain in wound;
mild burns

Soak gauze in infused oil and change
dressing 5-8 times/day or apply directly
to small wounds and burns.

Matricaria recutita flos German
chamomile

chronic wounds 1) Liquid for compress:  1-2 tbsp
herb/cup water (steep covered for 15
min)
2) Bath or soak using similar liquid as
for compress

* Use with caution on particularly large wounds as excessive systemic absorption can cause serious adverse
effects.
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Table 2.  A Sampling of Indications for Topical Use of Echinacea 
Indication Modern Research Available? Historically Confirmed?

atopic dermatitis no Yes

burns yes No

chicken pox no Yes

gangrene no Yes

herpes simplex yes No

inflammatory lesions (abscess, folliculitis, furuncle,
carbuncle, paronychia, cellulitis, erysipelas, etc.)

yes Yes

insect stings no Yes

measles no Yes

psoriasis yes Yes

scarlet fever no Yes

small pox no Yes

varicose ulcers, decubitus ulcers yes Yes

wounds, poorly healing yes Yes

Summary of Botanical Medicines for bruises
Latin Binomial Common Name Indication Dose

-- bromelain bruises 1,200+ mcu capsule three times daily away from
food

Aesculus hippocastanum horse chestnut bruises, strains, sprains 2% escin gel topically three times or more daily

Arnica montana arnica bruises compress applied several times daily

Melilotus alba sweet clover bruises topical application of ointment or oil three times
daily

Contents, Preparation, and Dose of Zemaphyte(r) Chinese Herbal Decoction 
Latin binomial Common name(s) Part used

Ledebouriella seseloides fang feng radix

Potentilla chinensis Chinese cinquefoil herba

Clematis armandii Chinese clematis radix

Rehmannia glutinosa rehmannia radix

Paenoia lactiflora white peony radix

Lophatherum gracile lophatherum herba

Dictamnus dasycarpus dense-fruit dittany cortex radii

Tribulus terrestris caltrop vine fructus

Glycyrrhiza uralensis gan cao radix

Nepeta tenuifolia = Schizonepeta tenuifolia schizonepeta herba

Directions to prepare: 30-40 g of all the herbs except schizonepeta are simmered for 90 minutes in 600-800 ml
water. Then 1-2 g of schizonepeta is added to the mixture and allowed to steep for 3 minutes (it is not simmered
as it contains volatile oils that would be evaporated and/or destroyed but intense heat). The resulting brew is
drunk immediately, one hour prior to eating. The lower end of the dose range (30 g and 1 g) is used for children
under 14 years old or people of very small build. After 2-3 months, if there is steady improvement, the decoction
can be drunk every other day, then ultimately every third day, until it is finally discontinued (if all symptoms
clear, often requiring one year of continuous therapy).
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INTRODUCTION TO VETERINARY ACUPUNCTURE 
Frances E. Baker, DVM

Introduction
Now in today's 21st Century global society most everyone is aware of the centuries-old Asian medical therapy

known as acupuncture. With our exponential growth in knowledge and communication it's fairly common now to find
many people who've had some contact with this health care modality or knows someone who has. With increased
media attention acupuncture can be, if it is not already, a household word. 

Many discerning members of the pet-owning public who desire more than mainstream health care have sought
acupuncture for themselves and are also interested in the same degree of quality health care for their pets. A working
knowledge of veterinary acupuncture is useful in order to answer pet owners' questions about it, enable the
practitioner to refer a patient for appropriate acupuncture therapy by a veterinary acupuncturist, or to help the
practitioner obtain additional training in this highly useful modality.

What Is Acupuncture and Why Would I Use It?
Traditional Chinese Veterinary Medicine (TCVM) is a very broad therapeutic concept which encompasses not

only acupuncture but also herbal therapies, food therapies, and specific massage techniques which, when utilized
together, result in optimum patient care and restoration and maintenance of health. Acupuncture is a part of TCVM
in which flexible filiform needles are used to pierce the skin and stimulate known points on the body which have a
characteristic vascular and neurological anatomy in order to elicit a specific response.

A broader application of the acupuncture concept includes using not only acupuncture needles but a variety of
stimuli at these acupuncture points. These points may be stimulated by the presence of the needles themselves,
manual manipulation of the needles while in place, applying heat in the form of Moxa (a burning herb) to the needle,
injection of a variety of liquid stimuli, and by attachment of electrodes for the conduction of electrical current to the
needles. Acupuncture points may also be stimulated non-invasively by the application of manual pressure to the
points, by the use of laser light on the points and by the application of aromatic oils absorbed through the skin.

Why use acupuncture? As research has shown, point stimulation by these methods results in many responses by
the patient. These include release of neurotransmitters, histamine and endorphins, thus triggering a cascade of
metabolic events at the cellular level. These will result in many observable phenomena including but not limited to
increased bowel motility, pain relief, cessation of nausea, improved vascular supply, etc. A variety of medical
conditions may be treated in this manner, as will be discussed. The practitioner's clinical judgment and experience
determine when and how to apply acupuncture treatment to each patient, as in many instances drug therapies and/or
surgery are inappropriate or no longer effective. Acupuncture provides one more therapeutic arrow in the
practitioner's quiver.

Clinical Application of Acupuncture Techniques
In veterinary medicine, the majority of patients who receive acupuncture tend to have orthopedic and

musculoskeletal problems. Many times these patients are older animals who have slowly developed arthritides and
suffer from joint, limb and back pain. Often pharmaceutical therapies have failed these patients or they are no longer
metabolically capable of receiving many of the analgesics which have unacceptable and dangerous side effects.
Acupuncture provides a much safer, effective and satisfactory treatment and often allows pharmaceutical treatment
to be minimized or discontinued. Response to acupuncture therapy, if effective in these patients, is readily observable
to the patient's family who often report that the pet has resumed activities that they had formerly enjoyed but had
ceased for some time due to pain.

Neurological compromise resulting in limited mobility can also respond to acupuncture therapy when treated
aggressively and early in its onset. Intervertebral disc disease with disc herniation into the spinal canal can be treated
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with acupuncture if surgery is not an option. Paresis and/or paralysis can be reversed, particularly with
electroacupuncture, if therapy is done daily. Severe traumatic injuries, such as being hit by a car, resulting in
peripheral nerve damage, may also respond to electroacupuncture treatment. Recovery times can be shortened
considerably and return of nerve function achieved, however if the nerves have been completely severed this will not
occur.

Patients who have seizures may also respond to acupuncture, both during an acute seizure episode and during the
interval between seizures. In addition to other holistic methods, insertion of gold beads into acupuncture points for
permanent point stimulation can help to decrease seizure frequency and severity as well as help to diminish effective
drug dosages for improved seizure control with fewer drug side effects.

Many elderly patients have compromised cardiac, renal and hepatic functions, typically monitored with periodic
serum chemistry profiles. Acupuncture, when applied with the appropriate nutritional and herbal support, helps to
stabilize the patient and increase the quality of the limited amount of life they have left. Often animals will obviously
feel much better clinically after receiving acupuncture, yet many times serum chemistry profiles have not yet
normalized, and often never do, yet the quality of life is much improved.

The immune-compromised patients may also have a response to acupuncture with increased feeling of well being
and increased immunocyte production. More stability of their condition can be achieved with fewer “ups and downs”
experienced.

OK, How Does Acupuncture Work?
Through centuries of observation and anatomical dissection of war casualties the, ancient Chinese determined the

location of acupuncture points on the body surface and the trajectories of the acupuncture “channel” or “meridian”
pathways along which acupuncture energy (Qi, pronounced “Chi”) flows, both at the surface and deep within the
body. These are well documented on point location charts and points are given their Chinese name according to their
description, location or function, many times in eloquent and poetic fashion. Little did the Chinese know that more
recent anatomical study would reveal that acupuncture points, while located in depressions on the body, are
superficial places where a nerve, artery and vein are in very close proximity to each other. These are areas of
decreased electrical resistance (or conversely, increased electrical conductivity). This very design allows for the
potential for more than one of the postulated mechanisms of action (neural and humoral) of acupuncture to be
effective. When visualizing acupuncture points along their respective meridian pathways, it is much like thinking of
the points themselves being similar to electrical wall plug outlets at which acupuncture energy may be accessed, along
a pathway trajectory akin to “connecting the dots.”

Several mechanisms of action of acupuncture have been proposed and scientifically researched. It is useful to be
able to provide these explanations to inquiring clients who are curious and wish to know more in order to make
informed decisions about whether to choose acupuncture for their pet.

1. Neural Opiate Theory-Most notably seen with electroacupuncture, endogenous opiate compounds such as
endorphins and enkephalins are released into the CNS, which alters the perception of pain. By varying the
electrical frequency utilized the type of opiate released by the body is also varied. This often results in
profound drowsiness or sleep.

2. Neural Non-Opiate Theory-Acupuncture stimulation utilizes the alpha, beta and delta nerve fibers that synapse
on inhibitory neurons so that pain perception is prevented prior to its arrival on C fibers, thus serving as a
“gate” so that higher neural centers do not perceive the pain.

3. Humoral Theory-Several substances such as endogenous opiates, interferon, hormones such as cortisol and
the reproductive hormones, and serotonin are released into the bloodstream by acupuncture stimulation.
Research has shown that because of this mechanism, two experimentally conjoined animals will experience
the same acupuncture effect even though only one is being treated.

4. Autonomic Theory-Using somatovisceral afferent nerves from specific acupuncture points the corresponding
internal organs may be affected due to nerve overlap in the spinal cord. This also corresponds with the
phenomenon of referred pain.

5. Bioelectric Theory-Because acupuncture points and meridians are more locally conductive to electrical charge,
a current will flow preferentially along the meridian, changing the electromagnetic field of the body.
Acupuncture points, due to their decreased electrical resistance (i.e. increased conductivity) enhance the
transmission. By placement of an acupuncture needle at these points to interrupt the current, pain is stopped.
It has also been determined that acupuncture meridians conduct sodium ions and when these are stimulated
to flow to areas of sodium deficiency cellular lysis is inhibited and thus pain is relieved. These applications
of electrical theory lend themselves practically to use of certain devices and magnetic products such as beds
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and blankets to enhance bone fracture healing and treatment of arthritis.
6. Local Mechanisms Theory-Insertion of an acupuncture needle elicits in the local tissue release of substances

such as kinins, complement and coagulation factors, histamine and bradykinins. This will result in muscle
contraction and needle retention by the fibers, and local tissue sensations such as warmth, distention and a
heavy feeling.

Most likely, during a single acupuncture session, multiple mechanisms of action actually occur, overlapping in
their effectiveness, thus collectively contributing to the overall success and duration of the treatment.

From a TCVM perspective, acupuncture stimulation results in moving Qi. Qi energy is not added by the needle,
but instead is moved, away from areas of stagnation and toward areas of deficiency. While the Chinese did not have
an understanding of the Kreb's cycle, hormones, enzyme facilitated metabolic reactions or neurotransmitters, they
had a firm grasp of Qi, in all of its diverse forms. In Chinese thought, moving Qi is how acupuncture works.

OK, What Can Be Used to Perform Acupuncture?
As mentioned earlier there are a variety of ways in which acupuncture can be performed in order to move Qi.

Practitioner judgment and experience as well as the nature of the individual patient on a case by case basis all factor
in to which technique is to be applied. 

Classical Dry needle acupuncture is perhaps the best known method used. Filiform needles which taper to an
extremely sharp point (no beveled or cutting edge) are inserted at the acupuncture points and either left alone in place
for the desired time or they may be tapped, twirled, or used in a pecking motion by hand for more intense stimulation.
There is minimal discomfort to the pet upon needle insertion since the needles taper and spread the tissue fibers
gently apart rather than cutting them. Wide awake animals rarely object to needle placement and only occasionally
require use of a muzzle or sedation. Needles may be placed to their proper depth, according to the animal's anatomy
and retained in place for anywhere from 5 to 25 minutes, depending on the ailment, the age of the patient and the
desired result. Some Japanese acupuncture techniques require only a rapid insertion and withdrawal of the needle,
with no retention time necessary.

With dry needles in place, Electroacupuncture may be performed by attaching electrical leads from a medical
electrostimulator to the needles and utilizing current for therapy. The patient must remain quite still and calm for
anywhere from 15-30 minutes for therapy to be effective and care must be taken that needles do not fall out as the
animal will notify the practitioner that they are experiencing a mild shock sensation. Many patients enjoy substantial
endorphin release and pain relief resulting in profound drowsiness and sleep during a treatment session.

Another method of stimulation of inserted dry needles is with the application of the burning herb Moxa. This
method uses the application of heat directly to the metal needle shaft. The heat is conducted down the needle into
the skin and serves to warm the patient from the interior. Some animals will begin to pant as they warm up. Typically
Moxa is used during colder weather or in colder climates, although a cold patient may require its use in any season
or climate. Many elderly, arthritic patients benefit from this method. Pet owners may be taught to use Moxa at home
without needles (non-invasive) at acupuncture points for interim maintenance treatments. Care must be taken to avoid
scorching the pet's haircoat or dropping hot ash on the skin. Care must also be taken particularly with cats or with
pet owners who are prone to asthma, as the burning of Moxa can trigger an asthmatic episode. Moxa is made from
the herb Artemisia vulgaris, which has a very characteristic odor when burned.

Aquapuncture does require the use of beveled hypodermic needles for injection of a wide variety of solutions at
the acupuncture points for a variety of types of stimulation. Generally, needles 25 gauge or smaller (to 29 gauge) are
acceptably tolerated in animals. Many effective substances such as Vitamin B12 may be injected at the acupuncture
point. Customarily, approximately .05-.10 ml is used at the point for small animals, while 0.5 ml may be used for
large animals and livestock. Substances such as Vitamin B12 may be used in full concentration (“straight”), diluted
with other substances such as procaine or lidocaine, or even combined with the patient's own blood. This is an
autosanguis technique and the topic of another lecture. Other substances used may be saline and/or homeopathic
remedies. Occasionally actual pharmaceutical drugs, hormones or vaccines may be utilized, though arguably these
should have an effect of their own independent of any acupuncture response.

Aseptic insertion of Gold Bead Implants below the skin at acupuncture points serves as a permanent therapeutic
method for animals who will require lifetime therapy. These would include those with unrelenting seizure activity
or those with advanced or severe arthritic changes such as hip dysplasia or spondylosis. Typically, the patient is
anesthetized, clipped and surgically prepped. Tiny beads or even hand cut bits of extremely high quality jeweler's
gold wire (22 to 24 carat) are inserted through a 14 gauge needle directed manually by a stylus. Depending on
practitioner preference anywhere from 1 to 5 beads are used per acupuncture point. These remain at their designated
locations and do not migrate, thus stimulating the point by their physical presence and the gold itself also provides
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an electrical charge which attracts opposite ions to itself thus balancing the charge of the tissue to normal.
For non-invasive therapy acupressure (the stimulation of points by hand) is simple and easily done in practically

any treatment environment, with no materials or equipment required. For this reason a pet owner may be taught to
apply acupressure at home for interim maintenance of therapy. Colored markers may be used to denote acupuncture
points for clients less well versed in animal anatomy to consistently relocate the proper points. Constant steady
pressure or alternating clockwise/counterclockwise rotation at the point may be used.

Infrared Laser light is also applied non-invasively, although it may be argued that the light does penetrate to a
shallow level just below the skin to stimulate the points. Depending upon the desired treatment result, a variety of
laser frequency settings are available on numerous laser devices, generally applied to the area of the point for very
brief times, usually less than 2 minutes. For excessively painful animals or those who are overly fractious and resist
needle placement (some cats!) laser can be very beneficial and much safer to both the patient and the doctor.

Topical application of Aromatic oils to thinly haired or clippered areas of animal skin at acupuncture points allows
transdermal absorption of the product for point stimulation. Thorough knowledge of the oils and their oral safety in
animals is best to allow appropriate usage and minimize any gastrointestinal upset should the animal lick the area
of application.

OK, So Who Is Performing Veterinary Acupuncture?
Currently in the United States there are nearly 500 veterinary acupuncturists practicing nationwide. The majority

of these doctors are members of the American Academy of Veterinary Acupuncture (AAVA) and the International
Veterinary Acupuncture Society (IVAS) and as such receive continuing education in acupuncture and TCVM. IVAS
is a global community of veterinary acupuncturists should referrals need to be made outside the United States. 

To contact AAVA: 
The American Academy of Veterinary Acupuncture
100 Roscommon Drive, Suite 320
Middletown, CT 6457
860-635-6300 8:30am-6:00pm EST 
www.AAVA.org

http://www.AAVA.org
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To contact IVAS:
The International Veterinary Acupuncture Society
P. O. Box 271395
Fort Collins, CO 80527-1395
USA
970-266-0666 office
970-266-0777 FAX
www.IVAS.org

But Wait, I Want to Learn More!
There are 4 opportunities to learn veterinary acupuncture in the United States. Selection of a course of training

will depend upon the individual veterinarian's needs including location, time of year, class size, etc.
IVAS Basic Acupuncture Course-Currently offered in Tampa, FL beginning October 2006 and ending March

2007. The 2007-2008 Course will be offered in San Antonio, TX. This consists of four 4 1/2 day modules, one each
in October, November, January and February with a 2 day examination in March. The IVAS Basic Course is the
oldest post-graduate veterinary acupuncture training and provides a well rounded foundation in large and small
animal and exotic/pocket pet acupuncture. Both TCVM and scientific evidence based concepts are taught. IVAS
certification entails satisfactory completion of the following: both the written and practical examinations, a case
report, and 40 hours of internship with IVAS approved veterinary acupuncturists

Chi College-offered by Dr. Xuisheng Xie in Reddick, FL, sessions variable throughout the year. Dr. Xie allows
educational tracking for small animal, large animal or mixed animal practice.

CSU-in Fort Collins, CO. Offers evidence based, scientific approach to acupuncture only with no TCVM
education.

Tufts-in Boston, MA. Offers an acupuncture course on an alternate-year basis.
Most of the courses are comparable in price, but vary with the time of year they are offered. Class sizes are

variable. Any student of each of the acupuncture courses may sit for the IVAS certification examination, and all may
join AAVA.
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SCALP ACUPUNCTURE
Mary S. Battistella, DVM, CVA

Acupuncture points on the scalp have long been used in both veterinary medicine as well as human medicine, but
in the 1960's scalp microsystems came into development by a neurosurgeon by the name of Dr. Jiao Shunfa of the
Shanxi Province. The theoretical basis of Dr. Jiao's system was based on the theory that local points on the head could
be stimulated to affect the “sea of marrow” (ie. the brain.) Dr. Jiao developed a system of different head zones that
when needled would stimulate the underlying neuroanatomy. Since then there have been other systems that have been
developed that combine or refine these zone systems including the International System and Dr. Zhu Mingqing's
System, both developed in the 1980's and incorporating traditional head acupuncture points and neuroanatomy. The
goal of this lecture is to understand how these zones are used in human medicine and how they may be utilized in
our small animal medicine, and the differences in the neuroanatomy.

Figure 1 shows the human standard lines of measurement. The first is for the anterior-posterior line (A-P line) of
the head, extending from gabella between the eyebrows, posteriorly to the occipital protuberance or inion. The A-P
point is located midway between the gabella and the lower occipital protuberance on this line. The second is the
eyebrow-occipital line (E-O line) which is a lateral line extending from the superior border of the midpoint of the
eyebrow to the lateral end of the occipital protuberance.    

Figure 2 shows the location of the motor area. The upper point of the Motor Area is .5cm posterior to the A-P Point
and extends anteriorly to the point of intersection between the E-O Line and the anterior border of the temporal
hairline (approximately at the intersection of the superior margin of the zygomatic arch with the temporal hairline.)
This oblique zone overlies the motor cortex of the precentral gyrus, and is divided into five sections.

Figure 3 illustrates the lateral view of the stimulating area including a) the sensory zone, which is a line 1.5cm
posterior to the motor zone, over the sensory cortex of the post-central gyrus; b) the chorea/tremor control zone, a
line parallel and 1.5cm anterior to the motor zone, over the motor cortex of the frontal lobe; c) the blood vessel
dilation/constriction zone, over the frontal lobe; d) the vertigo/auditory zone, a line 4cm in length, 1.5cm directly
superior to the apex of the ear, over the superior temporal gyrus; e) speech I zone, the inferior 2/5ths of the motor
zone (left side), f) speech II zone, a vertical line 3cm in length and parallel to the A-P line, 2 cm from the parietal
tubercle, over the angular gyrus of the parietal lobe; g) speech III area, a horizontal line overlapping the
vertigo-auditory zone at the midpoint and continuing 4 cm posteriorly, over posterior aspect of the superior temporal
gyrus; and h) the voluntary movement zone, three 3 cm long lines, one straight from the parietal tubercle to the
middle of the mastoid process, the other two lines anteriorly and posteriorly from the tubercle with a 40 degree angle
between them, over the supramarginal gyrus of the parietal lobe.
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Figure 4 illustrates the top view of the stimulating area. The foot motor and sensory zone is a 3cm line, 1 cm parallel
to the A-P line, beginning at the A-P point and extending 3 cm posteriorly, over the motor cortex and the sensory
cortex of the pre-central gyrus (frontal lobe) and the post-central gyrus (parietal lobe).
Figure 5 illustrates the caudal view of the stimulating area. The vision zone is 1cm lateral to the A-P line, extending
from the horizontal line of the inion or the external occipital protuberance anteriorly, over the calcarine fissure of
the occipital lobe. The balance zone is 3-3.5cm from the A-P line and extends posteriorly 4cm, over the cerebellar
hemisphere.

It is important to have an understanding of where these zones are located in the human because of all the work
that has been done in localizing these centers. However, these zones do not directly transpose from the human to our
domestic species. There are certain zones that are more applicable to the cases that we treat, those being the motor
zone, the sensory zone, the vertigo-auditory, the foot motor and sensory zone, and the visual area.

Current work on localizing the areas on the dog and cat indicate that the motor cortex on the dog includes the pre
and post cruciate gyri (precentral gyrus in the human) and the precruciate gyrus in the cat. There are also some
anatomical differences in locating the landmarks in the brachycephalic, mesocephalic and dolichocephalic for purpose
of knowing where these zones are by palpation of the head. 

The motor zone lies beneath the caudal frontal sinus and the motor zone in the dog corresponds to GV22  to TH23
(human GV21-GB6); this zone may also be referred to as the vertex-temporal line according to the international
system. Using acupuncture points for landmarks, it is easier to accommodate the changes in the anatomy between
brachycephalic and dolichocephalic. The sensory zone in a dog corresponds to a line from GV 21, just posterior to
the motor line to a point lateral to the eye and dorsal to the anterior portion of the zygomatic arch. (GV20-GB7 in
humans)

The motor zone is divided into five sections the dorsal most 1/5 treats motor disorders of the rear extremity (some
references indicate treatment for the contralateral side others report better results treating the ipsilateral side); the
middle 2/5 corresponds to motor disorders of the forelimb extremity; the lower 2/5 corresponds to disorders of the
head and face (central facial paralysis-upper motor neuron, and motor or expressive aphasia).

The sensory zone is also divided into 5 sections and is used to treat sensory disorders such as paresthesia and pain.
The dorsal most 1/5 treats sensory disorders of the rear extremity (thigh and leg numbness and pain) and also
posterior head disorders and vertigo; the middle 2/5 treats the sensory disorders of the forelimb extremity; and the
lower 2/5 treats the sensory disorders of the head and face (trigeminal neuralgia, TMJ syndrome, toothache).

The foot motor and sensory zone begins .5cm lateral to GV 22 and extends posteriorly 1.5cm, over the precruciate
gyrus, postcruciate gyrus and the sensory cortex of the dog including the rostral suprasylvian gyrus. Indications for
this zone include paralysis, paresthesia, pain, nocturnal urination, cortical frequent urination, cortical dysuria, cortical
incontinence of urine; prolapsed uterus, prolapsed rectum; bilateral foot motor and sensory plus sensory zone for
cervical syndrome, lumbar vertebral degeneration, contact dermatitis, and neuro-dermatitis. 

The vertigo-auditory zone begins at TH 20, extending caudally 1-1.5cm toward TH 18; anatomically this is about
1cm dorsal to the caudal border of the coronoid process of the mandible and caudal about .5cm; it hten extends
caudoventral toward the occipital condyles. The entire legth is cranial to the external acoustic meatus and is between
the ear and the temporalis muscle. It is  over the rostral, middle and caudal ectosylvian gyrus of the temporal lobe.
Indicated for auditory vertigo or dizziness, tinnitus, diminished hearing, auditory hallucinations.

The vision zone in the dog consists of the endomarginal gyrus, the ectomarginal gyrus and the occipital gyrus. This
zone begins cranial to the occipital protuberance in line with GV 19, about .5cm lateral to the A-P line and extends
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caudally approximately 2cm. In primates, the primary visual area is restricted to the medial surface of the occipital
lobe as compared to the dog and cat which include both the medial and dorsocaudal portions of the occipital lobe.
Indicated for cortical visual disturbance, color blindness, cataract.

The balance zone is over the cerebellum. This zone begins approximately 2cm below the occipital protuberance,
1.5cm lateral to the A-P line and extends caudally approximately 2 cm. Indicated for loss of balance due to cerebellar
disorders.

Needling techniques for scalp acupuncture
According to Jiao's method, techniques include joined puncture (tou zhen) or transverse puncture (heng ci) and

involve rapid rotation of the needles (about 200 rotations per minute), or a lift and thrust method, and the use of long,
thick (28-30ga) needles. Manipulation of the needles should produce a strong stimulation. Retention of the needles
is much longer than basic acupuncture, usually a minimum of 30 minutes up to 2-3 hours. The needles are stimulated
for 2-3 minutes with a rest period of 10-15 minutes between stimulations. While the needles are in place, passive
movement of the affected area is recommended. This helps to affect the communication between the CNS and
peripheral nervous system. Improvement with electrostimulation was not found to be as dramatic as the fast rotation.

By the International System, successive transverse or horizontal insertion, using 3 needles in a line and using rapid
rotation or electro-stim; a reinforcing method follows the channel, the reducing method goes against the channel.

Recent findings indicate that ipsilateral and contralateral treatments had no significant difference, and there was
no substantial evidence in support of one needle manipulation over another. Other sources recommend the use of
ipsilateral needling for conditions of the head and neck and contralateral for all other areas.

References:
Skoien, Jim; E.C.T.O.M. Micro-system, compiled notes.

Buxton, Don;  Professor of Anatomy Auburn College of Veterinary Medicine; Notes prepared for Graduate School students.

Jiao Shun Fa, Head Acupuncture; Shanxi Publishing House; Beijing.

P.S.Yau, Scalp -Needling Therapy,: Medicine & Health Publishing Co; Hong Kong; 1975.

Zhu Mingqing, Zhu's Scalp Acupuncture; 8 Dragons Publishing, Hong Kong; 1992.
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THE SKIN CASE: WHERE TO START…
Mary S. Battistella, DVM, CVA

As with a conventional practice, it is important to get a good history and to find out what lab work has
been done, the results of the lab work and how long ago it was done; what has been tried and for how long; what
supplements are being used on a regular basis and what supplements used on an irregular basis; what diet and for
how long, ….

Skin can be very frustrating and rewarding when using holistic therapies, and the sooner we can address
allergic skin disease in a pet’s life, the faster we see the results toward which we are working.  

Main Complaint or Problem:
Itching___ Odor___ Hair Loss___ Infection___ Sores___ Ear Problem___

Secondary Complaints or Problems:
Itching___ Odor___ Hair Loss___ Infection___ Sores___ Ear Problem___

Duration:
Seasonal________________ Year round_________________
How Long? _________________________________________________
Any event that precipitated problem? (ie. Insect bite, trauma, moving)______

Previous Lab work: CBC___ Chemistries___ Thyroid___ 
ACTH Response___ Allergy Testing___ Skin scrapings___ Biopsy___       Cytology___ Cultures: fungal___
bacterial__     Diet: Commercial 

Diet: Dry? _________________Canned _______________
      Treats ______________________________________________________
       Supplements___________________________________
            Non-Commercial Diet: ________________________________________
Flea Control: ___________________________________________________
     Other dogs or pets in household or neighborhood that are itchy or having similar symptoms  yes____ no____
      Any family members with dermatitis  yes___ no___
Physical Exam:

Eyes, eyelids_________________________
Ears, pinna ________________ canal____________________________
Lips______________________________________________________
Nails and Nail bed, front_________________ back_________________
Vulva or prepuce_____________________________________________
Rectal area__________________________________________________
Skin quality (thick, thin, dry, oily)________________________________

_____________________________________________________
Hair Quality_________________________________________________
Temp fluctuations on skin surface________________________________
Temp preferences, daytime______________________________________
     nighttime _________________________________________________
Tongue color_________________________________________________
Pulse _______________________________________________________
Appetite______________________ Thirst_________________________
Stools________________________ Urine_________________________
Bathing (shampoo, frequency)___________________________________
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1. Look at the main complaint. If you cannot improve the main complaint in a timely manner, the client will look
elsewhere.

2. Make sure you do not miss demodectic or sarcoptic mange. The demodectic mange will show up on a skin
scraping; sarcoptic mange will almost always be negative on a skin scraping. If not sure, and the history is
sketchy, an injection of ivermectin may take sarcoptic mange out of the equation.

3. . Evaluate blood work again for any metabolic problems. If blood work is not current, repeat chemistry profiles
and CBC, thyroid test, especially in the geriatric patient.

4. Diet. The diet is one of the easiest things to control in a pet’s environment and can make a tremendous
difference. Eliminate all wheat products and any food that may have caused a dietary sensitivity in the past. Dairy
and corn are the next to big offenders. Decrease the carbohydrates in the damp pets and those who have high
triglycerides and/or cholesterol. Add fatty acid supplement such as a fish oil or ground flax seed oil or one of the
combination oils that are high in omega three fatty acids to help decrease the inflammation in the skin. Digestive
enzymes can also be invaluable in the allergic pet. 

5. Bathing. Bathing 1-2 times a week can reduce the allergenic surface antigens and may help to treat the
inflammation from the outside in. Bathing or wiping off the feet of pets after being outside in the grass can also
be helpful. Prolonged surface contact is necessary for many skin products to be effective. If the owner cannot do
this, it may be good to offer this service in house. Many of the products I use for bathing are the ones that are
commercially available through companies such as DVM or Allergan. I like the coal tar and salicylic acid
shampoos, also some of the sulfur shampoos. Beware of using natural products that are high in essential oils on
cats. There are many topical sprays or leave on rinses that are good for aiding after bath treatment. 

6. Immune System Support. I use higher than maintenance levels of immune supporting products in dermatology
cases, especially on cases that exhibit vasculitis. Also local immunity may be helpful for the intestinal tract
through use of prebiotics and probiotics.

7. . Detoxifiers. I use homeopathic detoxifiers and try to supply good natural antioxidants in the diet through the
fatty acids, greens (seaweeds, blue-green algae, dried and ground or fresh greens). There are many herbs that help
to promote the lymphatics such as red clover, lavender, calendula. Homeopathic: Heel detox system of
Lymphomyosot, Berberis, and Nux Vomica. I may add others if I expect a specific causative factor…Thuja for
vaccine miasms, or apis for insect miasms. There are stronger detox homeopathics such as Tonsilla, but I usually
start more slowly so as to prevent sudden changes in the bodies that have been on steroids and antibiotics for
prolonged periods.

8. Acupuncture. Many skin cases involve heat and damp or heat and dry with wind. I usually use acupuncture to
decrease the heat and wind, drain damp, and to help with the communication between the Ying and Wei of the
body. Common points include: GB20, LU5, SP6, SP9, LI11, TH21, LIV2, LIV3, PC6, HT7,GV14.

9. Chinese Herbs.  I use herbs to help support the organ functions whether it be draining damp, nourishing blood
and yin, or Lung misting the surface and also for directing the treatment. (damp heat: Long Dan Xie Gan Wan, Si
Miao San; Damp: Ping Wei san plus additions. Blood deficiency: Shi Quan Da Bu Tang; Liu Wei Di Huang Wan.
Itching: Dictamnus bai xian pi, Sophora ku shen; heat: talc hua shi, forsythia lian qiao, Phellodendron huang
bai.)

10. Homotoxicology.  Phase therapy of homotoxicology is the latest modality I have added to treating skin
problems. It has been most useful in turning many cases around and retraining the body’s response to allergenic
stimuli. Many of the remedies used include: Cutis Compositum, Graphites, Psorinoheel, Thyroidea, Apis,
Coenzyme Compositum, Lymphomyosot, Galiumheel, Traumeel, Placenta Compositum.

11. Behavioral problems. The neurotic patient may need help from Flower Essences for constitutional problems.
(These often help the client as well when used in a spray bottle.) 
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FOUNDATIONS OF MIASMATIC THEORY
Larry A. Bernstein, V.M.D., PCHom.

As we kick off the 2008 AVH track at AHVMA we welcome Dr. Peter Gregory who will lecture on a
multitude of subjects anchored in the concept of miasms. We will take time this morning to introduce or reinforce
our understanding of the historical, philosophical and practical basis of this concept. As we delve deeper into
homeopathy, we tend to hit this plateau where it becomes important to understand the concept of the miasm
before we can move onto a new higher plane of understanding and prescribing. Trying to “get” advanced
homeopathy without understanding miasms is like trying to study photography without understanding the
fundamentals of how light behaves. It can and is done, but much of the art and beauty is lost.

The concepts surrounding miasms are important and one need not feel intimidated but rather excited at the
prospect because this deeper understanding can help us become better homeopaths. 

The goal of this discussion is to help to demystify the leap in understanding that Hahnemann made in his
treatise - Chronic Diseases, to help understand the term miasm and to discuss the theory of epidemics and their
treatment. Along the way we will touch on the concepts of susceptibility, totality and dissimilar diseases.

That said, we must first set the scene on this tale. To aid in our understanding, we should be aware of the
climate in 1828 in respect to medicine and homeopathic practice. Samuel Hahnemann published the first edition
of the Organon of the Medical Art in 1810 and had revised it twice since then, in 1818 and 1824. He had been a
professor in Leipzig since 1811. For those of you not familiar with Hahnemann's life, it is reasonable to assume
the man was brilliant. 

One example of this is a short anecdote found in the late and renowned Julian Winston's book, the Faces of
Homeopathy. In 1811 the university at Leipzig gave Dr. Hahnemann a position and a grant after he presented an
oral dissertation on the use of Hellebore in ancient cultures. He did this in Latin while quoting the original
sources in eight different languages. Those that had attended with the goal to ridicule and embarrass him, left
astonished and humbled.

He remained at Leipzig until 1820 when he wore out his welcome.  Samuel Hahnemann was very outspoken
and was constantly being attacked, in the papers, by the city's doctors. In 1820 Hahnemann found another sponsor
and moved to his clinic in Köthen, Germany where he remained, except for a brief detour back to Leipzig, until
1834 when he married his second wife, Melanie, and moved to Paris. 

During the years leading up to 1828, Hahnemann treated a multitude of patients at his clinic in Köthen, and
had been writing prolifically. Homeopathy had become more accepted during this time but Hahnemann felt that
there was more that could be done, It was not working for him on the level that he sensed was possible and he
was not sure what was missing. 

As we read through his introduction in Chronic Diseases, we realize that he spent these many years delving
deeper into the roots of chronic disease and, through study, constant reflection and an amazing intuitive leap, the
concept of Psora, as a chronic miasm, was finally revealed. 

In 1827 Hahnemann wrote to his two best students (Gross and Stapf) to announcing a breakthrough
concerning the origins of homeopathic disease. He told them of his discovery and stressed that news of this
discovery would be met with doubt and fright by the homeopathic community. He was sure there would be
resistance by the other practitioners who seemed content in the current system of prescribing based on individual
acute events.

It is enlightening to see that the problems that faced Hahnemann and homeopathy in 1828 are many of the
same issues that divide homeopaths today. To further relate the tale as told by Julian Winston, Hahnemann
moved back to Leipzig for a short time in 1832 to form a school of homeopathy. Around the time it was ready to
open, he published an open letter in the paper addressed to the “Half-Homeopaths in Leipzig”, heaping scorn on
those that would allow their patients to choose allopathic methods and calling the man who was to head his own
hospital “a bastard-homeopath”. The hospital did not succeed and Hahnemann moved back to Köthen.

Every serious homeopath should take the time to read Chronic Diseases. This book is definitely not light
reading because of the long paragraphs and convoluted sentence structure. Reading the Editor's preface will give
hints to help one better understand Hahnemann's sentence structure and thought processes.
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The best part of the story is in the introductions, prefaces and the first twenty or so pages before he starts his
long litany of cases and symptoms and is well worth the time it takes. Later sections introduce his system for
treating the chronic miasms of Psora, Syphilis and Sycosis.

The beliefs that Samuel Hahnemann held dear almost 200 years ago ring true today. They are not
complicated; they are eloquent. They are also very inter-connected. Since the concepts involved are so
intertwined, any discussion of one aspect naturally flows into another like the tributaries of some great
meandering river. It is easy to get lost in the concepts of chronic disease, miasms and epidemics because they
merge and transform into each other like the symptoms of the cases we hope to cure.

We will explore this region in an orderly fashion so, at the end; you will better understand the big picture.
Imagine trying to understand the Amazon River Basin from ground level, it would be almost impossible. We need
to expand our viewpoint, raise ourselves up to where we can see the homeopathic Amazon from a homeopathic
space station. Then we can take it all in at one time, see all the interactive, moving parts and understand it as a
single, dynamic system. That is the overview we hope to help you achieve.

To finish setting the stage for our journey, we should also include some history of the Organon along with that
of the Chronic Diseases.

Hahnemann published the first portions of what was to become Chronic Diseases in or around 1828. Here he
introduced the concept of Psora (the itch-disease - Scabies) as the basis of all chronic disease and added to the
already discovered chronic miasms of Syphilis (the chancre-disease - Syphilis) and Sycosis (the figwart-disease -
Gonorrhea). He introduced an initial list of the specific remedies that he had derived to treat Psora. It is strongly
believed that these new remedies he introduced in 1828 were from experience with his many patients and not
from provings as he was almost 80 years old at the time. The Prefatory Note to the Materia Medica Section by
Dr. Richard Hughes has more on this interesting idea.

Over the following few years, Hahnemann released more materia medica and additional remedies for these
chronic miasms of Psora, Syphilis and Sycosis.  We can also learn about his miasmatic theories from the
Organon. Even though the first edition was published in 1810, Hahnemann was constantly revising and
expanding this work. Later editions included much of the theory of miasms and chronic disease. The 4th edition
was written in 1829, the 5th in 1833 and the 6th in or around 1842. We cannot be sure on the 6th since the
original manuscript was, apparently, undated.  Hahnemann died in 1843 and it appears that his wife Melanie
transmitted the 6th edition to the publisher after his death.

The concepts and definitions we will cover in this discussion are:
Miasms 
Epidemics 
Susceptibility
Dissimilar Energy
Totality
Genus Epidemicus
Chronic versus Acute

Miasms 
There are so many definitions of a miasm in the literature and the term is so widely used that it has created

confusion in many homeopathic students and teachers alike. There are the chronic miasms, the famous three;
Psora, Sycosis, Syphilis. Later Hahnemann identified another chronic miasm under Psora called Pseudo-Psora
(the tubercle disease). The initial three (Psora, Sycosis, Syphilis) are the ones with which we are most familiar.
These are the ones that Hahnemann refers to as the Chronic Miasms (or sometimes for confusion just the
miasms) in much of the later literature. We have all heard about other miasms and recent additions to this concept
by homeopaths in India - Sankaran to be more specific. This is a good time to remind everyone that the idea of a
miasm is nothing more than a model - a framework to help define a pattern of symptoms and, on a deeper level, a
pattern of disease and disease progression, to give it context. 

In a many ways it follows the pattern of the allopathic model we tend to critique and perhaps, in some ways,
Hahnemann came full circle when he decided to take a list of symptoms, give them a disease “name” and set up a
treatment protocol. 

Let us suffice to say that the miasmatic concept is merely another way to help us understand energetic disease
and to select the most appropriate and similar remedy to eradicate it.
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We must be careful as we read the Organon to realize that diseases and miasms are not the same. When
Hahnemann talks of miasms, he may refer to his chronic miasms of Psora, Syphilis and Sycosis or merely any
contagious disease with a specific cause and pattern of development. 

When we examine paragraphs 72 through 81 of the Organon, we see that Hahnemann uses the term “disease”
differently and attributes disease to three main sources.

1. Paragraph 73 - Stress factors 
2. Paragraph 74 - Drugs and other physician caused sources
3. Paragraph 78 - Miasms

In Paragraph 73, Hahnemann begins to describe acute disease. He also points out that some epidemics can be
caused by acute miasms and he has a great little side comment where he indicates that much of what was being
called acute was, actually, an exacerbation of the underlying chronic disease. This is the main concept that
created such an uproar with the publication of Chronic Diseases.

When we look at Aphorism 73 we see acute disease divided into three categories. This is important in our
understanding miasms, epidemics and the idea of chronic versus acute.

a. Individuals - ‘due to injurious influences leading to acute febrile affections that are, in reality, transient
explosions of latent Psora which spontaneously return to the dormant state if not too violent a
character and soon quelled”. Note that here is where he threw in this little aside about the chronic
nature of acute disease. 

b. Sporadic - several persons at the same time - these can break out in different places simultaneously due
to (he hypothesized) meteoric, telluric (of or belonging to the earth) or injurious agents. 

c. Epidemic - “diseases in which many persons are attacked with very similar sufferings from the same
cause.” These causes are often war or calamity of some nature. They often appear to have an identical
origin, set up the same process in each person and result in death or recovery. Epidemics can arise from
injurious influences, some of these can be acute miasms.

Earlier, in paragraph 46, Hahnemann discussed a different subject, the displacement of one disease state by
another stronger similar disease. During that discussion he used the term “fixed” miasm and described as “those
(few) diseases which are invariably the same, arise from a fixed miasm, and hence merit a distinct name. Among
these the smallpox, so dreaded on account of the great number of its serious symptoms, occupies a prominent
position, and it has removed and cured a number of maladies with similar symptoms” 

He goes on to say in paragraph 73;
 “sometimes they are peculiar acute miasms which recur in the same manner (hence known by some traditional
name), which either attack persons but once in a lifetime, as the small-pox, measles, whooping-cough, the
ancient, smooth, bright red scarlet fever of Sydenham, the mumps, etc., or such as recur frequently in pretty
much the same manner, the plague of the Levant, the yellow fever of the sea-coast, the Asiatic cholera, .....etc.”
These we call the fixed acute miasms. I believe that the term fixed was derived from the idea that allopathic
physicians called these by a FIXED name and they were treated by a FIXED method since the footnote to
paragraph 73 also reads:

“The homoeopathic physician, who does not entertain the foregone conclusions devised by the ordinary
school (who have fixed upon a few names of such fevers, besides which mighty nature dare not produce
any others, so as to admit of their treating these diseases according to some fixed method)”
Please note that the bold emphasis on “fixed” is mine - not Hahnemann's.

However, in the footnote to paragraph 81, Hahnemann states that each “fixed” acute disease actually
distinguishes itself each time as a new disease. This will come into play later when we talk about the best
treatments for an epidemic.
In these paragraphs (72 - 81), Hahnemann stresses that chronic disease can also arise from improper treatment by
allopathic means or injurious influences like:

1. The habitual intake of harmful food and drink.
2. Prolonged deprivation of things necessary for life.
3. Living in damp cellars or other confined areas.
4. Lack of exercise and open air.
5. Living in constant vexation.
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These are only a few of the examples from Aphorism 77 in the Organon, but they show where he was going
with this idea. He was saying that we can see the effects of these destructive influences and mistake them for
chronic disease. He points out at the end of Aphorism 77 that:

These kinds of ill-health that people bring upon themselves disappear spontaneously under an improved
lifestyle, provided no chronic miasm lies in the body. These cannot be called chronic diseases.

Later, in Aphorism 78, Hahnemann reminds us that the true, natural, chronic disease are those that arise from
a chronic miasm. He goes on to remind us that natural, chronic diseases go on increasing throughout the course of
our lives and even the most robust vital force cannot eliminate them without the aid of homeopathic remedies.

To Summarize:
A miasm (or miasma) is derived from the German word for noxious energy or to pollute.
Most miasms were considered by Hahnemann to be acute although some he defines as the chronic miasms.

These he broke down into venereal (Sycosis and Syphilis) and non-venereal (Psora and later Pseudo-Psora or
Tubercular). 

Miasms are by definition contagious in some form. An inherited miasm is passed from generation to
generation; an acquired miasm is acquired from an exogenous source. He spoke often of the contagious nature of
the miasm on any level. Psora is contagious and, in both Chronic Diseases and the Organon (paragraph 80), he
speaks about it developing, being suppressed and evolving for millennia as it passed through countless
individuals and generations until it was a stigma upon the vital force of all of us.

Miasms can be “fixed”. It is clear from paragraphs 46 and 73 that some of the miasms are replicable in their
development, presentation and course. They affect an individual or a population in a fairly predictable fashion.
These he called the “fixed” miasms. He also contradicts this (or expands it depending on your viewpoint) in a
footnote to Aphorism 81 where says each epidemic is actually different.

He differentiated acute miasms from his chronic miasms of Psora, Syphilis and Sycosis.
There is an entire section of the Organon (72-81) that addresses definitions of acute and chronic disease and

points out that many things that appear to be chronic disease are actually caused by factors other than chronic
miasms and respond to removal of these obstacles.

It is also important to remember that, in paragraph 73, Hahnemann pointed out that an injurious agent can
activate latent Psora. This is often the case when an animal receives a vaccination and has a severe ongoing set of
problems. The vaccine energy, a miasm unto itself, became the injurious agent that awakened the sleeping
monster. It is the catalyst. 

WWe will be using the term miasm in a more general way. We will look at the acute miasm as an energetic
event and only touch on the vast epidemics of Psora, Syphilis and Sycosis.

We often think, in veterinary homeopathy, of miasms as being one of the three chronic miasms or one of the
acute fixed miasms like rabies miasm and distemper miasm.  On a broader scale, a miasm is a contagious event
that has an energetic effect on our patients. This effect is often inimical (adverse) but need not be, for our
definition.  Try to think of a miasm as both an energetic influence and the response elicited by that influence. 

Epidemics, Susceptibility and Dissimilar Energy
We touched on epidemics in paragraph 73 of the Organon. 
Epidemic -  “diseases in which many persons are attacked with very similar sufferings from the same cause” 
Before we can go further with epidemics, we must bring in the idea of susceptibility. If an animal or a person

or a society or any organism is not susceptible to an energetic influence, it cannot manifest the effects of that
energetic event and would not be affected in an epidemic. If a person were not susceptible to smallpox they
would not show the symptoms of that disease. To be affected, one either must be normally susceptible or the
energy must be overwhelming enough to create susceptibility. This is true in life as it is in homeopathy.

If you are not susceptible you will not be affected UNLESS the level of the energetic event is raised to a level
above that threshold of susceptibility and we then do become susceptible. It is always a question of balance and
dynamic interaction.

This is also the basis for remedy action and posology (potency and frequency of remedy administration) in
homeopathy. It is why we need different potencies in different repetitions. Susceptibility is a broad concept that
pervades every aspect of homeopathy. When we discuss the action of homeopathic remedies, we are talking
about similar energies but for the next part of this discussion we need to introduce the idea of a dissimilar energy
and its effect on a system.
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For the purposes of this discussion, we use the term dissimilar energy to encompass everything that is not
homeopathic (similar). It sounds simple and it is.

An energy that is homeopathic works in a synergistic way, it resonates at the same frequency and vibration as
the system. It is not antipathic (opposite) but homeopathic.

It is important to remember that energy we describe need not be a physical remedy to produce a response. A
kind word, a photograph, a song on the radio can be an energetic event that initiates a homeopathic response in an
organism. A harsh word from an authority figure to a child or animal, a slap, a cold bath to a febrile patient can
all be antipathic and suppressive, They are all energetic and can have great (inimical usually) influence.

When we introduce a similar energy that is strong enough to affect a system, we are initiating a homeopathic
reaction because; if it is not similar it is not homeopathic. We can also introduce dissimilar types of energy that
create change in a system by force, by their overpowering nature to the present state. The most prevalent and
pervasive example of this is drug action. 

You should reread the Organon for a deeper discussion of these types of interactions, i.e. similar and
dissimilar. These are covered in paragraphs 30-47.

To Review:
So far we have defined the concept of the miasm as a contagious energy of the acute or chronic variety and

within the acute is the predictable fixed acute miasm.
We have defined an epidemic as “diseases in which many persons are attacked with very similar sufferings

from the same cause”.
We have discussed the ideas of susceptibility and the effect of a stronger dissimilar energy to some degree but

will discuss this in more detail in a bit.

Totality
Finally we need to understand the idea of totality as it pertains to our discussion here today.
In Aphorism 18 Hahnemann discusses the totality of symptoms and conditions as being the sole guide for

therapy and all important in proper treatment of a case:
“From this indubitable truth, that besides the totality of the symptoms nothing can by any means be

discovered in diseases wherewith they could express their need of aid, it follows undeniably that the sum of
all the symptoms and conditions in each individual case of disease must be the sole indication, the sole
guide to direct us in the choice of a remedy.”'

Recall Hahnemann's introduction to Chronic Diseases and his conviction that his ideas would not be readily
accepted. When Hahnemann introduced the first monographs of the Chronic Diseases, he wrote a letter in 1827
to Dr. Stapf (one of his most dedicated students) discussing how his work would be viewed and, sadly, history
showed he was correct in his prediction. 

He wrote:
“You and Gross are the only ones to whom I have revealed this matter. Just think what a start you have

in advance of all the other physicians in the world. At least a year will elapse before the others get my
book; they will then require more than half a year to recover from the fright and astonishment at the
monstrous, unheard of thing, perhaps another half year before they believe it, at all. Even longer before
they provide themselves with the medicines, and they will not be able to 'get them properly unless they
prepare them themselves.  Then it is doubtful whether they will accept the smallness of the doses, and wait
the long time they ought to allow each dose to act.”

There was discord and turmoil about his ideas and these concepts required a leap in faith and understanding to
accept. Up until this time, homeopaths were treating each situation as we treat acutes. For them the concept that
there was a pervasive underlying disharmony, of which the acutes were only the tip of the iceberg, was both
frightening and undermined their current vision of the homeopathic disharmony.  

What Hahnemann had done in understanding the ideas he revealed in Chronic Diseases was what we all try to
do in our cases and in our understanding of life. He stepped back and tried to look at a bigger picture, at the
larger totality. He had taken our mythical homeopathic space station high enough so that he could see, or at least
intuitively sense, the bigger picture below. 

As we contemplate our cases we try to see the biggest picture we can and should always be aware that there is
a larger picture we are not yet seeing. 
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Every time I teach this subject I am reminded of a parable taught to me by a wise homeopath many years ago.
 He said that for years he treated a flea and the flea improved and did well for a time but then disharmony
returned and this cycle continued until he knew he needed to do more and he took a step back, saw a wider view
and he realized that the flea lived on a bird. 

So he treated the flea AND the bird and things got even better for longer but they were still not cured so he
looked with an even wider view and realized that the bird was perched on the shoulder of a tiger. 

Once again he treated that larger totality and things did very well but the situation was still not in balance so
he stood back as far as he could and saw that the tiger lived on the back of a dragon. What made it all the more
daunting was that we all live on the back of that dragon. 

This exemplifies what Hahnemann saw and tried to relate it to us in his teachings. It appeared that he and his
followers had been treating the flea (or maybe the bird) but Chronic Diseases was his realization that there was a
really a Dragon (or as he called Psora - a many headed Hydra). The book was his attempt to describe this and
provide guidelines to treat it.

It is often good to take a moment to remember that the earth, when viewed from far enough out in space can
appear as a single organism in disharmony. Looking closer, it can appear that our societies are single organisms
in disharmony.  It stands to reason that we can think of the wars and the epidemics suffered by those societies as
acute exacerbations of the underlying chronic disease. 

More on Epidemics and Susceptibility and Stronger Dissimilars
We will stop, catch our breath, let that all sink in while the energy flows back into the discussion of epidemics

from a more practical perspective.
An epidemic is no different than an individual case in most respects, it hinges on the concept of susceptibility.

It should follow that without susceptibility there can be no epidemics, or for that matter disease (or even remedy
action). 

Where this breaks down is in the face of an overwhelming dissimilar energy, one so powerful that most, if not
all of us are susceptible on some level. A clear demonstration of this can be seen in a single patient given a
non-homeopathic medicine (a drug). Why do you think that Hahnemann screamed out against the use of
allopathic suppressive therapy like drugs? 

From a homeopathic perspective, a drug can be viewed as a stronger dissimilar energy that can exert an
influence on the body despite a natural lack of susceptibility. A drug can be repeated or the strength increased
until it is almost guaranteed to be a stronger dissimilar energy and exert its influence over the body. That is why
they (drugs) act so effectively. In the real world, their effect cannot usually be denied given a large enough dose
or frequency.

The same perception can be applied to other energetic events. Consider this situation. It is 1941; we are living
our day-to-day lives, engaged in our practices, tending to our families and our plans. All of a sudden the Japanese
attack Pearl Harbor and the Axis invades Western Europe. Some of us are drafted to go overseas and fight, some
must go to work in factories making planes and tanks and bullets. There are rationing coupons for butter and
sugar and gasoline and tires. Our lives, so carefully planned and nurtured are altered in overwhelming ways. We
are swept away by energy so strong that most cannot resist.

Of course I am speaking of the past and World War Two's effects in the United States but this event (or
energy) was so powerful, so overwhelming, i.e. such a strong dissimilar energy that most everyone was affected.
To paraphrase from the famous movie Casablanca, “The problems of the little people did not amount to a hill of
beans in that crazy world.” 

With most drugs the issue of susceptibility is almost moot since they can be administered “to effect”.
However, an epidemic or acute miasmatic energy still depends on the susceptibility of the population and the
individuals. Not everyone in a population is susceptible or if they are, they are susceptible on different levels.
The energy in an epidemic might even be homeopathic to some members of a population. 

When an energetic event  (be it a virus, a bacteria, a toxin, or even a thought) is introduced into a population
there are a range of possibilities based on the strength of that energy and the individual susceptibilities. 

If there are sufficiently large numbers of individuals with susceptibility we get an epidemic that draws our
attention, however, even a few cases of measles in a school can be an considered an epidemic.

During an epidemic there are those individuals, who are swept away or overwhelmed by the energy of that
stronger dissimilar force. These are the most susceptible (group 1)**. Then there is the middle range of people.
These are the ones that have a normal degree of susceptibility (group 2). There are often those with a low degree
or no susceptibility to that energy at that strength (group 3).
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**The reason for the asterisk in group one is that there will be a sub-group of highly susceptible individuals to
whom the energy is so similar that it will bring about a cure in some form. Maybe, in the example of the war, that
is the person that needs a dose of war 1M to feel whole.

If you saw the movie Patton with George C. Scott, there is a scene where General Patton looks out over a
smoking battlefield and comments, “God help me but I love it”.  It seemed that the same energy of World War II
was a stronger dissimilar to most but was his similar remedy. 

I realize that this is wandering around into some strange examples but one of my goals is to help you
understand miasms and epidemics from an energetic standpoint. In that way we might understand the power of
homeopathy and Hahnemann's concepts in the broadest terms, the largest totality. 

In epidemics, as in anything else in homeopathy, susceptibility is both the yardstick and the key. Once we
think in terms of that, things become easier to quantify. It probably resonates with our allopathic medical training
in some way. More of a drug equals more reaction, like in anesthesia. We can guarantee a reaction in the
individual by increasing the dose and repetition to the point that the energy is so overwhelming that it becomes
the new state of being.

In 1828 Hahnemann presented his ideas to the homeopathic world, he tried to expand their totality and help
them see, at least, the Tiger and maybe even the Dragon (or as he called Psora - the Hydra). He was met with
criticism from many of his followers that did not like the idea. He basically told them they might be winning a
few skirmishes and even a few battles but they had not even realized there was a war going on beneath the
surface.

As we move on into this discussion, remember the shock and dismay that his students and other homeopaths
felt, how it was difficult for them to see homeopathy in this whole new light. He was a pioneer and a visionary
and never, it appears, chose the easy path. 

We have recently commemorated the 7th anniversary of a day that may have changed our world forever. I am,
of course, referring to the attack of September 11, 2001. To me, it is the perfect example of an acute miasm, an
overpowering dissimilar energy and an epidemic.

As we all watched the planes tear through the buildings, the fireballs, the flames, the people leaping to their
deaths and the final collapse repeated countless times, in slow motion, on every television, many were affected
by an acute miasmatic energy. You may even be feeling some of that energy again as we remember the horror
and disbelief as those hours unfolded and revisit some of the images. 

That event had an impact on us all. It was an acute miasm, an energetic release that affected all of us who
were susceptible on some level. In most of the world, there was horror, in some of the world celebration. Some
were stunned into an opium state, some were hysterical as in the remedy ignatia, some exhibited the anger with
the grief of lachesis and some the quiet reserved, proper grief of nat-mur.

Most of the population in this country could have been treated with a handful of remedies in the hours, days
and weeks following this event. That, in the broadest terms, is an epidemic and an acute miasm.

Genus Epidemicus
I mentioned some of the remedy pictures that I saw in my limited experience within my clients and my human

patients after 9-11. What I was actually seeing was an epidemic and what I was doing was creating a crude genus
epidemicus of that epidemic. 

The genus epidemicus is a tool to prescribe within the epidemic and, in a broader sense, a concept intimately
related to homeopathic philosophy. It is the result of analysis of a compilation of symptoms from multiple
individuals that are then combined so we are looking at them AS ONE PATIENT. That is the key, as one patient. 

Remember that in Hahnemann's time there were epidemics that swept through Europe; Smallpox, Cholera,
Typhoid and the Plague of the Levant (the Levant being a region of the Eastern Mediterranean - Turkey, Cyprus
and the Middle East).

This was better known just as the “Plague”.  These were some of the “fixed” miasms we discussed
preViously. They tended to exhibit the same symptom pattern and disease progression each time although there
was always slight variation in each epidemic. We might consider the flu, SARS and Bird Flu as newer examples
of this age old concept.

These epidemics affected regions and would slowly (or rapidly in some cases) become recognized as
epidemics instead of sporadic cases. The internet and satellite communication were much slower in the 1800's so
it took longer to see the true nature of an epidemic then. Would we have recognized the SARS pattern as quickly
without the vast communications we have today?
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Once something was seen as an epidemic, it was important to treat the population as quickly and efficiently as
one could. By finding the Genus Epidemicus one could create a short list of remedies that even a lay person could
use for a best guess of the appropriate remedy for treatment. One example of this would, of course, be the great
Influenza pandemic of 1916. Another would be the Cholera epidemic in Europe in 1830. I excerpted the
following from Dudgeon's Biographical sketch of Hahnemann as an eloquent example.

“The same year, 1830, the cholera invaded Germany from the East and on its approach, Hahnemann, guided
by the unerring therapeutic rule he had discovered, at once fixed upon the remedies which should prove specific
for it, and caused directions to be printed, and distributed over the country by thousands so that on its actual
invasion the homeopaths and those who had received Hahnemann's directions were fully prepared for its
treatment and prophylaxis, and thus there is no doubt many lives were saved, and many victims rescued from the
pestilence. On all sides statements were published, testifying to the immense comparative success that had
attended the employment of the means recommended by Hahnemann, before he had seen or treated a single case.
This one fact speaks more for homeopathy, and the truth of the law of nature on which the system is founded,
than almost any other I could offer, viz., that Hahnemann, from merely reading a description of one of the most
appalling rapid and fatal diseases, could confidently and dogmatically say, such and such a medicine will do good
in this stage of the disease; such and such other medicine in that; and that the united experience of hundreds of
practitioners in all parts of Europe should bear practical testimony to the accuracy of Hahnemann's conclusion.”

When one treats cases in an epidemic there is a hierarchy of remedies. In an epidemic the best remedy would,
of course, be the individual remedy for each case, taken separately, but that is not always possible.

The next best thing would be to use the Genus Epidemicus of the current epidemic. If that is not known then
the Genus Epidemicus of the previous epidemic and if that is not known, we usually use the nosode if applicable.

Let us extend this example to the chronic miasms. This brings us back to Hahnemann's Chronic Diseases. 
Simply stated, what Samuel Hahnemann did was to take all the symptoms he could from a number of his

cases, treat them as one patient and create the genus epidemicus for that patient called Psora - he then listed the
main remedies for this epidemic and gave us the list of Hahnemann's antipsoric remedies.

He also did this for Syphilis and Sycosis - treated them as epidemics and compiled the lists. That is why there
are such long lists of symptoms in the book. He was showing us how to recognize the signs of each particular
epidemic. 

Chronic vs Acute
One theme that always seems to surface in these discussions is the idea of chronic versus acute in our

prescribing and thinking about disease. As we were tormented by the events of 9-11 we were also forced to
consider the underlying pathology that would lead men to such an act. 

It made one realize that this was not only an acute miasm but also an acute exacerbation of an underlying
chronic disease. Perhaps, by looking at 9-11 as purely an acute event, we were looking at the Tiger and not the
Dragon (or for that matter the Flea and not the Dragon as it is all relative).

If we stepped back and tried to take in the largest totality of symptoms and conditions that we could see
(paragraph 18 of the Organon), then we could see this was an eruption, a fever, an acute inflammation. 

It created change in the system. It generated a new remedy picture, a new understanding of what needed to be
cured. We all were forced to glimpse the Hydra that lay underneath, at the roots of this event.

Whether we could have treated it homeopathically instead of allopathically trying to remove the lesion, is
something to be discussed another day, but suffice to say that we often see patients with such advanced pathology
that we must intervene allopathically if they are to survive. 

Perhaps war is the inflammation, the eruption, the fever that relieves the pressure on the underlying chronic
disease of the world. Perhaps it is the acute of that chronic. These are the thoughts that come into one's head
when we see such terrible tragedy in the world. Perhaps, through homeopathy, the healing can expand and
someday we will see the remedy that will heal the world.

This idea is the same concept that is applied to our individual cases. When we see the asthma flare or the
reactivation of latent Psora Hahnemann described in paragraph 73 section one of the Organon.

Many homeopaths talk about the true acutes, the accidents, the traumas, the venomous bites but in our
mystical (or mythical?) world of the greatest totality, are these truly acutes or just more subtle manifestations of
the underlying chronic disease?

When we are walking down the road and step in a pothole, do we break our ankle or merely twist it? Perhaps
we twist it, but it heals quickly. Perhaps we don't even hurt it. All these possibilities are based on the strength of
our vital force, our health and our susceptibility. 
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If we were healthier from a homeopathic perspective, we might not have been worried about our job or our
love life. We might have been aware enough to miss the pothole altogether. In the largest totality that we can
imagine, in the most perfect homeopathic health that we can conceive, perhaps we would not have even been on
the street with the pothole. 

That is where the idea of the true acute (in theory) breaks down. In most of our practices we do see acutes,
since always treating on that grand a totality might appear ineffective during the “acute” crisis. The important
thing is to always try to step back and see the biggest picture we can at that moment in a case. Also remember
that the “acute” remedy may well be the chronic remedy you have been using on that patient. It may not require a
shift in remedies but rather a repetition.

Many of you are probably wondering if these radical new concepts are counter to classical homeopathy, some
crazy new way of looking at our practices or our patients and what will people think. Will this be one of “those”
discussions that people complain about for years as being so non-classical?

I guess that is what Hahnemann was talking about in his letter to Dr. Stapf, since this is what, I believe, he
came to understand when he realized that most of what he had been treating was just manifestations of a larger,
underlying disease state. He brought us to a greater totality, a bigger picture. He saw the homeopathic Amazon
without the benefit of our space station. He induced it from his cases and it was a feat that should leave us in awe
of his intellect.

Can we always treat on that highest level? Of course not, we treat on the physical and mental symptoms that
we can identify and find in the repertory or our clinical experience. That is the reality of everyday practice. It is
important though, that we remember to always be looking a bit beyond.

If a male cat with the symptoms of cystitis is brought to our office or the owner calls on the phone, we usually
narrow our focus. We treat the bladder symptoms. Do we use pulsatilla, or nux, or arsenicum, or phosphorus or
sulfur (or cantharis but that rarely seems to work but thlapsi has proved very helpful in many cases)? 

Each of these remedies has similar bladder symptoms in its homeopathic picture. How do we choose the
correct one? We use other characteristic symptoms to determine which remedy we will prescribe. We use the
restlessness, or lack of, the temperature modalities and the emotional state. This is a simple example of what we
are discussing here today. Later when the patient is over the crisis, we try to expand our view (our totality) and
treat with a “constitutional” or chronic remedy. As the case progresses we try to make our way to the largest
totality.

Remember that Hahnemann said in Chronic Diseases that Psora is 7/8th's of everything we see. It makes
perfect sense that most cases we see will eventually need an antipsoric remedy. We started treating the Flea (the
bladder presentation) and want to end up treating the Hydra of Psora.  

Conclusion
I want to end this discussion with a short example of one of my own cases.
I had an interesting case of a cat with epileptic convulsions a few years back. I treated this cat for years with

moderate success (and numerous remedies) but the underlying pattern remained. Finally I asked another
homeopath and friend to look at the case. She looked at the cat and the cat's mom and immediately saw a remedy
that I had missed. She suggested that they both take a dose and within two months, the seizures had stopped, the
cat was much happier and within 3 months the abusive husband was gone and the house was much happier. Was
this merely a coincidence?  I think not. I think that treating on the largest totality helped cure both the cat, and the
household and that, is the whole point of what we want to do.
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HOW TO BE HAPPY IN YOUR PRACTICE AND YOUR LIFE
Stephen R. Blake DVM, CVH, CVA

  I have been in the laboratory of life for 61 years and have finally learned what Ralph Waldo Emerson meant
when he wrote; “The good news is that once you figure out what you know is more important than what you have
been taught to believe, you will immediately begin to shift gears towards abundance. Success comes from within
not without.”

  The power of this quote will change your life, if you get out of the way and let it happen. “Miracles happen
each and everyday; all we have to do is get out of their way. If we do this each and every day, more of them will
come our way!” Dr. Stephen Blake.

  We have all been brought up under the same set of rules that force us to be unhappy by default. By this I
mean, we have been taught to believe that our egos defin who we are and that we must listen to our egos to
survive in this world as we know it. “Civilization is created by Ego and life is created by being.” True happiness
comes from within each and every one of us and looking outside of ourselves will never bring us true happiness. 

   In our practices we are very busy, multitasking 24/7 and not paying any attention to who we are. If you do
not pay attention to who you are, there is no way you can ever hope to be happy in your practice or your life.
Robert Kawasaki, author of Rich Dad Poor Dad wrote; “The definition of lazy is too busy.” I was always taught
that if you were not busy, you were lazy and wasting time. I was always running here and there, putting out fires
in my practice and my life, not paying attention to being me. 

This is true with all of us, because we have been conditioned to behave in this manner to fit the mold of being
successful. “The means justifies the end.” This is a famous quote we are all familiar with and often times use this
as an excuse for the things we do in our lives and practice that do not bring us peace and contentment. A perfect
example of this is; “I have to work long hours to build my practice so I will be successful.” You end tired,
depressed or irritable in the process and justify it by, “The means justify the end.”

 This is truly an illusion that we have generated to support our egos. The true definition of success is, when
you infuse being into doing and enjoy every step of the journey through life. As Wally Amos best put it, “It is ok
to have fun.” He is a wise man and we should all listen and practice what his words teach us. 

 When you are faced with a task, large or small, and you give thanks for having the opportunity of being in the
doing of the task, you will find your heart smile and enjoy the being in the doing of the task. So often we make
mountains out of mole hills and wear ourselves out with worry and fear. “When fear comes knocking, I ask Faith
to help me open the door. When we open it together, no one is there.” This quote I picked up from an article
written by Wally Amos and I have thanked him many times for sharing it with me.

  Fear is what our Ego generates to create drama in our lives and has absolutely no scientific basis for its
existence. When you are truly present in the moment, there is no fear because you are aware of being and being
prevents fear from rearing its delusional head. The Zen master asked a group of his students; “What is imperfect
about this moment?” The students came up with many responses, to which the master replied. “NOTHING is
imperfect about this moment as long as you are present in the moment. “

  Accepting and surrendering to what is, frees you from fear and worry. When the Buddha was asked,
“Buddha, what is reality?” The Buddha's reply was;” It is what it is.”
By accepting reality as “It is what it is.”, frees you to be and not let the noise of the Ego prevent you from being
in the moment. 

  When the master asked his students; “What time is it?” the answer was NOW. When he asked, “Where are
you?” They answered, HERE. When asked who are you, they responded, the MOMENT.  Once you accept this
fact of being as whom you truly are, you will get a glimpse of what enlightenment and peace of mind really feels
like. “The most beautiful thing we can experience is the mystical. It is the source of all true art and science.”
Albert Einstein

 The problem with being happy in your practice is you. I know this sounds a bit harsh but it is true. Our reality
is what we create in our ego created mind. The mind is a wonderful creation but when it is used by your
unconsciousness, it is all Ego driven and will keep you from finding inner peace. You can change the recording
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any time you wish but most of us like to stay in our pain because we are familiar with it. We all have the choice
to see our lives as negative or positive. The fact of the matter is there is no negative or positive, there is only
being. “There is no right or wrong, only thinking makes it so.” William Shakespeare. 

What you resist will persist is a great law of the universe to keep in mind when making an observation. Anti
drugs attracts drugs, anti war attracts wars, anti psychic vampire clients, attracts vampire clients, ETC, ETC.
Mother Theresa said it best; “If you invite me to an antiwar rally, I will not come. If you invite me to a peace
rally, I will be there.” She understood the law of attractions and we can all learn from the example she set in her
life.

Make sure you choose your words and thought carefully before thinking or saying them. A rule I try to live by
is, “If what you are thinking does not feel good to you, change the channel.” By being mindful of your thoughts,
you will catch yourself from ruminating on thoughts that are toxic to your being.” The more you catch yourself
thinking toxic thoughts and change the channel the quicker you will find your way to your un-manifested
conscious self. I am that I am is who you truly are and the sooner you realize that being is who you are the sooner
you will find peace and happiness in your life

Dr. Chopra once said, “The average human being has 30,000 thoughts per day. Unfortunately they were the
same ones they had yesterday.” This is a profound statement and a perfect example of how we make ourselves
miserable without even trying. Eckhart Tolle calls it normal collective unconsciousness. We are so used to doing
the same thing over and over making ourselves miserable, we consider it to be normal to feel and behave this
way. 

 Albert Einstein said it best; “Repeating the same thing over and over hoping for a different outcome, is the
definition of insanity.” In my humble opinion, that pretty much sums up the behavior of our species over the
multitude of eons we have inhabited this planet. “If it is to be, it is up to me.” Wally Amos.  Each and every one
of us can only change one person and that person is us. “You must be the change you wish to see in the world.”
Mahatma Gandhi.

  “Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity...and I'm not sure about the universe.” Albert
Einstein. You are probably wondering why I am being so critical of our species and what this has to do with
being happy in your practice and your life. The answer is I am not being critical in the least, only making an
observation as a scientist observing nature. 

My favorite quote I use with all my clients is, “Be the dog, cat, horse, pig, bird, etc. when you are trying to
learn about life.” No respectable dog would ever do the things we do to themselves or the planet. When asked
what I think about a particular situation, I always default to my brother and sisters the animals for guidance. They
do not worry about the future or the past and truly live in the moment. Show me a dog who cares if they are fat or
skinny, what they are wearing, what schools they graduated from, who their parents were. These are
unfortunately what we have been taught to define who we are.

Looking for happiness outside of your self will result in never finding it. That is not to say, you cannot be
happy about things that occur in your manifested world but acknowledge them as unsustainable and do not
confuse them with inner peacefulness. It is said you can be enlightened and happy; you can be unenlightened and
happy; or you can be enlightened and unhappy. Ideally we want to be enlightened and happy. To do this you must
be accepting, joyful and enthusiastic about each moment of your manifested and un-manifested being. 

Labeling everything and wanting to know why, consumes our every thought. Here are some tools I have
learned to help me infuse being into my doing.

Make sure you wake up early enough, that you can spend some time entering the manifested world from the
un-manifested one you just left during your sleep. When you wake in the morning, make your first priority to take
a deep breath and focus totally on the breath, which means, NO THOUGHTS, only the breath.

 Next I want you to check in with your inner body and give thanks for all the parts of your body that allow you
to be in this world. Every thing you do is a gift and you owe it to yourself to honor it by giving thanks. You all
know the saying, “Snooze you loose.”

 Slow your thoughts and actions down by 10% and make sure you are mindful of all that is going around you
without thinking about it.

  Do not think about the future or the past, be ever present in what is in the moment and be aware of Ego
driven thoughts that do not register with being at peace with yourself.

  Focus on the task at hand and enjoy every facet of the process.
  If there is something that you find cannot be resolved by surrendering to it, change it but in a peaceful way.
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 What ever you are faced with, try to catch yourself before your thoughts run amuck, you get emotional about
it or you react to it. The easiest way is to take a breath and focus on it as you are being in the moment. Find a
peaceful solution to the situation without stressing your being with the doing.

 Never check your appointment book for the following day, just know when you need to be at you office.
 Always smile and take a deep breath before you answer the phone or visit with your next client.
 Never have an unkind thought about yourself or others.
 Never take anything that you experience in your life personally.
 Never assume anything about anyone.
Always do your best and bless the rest.

   “Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes.” Carl Gustav Jung. It is in these words that we can all
find inner peace in our lives and our practices. The choice is ours and ours alone.

“The witch doctor succeeds for the same reason all the rest of us doctors succeed. For each patient carries his
own doctor inside himself. They come to us not knowing this truth. We are at our best when we give the doctor
who resides within each patient a chance to go to work.”  Albert Schweitzer.

  We servants of the animals are so focused on giving the doctor who resides within each patient a chance to
go to work, we forget to about our own doctor within. Make your goal each day to awaken your doctor within and
by doing this you will find happiness in your work and life.

References:
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HOW TO PUT COLOSTRUM AND GEMMOTHERAPY INTO YOUR
OFFICE IN 2 HOURS

Stephen R. Blake, DVM, CVA, CVH

History has shown, many of the great discoveries man has made, have come during times of great adversity. In
the case of Colostrum, I made my discovery during a time of great adversity.  The purpose of this lecture is to
share my journey with all of you and show you how simple it is to put these two wonderful food supplements into
your practice in two hours time. You do not need to take 1000's hours of CE to incorporate these into your
practice and they will compliment what ever modalities you are currently using. 

Ten years ago, in January of 1997 I became seriously ill and nearly died. For the next two years, I struggled to
regain my health. 

Medical Doctors, the best classical homeopath and the best Oriental Medical Doctor in San Diego and many
others attended to me over that two-year period. I made very little progress and was very depressed because of
the lack of progress in my healing; even with the help of all the healers who tried to help me. 

During this long process, I made a promise to myself, that when I finally found out a way to be cured, I would
share it with everyone. The miracle came almost two years after I was hospitalized and it came through the
animals.

I had begun to see a few patients and the word leaked out that I was working a few hours a week due to my
economic situation. One day I received phone calls from clients of mine in New York, Chicago and San Diego
asking for my advise about a product that they had read about but were unsure if they should use it.

I instructed them to send me the literature on the product and I would evaluate it. At the time I was still quite
ill and was not really interested in dong this but felt I owed it to my old clients to at least read it.
   A few days later, I received three packets from three different clients and I opened the content of each of them
and was amazed at what I found. Each contained the same information; New Zealand Bovine Colostrum literature
was in each of them.

My first thoughts were, another nutraceutical hype, but I took the time to read the material. All I remembered
about colostrum from Veterinary school was that after 48 hours it had no effect on the newborn and that calves
needed it or they died of scours.

Boy was I in for a surprise when I started reading the claims made about colostrum. After reading it all, I
thought to myself, if this is true it could really help the few animals I was seeing at the time. It never occurred to
me to try it myself, since it did not fit any of my symptoms at the time. 

I ordered a case of the colostrum powder and started the few patients I was seeing at the time, on it and asked
them to report back to me in a month. Two weeks later, I came down with the worst flu I had ever had in my life.
Usually I would have figured out the homeopathic simillimum, taken the appropriate Standard Process glandulars
and Ester C. I decided to give the New Zealand Colostrum a try all by itself. The results were astonishing. I
recovered faster than I had ever done in my life and recovered completely within 48 hours. 

I was very pleased with my clinical response but that was nothing compared to what followed.
After I recovered from the flu, I started noticing improvement in my medical condition for the first time in

nearly two years. It only lasted a few seconds the first day but as the days, weeks and months past, I began to feel
better and better. During that time I stopped all herbal, homeopathic, aromatherapy and acupuncture and trusted
the colostrum entirely to help me regain my health.

It wasn't until three months later that I came across an Italian abstract on colostrum that connected the two.
True to my promise about sharing what I found, I wrote a paper on colostrum in 1998 and published in the

AHVMA journal, Nature's forgotten Miracle, Bovine colostrum. Over the past 9 years, I have done my best to
share my discovery through my web site www.thepetwhisperer.com, lecturing, writing and my newsletter, The
Pet Whisperer.

The use of bovine colostrum as a nutritional supplement in medical treatment dates back to thousands of years
B.C. Ayurvedic doctors have used it for physical and spiritual purposes for 6000 years. Bovine colostrum was
used in the United States, and all around the world, for immune problems, prior to the discovery of sulfa drugs
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and antibiotics. Countless scientific studies and human clinical trials worldwide have proven bovine colostrum to
be safe and therapeutic. 

Over the past three decades, researchers have shown that colostrum is one of the most important nutritional
supplements available for enhancing the immune system and helping in tissue repair. My research has shown that
colostrum should be from a dairy, where there is no use of hormones, antibiotics, nuclear contamination or
pesticides. The preparation of the colostrum is the second most important factor in selecting colostrum. It should
be prepared without freezing and excessive heat. It should be tested for bioactivity, tested for the presence of
pesticides, antibiotics, BST, heavy metals, low in fat and certified for human consumption, to insure that there is
no contamination. Pasture-fed herds are the preferred source of colostrum. These herds produce colostrum that
contains more beneficial enzymes, which assist in the assimilation of the colostrum, and is a more diversified
immune source. 

The bovine only supplies colostrum to its young at birth, and there is no placental transfer of antibodies. The
human infant gets 60% of its antibody protection via the placenta and 40% from the mother's milk during the first
two day after birth. From my experience the Feline and Canine are more like the human species, and can survive
without colostrum. The studies that have been done on human's show that children who are breast-fed have
higher IQs and less neurological dysfunction than children who are not breast-fed do. Breast-fed babies are
one-fifth to one-third less likely to die of SIDS. Formula-fed infants are 10 to 15 times more likely to become
hospitalized when ill than breast-fed infants. 

I have found that puppies and kittens that are not thriving respond within days to supplementation with bovine
colostrum fed four times per day, mixed with water. I dose them at 1/8th to 1/2 tsp depending on the size of the
newborn. Once they are stable, I reduce the frequency to once per day and the amount to 1/3 (500 mg) tsp up to
25 pounds per body weight. I believe that colostrum from their mothers is not adequate or not being utilized by
the newborn. 

In the mid-1980 's, when children were being diagnosed with diarrhea caused by rotavirus, bovine colostrum
was successfully used to treat these children. Later studies showed that it protects children and adults against
infectious diarrhea and diarrheas caused by the Cryptosporidium, especially in people who have weakened
immune systems. I have seen the same thing in dogs and cats with chronic or acute diarrhea and immune
deficiencies.

The fact that bovine colostrum is not species specific means that it can be used in all mammals. I have also
used it in birds with good results. Over the past 10 years I have used it extensively in my general practice. I have
found it is complementary to homeopathy, acupuncture, Bach Flowers, glandular therapy, Aromatherapy,
massage Gemmotherapy and nutrition. All of these modalities have benefited from bovine colostrum, in one way
or another. I have found colostrum to be the best topical agent for healing any possible wound in half of the time
any other products I have used over the past 34 years. The colostrum contains IgF (Epithelial growth Factors),
IgF (Insulin-like Growth Factor), Transfer Factor, IgG (20 times that in human milk), PRP, etc. Research over the
past few decades has revealed that bovine colostrum contains more than 100(some estimate 250) substances.

Insulinlike growth factors (IGFs) comprise the majority of the growth factors found in colostrum. IGFs act as
endocrine, autocrine and paracrine hormones enhancing cellular glucose uptake, and enhance synthesis of
proteins, DNA, RNA and lipids. Without adequate EGFs, the body cannot repair damaged cells, no matter how
good the patient is being fed. Epithelial growth Factors (EGF) help regulate the development of the epidermis,
mammary glands and gastrointestinal tract. Lactoferrin is another component of colostrum, which inhibits the
growth of pathogenic organisms including Escherichia coli, Salmonella ryphimurium, Shigella dysenteria,
Listeria monocytogense, Streptococcus mutans, Bacillus subtilus and Giardia lamblia. IgG1 and IgG2 are found
in large amounts in colostrum. Research has shown that gastrointestinal transfer of immunoglobulins decreases as
the animal ages, research has shown older animals can absorb immunoglobulins but need larger amounts to be
effective. Colostrum has been shown to be effective in treating Helicobacter pylori. The H. pylori require the
organism to bind with a lipid component of the gastric mucosa. Researchers found bovine colostrum prevents the
organism from attaching to lipid binding sites in the gastrointestinal tract and by doing so, prevents ulceration
from occurring.

  Many anecdotal reports on colostrum show that it can be used to treat allergies, cancer, ulcerative colitis,
diarrhea, poor wound healing, hepatitis C, bacterial and viral infections, multiple sclerosis, obesity and peptic
ulcers. One study in rats showed that it reduced ulceration secondary to NSAID administration by 60%. The
authors suggested that colostrum might be useful in the treatment of ulcerative colitis, inflammatory bowel
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disease and chemotherapy-induced mucositis. I have seen it cure lactose-intolerant individuals both human and
animals alike. 

  This balance of growth factors, enzymes, immune factors, hormones, micronutrients, etc is the reason it has
such a potential for healing. My feel is that the intrinsic factor of the combined balance of all of these factors is
an integral part of why it is Life's first Food. Dr. Royal Lee said it best.”The whole is greater than the sum of its
parts. Single synthetic fractions used to imitate the whole substance cannot equal Nature's own concentration of
nutritional factors.” For this reason I believe that safety factors are built into colostrum as long as you keep it in
its natural state.

A fascinating fact about colostrum is that it contains polyproline-rich peptides, which are a regulator for the
thymus gland of the body. It establishes homeostasis in the thymus gland, by regulating an under active or over
active thymus. The research on the growth factors in colostrum has shown that salivary amylase and HCL in the
stomach potentiate their activity I have observed the same thing in animals as well in myself. For that reason, I
advise my client to feed it free choice, in powder form, at least 30 minute's or longer before feeding. I suggest
once per day, first thing in the morning. If he patient does not wish to take it free choice, I advise adding it to the
meal.

Palatability in the canine has been 100% and 90% in the feline. Many of my clients prefer the capsules or the
tablets for the convenience of the dispensing, and empty the quantity they need out of each capsule. Colostrum
has a very specific effect on the gastrointestinal tract and I have found that it improves the integrity of the
intestinal mucosa better than any product I have ever used. 

I have observed that animals that cannot digest New Zealand Colostrum either have pathology in their
immune or digestive symptoms or both. The colostrum I have used all these years is nearly 100% protein and
should be easily digested by any mammal  (I have used in birds, reptiles and fish) as long as both their immune
system and or digestive systems are healthy enough to do so. 

Those individuals who vomit or refuse colostrum (less than 5% in canines and less than 25 % in felines) are
showing me a red flag and telling me that their immune system and or GI systems are in trouble. I instruct my
clients to stop using the colostrum for a few days until they are stable and then have them try a pinch. As long as
they have no problem with a pinch, I have them gradually increase until they reach a dose of 500 mg per 25
pounds of body each day. I have found that the majority of animals that are able to accomplish this, have a better
prognosis for recovering from their illness. 

It facilitates the balancing of the intestinal flora, stabilizes the immune status of the gut and aids in digestion
and for motility of the bowels. Since 70% of the gamma globulin come from Pyres patches in the intestinal tract,
and 90% of all toxins, bacteria, virus and fungi enter the body though the gut, it only makes sense that we should
concentrate our effort in this organ system.

    My rule of thumb is that all sick animals go on colostrum and especially chronic ones. Due to the growth
factors in the colostrum it will increase the healing response by 50% or more, than without it. Due to the drop in
growth factors with aging, all of my geriatric cases go on colostrum and the owners 99% of the time comment on
how much more energy the old guys and gals have. My conclusion is that many of our animals are deficient in the
enzymes, growth factors, and immunologic components, necessary for them to respond to the homeopathic
remedy in an optimum way. I have found similar situation in cases utilizing other modalities, such as
acupuncture, chiropractic, nutrition, Bach flower and Aromatherapy. The point that I am trying to make, is that
bovine colostrum will complement any modality you are using, and with confidence that it will do no harm.

  For 90% of the cases, I start them on 1/3 (500 mg) tsp per 25 pounds of body weight once per day. I always
tell the client to give the colostrum at least one month to evaluate its effect. I have had patients that respond in
one day and some may take several months. 

  My most famous human patient is my 92-year-old mother-in-law, Helen. She had been lactose intolerant for
over a year and at 85 years of age, she was then diagnosed by her doctors with inflammatory bowel disease and
put on boiled chicken and Imodium QUID. The results were, rapid loss of weight and continued diarrhea. Even
though she was my mother-in-law (just joking) I told her to come see her favorite veterinarian (that is what she
calls me), and get some advise that would actually make sense. When I told her about the colostrum, she was
afraid to take it because of the scare the doctors had put into her about being lactose intolerant and of dairy
products. I explained to her that she had nothing to loose, since nothing she was doing was helping. The rest is
history.

  One week after being on 500 mg of New Zealand Bovine Colostrum, she was eating cheese, milk, and ice
cream and about anything else she felt like eating, with no Imodium or boiled chicken, thank you very little.
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She has refused to stop taking her 500 mg each day, is going strong and will be celebrating her 93 rd birthday
in spite of her doctors. This case definitely disposed of what they are still teaching in veterinary schools to this
day about colostrum not being of any value in animals over 48 hours old. Helen passed that time in her life over 9
1/2 decades ago.

My experience thus far, has shown that a pet's need for any particular supplement can be reduced or
eliminated, once they have been on colostrum. This is probably due to the increase in the absorption of
substances from the gut, better efficiency of tissue repair from the growth factors, and a healthier immune system
from the immunoglobulins and immune factors provided by the colostrum.

I have had many cases, where I have suggested the client start their pet on the colostrum before I could
actually could take them as a client. In most cases by the time I see them or constult with them, there is
improvement in the health of their pet. By no means is it a panacea for all of my patients but it is part of the
package of healing I can offer to help them heal themselves.

Most of my patients come in with the common complaint of allergies, gastrointestinal , musculoskelletal,
Immune, hormonal or behavioral Issues. In my experience I have found the common denominator is a less than
optimal digestive system. No matter what you feed these animals: be it organic raw or the finest ingredients you
can find; without an optimal digestive system, it will only palliate at best or have no effect at all.  

 When I explain our goals for helping their pet, I always start off with my definition of health. “Optimum cell
replication.” As long as we can help the “Doctor within” achieve this basic principle of health, we will be
successful in preventing suffering and do no harm in the process. 

Whales nurse for one year before they start feeding on their own; Bovine calves 7 to 8 months of age: foals 4
to 5 months, etc. My reason for bringing this to your attention, is the fact the mother's milk has all the nutrition
the new born needs for as long a year in a whale and as long as 8 weeks for a puppy. I share this with my clients
and explain to them that the colostrum is the perfect food and in small amounts acts as fudge factor for all the
micronutrients they may not be getting in their diet. Once my clients see the benefit of the colostrum in their pets,
most of them begin to add it to their own diets and see the same benefits they witnessed in their pets. 

 I have found, by putting animals on a natural diet, adding Sedona Labs New Zealand Bovine Colostrum to
their diet, putting them on a drainage system (Gemmotherapy) and finding a homeopathic simillimum for them, I
have found a very simple system of caring for my patients. This system can be reproduced in any veterinary
facility any where in the world.

Gemmotherapy is a drainage system developed in Europe over 30 years ago. Preliminary research on using
plant buds therapeutically was started by Dr. Pol Henry of Belgium in the 1950's. Max Tetau, M.D., after
extensive clinical research on immature plant materials, introduced the therapeutic technique known as
Gemmotherapy in 1971.

 The buds or young shoots of the immature plants are macerated and extracted with glycerin for 21 days then
made into a1X potency. These extracts are high in growth factors, which contain the phyto-hormones, auxins and
gibberellins. These active ingredients are presents in the buds, but begin to disappear as the plant matures.
Auxins have a fetal hormonal action, which is found only in the buds of plants. Gibberellins stimulate RNA and
protein synthesis. They are also only present in the buds and not in the whole plant. Researchers have found that
by utilizing this process releases the greatest amount of healing potential from the plants. 

There are 60 plants utilized in the system of Gemmotherapy I use from Boiron. Each of these plant extracts
has very specific actions on any living organism. 

The main principle behind Gemmotherapy is drainage and detoxification of the organism at its cellular level.
By accomplishing this process, only then can the body truly heal itself. Drainage in our patients have changed
since the times of Hahnemann, Kent or Hering's times Hormones, vaccinations, drugs and petrochemicals are
rampant in our society as compared to Hahnemann, Kent and Hering's time. The toxins that are a product of our
environment and our own metabolic processes can block replication of cells. Without these cell replications, we
have organ failure, which is the disease process we see in our practices. 

Dr. Max Tetau states: “When an emunctory of the organism, that is an excretory system such as the kidneys,
the liver, etc., is inadequate or blocked, when a glandular or tissulary system is deficient, when a well
individualized treatment conforming to the simillimum of the patient does not give the hopeful results, but on the
contrary presents aggravations or the appearance of new troubles, it is necessary to stimulate the organs of
elimination by means of medications whose organic tropism or physiological affinities are known... page 41.

I have utilized classical homeopathy, acupuncture, glandular therapy, nutrition, and aromatherapy and Bach
flowers for over 25 years. Many times the cases were not progressing and no matter what I tried, there was a
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factor none of my modalities could remedy. It wasn't until I discovered Gemmotherapy that I was able to help
these other wise incurables. By no means am I suggesting this system is a cure all because there is no such animal
that I have discovered in 30 years of looking. I am sharing with you another tool that can complement any
modality you are presently utilizing including conventional modalities of surgery and pharmaceuticals. 

After evaluating each patient individually and assessing where their toxic state is present, I select one to eight
Gemmotherapies and have them administer them 1 to 4 times per day depending on their particular needs and
responses to treatment.

The beauty of this system is you can start them on this program along with your other programs and get a
complementary effect. The chronic debilitated cases should be started out slowly and make sure you inform your
client of the potential healing phases, which simply put means worsening of the case before they get better. I have
found that by dosing between 1 and 5 drops 1 to 2 times per day will prevent this. If you have an ultra-sensitive
patient, I would suggest mixing one drop in a half cup spring water and giving one drop of this mixture sid until
you are comfortable with the reaction. I then reduce the amount of water and gradually increase the dose of the
remedy until I reach 5 drop per day with no adverse reaction. At this point if there are no more symptoms of the
original disease state, I have them stop and go to a maintenance dose of 5 drops once per week thereafter as a
preventive aspect of the program. My feeling is areas of the body which are most impacted by our environment
need continued support to prevent them from building up toxins which can inhibit the body's ability to replicate
cells. The fact that most toxins impact the gastrointestinal track, nervous system, liver and kidney makes these
prime areas to concentrate your drainage treatment and prevention.

My experience with Gemmotherapy in the equine is limited to my phone consultation clients who consult with
me on care of their horse via phone and computer. My findings have been the same as in the dog, bird, cat,
reptiles, etc; it helps all animals in all the species I have employed as part of their care. I recommend you give it
orally in a treat or in their food at a dose of 5 to 20 drops per treatment. They tolerate if very well and I have yet
to have any rejections by my horse patients. If I have a horse that does not like it orally, I have the client massage
it into the area of concern or into the inside of their ears (All the acupuncture points for the entire body are found
in this location) When I use it topically, I refer to it as Gemmo Acupuncture and is very effective. Once they are
clear of symptoms, I recommend going on a maintenance dose of once per week for helping to prevent a return of
degenerative predisposition of each patient.

Tips for the Use of Gemmotherapy in General Practice
First of all the most important part of any drainage system application, is explaining to your clients what the

purpose of the medicine is you are prescribing. I explain that each Gemmotherapy is specific for detoxing and
strengthening the particular organ system I feel need drainage and support. I also explain that they may get worse
before they get better and if this should happen I have them stop the remedy and wait until they are stable before
beginning the remedy again. I explain to them we are seeing the body responding to the medicine and they will
feel better once the toxins are flushed from their bodies. The beauty of this system is that it is simple, gentle and
easy to explain. 

Dose and Dosing.
I recommend a very low dose for my patients, unlike the literature on humans. I use 1 to 2 drops per dose for

cats and 5 to 10 drops for dogs and horse respectively per dose. I have found putting it in the food to be the
easiest way to administer it and for client compliance. 95% of the time this works well. For those patients that are
more discerning, I have the owner massage it into their ears and have found this to work very well. 
   
Ultra-sensitive Patients

We are all aware of our ultra-sensitive patients who over react. In these cases I recommend that the client put
one drop of the Gemmotherapy in 1/2 cup of water and give one drop of the mixture to start with. Repeat once
per day for three days. If there is no aggravation, decrease the volume of water by half and repeat the same
three-day process. Do this until you are down to 1 ounce and then try going to one drop per day or the dose you
are trying to achieve. This allows a more gradual detoxification process, which helps the more sensitive patients
we have in our practices. If they do get an aggravation, I explain to them this is a healing response and we need to
go slower. I will have them back off for a few days until they are feeling well again and then resume where I left
off. Continue this until there is no aggravation and the patient is responding at a rate that is sub clinical to the
observer.
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Dr. Blake's Protocols for the Use of Gemmotherapy
In my practice, I have established a protocol of using the particular Gemmotherapy that is needed to support

an organ or organs that need detoxing and support. I put them on a daily routine until there are no clinical
symptoms of the dis-ease and then put them on a maintenance dose of once per week from that time on.

My experience has taught me that each patient has a particular predisposition or dispositions to dis-ease.
Putting them on weekly maintenance Gemmotherapy has helped prevent further pathology from developing as
they are exposed to physical and emotional stress throughout their lives. I instruct them to go back on daily doses
if they should relapse during the course of their healing process.
In the past 10 years of using this drainage system, I have found that the following Gemmotherapies are the ones I
use day in and day out in my practice. Learn these and you will find your animals improving more rapidly and
staying healthier when challenged with the toxicity of this world. 

Mountain Pine
For any spinal related disease, I recommend a one to four times per day dosing regiment. This will strengthen

and Detox the spine and any small joint related problems. This is an excellent remedy for any problems related to
the spine. I have used it in disc related paralysis, spinal trauma, spondylosis, degenerative myelopathy,
degenerative arthritis and chronic back pain. 

Wild Woodvine
For any joint related problems, IE hip dysplasia, anterior cruciate ruptures, sprains/strains, degenerative

arthritis, cartilage damage, etc. I recommend Wild Woodvine at a same dose as the Mountain pine. 
Common Juniper

For liver related problems, I recommend Common Juniper. Young shoots of juniper are active in marked
hepatic insufficiency with markedly disturbed laboratory tests. Juniper is the medication for the very deficient
liver in the phase of decompensation: jaundice, various types of cirrhosis etc.  I recommend a dose once per day
for 6 weeks and then once per week thereafter for prevention for the remainder of their lives. If I have a chronic
degenerative hepatitis or cancer I continue them on it for life.

Lime Tree
For any neurological diseases, I recommend Lime Tree at a dose of 1 to 4 times per day as needed. I have

utilized this many times in behavior conditions and found it to be very effective in calming the nervous system so
that the animal can act instead of react. This is an excellent remedy for epilepsy, rabies miasms, vaccine related
neurological disease, ADHD and phobias.

European Hawthorne
For cardiac related disease I recommend European Hawthorne. Excellent regulator of cardiac movement,

which is slow. Increases myocardial tone, in particular in the left side of the heart. Has a sedative effect on all
pericardial pain. Indicated in cardiac insufficiency and associated symptoms, cardiac spasms, tachycardia's,
cardiomyopahty and arrhythmias as well as in pericardial pain. I dose at twice per day depending on the need of
the patient. I have been able to get cardiac patients off all medications utilizing this particular Gemmotherapy. 

Black Currant 
This is an excellent detoxing and strengthening gemmo for the adrenal glands. I dose it at one to four times

per day as needed for any allergic condition. It is an excellent substitute for cortisone, antihistamines or any other
anti-inflammatory product you may be using. I find it very helpful in puritis cases I am working on to help
manage the itching while I am detoxing and balancing their immune systems.

Bloodtwig Dogberry.
This is indicated for any thyroid related problem. I have used it in hypo, hyper and cancers of the thyroid

gland. It is an excellent adjunct therapy for helping Detox and strengthens the thyroid gland. I dose at twice per
day. 

Giant Redwood
This particular remedy is excellent for weakness of any thing below the waist of an animal. I have found it

excellent for urinary incontinence, Para paresis and paralysis of the rear limbs, endurance, I have had several
prostatitis cases which responded immediately to the use of the Gemmo and have continued to have no further
problems. I dose twice per day.
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Rowan Tree
This is excellent as a drainer for the ears, nose and throat. I use it in all ear, nose and throat cases to assist the

body in clearing any toxins, which may be blocking the efforts of the body to heal in these areas. I have used it
for hearing loss, chronic otitis, nasal discharge, tonsillitis and chronic choking conditions. The dose at twice per
day or as needed for choking.

Fig Tree
This is the most incredible remedy for any GI related illness. I have used it for IBD, colitis, acute or chronic

diarrheas and any form of vomiting. I dose them once per meal or as needed for vomiting and diarrhea to effect. 

European Oak
Use this remedy to help balance he adrenal gland and male hormones. I use this in neutered males to help

establish a better hormonal balance secondary to their castration. It is excellent for deficient adrenal glands and
can help in Addison's disease cases. It is excellent for strengthening the mucosa in cases of periodontal disease
cases. I recommend twice per day.

European Walnut
This is an excellent drainer and support for the pancreas. I recommend 2 drops a day in cats; 5 drops in dogs;

and 10 drops in horses twice per day to help balance their blood sugars. 
There are many more of these phytotherapies that you can learn about. You need to monitor your patients and

understand what the remedies are doing so you can adjust your treatment accordingly. To find our more about
these products you can go to my website www.thepetwhisperer.com .I recommend to my readers and clients, that
they work with a veterinarian and if he is not familiar with Gemmotherapy have he or she email me at
drblakegemmo@aol.com and I will help them in any way I can.    

“The soul purpose of the physician is to awaken the doctor within.” Let this be your focus in learning how to
use nutraceuticals in your practices.  
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THERAPEUTIC GRADE ESSENTIAL OILS VS. AROMATHERAPY
FOR ANIMALS
Nancy Brandt, DVM

What is in a smell????  What is more important the molecule or the organism—the organ or the cell—the
atom or the electron—the smell or the effectiveness??

Why does he quality of the product matter???   We already have many examples of products that are lower
quality vs. products of higher standards; pet food brands are an example.  Take “organic” for instance or quality
testing or even all natural products; what does that labeling really mean.  Marketing has a way of tricking us into
thinking we have a product of quality vs. a product well marketed.

How much money is spent every year on marketing a pharmaceutical product vs. researching a
pharmaceutical product vs. developing a pharmaceutical product vs. verifying the ingredients for the product?
What is at risk if they did not do so??

The pet food scare in 2007 has given all of us a wake up call.  The product is only as good as the sum of the
parts which went into making the product.  How many of us have seen pets break out in allergic reactions to a
food brand they have always eaten just to find out the manufacturer changed an ingredient?

Quality control is an important part when picking a manufacturer of the products we use for our clients.
When some of our clients spend hundreds of dollars a month on quality selected foods, we owe educating the pet
guardian on the quality of products they pick from the health food store, internet or even the latest multilevel
marketing company.

Today in the United States the industry of Aromatherapy is not a well regulated industry.  There are not well
set standards of purity or of effectiveness.  The industry is really born out of the perfume and food flavoring
industries and thus the standards were not as much concerned with the medical efficacy of the product but rather
the aroma of the product.  

In contrast in France and Germany the industry also grew in the Medical field and there they (as the
pharmaceutical industry) developed standards for the use of essential oils.  Their standards are outlined by the
government and can be found easily.1  In the USA these standards have not been adopted and therefore what is
marketed as 100% essential oil may not be therapeutic or even safe for use therapeutically. 

This then raises a red flag when essential oils (aromatherapy) are so widely accessible and becoming very
popular, is there a risk that pet guardians must be made aware of???  YES -- many essential oils are diluted with
ethylene glycol which is odorless and colorless and has a lipid makeup therefore it mixes well with essential oils.
Obvious placing this product topically could cause kidney injury or at the very least a skin irritation.  Some
products are standardized and distilled in a way to selectively titrate out the one known active ingredient.  As we
know from herbal medicine this comes with a risk.  Standardized products may be missing some of the
adaptogens which in their more pure form serve to allow the active ingredient to perform better by palliating its
side effects or by boosting its effectiveness.  Foxglove is one such example.

So do essential oils cause harm to animals?  Yes they can when used in an inappropriate way.  Just like herbs,
pharmaceuticals or even food products can.  Can essential oils benefit discomfort and disease in pets?  Yes when
they are used appropriately and judiciously.  

What Are Essential Oils?

The chemical defense mechanism of the plant.
The plant releases a liquid substance that protects it from further damage from microbes, 
fungi, bacteria, and viruses and helps the plant to regenerate itself.
The compounds work synergistically and uniquely for each plant and chemotype.
They are volatile liquids distilled from various parts of plants, including seeds, bark, leaves, stems, roots,
flowers and fruit

They are the distilled out plant sterols.  
They are the blood of the plant.  
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In the body of the plant they serve as the communication between all of its parts.  
They are the fat soluble part of the plant.  
They are the aroma producing molecules of the plant. 
They are the attraction and distraction mechanisms of the plant.
They are the communication mechanisms for plants. 
They are the detoxification system of the plant 
They are the nourishment system of the plant.  
They are the plants' chi or life force or innate or circulatory and lymphatic system.  
They carry the vital energy around the plant and disposes of the waste.  

In whole raw food it is the essential whole aspect of the plant that has so many healing properties.  Is the
carrot the same as the distilled out beta-carotene? So why distil it out and use it medically rather than just eat the
plant and ingest it that way?  Well for dogs and cats they are not too keen on eating that much plant material nor
are they capable of digesting it properly.  For herbivores they do eat and ferment or distil the plant material and
benefit from the essential oils if the plants are a clean source and the plants themselves are nourished properly.
In today's world that is not easily found.  We have to consider supplementation now to make up for the damage
that has been caused to the earths' ecosystems.  Supplementation is not equal to a laboratory created
“equivalent”.  Supplementation is also not equal to whole foods.  Just like adulterated or poorly distilled
essential oils are not equal to the subtle tones of a full body distilled quality therapeutic grade essential oil.

What Makes an Oil Therapeutic Grade?

The quality of distillation of the product.  
The quality of plant that is distilled.  
The quality of environment the plant is raised in.  
The quality of the distiller 
The quality of the temperature and pressure.  
The quality of container it is packaged in.  
The quality temperature it is stored at.  
The lack of contaminates or the lack of products used to “stretch” a batch.  
The quality of the gas chromatogram.  
The quality of smell by a certified “nose”.  
Distilling the right genus and species or chemo type of the plant.  
In other words they need to know what they are doing.  

There is a 6 volume encyclopedia of distilling and testing essential oils.2  The term aromatherapy was coined
by a French chemist, Gattefossé.3  There are French medical text books 4 written and taught from in the medical
schools in places like France, Germany and Turkey.  These texts are very specific to genus and species and
chemo type.  Where it is grown, when it was grown and what does the gas chromatograph show, among others,
all do make a difference.  There are text book after text book covering the chemical components of the different
essential oils and what each chemical component will do chemically in the body. 5

So why is it that not much is written in the Veterinary medical field???  Lack of interest, stories of injury to
animals, 6 lack of funding (like so many other products), lack of research or research done on a product of lower
quality or using an adulterated product to test with or not having clear standards of purity.

“Quality of essential oils is an important factor in determining the efficacy or its use.  Two distinctly different
lavenders were tested and one was two times as effective.”7

What has to happen to create a movement in Veterinary Therapeutic Grade Essential Oil use??  For me it was
doing what was right for each and every animal and using known quality oils.  For me it was compiling over the
last 10 years clinical data on pure therapeutic grade essential oils in my clients and now presenting my findings.
For me it was hearing from guardians who had had successes and failures and sorting out what made the
difference.  For me it was faith that as a healer I would be guided by the soul of the plant oil to do the right thing
for those I serve.
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What will it be for you???  To get involved go to: www.safearomatherapyforanimals.ning.com/

Areas to Choose to Educate Yourself in Are:

A. History of grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils

B. Properties of grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils
1. create an environment detrimental to pathogens
2. create an environment of clear communication between all cells and all systems
3. create an environment detrimental to cancer cell growth
4. erase or deprogram misinformation in cells
5. reprogram misinformation in cells so they function and regenerate properly
6. emotional balancing and releasing stored memories  by the psycho-neuro-emotional-endocrine level via
olfactory imprinting

7. detoxify the fat tissue on a chemical level, frequency modulation and  promotion of fat tissue drainage
8. modulate the human-animal bond energy exchange
9. palliate and neutralize the harmful effects of electromagnetic pollution
10. air purification by both electrically charging the air and by disinfecting the air 
11. nutrition directly to the cell
12. shown to be effective in antibiotic resistant strains of bacteria 8
13. Evidence of anti-carcinogenic properties 9 10 4

C. How do grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils work?

D. Production of grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils

E. How to determine the quality of grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils

F. Toxicity Myths 11

G. Everyday use of grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils

H. Single oils vs. oil blends another debate.

I. Where to learn more about grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils.
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TCM ENERGETIC ACTIONS AND USES OF THERAPEUTIC
GRADE ESSENTIAL OILS

Nancy Brandt, DVM
 

Animals are extremely responsive to therapeutic grade essential oil therapies.  If we select the oils based on
TCM eight principal diagnoses we achieve even greater success. Not much has been documented on the use of
essential oils in animals. What has been set forth in the literature is not very encouraging.  Having used essential
oils in the pure un-adulterated state with animals I have seen wondrous effects.  Given their anti-viral, anti-
bacterial and anti-fungal nature they are ideal for infections.  Given their ability to work with emotionally based
disease they are ideal for stress related disease. Given their regenerative nature and anti-bacterial attributes they
are ideal for wound care. Given their detoxifying ability and regenerative ability they are well suited for Zang Fu
(internal medicine) treatment protocols. Given their energetic nature they are vital to treating deep-seated
diseases such as auto- immune and other Jing related diseases.

Using pure essential oils is effective in treating many ailments from flesh wounds to liver disease. I have
found very few side effects in animals as long as the oils are grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils. I
have collected a body of clinical evidence of effectiveness over the last 10 years in my practice. What I have
found is a great need in veterinarian medicine for these essential healing oils and for further research and
discovery.

When using the oils in a TCM model I have been able to heighten the response to acupuncture, herbals and
chiropractic. I have found both quicker response and prolonged intervals between recheck visits.  Based on 10
years of clinical experience with essential oils, I have found them extremely beneficial to add to treatment
protocols for animals

As our animals are exposed to a greater number of toxins the everyday use of essential oils has became a
necessity. (http://www.ewg.org/reports/pets?t=1211239912) Our animals are exposed via food, water, air and
electro-pollution. As we work in the realm of energy medicine, essential oils need to be included to detoxify and
balance the body. Using the TCM model of physiology allows us to tailor the oils to the individual pets needs.

Many health problems such as kidney, liver, digestive and arthritis are helped with oils. Wound care and post
op complications are profoundly benefited by their use. Most importantly in the area of behavior or emotional
therapy the oils can have an effect where no other treatment has. We know that the human-animal bond is very
significant and may even interfere with healing. In other words human beings can transfer their emotional
energy to the pet, unknowingly, and cause a barrier to healing.

Long ago domesticated pets volunteered to be our companions. This set them up to be very vulnerable to our
energy patterns and thus they take our belief, emotional and psychological patterns on themselves in order to
support us.  Animals absorb many energy patterns which disrupt their own energy flow. This is evidenced by the
experiments done which have shown animals to be healing and comforting in hospital settings. They have shown
that the presence of an animal will lower the heart rate and blood pressure. Many have attributed animals to their
healing. This bond is so strong we often, as animal healers; find that we reach roadblocks to conventional and
even holistic treatments. It is my experience that we can break through these roadblocks by the use of essential
oils.

In Homotoxicology grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils detoxify the fat tissues on a chemical
level and psycho-neuro-emotional-endocrine level from olfactory imprinting, frequency modulation and fat
tissue drainage. The use of grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils with homotoxicology principles also
promotes even better drainage.

When choosing oils I usually will base it upon my TCM energetic diagnosis and I notice I have greater
success, not just its chemical or pharmaceutical activity.  I will choose my oil based on the energetics of both
human and animal and then treat the animal. This appears to break the human-animal bond enough to allow the
animal to heal with out emotional interference. I find in my practice that animals are much more relaxed and
willing to be treated because of the nature of de-energizing the electro-magnetic-pollution in the building.
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Animals can smell danger literally and the use of oils in my practice has helped create an atmosphere of safety.
Literally cats don’t smell dogs and therefore are not stressed out with fear of being attacked.

Unfortunately there is still a great deal of work to be done in this area. There is a lot of misinformation and
confusion as to how to use oils in the various species. There is little research being done and what is being done
is clinical at best. Manufactures and distributors of the various oil products available vary considerably in their
purity and thus can in certain circumstances cause serious injury or even death of the animal. When choosing to
use an essential oil regimen in animals one should look and consider several factors:

1. How toxic is the animal?
2. How ill is the animal/ what is its Shen and Jing or energy level like
3. What is the species?
4. TCM energetic diagnosis
5. Personality of pet (TCM)
6. Personality of owner (TCM)
7. How deep seeded is the disease (6 channel diagnosis)
8. Chemical sensitivity of pet
9. Utilize a holistic approach to treatment
10. Source of Essential oils/ Purity/ Grade

It is this author’s opinion that if we utilized grade A therapeutic medical grade essential oils in a TCM
protocol we could get outstanding results with companion animals. Utilization of oils with other modalities such
as TCM, chiropractic, Homeopathy, Homotoxicology and western medicine allows for an expanded tool box of
choice. By this I mean that if we utilize all available modalities and intermingle them we can achieve a higher
degree of healing and welfare. If we verify the purity of the essential oil and use according to toxicity of pet we
will decrease the amount of unfavorable side effects. If we are able to break the emotional energetic transference
from owner to pet we can achieve a higher level of healing. And finally if we endeavor to provide the best health
care for our pets then therapeutic grade essential oils must be essential to that treatment protocol.
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MUSCLE RESPONSE TESTING (MRT) IN YOUR VETERINARY
PRACTICE, WHICH MRT TECHNIQUE IS BEST? TIPS,

CAVEATS AND PHILOSOPHY AND AN OVERVIEW OF ETA
AND NAET

 Bert H. Brooks, D.V.M., BA, AA

The Cache Creek Veterinary Service has been using a non-veterinary diagnostic adjunct called “Muscle
Response Testing” experimentally for the past 15 years. Results obtained have been consistently substantiated by
in-house and referral diagnostic efforts. Today, most of our equine, canine and feline patients respond to muscle
response directed therapy even though they have been diagnosed correctly by other veterinarians before they
arrive at our service.

In 1964, Dr. George Goodheart (D.C.) introduced the general concept of “muscle testing” which he
developed into an elaborate technique known as “Applied Kinesiology (AK).” AK is widely used by
chiropractors. Muscle testing has been attacked by “Quack Busters” on the grounds that their researchers were
unable to reproduce Dr. Goodheart’s results. However, many holistic health care practitioners have developed
related forms of “muscle response testing” (MRT) which are reported to serve as useful diagnostic adjuncts.
There has been some confusion in the literature concerning nomenclature. Muscle testing in general has been
referred to as “kinesiology” which is not the same as AK. Neither muscle testing nor AK should be confused
with the form of kinesiology defined in the Merriam-Webster Medical Dictionary as “the study of the principles
of mechanics and anatomy in relation to . . . movement.”

According to a statement made on the web site of the Holistic Dental Association, (Endnote 1) “Doctors on
the cutting edge of alternative natural therapies are using the muscle test as a real-time indicator of altered
physiological function. This highly significant study measures the effect of cognitive factors on muscle strength
and demonstrates the validity of the muscle test.”

Short Description of Our Form of Muscle Response Testing

We have developed our MRT technique as an integration and modification of techniques taught by Drs.
Richard A. Versendaal, Scott and Deborah Walker, Devi Nambudripad, Fred Ulan, Michael Dobbins, George
Warren, Dan Newell, Betty McNabb and others. The development and use of our technique called Entity Testing
and Analysis is described in my book, More Than A Theory.(Endnote 2) I will describe ETA’s genesis in my
next presentation.

Theoretically, as described by Gerber(Endnotes 3,4) and others,(Endnotes 5,6) MRT works because energy
flows through the body in electronically identifiable but anatomically elusive channels called Meridians which
are also identified and utilized in the practice of acupuncture.

Overview of Entity Testing and Analysis (ETA)

In our practice, where we have used MRT extensively since 1989 in nearly every patient, either arm of a
“surrogate” who is in contact with (and usually restraining) the patient is used for testing. [Note: Some
practitioners report good results when they use the owner as a surrogate. I avoid doing this because owners
frequently have health conditions which might skew results. My wife, Melissa, consistently acts as my surrogate.
Since I frequently test Melissa (and vice versa), we are able to avoid confusion which might occur if energetic
weaknesses went unidentified.]  

Horses are usually restrained by the surrogate who holds their halter with the right (or dominant) hand. Dogs
are usually restrained with a metal leash equipped with a choke chain collar so that they can move about. (Metal
apparently acts as a good conductor of the patients’ energy to the surrogate.) If the canine patient is too active or
aggressive, that patient may be placed inside an all or partially metal cage while the surrogate touches the
outside of the cage. Cats can be cradled in the right arm or scruffed on an exam table, or placed in a metal cage
or a carrier with a metal door. Minimal restraint is always best. Patients tend to calm down during the procedure
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and usually require little restraint shortly after starting the procedure. The surrogate’s left arm is held at right
angles to the body and is tested for strength by the doctor as he indicates “reflex points” which are at specified
locations on the body of either the surrogate or the patient. 

For instance, the “Heart Reflex” is located in the middle of the chest on the sternum just above the level of
the breasts. (Direct contact with the body of the surrogate is not necessary. The body’s energy appears to extend
beyond the limits of the skin.) If downward pressure to the wrist of the surrogate by the doctor causes the arm to
fall while the other hand of the doctor indicates the Heart Reflex by pointing at but not necessarily touching it,
the reflex is said to be weak, indicating that the heart requires some sort of energy which it currently lacks. If the
surrogate’s arm remains strong while the doctor tests the Heart Reflex, the reflex is said to be strong, indicating
that the heart is in normal “energetic balance.”

After much trial and error, I believe the specified locations of the reflexes are really immaterial. The “Reflex
Points” may serve mainly as a “memorization system” in much the same way that long lists of items have been
associated with body parts in traditional mnemonic systems over the years. In support of this belief, we have
noted that the “intention” of the person performing the testing is superior to the anatomical area being tested. In
keeping with the latter, we also find that results are just as accurate when prepared lists of body tissues, disease
processes, etc., are tested by digital indication instead of “reflex points.”

When weak reflexes are found by whatever means, they may again be tested with nutritional supplements in
the doctor’s or surrogate’s hand which (based upon experience or trial and error) might be of help in correcting
the weakness of the reflex. When proper supplements, herbs, medicines, etc., are found and brought into the
energy field of the body, the arm will no longer fall on a previously discovered weak reflex, indicating that at
least part of the appropriate energy has been found. Several different substances might be required for best
results, so experience with the products used and practice with the MRT technique are essential.

Whether one or more supplements are required can be determined by simply asking the question: “Are more
supplements needed?”  If the answer is positive, ask “How many?” Then test additional suspected supplements
to see if they strengthen the reflex. To determine how many of each the patient needs for balance, simply ask
“How many?” Then, test the arm of the surrogate for “Is it one?” “Is it two?” etc. until the correct number is
determined.

When MRT reveals weakness of multiple reflexes, MRT can again be used to determine if it is necessary to
administer all supplements at one time, if they should be administered in divided doses with meals, or if there
should be a prioritized but sequential administration in order to bring about best results. When nutritional
supplements are used to bring about healing, a minimum of ninety days on the supplements are usually required
for best results. When treating chronic conditions especially, because changes occur over time, we find it best to
re-check patients at thirty day intervals until a “maintenance state” is achieved, at which time we again use MRT
to determine what interval of time is safe before the next examination/test session.

The foregoing description of “muscle testing” is simplified and condensed. The technique can be used for
determining the presence and treatment of pathogens, toxins and allergic reactions or “hypersensitivities.” A
modification of MRT, Nambudripad’s Allergy Elimination Technique (NAET), is a well known and widely used
technique which can easily identify and eliminate hypersensitivities to environmental and corporal allergens by
trained individuals. We have found NAET to be very useful in determining potential risk of using
pharmaceuticals and nutritional supplements in patients before their administration.

Philosophy, Tips and Caveats Associated with MRT

Who Should Use Mrt in Their Practice?
When considering whether or not to use MRT in one’s practice, questions will inevitably arise concerning the

wisdom of letting Clients know that you “believe” in such esoteric or seemingly metaphysical techniques. While
it is true that certain Clients with fixed ideas based on purely Newtonian concepts may not be able to accept the
notions involved with muscle testing, and you may lose them as Clients. If this bothers you, you can always
revert back to “conventional only” medicine with such Clients. Personally, they have been so few and far
between that I have been satisfied to lose their business, especially in light of the fact that so many new Clients
are attracted to us because of what we do and the results we get. Really, the answer to the above question should
be rhetorical:

• Those practitioners who want instantaneous answers to questions they might have about their patients
should use MRT!
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• Those practitioners who would like to know, before they administer any substance whether a certain
nutritional supplement, herb, technique or drug will produce an allergic hypersensitivity in their patient
should definitely use MRT! 

• Those practitioners who would like to know if a nutritional supplement, herb, technique or drug will
achieve the desired effect before administering it should definitely use MRT!

• Those practitioners who are interested in finding the weakened organ systems in their patients before
results of blood tests and other diagnostics are available should definitely use MRT!

• Those practitioners who would like to know the causes of the weakened organ systems (i.e., those
interested in the etiology of the disease(s) of their patients) should definitely use MRT!

Who “Owns” MRT?

Many of the practitioners listed above (bottom of page 1) have utilized MRT in exact ways to answer specific
questions about nutrition, disease, allergy, physiology, psychology, etc. Several of the techniques have been so
intricately developed that they are copyrighted and their use may only be taught by fully trained individuals who
recognize the proprietary claims made by the developers. In my opinion, there is nothing wrong with this manner
of dissemination and the developers have every right to the intellectual value of the work they have done and the
discoveries they have made.

On the other hand, it may still be of value to ponder the question: “Who owns muscle response testing?” As
far as I am concerned, at the same time, MRT belongs to no one and to everyone! MRT is a natural phenomenon
like gravity which is available to everyone on the planet to use as they see fit. In other words, it is just as valid
for a new mother to use MRT (if she feels qualified) to ask if a certain food source is good for her child as it is
for a health care practitioner to use MRT when asking if a certain herb will be useful in the treatment of cancer
in a patient. But, because of the differences in training and experience, in my opinion, only the dedicated health
care practitioner is qualified to charge clients for an opinion based on results of MRT.

Whose/which MRT Technique Is Best?

People who recognize the utility of MRT frequently want this question answered so that they know where to
go for training. It is a fair question. When asked this question, since the neophyte has less experience than almost
anybody, I usually advise them to attend seminars by whomever is willing to provide them. Attend as many
seminars and workshops as it takes to develop a technique that you will use consistently because in the long run,
the technique you end up using consistently with every patient will be the best one for you and your patients!

Most MRT instructors (if not all) have assigned areas of the body to be “reflex points” which are supposed to
be “landmarks” which represent organs of the body, pathogens (bacterial, viral, fungal, chemicals) or certain
specific disease processes (causes of inflammation). There is nothing wrong with using this age-old mnemonic
device so nothing is left to chance. Just realize that other techniques may be just as useful and just as accurate.

What Should Be Tested with MRT?

That which you test with MRT will depend on your areas of interest and expertise, your abilities to provide
therapeutic “pharmaceutical or non-drug prescriptions,” and the health problems of the patient being tested.
When testing a patient with MRT, I suggest that the practitioner get into the habit of recognizing that MRT is
simply a method of asking pertinent questions, the answers to which will guide therapy and lead the patient to a
successful resolution of the case being tested if the job is done well. If the foregoing is adopted by the
practitioner, then the meaning changes to “What questions should be asked with MRT?”

First, be very careful when framing a question! Especially in the beginning while your technique is in its
formative stages and your “patter” is not yet practiced. Inexact or carelessly worded questions may elicit
unreliable or ambiguous answers. For instance, what does it mean, really, to hold a certain object such as a
packet of sugar or cigarettes next to the body and simultaneously test the arm for strength? If the arm drops, does
that means that the compound being tested is “bad?” or is it “good?” or does it just mean the body would “like to
have it?” The answer depends on what question was asked when the arm was tested. Did you ask a question?
Randomly worded questions may be answered inaccurately.

Second, in order not to be required to make certain statements in preparation for each question, I suggest
starting a MRT session by making certain assumptions known. For instance:

Rudimentary Questions

1. May I/we test you?
2. Is the client/patient here according to personal volition?
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3. Does the client/patient wish for personal health to improve?
4. Do we all agree that the goal of this session is to identify and alleviate health problems? 
5. Do we all agree that we can best accomplish this goal by identifying and eliminating the causes of those

problems?
6. Please erase the effect of all therapy.
7. Then let us begin by finding the scores of the body.

Some Amplification:

• May I test you? This is important. It should be stated that with this question, practitioner and patient agree
that both wish the patient to improve as a result of the testing about to be performed. If there is any reason
that you should not test the patient it is better to know that reason before you start – or do not start! Your
understanding should be that you do not want to test this patient if the patient does not really want to improve
or is not really sick but is really “out to get you.” Or, if the patient has a condition which is beyond your
ability to help and should be seen by another practitioner, then you should make a referral as soon as possible.
Negative responses are very rare, but you should decide, in advance with MRT which cases qualify for
testing and which do not. Be prepared!

• Please erase the effect of all therapy on answers! Is it done? Theoretically, this command and the question
to see if the command was followed should be sufficient to set the patient up for testing. However, who says
that “commands must be obeyed,” or that “questions must be truthfully answered?” If I know that
hypothyroidism has been diagnosed, but when I test the thyroid the “thyroid reflex” is strong, I may go back
and re-check the answer. One way to do this is to formulate a precise question which gets the point across.
Another way to ask this question is to agree that rubbing upward on the reflex in question with fingertips (if it
lies on the front of the body, downward if it lies on the posterior aspect of the body) will erase the effect of
thyroid replacement hormone on the thyroid. (The same effect can be attained if the patient does not take the
therapy for three days prior to MRT.) Then test the reflex in question to see if it reads without the effect of
the therapy directed at it. If there is no response, perhaps the therapy is not necessary. If the reflex is weak,
then therapy may be indicated.
After setting up the test session, we believe the following questions are mandatory:

• What organ system(s) is/are involved? Our conventional training leads us to first investigate which organ
systems are diseased (weakened, stressed, out of balance, etc.). This means that your MRT technique should
include questions which will test each and every tissue of the patient’s body. Fortunately, when testing the
right kidney, for instance, if a disease process is centered there, it is probably not necessary for most purposes
to determine which individual nephrons or parts thereof are also affected. While the latter is possible with
MRT, if that level of attention to detail were practiced with every organ system, the list of questions would
become interminable and the test session might never end.

• What is the current and most important cause of the weakened organ system? (This is the KEY question,
but it is omitted in most techniques!) While this question is often inferred by MRT instructors, I have rarely
(if ever) heard it expressed as such. Really, the question is “wordy” and cumbersome, so, as long as your
intention is clearly in mind, statement of the precise question verbally during testing is not necessary after
your intention has become “understood.” It is also extremely important to ask this question if learning the
answer is to be important in the therapy you prescribe. If you do not ask the question, subsequent answers are
likely to lead to allopathic therapy no matter what treatment modality is selected! Invariably asking this
question after the determination of every weak organ system is what ultimate led us to discover our testing
technique (Entity Testing and Analysis) and our theory of chronic disease which has been and will be
discussed further later on.

• What energy from nutritional supplements, herbs, etc., will help the patient to establish a healthy
balance? When just starting to develop skill at MRT, a practitioner usually finds the “weak reflex” first and
then tests it with different nutritional supplements, homeopathics, herbs, etc., until a useful protocol is
developed which describes how many of which products are to be used. [If an energetic means of delivery is
to be used – Harmonic Translation will be discussed later – the practitioner will also need to ask if and how
many of the supplements need to be taken orally.] As time passes and skill accrues, try testing reflexes
without having supplements present. Simply ask: “Is (name of supplement) needed?” If so, then ask for the
number: “Is it one?” Test. If the response is negative, ask “Is it two?” Test until the number is determined.
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Then, if Harmonic Translation is to be used, “How many of the number indicated need to be taken orally?”
Test until the appropriate number is determined.

Allergy Clearing

After causes of conditions, weakened organ systems and nutritional needs are determined, the patient will be
“set up” for allergy testing because by this time all reading reflexes should be cleared. The following article is
scheduled to appear in a 2008 edition of JAHVMA by yours truly:

Routine Elimination of Hypersensitivities Using Nambudripad’s Allergy Elimination Technique (Naet)

This article describes a divergent “non-conventional” view of the definition, identification and elimination of
“allergic reactions” or hypersensitivities routinely found in the treatment of dogs, cats and horses in a rural
mixed veterinary practice. NAET offers the advantage of allowing a trained veterinary practitioner to routinely
identify and effectively eliminate hypersensitivities simply and easily using an acupressure technique which can
be applied in various ways. 

NAET can be learned in a short time at seminars offered by Dr. Devi Nambudripad (www.naet.com).
However, there are a few caveats that require training by an expert in order to best protect patients. This article is
meant to introduce practitioners to the subject of NAET and to describe exemplary cases which illustrate utility
of the technique, but not to prepare practitioners to use NAET without appropriate training.

A wide variety of veterinary and human texts on the subject of immunology devote much time to the
discussion of allergies and allergic reactions. A condensed but reasonably complete conventional treatment of
the subject is readily available on the Internet at www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allergy:

Definition of Allergy

“. . . an abnormal immune system reaction to a substance foreign to the body that is acquired, predictable and
rapid. In the strict sense of its meaning, it is the first (type 1) of five forms of hypersensitivity described by Gell
and Coombs in their 1963 classification.(Endnote 8) However, by extension, the term ‘allergy’ is often used for
other abnormal reactions to substances. Type I hypersensitivity is characterized by excessive activation of mast
cells and basophils by IgE, resulting in an inflammatory response.

“Mild allergies (such as hay fever, leading to symptoms such as allergic conjunctivitis and runny nose) are
highly prevalent, as are conditions in which allergy plays a major role (such as asthma); some patients have more
severe allergies to environmental or dietary allergens (or medication) that may result in life-threatening
anaphylactic reactions and potentially death.

“Allergic conditions can be diagnosed in various ways, such as skin or blood tests. Treatment may include
allergen avoidance, antihistamines, various other oral medications, immunotherapy (desensitization) and
targeted therapy.”

An important divergence exists between the conventional observations above, and the concept of allergies
provided by Dr. Devi S. Nambudripad, the developer of NAET. The most important difference between the
conventional definition and that of Dr. Nambudripad is that she does not limit the definition of allergies to the
“abnormal immune system reaction to substance[s] foreign to the body. . .” Hypersensitivities to various parts of
the body, conventionally recognized as “autoimmune” or “immune mediated” diseases are addressed by NAET
in the same way as allergies or hypersensitivities to environmental allergens which are foreign to the body.
NAET treatment offers great advantages to the practicing veterinarian, other health care professionals and their
patients.

Another disagreement between conventional theory and NAET has to do with the incidence of allergic
reactions identified in patients of a given species. The conventional observation of incidence states that between
twenty percent and thirty percent of humans (for instance) express hypersensitivities to environmental allergens.
Using NAET with almost every patient that we see, we find a much higher incidence of “allergic” individuals
(approaching 100%), especially among those patients which express symptoms associated with recognized
chronic diseases.

Allergy Identification

Successful NAET application depends on the utilization of muscle response testing (MRT)(Endnote 9) after
short rudimentary set-up of the patient. When testing is deemed appropriate, suspected allergens (or their
energetic equivalents as prepared by any of a variety of methods including electronic generation by any of
several Remedy Maker instruments(Endnote 10) designed for the purpose) are held against the patient and a
surrogate’s arm is tested for strength. If the surrogate’s arm remains strong in the presence of the suspected

http://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allergy:
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allergen, then the patient is not allergic to the substance being tested. If MRT reveals weakness of the surrogate’s
arm, that is an indication that the patient is allergic to the substance being tested.

Once the allergen to be treated is identified, it is then important to determine which organ system(s) is/are
affected by the allergen. Again, MRT is applied to the following organ systems which are represented by
“Reflex Points” on the body: Brain, Lungs, Heart, Emotional Heart, Spleen, Pancreas, Kidneys, Liver,
Gallbladder, Small Intestine, Urinary Bladder, Uterus/Prostate, and Large Intestine. Weakness of the surrogate’s
arm when the confirmed allergen is tested against the indicated reflex points determines which organ system is
involved.

Allergy Elimination

Allergy elimination is accomplished by application of Dr. Nambudripad’s assertion that allergies are
associated with subluxation(s)(Endnote 11) of the vertebral column. When the organs involved with the allergy
are identified, their associated subluxation(s) are corrected in the presence of the offending allergen by
application of acupressure techniques applied in the presence of certain breathing patterns, usually involving a
chiropractic activator(Endnote 12) at the vertebral junctions through which nerves pass which supply the affected
organs.

The patient then remains in contact with the allergen identified for a period of twenty minutes. After the
twenty minute clearing period, the patient must then avoid the identified allergen for the next twenty-five hours.
According to Dr. Nambudripad who, in addition to other degrees including RN, DC, and MD is also a licensed
acupuncturist, the twenty-five hour avoidance of the allergen allows a new particle of information to migrate
through the meridians(Endnote 13) of the body. After the new information has traversed all of the meridians, the
patient will no longer be inappropriately hypersensitive to the agent which would previously have been identified
holistically or conventionally as an allergen. In my experience, this technique works as predicted in every case
with no failures as long as the procedure is duplicated exactly and the patient is able to avoid the allergen during
the twenty-five hour clearing period.

When part of the body is identified as an allergen it will obviously be impossible for the patient to totally
avoid the allergen. For example, if the body part is “skin” or “cornified epithelium,” pains must be taken so that
the patient does not touch the skin with a sensory portion of the body. The wearing of an Elizabethan collar may
be necessary during the clearing period as indicated by MRT. However, if the body part (allergen) is internal
where it will not be touched by a sensory organ, then no precautions will be necessary and the clearing process
will progress normally. When in doubt, test with MRT.

After seventeen years of practicing NAET we have never found an allergen that could not be cleared
effectively. Some environmental allergens that have been cleared are: foods, nutritional supplements, herbs,
clothing, bedding, carpeting or other floor coverings, inhalation allergens, ornamental plants, articles of furniture,
automobiles, seat covers, chemicals of every nature, and many more. Any body part you can think of has
probably been an allergen at one time or another. Some of the most dramatic responses to NAET have been
involved with the clearing of allergens which are body parts, especially when the allergen is a component of
blood such as red blood cells or platelets because such hypersensitivities usually involve anemia which may
become life threatening.

Discussion of Mechanism of Action
I possess little or no understanding of the true mechanism which connects the correction of subluxations of the

vertebral column with the elimination of the “body memory” which controls the production of antibodies against
virtually any component of the patient’s environment. However, since it is frequently noted that we do not fully
understand all of the functions of the brain and is suggested that subluxations interfere with communication
between the brain and certain parts of the body, a connection between these two concepts seems like a good place
to start looking for the mechanism(s) which explain the consistent success of NAET.

Case Report  –  “Leroy” (Non-regenerative Anemia, Cushing’s)
History: Leroy was very listless (see picture at right) a few days ago and
stopped eating so his owner took him to visit the local (conventional) vet.
His White Blood Count was slightly elevated (indicating the possibility of
infection), but his hematocrit was 14.4% (normal: 37% - 55%)! The
reticulocyte count was 28,000 [less than 60,000 is considered to be
non-regenerative], indicating that regeneration of blood was not occurring
properly. Leroy’s conventional vet diagnosed “Non-regenerative anemia”
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complicated by Cushing’s disease which was diagnosed when Leroy was less than one year old. Only five years
old now, Leroy had already had bladder stones removed surgically. His local vet gave Leroy a poor prognosis and
prescribed “iron pills” in hopes of stimulating blood regeneration.

July 26:  ETA (our form of MRT) performed by telephone revealed the presence of five common canine viruses
which affected Leroy’s Triad (Liver, Spleen, Thymus), Skin, Large Intestine, Thyroid, Adrenals, Pancreas,
Cerebrum, Cerebellum, Brain Stem, Nerves, Connective Tissue and Heart. 

In addition to the above imbalances, NAET revealed the presence of two allergies which were subsequently
cleared by telephone: (1) The five viruses, and (2) Leroy’s Red Blood Cells(!) Because of Leroy's precarious
condition, we recommended frequent follow-up testing with NAET. Owner agreed to testing 3 times per week to
start, and then re-evaluate.

July 30:  Follow up blood testing revealed a hematocrit of 11% (lower than before), following which his
veterinarians said “Short of transfusions, there is nothing more we can do.” NAET testing revealed allergies to
his platelets and his red blood cells in combination with BBBF (Brain Body Balancing Formula - a homeopathic
formula used for energy balancing). The allergies were cleared with NAET. 

August 1:  His owner reported that Leroy is up and walking, and begging for food! “His attitude is much better!”
NAET revealed allergies to Spleen and Spleen plus BBBF which were cleared.

August 8:  Owner's report: “Leroy's appetite is much better. He eats several small meals per day now. He is also
able to get up and go outside by himself now. NAET (by Witness) revealed allergies to fibroblasts + BBBF, and
Spleen plus Blood which were cleared by Witness.

August 9:  Owner's report: “Leroy vomited today and appears depressed. Appetite is less today. Son watched
Leroy yesterday and may have 'overdone.'” No allergies.

August 17:  Owner's report: “Leroy is running and playing. His appetite is better but still not perfect. Blood tests
were taken at local vets' (HCT = 20.8%). Local vets are 'amazed.'” NAET revealed allergy to Toxins in blood,
and the owner's cars. Allergies were cleared.

August 26:  Owner's report by e-mail: “He is doing so good. I can't tell
you how happy I am with what you have done for him. He looks so good, .
. . He is playing, eating, full of energy, and you would never know he was
sick. I am wondering if the Cushings disease will improve. Thanks!” 

Leroy’s owner is enthusiastic and has been keeping up his testing, viral
and now, chemical elimination. While there is more to be done in addition
to allergy clearing, here is definitely an example of a case where a life has
been saved by allergy elimination using NAET!

Update (March 5, 2008):   On this date, the owner confided that after
seeing his response to initial NAET she was so sure that our therapy
would “work” on Leroy’s diagnosed Cushing’s condition that she unilaterally decided to discontinue all
conventional medications when our therapy was initiated. (She ignored our instructions which were to continue
with all conventional therapy until tests indicated that such was no longer necessary.) His owner reports that
Leroy’s hair coat and body conformation are normal except for increased muscle mass and his marked turn-
around is still a mystery to his conventional doctors. 
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CHRONIC DISEASE: ITS MECHANISM AND HOW TO TREAT IT –
OUR THEORY OF CHRONIC DISEASE AND A DESCRIPTION OF

ITS GENESIS
 Bert H. Brooks, DVM, BA, AA

Genesis of Our Theory of Chronic Disease

In1989 at the Cache Creek Holistic Veterinary Service we first introduced therapy with natural, concentrated
nutritional supplements by Standard Process, Inc., as directed by conventional veterinary diagnostic technique.
1,2,3 That is, case work-ups were carried out according to conventional veterinary training in order to determine
the location of weakened of diseased organ systems, and the appropriate nutritional supplements were provided
therapeutically. One year later we introduced a form or muscle response testing (MRT) (Endnotes 4,5), which
markedly increased our accuracy in testing and prescribing appropriate nutritional supplements.

Over time, we learned that conventional veterinary therapy was frequently advantageous over nutritional
therapy during crisis situations or in the treatment of acute onset conditions, but nutritional therapy was
frequently successful in the treatment of chronic conditions even when conventional or other holistic therapy
failed to bring about successful resolution to cases. Using nutritional therapy was very popular with Clients. The
only adverse effects of nutritional supplement therapy were allergies responsible for nausea, vomiting or
diarrhea, or dermatological symptoms and the need to administer sometimes large numbers of pills and capsules.

After introducing MRT, our success rate soared. Patients responded to therapy rapidly and Clients were
delighted, but everything was not perfect. We were still bothered by the observation that, in many cases,
nutritional supplements needed to be administered continuously or at least for extended periods of time.
Theoretically, if we were discovering causes of diseases and eliminating those causes, when the body healed,
treatment would no longer be necessary.

A friend and associate reminded us of a MRT technique that was used to “trace” from the affected or
weakened organ system in order to find the cause of the weakness or nutritional imbalance.

Tracing

After discovering the weakened organ system in the usual way, the patient is then tested on “positive” and
“negative polarity.” This is accomplished by testing for strength of the arm with the dorsal and palmar aspects of
the hand of the person doing the testing. If the muscles being tested go weak when the reflex is tested with the
palmar aspect of the hand, the reflex is arbitrarily designated as “positive.” If the arm being tested goes weak
over the reading reflex when the dorsal aspect of the hand is used, the reading reflex is arbitrarily designated to
be “negative.” (Obviously, the “positive” and “negative” assignations are not based on any natural characteristic
but by convention. A way to remember the conventional assignation is that the positive side of the hand is the
Palmar side, and the negative side is the kNuckle side.)

After the positive or negative “polarity” of the reading reflex is determined, the reflex is then erased, using
the polarity determined. If the reading reflex is positive and is located on the front of the body, the reflex is
erased by rubbing downward using the palmar side of the hand. (Reflexes located on the posterior aspect of the
body would be erased by rubbing upwards.) When the reflex is erased, the “charge” of the read is considered to
have transferred to the hand being used for testing. 

The patient is then tested again using the same polarity with the intention of discovering the cause for the
weakening of the organ system in question. The following reflexes are especially important:
• bacterial infection;
• yeast infection;
• parasitic infestation;

• viral infection;
• chemical accumulation.

If the above do not read, but another organ system reads, trace the read from the second organ system as
described above.
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Explanation: For example, liver inflammation (hepatitis) is frequently responsible for a reading heart reflex.
Why? Inflammation of the liver causes the heart to work harder in order to overcome the increased resistance
produced by resulting increased interstitial pressure on hepatic capillaries and venules. Since the heart is such an
important organ, it will usually be the first organ to show up as needing balancing when performing MRT. That
the heart must be treated is a “no-brainer” even though the heart weakness is not the primary “cause” of the
patient’s condition. Tracing in the manner described above will usually show a weak liver reflex as the “cause”
of the heart weakness. Then, tracing the weak liver reflex will lead to the cause of the hepatic inflammation
which is really the over-all cause of the weak heart.

Observation #1: When we started implementing the above technique in order to discover the cause of the
weakened organ system with every patient with a chronic disease, we began to notice that viruses were
consistently (almost invariably) indicated as the cause of the weakened reflexes! Naturally, this captured our
attention!

At first, it took almost two years to provide the nutrition patients needed in order to eliminate their viruses.
Over time, we discovered that two new steps were needed for thorough testing in order to optimize the rate of
viral elimination:

After finding that a weak organ system was caused by viral infection, we then tested the patient:
1. To determine how many viral species were present in the patient; and,
2. To determine which organ systems were affected by each of the viral species.

By using homeopathic antidotes to the viral species and simultaneously supporting each of the tissues
(weakened organ systems) affected by the viruses, the pathogens can be eliminated (as determined by absence of
reading viral reflexes) in approximately ninety days.

NOTE: In a manner reminiscent of Rupert Sheldrake’s concept of “morphogenesis” 6,7, even though we
continued to use the testing procedure we had originally learned, within a very short time of employing the
“tracing to identify cause” technique, our initial test results changed! Instead of first finding the weakened organ
systems, we began finding causes as the first result of testing. Entity Testing and Analysis (ETA) was born.

Observation #2: Usually, at the first test session where it is determined that viruses are no longer present, a new
cause of weak organ systems is determined in the same manner described above. The new cause for the
weakened organ systems is then almost invariably determined to be the Parotid or Chemical Reflex. In our
system of testing, the Parotid reflex is located in the center of the left or right cheek. After the Parotid reflex is
found,

First Determine how many chemicals are present; and,
Second Trace to determine which organ systems each chemical affects.
Treatment for chemical elimination is identical to treatment for viruses, except the homeopathic antidotes

used are aimed at chemicals instead of viruses. It usually takes about three to four weeks to eliminate chemicals
from the affected tissues. The first chemicals identified are usually volatile, lower molecular weight chemicals
associated with agriculture. Later, new symptoms may appear as heavier molecular weight chemicals are usually
addressed in batches of five to seven at a time.

It is important to continue testing and elimination of chemicals even though all symptoms might have
disappeared during the viral elimination phase of treatment. If treatment is discontinued after viruses seem to
have been eliminated, viruses may return if the chemicals are left in place where they cause inflammation.

Putting it All Together Our Theory of Chronic Disease

Step One: Malnutrition – Because it is impossible to obtain all the nutrition a body needs from
the food normally consumed, malnutrition is becoming more and more prevalent. We believe,
from observation of many cases of chronic disease, that one of the first results of nutritional
deficiency is a reduction in the efficiency of the body to rid itself of toxic environmental
chemicals or endogenously produced toxic metabolites. 
Step Two: Chemical Accumulation – As a result, toxic chemical concentration increases in affected
tissues more rapidly than it otherwise might. 
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Step Three: Viral Replication – When the toxic chemicals reaches some critical concentration in the affected
tissues, immune capabilities of those tissues become compromised allowing the replication of viruses.
The sources of the viruses may be from individuals which have come into contact with the patient, or
they may arise from the triggering of retrotransposons (Endnote 8) which are already components of
the patient’s genome.

Step Four: Allergy Formation – All of the above events result in inflammation of tissues which is associated
with the formation of allergies which can act as exacerbating phenomena, further complicating the presentation
of symptoms of chronic disease.

When muscle response testing is performed in the manner described, I believe the same phenomena will
d i r e c t  t h e consequ
ences so that a n y
p r a c t i t i o n e r w i l l
p e r s o n a l l y experien
ce the same discover
y .  T h e experien
ce is similar to riding a
bicycle. Those w h o
already know h o w  t o
ride can relate to others
t h a t  t h e experien
ce is available a n d
u s e f u l . However
,  e v e r y practitio
ner will have to l e a r n
h o w  t o integrate
and practice the MRT
skills necessary in order
to accomplish t h e
“ s i m p l e ” techniqu
e  w h i c h en ab les
fullest use of t h e
theory.

If you are w i l l i n g
to experience a “ f a l l  or
two,” you and y o u r
patients can reap the
benefit!

Facilitation of Nutrition
al Therapy

The following a r e
Protocols for a c t u a l
p a t i e n t s . Rememb
e r Leroy?(5
/32):
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The following Protocol is for a feline with viruses. These Protocols are fairly typical of length (i.e., numbers
of supplements) needed in order to be effective. (5/42)

The Harmonic Translation System

The Harmonic Translation System (HTS) is a combination of simple computer hardware and easy to use
Windows based software which facilitates and amplifies the abilities of the Health Care Practitioner. From the
website at: http://www.electronichealing.com/

“Turns Your Computer into an Electronic Diagnostic and Healing Instrument
“The Harmonic Translation System represents a major advance in the field of electronic medicine, going far

beyond radionics, EAV and Rife type technology. Harmonic Translation refers to the translation of biologically
active information [from nutritional supplements, herbs, homeopathic medicines, Bach flowers–basically
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anything the healthcare practitioner uses in his or her pharmacy] into synthesized frequency shifts in sound,
color, geometry and electromagnetic signals. The Harmonic Translation System is not simply a machine that
performs a number of healing activities, it is a true synthesizer of electronic medicine. The H T System is to the
healing arts what the word processor is to writing. Effective medicine is key to success in all healing modalities.
The ability to create the needed medicine quickly and easily makes for a quantum leap in effectiveness. This is
an instrument that is adaptable, and can function equally well in any complementary modality.”

Harmonic Translation System Functions Include the Following:

Diagnostic Functions
• Measure energy values for all organs, organ systems and metabolic functions.
• Find and measure energetic pathologies and toxicity anywhere in the body. 
• Test all known modalities to find the right approach for each person.
• Test foods, supplements, and medicines.
• Run any test for people or animals with direct electronic hookup to the body or from a small hair sample.
• Create your own diagnostic programs quickly and easily.
• Print out diagnostic reports or store them in client files.

The following are diagnostic programs that come preprogrammed with the H T System: (You can quickly and
easily create your own diagnostic programs that measure any parameters you wish.)

• Supplements – Analyze the client’s need for over 60 vitamins, minerals and food supplements.
• Standard Body and Organs – Analyze all organ systems, organs, parts and tissues of the physical body.

Separate stress and vitality readings can be taken for all body parts providing a deep scan of whole body
functions.

• Spinal – Take vitality and stress readings on vertebrae, intervertebral disks and support structures.
• Nutritional – Analyze the bodies need for and stress reactions to over 180 basic foods.
• Brain Cortexes – Analyze 24 areas of the brain to determine levels of activity or dysfunction.
•  Chinese Meridians and Points – Analyze by element and meridian. Test all points on all 14 meridians.
• Chakras – Take readings on the relative level of energy and degree of blockage.

Treatment Functions

The H T System gives you almost unlimited treatment options. It is a true synthesizer of electronic medicine.
This medicine once synthesized, can be output to the client in several ways. Directly through color and sound
output, transcribed into water as a homeopathic medicine or transferred via entangled sympathetic response with
the hair sample. This last option enables one to effectively treat the client at a distance.
• Over 2000 medicinal items in the electronic dispensary.

You can quickly add new medicinal items to your dispensary.
• Compose electronic treatments by selecting medicines from the electronic dispensary and energy settings

from the control panel.
• Combine sound, color and geometry in treatment for greater effect.
• Output electronic medicine you have composed as shifting frequencies of sound, color and animated

geometries.
• Create homeopathic, flower, and gem elixir remedies as needed.
• Select from over 100 pre-composed healing sessions for common conditions.
• Any composed treatment can be transcribed as a homeopathic remedy in water, recorded as a video with

color and sound on VHS or DVD, recorded on audio tape or CD, or saved as an eCapsule treatment for
delivery as an e mail attachment.

• The ability to treat clients at a distance via the entangled sympathetic connection to their sample of hair.
The E-capsule Delivery System:

As well as being able to output treatments as sound, light and graphics and record these as audio or video,
the HT system can configure any composed treatment into what we call e-Capsules. These are complete
multimedia treatments compressed into small files that can be sent to clients anywhere in the world via email
and can be played as needed by the client on their own computers. e-Capsules can be programmed by the user as
to the number of doses of electronic medicine to dispense as well as an expiration date for the electronic
prescription. To experience e capsule treatments on their own computers, clients must have the e-Dispenser
Program which they get for free from you (the practitioner) or download directly from the New Science website.
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The e-Dispenser program works like an electronic medicine cabinet and is freeware that can be given to anyone.
This feature allows practitioners to cultivate and service a global clientele regardless of their geographical
location.

Research Functions

• Accelerate research protocols with fast electronic kinesiology for
analysis.

• Test new medicines and treatments before they are actually used.
• Experimentally create new electronic medicinal items, edit and test

them for effect without the need for putting even animals at risk.
The HTS is simple to use and offers many advantages to Clients and

Patients. We find no difference in effectiveness between taking oral
supplements and patients using electronic delivery of the healing energy
via the HTS.

When purchased from me, I offer free e-mail
training and time-saving software add-ons not available
elsewhere at no extra cost. I am also authorized to offer
Conference attendees a ten percent discount off the
regular $6,400 price tag.

At the Cache Creek Holistic Veterinary Service, we
have ten computer systems which are kept running most
of the day in order to deliver healing energy to 120 -
150 patients remotely on a daily basis. Additional
patients receive healing energy vie e-Capsules which
can be sent as attachments  to e-Mail messages and run
on Clients’  personal computers where the patients live.
Patients must be in the room when their e-Capsules are
played for them for one half hour per day.

Retrotransposons behave very similarly to
retroviruses, such as HIV, giving a clue to the evolutionary origins of such viruses.

There are three main classes of Retrotransposons:
• Viral: encode reverse transcriptase (to reverse transcribe RNA into DNA), have long terminal repeats

(LTRs), similar to retroviruses
• LINEs: encode reverse transcriptase, lack LTRs, transcribed by RNA polymerase II
• Nonviral superfamily: do not code for reverse transcriptase, transcribed by RNA polymerase III.
Source of information: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transposon
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NUTRITION: THE FIRST AND ONLY MEDICINE – WHAT THE
BODY USES FOR TISSUE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
ESSENTIALS FOR NUTRITIONAL THERAPY SUCCESS

Bert H. Brooks, D.V.M.

“. . . primum  non  nocere . . .” (first do no harm)  – Hippocrates

“We put medicine about which we know little, into bodies about which we know less, to cure diseases about
which we know nothing at all.”

 – Voltaire

“Let food be your medicine and medicine be your food.” – Hippocrates, 400 B.C.

“That which ‘everybody already knows’ is hardest to teach.”  – Anonymous

Definitions of Medicine (Merriam-Webster)
Def.  1:     A substance or preparation used in treating disease.
Def . 2a:     The science and art dealing with the maintenance of health and the prevention, alleviation, or cure of

disease.
Def. 2b:     The branch of medicine concerned with the nonsurgical treatment of disease.

Nutrition
When our first ancestors purportedly dragged their knuckles across the landscape, there were no doctors to

provide them with advice on how to stay healthy, or drug stores where they could buy pain killers or cold
remedies. Supposedly, if a family were lucky, their housing consisted of a dry cave. The only “medicine”
available was food they hunted or gathered because it was a long way to the grocery store . . . which was, in fact,
still thousands of years away.

Can’t you just picture those long armed and hairy progenitors scouring the landscape in search of morsels to
eat for dinner. It might have really helped to have an old timer around who remembered the difference between
edible plants that pleasantly filled the tummy, and those that resulted in causing pain, discomfort or even death. It
must also have been convenient to live relatively close to slow moving animals that couldn’t put up a very big
fight.

After the local plant resources were consumed and the small game learned to avoid the old homestead, the
first families must have had to expand the area for their hunting and gathering.  Eventually, when subsisting
required very long treks on a regular basis, everyone must have agreed when it was time to move their residence
to a new, more convenient area. While populations remained relatively small and geographically separated, this
was no problem.

But, over time, successful families and groups of families must have grown in number so that a nomadic
existence based on hunting and gathering was more and more difficult to sustain without running into
“neighbors.” There must have been competition for prime hunting and gathering grounds. Some sort of
diplomacy and even alliances must have resulted, but we all know what eventually happens when competition for
diminishing resources occurs: war.

Besides, a few thousand years ago something changed: Agriculture! Our ancestors learned that cultivating
edible plants that were popularly consumed would lead to a more stable and predictable life style than scouring
the countryside in search of them. Besides the development of agriculture allowed groups of people to settle in
areas for longer periods of time. Remaining in one spot led to amazing accomplishments in architectural
development driven by an innate need to express cultural drives artistically and for the common defense. At
about the same time, animal husbandry replaced strictly hunting as a means to provide a readily available meat
supply.

This technique caught on and really worked well for civilizations . . . at first.
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In fact, very large and intricate civilizations flourished from time to time during the early history of mankind.
Populations of humans increased incrementally and then geometrically all over the planet until something
interesting happened to most of them: though they were greatly separated by geography so that it is unlikely that
they communicated with one another, many of the largest and most highly developed of the ancient civilizations
simply disappeared without leaving evidence about the reason why.

We know that hunter/gatherer-dependent groups and agriculturally based groups also lived in overlapping
areas. The nomadic North American Apache, Arapaho, Blackfoot (tobacco was their only agricultural plant),
Comanche, Pawnee, Crow, Nez Perce, Paiute, Shoshone, Sioux, Ute, and others frequently attacked the more
sedentary agricultural groups which consisted of Cherokee, Cheyenne, Creek, Navajo, Pawnee and Pueblo
Indians in search of food or captives. 

Why did the comparatively huge cities of ancient Asia, The Middle East, Central and South America just dry
up and their inhabitants disappear?  The great city of Angkor Wat was built in Cambodia, flourished for a time
and then its inhabitants just seem to have walked away from it. The same thing happened in Egypt and India. The
Mayan Civilization of Central America flourished and dissipated. In South America, the same thing happened to
Tiahuanaco on the border between Bolivia and Peru. On a smaller, more primitive scale in North America, the
Pueblo Indians built cities containing apartment buildings of over a thousand rooms in different places, lived in
them for a few hundred years and then . . . they just left.

It’s mysteries such as these that have always attracted me to the study of archeology. I’m not trained in the
subject, but I have a theory about why so many huge civilizations failed while others seemed to thrive during the
same time periods. 

I believe that as the civilizations became larger and larger, agriculture was forced to take on huge tasks that
resulted in problems which were not easily solved with what was known and what was technologically available
at the time. 

In order to remain healthy, human beings and their animals must receive a certain level of balanced nutrition
on a regular basis. As more and more people began to depend on the arable land and fish-able waters available,
certain nutritional stresses began to develop. In order to thrive, a successful civilization must solve the obstacles
set by nature.

As cities increased in size and population, longer and longer treks must have become necessary to provide
inhabitants with necessary high quality sustenance. Eventually, the growing populations of the great cities simply
outgrew the technology of the day to properly grow, transport and disseminate necessary resources, especially
food and the fuel required to cook it.

When increasing agricultural stresses were exerted on the land, nutrient composition of available food
diminished so that it was no longer sufficient to provide for normal growth, maintenance and repair of bodies,
and so inhabitants of large cities were forced to invent a new class of resident: the health care practitioner who
learned how to address symptoms when nutrition was no longer able to handle the job.

But, over time, as populations continued to increase by natural addition and assimilation of new groups, the
stresses must have become noticeable. Chronic forms of previously unknown diseases would have begun to
appear which had not been known during the early days of those senior citizens who remained. Babies would
have begun showing birth defects so that the practice of “exposure” would have increased. The large populations
must have experienced feelings of depression and fear that the large cities they were inhabiting may have become
invaded by “Bad Ju Ju.”

Things would immediately return to near normal if the cities were abandoned in favor of smaller, more widely
dispersed groups as were found in Mexico by the conquistadores when they first entered the domain of the Maya.
At the time of the conquest, the Maya had already left their great cities in favor of smaller, more easily
manageable population centers based on family groups.

Why would certain Asian, European and American civilizations have been able to develop large civilizations
without falling to the same pressures as the civilizations of Angkor Wat, the Maya, Tiahuanaco (Bolivia and
Peru), the Pueblo Indians? 

If increasing population pressure on agriculture and associated technologies is the reason why some huge
civilizations failed to survive, then adequate solutions to the problems of increasing populations must have been
found in the civilizations that did survive. The Roman civilization, for example, was successful because of its
rapid expansion and increasing population. But Rome did not depend only on the geography of its immediate
surroundings to provide sustenance. As newly Romanized citizens increased the population of Rome, less
fortunate slaves provided labor and newly developed transportation technology allowed for efficient movement
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of trade goods, including food, by land and by sea. While the pressures of civilization still cause the need for a
busy health care profession, a good equilibrium could be maintained.

When the conquistadores arrived in the New World, they found three major civilizations: The Aztecs in
southern North America, the Maya in North and Central America, and the Incas in South America. The Mayan
civilization had already dispersed, while both the Aztec and Inca civilizations had developed large population
centers, but they achieved their relative successes by different means. There was ample evidence of earlier
civilizations which had once prospered and then dissipated over time. When modern anthropologists ask them
where the inhabitants of the deserted civilizations went, modern descendants answer; “Here we are. What do you
mean, ‘Where did we go?’”

The Aztecs were apparent “newcomers” who became adept at conquering and then annexing the land and
resources of new subjects who then became responsible for sending tribute to their new oppressors. Farming
produced plants for food, but, aside from omnipresent canines, there was little if any animal agriculture ever
practiced in North and Central America. While hunting and gathering were obvious contributors to the larder of
the Aztecs, they had another source of animal protein: human sacrifices!

While it is an unsavory thought for us to imagine the consumption of human flesh, the Aztecs evidently kept
their newly conquered subjects in line by forcing them to periodically contribute “volunteer” captives for
sacrifice and consumption. In return for “protection” and as a sort of tribute in lieu of the domestication of animal
species for that basic purpose, a steady stream of ritualistic victims was sent to the Aztecs. Naturally, the
contributors of the victims disliked this ultimate form of taxation, so it was relatively easy for Cortes to convince
rivals to rise in revolt against their Aztec tyrants.

The Incas of South America, as their Aztec cousins of the North, were “new kids on the block” who solved
their agricultural problems in unique ways. Extreme stresses of over-population are evident all over the land of
the Incas. There is abundant evidence of the need to farm every arable inch of land, even to the extreme where
terraces needed to be constructed to the tops of seemingly inaccessible mountain tops. 

Upon attaining the age of eighteen, young men of the farming class were assigned a plot of land and a wife if
they had not already selected a spouse. The reward for their hard work was the right to retain one third of what
they produced (one third went to the Inca and one third went to the priesthood). They also earned the right to
spend part of every year in the vast, well-trained army of the Inca. Individuals who excelled at producing crops
were rewarded with increased allotments of land for farming or other responsibilities. Warehouses were set up by
the Inca and the priesthood so that there was sufficient food to last over times of shortages so that famines did not
occur.

Until the arrival of the Spaniards, the people of the Inca led relatively secure though thoroughly planned lives.
Human sacrifice was practiced, but it was very rare and almost never affected the lives of the average Peruvian.
There was very little private property, so theft was rare. Justice was swift when laws were broken, but the worst
punishment was expulsion from the society. It was said that those who were expelled but survived on their own
for one year were frequently re-admitted to society because it was thought that their ingenuity (which they must
have had or they would not have been able to survive on their own for so long) might be of use to their
community.

Again, the requirement for health care practitioners is evident from the wide variety of herbs and potions still
available in the Indian markets today, so the nutrition of the crops they produced was not perfect. But three things
allowed the Incas to sustain large populations:

First, the Incas had a highly refined irrigation technology which they inherited from their predecessors.
Irrigation was accomplished by channeling water through miles of “acequias” (irrigation channels) from the high
areas of the Andes.

Second, fertilization concepts were understood and were achieved by mining guano deposited by aquatic birds
from islands along the coasts of Peru, Ecuador and Chili and transporting the valuable naturally self-replenishing
resource to the fields where it was distributed to those who worked the land.

Third, in addition to growing crops (corn and potatoes especially, but also Lima beans, quinoa, tomatoes,
peanuts and peppers as well as cotton) the Incas also had the benefit of animal agriculture, so they were not
forced to hunt. Furthermore, their other technologies were supplemented by the development of beasts of burden
in the form of the llama which no other American civilization could boast. There was no lack of animal protein
because of another domesticated food animal, the cui or Guinea Pig which could be raised for food in every
household.
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I believe that because the Incas, and to a lesser extent the Aztecs, were able to solve their nutrition problems,
their civilizations were successful as long as populations were kept in some sort of balance. But, when many
other populations exerted insurmountable pressures on the resources available to them, starvation for nutrients
occurred and civilizations failed (and their inhabitants moved away) when their technology was unable to solve
associated problems.

During modern times, populations simply are unable to solve their problems by moving because there remain
no more uninhabited areas which are capable of supporting numbers of humans. Such areas have already been
explored, populated and developed. Conventional medicine is that development of large civilizations which up
until now allowed human beings and their domesticated animals to stay put in spite of tendencies toward
starvation!

A “new” form of natural medicine is beginning to emerge which will eventually allow for the redistribution of
nutritional energy so that conventional approaches used today will only be needed during emergencies! The new
form of medicine is based simply upon the realization of something we have all known for a long time:

In Order to Survive and Be Moderately Healthy, We must Eat. In Order to Thrive and Enjoy Optimum
Health, We must Eat Well. The Trick Is Knowing the Difference – and Being Able to Do It!

It would be nice if one could simply look at food in the produce department of a grocery store and be able to
know from its appearance whether or not it contains what we need to achieve optimum nutrition. Unfortunately,
modern conventional agricultural practices enable farmers to provide produce (mostly the reproductive parts of
plants) that attracts shoppers whether or not the nutritional content satisfies what should be considered minimal
standards.

The fact is that every time a farmer harvests the crop from a field, nutrients from the soil are removed along
with the crop. Farmers know this and are careful to provide chemical fertilizers which, along with abundant
atmosphere, appropriate temperature, sunlight and water will produce another generation of crops. But the
conventional fertilizers only consist of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium (sometimes sulfur) which are
necessary components of all plants. Unfortunately, there may be over seventy additional minerals and trace
minerals necessary for plants grown to provide the vitamins that consumers of the produce need for optimum
health.

The unavoidable result is that, because of conventional agricultural practices, consumers cannot GET all the
nutrition they need from the food they eat!

If the foregoing discussion seems pertinent to you, then it stands to reason that you have either already started
using clinical nutrition as your main therapeutic modality or might be looking for ways to do so. I have been
asked NOT to promote a specific brand of nutritional supplements because there are so many. But, specifically
because of the reason that so many good and good sounding (believe me “good” and “good sounding” are not
synonymous) companies exist, I must disclose that I rely heavily on products from the Standard Process
Company (SP) and have achieved excellent responses. I am still open to suggestions and am willing to try other
products.

The rest of this discussion is aimed at thoughts about how to select products that are likely to be readily
available and useful in treating chronic disease.

What Nutrition Needs to be
Before you are able to use nutritional supplements to their best effect, you must first determine which

companies’ products should be used. Much is spent on advertising and promotion, so that the decision concerning
which products are most effective is not an easy one to make. Complicating the procedure is the fact that even the
highest quality nutritional supplements in their most natural forms can still have allopathic effects which can
easily be confused with cure. Honest testimonials will abound (and rightly so) whether the symptoms went away
because the cause of the problem was addressed holistically or the symptoms allopathically.

Plants for completely natural whole food nutritional supplements should be organically grown on fertile soil
that has a complete trace mineral complement. This requires that the growers of the agricultural products which
are used possess and demonstrate a knowledge of holistic agricultural practices necessary to provide the highest
quality raw materials. Then, those raw materials must be processed in such a way that the machinery used does
not destroy the living nutrition used in the concentration and pill making phases of the operation.

Personally, I believe that while plants used as sources for food supplements need not be confined to the
primary or traditional sources for nutrients, it is not necessary to derive nutrition from esoteric sources only
found deep in the innermost recesses of the Amazon River basin or other generally inaccessible regions. It just
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isn’t logical to me that the Creator would expect all his creatures to make periodic pilgrimages to far distant,
isolated spots in order to consume otherwise unavailable sources of essential nutrients.

Therefore, it is O.K. with me when a company like SP uses Tilandsia (Spanish moss) as a source of
concentrated whole vitamin C for some of its supplements and NOT O.K. for another company to promote the
use of a small flower that only grows seasonally high in the Himalayas because it offers “unique balances” of
certain essential nutrients.

Regarding the machinery used to extract and concentrate the nutrients from their sources into, Standard
Process is able to boast a unique history. The Founder, Dr. Royal Lee, became a dentist in order to gain the
training he thought was needed in order to accomplish his goals, but he never practiced dentistry. Instead, he was
fascinated by the study of nutrition and to pay for his interest, he became a well-know, successful and moderately
wealthy inventor.

A rebel in his day, Lee agreed with those who stated that the cause for an explosion of dental caries in
children might be due to their faulty nutrition. He was one of the first to describe the large amounts of refined
sugar and grains laced with corn syrup in the modern diet as “counterfeit foods” responsible for many chronic
forms of disease. One of his first inventions was the variable speed electric drill used by dentists (previously,
dentists’ drills were powered by foot pedals), but he constructed the instrument to fill a need and not for personal
use. Later, he patented numerous inventions, one of which was a bomb site which increased accuracy which was
extremely useful to the Allied effort during WWII. The royalties earned from his inventions allowed him to study
nutrition. Not only that, Lee designed and had built the equipment necessary to concentrate and extract nutrients
from food sources so that the nutrition they contained was not destroyed in the process. He sold everything that
comprises the Standard Process Company to family members for one dollar so that his work could continue.

Dr. Royal Lee believed his crowning achievement was the development of Catalyn  in 1929 – a supplement®

which he said “contained all the vitamins and all the minerals known and unknown.” After using Catalyn  myself®

for years and after prescribing it for each patient as part of every nutritional protocol, I am inclined to believe that
Dr. Lee was correct in his assessment.

Throughout his life, Dr. Lee fought an uphill battle against the dogma of conventional medicine, stating that
most chronic disease was the result of ongoing malnutrition. Then, when doctors addressed the resulting
symptoms of starvation in their patients, instead of recognizing the cause and giving them the food they needed,
they provided poisons in the form of allopathic drugs. 

I am certain that other companies must exist which produce a sufficiently broad spectrum of high quality
nutritional supplements which can be used to support the maintenance and repair of virtually every organ system
and tissue in the bodies of humans, dogs, cats and horses. Unfortunately, I have not discovered any of them so I
am not qualified to discuss their use.

Natural Whole Vitamins Versus Synthetic Vitamins Is There Really Any Difference?
Mankind has proved over and over that, among others, we possess admirable qualities: curiosity and

compassion for instance. Research in the pharmaceutical industry expends billions of dollars dedicated to the
discovery of profitable therapies to be used, hopefully, in the resolution of disease symptoms. 

Unfortunately, at the same time mankind expends seemingly limitless resources in the search for a drug to
address every symptom, Nature proves that she has not yet exposed all her secrets just because an apparent need
for understanding exists. In fact, every time a useless or dangerous new drug is removed from the conventional
drug market, that removal is proof that the intellect of man is not yet up to the task of handling disease safely.

On his website (http://www.mercola.com/2000/jul/30/doctors_death.htm), Dr. Joseph Mercola published the
following statistics from JAMA:

“Doctors Are The Third Leading Cause of Death in the US, Causing 225,000 Deaths Every Year
“This article in the Journal of the American Medical Association is the best article I have ever seen written in the

published literature documenting the tragedy of the traditional medical paradigm. . . .
“This information is a followup of the Institute of Medicine report which hit the papers in December of last year,

but the data was hard to reference as it was not in peer-reviewed journal. Now it is published in JAMA which
is the most widely circulated medical periodical in the world.

“The author is Dr. Barbara Starfield of the Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health and she desribes
how the US health care system may contribute to poor health. ALL THESE ARE [HUMAN] DEATHS PER
YEAR:

• 12,000 – unnecessary surgery
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• 7,000 – medication errors in hospitals
• 20,000 – other errors in hospitals
• 80,000 – infections in hospitals
• 106,000 – non-error, negative effects of drugs 

“These total to 225,000 deaths per year from iatrogenic causes!!”

Remember, these are just the numbers of people that succumb to the best efforts of medical science every
year! I can only assume that at least a similar number deaths of animals due to allopathic substances or mistakes
could be reported.

So, when it comes to answering questions like the one above about whether or not natural and synthetic
vitamins are identical, please excuse me if I shy away from the record established by the current conventional
medical paradigm (who say there is an identity) and look elsewhere for answers. What did Dr. Lee have to say on
the subject, for instance?

Before discussing anything further about Dr. Lee or Standard Process, I should refer you to the following
website: http://www.quackwatch.com/11Ind/lee.html  The very fact that Dr. Lee and Standard Process are cited
by QuackWatch, to me, are firm evidence that they might have something important to contribute, . . . but
inquiring minds are certainly free to disagree.

First off, Dr. Lee admitted that even an admirable amount of study (he left an impressive personal library to
posterity in Palmyra, Wisconsin, at the Standard Process Establishment which is occasionally open to the public)
did not disclose all there is to know about vitamins. However, he was convinced that the “active ingredients”
being identified by scientists simply was not complete.

To the left is a schematic “picture” of vitamin C from Judith DeCava’s
book The REAL TRUTH about Vitamins & Antioxidants (2001, page 214).
Mr. John Courtney, an associate of Dr. Lee’s who at one time served as a
vice president of Standard Process, was quite outspoken when he disagreed
with the conventional definition of vitamin C as simply ascorbic acid:

“Vitamin C is a very misunderstood vitamin. The government is
responsible for this because they have decided that you rate any vitamin C
product according to the amount of ascorbic acid it contains. Ascorbic acid is
an antioxidant. It is the preservative part of the C complex. To refine out or
to synthesize the preservative, in our opinion, is a mistake. 

“The real vitamin C complex contains the vitamin P factors
(bioflavonoids [i.e., any of a group of aromatic compounds that have two
substituted benzene rings connected by a chain of three carbon atoms and an
oxygen bridge and that include many common pigments.], rutin) which
maintain vascular integrity. These are deficient in people who bruise easily or who have pink toothbrush. Their
blood vessels break or rupture too easily and bleed. The P factors strengthen the vascular system. They make the
vessels tougher and more durable. 

“Vitamin K is another part of the C complex. It promotes prothrombin. That means it helps in coagulation.
Bleeders do not have enough vitamin K. If you have plenty of vitamin K, it’s used in the formation of protein
which is then transported to the injured tissue. 

“Another factor in the C complex is vitamin J. The J factor is part of the C complex which increases the
oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood. If you have a cold, you want to get oxygen to your tissues where it
oxidizes the toxins and carries them off with carbon dioxide. 

“In addition to these, the C complex contains enzymes, the outstanding one being tyrosinase. That's organic
copper, an adrenal activator. It you want to rate vitamin C according to one factor, it would be logical to rate the
tyrosinase. We have found that products containing the most tyrosinase produce the best clinical results. But all
of these other factors are important for results. 

“In addition to all these factors, the vitamin C complex also contains ascorbic acid. To say that ascorbic acid
is vitamin C is like looking at a wheel and saying that it is an automobile, while it is just a small part of an
automobile. We make our vitamin C by removing the water and fiber from raw whole foods—alfalfa,
mushrooms, bone marrow, and buckwheat leaf. This leaves a powder containing the nutrients from these foods.
This powder is then put into tablets. In analyzing this nutrient powder, we find it is approximately point zero one
(.01) ascorbic acid by weight.  In fact, it contains about as much natural ascorbic acid as you will find in any of
the vitamin C-rich foods, rose hips included. So our vitamin C tablet, which is about a 500 milligram tablet, is

: Schematic of vitamin C

http://www.quackwatch.com/11Ind/lee.html
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.01% ascorbic acid, or about 5 milligrams. This is why our Cataplex C has a label that says 5 milligrams. But in
addition to the five milligrams of ascorbic acid, each tablet contains about 495 milligrams of all the other C
complex factors—the P factors, vitamin K, vitamin J, enzymes, and more unknown organic factors. It is the
presence of all these synergistic factors which gives our product its functional potency. 

“What about the high-potency vitamin C products? These are made by the addition of synthetic ascorbic acid
to a food base, usually rose hips or acerola berries. Manufacturers of these products know that the public demand
is for so-called natural or organic products, so food is used as a base. But they also know that people feel that if a
little is good for you, more is better. So synthetic ascorbic acid is added to the food base in order to increase the
label data potency. In such a product, you might have 500 milligrams of synthetic ascorbic acid—the
preservative—and only 25 milligrams or so of the food base, which would contain the other C complex factors. 

“Unfortunately, this is hard to tell just by looking at the label unless you know what to look for. These high
potency mega-products usually have labels that say ‘natural’ or ‘organic.’ This is because synthetic ascorbic acid,
a derivative of petroleum, contains carbon and is therefore chemically organic—although it is hardly a food.  It's
in fact a drug. In order to put 500 milligrams of naturally occurring ascorbic acid into a tablet, the tablet would
have to be as big as a ping-pong ball!”

A similar discussion should accompany ALL of the vitamin complexes. While this is not the time for such a
discussion it may very well be the place. Hopefully the AHVMA might entertain the idea of having Dr. Michael
Dobbins speak in much more depth and with better credentials on the subject of natural whole food clinical
nutrition as Dr. Royal Lee might have envisioned.

Protomorphogen Theory
A discussion of clinical nutrition therapy as used in our practice would be incomplete without touching on the

concept of protomorphology. 
DEFINITION 1: “A protomorphogen is that fraction of the chromosome of the cell which catalyzes the synthesis
of new cell protein in growth and repair.”  
DEFINITION 2: “The primary organizer of form.” 

If “protomorphogens” are so important, then why haven’t you heard about them? Or, if you have heard the
word, then why don’t you know what it means? At the website of the International Foundation for nutrition and
Health, the following description of Dr. Lee’s book is given: 

“This is the original background material providing insight into Dr. Lee's understanding of cell bio-chemistry
and its relation to health. Written in the 1940s, it is a well-documented summary of how the cell functions. It
draws on most of the research information available at that time to display the genius of Dr. Lee. An
understanding of protomorphology is essential to provide complete nutritional support.

“You can order your own copy of Protomorphology at their website, located at:
 http://www.ifnh.org/ifnh_practitioner_resource_library.htm”

Dr. Lee was an avid reader of the latest research and had the ability to
integrate the latest findings into information which could be used to help
understand how the body used nutrition for growth, maintenance and
repair. He believed that  “protomorphogens” helped explain the phases of
the cell growth curve. First, he believed that Protomorphogens (PMGs)
were tiny “organizers of form” produced in the nuclei of cells.
LAG PHASE (A): Lee believed the “Lag Phase” of cell growth  resulted
when PMGs from cell nuclei were in such low concentration that they
could not stimulate growth.
GROWTH PHASE (B): As PMGs are released into surrounding
medium, cell growth is stimulated until a threshold PMG concentration is
attained which impedes additional growth. (Possible mechanism for
control of cancer cells?)

Dr. Lee theorized that PMG release from cells was identified by the body’s “Immune System” with a resulting
production of “natural tissue antibodies” which worked against the PMGs. These natural tissue antibodies
effectively stopped future cell growth by removing homogenous PMGs from tissues. But the cancer defense
mechanism worked against the body when organs were damaged by injury or disease, hampering repair.

: Cell Growth Curve

http://www.ifnh.org/ifnh_practitioner_resource_library.htm
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Even though homogenous PMGs initiated
an immune response when they were
released by cells, heterogenous PMGs
produced by the same tissues in other
species were observed to have  no such
affect. Therefore, Lee reasoned that if
heterogenous PMGs were administered to a
patient with damage to certain tissues, the
natural tissue antibodies would be tied up by
the heterogenous PMGs allowing the
homogenous PMGs to persist and
accomplish their task of stimulating cell
growth and repair of the damaged organ
system unimpeded.

At the Cache Creek Holistic Veterinary
Service, we use protomorphogens in the
treatment of virtually every case where symptoms are chronic in nature. Perhaps the theory presented in
Protomorphology is flawed. Even so, the theory is still “operational” in that it yields positive results. You be the
judge.

While Lee’s theory may be flawed, in practice we find that Protomorphogens function as he predicted in an
amazingly consistent fashion. The following is a shorthand description of our use of nutritional supplements. I
will give a more inclusive account of how we use muscle response testing in order to achieve more precise
determination of nutritional need in another presentation. I will also discuss how a refinement in the technique
we use allowed us to make observations which led us to compile a Theory of Chronic Disease which has proved
effective in thousands of cases. Our book, More Than A Theory: A New Medical Paradigm addresses
everything covered in these presentations in more detail. The book has been described as “A good read.” Our
theory has been tested by others and, as yet, no breaks in the theory have been found.

But for now, when checking for nutritional needs, the following is a list of the essentials which must be
covered in order for a patient to respond optimally to clinical nutrition therapy:

Essential Considerations in Successful Nutritional Therapy
All nutritional therapy follows the same procedure and is therefore almost rote in general application. While

testing energy of patients for nutritional balance may appear rote to the observer, results of testing can vary
widely.
1. Basic, general, broad spectrum nutritional needs must be addressed;
2. Identify and address or indicate the nutritional energy needed in order to eliminate all causes of the chronic

disease identified;
3. If a chronic condition causes stress to an organ system, or more than one organ system, each system affected

must be addressed nutritionally, not just those systems clearly indicated by the symptomatology:
a. The function of the organ system must be addressed and appropriate supplementation recommended;
b. Organ system (i.e., organ tissue) repair must be addressed;
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LEAD THE WAY TO SATISFACTION FOR YOURSELF, YOUR
PRACTICE YOUR STAFF AND YOUR CLIENTS

Christina Chambreau, DVM, CVH

Yes, you can have a personally satisfying, financially abundant holistic practice that dramatically improves
the health of animals and people. The good news is many practitioners in very different circumstances are
thrilled with their practice, so it is possible. The bad news is that like most things about a practice - the owner is
responsible for the satisfaction in the practice. As the owner, you will set the theme, the mood and create the
opportunity for all staff and participants in the practice to have the possibility of satisfaction and happiness. As a
staff veterinarian or veterinary technician, you can use the following skills to create your own satisfaction even
in the face of a challenging boss. It is even possible for a staff veterinarian to use the persuasion skills introduced
below to lead the way to a successful and satisfying practice. This lecture will address the creation of your dream
life with proven ways to have satisfaction and happiness in your practice and life, now and in the future.

Create your dream and magic will happen.

Keys to Satisfaction, Happiness and Prosperity

The keys are to know what excites you, your staff and each client. Set measurable goals for the practice, for
each staff job, for the healing of each animal and all animals in your care. Organize your life and your practice
proactively to maximize your successes. 
1. Know what excites you - what are your passions. A Chinese proverb from Lin Yutang: “Of all the unhappy

people in the world, the unhappiest are those who have not found something they want to do.” Too many of
us forget the step of dreaming once we become adult. We think that our responsibilities define us. We forget
the incredible power we had as children to learn by leaps and bounds when we wanted to. We forget that we
were powerful persuaders as children. We loved life, even when bad things happened. Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi wrote “enjoy” instead of an autograph and said it was much more important. Sananjaleen channels the
dolphins, saying “Enjoy. Enjoy. We would say enjoy the beauty of the morning. We would say treasure each
moment. Each encounter. Be joyous always. Laugh with us. Ride gaily through your earthly trials, as we The
Dolphin Ones ride gaily through the waves.” Dream. Read my talk in 2005 about really dreaming your ideal
practice and life. This is the key first step. Janet Atwood says “When you are truly passionate about
something, you don't have to try hard to put attention on it. It's fun, it's engaging, it's exciting. When
challenges arise, they can't deter you...It is important to think about your ideal life, not your possible life.”
You want to have a vision that you are so passionate about that no one can stop you, not even your doubting
self. Getting into veterinary college was like that for many of us. 

2. Know where you want to be. Define your ideal practice and personal life. Again refer to my article in 2005.
Be specific. Using your dream, set specific goals in the future, then ask what you need to do now to achieve
those goals. Andrew Carnegie said “If you want to be happy, set a goal that commands your thoughts,
liberates your energy, and inspires your hopes.” Look in all areas of your life, including spiritual; family;
personal health and fitness; travel; relationship (with clients, staff, friends...); clinic and home environment;
personal and practice incomes; investment; training and further education. Email me if you want my
incredibly vivid (using all my senses) vision for my future as an example for you. Have each goal on a
separate line, or card, or word document as you will be continually reviewing and managing these goals for
success. Have fun, play, be specific, be outrageous, be holistic. Make sure you have looked at your metal,
water, fire, earth and wood areas. Lou Holtz, a great NCAA coach said “If you are bored with life, if you
don't get up every morning with a burning desire to do things - you do not have enough goals.” Be sure to
include personal growth of different types in your goals. 

 3. Know where you are now. Earl Nightingale says “Your problem is to bridge the gap which exists between
where you are now and the goal you intend to reach.” Abraham says the reason for us being in physical form
is to have desires, see where we are now and bring our vibrations from what we are tuned to receive that we
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do not want to a vibration matching our desires. And to have fun, Abraham says. Part of the prior goal setting
may have been to know where you are now. Mark Twain said “The secret of getting ahead is getting started.
The secret of getting started is breaking your complex, overwhelming tasks into small manageable tasks, and
then starting on the first one.” This applies to identifying where you are currently in relationship to each of
your goals. If your goal is to have a financially thriving practice where staff, clients and animals are healthy
and happy, you need to know the current details. Some that may be important in an integrative practice if you
are the owner: total practice income, total expenses, total income and expenses from each modality, each
practitioner, each product. Then you will want the income by month, or even day of the week. What if
Tuesdays generated very little income? You could give the clinic that day off, or use for trainings or find
ways to increase income on that day. How long do your staff members stay with you? Why do they leave
(you do have an exit interview)? How long does it take to hire new staff? Client retention, feedback from
surveys, amount spent per client, return % after death of an animal are all keys to client satisfaction. How
many thank you cards, pictures, gifts, verbal appreciation occur? What is the longevity of your patients, %
who develop serious illnesses, willingness to come into the clinic, behavior while in the exam room? These
are some measures of patient happiness and satisfaction. 

4. Set measurable goals. Now the work begins. Turn each of your goals into a plan with discrete, measurable
steps with specific timelines. You do not have even a ghost of an idea how long it will take to increase your
practice income by 20%? The reality does not matter. Set your goal for the next year in one area and then see
where you need to be at 6 months, 3months, 1 month to be on track for success. Say, for example, that you
are currently trained in TCM and working in a conventional practice that encourages the TCM. You are at a
choice point between building within that practice or developing your own house call practice doing
exclusively integrative medicine. When you did steps 1 to 3 you saw big discrepancies between your dream
life (personal and practice) and working in the clinic. You are clear that your passion would be to have your
own practice, with a technician to travel with you, working 4 days a week, leaving plenty of time for family.
One goal would be an income of $100,000 to pay your personal and estimated practice bills. You would need
$10,000 more to pay the technician for 2 days a week for the year. The going rate for acupuncture in your
area works out to $100 per hour. You can also make money on selling herbs, books, lab tests, referring fees
for surgery and radiology, long distance Reiki done while you are at home and classes to teach acupressure to
your clients. Within 6 months you would expect to have earned $35,000 (since it is often slower to start up);
3 months $16,000 and after the first month of solo practice $7,000. To earn $7000 in one month you would
need x number of visits, y amount of sales, z amount of other income (maybe your technician could do
massages while you were doing the intakes). After one month you evaluate your results to see if you are on
track to your goal, or do you need to borrow some money for the next few months? 
Setting and evaluating goals follows what Eric Allenbaugh says, “If you don't take charge of shaping your

own destiny, others will apply their agenda to you.” Dwight Eisenhower said “We succeed only as we
identify in life...a single overriding objective, and make all other considerations bend to that one objective.” 
If you chose to stay at the practice, you would dream how your day would be, maybe remodeling a room in

the practice for your clients, maybe training the reception staff to educate your clients and to encourage
referrals. You would set your goals within the limitations of the practice. You would not make excuses for
failures by blaming the boss or the practice situation if you chose to stay there. Harry Brown says “You are
where you are today because you've chosen to be there.” Jim Rohn says “You must take personal
responsibility. You cannot change the circumstances, the seasons, or the wind, but you can change yourself.” 

5. Lead your staff and family to duplicate your process. Have them go through the same steps, both individually
and as an integrated staff. You may need to let go of some members who do not appreciate this new
approach, who are unwilling to follow Jack Canfield's statement “If you want to create the life of your
dreams, then you are going to have to take 100% responsibility for your life...giving up all your excuses, all
your victim stories and all your blaming of outside circumstances...forever.” Be the demonstration of all you
learn - integrity, impeccability, clear communications. Carefully read what your staff dreams of as their ideal
day. Encourage the staff and yourself to set goals with clients. When people have new animals, or when you
are beginning to treat serious or long standing problems it helps to set out a treatment plan and see if your
goals match that of the guardian. Be as open as possible to let the client feel comfortable saying that one goal
is to spend no more than $1,000 or so much a month. Be clear if you cannot have a goal to merely palliate a
condition, or if you feel palliation is the best goal at this time. 
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Jack Canfield says “If you want to create the life of your dreams, then you are going to have to take 100%
responsibility for your life...giving up all your excuses, all your victim stories and all your blaming of outside
circumstances...forever.”

6. Organizing your “new” business. You and your staff now have your visions, dreams and specific goals. You
have each identified what you love to do and what you want to do more of. Now, as a team, identify the
entire organization of your business (clinic, phone practice, house call practice, etc). The model for most
businesses promoted by Michael Gerber are leadership at the hub and marketing, management, money, lead
generation, lead conversion and client fulfillment on the edge of the wheel, all connecting with each other.
For each area, list the result produced by that area, how it is done (eventually you will need to generate an
awesomely detailed and inspirational manual), how much does it cost, how much does it bring in. For
example, the Receptionist Function (that is consistent with the vision, not merely how it is now) could
include answering the phone, greeting people and animals, selling products, scheduling appointments, taking
payments, sending out bills, educating clients, maintaining educational and promotional material in the
waiting area, keeping the waiting area beautiful, in perfect harmony, and much more. Matching employees to
their best position in part reflects their vision. Helping employees identify their work habits and preferences
can prevent many problems. Mark Victor Hansen and Robert Allen have 4 fun categories (Myers Briggs
gives another way to evaluate work habits). Hares are idea people who thank randomly and get bored easily.
Owls plan strategies for success and create action plans. Turtles are the naysayers, so save you money trying
something that is unlikely to work. Squirrels are detail oriented people who need exact steps and
expectations. Trying to get a Squirrel to create a new advertising campaign will lead to failure. Once they
realize their tendencies, each person gets to choose what jobs would fulfill their dreams of total success and
happiness. Some may have to accept some tasks that are not their favorite. Be sure to include personal growth
in every job description and manual. 

Commitment - Taking a Stand - Never Giving up

Les Traband said “When we take a stand we are setting up the way it will be simply by saying so. We can say
that we are sufficient, that we have enough....When it looks like I am over my head in some project and my wife
asks how she can support me, I count on Lee to say to me, 'Houdini, here's a situation tailor-made for you. This
looks impossible. Go for it.' This helps me remember hat I have resources I've not tapped....She never asks how I
am going to get out the mess.” 

Taking a stand brings amazing resources your way. When your staff members take a stand and commit to
specific mission, visions and goals for the practice, they will be happier and be open to recognizing possibilities.
Energetically, we know that when the chi is flowing and the vital force is free of weaknesses, magical health is
possible. When you are committed to finding the similimum and are now on the third or fourth prescription, and
you re-commit to finding the best match, someone will call you or you will be on a conference call or list serve
and hear suggestions that open new ways to use the repertory, or new slants on remedies you were ignoring. The
same will happen in the rest of your life. Invite your staff to take a stand and show them by example how
powerful it can be. Take the Landmark Forum or other personal development courses to learn more about the
power of commitment and stand taking. One plastic surgeon paid for her whole staff to take the Forum and
production tripled.

Too often I hear people say it is impossible to have a great income, or enjoy family life, or play and work in
harmony as a holistic practitioner, or as a veterinary technician, or in many jobs. Repeatedly I hear the same
reasons, with new ones often cropping up. One missing ingredient seems to be a lack of tenacity, a lack of
commitment to finding a way through. For every “It's impossible”, there is at least one “I finally did it.” When
we commit ourselves, no matter what, to our dreams, we achieve them or choose new dreams that are equally
fulfilling. 

Another missing ingredient is a lack of knowledge. If there is deep commitment, the knowledge will be
found. By committing to on-going education and personal development, you will find the answers as you have in
this lecture and can in the books that follow. 

A third missing ingredient is lack of positive support. Find people succeeding in your area of challenge and
talk to them a lot. When someone tells you that your dream is impossible, do not speak with them again (or at
least on that topic). 
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Persuasion - the Skill of the Ultra Successful

You now have a vision, a dream for your life. Your staff each have shared their dreams. Your clients are
expressing a dream for health for their animals. You have set goals, identified the management structure for
success and everyone is committed to fulfilling those goals and visions. One of the biggest keys to success is for
everyone to be masters at persuasion. Napoleon Hill said, “Persuasion is the magic ingredient that will help you
to forge ahead in your profession or business - and to achieve happy and lasting personal relationships.” Many
people see learning persuasion as becoming a slick, cheesy salesperson. Persuasion is really learning how to
relate to people their way, rather than imposing your way on them. You are constantly bombarded with
advertisements, overt and covert from TV, radio, your spouse - for most people it is over 5,000 persuasive
messages a day. What if you could speak with animal guardians and quickly inspire them to take the holistic
actions that you feel are best for their animals, to have them trust and accept your guidance? What if you could
triple the sales of educational materials so clients would deepen their understanding of true health and well being
for their animals and themselves (and you would make 3x the money!) Thomas Jefferson said “Persuasion,
perseverance and patience are the best advocates on questions depending on the will of others.” 

A Chinese proverb says “Don't open a shop unless you like to smile.” Most of the guidelines to great
persuasion are like a genuine smile to a person. You choose the words and pictures that most relate to that
individual, just as you choose the most suitable individual treatment modality. Personal growth is part of
persuasion, since trust is generated through character (integrity and honesty), competence, confidence,
credibility (history and experience) and congruence (do you live what you recommend?). Aristotle said that
“character may almost be called the most effective means of persuasion. While a detailed discussion of these
guidelines to persuasion is beyond the scope of this talk, reading the following list will trigger many ideas for
you to use that you already do know. Details can be found in many books, including Magnetic Persuasion by
Kurt Mortensen. Dissonance, Obligation, Connectivity, Social Validation, Scarcity, Verbal Packaging, Contrast,
Expectations, Involvement, Esteem, Association and Balance are the 12 he espouses. One of my goals in practice
was to have clients patiently wait for the remedy to act. When I took the time to walk a client through evaluating
the responses in her animal (Involvement), she would preface her emergency calls to me with, “I am sure we
need to wait...”

Problem Solving

What if you are doing much of what I described above and have specific problems that seem to stop you from
achieving your happiness and success” James Fillmore said “It is just as necessary that one should let go of old
thoughts and conditions...as it is that one should lay hold of new ideas. Science tells us that each of us has
enough energy within himself to run a universe, if we knew how to release and control it. We do this releasing
by a process of letting go of the old and taking hold of the new...As a man thinketh within himself, so is he.”  If
your practice is not working for you, your goals may not be clearly set, you may not be fully committed to your
goals, or you may be holding onto old ways of thinking that are preventing you from seeing the solutions. You
may be speaking with people who say you cannot be successful. 

First identify each of the specific problems. If you are not making enough income, you need to look at every
single source of income and expense. Then brainstorm with friends, family and staff in a proactive way. Use
your skills as a holistic practitioner to see the larger picture within which the problem exists. Your goal is to heal
the energy field imbalance of your practice. Use your tools of connecting with universal knowledge (muscle
testing, applied kinesiology, pendulum, eneagrams, dowsing, intuition) if these are comfortable to you. Contact
other practitioners in your area, or in your modality to explore solutions to your blockages. Be sure you are
dreaming big, being positive, leading your staff to be as powerful as they can be, using the tools of persuasion
and being true to your vision and mission. Contact me for a pep talk and possible guidance.

Resources to help you solve your problems include the following: Robert G. Allen, The Road to Wealth; Jack
Canfield, The Success Principles; Janet Attwood – The Passion Test; Eric Allenbaugh - Deliberate Success; Earl
Nightingale - Essence of Success; Kurt Mortensen - Magnetic Persuasion; Napoleon Hill - Think and Grow
Rich; James Fillmore - Prosperity; Les Traband - Obtaining Your Financial Black Belt; Sananjaleen - The
Dolphin Ones; Mark Victor Hansen and Robert Allen - One Minute Millionaire; www.Abraham-Hicks.com;
Michael Gerber - The EMyth Manager; Al Herrin - Cherokee Calling; Sakyong Mipham - Ruling Your World;
Sam Horn - Tongue Fu! ; Jack Canfield - The Success Principles; Jim Rohn - The Seasons of Life; Robert Allen
- The Road to Wealth. 
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HOMEMADE PET FOODS: PITFALLS AND PRACTICAL
SOLUTIONS

Sean J. Delaney, DVM, MS, DACVN

Pitfalls

Good Intentions, Bad Resources

Many folks that undertake preparing their pet's food at home have the best intentions and simply desire to
provide the best nutrition possible to their beloved pet. Unfortunately, due to differences in nutritional
requirements between pets and hl- mans as well as due to what is commonly a limited background in nutritional
science, most of the resulting diets are deficient in essential nutrients, some use ingredients that are known
toxins, and a few have nutrient levels that exceed safe levels. Utilizing commonly available pet recipe books
typically does not resolve these potential issues. This is because many books are dated, not designed for
long-term feeding, or are inherently too vague with their recommendations. A few books also suffer from the
fact that the author has either no or very limited training in nutrition. Alternative resources such as the internet
often suffer from the same flaws as those found in print, but given the ubiquity of internet access these errant
recipes are typically more readily available. Occasionally someone promoting themselves as a professional
nutritionist will be encountered that is generating recipes or making recommendations that may have significant
flaws, although this is much less common than the "self-trained" friend or acquaintance that influences others to
feed the recipe that they have had success with in their own pet.

Common Issues with These Well-Intended Recipes

- using potentially toxic ingredients like garlic and onions but also other ingredients like raisins and grapes
- recipe is not complete & balanced (for completeness recipes generally need a protein source (from an

animal source), a linoleic acid rich vegetable oil, a calcium and phosphorus supplement or source like
bone, a human adult multivitamin/multimineral or liver, salt, and for cats taurine; to determine balance
calculations are needed) 

- recipe is only balanced when fed in a complex and prolonged rotational method with the "balance1' being
achieved over time (these recipes are almost never followed correctly by the pet lover and "balance over
time" is a somewhat controversial concept)

Ingredients Without Known Nutrient Profiles

Another challenge is when a pet lover insists on using an ingredient not fed to humans and as such there is no
known nutrient profile for the ingredient. A classic example of this is chicken backs with bones included. The
U S D A  N a t i o n a l  N u t r i e n t  D a t a b a s e  f o r  S t a n d a r d  R e f e r e n c e  ( a v a i l a b l e  a t
http://www.nal.usda.qov/fnic/foodcomp/search/) has 1000's of foods full nutritional composition which makes
formulating a complete and balanced recipe with human foods possible. Unfortunately, balance cannot be
determined if nutrient levels are unknown. For example, calcium and phosphorus are obviously s~~pplieind a
chicken back with bone but how much is has not been determined or reported. Without this knowledge one
might create a recipe with too little or too much of an essential nutrient. Likewise several essential nutrients are
not assayed by the USDA even for foods within the database. For example, taurine, vitamin Dl iodine, chloride,
and choline levels are often unknown for human foods making the potential for oversupplementation greater.

Unintended Caloric Dilution

Many folks inherently are preparing a homemade diet without consciously realizing it. Pet lovers who
provide their pet with more than 10% of their daily calories as human food are essentially feeding a partial
homemade diet. Unfortunately the consequences of this approach are often unrecognized. Feeding some chicken
breast on top of the pet's commercial pet food might seem innocuous until it is realized that a large portion of the
pet's calories are coming from an incomplete and unbalanced food. This becomes an issue due to the concept of
caloric dilution where the pet eats less complete and balanced commercial food because they are also fed
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chicken, the chicken then dilutes out essential nutrients like minerals and vitamins as although it is replete in
protein and amino acids it is a poor source of vitamins and minerals.

Practical Solutions

Commercial Food

For most pets, the best option remains traditional commercial pet food as it is the most cost effective,
convenient, complete and balanced as the rule as opposed to the exception, and typically well proven.

Commercial "Homemade" Food

This is a growing option as pet spas, daycares, and restaurants have sprung up that will prepare meals for
pets. Many of these operations will ship food and have enlisted help to ensure their recipes are complete and
balanced.

Commercial Formulation Software

Most commercial software is designed for pet food company formulation or for human dieticians and as such
they are not helpful or cost effective for the casual user. There is one online software program available
(balanceit.com; full disclosure - this author is the founder of the company that runs this site) that is designed for
pet lovers, veterinarians, and veterinary nutritionists who wish to make custom homemade pet food recipes .
This is probably the easiest and for veterinarians least expensive method of creating custom recipes for both
healthy and sick patients.

Boarded Veterinary Nutritionists

The American College of Veterinary Nutrition (ACVN; acvn.org) is an AVMArecognized specialty college
that grants diplomate status to veterinarians in veterinary nutrition. A handful of the boarded veterinary
nutritionists in the U.S. will formulate homemade recipes for patients with the most active referral services at
UC Davis (530-752-1387), PetDiets.com (508-429-4845), and DVM Consulting which also runs BalancelT.com
(888-346-6362). Typical charges for these services range from $100 to $175 per recipe. Some other institutions
also provide this service to veterinarians in their region on a more limited basis.
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THE 2007 PET FOOD CRISIS: WHAT HAPPENED AND HOW
THINGS HAVE CHANGED

Sean J. Delaney, DVM, MS, DACVN

What Happened

On March 16, 2007 Menu Foods recalled more than 60 million containers of canned pet food products (Brown
CA, et al, 2007a). In the following weeks, additional recalls where announced, totaling to more than 150 brands
of dog and cat foods (Rovner SL, 2008). The FDA reported that this was the largest recall in history, logging
more than 18,000 phone calls related to the pet food recalls (Rovner SL, 2008).  In the initial phases of the recall,
the adulterant was unknown, further contributing to the complexity and scope of the crisis. The following
timeline lays out the events leading up to the recall and the process and discoveries that followed.
* Late 2006: Menu Foods began a relationship with ChemNutra of Las Vegas to purchase wheat gluten to be

used in pet food products. This source of wheat gluten was used in foods manufactured between the dates of
December 3, 2006 and March 6, 2007. Other pet food companies also purchased wheat gluten from
ChemNutra, which contributed to additional recalls. ChemNutra acquired the wheat gluten from Xuzhou
Anying Biologic Technology Development in China (JAVMA News, 2007).

* February 22 and 28, 2007: Menu Foods received complaints regarding illness in two cats that ate food
manufactured at one of their plants. The veterinarians who treated the cats said the animals had access to
various contaminants (JAVMA News, 2007).

* March 5, Menu Foods received a separate complaint reporting the death of a cat (JAVMA News, 2007).
* March 6 and 7, 2007: Menu foods learned of two more sick cats. A company that Menu foods retained to

perform routine, quarterly palatability studies reported the death of one cat and the euthanasia of two other
cats in a panel of 20. Wheat gluten was found as a common ingredient fed to the cats that became ill;
therefore, Menu Foods discontinued the use of the wheat gluten sourced from ChemNutra (JAVMA News,
2007). 

* March 9, 2007: Menu foods sent samples to Cornell for testing (Brown CA, 2007a).
* March 13, 2007: Iams contacted Menu to report customer complaints about cats developing signs of kidney

disease after eating foods manufactured by Menu for Iams (JAVMA News, 2007).
* March 14, 2007: Upon sharing of information between Menu and Iams, Iams informed Menu that they intended

to recall some of the Iams cat food that was manufactured at Menu (JAVMA News, 2007).
* March 15, 2007: A customer contacted Menu to report that one of her indoor dogs died of renal failure and the

other four became ill after eating products manufactured at Menu. At that time, Menu also learned that
several dogs in a taste test became ill, and contacted the FDA to report that they would be recalling products
containing wheat gluten sourced from ChemNutra (JAVMA News, 2007).

* March 16, 2007: Menu foods orders recall of >60 million containers of canned pet foods. Some pet food
manufacturers also initiated their own recalls (Brown CA, et al, 2007a).

* March 23, 2007: New York State Food Laboratory reports finding aminopterin in tests of samples sent from
Cornell (Brown CA, et al, 2007a). The FDA was unable to corroborate this finding (Rovner SL, 2008).

* March 30, 2007: FDA and Cornell report that melamine found in food and animal samples (Brown CA, et al,
2007a).

o FDA notifies ChemNutra that melamine was found in wheat gluten imported from Xuzhou Anhying
Biologic Technology Development Co., Ltd. 

* March 30 - April 19, 2007: Additional pet food recalls announced from almost every major pet food company
(Brown CA, et al, 2007a). 

* March 2007: Analysis of kidney tissue by the FDA's Forensic Chemistry Center identified melamine cyanurate
crystals in the kidneys of affected pets (Rovner SL, 2008).
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* April 2007: Studies conducted by Procter & Gamble toxicologist George P. Datson showed that melamine and
cyanuric acid resulted in the same kidney disorder seen in pet dogs and cats when fed in combination to rats
(Rovner SL, 2008).

* April 2007: Melamine containing rice-protein concentrate identified from different source in China, and corn
gluten associated with kidney failure in dogs in South Africa and Namibia (Brown CA, et al, 2007a).

* April 2, 2007: Chem Nutra issued a recall of wheat gluten imported from Xuzhou Anying Biologic Technology
Development in China (JAVMA News, 2007).

* April 19, 2007: FDA announces stopping, holding, and sampling of all wheat gluten and rice protein
concentrates from China (FDA Transcripts, April 19, 2007).

* April 24, 2007: Cyanuric acid detected in melamine containing rice-protein concentrate (FDA Transcripts,
April 24, 2007).

* May 1, 2007: FDA reports 17,000 consumer complaints related to pet food situation (FDA Transcripts, May 1,
2007).
o 2200 dogs1,6
o 1950 cats1,6

* May 1, 2007: Import alert by FDA for many grain products (FDA Transcripts, May 1, 2007).
o FDA testing
* 750 samples of what gluten - 330 positive for melamine or melamine-related compounds
* 85 samples of rice protein concentrate - 27 positive

* May 8, 2007: FDA announces that contaminated wheat gluten and rice protein concentrate were mislabeled and
were actually wheat flour (FDA Transcripts, May 8, 2007).

* May 10, 2007: FDA update - more than 500 of 880 samples (derived from 92 lots of vegetable protein from
China) of a variety of products including finished products, bulk vegetable protein products, and consumer
submissions tested positive (FDA Transcripts, May 10, 2007).

* September 2007: A paper published by University of Georgia pathologist Cathy A. Brown reported that kidney
tissue samples from an outbreak of kidney failure in dogs and cats in Asia in 2004 had crystals and histologic
appearance matching those of pets affected by the 2007 outbreak (Brown CA, et al, 2007b)

* November 2007: A study conducted at the University of California, Davis by toxicologist Brigit Puschner
showed that feeding a single meal with 32 mg cyanuric acid/kg body weight combined with 32 mg
melamine/kg body weight (the lowest dose tested) to cats resulted in acute renal failure within 12 hours.
These results where not seen when the compounds where fed separately (Puschner B, et al, 2007)

* According to a survey conducted by Colorado State University pathologist Barbara E. Powers, as many as
1,000 dogs and cats may have died in North America as a result of the contaminated pet foods (Rovner SL,
2007).

How Things Have Changed

For Clients
An increased concern that their pet's food could be the cause of illness. A desire for increased transparency

about what is in their pet's food, who is actually making the food, and the ways that the manufacturer is ensuring
that the food is safe.

For Veterinarians
An increased focus on the importance of taking a diet history for all patients.

 
For Pet Food Companies

An even more increased focus on food safety and quality control. These efforts include increased auditing and
enhanced relationships with suppliers and co-manufacturers, additional testing of both ingredients and finished
product, increased efforts to attain third party certifications, enhanced inventory management with full
traceability, and increased investment in technical support and expertise. 

For Regulatory Bodies
The major change has been new law instructing the FDA to increase its oversight of pet food:
“The FDAAA was signed into law by the President on September 27, 2007 (Public Law 110-85). FDAAA

Section 1002(a) directs that within 2 years, FDA must establish pet food ingredient standards and definitions,
processing standards, and updated standards for pet food labeling that include nutritional and ingredient
information. This same provision of the law also directs that, in developing these new standards, FDA obtain
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input from its stakeholders, including, but not limited to, AAFCO, veterinary medical associations, animal health
organizations, and pet food manufacturers. (Dept of Health and Human Services FDA Docket No.
FDA-2007-N-0442)”

At the time that these notes were written (Spring 2008) major stakeholders were developing responses to a
request from the FDA for input. 
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THE WAY FORWARD FOR THE PET FOOD INDUSTRY:
INNOVATIONS AND NEW DIRECTIONS

Sean J. Delaney, DVM, MS, DACVN

Food Safety and Quality Control

Based on the increased scrutiny that the industry is receiving, it is likely that a feature of products that will be
enhanced is its safety. Although this will likely not drive the development of a specific product or category of
product it is likely to become even more pervasive in all products on the market. Additional efforts to
communicate a food's safety with third body certifications and additional testing through third party testing is
likely and will be communicated more directly by many companies on their packaging and all marketing
collaterals.

New Formats and Packaging

The standard dry kibble and loaf product will likely be joined on the shelf by increasingly unique formats of
food that are also packaged in new ways. For dry products, injection molding is one area that has seen some new
products especially where a complete and balanced meal is provided in the form of single “bone”. Further
advancements in baked and extruded kibble shape and size will likely come with a focus on dental health and
weight management. Although the classic soft moist format will likely never see a resurgence jerky type
products will like continue to develop. In the canned arena stew and higher moisture products will likely become
increasingly popular.

In packaging a trend towards both convenience and being “eco-friendly” will likely drive changes. With
convenience, re-sealable packaging and single serving containers will be of continued interest. Packaging that is
made of more environmentally friendly material will also be an area of focus with efforts to use materials that
either already recycled or that can be recycled after their use. Although not yet available re-useable containers
like that used for cat litter might see entry into the market once issues associated with traceability and food
safety can be overcome. 

Increased Customization

The development of life stage foods for growth versus maintenance was likely the first iteration of
customization. Refinement with senior foods and large breed foods has furthered the level of “specialization” of
foods. Additional customization is being seen with the burgeoning of breed-specific foods. As nutrigenomics
develops as a science and more data becomes available, personalized nutrition based on a pet's genotype is
likely. Methods to meet these increasingly refined nutritional needs will likely drive many new innovations in
the formulation, manufacturing, and distribution of pet food.

Novel or Exotic Ingredients

The constant pull of the consumer for foods that have almost miraculous effects on pets with poor coats or GI
health, will likely continue to drive the development and use of exotic meats and grains. This trend is likely to be
strengthened by the desire for diet diversity and the need for competitive advantages in an ever more crowded
pet food marketplace.

New Approaches to Pet Nutrition

New feeding strategies such as the concept of feeding low carbohydrate foods to mimic a pet's evolutionary
diet will likely continue to be an area of development. Additionally as nutritional science identifies nutrients that
may not be essential but may improve overall health (e.g., long-chain omega-3 fatty acids), these discoveries will
lead to new products first as supplements and then as constituents in foods. Feeding philosophies such as eating
organic will also further drive new pet products. Other philosophies such as eating seasonally, locally, lower on
the food chain, etc. will likely be areas that will be explored by pet food companies.
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HOLISTIC APPROACH TO IMMUNE-MEDIATED DISEASES
Joseph R. Demers, DVM

Veterinarians are seeing more and more immune-mediate disease in practice today. Holistic veterinarians are
being asked to treat many of these diseases because of the difficulty of resolving immune-mediated diseases with
conventional therapies. I will explain the types of immune-mediated disease and the integrative holistic approach
to treating these serious diseases.

Treminology 

Immune-Mediated Diseases
In board terms, immune-mediated disease encompassing those diseases whose etiopathogenesis involves

tissue damage caused by the body's immune system. (1)  
The classical types are “allergy” and “hypersensitivity”. There are 5 mechanisms of immune injury involved;

anaphylactic (type I), cytotoxic (II), immune complex (III), cell-mediated (IV), stimulatory hypersensitive (V) .
(1) (2)

Table 1. List of Some Immune-Mediated Diseases
Asthma (type I)
Atopic allergy (type I)
Autoimmune hemolytic anemia (type II)
Blood transfusion  reaction (type II)
Drug reactions (type II)
Idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura (type II)
Immune complex glomerulonephritis (type III)
Systemic lupus erythematosus (type III)
Celiac disease (type IV)
Contact allergic dermatitis (type IV)
Inflammatory bowel disease (type IV)
Psoriasis (type IV)
Sarcoidosis (type IV)
Ulcerative colitis (type IV)
Hyperthyroidism  - TSH autoantibodies (type V)
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (type V)
Toxic shock syndrome (type V)

Autoimmune Diseases
These diseases have an etiology involving the production of host antibodies and/or T-lymphocytes directed

against host antigens resulting in primary damage to the host's tissue. There are formations of antigens to foreign
substances that the immune system will react to for the protection of the body. During injuries, insults, and
invasions of microbes, normal body tissues and cells are damaged and there can be formation of antigens to
“self” tissue during these episodes. There is an intolerance to the “self-antigens” that takes place in the body
most likely in the thymus where T-cells develop and mature. Autoimmune diseases develop when there is a loss
of tolerance to self-antigens and start to produce antibodies against the self-tissue. (1) (2) 

Many authors consider autoimmune diseases only a subset of immune-mediated diseases and, for example,
many terms are interchanged for specific diseases like; immune-mediated (autoimmune) hemolytic anemia. I
would like to state, for this paper, that autoimmune diseases are under the umbrella of immune-mediated
diseases. 

There are 3 major types of auto-immune diseases; (2)
1) Organ-specific diseases: These types of autoimmune diseases have the formation of organ specific

auto-antibodies. Example - Autoimmune thyroiditis (Hashimoto's Disease)
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Note: There may be many diseases that would fit this type of autoimmune diseases but the laboratory
testing has not been developed at this time.

2) Single organ disease with non-organ specific antibodies: These types of Autoimmune diseases have the
pathology in a single organ or organ system but the antibodies are specific for that organ.

 Example - Ulcerative colitis
3) Systemic auto-immune disease: These types of autoimmune diseases have a systemic disease with

non-organ specific antibodies. Example - Systemic lupus erythematosus
Note: There is not a fine line of demarcation between these 3 types of auto-immune disease. Here is a

short list of some auto-immune diseases and the major type of autoimmune disease. (table 2) 

Table 2. Autoimmune (A-I) Diseases Types
A-I thyroiditis Organ Specific
Addison’s disease 9
Insulin dependent diabetes 9
A-I hemolytic anemia 9
Ulcerative colitis 9
Systemic lupus erythematosus Non-Organ Specific

 I would like to classify immune-mediated diseases, which includes autoimmune diseases, in terms of
location: Superficial (dermatological), Internal (organs), and Systemic (vascular). This makes for an easier
method of determining a holistic treatment protocol.

Allergen: An antigen which causes allergy. (2)

Antibody: An adaptor molecule, produced by the innate immune system, which has the capability to activate the
complement system, to stimulate phagocytic cells and sticking to offending microbes. 

These molecules (antibodies) are made by small lymphocytes termed B lymphocytes. Antibodies neutralize or
destroy antigens by lysis from activation of complement system, or by coating the antigen to form a complex
to stimulate phagocytosis, or by adhering to the antigen and preventing the antigen from entering into the
host cell. (2) (3)

Antigen: A protein or oligosaccharide marker on the surface of cells that identifies the cell as self or non-self.
Antigens that are on the body's own cells are termed iAntigens that are on all other cells are termed foreign

antigens. 
Reaction to antigens by the B and T lymphocytes causes inflammation. (3)

Antigen-presenting cell (APC): Cells that break down antigens and displays their fragments on surface
receptors next to major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules.

APC's are usually marcophages, but also can be B lymphocytes. (3)

Apoptosis: The natural form of programmed cell death. (2)

B cells: The B-lymphocytes are produced in the bone marrow by the pluripotent stem cells. 
B cells migrate to the spleen, lymph nodes and other peripheral lymphoid tissue to mature. Matured B cells are

able to independently identify foreign antigens and differentiate into antibody-producing plasma cells or
memory cells. (3)

CD antigens: Cluster of differentiation designation assigned to leukocytes cell surface molecules which are
identified by a given group of monoclonal antibodies. (2)

There are nearly 340 CD antigens, usually glycoproteins, and are numbered (CD1, CD2, and so on).
CD antigens are on many different immune cells (B cells, T cells, NK cells and so on) and acts as a receptor,

transducer of information, adhesion activity, and many other surface activities.

Cell-mediated immunity: The regulatory and cytotoxic activities of the T cells during the specific immune
response. (3)

The T cells can not recognize foreign antigens like B cells. The foreign antigens are recognized by APC's
(macrophages) and displays part of the antigens on the APC's cell surface where Th cells (T helper
lymphocytes) receives the information with the aid of CD antigens. The Th lymphocytes activate or
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transform into; memory T cells, cytotoxic T cells, or suppressor T cells. 
The memory T cells that triggers a rapid response when the foreign antigen is encountered for the second time,

and delayed hypersensitivity. 
The cytotoxic T cells chemically destroy the foreign cells and produces cytokines to attract marcophages which

in turn destroys the foreign cells.
The suppressor T cells helps to regulate the reaction and inhibits immune cellular activity. This is the self

regulation mechanism of controlling immune reaction. (3)

Chemokines: A family of structurally-related cytokines which selectively induce chemotaxis and activation of
leukocytes. 

These cytokines plays important roles in lymphoid organ development, Th1/Th2 development, angiogensis and
wound healing. (2)

Complement: A group of proteins in the blood that acts in an enzymatic cascade, stimulation of inflammation,
stimulation of phagocytosis, B-cell-mediated immune response, and cell lysis. (2), (3)

Cytokines: Low molecular weight proteins that stimulate or inhibit the differentiation, proliferation or function
of immune cells. (2)

There many types of cytokines. They come from white blood cells and other cells;
 Interleukins come from B cells, bone marrow, endothelium, mast cells, monocytes, natural killer cells, T cells,

and thymus.  Some of the activities of interleukins are B cell proliferation, NK cell activity, promote
inflammation, and T cell proliferation. These cytokines usually are labeled IL-1, IL-2, and so on.

Colony stimulation factors come from bone marrow, endothelium, epithelium, fibroblast, marcophages, mast
cells, and Th cells. Stimulation of growth of basophils, eosinophils, marcophages, monocytes, and neurophils
are some of the activities. These cytokines are labeled GM-CSF, G-CSF and so on.

Tumor necrosis factors come from B cells, macrophages, mast cells, monocytes, NK cells, and T cells. The
cytotoxic affects to tumor cells, activate macrophages, antiviral activity and lymphoid organ development.
These cytokines are labeled TNF.

Interferons come from fibroblast, leukocytes, NK cells, and Th1 cells. The activities of these cytokines are to
inhibit viral replication, enhance MHC class I, activate macrophages, and inhibit Th2 proliferation. The
labels for these cytokines are IFN.

Others: 
TGFß come from Th3 cells, B cells, macrophages, mast cells and the activities for this cytokines is

pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory, inhibit lymphocytes and promote tissue repair. (2)

Gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT): The lymphoid tissue associated with the gastrointestinal tract,
including tonsils, appendix, and Peyer's patches. (3)

Hypersensitivity: Excessive or abnormal immune response to a stimulus of any kind. (3) 
I like to term hypersensitivity as an “out of balance immune response”.

Immune complex: A substance formed when antibodies attach to antigens which destroys the antigen and can
form complements. (3)

 Innate immunity: The immunity not intrinsically affected by prior contact with antigens. (2)
This is the immunity of initial response to any immune insult. Example: Nonspecific antimicrobial response with

phagocytosis.

Interferons (IFN): See above under cytokines.

Interleukins (IL): See above under cytokines.

Mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT): Lymphoid tissue present in the surface mucosa of the
respiratory, gastrointestinal (GALT), genitourinary tracts. (2)

Major histocompatibility complex (MHC): A group of genes on chromosome 6 that code for the antigens that
determine tissue and blood compatibility. 

Class I MHC's are found on all nucleated cells and platelets.
Class II MHC's are found on lymphocytes and antigen processing cells and are important in specific immune
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response. (3) 

Natural killer cells (NK cells):  Large granular leukocytes that recognize and destroy certain tumor and virally
infected cells.

T helper lymphocytes (Th cells): A subclass of T lymphocytes that is involved in both cell-mediated immunity
and antibody-mediated immunity.

Th cells secretes cytokines that stimulate the activity of B cells and other T cells and blind with MHC antigen
molecules to active marcophages and produce other cytokines like interleukin.

Immune System

Immune-mediated diseases have some degree of inflammation. In the acute stage of the disease, the
inflammation is severe and can be a life threatening situation. In the chronic stage of the disease, the
inflammation is more moderate to mild. Some authors use the term; “Immune-Mediated Inflammatory
Diseases”. 
There are some statements I would like to make about disease in general;

1) All diseases have an immune relationship to the process of producing symptoms.
a) Infectious diseases (acute) have morbidity rates of infection. Why? Because of each individual's

immune response is different depending on the stress factors on the immune system. So, the weaker
(stressed) the individual's immune system the more likely to become infected from an acute infectious
diseases. The stress factors are many, here are a few; diet, drugs, toxins and emotional state.

b) Trauma (acute) cases also have immune relationship. The healthier the immune system the quicker the
healing process occurs.

c) In recurring disease (chronic), it is the weakness in immune system that determines where the
symptoms arise from and the severity of symptoms. A stronger immune system will respond strongly
and will shorten the period of the disease process. A weak immune system will respond weakly and
will have a prolong symptom picture.

2) The symptoms of the disease are the response of the immune system to the pathological process whether
the cause is exterior or interior related.
a) Acute disease will trigger an immune response which hopefully will produce strong symptoms and

quicken the healing period. 
b) Chronic disease will trigger an immune response that is different from acute disease. Chronic disease

has other factors that influence the immune system. These factors are; genetic (gene susceptibility
determines where most symptoms arise from), and acquired (physical or emotional influence).

Examples; 
Genetic: The family background of diseases will most likely be where the chronic disease shows up in a patient.

A parent had allergies, so the child shows allergies. A parent had arthritis, so the offspring develops arthritis. 
Acquired: The environment, both physical and emotional, plays a role in the location and type of chronic

disease. A patient lives in a toxic yard and develops severe allergies. A patient lives in a very stressful house
and develops inflammatory bowel disease and so on.

Anatomy of the Immune Response

1) A insult occurs to the immune system (invasion of microbe, trauma, toxic substance absorption, or allergen
enters)

2) The first line of defense is activated by immune cellular response, usually in the MALT or skin. This is the
“innated immune system” response if the insult is new to the body. Also this may be termed the “primary
immunity”. This response is the cellular activity of neutrophils (smaller or microphagocytes) and
macrophagocytes (larger) which usually engulfs and digests the insult. There are many biochemical,
enzymatic and other reactions between the phagocytes and the insult. This is where the self and non-self
antigens are formed by the macrophages. The location of this response is in the lumen organs of the body
mostly where the MALT is found.

3)  If the insult is not resolved quickly, then the complement system is stimulated. The complements are protein
compounds in the blood (plasma) that will promote many other immune responses from enzymatic, adhesion,
blood clotting, and cytotoxic affects.

4) The complement system then stimulates further immune cellular involvement from mast cell activity,
recruiting more phagocytes, and other processes from increase blood flow to the area, dilatation of small
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vessels, exudation of plasma and fluids into the area. This is the symptom of acute inflammatory response.
5) During this wonderful immune response, the antigens are on the surface of the macrophages and being taken

up by the secondary response cells lymphocytes. The lymphocytes produce specific antibodies to the insult
antigen. These specific adaptors to the insult will activate the complement system and stimulates phagocyte
activity in a more specific response to the specific antigen. 

6) The B-lymphocytes (B-cell) are the host's lymphocyte that produces only one antibody that reacts to only one
antigen. 
When an antigen enters the body, it comes into contact with many B-cells and will only bind with those
specific antibodies on the B-cells surface as receptors. Once this happens, the specific B-cell proliferates into
large plasma cells which will make specific antibodies at a very high rate. This process takes days to occur
and is termed acquired immune response. “Acquired immunity” is the immune response of antibody
production to specific antigens by the lymphocytes. The humoral immunity is one form of acquired immunity
that is related to antibody-mediated immune response.

7) The T-lympocytes (T-cells) recognizes the surface antigen in association with the MHC. 
T-cells only recognize antigens when on the surface of a body cell and they differentiate in the thymus gland.
The special dendritic antigen-presenting cells play a major role in the immune response by the T-cells. This
immune process is termed cell-mediated immunity and is the other form of acquired immunity that is
generated by the T-cell immune process with more memory capability. (2) (3) (4)

Figure 1: Innate and Acquired Immunity (2)

IMMUNE SYSTEM AND INFLAMMATION
There are basic two responses of the immune system to an insult to the body. The insult may be physical or

emotional. The types of physical insults may be microbial, toxin, antigenic, and traumatic. Any emotional stress
can produce a response of the immune system and physical symptoms can occur. The 2 responses are;

1) Humoral response, 2) Cell-Mediated response. (2), (4)

The end results to both types of responses are some form of inflammatory reaction. Inflammation is a normal
biological goal orientated process. The immune system uses inflammation to attack and neutralize the insult, start
the repair of tissue damage, process and drain damaged tissue byproducts, and promote regeneration of tissue.
Inflammation is good for the body repair.  

In conventional medicine ideas, we were taught that inflammation is bad and must be stopped at all cost, even
if treatment suppresses the goal oriented process of healing. An example is the popular use on nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) post surgically.

When the insult to the immune system occurs, the primary immune response is activated and many times the
immune system resolves the insult quickly and efficiently. This is done by leukocytes and phagocytes at the site
of insult usually in MALT and skin, the place of first introduction. There is only local and minimum
inflammation. There is no systemic reaction or acquired immune response. 

Now if the insult is not resolved, a secondary acquired immune response occurs and lymphocytes are
activated. This is where inflammation is more pronounced and a more systemic reaction occurs. The
inflammation (normal end result of immune response) may be local or it may go systemic. This reaction is
occurring mostly in the matrix (extracellular space). 
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The major cellular components in this inflammatory response are the B-cell and the T-cell lymphocytes. The
B-cells are mostly in the humoral immunity (circulation and local lymphoid tissues). The B-cells after contacting
antigens produce IgA (mucosa-protective immunoglobulin) and IgG (antigen-binding immunoglobulin)
antibodies. This type of inflammation is common in allergic reaction and primary microbial invasion response.
The next level of reaction is more systemic with the antigen not being resolved and the antigen-presenting cells
active the T-cells and a more complex reaction by activating NK-cells, memory B-cells, phagocytes, local MALT
tissue, lymph nodes (local and distal), bone marrow, glands and organs of the neuroendocrine system via the
lymphatic and  circulatory systems. This occurs with both active reaction and memory reaction (cell- mediated
immunity) occurring in the lymphoid tissue and deeper in the body in the spleen and thymus. The reaction from
cell-mediated immunity is a major reaction and calls on all of the other immune cells activity, biochemical, and
other immune reaction processes. The B-cells and T-cells both have an activation process and a de-activation
process. This turns On the inflammatory process and turns Off the inflammatory process. 

T-lymphocyte and Inflammation

The T-helper lymphocytes (Th-cells) are the major cells type for inflammation reaction. The many different
cytokines and complements are an important part of the Th-cells inflammatory reaction. The process starts with
non-differentiated T-helper lymphocytes (Th0) being in contact with antigen presenting cells (dendritic cells &
macrophages) with the aid of complements (CD4, CD8 and others) and cytokines (IL-4, IL-6, IL-12, IL-27 and
others) clones to Th1 to promote cell-mediated immunity or Th2 to promote humoral immunity inflammatory
response. In general, the Th1 response is common in the autoimmune inflammatory diseases and the Th2
response is common is the allergic inflammatory diseases. There are many factors and biochemical processes
occurring in both of these Th-cell reactions. Also, there are positive and negative feed back mechanisms to these
reactions to turn them ON and turn them OFF. The major regulatory cellular is the Th3 cell which is a clone of
Th0 and can de-activate the Th1 or Th2 cell to stop the immune-mediated inflammatory reaction. (2), (4) 

Pathology of Immune-mediated Inflammatory Diseases

The normal inflammatory and allergic immune response can be interfered with by many factors. Some of
these factors are; conventional drugs, vaccines, toxins, allergens, and unknown causes.

In hypersensitivity reactions from serious (anaphylaxis) to simple atopy as well as immune-mediated
inflammatory disease, the malfunction of the normal de-activation process of the Th1/Th2 reaction
(down-regulation) is impaired and the inflammation process continues. This continuation of inflammation is what
produces the symptoms and the severity of the symptoms. The term “over-reacting immune system” to define
immune-mediated diseases is an improper way to describe the immune reaction in these diseases. A better term
would be “out-of-balance” immune system. The real process is when the B-cells and the T-cells are not
de-activated by the Th3 cells, cytokines and chemokines. This is not an over reacted immune system but an
abnormal reaction and the failure of down-regulation of the immune system. I term this as a stuck ON
inflammatory reaction which is not turning OFF to de-activate the inflammation process.    

To generalize, the pathology of immune-mediated inflammatory disease starts with acute symptoms from local
inflammation to severe systemic inflammation. The acute phase can be life threatening to the patient and
emergency medicine may be indicated. I recommend that each case needs careful evaluation at this phase by the
practitioner. In the subacute (1-2 weeks post acute episode) and early chronic cases, holistic therapy is very
helpful to resolve the disease process and bring balance to the immune system. This is the phase of
immune-mediated inflammatory disease that usually comes into the office of a holistic veterinarian. 

Next, I will explain an integrative holistic medical approach to treating immune-mediated inflammatory
diseases.   

Holistic Therapies for Immune-mediated Inflammatory Diseases

I feel that immune-mediated diseases are very difficult cases and will require a combination of many different
holistic therapies to have a successful outcome of treatment. The first thing I want to explain is the most
important therapy of all possible holistic treatments.

Auto-Hemotherapy: This treatment consists of drawing the patient's blood and re-introducing the blood back
into the patient i.m.. 
Why use the blood? 

1) The blood holds all the biochemical and cellular information about the individual's disease process. The
immune molecules of chemokines, cytokines, memory T-cells, B-cells, and many other immune related
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cells and chemicals which holds the information for the body's reaction to that individual's disease. Wow,
the information needed to heal.

2) The blood, if added to other holistic and even conventional medication, can be a powerful tool to promote
healing.

3) The immune system become exhausted or familiar with the individual's disease and can not resolve the
problem without a little push (blood). This is where the blood can be that amplification mechanism to
initiate a more powerful immune response to the disease process.

4) If the blood is succussed (shaken), it becomes an auto-nosode of the individual's disease similar to an
auto-vaccine (homeopathic principles).

5) Dr. Reckeweg, the founder of Homotoxicology, incorporated auto-hemotherapy (auto-sanguis therapy)in
the 1950's. He recognized the importance of auto-sanguis therapy for the treatment immune-mediated
diseases of allergies and auto-immune diseases.    

Auto-hemotherapy is one of the most important tools in treating immune-mediated diseases. When the blood
is added with anti-homotoxic medications, the therapeutic possibilities become very strong and focused on the
inflammatory process.

I feel that the other wonderful holistic therapies are necessary in the battle to correct the imbalanced immune
system of immune-mediated diseases.

Acupuncture: Acupuncture has been used for a long time to treat immune-mediated diseases.

Herbal Medicine: Eastern and western herbal medicine has shown an important role in the treatment of
immune-mediated diseases.      

Homeopathy: Both acute and chronic inflammatory diseases can be treated with the carefully selected
homeopathic medicine.

Nutritional Therapy: This is newer therapy as compared to the above therapies, but has been documented to aid
and treat immune-mediated diseases.

Others: There are many other holistic therapies documented to treat immune-mediated inflammatory diseases.
Examples: High dose vitamin therapy, magnet therapy, ozone therapy, healing touch, and others.

Integrative Holistic Treatment for Immune-mediated Diseases

I would like to divide the many immune-mediated diseases into the location or regions of the body for an
easier way of approaching the holistic therapy possibilities. I also recommend a 5-Step holistic treatment protocol
for almost all disease including immune-mediated diseases: 1) Diet, 2) Supplements (general), 3) Specific
supplements (to address the individual's disease), 4) Herbal medicine, 5) Homeopathy / Homotoxicology /
Acupuncture (energy medicines). Because of the long list diseases, I will not be able to apply the 5-Steps to all of
the treatment protocol I will discuss. 

Skin Immune-Mediated Diseases: These groups of diseases include atopy (A), lupus erythematosus (LE),
pemphigus (P), and others.
Signs:There can many different symptoms, but the general ones are: blisters (LE, P), depigmentation (LE),
erosions (LE, P), feet & nail bed ulcerations (P), itching (A). As you can see these diseases have very
inflammatory lesions (hot, inflamed, & painful).

Treatment:
1) Diet: Remove all pro-inflammatory substances from diet (glutens from wheat, casein from cow milk

products, soy, corn, glutamate, aspartate - from Dr. John Symes' work - DogtorJ.com), whole foods,
meats, vegetables, and so on.

2) Supplements: Live greens, algae, kelp, digestive support (enzymes, probiotics).
3) Specific Supplements: Moducare (Thorne), Dermal Support (SP), Adrenal Support (SP), Hepatic

Support (SP), Dermstropin (SP), Immuplex (SP), Livaplex (SP), Desiccated Spleen (SP), Drenatrophin
(SP), Calcifood (SP), Calcium Lactate (SP).

4) Herbal: TCM ideas are for the stage of the disease process; acute phase - Damp Heat (LE, P), Toxic
Heat (P), Wind or Wind Heat (A). In the chronic phase - Damp Heat Wind (A, LE, P), Liver Stagnation
(LE, P), Blood Deficiency (A), Yin Deficiency Heat (A, LE, P).
Formulas:Astra C (HC) acute, Astra Isatic (HC) acute & chronic, Coptis Purge Fire  (HC) acute &

chronic, Isatic Gold (HC) acute, Clerodendron 6 (ITM) acute & chronic, Coix Tabs (ITM), acute &
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chronic, Forsythia 18 (ITM) acute & chronic, Lonicera 13 (ITM) acute & chronic, Kochia 13 (ITM)
chronic, Red Peony Tab (ITM) acute, Zoacys (ITM) chronic. 

5) Energy Medicine:
Homeopathy: 
Skin, ulcers, inflamed: Ars., Bell., Caust., Hep., Merc.
Skin, ulcers, crusty: Con., Lyc., Merc., Mez., Rhus-t., Sil., Sulph.
Extrem, ulcers, nail: Ars., Graph., Sil., Sulph.
Extrem, ulcers, hand, palm: Lyc., Merc., Psor.
Extrem, ulcers, feet, sole: Ars., Caust., Lach., Sep.
Lupus: Ars., Caust., Cist., Hydrc., Kreos., Lach., Lyc., Nit-ac., Thuj.
Skin, pemphigus: Anac., Ars., Crot-h., Hydrc., Lach., Lyc., Ran-b., Ran-s., 

    Rhus-t., Thuj. 

Homotoxicology:
Auto-Hemotherapy (Auto-Sanguis Therapy):

1) Traumeel - i.v. & draw back blood (acute); Pulsatilla comp (chronic)
2) Belladonna-Homa, Mezereum-Homa, Pulsatilla comp, Apis-Homa

At: LI11, GV14, BL40
3) Hepar comp, Lymphomyosot - At: BL18, BL22
4) Cutis comp - At: BL13, BL23
5) Coenzyme comp +/- Galium-Heel (chronic) - At: Liv13 

Oral Homotox:
Symptom remedies: Belladonna-Homa, Apis-Homa, Mezereum-Homa, Traumeel, Pulsatilla comp,
Graphites-Homa, Hamamelis-Homa, Mercurius-heel, Natrium-Homa, Neuralgo-Rheum, Nux v-Homa,
Psorinoheel, Ranunculus-Homa, Schwef-Heel, Thuja forte. 

Drainage: Advanced Detox: Hepar comp, Solidago comp, Thyroidea -- (subacute & chronic)
   Simple Detox: Lympomyosot, Nux v-Homa, Berberis-Homa (acute)
Organ: Cutis comp, Coenzyme comp (Alternate Ubichinon comp)

Internal Organ Immune-mediated Diseases: These diseases are associated with a single organ or organ system.
Examples: Addison Disease (AD), Thyroid Diseases (TD), Diabetes (D), Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD),
Glomerulonephropathy (GN), Interstitial Cystitis (IC) and others.

Signs: Symptoms are associated with organ involved, more chronic diseases with severe to moderate   
inflammation as well as organ function failure.

Treatment: For AD & TD: 
1) Diet
2) Supplements
3) Specific Supplements: Moducare (Thorne), Glandulars - Adrenal Support (SP), Thyroid Support (SP),
Desiccated Adrenals (SP), Drenamin (SP), Arginex (SP), Cataplex C (SP) and others.

4) Herbal: 
Kidney Yang Deficiency Formulas (Hypo-AD, TD): Rehmannia 8 (Jin Gui Shen Qi Wan), Epimedium 8

(Wenyang Tang) (ITM) for AD, Adrenosen (HC) for AD, Thyro-forte (EG) for TD.
Kidney Yin Deficiency Formulas:  (Hyper-AD, TD): Rehmannia 6 (Liu Wei Di Huang Wan), Anemarrhena

& Phellodendron (Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan),  
Thyrodex (EG).

5) Energy Medicine:
Homeopathy:

Addison: Arg-n.,Calc., Iod., Nat-m., Adren., Vanad.
Thyroid: Brom., Kali-i., Iod., Nat-ar., Thyr.

Hyper-TD: Lycps., Iod., Nat-m., Thal., Kali-i.,Ferr-i., Nat-i.
Hypo-TD: Kali-c., Calc., Kali-i., Lyss., Flor-p.   

Homotoxicology:
Auto-Hemotherapy  (Auto-Sanguis Therapy): For Hyper-TD:

1) Pulsatilla comp - i.v. and draw blood
2) Rauwolfia comp, Belladonna-Homa, Galium-Heel  At: LI11, GV14, BL15
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3) Hepar comp, Lymphomyosot At: BL18, BL22
4) Thyroidea comp At: BL23, KI3, CV4
5) Coenzyme comp At: Liv13

Oral Homotox: For Hyper-TD
Symptoms: Glonoin-Homa, Rauwolfia comp, Cralonin, Gelsemium-Homa, China-Homa, Arsuraneel,

Alertis-Heel.
Drainage: Advanced Detox
Organ: Solidago comp (Kidney), or Cor conp (Heart), or Thyroidea comp + Coenzyme comp 

Systemic Immune-Mediated Disease: One area these diseases involve is the vascular system where diseases of
hemolytic anemia (HA), thrombocytopenia (TP) and others. Another area is the musculoskeletal system with
diseases of rheumatoid arthritis (RA), polyarthritis (PA), polymyosis (PM), encephalomyelitis (EM) and others.

Signs: The symptom picture will involve the organ system on presentation, vascular or musculoskeletal
system. There is usually an acute phase of fever, pain, weakness, and sudden on set. Again, this phase can be
life threatening and emergency medicine maybe indicated especially involving any bleeding or hemorrhaging
signs. 

Treatment: For RA & PA:
1) Diet
2) Supplements
3) Specific Supplements: Moducare, Wobenzym N (Enzymes - bromelin, papain, and so on), MSM and

Glandulars. 
4) Herbal: For RA & PA

In TCM, there is the acute phase of sudden pain (Wind, Cold), inflammation (Heat), swelling (Damp) and
then the chronic phase is more kidney yang deficiency (weak, boney changes, bi syndrome) with
stagnation of qi and blood (swelling, pain).

Acute phase: Clerodendron 6 (ITM), Clear Heat (HC), Flex Heat (EG)
Chronic phase: Sappan 12 (ITM), Chiang-huo 13 (ITM), Reconciling Tabs (ITM), Remission Pills

(ITM), Mobility 2 (HC), Mobility 3 (HC), Flex MLT (EG)
Pain: Myrrh Tabs (ITM), Channel Flow (HC), Circulation (SJ) (EG)

5) Energy Medicine:
Homeopathy:

Anemia: Crot-h., Lach., Ars., Bry., Nit-ac., Phos., Rhus-t., Ph-ac., Sul-ac.
RA: Bry., Calc-p., Caust., Colch., Ferr-p.,Led.,  Lyc., Rhus-t.
PA: Arg., Arn., Bry., Calc-p., Led., Plb., Puls., Rhus-t.

Homotoxicology:
Auto-Hemotherapy (Auto-Sanguis Therapy):

1) Traumeel - i.v. for acute; Pulsatilla comp for chronic
2) Belladonna-Homa, Neuralgo-Rheum, +/- Mezereum-Homa At: LI11, GV14,BL60, GB34
3) Hepar comp, Lymphomyosot At: BL18, BL22
4) Zeel At: BL23
5) Coenzyme comp At: Liv13

Oral Homotox:
Symptoms: Traumeel, Neuralgo-Rheum, Gelsemium-Homa, Balladonna-Homa, Apis-Homa, Nux
v-Homa, Spascupreel.

Drainage: Advanced or Simple Detox
Organ: Zeel or Discus comp + Coenzyme comp (Alternate Ubichinon comp)
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Conclusion

The holistic approach to immune-mediated inflammatory diseases should address the acute phase of the
disease. Once the acute phase is under control, the next step is to address the underline immune imbalance with
auto-hemotherapy and other holistic therapies. Also, the deeper organ system deficiencies and weaknesses need
to be addressed for long term remission of the disease process. 

Most, if not all, diseases in veterinary medicine have an element of immune involvement in the severity,
length of healing, and symptom location. Immune-mediated disease, in this frame of mind, is only an
inflammatory disease at a very severe level. Holistic veterinary medicine has some wonderful tools to treat and
resolve these serious inflammatory diseases by bringing the immune system back into balance while still being
able to address the symptoms of the disease. 

Product Guide:
1. EG - Evergreen Herbs, 1-866-473-3697
2. HC - Health Concern Herbal Co., 1-800-233-9355
3. Heel - Homotoxicology Medicines, 1-800-621-7644
4. ITM - Institute for Traditional Medicine, 1-800-544-7504
5. SP - Standard Process, 1-800848-5061
6. Thorne - 1-800-228-1966
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RAW PET FOOD DIETS: PARASITES, PATHOGENS, AND
REGULATION
Laura Duclos, PhD

Introduction

The issue of feeding dogs and cats raw meat diets has spurred much controversy and debate among the
veterinary community, government regulatory agencies, and consumers. The recent melamine contamination has
brought increased attention to raw diets and more pet parents are choosing to prepare raw food for their pets or
to purchase commercially prepared raw diets. So, with the rise in raw food popularity and the availability of pet
food cookbooks or commercial diets, the topic of raw food and potential zoonosis is gaining considerable
attention.

Critics claim raw food diets are dangerous to pet and human health because of the risk of spreading
helminths, protozoans, bacteria, viruses, and prions. They argue that raw diets represent a human and public
health threat despite proper food handling and sanitation practices. Further, they state that pathogens in raw meat
are capable of causing illness in dogs/cats and that bone leads to dental and gastrointestinal trauma. More
importantly, critics are concerned about nutritional adequacy with regard to long-term feeding. Critics want
scientific data supporting the health claims touted by raw food defenders.

Supporters of raw diets defend the health benefits of raw food, arguing raw diets are far superior to that of
cooked food. While scientific data is lacking, they cite thousands of anecdotal reports and counter the critics
with an explanation of dog/cat physiology, biology, behavior, and evolutionary ancestry. Proponents of raw food
argue that many of the health issues facing pets today stem from the introduction of cooked pet food in the
second half of the 20th century. They view raw diets as biologically correct nutrition, low risk, and are
passionate about their beliefs.

Types of Raw Food Diets

1) Raw diets used at zoos, wildlife parks, wolf rescues, and greyhound facilities are usually fresh or frozen bulk
raw meat purchased from slaughterhouses; meat quality is highly variable and may include 4-D (dead, dying,
diseased, downed) animals, road kill, or other animals not fit for human consumption. Moreover, meat may
be rotten and not handled/stored in a sanitary manner. Formulations may not include added vitamins and
minerals and typically have not been through American Association of Feed Control Officials (AAFCO)
feeding trials.

2) Bones And Raw Food (BARF) diets are consumer-bought meat and bones prepared at home; pet parents may
or may not follow a recipe and meat quality/freshness is unknown. Bones are usually whole and purchased
from butchers, which carries the risk of sharp edges and fragments. Raw meat and bones may not be
handled/stored in a sanitary manner. Pet parents may or may not add vitamins and minerals and the
formulation has most likely not been through AAFCO feeding trials.

3) Mixes are blends of dry fruit/vegetables/grains with added vitamins and minerals are designed to be
purchased by the pet parent and combined with fresh meat from the grocery store to make a complete and
balanced raw diet.  Meat is typically human-grade and bones are usually not used unless as a treat. The raw
meat may not be handled/stored in a sanitary manner. Formulations may or may not have been through
AAFCO feeding trials.

4) Commercially-prepared raw diets are a mixture of raw meat, organs, vegetables, fruit, grains, and/or ground
bones that may or may not include added vitamins and minerals. Diets are typically produced in accordance
with Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP), are pre-packaged, and are sold frozen at specialty pet stores. The
raw meat and bones are purchased from meat processors and are from inspected animals deemed fit for
human consumption. If bones are included in the diet, they are usually ground; some companies sell whole
bones that have been cut to minimize sharp edges or fragments. Some brands of raw diets, but not all, have
been through AAFCO feeding trials.
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Nutritional Adequacy of Homemade vs Commercial

Commercially prepared raw frozen diets typically do not contain raw soybeans or grains, sources of
potentially anti-nutritive factors. As a commercially sold pet food, they must follow AAFCO guidelines,
including a guaranteed analysis, feeding directions, and lifestage information. The issue of “complete and
balanced” is less clear-cut since most manufacturers do not add vitamins and minerals; diets may not meet
AAFCO nutrient guidelines for “complete and balanced” and must undergo feeding trials to carry such a claim.
Conversely, homemade raw diets are typically formulated from recipes pet parents devise or glean from books
and the internet. The source of the meat is often unknown and may be improperly handled/stored. Homemade
diets have ambiguous nutritional profiles and are not consistent from batch to batch. Some may have too much
organ meat and may result in hypervitaminosis. Also, some owners may use added vitamins and minerals, but
this poses a greater risk of nutrient overdose or deficiency; homemade diets are not complete and balanced
unless a veterinary nutritionist has been consulted.

Legally, it is the veterinarian responsibility to discuss (and document such a discussion) with each pet parent
the issues of raw diets (dental and gastrointestinal trauma, nutritional benefit, pathogen risk) and whether such a
diet is appropriate for the client. If not documented and a pet or client becomes ill, the veterinarian may be
subjected to legal action and ramifications. 

Raw food is not ideal for all pet and pet parents. Pets that are immuno-compromised or are undergoing
chemotherapy should not be fed raw diets. Moreover, households with immuno-compromised members or
elderly members should seriously weigh the risks and benefits of a raw pet food. Healthy dogs and cats,
however, and pets with severe food allergies or those that require highly digestible diets may benefit greatly
from a raw diet. When choosing raw diets, pet parents should contact and question manufacturers directly. This
is not different from questioning kibble or can manufacturers. 

Raw Diet Regulation

Homemade raw diets are not regulated. Currently, raw diets do not have their own specific regulations and
are treated as any other animal feed, subject to FDA rules and state feed laws. Commercial raw diets are
regulated by state feed control officials with respect to each state's pet food laws regarding packaging and
guaranteed analysis. These laws are the same as the laws governing commercial canned and kibble. The USDA
regulates raw diets used in zoos and greyhound facilities, but not raw diets sold to pet parents. In 2004, the FDA
releases a non-binding guidance document (GFI 122) that outlined specific steps commercial manufactures
should take to ensure public and pet safety. These are only guidelines and not law. Included in this document is
verbiage to the consumer about the potential of raw diets to harbor bacteria, how to store and handle the food,
and sanitation instructions. For the manufacture, it recommend that specific safety programs are in place and that
the meat purchased for raw diets be USDA inspected and passed, the so-called “human grade meat”. 

Commercial Raw Diets: Risk Assessment

Commercially prepared raw diets from large manufacturers with nationwide distribution typically utilize
GMPs, have a Hazard Analyses and Critical Control Point (HACCP) plan, and source USDA inspected and
passed meat; these diets pose little risk of pathogen transmission. It is well known that most meat contamination
occurs during post-slaughter - the handling and storage conditions are sources of contamination. With large
companies, the meat is shipped frozen direct from the slaughterhouse. With homemade diets, the meat is
handled by distributor, grocery stores and consumers. This represents a great number of points of bacterial
contamination. In a similar manner, smaller, regional companies should be thoroughly investigated to ensure that
they have the same safety points in place and that the source of their meat is known; these raw diets may pose a
slightly elevated risk of pathogen transmission depending on manufacturer handling procedures and ingredient
quality. The following discussion focuses on large commercial manufacturers of raw diets.

Helminths and Protozoans
Most diets are frozen at temperatures of -10°C or lower and are shipped and stored frozen. The average

amount of time spent in the frozen state before consumption is about 18 days. It has been shown that most
parasites (i.e. Toxoplasma, Trichinella, Tapeworms) cannot survive cold temperatures.1-5 Similarly, the manner
in which commercial raw diets are handled and processed also limits parasite risk. Tapeworms (Taenia,
Echinococcus) and flukes that may occur in raw organs cannot be transmitted to pets because the lifecycle is
broken.1 Because brain, intestine, bladder, fetuses, and condemned carcasses harbor many parasites (i.e.
Neospora, tapeworms, flukes), reputable commercial raw diets do not include these high risk parts. While raw
fish is notorious for harboring a variety of parasites, there are few fish-based raw diets on the market and of
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those, grinding the muscle is sufficient to eliminate the risk of a pet contracting a parasite. Roundworms (i.e.
Ascaris, Toxocara, and Baylisascaris) that inhabit the intestinal tract of mammals are not present in commercial
diets. Wildlife passing eggs into the environment are of greater risk to pets.

Viruses and Prions
Viruses and prions are a minor concern in raw diets because commercial raw diets use only meat and organs

from animals deemed fit for human consumption. Pseudorabies, associated with raw pork, is perhaps the most
notable virus of concern. It is important to know that through vaccinations and culling, the US has successfully
eradicated pseudorabies from all pork herds. Since 2003, no US-raised pig has tested positive for pseudorabies.
Avian influenza is a worldwide concern and extends into the human food chain. In the US, surveillance systems
and commercial flock testing ensures the poultry supply is safe and avian flu-free. Spongiform encephalopathies
(i.e. BSE, CWD, Scrapie) may be contracted from infected animals when specified risk material (SRM) is
consumed (tissue from the central nervous system of the ruminant). Most commercial raw diet manufacturers do
not include SRM material in their diets. Moreover, lamb and venison (elk, deer) is typically purchased from
Scrapie-free and CWD-free herds, respectively.

Bacteria (focused on human health risk)
All pet food may be contaminated with bacteria, both pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains. Pet foods that

have been heat processed and considered “sterile” have been recalled due to pathogen contamination. The risk of
pets contracting Tularemia (Francisella tularensis) from rabbit meat, Mycobacterium spp. from bovine organs,
Brucella sp. From ruminants, Anthrax (Bacillus anthracis) from sheep meat, Pseudomonas sp. from horse
glandulars, and pathogenic strains of E. coli, Salmonella, Clostridium, Staphylococcus, Yersinia,
Campylobacter, and Listeria is manageable when using commercial raw diets because of the source and quality
of the meat. To illustrate, there are few documented cases of septicemia in pets fed raw diets. In one recent case,
2 cats died from Salmonella septicemia after being fed a home-prepared raw diet.6 While this is a validated case
of clinical salmonellosis due to diet, it appears to be a rare occurrence. Over 15 million pounds of commercial
raw pet food is sold annually in the US. Despite the large number of dogs and cats consuming raw food, there
are very few reports of sick pets and apparently no reports that link human illness with raw-fed pets. There have
been no definite human illnesses linked to raw-fed pets despite the fact that approximately 50% of all pets share
their owners' bed.7 Interestingly, pets are at greater risk of contracting disease from their human owners.8

Salmonellosis is a reportable disease; health officials and veterinarians have a legal responsibility to report
human illness and probable source of infection. To date there is only 1 published report by the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) of a documented dog/cat to human transmission of Salmonella, 9 yet there are numerous
reports detailing Salmonella transmission between reptile and child or rodent and child. Similarly, there are
reports highlighting the potential danger of Salmonella and E. coli transmission at petting zoos. It is important to
realize that pets, even those fed canned or dry food10 are at risk for bacterial septicemia and may be sub-clinical
carriers. Feces from dogs fed conventional dry diets are rich in many bacterial pathogens.11 Sanitation is
critical. Along with proper handling of fecal material, food bowls should be stainless steel and scrubbed daily
with bleach to remove any bio-film created by canned, raw, or dry food.12

Pathogen Risk: What We Know

There are relatively few scientific studies exploring the risks of raw diets and even fewer that have
investigated the nutritional benefits of raw diets. The published papers discussing raw diets and pathogens
describe findings from all 4 types of raw diets. Moreover, some of the papers are strictly reviews or opinions, not
original research. Of those that are true scientific studies, a number of strongly worded “Letters to the Editor”
resulted.13-17 The following is a brief review of current literature on raw diets.

Stiver et. al., 20036
Two house cats were diagnosed with multi-organ septicemia following necropsy. Salmonella was found to be

the culprit; the subtype in the food matched that from the cats. It was learned that the cats were fed a beef-based
home prepared diet, not a commercial diet.

Strohmeyer et. al., 200618
This study evaluated the presence of bacteria and protozoa in commercial raw diets. Bacterial culture and

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was conducted on 240 raw diet samples and 20 dry/canned samples. Non-type
specific E. coli was found in raw and dry/canned. Salmonella was found in raw but not dry/canned. PCR
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detected Cryptosporidium in raw and Campylobacter in canned. Authors concluded commercially prepared raw
diets are a potential source of pathogens. This study did not feed the diets to dogs and therefore could not assess
whether pets would shed pathogens. It is important to note Campylobacter was found in “sterile” diets.

Finley et. al., 200719
Dogs were fed Salmonella-positive raw diets or Salmonella-negative raw diets. Diets were purchased from

pet stores and tested for Salmonella. None of the control dogs shed Salmonella. Of the dogs fed contaminated
food, only 44% shed Salmonella; none showed clinical signs. Importantly, of the dogs shedding, not all shed the
same serotype isolated from the food. The paper did not describe how the raw diet was handled, stored, or
thawed prior to feeding.

Bagcigil et. al., 200720
The degree of Salmonella shedding by100 dogs admitted to a European veterinary hospital or 100 dogs living

in a crowded kennel was determined by a single rectal swab. Dogs showed no signs of salmonellosis and it was
noted that they were fed “good quality food” that consisted of commercial food and table scraps. Results
indicated Salmonella shedding was extremely low. It should be noted that rectal swabs were taken only once
despite the intermittent nature of Salmonella shedding.

Morley et. al., 200621
Samples were taken from food, feces, and the environment at a greyhound breeding facility following

Salmonella-related deaths of several puppies. Dogs were housed in outdoor dirt runs; fecal matter removed daily
but runs were not disinfected. All dogs were fed a raw meat diet consisting of inedible meat thawed at room
temperature for 24 hours. Food was provided ad libitum from stainless steel bowls cleaned only when new food
was added. The facility lacked proper sanitation methods. Salmonella was isolated from many locations and
insect vectors. This study clearly demonstrates the hazards that could occur when raw meat diets are not handled
properly, husbandry practices are lax, and inferior meat from condemned or 4-D animals is used.

Weese et. al., 200522
Commercially prepared and frozen raw diets were purchased and cultured for pathogens. The diets were

thawed at room temperature before culturing. Several species of bacteria were detected. The raw diets were
never fed to dogs to assess whether fecal shedding occurred. Meat quality was not specified. Furthermore, diets
were not thawed in the refrigerator as is recommended.

Joffe and Schlesinger, 200223
After feeding a commercial dry or BARF diet for 2 months, food and feces were tested for Salmonella.

Commercial dry food and dog feces were negative. Over 80% of BARF diets were positive for Salmonella but
only 3 fecal samples were positive, and not always with the same serotype isolated from the corresponding diet.
While they concluded that BARF is more likely to increase the risk of zoonosis, this study had several flaws: 1)
clients made the diet and did not specify how it was handled, the meat quality, or the number of different batches
of food and 2) dog feces were sampled only once (Salmonella is shed intermittently).

Freeman and Michel, 200124
Three types of raw diets (BARF, Commercial, and Mix) were evaluated for nutritional adequacy and E. coli

contamination. All failed to meet AAFCO nutritional guidelines. The Commercial was the most adequate and
had a balanced calcium-phosphorus ratio. It was negative for E. coli. The BARF had major nutritional
imbalances and was positive for E. coli. The Mix was nutritionally deficient but negative for E. coli. The authors
did not feed these diets to dogs and conducted wet lab chemistry on a single sample of each diet. It was later
found that several nutrient values were incorrectly reported; a correction was printed. 

LeJeune and Hancock, 200125
This is a literature review of the public health concerns associated with raw diets (parasites, bacteria, etc).

Authors assert that despite proper food handling, dogs fed raw meat may shed pathogens as subclinical carriers
and represent a real risk to humans. They noted that there are several studies in which food and feces contained
the same pathogen strain. Authors assumed raw pet food was made with low quality and less stringently
regulated meat (condemned, 4-D, inedible offal).

Lewis et. al., 200226
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Following a Salmonella outbreak in zoo-captive carnivores, the zoo switched its feeding practices.
Prevalence of shedding decreased to zero. It was determined that low quality raw meat was responsible for 94%
of all the zoo's felids actively passing Salmonella. Previously, all felids were fed raw horsemeat and raw chicken
(including condemned and 4-D animals) blended in a non-approved facility. The zoo switched to a raw
horsemeat diet made in a USDA approved facility that banned 4-D and condemned animals. This study
demonstrated that changes to meat quality without changes to husbandry practices are sufficient to reduce risk.

Conclusion

Home prepared raw diets pose a greater risk than commercially prepared raw diets because the source of the
meat is often unknown, the nutritional profile is lacking, and they are not regulated. Meat quality, source, and
processing are critical hazard points2, 21, 26, 27 that can be controlled or eliminated by purchasing
commercially prepared raw frozen diets. Consumers need to use common sense when handling raw meat; many
commercial raw diets have instructions printed directly on the bag of raw food.
Nutritional adequacy of home prepared diets will continue to be an issue. For pet parents wanting to feed raw
diets, selecting a commercially prepared diet that has been through and passed AAFCO feeding trials is the
healthiest option. Owners should contact the company and feel comfortable with the quality and nutritional
adequacy of the brand - owners should not rely solely on blogs or similar websites to obtain company
information or recommendations. Veterinarians should request a dietary history of each pet client in order to
identify potential nutritional insufficiencies as it relates to the pets' medical condition.
While raw diets are not new to pets, there is a consider lack of data on the benefits or risks of raw diets.
Research and case studies in this area are desperately needed to lend credibility to anecdotal health claims and
incomplete safety assessments in the current literature.

Previously Published

A similar version of this manuscript has been published previously. The AHVMA has permission to reprint
this altered version.
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ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT TECHNIQUES FOR CANINE
SACROILIAC JOINT DYSFUNCTIONS

Laurie M. Edge-Hughes, BScPT, MAnimSt (Animal Physiotherapy), CAFCI, CCRT

Sacroiliac joint dysfunction is a term used in humans to describe pain in or around the region of the sacroiliac
joint (SIJ) which is presumed to be due to misalignment, abnormal movement or insufficient stabilization of the
SIJs  Dysfunctions and/or lesions affecting the canine sacroiliac joint have received little attention in veterinary.22

research and/or clinical practice. However, the sacroiliac joint in the dog and possibly in other small animals is
similar enough to that in humans to argue that sacroiliac joint lesions and dysfunctions may well be a potential
source of back, pelvic and/or hind limb pain. Subsequently, similar diagnostics and treatment techniques or
therapies to those used in humans may be applied to dogs.  

Anatomy

The SIJ in dogs is formed by both synovial and cartilaginous elements and is stabilized by the dorsal and
ventral sacroiliac ligaments as well as the sacrotuberous ligament.(Evans 1993) It is capable of an average of 7
degrees of rotation.  No other motions (shears or translations) have been tested. The canine SIJ has asymmetric13

and varying angles of dorsoventral slope, medial-lateral slope and concavity between and within breeds, as well
the SIJ articular surface and, the ligamentous attachment sites are proportionately smaller in large dogs.1, 2, 3, 14

Therefore theoretically, higher forces are exerted on the SIJs in larger breed dogs. Radiographic appearance
calcification may occur in more than 50% of dogs by the age of 1.0 - 1.5 years.  Chronic overuse, microtraum14

from daily repetitive activities, or hormonal relaxation in females might precipitate calcification are proposed
etiologic factors precipitating this finding.  The findings could also potentially suggest that in dogs, SIJ14

dysfunctions or inflammation may give rise to calcification. However, Vleeming et al 1990 reported that with
standard X-rays, the cartilage covered ridges and depressions in humans can easily be misinterpreted as
pathologic because of the well-known over projections in SIJs, but these cartilage covered ridges are not
pathologic. 25

The SIJ is reportedly innervated by the dorsal rami of the first, second, and third or fourth sacral nerves (S1
to S3 or S4) and has sensory innervation from the dorsal root ganglia of the first lumbar (L1) to the third sacral
(S3). Thus sacroiliac joint dysfunctions may also cause pain beyond the pelvic or back region. Human10, 20 

studies have found sacroiliac joint pain referral patterns that range from the upper lumbar spine to anywhere in
the lower limb. 6, 24 

Human studies have suggested that sciatica may ensue secondary to compression as a result of piriformis
tension (known as piriformis syndrome).  Any lesion of the sacroiliac joint may cause an inflammatory reaction11

of the piriformis muscle and its fascia since their origin lies at the capsule of the sacroiliac joint.  This12, 26

phenomenon has been classified as secondary piriformis syndrome or pelvic outlet syndrome in cases where
there is buttock pain with or without radiation down the leg (as this depends on the location of the pathology in
relation to structures adjacent to the sciatic notch) provided that spinal pathology is excluded.   In a recent study21

and review, it has been speculated that piriformis syndrome may be as common as herniated discs in the cause of
sciatica.  In dogs, the origin of the piriformis muscle is reported to be the lateral surface of the third sacral (S3)9

and first coccygeal vertebrae (Cxy1) and/or the border and ventral surface of the sacrum and sacrotuberous
ligament. The phenomenon of piriformis spasm and tension has been hypothesized to occur in association8, 23 

with sacroiliac joint dysfunctions in the dog.7

Clinical Diagnostic Tests

Sacroiliac joint dysfunction in humans is commonly tested by kinematic (movement) tests, pain provocation
stress tests, and land-marking evaluation.  A “gold standard” test for the SIJ does not yet appear to exist14, 16, 17, 18

and hence is impossible to compare against when advocating clinical tests for SIJ dysfunctions. CT scan, MRI,
nuclear scintigraphy, infrared thermography, ultrasonography and analgesic injections are all too non-specific to
be considered definitive. , 16 Color Doppler imaging that detects SIJ asymmetric laxity shows promise, but has5
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not been utilized for this purpose in dogs.4

Pelvis alignment can be determined utilizing bilateral, simultaneous palpation of each the ischial tuberosities
and iliac crests respectively while the animal is positioned in a “square” and equally balanced stance position.
Ischial tuberosities can be identified by running the examiners thumb nails up against the undersurface of the
most caudal portion of the ischial tuberosities. The iliac crests were located by running the examiners fingers
down the sides of the back until coming in contact with the wings of the ilia. Subjective and objective
assessments can be made. Additionally, palpation using the caudal dorsal iliac spines can be utilized in both
standing and sitting.

Piriformis pain tolerance is determined via a manual technique of strumming over the piriformis muscle
(caudal to cranial) on each side and subjectively quantifying the animal's response on each.  

Palpation of the sacrotuberous ligament may reveal an asymmetry of tone from side to side, which can be
recognized as a unilateral dysfunction at the SIJ depending upon relative position of the ilium and sacrum. In
some instances a very taut sacrotuberous ligament may be painful on palpation as compared to the contralateral
side.

The following pain provocation stress test is supposed to stress the dorsal sacroiliac ligaments. A thigh thrust
technique (modified from human use) is conducted with the animal in side lying. A slow, deliberate dorsal
displacement force is applied through the dog's thigh with the hip in mid-range and slightly abducted (to avoid
hip luxations in dysplastic dogs). The tester's other hand should be on the sacrum to stabilize. The dog's reaction
is noted. 

Kinematic testing in humans requires a volitional flexion of the limb or flexion of the trunk while the
examiner palpates anatomical landmarks of the pelvis and compares the amount and quality of the movement. In
the dog, passive flexion and extension of the hip with the examiner palpating the quantity and quality of
movement of the iliac spines can detect differences from side to side.

Motor Control/Coordination Testing is often the missing link in detecting and subsequently correcting
repetitive sacroiliac joint dysfunctions. With the animal standing, slowly lift one hind leg off he ground. The
animal with proper motor control should be able to maintain a stable position without shifting or rotating the
spine. While performing this maneuver, the examiner can simultaneously palpate individual muscles/muscle
groups to evaluate muscle contractions (require for pelvis stabilization); the contralateral gluteal muscle, the
ipsilateral latissimus dorsi, the deep fibres of multifidus bilaterally (just adjacent to the spinous processes), the
abdominals and/or the epaxial muscles. Problems in motor control and timing may precede lumbopelvic issues
or arise as a result of them.

The flexibility of several different muscles can affect the motion, mobility and pull on the pelvis. Evaluation
of the passive elongation capacity of the hamstrings, piriformis, sartorius, iliopsoas, adductors, erector spinae,
tensor fascia lata and oblique abdominals should be conducted. Compare from side to side, assessing quality and
quantity of the movements. 

Shear tests are utilized in a clinical setting by human physiotherapists to assess translatory movements in
order to detect hypermobility and hypomobility dysfunctions. This requires good palpation skills, an ability to
detect movement endfeels and positioning and hand placement to perform the shear tests without causing
excessive discomfort over the bony structures being used to push through. Shears to be evaluated should include:
sacral nutation, counternutation and rotation; superior and inferior translations; dorsal and ventral translations
(thigh thrust technique and traction technique); dorsal rotation (posterior); ventral rotation (anterior); and
compressions through both wings of the ilia.

Other tests include the following: Palpation of the deep fibres of multifidus (adjacent to the spinous process)
is useful in detecting atrophy. Palpation of the linea alba (especially in post-partum or spayed bitches) to detect
any separation. Palpation of the symphysis pubis to detect any pain or positional faults. Observation of gait:
lameness may be detected or evidence of a Trendelenburg gait. Posture evaluation may detect excessive lordosis,
kyphosis or off-loading of a limb. Reflexes should be conducted for each muscle / muscle group supplied by
different nerves to detect a lower motor neuron lesion which has been seen to occur secondarily to SIJ lesions by
this author. Dural mobility/nerve glides can be assessed to detect a nerve entrapment (although much harder in
dogs due to a lack of subjective patient feedback).

Differential Diagnoses

Lesions at the lumbosacral junction: Lesions at this level would show epaxial muscle spasm adjacent to this
vertebral segement, which SIJ lesions would not. Lesions at this level might affect pelvis alignment. Lesions at
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this level could cause nerve root irritation which might affect all nerves supplied by L7 and possibly S1 - S3, and
would therefore affect more than just piriformis muscle sensitivity. Lesions at this level should not be affected
by the thigh thrust pain provocation test. Lesions at this level might show as pain in very end ranges of hip
flexion or extension but iliac spine kinetics should be equal from side to side prior to the onset of pain. 

Hip dysplasia could result in an inability to stand square and therefore affect pelvis alignment. Hip dysplasia
does not clinically correlate with piriformis muscle sensitivity. The thigh thrust technique could result in
subluxation of the femoral head from the acetabulum in the presence of hip dysplasia if not modified to
incorporate hip in abduction. Hip extension is clinically painful earlier in the range and before movement of the
iliac spines is detected in dogs with painful hip dysplasia.

Treatment

Treatment of the sacroiliac joint should encompass “Form Closure” (aimed at restoring mobility and correction
of osseous alignment), “Force Closure” (addressing muscular strengthening or lengthening in order to stabilize
the joint or reduce abnormal forces or pulls on the pelvis), and Retraining of Motor Control within the region (in
order to re-establish normal patterns of movement required for locomotion as well as stabilization).  18

Form Closure:
The shear tests are also utilized as treatment techniques in the dog. Please see above. The tests are then turned
into mobilizations and can be graded according to Maitland's Mobilization Scale (below).19

____________________________Available range_________________________
Beginning R.O.M. Anatomical Barrier
_______________Grade 1
__________________________________Grade 2

____________Grade 3__________________________
      Grade 4____________

        Grade 5_________>

Grades 1 and 2 have a neuromodulatory/pain relieving effect
Grades 2 and 3 have a vascular effect
Grades 3 and 4 have a mobilizing effect
Grade 5 is a manipulation

Force Closure:
Strengthening of the Gluteal muscles specifically may be accomplished by hill walking (especially up steep

hills and zig zag down hill), hip abduction (peanut butter in the groin exercise) and/or destination jumping (onto
the bed or a platform or over a small jump).

Flexibility will include stretching of the erector spinae (hanging over a ball or cookies under the chest),
piriformis (hip flexion and external rotation stretch), hamstrings (hip flexion with stifle extension), sartorius (hip
extension with stifle flexion), the oblique abdominal (rotations), iliopsoas (hip extension), adductors
(abduction), and/or latissimus dorsi (shoulder extension stretches). 

Motor Control and Timing:

This can be accomplished with static balancing (3 leg standing) by lifting the unaffected hind limb off the
ground and making the animal balance for 15 seconds or up to 2 minutes. Incorporation of muscle facilitation
techniques can be used (ie tapping on the muscles, neuromuscular electrical stimulation, hand positioning or
manual cues) to problematic muscles (i.e. gluteals, latissimus dorsi, transverse abdominus, lumbar multifidus
and/or the pelvic floor (i.e. using the pudendal reflex). Another technique might be crossed-leg standing (lifting
the unaffected hind limb and its opposite front limb) with balancing for 15 seconds or longer as able. Stationary
standing while imparting a rotational hold or small rotational wiggle on the thorax, lumber or pelvic regions may
stimulate multifidus contraction.

Additional Therapeutics

Advanced proprioceptive retraining could utilize the same balancing techniques as listed above but done on
an unstable surface (i.e. mini trampoline, large wobble board, or camping foam). Endurance retraining is best
accomplished by performing repetitions. Ballistic movement retraining might include slow retraining of a fast
recall from a sit, short bursts of fetching, small jumps or use of agility equipment and training. Global
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hypertonicity or rigidity can be addressed by stretches, myofascial holds, trigger point releases or 'Gunn'
intramuscular stimulation. Complete SIJ retraining in a human would also sometimes incorporate breath
retraining, self muscle-releasing techniques and self monitoring, all of which are not particularly trainable in a
dog.

The creation of a clinical profile and series of tests that point towards the diagnosis of SIJ lesions or
dysfunctions as the source of back and/or hind limb problems and/or pain in dogs could have a large impact on
the clinical practice of veterinarians and animal health care practitioners. The sacroiliac joint should be included
in any physical assessment of a neuromusculoskeletal problem in a dog. Treatment should be comprehensive and
include both joint repositioning (mobilizations) as well as targeted exercise programming to attain joint stability
and proper lumbopelvic functioning. More clinical and scientific research needs to be conducted in the area of
the canine SIJ.
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THE INTEGRATED MODEL FOR ASSESSMENT AND
TREATMENT FOR THE CANINE THORAX

Laurie Edge-Hughes, BScPT, MAnimSt(Animal Physiotherapy), CAFCI, CCRT

A biomechanical approach to the treatment of the thorax will require an understanding of its normal
characteristics. If optimal function of the thorax is understood, then this knowledge can be applied to the
examination of the painful thorax. Treatment of the thorax incorporates an integrated model of function which
considers the roll of joint mobility and stability as well as muscular strength and motor control. Fortunately, in
the thorax, the dog has served as a good model in research for the human thoracic vertebral column , thus
potentially allowing for a good transference of information and applications between these two species.

Anatomy and Biomechanics of the Canine Thorax

In the cranial series of thoracic vertebrae (T1 - T9), the zygapophysial joints (facets) are approximately
horizontal and overlap. In the dog, this change usually occurs at the 10th thoracic vertebrae. In a study of the
first to ninth thoracic vertebra, a 63% incidence of unilateral or bilateral aplasia of the zygaphophysial joints was
found exclusively in small dogs, and asymmetry in size between the left and right articular surface was a
common feature in all sizes of dogs. There was no evidence that aplasia of zygapoplyseal joints increases the
risk of developing intervertebral disc disease (IVDD) or defomative spondylosis in small breeds. 

The facet joints of T10 - T13 are vertically aligned. This articular orientation allows for flexion and extension
of the caudal thoracic and lumbar regions, while preventing spinal extension and axial rotation. T10 to L7 is
normally kyphotic, however with the loss of elasticity of the bow and string construct of the trunk, a lordosis can
ensue and the caudal articular surfaces adapt to higher body-weight by the presence of larger articular surfaces.
Caudal articular surfaces in large dogs (and to a lesser extent, some dachshunds) covered the lateral but also the
ventral and/or caudal aspects. Caudal facets are formed due to extreme or excessive extension (such as occurs in
the loss of elastic stability of the caudal spine). Articular asymmetry is also highly prevalent in this area
(typically 41%).

Rib articulations (costal fovea) are located at the cranial and caudal sides of each thoracic vertebra T1 - T11
(called the cranial and caudal costal fovea or the demifacets) and T12 and T13 have only one complete fovea on
each side. The costovertebral jonts and rib cage play an important role in providing stability to the thoracic
spine. The articulation of the rib head, including the support of the corresponding ligaments, play an important
role in resisting rotations around the axes in lateral bending. 
Each spinal nerve usually has 3 or 4 primary branches arising from the main trunk. They leave the vertebral
canal through the intervertebral foramen (nerve root foramen). The branches of the spinal nerves are the
meningeal, dorsal, ventral and visceral.

Clinical Diagnostic Tests

In humans, thoracic spine dysfunctions are associated with complaints of pressure headaches, aching at the
back of the shoulders, over the pelvis, in the axilla or medial side of the elbow, heaviness and tiredness of the
arms or legs, a glove distribution of symptoms, traumatic girdle pain, scapular / abdominal / kidney pains or
indigestion, front limb/shoulder mobility restriction. This author has witnessed dogs with dysfunctions of the
thorax exhibiting and exaggerated kyphosis or lordosis of the thoracic region, discomfort to petting over the
thoracic region, expression of pain with jumping, moving while in a recumbent position, or when wrestling with
other dogs, forelimb lameness or favoring, head-down posturing, or a reduction in athleticism.

Postural analysis may not reveal a problem, or it may stand out as a segmental rotation. Multisegmental
stiffness tends to alter the primary thoracic curve (exaggerated kyphosis, reduced lordosis, or scoliosis). On
palpation, an acute zygaphophyseal joint sprain tends to produce localized pain over the involved joint. A
chronic restriction of either the zygapophyseal or costovertebral joint tends to produce symptoms removed from
the source (contralateral side of the thorax or at levels above or below).
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Form closure pertains to the functioning of the articulations. An increase in stiffness in a neutral position and
a harder end feel in the end of range are noted on passive tests for arthokinematic function. The stiffness has a
solid stop. An adaptation of the arthrokinematic tests is as follows: For anterior translation (spinal), fix one
vertebra (pinch it and hold back caudally) and the push the superior vertebrae with a posteroanterior pressure.
For posterior translation (spinal), fix one vertebra (below) as described above, and then push through the
thorax/chest and feel the translation and end feel. For transverse rotation (spinal), fix the spinous process (as
described above) of one vertebra and push laterally on the spinous process of the vertebra above. Repeat in both
directions and assess for end feel. With lateral translation, (T3/4 - T10/11 segmental ribs), the primary structure
being tested is the disc! Compress one rib (i.e. left rib 6) (from the lateral side or posterolateral side) and shear
the contralateral rib just above (right rib 5) and purely medially in the transverse plane. There should be little/if
any movement.

Rib assessment techniques include the following: Glide rib one caudally (fixate T1 spinous process if able by
pushing the spinous process to the contralateral side). For cranial / caudal glides, fix the spinous process
(pushing it to the contralateral side) and push cranially or caudally on the rib for the glide at the costotransverse
joint. For lateral rib translation, fix one vertebra via the spinous process (as described above) and purely translate
the rib of the rib/vertebra above. For ventral translation, stabilize the two contralateral transverse processes (ie.
ribs 4 & 5) (or push the two spinous processes to the contralateral side), and with the other hand push with a
dorsoventral force down (ventrally) on the rib (ie. Rib 5). Feel the end feel and compare. For dorsal translation,
note the position of the ribs from the ventral surface, looking for a step deformity, or a gap in the joint line at the
sternocostal junction. Stabilize the sternum and push on the ventral aspect of the costocartilage/rib and apply a
ventrodorsal force. Feel the end feel and compare. 

In humans, the test for neuromyofascial function (force closure) would be a prone arm lift, watching for the
patient's method of thorax stabilization. A similar construct could be created in the dog, with a standing
unilateral front leg lift (watching for stabilization and control of balance), or a diagonal leg stand. The thorax
should not rotate, side bend, flex, extend or translate, and the scapula should not move on the weight-bearing
leg. 

The adjacent muscles (the epaxials, hypaxials, superficial fibres of multifidus, and intercostals) can be
palpated for appropriate muscle bulk and tone. Segmental facilitation leads to hypertonicity and reduced motor
function causes atrophy. Hyperaesthesia can be one of the first signs of a neurological interference and tend to
occur long before sensation becomes reduced. In the human, a dural slump test might reveal thoracic pain, which
is relieved by head and neck extension. 

X-rays may be useful to reveal serious bone disease and significant mechanic defects, but rarely provide
guidance for manual therapy.

Adapted Treatments for the Dysfunctional Thorax

Form Closure Techniques
Traction can restore a bilateral restriction of flexion. Cervical traction with the head and neck positioned in

flexion should address the upper thoracic spine, while a standing traction will target the mid thoracic spine
caudal to the lumbosacral junction.

For unilateral flexion lesions of the vertebromanubrial regions, the animal can be positioned in a cervical side
flexion away from the restriction. Then a directional pressure to the side of the spinous process is applied. The
practitioner may first try pressing the side of the spinous process towards the side of the lesion (to encourage
greater side flexion), or towards the side of the side bending motion (to encourage the conjunct rotation).
Mobilize in whichever direction feels less mobile. For lesions of the vertebrosternal / vertebrochondral regions,
create a flexion force (either in side lying or with the animal in standing and the practitioners leg/knee
underneath the animal), and then create a side flexion force, apply a pressure to the thoracic spinous process
(pushing on it, away from the direction of the side bend).

For bilateral restrictions of extension create a dorsoventral pressure (bilaterally using your thumb and PIP
joint of the index finger) to the caudal vertebra of the dysfunctional spinal segment. Be aware of the direction of
your force. T9/10 and cranial, direct your force upwards towards the head, along the line of the spinous process.
T10/11 and caudal, direct your force perpendicular to the spine. 

For unilateral restrictions of extension in the vertebromanubrial region, position the animal in a cervical
flexion towards the restriction, with the animal's head neck in some extension, push on the side of the spinous
process, first pushing the spinous process away from the side of the lesion (to encourage the side bending) or
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push towards the side bending motion (to encourage the conjunction rotation). Mobilize in whichever direction
feels less mobile. For lesions of the vertebrosternal or vertebrochondral regions, create an extension force (either
in side lying or with the animal in standing - supporting the abdomen without causing flexion of the spine), and
then create a side flexion for. Apply a pressure to the thoracic spinous process (pushing on it away from the
direction of the side bending movement). Alternately, position the animal in a side bend in standing (manual or
with the animal attempting to take a treat) and then apply a dorsoventral pressure to the transverse process on the
side of the direction of the side bend (i.e. left side if the animal is bending to the left) of the caudal vertebra of
the dysfunctional spinal segment.

An additional technique for any zygopophysial restriction; Treat the animal standing or sitting, at the site of
the lesion (localized with assessment for tenderness), one direction at a time press on the side of the spinous
process in both directions. Note the degree of discomfort and mobility of each direction. Work with the direction
that is most stiff (and often most uncomfortable), and firstly apply a pressure in the opposite direction to the
vertebra cranial and then to the one caudal. One of which will exaggerate the discomfort and one of which will
relieve it. Chose to mobilize whichever of these two vertebra that relieves the symptoms.

To treat a fixation of the costotransverse or costovertebral joint, a distraction mobilization or manipulation
can be applied by localizing the angle of the rib and positioning the practitioners thumb at this spot. The other
thumb is placed across the ipsilateral side of the spinous processes of the two corresponding vertebra to stabilize.
The mobilization / manipulation occurs by creating a lateroventral with the thumb on the rib angle.

Note: rib one can be accessed adjacent to the sternum and working one's way inwards towards the cervical
spine. Ribs 2 - 5 are located under the scapula but can be accessed (at the rib angle) by maneuvering a finger or
thumb under the caudal aspect of the scapula with the shoulder joint in a slight degree of flexion.

Force Closure and Motor Control:
Exercises should be prescribed as part of an integrated treatment plan, not as a stand-alone treatment. In order

to establish segmental stability within the thorax, therapy should focus on correcting deficits in motor control
rather than focusing on strength and power of individual muscles. The four muscles of interest for the
stabilization of the lumbopelvic region are the diaphragm, transverses abdominis, deep fibres of multifidus and
the pelvic floor. Based on the anatomy of the thoracic region, it is hypothesized that the deep segmental muscles
(i.e. multifidus) will have a similar function in the thoracic region. Restoring tonic function of these muscles is
essential for regaining segmental stability. Stretching, elongating and/or relaxing larger more dominant global
muscles that could be over-actively attempting to stabilize the thorax may need to be addressed for
normalization of movement and function. Additionally, the most common component lost in patients with
thoracic dysfunction is lateral costal expansion.

Stabilization training can be accomplished by 3-leg standing, lifting one front leg off the ground, while
cueing the segmental muscles by palpating just adjacent to the spinous process in the 'gutter' between the
spinous process and the erector spinae muscles. This exercise can be progressed by having the animal perform it
on an uneven surface such as a wobble board or balance disc.

Rotational stabilization training occurs in a stable standing position, impart a rotation (twist) to the thorax
with your hands spread out wide over the torso (one moves ventrally and the other moves dorsally). The animal
must stand and actively resist this force. This can be done as an isometric hold technique. 

Stretching out of the dominant global muscles in the thoracic spine and help to normalize an over active
stabilizing mechanism. Key muscles to evaluate for over-active resting tone or adaptive shortening are the
erector spinae, rhomboids, the latissimus dorsi, the rectus and both oblique abdominal muscles. 

Lateral costal expansion is stimulated utilizing a cardiopulmonary therapy technique, position the patient in
sitting or standing, and as the patient exhales, gently compress the lateral ribs a bit further. The technique occurs
either in one compression movement or a succession of two or three compressions that build in compression
force. Then quickly release your hands, stimulating a greater inhale and lateral costal expansion. The practitioner
should try to time the technique with the normal breathing pattern.

The key points to establishing motor control and return to activity are to focus first on low loads and control
of movement, avoid fast ballistic movements in early stages, progress from stable to unstable surfaces, for upper
and middle thoracic control, incorporate greater arm movements, and work on high load and high speed
activities at the end stages.
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An understanding of the biomechanics of the area guides the practitioner to appropriate technique selection.
Manual assessment skills are useful to be able to better decide whether the symptoms that an animal is
exhibiting could be attributed to a mechanical dysfunction of the thorax or something of a more serious nature.
A systematic approach to the assessment and treatment of the mobility and function of the thoracic spine can
yield significant results for the canine patient.
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TENDINOPATHIES OF THE CANINE SHOULDER: ASSESSMENT
AND TREATMENT

Laurie Edge-Hughes, BScPT, MAnimSt(Animal Physiotherapy), CAFCI, CCRT

Soft tissue injuries are often an under-diagnosed source of canine lameness.(Breur & Bevins 1997; Fitch et al
1997; Steiss 2002) Sporting and working dogs may be particularly at risk of suffering acute traumatic muscle
strains, ligamentous sprains or chronic overuse degenerative tendinosis lesions resultant from poor healing of
repetitive strain injuries. Less conditioned animals may also be at risk when performing infrequent burst
activities or endurance tasks, much like the phenomenon known as weekend-warrior-syndrome in humans.
Physical therapy skills and knowledge lend the ability to systematically assess, diagnose and conservatively treat
soft tissue injuries in the canine patient.
 
Muscle Strains

Muscle strains may be caused by poor flexibility, inadequate warm-up, fatigue, sudden forceful contraction or
forced extension/flexion, strength imbalances, intense interval training, insufficient breaks and
overtraining.(Steiss 2002) The potential for certain muscles to be strained or torn is greater for some than others.
Multi-joint muscles are those that cross two or more joints and are at greatest risk for strain because they can be
stretched by the movement at more than one joint.(Steiss 2002; Fitch et al 1997; Neilsen & Pluhar 2005) A strain
may also occur when high forces are put through tendons and muscles, as occurs during eccentric muscle
contractions (where a muscle is contracted during a stretch), or when forces are applied quickly and obliquely, or
during an explosive burst of movement.( Fitch et al 1997; Neilsen & Pluhar 2005; Sharma & Maffulli 2005;
Steiss 2002) Muscle strains most often affect the muscle origin or insertion, typically at the musculotendinous
and teno-osseous junctions but can occur within the muscle belly as well.(Steiss 2002: Maganaris et al 2004;
Nielsen & Pluhar 2005) 

When muscles are strained, micro or macro tearing (partial rupture) has occurred at the level of the fibres and
there is a predictable pattern of damage.(Kujala et al 1997; Maganaris et al 2004; Steiss 2002) Grade one strains
have micro-tearing of the inner fibres within the structure, but the sheath that surrounds the fibres is intact. Grade
two sprains / strains have both micro and macro-tearing of the inner fibres as well as the sheath. Within grade
two injuries there can be varying degrees of damage. Grade three sprains / strains are actually complete ruptures
of the fibres. There are no fibres left intact and non-surgical healing of the structure is not possible. The nerve
fibres within the structure are also ruptured so these animals may exhibit less pain than those with a partially torn
ligament/tendon/muscle, however the joint is unstable or functional use of the muscle/tendon is
impossible.(Kujala 1997)

Tendonopathies
Tendon injuries may be secondary to acute trauma or repetitive loading. (Wilson & Best 2005) The

designation of tendon pain as “tendonitis” is often a misnomer as it implies and inflammatory process.(Wilson &
Best 2005) Tendinopathy is a better generic descriptor that can be used to include all pathologies that arise in and
around tendons (i.e. tendonitis, tendinosis, or paratenonitis). (Khan et al 1999) 

Tendonitis
Tendonitis is defined as 'inflammation of tendons and the tendon-muscle attachments.'(Miller & Keane 1987)

Inflammation is the first response of the immune system to infection or irritation and may be referred to as the
innate cascade.(Wikipedia 2006) Historically, it has been characterized by the following quartet: redness (rubor),
heat (calor), swelling (tumor), and pain (dolor).(Wikipedia 2006) Inflammatory mediators have been identified
and include histamine, bradykinin, prostaglandins, leukotrienes, platelet activating factor, neuropeptides (i.e.
substance P, and calcium gene-related peptide), nitric oxide, cytokines, neutral proteases and oxygen free
radicals.(Aiello & Mays) However, 'inflammation' is still a poorly defined and commonly misused term and
process. Rocha e Silva (1978) described inflammation as a 'multi-mediated phenomenon, of a pattern type in
which all mediators would come and go at the appropriate moment...increasing vascular permeability, attracting
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leucocytes, producing pain, local edema and necrosis.” The clinical implication is that the term inflammation
embraces a great variety of biological processes, it is not a single process and is not simply 'on' or 'off' in
nature.(Scott et al 2004) It is perhaps more of a reparative marker than pathologic.(Scott et al 2004)

Tendons respond to repetitive overload beyond the physiological threshold with either inflammation of their
sheath or degeneration of their body or both.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005)   However, there is a lack of good quality
histological data from symptomatic tendon disorders of short duration to unequivocally state that tendon lesions
are actually inflammatory in nature.(Rees et al 2006) Marr et al (1993) described an inflammatory reaction in
superficial digital flexor tendon injuries in horses, but only within the first 2 weeks. Other animal models suggest
that an inflammatory reaction is present in acute situations but that a degenerative process soon supersedes
this.(Rees et al 2006) Classic inflammatory changes are not frequently seen in chronic athletic tendon conditions,
and it has been suggested that the time at which the tendon becomes symptomatic for pain does not coincide with
onset of pathology.( Maganaris et al 2004; Rees et al 2006; Wilson & Best 2005) While the phenomenon of true
tendonitis cannot be totally excluded, frank inflammatory lesions and granulation tissue are infrequent and are
mostly associated with tendon ruptures.(Khan et al 1999; Sharma & Maffulli 2005) Ironically, degenerative
tendinopathy is the most common histological finding in spontaneous tendon ruptures.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005)
On a practical note, in clinical practice most tendinopathies are chronic (tendinosis) by the time the patient (or
animal owner) seeks medical attention.(Khan et al 1999; Wilson & Best 2005) So perhaps, the clinician should
place only minimal, if any, focus on inflammation for tendon pain conditions. 

Paratenonitis 
Paratenonitis occurs when a tendon rubs over a bony protuberance and is alternately known as peritendinitis,

tenosynovitis and tenovaginitis.(Khan et al 1999) It is clinically characterized by acute edema and hyperaemia of
the paratenon with infiltration of inflammatory cells and within hours or days, fibrinous exudates fills the tendon
sheath.(Khan et al 1999) Histologically, a scattered mild mononuclear infiltrate with or without focal fibrin
deposition and fibrinous exudates is also seen.(Clancy 1990) Despite these results, pathologists and scientists in
this field argue that inflammation of the paratenon is a rare occurrence.(Khan et al 1999)

Tendinosis
Tendinosis describes intratendinous degeneration without clinical or histological signs of an inflammatory

response.(Khan et al 1999) This form of tendinopathy is typically considered an overuse injury that involves
excessive loading of the tendons, frequent cumulative micro trauma and subsequent mechanical breakdown of the
loaded tendon.(Khan et al 1999; Rees et al 2006; Sharma & Maffulli 2005; Wang et al 2006; Wilson & Best
2005)  In order to mediate the repair process, local tenocytes must maintain a fine balance between extracellular
matrix network production and degradation, an unless fatigue damage is actively repaired, tendons will weaken
and eventually rupture.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005) In humans, tendinosis is a common problem that that is
characterized by persistent, localized, activity related pain and swelling associated with common calcaneal
(Achilles), patellar, and supraspinatus tendons.(Fransson et al 2005) 

The patient's history is generally an insidious onset of load-related localized pain coinciding with increased
activity or addition of a new activity.(Wilson & Best 2005) Early stages of this tendinopathy display as pain that
is present during activity but subsides after a warm-up period, but in later stages, the pain gradually increases in
intensity and duration (as a sharp or stabbing pain) and may be present at rest as a dull ache.(Wilson & Best
2005) Morning stiffness and pain is also common, and the site of the lesion is often painful on palpation while
also displaying a decreased extensibility range.(Gravare Silbernagel 2001) However, tendinosis has also been
reported as often being clinically silent, with its only manifestation being a rupture.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005) 

The histological appearance of tendinosis is that of collagen disorientation, disorganization, and fibre
separation with an increase in mucoid ground substance, increased prominence of cells and vascular spaces with
or without neovascularisation and focal necrosis or calcification.(Clancy 1990; Sharma & Maffulli 2005)
Additionally, affected tendons are characterized by fibrocartilaginous metaplasia of tenocytes and
hypercellularity.(Fransson et al 2005) On visual inspections of affected portions of a tendon, they are lacking
their normal glistening-white appearance and have been reported to have a gray-brown or pink-yellow
appearance.(Fransson et al 2005; Sharma & Maffulli 2005) 

It must be remembered that while inflammation does cause pain, not all pain is due to inflammation. Such is
the case in tendinosis. Pain in these cases may originate from a combination of mechanical and biochemical
factors.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005) Tendon degeneration with mechanical breakdown of collagen could
theoretically explain pain.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005) Additionally, chemical irritants and neurotransmitters,
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including glutamate, substance P, calcitonin gene-related peptide, and lactate have been identified in patients
with chronic tennis elbow and in animal models of tendinopathy which could also account for pain.( Fedorczyk
2006; Sharma & Maffulli 2005)

Selected Soft Tissue Injuries Affecting the Canine Shoulder
Problems specific to the canine shoulder joint include tendinopathies of the supraspinatus, and subscapularis

muscles, bicipital tenosynovitis or bursitis, medial shoulder ligamentous instability, and strains of the teres major
muscle. 

Supraspinatus calcification as well as tendinosis has been reported in veterinary literature.(Fransson et al
2005; Long & Nyland; Muir et al 1996; Laitinen & Flo 2000; Flo & Middleton 1990: Soslowsky et al 2000;
Bardet 1998) Calcification has been reported to be a cause of unilateral forelimb lameness in dogs with an
incidence of 2.8 - 7% in clinically lame dogs.(Long & Nyland 1999) The indicated treatment is surgical
excision.(Muir et al 1996; Laitinen & Flo 2000) However, mineralization of the suspraspinatus tendon is a
common finding in asymptomatic limbs, and while improvement in symptoms is reported following surgery, long
term follow up reveals that supraspinatus tendon mineralization can recur within a 5 year post-operative
period.(Laitinen & Flo 2000; Flo & Middleton 1990) Tendonosis lesions of the supraspinatus tendon have been
described in dogs and may precede or be associated with calcium deposits in the tendon.(Fransson et al 2005;
Long & Nyland 1999) Additionally, it has been shown that overuse injuries of the supraspinatus can be induced
in an animal model with a simulation of repetitive eccentric muscle activity created by running rats on a decline
treadmill.(Soslowsky et al 2000)

The biceps tendon is a major stabilizer of the canine shoulder joint impacting cranial, medial and lateral
translations of the humerus relative to the glenoid cavity.(Sidaway et al 2004) Bicipital tenosynovitis is a
commonly reported pathology of the biceps tendon. (Gilley et al 2002; Long & Nyland 1999; Kramer et al 2001;
Bruce et al 2000; Davidson et al 2000) Biceps tensoynovitis has been described as an inflammation of the biceps
tendon or origin, its tendon sheath and the bicipital bursa within the intertubercular groove in the proximal
humerus.(Davidson et al 2000) While inflammatory pathology of this tendon does exist, in some dogs, this
disease may be the result of a degenerative process rather than an inflammatory process.(Gilley et al 2002) Other
disease processes localized to the biceps tendon include but are not limited to calcification, osseous metaplasia,
bone chip in the tendon sheath, and osteophyte formation in the intertubercular groove or supraglenoid
tubercle.(Davidson et al 2000; Gilley et al 2002; Long & Nyland 1999; Kramer et al 2001) Clinical evaluation of
the biceps tendon includes the biceps tendon test (positioning the forelimb into shoulder joint extension with the
elbow extended), pain on focal digital pressure applied directly to the biceps origin and/or intertubercular groove
and the biceps retraction test.(Bruce et al 2000; Davidson et al 2000; Gilley et al 2002) As well a history of
chronic and/or progressive weight bearing lameness that is worse after exercise and affecting active middle-aged
or older medium to large breed dogs is common.(Bruce et al 2000; Gilley et al 2002; Davidson et al 2000)
However, Bardet (1998) proposed that the biceps tendon test appears to be more of an indicator of generalized
shoulder joint pain than a pathognomonic sign of biceps tendon disorders. Common veterinary treatments for
bicipital tendonopathies include oral administration non-steroidal anti-inflammatory (NSAID) medications, local
injection of corticosteroids or tenotomy or tenodesis of the tendon. Yet animal model studies have revealed that
NSAID administration or corticosteroid injections inhibit or delay collagen repair of muscles / tendons following
NSAID administration and if inflammation is not the source of the pathology, then their use would be
unwarranted. (Almekinders & Gilbert 1986; Obremsky et al 1994; Fransson et al 2005) As well, with the finding
that the biceps tendon has a significant role in passive stability of the shoulder joint, the question as to whether
any long-term adverse effects such as osteoarthritis development in the shoulder joint may be caused by a mild
instability after tenotomy or tenodesis has not been answered.(Sidaway et al 2004)

Shoulder instability appears to be a common cause of lameness in medium and large-breed hyperactive dogs
with a chronic permanent or intermittent foreleg lameness.(Bardet 1998) Other clinical signs of shoulder
subluxation include atrophy of the shoulder muscles, non-weight-bearing lameness, spontaneous cries, signs and
symptoms of disc disease or a 'wobblers walk' presentation, as well, abnormal craniocaudal or mediolateral
translations (drawer tests) are reported to be consistent indicators of shoulder joint instability in dogs
subsequently diagnosed by arthroscopic evaluation.(Bardet 1998) This same author suggested grading of the
direction and degree of the drawer translation: Grade 1 - when the translocation of the head of the humerus on the
glenohumeral joint is not appreciated; Grade 2 (Mild) - when the translocation is appreciated but is not enough to
allow the head of the humerus to rise up on the rim of the glenoid cavity; Grade 3 (Moderate) - whe the head of
the humerus is appreciated but is not enough to allow the head of the humerus to rise up on the rim of the glenoid
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cavity; Grade 4 (Severe) - when the head of the humerus courses over the rim of the glenoid cavity and is
dislocated. Additional clinical findings may include pain with the biceps tendon test and pain on shoulder joint
hyperextension.(Bardet 1998) Cook et al (2005a) described clinical diagnostic testing utilizing measurement of
shoulder abduction angles. In dogs diagnosed with instability, the mean abduction angles (53.7 ( 4.7° measured
goniometrically) were significantly larger than for all unaffected shoulders (32.6 ( 2.0° measured
goniometrically). They proposed that the difference between angles is substantial enough to suggest that a visual
observation of this asymmetry may be all that is required to make a preoperative diagnosis of medial shoulder
joint instability in dogs. Medial shoulder instability is attributable to pathology of the medial aspect of the joint
capsule, the subscapularis tendon and or the medial glenohumeral ligaments and may precede glenoid cartilage or
humeral head cartilage wear or defects and eventual.(Bardet 1998; Cook et al 2005a) A demonstrated treatment
for this condition is radiofrequency-induced thermal 'shrinkage' of the lax tissue to induce tightening of the joint
capsule followed by post operative care involving a Velpeau sling and physiotherapy treatments.(Cook et al
2005b)

The teres major muscle originates from the caudal angle and caudal edge of the scapula and inserts into the
eminence on the proximal 1/3 of the medial surface of the humerus and shares a common tendon of insertion with
the latissimus dorsi.(Evans 1993) The teres major muscle is reported to flex the shoulder joint, however in
analyzing the origin and insertion of teres major in the canine, this muscle can not only flex the shoulder but
should also adduct and internally rotate the shoulder when the front limb is in an outstretched
position.(Edge-Hughes 2004b) The proposed mechanism of injury would be an exaggerated extension, abduction
and external rotation which could occur when a dog is running at high speeds and makes a sudden
turn.(Edge-Hughes 2004b) Clinical presentation is of acute or chronic forelimb lameness that improved with rest
but returned when allowed to resume normal activities.(Edge-Hughes 2004a) Physical examination revealed mild
discomfort with full shoulder extension, inclusive of scapulothoracic movement, an increase in discomfort with
the addition of abduction and external rotation, and moderate to severe tenderness (patient yelp or muscle
twitching) on palpation of the teres major muscle or its tendon of insertion located in roof of the caudal aspect of
the axilla.(Edge-Hughes 2004a) This case series was treated conservatively with physiotherapy treatments
consisting of ultrasound, stretching, therapeutic exercises, acupuncture, prescriptive activity restriction, targeted
sport specific exercise and a gradual return to activity.(Edge-Hughes 2004a)

Physical Therapy Treatments for Canine Shoulder Tendonopathies
What may look like an Acute tendinopathy may be a well-advanced failure of a chronic healing response in

which there is neither histologic nor biochemical evidence of inflammation.(Magra & Maffulli 2006) When an
athlete first notices tendon pain, tissue damage may already be advanced.(Kahn et al 1999) Chronic ligamentous
(or musculotendinous) injuries will have random collagen orientation, wound contracture, restrictive adhesions /
scars and may be degenerative.(Kahn et al 1999; Maganaris 2004; Sharma & Maffulli 2005) In these cases the
injury was not properly addressed in the acute stage and the healing process has occurred incompletely or
repetitive overuse or microtraumas have resulted in a degenerative lesion. The injury site may have healed in a
weak disorganized fashion and could continue to receive micro strains whenever it is overly stressed.
Additionally, scar tissue tends to contract / retract, and tissue mobility can be reduced. Treatments for tendinosis
would utilize alternate treatment strategies to that of tendonitis / acute tendon lesions:

Strict rest may not be desirable with tendon lesion. In human sporting activities, many of the weight bearing
tendons must be able to withstand forces 10 times the players body weight.(Kahn et al 1999) Tendon metabolism
is 13% of the oxygen uptake compared to muscles and so it may take greater than 100 days to synthesize
collagen.(Kahn et al 1999) Hence tissue repair in tendinosis may take months.(Kahn et al 1999) Prolonged
immobilization however may have detrimental effects such as a tendon atrophy, decrease in tensile strength and
strain at failure, decreased water and proteoglycan content of tendons and an increase in number of reducible
collagen cross links.(Sharma & Maffulli et al 2005) Therefore a proper balance between guided activity and
relative rest is imperative. (See strengthening below.)

Scar tissue tends to contract / retract, which can impact tissue mobility. Therefore it is of utmost importance to
begin a stretching regime. Stretching has been shown to increase collagen synthesis and improve collagen fibre
alignment, resulting in higher tensile strength.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005) A recent study compared eccentric
exercise training versus a stretching regime for Achilles tendon pain and found that both groups exhibited marked
improvement in symptoms but no significant different between the groups.(Norregaard et al 2006) In this study,
stretches were allowed to be unpleasant but still pain-free.
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Hands on manual therapy treatments, such as deep transverse frictions have been proposed for soft tissue
lesions.(Cyriax 1982) Dr. Cyriax popularized this method of treatment, however, studies have been unable to
show a consistent benefit over control groups for improvement of pain.(Rees et al 2005) Massage, which is
thought to increase blood supply and therefore promote healing, is another form of manual therapy that has not
been adequately studied in theses cases. Therefore, neither of these treatment methods have proven efficacy as
therapies of choice for tendinosis.

Therapeutic ultrasound has been shown to increase collagen synthesis in fibroblasts, thereby increasing tensile
strength.(Kahn et al 1999) Use of ultrasound as well as a physical therapy treatment program was shown to
improve supraspinatus tendinopathies in canine patients.(Canapp et al 2005) However, other review papers state
that there is little evidence demonstrating its efficacy.(Rees et al 2006)

Low level laser therapy has been shown to also aid in increasing collagen production (in tenotomies with
surgical repairs) and is efficacious in control of post-operative edema.(Khan et al 1999; Sharma & Maffulli 2005)
Yet again, other review papers report contradictory results with laser use for tendon injuries.(Rees et al 2006)
What is most perplexing is the unstandardized wide variation of therapeutic dosages selected in certain studies.
One recent study found that 5.4 Joules per point of a 904 nm wavelength infrared, 20 mW laser was effective in
increasing pressure pain threshold and reducing prostaglandin E2 concentrations in Achilles tendon
lesions.(Bjordal et al 2006) While this study was presuming an effect for inflammatory changes associated with
an Achilles tendonitis, it is most likely that the underlying pathology was an acute on chronic tendinosis lesion,
as the majority of Achilles tendon lesions are degenerative prior to injury or rupture.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005)

Pulsed Magnetic Field Therapy (at 17 Hz) has been shown to improve collagen fibre alignment and increase
the force to breakage, yet other studies failed to find improvement in adhesion formation with use in lacerated
tendons.(Sharma & Maffulli 2005) 

Extracorporeal Shockwave Therapy (ESWT) has been shown to create neovascularization and nitric oxide
synthase and may promote healing of experimentally induced Achilles tendinopathy lesions in rats.(Sharma &
Maffulli 2005) Interestingly, neovascularization is a common finding in degenerative tendinosis, and so may not
be a desirable effect. ESWT may be useful for calcifying tendinopathies of the shoulder and possibly heel pain
but there is little evidence of benefit for others.(Rees et al 2006) Users of ESWT should be warned that there may
be the possibility of dose dependent tendon damage including fibrinoid necrosis, fibrosis and inflammation.(Rees
et al 2006) 

Cryotherapy is believed to decrease blood flow and tendon metabolic rate and hence reduce swelling and
inflammation.(Rees et al 2006) While tendinosis lesions are not inflamed, this therapy could help if paratenonitis
is present or for it's analgesic effects.(Kahn 1999; Rees et al 2006)

Perhaps the strongest evidence for treatment of tendinosis lesions lies in eccentric strength training protocols.
Mechanical loading has been identified as an accelerant of tenocyte metabolism.(Kahn et al 1999) Eccentric
muscular training is described as an event where the muscle contraction is purposely less than the opposing
outside force, hence allowing for a slow controlled lengthening of the muscle or musculotendinous unit.(Magee
1987)  Eccentric training consisting of twice daily exercises of several repetitions for 12-weeks was able to
produce a decrease in tendon thickening, resolution of neovascularization, and an increase in patient satisfaction
in the Achilles tendons as well as showing similar improvement with patellar tendinopathy and supraspinatus
lesions.(Alfredson et al 1998; Ohberg et al 2004; Rees et al 2006) Gravare et al (2001) utilized a 12 week
program aimed at increasing local blood circulation, improving ROM, plus balancing and gait exercises and
specific eccentric exercises, which graduated in intensity to eventually incorporate quick rebounding exercises to
address an Achilles tendinopathy. This program was shown to provide subjective improvement in symptoms over
a training program that utilized concentric exercise training. An additional study for patellar tendinopathy utilized
eccentric squats on a decline board, doing 3 sets of 15 reps, twice a day for 12 weeks, while adding 5kg
increments of weighting to progress the exercise.(Bahr et al 2006) This study did allow for a resumption of
cycling, jogging on a flat surface, or exercise in water at the 8 week mark is pain was not involved in the
exercise. Yet another study of Achilles tendinosis in soccer players, utilized 12-weeks of heavy resistance
eccentric training while allowing the participants to continue with their regular soccer training so long as the pain
did not increase in doing so.(Langberg et al 2006) This study did find an increase in collagen synthesis rate with
this protocol despite the lack of relative rest prescribed in many other protocols. A few of the studies sited above
mentioned the importance in acceptance of pain during eccentric loading in order to obtain excellent results with
this therapy.(Bahr et al 2006; Langberg et al 2006; Norregaard et al 2006) With this information, all muscular
and tendinous lesions should undergo eccentric training at some point in time during their rehabilitation. 
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Physical Therapy Treatments for Muscle Strains
Treatments for any soft tissue injury need to follow the stages of healing. In the first 24 - 48 hours (the

hemorrhagic phase) rest and ice are beneficial in order to minimize the initial bleeding, control swelling, prevent
stress and tension, control inflammation, and reduce pain.(Sharma & Maffulli 2006; Geffen 2003; Rees et al
2006) Over days 3 to 5 the addition of physical therapy modalities such as low dose pulsed (non-thermal)
ultrasound, low dose LASER or pulsed electromagnetic field therapy (PEMF) at the lowest setting may assist in
removal of traumatic inflammatory exudates so that healing may begin.(Sharma & Maffulli 2006, Michlovitz
1990; Nelson & Currier 1987) 

The regeneration phase occurs over days 5 - 21, but may last up to 15 weeks. At this time, the goals are to help
new fibres to align in the strongest format possible and reduce adhesion formation, strengthen the structure,
promote circulation and encourage tissue regeneration and metabolism and lastly to restore coordination and
body awareness.(Sharma & Maffulli 2006; Rees et al 2006; Wilson & Best 2005) To accomplish these, treatment
should begin with pain free activity and ROM up to day 14, but progress to regaining flexibility by stretching into
a small amount of discomfort (but not pain) and beginning strengthening of the associated muscle.(Sharma &
Maffulli 2006; Wilson & Best 2005) Early strengthening for the hind limb in the dog could include 3-leg
standing balancing (lifting the unaffected contralateral limb off the ground) and easy concentric muscle
contractions which might be achieved by walking on flat land or stepping over ground-level obstacles. Once pain
has diminished, eccentric strengthening should be prescribed as it can be particularly effective in helping to
promote the formation of new collagen or reverse chronic degenerative tendon changes.(Rees et al 2006; LaStayo
et al 2003) Eccentric strengthening work can be accomplished by walking the dog down hill (iliopsoas, sartorius,
rectus femoris), or side stepping downhill (pectineus, gracilis, semitendinosus) or backing down a hill (gracilis,
semitendinosus). Exercising with neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) may also aid in healing (Khan et
al 1999) and could be utilized on the affected muscle in combination with 3-leg standing balance. Physical
therapy modalities could be increased in intensity as they will increase circulation as well as encourage collagen
synthesis and metabolism of tenocytes and myocytes.(Saini et al 2002; Khan et al 1999; Miclovitz 1990; Nelson
& Currier 1987) As well, it is a known phenomenon in human rehab that following an injury or surgery the body
has a diminished sense of proprioception and that this sensory ability must be retrained to avoid re-injury and
returning an athletic animal to full performance.(Lephart et al 1997) Some techniques to be used would include
joint compressions, balancing activities, and progress on to co-ordination training exercises that are not so
challenging as to re-injure the area (ie walking on uneven surfaces, agility training, short sprints, etc).

The remodeling phase commences at approximately 6 weeks, but can take up to one year.(Sharma & Maffulli
2006) At this stage, treatment targets building up muscular strength, maintaining musculotendinous extensibility,
enhancing joint mobility and improvement of the proprioceptive system and can include prescribed exercises that
allow for a gradual return to sport, challenging the injured muscle and continuance of stretching.

Treatment of muscle strains requires individual patient programming and careful monitoring of tissue healing
as the animal progresses with its therapy. It is imperative that therapeutic recommendations / extend beyond just
the initial painful period so as to allow full recovery with a reduced change of recurrence.

Conclusion
A comprehensive understanding of soft tissue anatomy can assist with diagnosis of soft tissue injuries.

Knowledge of histologic properties of injuries, an understanding of healing times and utilization of evidence
based therapy choices will enable the practitioner to successfully rehab lesions in muscles, ligaments or tendons. 

References available upon request
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THE BIOETHICS AND POLITICS OF MANUFACTURED PET
FOODS

Michael W. Fox B.Vet.Med., Ph.D., D.Sc., M.R.C.V.S.

Synopsis

Where, how, and what kinds of crops are grown; where and how livestock and poultry are raised and treated;
and how the foods derived there from are processed that we and our animal companions eventually consume,
have profound consequences that call for bioethical evaluation and accountability. The hidden costs of the
dominant, multinational, agribusiness food production system, of which the pet food industry is a highly
profitable and politically influential subsidiary, concern and involve us all as consumers; and in particular as
veterinarians, because of the animal health, welfare, economic, and ecological implications of clients feeding
conventional manufactured pet foods to their dogs and cats. Examined from this broader bioethical perspective,
what people select to feed their pets and consume for themselves in the future must be based upon sound
science, ethics, and informed choice. Both the government and the FDA---the Food- Drug-Agribusiness
industrial complex--- must held accountable and be responsive to public demand and right to guaranteed food
quality and safety standards (regardless of country of origin), and for foods derived from humane, sustainable,
socially just, and organically certified farming systems.

Bioethical Questions

There are several ethical areas of concern that need to be considered in determining the kind and quality of
food that people should give to their animal companions. The term bioethics rather than ethics is preferable
because ethics has more to do with how we behave toward each other, while bioethics has a broader scope. One
definition of bioethics in my book Eating With Conscience: The Bioethics of Food, is “the extension of ethical
issues and concerns from the immediate human community into the broader biological dimension of our
relations with and duties toward the biotic community-animals, plants, and the whole of nature. Bioethical
principles in food production and consumption are the keys to a more sensible and compassionate future.”

The first area concerns the animals” welfare and respect for their basic rights. One of the basic rights or
entitlements is their right, under our dominion, to a wholesome and healthful diet. It is a responsibility that all
pet owners should willingly accept, and see as a moral duty to their animals since the animals have no choice but
to eat whatever they are given.

Another area concerns the veterinary profession whose duty it is to advise their clients fully on all matters
that may harm or enhance their client-animal's health. From a veterinary preventive and holistic medical
perspective, right (optimal) nutrition is one of the four pillars of good practice and animal well-being. Providing
animals under our care with right nutrition, proper understanding, an optimal social environment and freedom
from inherited diseases are bioethical principles that need to be more widely understood and adopted by all the
people, professions, industries and institutions that have anything to do with animals, and profit from them in
one way or another. 

Bioethics and Respect for Life

In addition to the bioethical imperative of putting compassionate concern and respect for all animals into
action, there are other broad bioethical principles that are relevant to how we choose to live, feed ourselves and
our pets, and impact the natural environment. We have a long way to go. A first step is to apply bioethics to
agriculture and consumer food choices. In linking our own food choices with a more humane, sustainable and
organic agriculture, we must also include our animal companions under the ethic of “eating with conscience.” It
is ethically inconsistent, costs notwithstanding, for us to claim to love and respect our companion animals and
not have the same concern about the origins and quality of the food we give to them as we have for ourselves
and for other human members of the family. We all need to care enough about farm animals, their suffering in
agribusiness factory farms and feedlots, and the harmful environmental, wildlife, and public health problems
caused by these industrialized livestock production systems, to help put an end to them. There will be no end in
sight until we all eat and feed our pets with conscience.
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The “Science” of Pet Foods

The science of animal nutrition first evolved as an adjunct to farm animal husbandry, its primary emphasis
being on maximizing profits through formulating livestock and poultry feeds that produce the best
growth/ovulation/lactation at the least cost. Applying this kind of animal production science to the formulation
of pet foods, a step-up for many companion animals that were hitherto often severely malnourished, and who
suffered such nutritional deficiency diseases as rickets, and canine pellagra or black tongue, has been highly
profitable. But based on the same animal production paradigm, a host of companion animal health problems
have been created by most manufactured pet foods. Some of these parallel the so called “metabolic syndrome',
obesity-diabetes epidemic in the human population

Now veterinary clinical nutrition, coupled with nutritional genomics, are being called upon to help various
pure bred, mutant varieties of dogs and cats avoid certain dietary ingredients that can make them ill, and to be
prescribed special supplements to avert various nutrition-related diseases. Clinical nutrition for elderly humans
is as deficient as it is for geriatric companion animals, the veterinary profession being more advanced, from my
perspective, than the medical profession in this regard. Both professions parallel each other in addressing the
special nutritional needs of patients with various chronic degenerative diseases like arthritis, cancer, heart and
kidney disease. More are now recognizing that the best prevention is to not make manufactured, convenience
foods for both people and pets their dietary staple. Many health problems are in part due to the nutritional flaws
of manufactured, highly processed foods and whole-food byproducts, compounded by genomic variables.
Epigenetic variables are also being recognized, and from a bioethical perspective, they underscore the
precautionary principle. This principle should have been applied before pet food manufacturers decided to
proclaim that their products were scientifically formulated, and therefore safe, “complete and balanced', to
provide for all of a pet's dietary needs. Nutritional genomics alone, rules this out such a statement as pure
marketeerism without any scientific basis. 

Nutritional epigenetics, for example, is revealing that mothers on a junk food diet have offspring who are
highly susceptible to the same health problems as their 
Mothers, like diabetes and obesity, and who actually prefer junk food over a more healthful diet. The nutritional
status of the mother, and of the offspring during their formative postnatal period, can influence their cognitive
and emotional development, disease resistance, fertility, fecundity, quality of life, and longevity. So we should
regard the transgenerational consequences of manufactured pet foods on the health of companion animals as a
major issue of holistic and preventive veterinary medicine, and a responsibility of breeders of dogs and cats to
address. 

The kinds of nutritional diseases attributable in part to highly processed pet foods mirror those seen
especially amongst impoverished indigenous peoples who have been disenfranchised from their lands and from
traditional, sustainable farming, fishing, and gathering and hunting economies and healthful diets to which, over
generations, they have become biologically adapted. These people in particular are not biologically adapted to
the kinds of food available in poorer communities, just as cats and dogs are not biologically adapted to
manufactured, nutrient-deficient and imbalanced (too high cereal content) pet foods. The sudden generational
switch to essentially unnatural diets, coupled with multiple negative environmental, social, and economic
stressors, exposed genetic susceptibilities to a host of diseases, making some epidemic, like diabetes Type 2 with
all its complications from blindness to amputations and life in a wheel chair for Arizona's Pima Indians and
other impoverished indigenous peoples.. High blood pressure, stroke, heart attacks, obesity, arthritis, gall bladder
and liver disease, arteriosclerosis, various types of cancer, allergies, and other immune system disorders linked
to elevated cortisol levels and associated development of arteriosclerosis and increased susceptibility to
infections, depression, hopelessness/helplessness, alcoholism, drug addiction, pharmaceutical dependence, crime
and violence are epidemic afflictions of impoverished and disenfranchised communities around the world. They
are notably evident in the poorer communities of the more affluent developed industrial technocracies, where the
Western diet and the appetites of mammon are the cause of much dis-ease. The annual costs of diabetes Type 2
in the US alone is around $20 billion.

The byproducts of this diet are fed back to livestock and poultry, and are the main ingredients of
manufactured pet foods to which few pets are biologically adapted. Wild foods, from meats and herbs to fruits
and vegetables, had higher nutrient content and far fewer harmful contaminants than any ingredient in the
modern, so called Western diet, and no adulterants, synthetic additives or preservatives. Now for purported
public health reasons, (but really because the food industry is dysfunctional and non-sustainable---unsafe at any
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cost---the FDA is proposing that meat and other perishable consumables should be irradiated: Foods not of the
gods but of the disgodded. (For further discussion see Postscript).

Corporate Ethics and Politics

Veterinarian Lon D. Lewis, one of the first Diplomats of the American College of Veterinary Nutrition, sent
me a personal communication on December 11, 1997, in which he stated:

“Commercial dog foods do not provide optimum nutrition, safety, or, to paraphrase your book title [Eating
with Conscience: The Bioethics of Food], to feed with a conscience---From 30 years in veterinary
medicine and nutrition practice, teaching, consulting, research and development in private practice,
academia and industry, I believe most pet food companies are doing a good job of providing nutrition for
the amount that the foods cost, but not in providing optimum nutrition, food safety, and certainly not in
promoting good agricultural, environmental and animal husbandry practices. Of course major human
foods producing companies, as well as our government, I do not believe are doing much to promote the
latter either...”
Let's revisit Dr.Lewis’ statement that most pet food manufacturers are doing a good job of providing nutrition

“for the amount that the foods cost'. This is the crux of the problem with most manufactured pet foods---the
economics of lowest-cost ingredients to satisfy minimal “science-based” nutritional content in order to
maximize, not quality but profit margins. As one Chinese businessman told the press, the pet food poisoning
debacle of 2007 from wheat flour imported from China spiked with melamine and cyanuric acid that caused
acute renal failure and killed thousands of cats and dogs, should have been suspect by the importers because it
was too cheap to be sold as wheat gluten and rice protein.

What of corporate ethics in a business world where the bottom line is the profit margin and where consumer
demand, based on trust, is manipulated through advertising propaganda and disinformation? These have become
the “collegiate” norms of market-driven policies and programs in a highly competitive global market economy.
Until competition is eliminated via corporate mergers and monopolistic cartels, a competitive down- spiral in the
quality of manufactured foods, including pet foods, is a market-driven reality. This down-spiral is created by the
profit-margin factor that is determined by the ratio between ingredient, processing, marketing and advertising
costs, and the wholesale price of the product.

Such productionism, as philosopher and agricultural ethicist Paul Thompson calls this market-driven process,
is the dominant ethos of industrial society, and of agribusiness in particular, of which the pet food industry is a
subsidiary and beneficiary, converting essentially condemned, and discarded food and beverage industry
byproducts into a profitable product, companion animals being used as waste- recycling agents.

The silencing of corporate, government and non-government organization whistleblowers, the control of the
media, and the enactment of laws like the Food Disparagement Act, serve to disenfranchise consumers from the
realm of truth and from their right to know. Criminalizing free speech and unbiased professional opinion when
vested interests and the status quo are perceived to be threatened, is a sign of how corrupt and surreal these
Orwellian times have become. 

British Broadcasting Corporation television canceled a scheduled interview in England with me where I was
going to discuss his new book Agricide: The Hidden Farm and Food Crisis that Affects Us All, because the pet
food, livestock and agribusiness industrial complex felt it was too threatening to have the harmful consequences
of excessive livestock production and meat consumption exposed to the public after a documentary on world
hunger contrasted the plight of the poor with how well pets are fed in Europe.

An increasingly monopolistic control over how our food is grown, processed, and marketed is a fact of the
times that has implications in terms of consumer choice and right to know, and in terms of our health and the
health of our animal companions. As consumers and public citizens we must all take a stand, and by voting with
our dollars support those good farmers and food retailers who know that, as Chef Alice Waters observes, “Good
food starts in fields and orchards well tended. This is knowledge that we ignore at our peril, for without good
farming there can be no good food; and without good food there can be no good life.”

Global Ethical Concerns 
Now with the globalization of the industrial economy, developing countries affluent consumers want more

steaks, chicken and ice cream, so factory farms have proliferated, notably with development loans from the
World Bank. Since there is much animal offal coming out of these factories, Western agribusiness
subsidiaries---the pet food industry and livestock feed and biological products (from hides to gelatin) companies,
are importing such animal industry by-products, and setting up processing facilities and pet food manufacturing
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plants abroad, where labor is cheap and environmental and health and safety regulations more flexible. And the
affluent in these countries are purchasing ever more cat and dog food as the specialty markets for commercially
produced purebreds of dog and cat profit from increasing public demand for such status symbols, while their
own indigenous dogs and cats suffer on the streets and are rarely adopted from local shelters. According to
figures from the UK's Compassion in World Farming, reported in The Economist, (Dec. 2nd 2006, p. 88), over
50 billion animals are killed for food every year, which comes to almost 100,000 a minute 24/7. In the past 40
year meat consumption per person has risen from 56 kg to 89 in Europe, from 89 kg to 124 in America, and from
4 kg to 54 in China, in spite of the nutritionally inefficient conversion of grass or grain to meat, some 10 kg of
feed being needed to produce 1 kg of meat. No caring person, once informed, can continue to regard meat,
poultry, and sea foods as dietary staples.

It is noteworthy that the UK's Environmental Minister Ben Bradshaw has advised consumers of the hidden
costs of meat and dairy consumption, part of an 
effort to reduce the ecological footprint of agriculture in the British Isles, and to address the issue of global
warming/climate change. On a new web site for British shoppers, (www.direct.gov.uk/greenerfood) it is stated
that the “production of meat and dairy products has a much bigger effect on climate change and other
environmental impacts than of most grains, pulses, and outdoor fruits and vegetables.” It is encouraging that at
least one developed nation is taking the initiative to change dietary habits by informing shoppers of the risks and
costs of foods of animal origin.

The recent report from the United Nations (1) that shows how the livestock industry is the main cause of
climate change/global warming has ramifications across the board when it comes to making enlightened changes
in consumer choices and habits, and especially in how our food is produced. That responsibility includes the pet
food industry, an agribusiness subsidiary of a now global industrial agriculture and food commodity market
system that needs to be overhauled and made sustainable, environmentally “friendly', socially just, humane and
healthful.

Myth and Reality

 The sheer convenience of opening a container of relatively low cost food for our dogs, and the pet-food
industry promotion of the many benefits of companion animals have combined to create a highly profitable
(around $ 15 billion per year) branch of agribusiness. It has relied for too long on recycling cheap food industry
byproducts unfit for human consumption; and on a very limited knowledge base and scientific evaluation of the
nutritional adequacies and health risks of such ingredients, and of the various supplements and additives used to
make pet foods not go bad or look bad, and conform to the National Research Council's minimum nutritional
standards.

Some erroneous information has been spread by the pet food industry to the public and to veterinary students
whose short course in animal nutrition was, until recently, usually taught by industry employees. One is that pets
don't need variety and that switching brands and giving different kinds of food will cause digestive problems, or
turns them into finicky eaters. Other myths that have no scientific or clinical credibility are that human food is
bad for pets, and that an all-dry kibble diet is fine for cats because it keeps their teeth clean. Yet another myth is
that because most commercial pet foods are scientifically formulated and balanced, feeding nutritious
supplements is not necessary and even harmful because the “balance” of the diet may be upset. These
unqualified generalizations are neither scientifically valid nor professionally ethical. Nor are the claims and even
content information on pet food labels that follow a standardized format orchestrated by the non-regulatory
American Association of Feed Control Officials. Claims such as “providing complete nutrition” year after year
have proven false a decade or so later when all the cases of pets who became sick were recognized by
veterinarians as falling into a category where an essential nutrient has been found to be lacking, or a supplement
put in at concentrations that turned out to be poisonous. As for FDA and USDA oversight of the pet food sector
of agribusiness, the public hearings held following the largest pet food recall ever in 2007 revealed a wholly
inadequate pet food quality and safety system, with no government regulatory power: and a human food-safety
system, especially with regard for imported foods, supplements, and pharmaceuticals, to be in total disarray,
under-funded, under-staffed, and essentially dysfunctional.

Future Directions: Bioethical Choices

The avaricious quickening of industrialism and consumerism has created a non- sustainable and unethical
enterprise system that can only be changed helped to cause less harm, by all of us Earth consumers voting with
our dollars. We should eschew all manufactured, processed and prepared (pre-pared) foods, and ideally prepare
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our own meals from organically certified whole foods, or purchase prepared foods that are organic and whole
rather than highly processed. This same initiative should be applied to what companion animals are given to eat,
for their own health, and indirectly for the health of the environment by supporting more sustainable, and
humane farming and food-production methods.

All consumers need to take a stand and use their purchasing power to support humane, sustainable organic
food producers and retailers for the good of the environment, farm animals, farmers who care, and for their own
health and that of their animal companions. Just as more and more doctors and other human health care
professionals are advocating healthier diets and a healthier agriculture, so should all veterinarians and those
organizations and individuals concerned about the health and welfare of both companion and farm animals. 

The public is becoming more knowledgeable about “junk” foods and the linkage between good nutrition,
good farming practices, and good health. The demand for certified organic produce is increasing as public
opposition mounts against conventionally grown and genetically engineered crops and foods, and against animal
produce from livestock and poultry raised under stressful, cruel, disease-enhancing, concentrated feeding
operations,---factory farms and feedlots. It is only be a matter of time before there is a majority of pet owners
who either prepare home-cooked meals for their animal companions, consisting of whole foods of known origin
with supplements as needed, or who choose a new generation of commercial pet foods that provide optimal
nutrition for their animals, the ingredients of which come from humane, sustainable and organic farms and food
wholesalers. More research is also called for in this area of natural organic supplements. Organic farming
methods are highly productive, and, contrary to its detractors and advocates of conventional agriculture, can be
sufficiently productive and affordable to feed the hungry world. There is also increasing evidence that
organically certified produce contain more nutrients and have higher nutritional value by far than conventionally
produced meat, eggs, dairy products, fruits, vegetables, grains and pulses, confirming that “organic” is the only
way to go.

Postscript: Natural and Unatural History of Pet Food and Feeding

There are several aspects of the natural history and ethology of dogs and cats that are relevant to what and
how we feed them. Dogs are scavengers by nature, as well as hunters, being more omnivorous than cats who
have a lower tolerance and natural aversion for spoiled meat and other foods. After an estimated 100,000 years
and more of being domesticated and living with humans, dogs adapted to a diet of leftovers from the human
table, most of the protein (meat) being consumed by humans. As free-roaming animals in the community, dogs
survived and adapted as omnivorous scavengers. This does not mean that modern dogs should be given poor
quality food. But they may not tolerate a high protein diet, and as scavengers may do better being given 3 - 4
small meals a day instead of one large meal. Feeding a dog only one large meal daily may increase the chances
of bloat and other less serious digestive problems. A very high protein diet may contribute to kidney disease,
dysplasia and other health problems in certain individuals and breeds.

Cats have been domesticated for a much shorter time, and during that time they were still primarily kept to
control rodents around the farm or homestead, and thus stayed close to their natural, carnivorous diet.

The transition from eating wild caught game/prey and later, the human left-overs from free-range farmed
animals, and then more recently, conventionally raised “factory” farmed animal parts and remains, has been
nutritionally challenging for dogs and cats in the developed world. Of particular concern are high levels of
saturated fats increasingly contaminated with dioxins and PCBs; omega 3 polyunsaturated fatty acid deficiencies
and pro-inflammatory omega 6 excesses. Heavy metal contaminants like lead, copper, cadmium and arsenic in
ground bone and organ parts, antibiotic, anabolic steroid and other veterinary and production drug residues,
lipophilic pesticide contaminants in fatty tissues, along with mercury contamination in sea foods, pose additional
health risks.

Domestic animals do adapt to diets that are sub-optimal, through natural selection, those who are free-ranging
being sometimes able to compensate for nutritional deficiencies in what food is given to them, by hunting and
scavenging. 

The health consequences of under-nutrition and nutrient deficiencies have been fairly well documented over
the years, while over-nutrition and its harmful consequences are more recent problems. Examples include too
much protein in older animals, too many calories for sedentary pets, too many carbohydrates for cats and dogs,
and too much protein in puppy hood for certain breeds like Labradors. Pups and adult dogs who are biologically
adapted as scavenging aboriginal or “pariah” dogs may be especially prone to the harmful consequences of
over-nutrition when given the kinds of food that provide optimal nutrition for most dogs in Western society. 
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 Feeding dogs and cats highly processed and variously denatured human food and beverage-industry byproducts,
artificial additives, preservatives, and chemical supplements, is another biological challenge, and is not
consistent with their dietary natural history. Also most cats are not adapted, in terms of their thirst mechanism, to
thrive on dry foods.

Dogs and cats are not always immediately adapted physiologically to a diet that consists entirely of raw
whole foods. Transitioning to such a diet should always be gradual. The Precautionary Principle should also be
exercised when introducing an animal to a complete or partial raw food diet. Raw beef and poultry products
need to be handled with care, since modern intensive livestock production and centralized processing are
responsible for frequent outbreaks of E. coli, Lysteria, Salmonella, and other forms of bacterial food poisoning in
humans, and companion animals may also be affected. Thoroughly cooking ground meats before feeding is
advisable. Solid chunks of meat should be scalded, or rinsed in cold running water before serving raw to dogs
and cats. Raw pork should not be given because of the risk of Trichinosis, a parasitic disease, and other raw
animal remains such as fish may also harbor transmissible parasitic and pathogenic organisms.

There is evidence that dogs and cats seek out their own natural dietary supplements as needed. They eat
various grasses and certain herbs, and dogs especially enjoy deer and horse feces and sometimes eat soil with
high mineral content, especially when anemic. Both dogs and cats will eat the entire carcass of small prey, which
includes partially digested plant foods and bacteria (probiotics?) in the prey's digestive systems. 

Dogs and cats kept confined indoors may be deprived of such natural dietary supplements and cannot
exercise their “nutritional wisdom.” Some consideration should therefore be given to this other aspect of dietary
natural history, as by putting chopped barley or alfalfa sprouts in the animals” food, and by providing probiotics
and digestive enzymes. More research is also called for in this area of natural organic supplements.
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AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM AND AUTOIMMUNE
DISEASES IN DOGS AND CATS

Ava Frick, DVM

There is a mind-body connection that we know as the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) which when
functioning optimally, guides and controls everything happening in the body at all times whether awake or
asleep.  Stressors that occur in everyday life can negatively affect the mind, body, endocrine function and
ultimately the immune system.  

Mental stresses can be brought about by poor nutrition, life situations and body malfunction.  Body stresses
can be induced by poor nutrition, pain, and chronic mental stress.  Endocrine function can be reduced by poor
nutrition and an ailing autonomic nervous system (back to the mental and body stress).  The immune system can
ultimately succumb because of poor nutrition, a weak and unbalanced autonomic nervous system and pain.      

This field of science was tagged Psychoneuroimmunology roughly 20 years ago but the connections were
recognized much earlier by the ancient Greeks.  Stress, via bidirectional interactions between the central nervous
system, endocrine system, and immune system, impacts the hypothalamic, pituitary, adrenal (HPA) axis, can
induce modulation of the immune system and, thereby defense against infectious agents and health.(1)      

Specific symptoms mark the imbalance of each division of the ANS (see the Pain, Anxiety, Stress Evaluation
Form).  The sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the ANS function to regulate and maintain the
internal body environment.  Either of these divisions can override the enteric division and when accompanied
with an incompatible or nutritionally depleted diet may set the body up for a cascade of events, potentially
culminating in an autoimmune disease.       

The glands associated with ANS balance are the hypothalamus, thalamus, pituitary gland, pineal gland,
adrenal glands, thyroid and the pancreas.  Atrophy or hypertrophy of the endocrine organs as a result of vitamin
deficiency is one of the outstanding consequences noted in animal experiments with vitamin deficient foods.
Nutrition's effect on these organs needs to be viewed as a primary consequence as the pathology is really only a
secondary matter resulting from the endocrine defections.(2)  When the HPA axis is disturbed, via any of the
modes previously mentioned, homeostasis is lost.

Dr. Royal Lee devoted his lifetime to researching whole food nutrients and the precise balance of vitamins
and minerals that each organ requires.  He recognized early on that, “The adrenals are the first glands to fail
under various stress conditions, including malnutrition.  Endocrine exhaustion, in general, is due to the use of
refined foods.”   Causes of adrenal stress are many.  The stressors list includes anger, fear, anxiety, excessive
exercise, sleep deprivation, light-cycle disruption, trauma, chronic pain, chronic inflammation, toxic exposure,
malabsorption, maldigestion, chronic illness or allergies, and nutritional deficiencies.  Left unaddressed the body
over time can develop chronic maladaptation leading to adrenal exhaustion or insufficiency. It is also called
hyperadaptosis, a functional or relative hypoadrenia.  This phase of exhaustion is a precursor to Cushing's
Disease.  It is caused by the body's prolonged exposure to excess cortisol levels and the loss of hypothalamic
sensitivity of the inhibitory effects of cortisol. (3)

Symptoms and consequences of impaired adrenal gland function are low body temperature, unexplained hair
loss, nervousness or irritability, difficulty building muscle, melanin pigmentation to skin, inability to
concentrate, tendency toward inflammation, indigestion, poor memory, alternating diarrhea and constipation,
poor resistance to infection, food or inhalant allergies, inability to mobilize fat from tissue, dry and thin skin, and
auto-immune diseases.  

Recognizing these symptoms even before serology is diagnostic will grant you the opportunity to impart a
greater health option for your patients.  Mineral imbalances leaving a body too alkaline or too acidic can affect
the ability of the parasympathetic or sympathetic system to function properly.  There are 'mineral tides' in the
body which occur due to the activity and demands of the glands and the proportionate levels of the available
minerals that are required to carry out each function.  Alkaline mineral loss, for example, pushes the body into a
state of nervousness or what we would see as sympathetic dominant.(4)
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The nutrients necessary for adrenal gland function are vitamin C complex, vitamins B6, B12, and folic acid
as cofactors in the synthesis of epinephrine and norepinephrine.  Vitamin C complex further maintains the
proper state and prevents oxidation of the hormones in the body.  Ionized calcium, organic copper (tyrosinase
-found in whole vitamin C complex), iron, and manganese are required for the synthesis and release of
hormones.  Aldosterone production uses vitamin C complex.  Niacinamide is required for synthesis and the
hormone release while the balance maintenance needs biotin, ionized calcium, and sodium.  The biosynthesis,
secretion and release of cortisol utilizes organic copper, manganese, niacinamide, cholesterol, vitamin C,
pantothenic acid, folic acid, ionized calcium and vitamin A.  

Natasha Campbell-McBride, MD lectures on the breakdown of the enteric system and its relationship to
function.  She says, “Every disease begins in the gut and we have to look at the digestive system when we try to
treat any degenerative disease no matter how unrelated it may seem to be to the condition.”   Her study in GAPS,
Gut and Psychology Syndrome, recognizes the link between poor physical stamina, multiples allergies, digestive
disorders, frequent infections, skin conditions, flatulence, poor body weight distribution, diarrhea and
constipation alternating, poor nutrition, and auto-immune diseases,  with the gut flora.(5)  Notice that many of
these symptoms were on the previous list for adrenal malfunction symptoms.

The major barrier for anything toxic in this world is the gut flora.  It produces antibiotics, anti-fungal and
anti-viral substances.  It is the first protection from carcinogenic and toxic substances by neutralizing them and
sending them out in the feces with bacteria.  The gut flora produce enzymes, release minerals, vitamins, and
other nutrients, ensure transportation across the gut wall happens while synthesizing other nutritious substances
for transportation of water soluble vitamins into the bloodstream.  Many auto-immune (AI) diseases are linked to
microfloral imbalance; diabetes, systemic lupus, rheumatoid arthritis to mention just a few.  Here we have the
opportunity to utilize nutrition to prevent, reduce, or eliminate many AI diseases. 

The four steps to establishing normal gut function are: 
1. Remove any dietary antigens, pathogenic organisms, or dysbiosis.  This can be accomplished without using
more 'good flora' killing antibiotics.

2. Replace hydrochloric acid to aid digestion and inhibit bacteria and digestive enzymes.  The enzymes will
also inhibit bacteria, aid digestion, and reduce the antigenicity of food proteins.

3. Reinnoculate with probiotics.
4. Repair the integrity and function of the mucosa, the quality and quantity of gastric, biliary and pancreatic
secretions and the intestinal immunity.  Plus the intestinal motility and the intra- and extra-intestinal
regulatory processes that involve the endocrine organs and the ANS.    

A further delve into auto-immune diseases brings up some interesting correlations between dog breeding and
selection of traits.  It has been found that trait selection within certain breeds has inadvertently led to the
propagation of a number of AI diseases.  On the list are Systemic Lupus, AIHA, thrombocytopenia, AI
myasthenia gravis, diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, thyroid autoantibodies, and degenerative
neuropathy.(6)  

Many AI diseases are chronic conditions that progress over the course of years, and are characterized by the
presence of antibodies that precede the overt disease by months or years.(7)  So while there are symptoms
pointing you in the direction (previous lists and form) there is not yet the obvious “in your face”  disease.  These
are often the patients that the owner describes as ADR (the ole “ain't doin' right”) but you cannot find anything
on blood tests.  R. Blaylock in the article New Developments in the Prevention and Treatment of
Neurodegenerative Disease using Nutraceutical and Metabolic Stimulants concluded, “The neurodegeneration of
autoimmune and a multitude of other nerve related diseases can be reduced by the use of certain vitamins and
minerals.” (8)   

An integral key to success in modulating patients with ANS and auto-immune diseases is the use of
Protomorphogen extracts (PMG) discovered, researched, and trademarked by Dr. Royal Lee.  You can find
current published research and information about this approach to treating disease conditions under the topic of
Oral Tolerization (OT).(9, 10)  OT research, was done on the dynamic of the antigen/antibody relationship with
the glandular material used in the research up thru Phase IV strongly supporting the dynamic as Dr Lee
described.                    

While this research was successful up to Phase IV human studies conducted with groups located around the
United States, they could not attain statistical significance during Phase IV potentially due to two factors.  1)
They used glandulars rather than a concentration of PMG, and 2) the studies had no consideration of the nutrient
feeding program which Dr Lee stated MUST accompany the use of the PMG approach.  
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Protomorphogen extracts are uniquely formulated nucleoprotein-mineral extracts derived from the
antigen-antibody reaction that takes place during normal cell maintenance.  The antigenic properties promote
healthy cellular division, function, and growth.  When disease and organ dysfunction occur and tissue needs
support, there are at least a dozen different compounds formed that can cause white blood cells to travel together
to the compromised area.  They include degenerative products to the tissues themselves.  

These substances strongly activate the macrophage system, and within a few hours, the macrophages begin to
devour the destroyed tissue by-products.  At times they can also affect the structure of the remaining healthy
cells.  The PMG extract appears to neutralize the circulating antibody, thereby contributing to the maintenance
of cellular health.(11)

PMG extracts are manufactured by Standard Process from every endocrine organ and tissue and work across
all mammalian species.  This means you can customize your canine and feline treatment protocol and
specifically target the formula to meet each individual patient and its disease.  By pulling the natural tissue
antibodies away from the affected organ or gland (reducing the auto-immune attack) with the PMG 'decoy', and
most importantly while simultaneously introducing the necessary vitamins and minerals, you allow the tissue to
commence healing and body self-regulation ensues.                   

The solution to treating autonomic nervous system imbalances and auto-immune diseases is this...FIND THE
BALANCE!  

1. Lifestyle - Have the owners identify areas of potential stress and work at eliminating it.  Remember that
owner stress transfers to pet stress!  Also important is getting more and better sleep.  

2. Exercise - Find something that they can do together and that the owner is in agreement with.  Have them
keep a log and report back on the next visit.  This means cats too.

3. Support the gut - Discuss and adjust the diet.  Look for the grain free less refined, less processed options.
Get the microflora going again.       

4. Nutrition - Focus on whole food supplements to replace what the diet lacks.  This means everyone and
everybody.  Target specific organs and gland with Protomorphogen(tm) extracts.  Use herbs to help balance
the stressed ANS and endocrine glands. 

“Normal body function is a situation of delicate balance, particularly harmonic balance and osmotic balance.
Supply the complete nutritional picture, and the forces of Nature will accomplish the rest.”   Dr. Royal Lee,
Vitamin News, September 15, 1934.
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PAIN, ANXIETY, and STRESS EVALUATION FORM(c)

  Date: _____________ Patient: __________________ Client: ________________, #_________ 

  Species: ____________ Breed: __________________ Age: ___________ Weight: ___________  

Circle 1, 2 or 3 ONLY if applies.  Leave blank if does not apply.   Use 1 for mild symptoms or rarely noticed,      
2 for moderate symptoms or noticed somewhat often, 3 for severe symptoms or a concern present all the time.

  1. Abnormal gait:  1   2   3   2. Difficult to get up and/or down:  1   2   3   

  3. Cries or moans at times:  1   2   3  4.  Problems getting comfortable:  1   2   3

  5. Change in attitude / personality:  1   2 6.  Swishes tail, pins ears:  1   2   3  

  7.  Has begun to kick or bite:  1   2   3   8.  Shifts weight off of a leg:  1   2   3

  9.  Had recent surgery or injury:  1   2   3 10.  Less active & avoids playing:  1   2   3     

  11. Is guarding part of his/her body:  1   2   3 1 2.  Isolates away from others:  1   2   3

  GROUP A TOTAL POINTS:  __________

  1.  Nervous, high strung, high energy:  1   2    3 2.  Afraid of storms & loud noises:  1   2   3     

  3.  Eyes and/or nose dry:  1   2   3    4.  Often has digestive problem:  1   2   3  

  5.  Does not adapt well to change:  1   2   3   6.  Obsessive or compulsive issue:  1   2   3

  7.  Tends toward aggression, fear biter:  1   2   3   8.  Fails to calm easily once upset:  1   2   3

  9.  Psoriasis-like rash that comes & goes:  1   2   3 10.  Sweats a lot or excessive:  1   2   3

  11. Vomits with excitement:  1   2   3     12.  Quick moves startle easily:  1   2   3    

  GROUP B TOTAL POINTS:  __________

  1.  Nose and/or eyes watery:  1   2   3    2.  Poor coat, balding or excessive:  1   2   3  

  3.  Slow starter, slow mover:  1   2   3   4.  Not interested in much, lazy, sleepy:  1   2   3

  5.  Gains weight easily or in odd places:  1   2   3   6.  Joint stiffness upon rising:  1   2   3      

  7.  Diarrhea, constipation alternating:  1   2   3   8.  Wounds, skin lesions are slow to heal:  1   2   3  

  9.  Poor circulation, cold intolerant:  1   2   3   10. Tends to get infections:  1   2   3

  11. Weak ligaments, back problems:  1   2   3   12.  Body odor, dandruff or oily skin:  1   2   3      

  GROUP C TOTAL POINTS:  __________   TOTAL A, B, and C POINTS: __________  

SCORING:  A minimum of 8 points in any 1 category or 15 points total indicates an animal that has     pain
and/or autonomic nervous system imbalance significant to warrant the benefits of Alpha-Stim.
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FITNESS IN MOTION™
Ava Frick, DVM

Fitness in Motion™ is a subject that can benefit a wide range of horse fanciers. From a therapeutic
perspective, veterinarians, physical therapists, chiropractors, equine massage therapists and other equine
professionals can use the material in developing conditioning and rehabilitative programs. For horse owners,
handlers, or trainers, it can be used with any equine of any age being used for a variety of purposes, from the
casual to the professional, from the healthy horse to the one in pain. The information can be used as a guide to
keep the horse healthy, prevent injuries, or provide therapy. 

My goal is to give the equine professional an avenue to expedite a horse's return to function and to give the
owner an opportunity to be a part of the recovery. I do this with what I call the Equine Fitness in Motion(tm)
Awareness Meter. 

The owner/rider can help the doctor by becoming very familiar with the horse's body balance and symmetry.
This is accomplished by really looking. To look is to assess, measure, and register what you are seeing in
contrast to what is stored in your memory. They should use a checklist observing first from a distance viewing
the front, back and both sides looking for symmetry in body tone, muscle condition, and movement. Rate what is
found as sub-optimal, acceptable, or optimal. It is helpful to then break the body down into zones such as head,
neck, shoulders and front legs, back and belly, and pelvis and rear legs.

I have analyzed three basic groups of components that contribute to Fitness in Motion; external factors, the
body, and the mind. External factors are anything that effect or touch the body originating from an outside
source point or the environment. These can include items that create or stimulate sensory input such as the
immediate environment (stable, pasture, etc.), the lifestyle, tack, the rider and his skill level, and medical care. 

The Body and its comfort level focus around the mind, structure; teeth, hoof health, musculoskeletal
conformation and balance, body routines; chiropractic, massage, stretch exercises, and diet; nutritional value of
feeds and supplements. The mind can be the key to the success of the entire package. It needs to be free of pain,
anxiety, discomfort or fears. A horses' state of mind is a perception of his particular past experiences, current
lifestyle and expectations placed upon him by the owner's personal goals and agenda, and the balance between
the body and environmental factors. Here is the start of building an Equine Awareness Meter. Help the owner
get to know and understand their horses from inside out and outside in. 

When there is a physical or mechanical dysfunction the body will be prevented from comfortably complying
with the signals given by the rider. The body cannot isolate one problem and its associated muscle groups from
the rest of the body. Every muscle or joint is connected to another that is connected to another and another. For
any area of dysfunction, regardless of how minor it may appear, compensation will occur elsewhere. Often, the
owner first notices pain in the opposite side from the area of dysfunction. This is because the opposite side is
overworking in compensation for the fixed or immobile side. Where nerves cannot adequately innervate muscles
due to joint fixations, arthritis, or neuromuscular damage, atrophy or loss of muscle tone will begin to appear.
This can become visible in as little as one week. 

Athletes of every sport who receive massage and chiropractic care and do regular stretches have fewer
injuries and recover with a shorter down time when an injury does occur. A regular stretching routine is even
more important for the stalled horse. These horses do not have the opportunity to graze, flex and extend joints
through their range of motion, or engage all of their muscle groups throughout the day outside of their training
program. Without adequate pre-exercise massage techniques, warm-up, and post-exercise ground stretches, these
horses are predisposed to injury. The in-saddle training warm-up cannot compensate for good regular ground
stretches. 

Stiffness is a symptom and reaction to pain or discomfort, be it from overworking unprepared muscle groups
(sore muscles), arthritis, vertebral instability or fixation, dental malocclusion, bad shoeing, or poor saddle fit.
Any of these etiologies can lead to a tissue's inability to stretch. If the tissue cannot adequately stretch, neither
can the horse. Massaging the body and properly stretching the joints will loosen muscles and connective tissue,
sending signals to the mechanoreceptors about the joints and their capacity to flex and extend. Massage will also
help to eliminate toxins and lactic acid by improving circulation to the tissue, further reducing soreness. 
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Friction, skin rolling, effleurage, and trigger point can be used to help reduce pain and tension, and enhanced
circulation. Fingers and hands need to develop the skill to detect subtle changes in the body tone (tight, weak, or
normal), temperature, elasticity, tissue hydration or moisture, and body tissue contour. In addition, the
development of this skill should allow you to differentiate between bone, muscle, and fluid, and between
tendons in motion and tendons in stasis. Massage, trigger point, and acupressure work are beneficial when
applied pre-exercise to prepare the muscle and post-exercise to remove metabolic waste and reduce soreness. 

Technique Description

Friction A sharp, deep, cross-fiber movement in which the skin moves with the fingers, inducing local
increased temperature.  This can reduce scar tissue and adhesions.

Skin rolling A gentle, but firm, rolling of the skin between fingers and thumb.  This is used to check for
increased tension in underlying tissue and improve circulatory flow through the dermis. 
Using a tennis ball can be very effective in delivering this technique.

Effleurage A single- or double-handed technique in long, slow rhythmic strokes used to acquaint the
horse with touch, prime the superficial tissue for further deeper contact, improve superficial
vessel fluid movement,, and for a general relaxation.  Terms that refer to effleurage include
massage and stroking.

Trigger-points Accomplished by using thumbs, fingers, or an elbow to exert a sustained pressure on
muscle trigger points.  Trigger points are hyperirritable areas within the muscle that
coordinate with an increase in nerve activity.  It may also be an area of increased sweating. 
Chronically irritated, painful trigger points lead to compression of the muscle, reducing
oxygen and nutrients to the associated tissue.  Trigger-point therapy is done by positioning a
thumb or finger(s) directly over the tender, tight spot perpendicular to the muscle.  Initially
the pressure will cause the muscle to tense.  Back off slightly, then gradually increase the
pressure until the spot flattens and dissipates.  The end result is a “release.”

  
Cold therapy, heat applications, and liniments may also be used to speed the healing process and address the

tissue. Cold Therapy is used immediately after an injury (trauma, sprain, or strain) to reduce bleeding, swelling,
and muscle spasms. Cold should be applied 3 to 5 times daily for 15 minutes per treatment for up to 72 hours
following the injury. Do not exceed 20 minutes per session, as past that point it will induce vasodilation. 

Cold or cryotherapy can improve the tissue and reduce pain by:
* Decreasing cellular metabolic rate
* Vasoconstriction (narrowing of blood vessels) 
* Decreasing the inflammatory response
* Decreasing nerve conduction velocity
* Decreasing muscle contraction
* Increasing pain threshold
* Reducing collagen and muscle capacity and response to stretch to reduce blood loss

Heat should be applied starting 72 to 96 hours after an injury, or immediately for a chronic condition. Apply
the treatment for 10 to 20 minutes with the goal of elevating the temperature of the tissue by at least 5 degrees,
not to exceed 12 degrees. Moist heat is preferable, as it allows better permeability, and heat plus exercise will
yield a greater effect than either will alone.

Heat therapy can improve the tissue and reduce pain by:
* Increasing cellular metabolic activity, oxygen supply, and nutrients to joints.
* Increasing membrane diffusion and enzymatic activity.
* Decreasing pain by reducing muscle spasm and connective tissue ischemia, and lengthening the shortened

fascia that had been putting pressure on the nerves.
* Neutralizing trigger points via a relaxation of the irritated muscle spindles at the heart of the trigger point.
* Causing a reflex pain inhibition by increasing the temperature of sensory nerve cells. The message of heat

travels rapidly to the brain, blocking out the pain message and raising the threshold of the sensory nerve
endings, resulting in long-term pain relief. 

Liniments typically contain at least menthol and camphor. Some may also include other ingredients such as
herbs (to reduce inflammation), capsaicin (for heat), or flower essences (aroma and herbal effects). Some are
initially cold and then become warm so they can elicit a mild stimulant effect to the underlying tissue. Liniments
can be a helpful tool in working with tight, sore muscles. Caution must be used to make sure that your horse is
not sensitive to the product you have selected. It is best to not apply heat after using liniment, as it can further
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aggravate sensitive skin and induce peeling of the skin and hair loss. Also avoid using liniments over the spinal
muscles where friction and pressure from the saddle could irritate the skin. 

Liniments may improve the tissue and reduce pain by:
* Reducing tension in muscles.
* Reducing inflammation in muscles or joints.
* Improving circulation to the periphery.
* Aiding in elimination of lactic acid.
* Providing short-term reduction in mild or chronic joint pain.
* Reducing soreness.

Exercises

Exercises focus on improving range of motion, supporting and strengthening the weak muscle groups while
reducing tension and restriction in others. The exercise instructions will be broken down into the zones
mentioned earlier. During the presentation step-by-step photographs of selected exercises will be reviewed. 

Zone 1: The Head
Zone 2: The Neck
Zone 3: Shoulders and Front legs
Zone 4: Belly and Back
Zone 5: Pelvis and Rear legs 

Zone 1: The Head - exercises in this zone focus on relaxation and decreasing tension of the Temporalis muscles.
At the TMJ joint we also want improved stretching and range of motion (ROM). Skull Plate Massage can be
used with a horse that had a skull injury to reduce head tension, change the shape of the skull and to help
level uneven features. For horses who are not ear sensitive an Ear Massage works wonders to reduce tension
and stimulate overall body function.  

Zone 2: The Neck - exercises are designed to reduce cervical rigidity, stiffness, and pain, yield relaxation,
release tension, and improve flexibility and stretching, strengthen abdominal muscles, flex the thoracic spine
and stretch epaxial muscles. Areas of focus include the nuchal ligament, brachiocephalic trigger point, length
of the neck, and a soft tissue trigger point release at the axis. 

Zone 3: Shoulder and Front Legs - flexibility, stretching, increased range of motion, reduction of adhesions, and
improved proprioception are the goals of the exercises for this zone. These are recommended to proceed in a
series beginning with a basic level, and then working along gradients to make certain that all the muscle
groups are at equal par before advancing to the next level. This will avoid future compensations and injury. 

Zone 4: Belly and Back - has a multidimensional approach with the goal of inducing relaxation, mild pain relief,
and stimulating circulation. The Belly Lift will improve flexibility, while strengthening, and stretching the
muscles and joints of the spine.  

Zone 5: Pelvis and Rear Legs - The flexibility, stretching, and strengthening exercises of this zone are again in
gradients beginning with a Basic Series graduating to Advanced Rear Leg Stretch Series. Butt-Belly-Back
Rub focuses on the muscles of the pelvis, lumbar, abdominals and spine. A great finish is the Tail Traction.

Rehabilitation Therapy and Proprioceptive Re-education

Injury and disease can affect nerves, the nervous system, and muscle function, and therefore affect
proprioception. Strengthening the spine and associated musculature will speed up recovery and prevent future
injury. Poor back posture can develop following an injury as a result of muscle pain and tension. A horse with
back pain and muscle tension will avoid extending the spinal muscles. In a short amount of time, the body
contours begin to change. The horse may develop lordosis or kyphosis of the spine; the muscles along the spine,
pelvis, hips, and withers may atrophy; the tuber sacrale may become prominent; and the shoulders may also
develop some atrophy. Every joint associated with the changing musculature will be negatively affected with
regard to strength, range of motion, and support. 

The proprioceptive exercises are designed to ignite two of the three central nervous system primary input
fields-mental and structural sensory input-and stimulate and retrain the messages and signals communicating
between each hoof and the brain. They also must ignite the deep postural paraspinal muscles where the spindle
cells are concentrated, coordinating proprioception and muscle learning. It is an awakening to those systems that
have been numbed or interfered with as a result of injury or disease.

While the paraspinal muscles are recruited first, they are also more sensitive to fatigue than the larger
external muscles such as the gluteals. Exercises that go on too long exhaust these small muscles; spinal
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movement becomes less refined and sets the stage for possible muscle or ligament injury. You can only progress
to the degree that the weakest link has been strengthened or improved. 

Ahorse in early rehabilitation is not being ridden but therapy still begins with the benefits of grooming. Begin
each session with a good overall brushing starting from the top of the head to the tail down the midline, along
the sides from neck to rump (both DV and VD), and each leg. These are done in a 3-step sequence. This will aid
in awakening the system. Then move into a brief over- the-body using the Butt Rub, Belly Lifts, Long Low Neck
Stretches, Carrot Stretches, and Leg Extension Exercise Series. 

Improving leg awareness can be accomplished by using leg wraps, lateral body motion, linear cavalletti poles,
advancing to weave poles, figure eights, reverse walking, and an obstacle course. Incline and decline work
would be the final stage for a rehabilitation program. Initially keep the session short to avoid muscle fatigue, as it
can lead to a plateau effect or further injury.    

Once you have regained function, balance, and proprioception on the ground, you should be able to safely
add a rider. In the future, consider cross-training. Practicing a variety of different sports changes focus, improves
the mind, avoids boredom, challenges different muscle groups, and leads to better left-right and front-rear tone
and balance. Whatever approach you choose, go slow at first, take it easy, and be sensitive to what the horse can
and cannot do. Anything that triggers the sympathetic nervous system will cause tensing of the large muscle
groups (a “prepare for escape” response), which is counterproductive. 

Overall the equine patient will benefit and the owner will be compliant if you select a total of 3 to 5 exercises
from all the zones where significant problems were located. Show the clients how to perform these at home. Use
the recommended gradients and the outcome will be successful. The victory of the ride of life is not at crossing
the finish line but rather in the journey of getting there.     

Reference
Frick, A. and Hethcote, B. Fitness in Motion(tm). The Lyon's Press, 2007. 
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MARKETING CHALLENGES FOR ALTERNATIVE VETERINARY
PRACTICES: SMART CHOICES FOR SMALL BUDGETS

Karyn Gavzer, MBA, CVPM

It is hard to know what to spend money on and what not to today because there are so many marketing choices
available. What makes sense to spend money on and what doesn't?

Marketing decisions should support your practice goals. What are you trying to do? Attract new clients?
Improve your image? Increase awareness? Introduce new services? Once you have identified your business goals,
you can better decide your marketing priorities and develop a marketing plan for your clinic. There are five basic
areas to consider for your marketing mix. They are the “5 P's” of service marketing:

* Product - The services and products you offer
* Place - Where the practice is located and/your online presence
* Price - Your fees and the prices of the products/prescriptions that you sell
* Promotion - Advertising and public relations to build awareness and volume
* People - How you and your support team build relationships and interact with clients 

Product: The services that you provide need to be explained to clients. Studies show that clients are not
aware of all the services offered for their pets, even at conventional veterinary practices. Their lack of awareness
for your services is likely exacerbated by pet owners' lack of familiarity with holistic veterinary medicine. Even
your wellness exams might need to be explained: Unless pet owners have had prior experience with a holistic
practice, the tendency is for them to think of you only when their pet is ill, injured, or unresponsive to
conventional veterinary treatment, rather than for wellness care. Your web site should feature a well-organized
“library” explaining your practice's offerings and benefits in client-friendly language. Print handouts to give
clients when they come to the practice and to use for talks will help as well.

Place: Your place is its own advertisement for your practice and location is the number one marketing factor
for success. An attractive building or store front that is well situated is a constant reminder to passers-by that you
are there. Your name and signage should be prominently placed and large enough to read. It should identify you
as a veterinary holistic practice and your building and signage should look attractive and inviting.

 Because a holistic practice is more like a specialty practice than a conventional pet clinic, you will need a
large, middle-class-to-affluent metropolitan population to draw from, e.g. San Francisco, New York, Chicago, or
a unique community, like Sedona, AZ, to provide sufficient clients to support and grow your business. A highly
visible, convenient location in the right demographic will provide good exposure for your hospital and help you
attract new clients; the opposite is true of a poor location with limited visibility e.g., a side street with little
traffic. You can make most locations work, but you will have to work harder and spend more money to
compensate for the lack of visibility. 

Your web site is another form of “Place” and new clients may visit you online before they ever set foot in
your office. Your home page should be visually inviting and tie into your overall practice image so that the
physical and online locations work together. The home page of your web site needs to be well-organized and
uncluttered. It should include your telephone number and area code so that people can easily call and make
appointments. There should also be a link to the driving directions to your practice to help new people locate you.

Price:  Fee setting in a holistic practice is particularly challenging because there are no AAHA or National
Commission on Veterinary Economic Interest (NCVEI) fee studies to use for guidance. The most important
business consideration in setting fees is to determine your true cost of providing services and products to ensure
that your fees are high enough to cover your costs and make a fair profit. Fees send their own marketing message.
Oddly enough, if they are set too low, they can make people suspicious e.g., “How can it be any good at that fee?
Something isn't right.” In addition to setting fees at price points that cover cost and communicate value, you will
have to explain the value of what you do so that pet owners can appreciate what they are paying for. It would be
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good to compare your fees to human alternative practices' fees because what you do is similar - you have unique
knowledge and holistic medicine usually takes longer than conventional treatments, e.g., acupuncture -Vs- a
giving an injection of pain medication. 

Finally, we know from recent AVMA-BN Research on pet owner attitudes about veterinary fees that pet
owners with high trust and understanding are more compliant with your recommendations and more accepting of
the cost of pet care. To build trust, your staff will need to be confident in explaining the fees to clients and it will
help if they understand the basis for the fees and if they are trained to explain your services and the benefits of
what you do in client-friendly language. 

Promotion:  This is the element of the marketing mix that people are the most familiar with and that they tend
to think of when they think of marketing choices for their practices. “Promotion” will include your “Yellow
Pages” listing, which today should run in both paper telephone books and online. 

If you need to increase exposure for your hospital, consider holding educational events at your practice;
giving talks; participating in community events, and sending press releases and doing media interviews on the
benefits of holistic care for pets. You can also run advertisements and send mailings to surrounding households,
but if you can connect through an interview or at a public or practice event, your promotional dollars should have
much greater effect. 

No discussion of “Promotion” would be complete without talking about word-of-mouth advertising. This is
the strongest and most long-lasting marketing you can do and it doesn't have to happen by chance. In an
impersonal, automatic-attendant world, people long for a personal connection:  A recommendation from one
neighbor to another provides a personal introduction for your practice and is the preferred way to learn about
where to go. 
To ensure that people are telling their friends about you, make sure that pet owners feel welcomed when they
come to you and that they know that you and your team take a personal interest in them and their pets, are
responsive listeners, and provide client-friendly explanations of what you do and how it helps. 
Think of ways to make an “ordinary” visit extraordinary through warm, personal interactions with clients. More
than anything else, this will generate client enthusiasm and create loyalty - be the practice they can't wait to tell
their friends about!

People:  In the past, the marketing mix only included the first four “P's” - Product, Price, Place and
Promotion. Today, we know that in service marketing nothing happens without the people who deliver it. This is
how connections with clients are made and where clients' strongest impressions of the practice occur. 

Hire and train the best people you can find for your practice. It is one of the smartest investments you can
make. Your hospital team members are your goodwill ambassadors, not only when they are at work but also
when they are out of the office spending time with family and friends. You want them confident and enthusiastic
about where they work.

Do your people bring their pets to the hospital? They should! It is important for them to experience first-hand
what you do for pets so that they can talk confidently to clients from their own experiences as well as from the
training and education that you provide for them. 

Do your team members know what is on your website and would they explain things to the same way to
clients? Are they confident of your fees and the value of your services? Are they knowledgeable, warm and
enthusiastic when talking with clients and others?

A marketing study done of the Mayo Clinic showed that beautiful buildings and a world-class reputation
could not offset poor treatment by doctors and staff, even if the medical outcome was good. In the end, patients at
the Mayo Clinic remembered the people they encountered there, not the facility. Their impressions of the care
they received and what they said about it to others was about the people at the Mayo Clinic and how cared for
they made them feel when they were there. Why would it be different for us?

Summary  
Marketing doesn't have to be complicated or expensive if you remember to start with your mission and your

business plan. I hope this discussion of the “5 P's” of service marketing will help you make smarter choices and
use your marketing budget wisely and well to make a big impact for your practice!
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CARCINOSIN AND THE CANCER MIASM
Peter Gregory BVSc, VetFFHom, MRCVS

The Cancer miasm is without doubt the “newcomer on the block”, being widely recognised as a distinct
pattern only as late as the latter half of the last century. However it has a strong claim to be the miasm of the 21st
century as its associated disease becomes more prevalent in societies around the world.

From a veterinary point of view its recognition has come later than in human homeopathy; my first
recollection of it as an  entity is on a seminar with HPTG taught by Vithoulkas in 2000, when a group of
veterinary colleagues discussed the possibility of its significance in animals.

What follows is a general description of the miasm and the associated nosode, from a human and veterinary
point of view.

The Miasm: Cancer
      “The disease to please'”

This phrase encapsulates the essence of the cancer miasm in animals. Certainly the cancer miasm must be
present in all species, but the character of the relationship between man and dog  seems to be  the most fertile
ground for its development.

Keywords include:
Control
Suppression of emotions
Perfection
Duty
Guilt
Desire to please
Love of nature
Caring for others
'Nice'

David Lilley describes the state  in humans thus:
“I am embarrassed and guilty for the space I occupy”; “I have no voice” there is a deep feeling of injustice.(1)
The cancer miasm, then, involves the complete suppression of the patient's needs in the performance of duty.

The task performed is almost always one which involves caring for others, and a sense of duty.
There is a desire to be perfect, and a deep need to do “the right thing'. Failure to behave properly adequately

leads to a sense guilt.
The miasm can be recognised most easily in dogs who suppress their own needs to care for others; Border

collies seem to predominate, particularly those who “never put a foot wrong', and are mortified when chastised.
They are “too good to be true', and are described by their owners as “perfect'. One might imagine that they see
their flock as one to be cared for and protected, not as a possession but from a sense of duty and care. Guide dogs
for the blind and hearing dogs come under the same heading.

The Cancer miasm is often described as being a mixture of all three miasms, and this may well be true, but my
feeling is that it can be seen most productively as having syphilitic and sycotic elements which are modified by a
psoric trait. 

The disease of cancer certainly has the overactivity of sycosis and the destructive powers of syphilis, but the
suppressive side is a reflection of the underactivity of psora, and this is the source of the mildness and the self
sacrificing nature of the miasmatic Cancer patient.

The essence of the miasm is reflected in the remedy Carcinosin:
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The Medicine: Carcinosin
There are two Carcinosin remedies, the original created from cancerous breast tissue by Compton Burnett,

developed by Foubister and proved by Templeton; the other created by Kent from discharge from a cancerous
breast.

They are to all extents and purposes interchangeable

Keynotes
* Love of nature
* Loving, gentle, caring
* Moles, blue sclerae
* Sense of deep dissatisfaction
* Fastidious and sensitive to reprimand 
* (In humans) “cafe au lait” complexion
* Tendency to suicide

Clinical History
Family history of diabetes/TB/cancer
Severe infection in early life
Excess vaccination
In humans there is usually some history of an unstable upbringing, such as dysfunctional parenting, emotional

trauma, lack of unconditional love or overprotection, and similar issues may be recognised in animals, such as
early weaning, rejection by the dam, or overprotection by an nervous or emotionally unstable owner. The
household may be pervaded by an atmosphere of domination and emotional suppression which is reflected in the
animal Patients with no childhood illnesses or childhood diseases only after puberty

Excess responsibility too early in life
Long history of domination by another animal or human
Removal of tonsils, neutering, anal gland removal
Never Well Since viral condition
Loss of loved one
History of Multiple 

* allergies
* cravings
* aversions 

The Carcinosin Type
Carcinosin presents in a similar fashion to Pulsatilla, with the same heat modalities, affectionate and

fastidiousness nature and sensitivity, but there is a more caring and sympathetic nature to Carcinosin. Whereas
Pulsatilla craves affection for its own sake, and as a reassurance that she will not be abandoned, Carcinosin has a
genuine sense of duty which results in a need to do everything right. She is mortified if chastised, doing
everything within her power to ingratiate herself once again.

In the consulting room the animal will generally lie beside the owner, or sit with at least some part of the
anatomy, often the chin, in contact. They will usually only move if told to do so, and will then be extremely
compliant, succumbing to examination willingly, almost too scared to move a muscle and risk doing something
“wrong”.

Often the word “perfect” is used to describe their behaviour
The Cancer type seems to be often seen in the Border collie, the Italian Spinone and the Chocolate Labrador

Retriever.

Mental Symptoms
Lack of self love
Compliant
Conscientious, fastidious
Fear of failure
Need contact/caress
Need love, return of love
Sensitive to suffering of others
Fear of Panic attacks
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Fear 
* Being forsaken
* Failure
* Dark
* Being alone
* Dogs
* Spiders
* Frogs, snakes
* Being attacked
* Fear thunder but can be invigorated by storms-e.g. dogs watch lightning

Fastidious
Desire for travel
Sympathetic
Timid
Reacts adversely to reprimand, sensitive to rudeness
Intense love of animals
Can't say no -> fear of getting involved
Guilt
Resignation
'NICE” 
Loves dancing and music - classical, ballet

General symptoms
Generally worse for heat
Better at Seaside (may be worse)
Worse Afternoon esp.1-6 p.m.
Annual periodicity
Worse uncovering ( “undressing “) i.e. better for covering 
Desires 

* Salt
* Fat
* Chocolate
* Spices

Aversion
* Fats

Thirst for cold drinks
Sleeps in knee-chest position
Sleeplessness; waking at 4 a.m.
When well indicated remedies fail to improve or when a number of remedies seem indicated or where the

picture is constantly changing

Head Symptoms
Sclerae blue
Acne
Twitches or frequent blinking
Recurring sinusitis
Lump in throat worse empty swallowing ,heat, night, waking
Severe furunculosis of chin

Gastrointestinal Symptoms
Constipation and inactivity of colon
Abdominal pain better for pressure, bending forward (arching back in animals), hot drinks
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Respiratory Symptoms
Asthma
Cough worse talking/laughing(barking), cold air, dressing/undressing 

Urogental Symptoms
Enuresis
Sex drive increased (ovarian cysts)

Extremities
Twitching of muscles
Weakness
Pain in legs > Heat and gentle exertion

Skin
Acne on face, back, chest
Furunculosis
Moles
Itch worse uncovering (Undressing)
Allergies: atopy
Eczema between shoulder blades or over sternum (Cooper BHJ Vol17 No4 Oct 1982)
Eczema in young animals
Cancer (“from sunlight”)

Warts

Veterinary Keynotes
Fastidious
Love of nature
Desire to please
Love of thunder
Suppression
Affectionate 

Specific Reference
Lilley David HPTG Summer School Halsey Manor Somerset UK June 2004

General References
Morrison R Desktop Guide to Keynotes Hahnemann Clinic 1993

Sankaran Rajan The Soul of Remedies Homeopathic Medical Publishers Bombay 1997 

Saxton and Gregory Textbook of Veterinary Homeopathy Beaconsfield 2005 
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HOMEOPATHIC MATERIA MEDICA FOR THE TREATMENT OF
SKIN DISEASES

Peter Gregory BVSc VetFFHom MRCVS CERT. IAVH

The purpose of studying Materia medica is to gain an understanding of the remedies in order to recognise the
patient who needs them - there is a therefore a parallel need to understand each remedy as if it were a patient.
Several authors, including Kent, Tyler and Coulter have written on Homeopathic drug 'pictures', or 'portraits' but
such a description can only convey a limited image. The complete understanding of a remedy encompasses many
levels. It has been long recognised that the categorisation of remedies and patients into 'kingdoms' can not only be
a useful starting point but add another dimension. In recent years this approach has been developed in particular
by Rajan Sankaran. 

Personally I do not always find it easy to recognise the kingdom within which a particular patient is operating,
but crosschecking my proposed prescription with an assessment of the appropriate 'kingdom' is a useful exercise.
Not only that but in studying Materia medica an appreciation of this categorisation can be helpful in
understanding the basic issues for each remedy. 

Plant Remedies
These patients exhibit a certain softness and a sensitivity. As plants are vulnerable to environmental

conditions, so 'plant' patients are compliant and often adaptable, being relatively easy to train and influence. They
are sensitive to physical and emotional conditions, exhibiting many and clear modalities.

They may be sensitive to consolation or reprimand and reactions may be quick, thus symptoms may therefore
appear rapidly. Aetiologies include emotional upsets or physical shock. 

Aetiology may lie in emotional stress. 
 
Animal Remedies

The main issue for animal remedies is competition. Other keywords include 'animation' and sexuality. There is
a desire for attention and eye contact is made and maintained readily. Attention is sought by being animated and
excited; often such patients will do almost anything to get attention, be it 'putting on a show', being destructive or
stealing. The competitive nature along with the need for attention may lead to aggression. Symptoms may be
multifaceted and may change abruptly

Aetiology may lie in a loss of attractiveness or competitiveness, hence neglect or rejection 
There may be a desire or an aversion to animal products such as meat, fish or milk 

Mineral Remedies
This category contains such chemical compounds as salts and metals as well as substances more commonly

acknowledged as minerals such as crystalline substances.
The keyword for mineral remedies is 'structure', both physically and emotionally.
Such remedy states may originate in a loss of structure, thus the grief of Natrum mur. is felt more as a loss of

structure to the patient rather than felt on the more emotional level of plants, or as the failure in competition of
the animals.

Medical problems may affect the physical structure of the patient and have a tendency to become chronic. The
onset is thus generally slow and the progression may be steady and unvarying.

Cravings and aversions may be for mineral substances such as salt or earth 

Plant Remedies

Thuja Occidentalis 
Sycotic
Hair loss, thickening of skin esp.tip of tail, edges of ear 
Greasy
Axillae and groins greasy, thickened, pigmented
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Scaly patches and alopecia 
Pustular eruptions
Crusts
Circumscribed lesions
Circular ulcers with indurated margins
Nails grow quickly, become easily deformed and break easily
Nearly always warts
Eruptions on covered parts only
Itch worse for cold bathing, evening, night
Foul pustules with sunken apices
Luxuriant growth of hair on parts not otherwise covered by hair
Other Keynotes 
Vaccinosis
Emotional need to 'fit in' 
Often dark-coated dogs; skin darkly pigmented
Stool loose, mucus, blood: 1st stool of morning ok, next loose, next even worse
Compare: Graphites, Malandrinum

Pulsatilla
Sycotic/tubercular
Rash 'like measles' (itch with crusts) - esp. on abdomen - extends to inside of hind legs 
Urticaria from rich food
Urticaria worse for warmth and exercise
Better Open air, worse in evening
Itching of feet - don't like to get feet wet
Otitis externa esp. right Bland purulent discharge BUT can be thin, bloody
Otitis media
Mild, gentle, yielding

Rhus Toxicodendron
Sycotic/tubercular
Intense itching
Vesicles turn to scabs
Scratch till moist; skin thickened from scratching
Itch worse on waking in morning, heat of bed
Eruptions on abdomen extending to genitals
Eruptions on rump
Otitis externa - eruptions on ear flap
Cheerful, humorous

Croton Tiglium
Sycotic
“Intense itching but scratching is painful”
Pustular eruptions on (face and) genitals
Vesicles, oozing
Itching followed by burning
Crusty, weeping rash around scrotum
Worse for touch, washing

Ignatia
Sycotic/Cancer
Itching, urticaria
Itchy feet - chews, licks esp. interdigital
Lick dermatitis
Tendency to left side
Ailments from grief; sudden change in mood
“Hysterical Pulsatilla”
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Staphisagria
Sycotic/cancer
Eczema of face, ears, head and body
Thick scabs itch violently
Scratch till raw
Pustules
Scratching changes location of itch 
Miliary eczema in cats
Emotional aetiology - suppressed anger

Ledum Palustre
Itching of feet and ankles
Worse for scratching, warmth of bed, night
Eczema of face
Carbuncles
Itching along dorsum of back only - flea dermatitis ( Westerhuis)
Effects of insect bites (=penetration wounds)
Better for Cold bathing

Lycopodium
Psoric/sycotic
Acne
Chronic eczema
Hair loss, hair grey. Hair brittle, breaks easily esp. between shoulder blades
Skin itch, thickened
Insecure, cowardly; gastrointestinal symptoms

Mezereum
Trimiasmatic
Intolerable itching
Itch with no eruption
Scabs with purulent matter underneath; removal of scab reveals raw area
Scabs crack to exude pus - mats hair
Eczema on face, scalp
Better open air
Worse touch, night, motion, warmth of bed, Vaccination
Miliary eczema in cats 
Mentals similar to Arsenicum: anxious and chilly

Mineral Remedies

Sulphur
Psoric 
After much conventional treatment           
Itch ++
Hot red, itchy, Smelly
Dirty, scruffy look - dislike grooming, soon look unkempt again
Scales 
Worse bathing, heat esp. heat of bed
Itching of feet
Red orifices, otitis externa - redness of ear flap
Extrovert, friendly

Arsenicum Album
Cancer
Dry, itchy
Red blotches esp Abdomen
Scratch till bleed
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Fine white scales
Worse midnight and after
Chilly, fastidious: effects of overgrooming

Arsenicum Iodatum
Tubercular
Itch worse around and after midnight
Redness, itchiness
Large scales - if removed, bleeds
Worse for heat (may look like Arsenicum album but not chilly enough)
Acrid otitis externa 
Highly energetic; need to run 
Fastidious esp. possessions

Calcarea Carbonica
Psoric/sycotic          
Itch, thickening of skin
Chronic urticaria
Warts
Thickening of mucosa of ear  

Calcarea Sulphurica
Sycotic
Abscesses where pus has found a vent
Thick yellow pus
Circumscribed eruptions - moist with circle of pustules around edge
Mentally and generally aspects of Calc carb and Sulphur
Worse for heat

Kali Sulph
Sycotic
Large yellow flakes
Itching worse from warmth
Like Pulsatilla but less variation and mentally more irritable

Antimonium Crudum
Sycotic
Thick scabs
Honey-coloured crusts
Painful
Corns and calluses
Irritable - dislike being looked at; gastric disturbances

Graphites
Sycotic
Circumscribed areas of alopecia and moist eruptions. Rest of skin dry          
Sticky, honey-coloured discharges esp. folds of skin
Thickening and pigmentation
Severe acne and furunculosis
Interdigital cysts, cracking of pads; hyperkeratosis of nose
Otitis externa
Ringworm
Chilly patient but itching worse for heat - worse for exertion
Lethargic but high sexual drive 
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Mercurius Solubilis
Syphilitic
Skin constantly moist 
Ulcers = wet dermatits
Itching < warmth of bed
Otititis externa
Green purulent offensive discharge
Swollen glands
Hurried, vindictive

Hepar Sulphuris
Syphilitic
Abscesses
Every little injury gets infected
Ulcers (= wet dermatitis) with bloody pus, smells “like old cheese” - very sensitive
Painful, purulent ulcers surrounded by pimples
Chronic and recurring urticaria better for Heat and motion
Worse for slightest draught, touch, cool air
Better damp weather
Painful purulent otitis externa
Touchy, aggressive

Natrum Muriaticum
Sycotic/Cancer
Crusty lesions e.g. miliary eczema
Eruptions in bends of joints - become raw
Itching worse for exertion
Alopecia; bilaterally symmetrical lesions
Hair greasy; mats hair - produces 'paintbrushes' of hair
Crusty eruptions around mouth
Reserved; won't hold eye contact

Petroleum
Tubercular
Thickening and cracking of skin - bleeds
Calluses, 'collie nose' 
Perineum, eyes, mouth 
Itching Worse at night, heat of bed
Worse in winter
Energetic, fear thunder, travel sick                      

Silica
Syphilitic             
Chronic suppuration - pustular eruptions; acne, furunculosis
Interdigital cysts and discharging sinuses
Foreign bodies
Timid

Animal Remedies

Apis Mellifica
Tubercular
Itching 
Skin sensitive
Oedema: angioneurotic oedema
Circumscribed plaques
Worse Cold in all forms esp. cold bathing
Worse Heat in all forms esp. closed rooms
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Jealousy

Cantharis
Tubercular
“'Burning rash'”
Vesicular eruptions, with burning and itching worse touch
Eczema around scrotum and genitals
Burns, scalds; sunburn 
Better Cold applications, rubbing

Cenchris Contortrix
Cancer
Itch worse after midnight; atopy
Crusting
Nodular skin disease in straight line as if following a vein

Sepia Officinalis
Sycotic
Pigment changes
Itching, Desquamation 
Circumscribed lesions: Ringworm
Urticaria better Warmth and exercise 
Warts, sarcoids
Hormonal association
NB Virtually any form of skin disease!
Indifference to family

Lachesis
Syphilitic 
Boils, ulcers with purplish surrounds 
Blue-black swellings
Start on left then extends to right
Autoimmune skin diseases e.g. pemphigus
“Neuralgia of coccyx “  itching of tail – esp. after Rabies vaccination
Possessive

Tarentula Hispanica
Tubercular
Itching eruptions
Pulls hair out
Better rubbing
Hyperactive, sensitive to vibrations

Tarentula Cubensis
Tubercular
Abscesses
Paronychia

Lac Caninum
Multimiasmatic (inc.Cancer)
Variety of skin symptoms including Eczema and lick dermatitis
History of interrupted lactation

Agaricus Muscarius
Tubercular
Burning, itching, redness
Miliary eruption with intolerable itching and burning
Angioneurotic oedema
Skin sensitive to touch; twitches
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Worse open cold air, before thunderstorm
Better moving about slowly

Bovista Lycoperdon
Urticaria on excitement 
Thickening of aural mucosa 
Eczema, moist; formation of thick crusts. 
Pimples cover the entire body; scurvy herpetic eruptions. 
Pruritus ani. 
Urticaria on waking in the morning, worse from bathing
Oedema: Blunt instrument leave deep impression on the skin.
Worse Getting warm, excitement, bathing
Follows Rhus tox well in skin problems

 Nosodes

Tuberculinum Bovinum 
Red itchy rash
Changeability: Comes and goes quickly
Better for direct heat but also better open air
Fine dandruff - 'like bran' 
Itching changes place on scratching
Acne, atopy
Intense itching, worse undressing and bathing
Ringworm
Worse Damp, draft, cold, waking, at night
Better cool wind, open air, continued motion

Tuberculinum Aviare
“More gentle action”
Itching of palms of hands and ears
Itching eruptions of face feet and ears
“Otitis when states refuse to clear up” (Vermeulen)

Carcinosin
Boils, furunculosis
Eczema, atopy
Warts
Excessive hair growth

Psorinum
Itchy
Chilly
Smelly
Worse for heat of bed
Loves to be covered
Oily skin, crusty eruptions all over
Must scratch till bleeds
Eruptions around in folds of joints, nails
Worse at night, from being overheated esp, heat of bed
Better bathing
“Needs 9 days to exhibit reaction”
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Medorrhimum
Intense itching; scratch till bleeds
Warts, polyps
Better seaside, worse undressing

Malandrinum
Sycotic
Made from Horse 'Grease'
Dry rough skin
Worse Vaccination
Itch, pigmentation, scabs

Morgan Bach
Pustular eruptions on skin
Cracks and eruptions behind ears, eczema in ears. Cracks around mouth 
Hot red skin
Skin dry and cracked or weeping. 
Skin symptoms during teething
Worse heat, washing.
Associated remedies: Alumina Baryta carb. Calc carb. Calc fluor. Calc silicate. Carbo veg. Carbo sulph.
Causticum Digitalis Ferrum carb. Graphites Hepar sulph. Kali bich. Kali carb. Kali sulph. Lachesis
Lycopodium. Mag carb. Medorrhinum Nat carb. Nat mur.     Nat sulph. Nux vom. Petroleum Psorinum
Pulsatilla Rhus tox. Sepia Silica Sulphur Thuja Tuberculinum.

Some Minor Remedies
Anthracinum Black and blue blisters
Berberis                        Like Graphites but underparts only
Calc sulph                      Thick yellow pus which has found an outlet       
Cicuta virosa Thick yellow scabs not itchy                   
Cistus canadensis   Thick, dry skin Cancer of the lip               
Dolichos pruriens         itching without eruptions < warmth at night, constipation, itching of anus
Fagopyrum Itch > cold bathing, < light, afternoon. esp where hair covering thin
Helonias  Pruritus vulvae 
Kali ars Chronic cases; dry scaly, < night Skin cancer               
Myristica   To open abscesses; AG infections; panaritum                
Ranunculus Bluish vesicles Intense itching < touch, air        
Selenium     Alopecia starts on hocks. Seborrhoea
Tellurium Eczema of earflap acrid discharge Ringworm of head
Thallium  Loss of hair, thickening of skin, crusts
Urtica Urticaria, “hot-spot”' < bathing
Ustilago         Alopecia (also oversexed males, female aberrationa) 
Viola tric      Eczema of scalp, crusts with yellow fluid, glands enl., crusts around mouth and chin

Remedies in Order of Heat Modalities:

Chilly (Ameliorated by Heat)
Ars alb            
Silica             
Calc carb          
Hepar sulph        
Graphites          
Sepia             
Thuja            
Tuberculinum      
Rhus tox          
Causticum         
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Phosphorus        
Mercurius         
Lycopodium       
Dulcamara         
Nat mur           
Petroleum         
Apis             
Ant crud          
Pulsatilla          
Arsen iod          
Mezereum         
Sulphur           

Hot (Aggravated by Heat)
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THE HOMEOPATHIC TREATMENT OF SKIN
DISEASES—GENERAL APPROACH
Peter Gregory BVSc CertIAVH VetFFHom MRCVS

Hahnemann leaves us in no doubt as to the importance of treating skin disease skillfully (i.e.
homeopathically):

“If the local symptom is topically annihilated by external means (by a physician of the hitherto school
who is of the opinion that he has thereby cured the whole disease) nature makes up for this by awakening
the internal suffering and the rest of the symptoms that already existed and are lying dormant along with
the local malady; that is, nature makes up for this by heightening the disease. 
In these cases, one tends to say, incorrectly, that by external means, the local malady has been driven back

into the body or upon the nerves”   (Organon para.202)

Animals suffering from skin disease represent some of the most challenging patients for veterinarians, and
while homeopathy can produce remarkable improvements, responses can be unreliable. Coupled with the distress
which the owner of such a patient suffers, the treatment of skin disease can prove to be a frustrating experience,
taxing the patience and the self-confidence of the veterinarian.

 I do not have all the answers for these difficulties; what follows is a system which I have found to be useful
and the development of which has generally improved my success rates.  

 My belief is that “skin  cases” are difficult for several reasons:
Firstly the physical symptoms can be non- specific; for instance there are literally hundreds of  remedies in the
rubric “skin - itching'; secondly the skin symptoms themselves may so predominate that the case may present as
“one-sided'. In addition many cases are presented for homeopathy only after extensive conventional treatment.
This has the effect of blurring, if not completely obscuring the salient features of the case. Indeed it can
sometimes feel like looking through a fog, where none of the symptoms are clear and everything appears in black
and white.

 For this reason it is rarely possible to prescribe accurately at the first consultation, and success in reducing
the intensity of the symptoms may only come after a prolonged process which may include the  retaking of the
case at least once. The approach described below has been developed in response to several years of frustration in
treating such cases.

As with any other branch of homeopathic therapeutics, the ideal is to identify a single remedy which covers
the constitution of the individual, along with the  presenting mental, general and  physical and concomitant
symptoms which make up the totality, but  at this early juncture it should perhaps be stated that this lofty ideal is
often unattainable. Less ambitious goals such as palliation may have to be accepted, in the knowledge that the
result is still to be preferred over the continuing administration of conventional drugs 

The Initial Approach   
The initial approach consists of  trying  to understand the case as deeply as possible: how has it arisen, and

what is the process that has brought the patient to this state? At this stage an understanding of the aetiology is of
immense value. Look for:

• Miasmatic influence
• Emotional causes
• Effects of vaccination including desensitising injections
• Obstacles to cure e.g. parasites, diet
• Effects of suppressive conventional treatment

Clearing the Picture
In order to perceive the underlying remedy state of the patient it may be necessary to “clear” the picture.

Remedies which may help in this include:
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1 Sulphur
The result of prolonged conventional treatment, and of corticosteroids in particular, is often to push the

animal's Vital Energy into a Sulphur state. While Sulphur is primarily antipsoric it has effects on all the
miasmatic states, hence a large number of patients with chronic skin disease present in a Sulphur state. When the
symptoms of the majority of cases of chronic skin disease are analyzed by repertory, especially those who have
received prolonged conventional treatment, Sulphur comes out at the top of the remedy list. Certainly this may be
the remedy which is required at this point, but sooner or later another remedy will appear which represents more
closely the basic remedy state of the patient.

2 Bowel Nosodes
Whenever the symptom picture of any patient appears to overlap more than one remedy, the bowel nosodes

can help to present a more coherent picture and so facilitate accurate prescription.
In the case of skin diseases the most useful  are those of Morgan Bach, Morgan Pure and Morgan Gaertner.

The former nosode is a prepared from a mixture of the two latter organisms. Of the simple bowel nosodes,
Morgan Pure is indicated where the problem is primarily related to the skin, Morgan Gaertner where there is
more liver involvement.

Related remedies to Morgan Bach include Sulphur, Lycopodium and Calc carb., hence wherever there is an
overlap of symptoms relating to these remedies Morgan Bach is indicated. 

My preference is for a 5 day course of 30C potency given b.i.d. and then waiting for at least a week before
retaking the case. For more detail on these most useful of agents the reader is referred to John Saxton's
forthcoming book on the subject.

3 Tautopathic Remedies
In attempting to clear some of the “fog” which envelopes our patient the isopathic use of cortisone in potency

can be highly useful. Patients are often presented in a state of non-specificity, where not only the skin symptoms
are unclear or non-specific, but the whole mental demeanor has deteriorated into a state where the animal's true
character has disappeared, and the veterinarian is presented with a patient with whom it is impossible to connect,
and who exhibits none of the mental and emotional characteristics which mark it as an individual. Some idea of
these can of course be obtained from the history related by the owner but an accurate assessment demands a
closer connection.

The Proving of cortisone contains interesting skin symptoms:  
Heavy, irritable, confused
Unstable mood - alternates between euphoria, melancholy and excitement
Red streaks on skin; skin streaked with wheals
Acne of face
Dryness and irritation of back of hands; vesicular eruption on the backs of the hands, itching with round
marks, <heat
Itching rash on legs, feet and hands, face
Red rash on lower part of sternum
Worse walking, evening
Better: morning, external heat, immobility, scratching, coughing, pressure

( Templeton 1963, in Materia medica of New Homeopathic Remedies by  Julian)

Some animals are presented in a state of dependence on cortisone. This may be a biochemical dependence
acting through the suppression of the adrenal cortex, or simply a symptomatic dependence, in view of the fact
that as soon as the dosage is reduced the itching reappears. In all of these cases cortisone or prednisolone in
potency can aid in the gradual process of weaning off the drugs.

As the use of cyclosporins as anti-inflammatories becomes more widespread, no doubt similar problems will
appear, and the parallel use of potentized cyclosporins may be expected to  be indicated.

4 Miasmatic Nosodes
The value of an assessment of the miasmatic state of any patient presented for homeopathic treatment cannot

be overestimated. Sometimes this is the only diagnosis of which there is any certainty, the rest of the
symptomatology having been obscured by a lifetime's conventional treatment, although on occasions it difficult
even to be certain of this. Nevertheless a knowledge of the miasmatic state allows the practitioner to focus down
onto a particular group of remedies. Not only this, but the use of the appropriate miasmatic nosode may be a
useful first prescription. This has two advantages: Firstly there is almost always some relief of symptoms - this is
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not only beneficial for the patient but instils hope into the owners and gives them some confidence to persevere
in what may be a prolonged process. Secondly, if a follow-up remedy is needed (and this is usually the case) the
picture at a subsequent consultation will be clearer. 

The most common of the miasmatic nosodes of use are Psorinum, Tuberculinum and Carcinosin.
In passing, I would like to emphasize the importance of the second consultation. It is often only at this stage in

the homeopathic treatment of any patient that the picture can start to be seen with any clarity. The first
consultation is inevitably taken up with collecting the information necessary for an analysis of the case, and with
attempting to understand the conventional aspects of the history which have culminated in the seeking out of a
non-conventional approach. There is little time available to really meet the patient and the owner on the level
which is necessary to appreciate the “hidden” aspects of the case, or to gain an impression of the patient on a
more fundamental level than that of basic symptomatology. In addition many owners arrive in the consultation
unsure or ignorant of the process of the homeopathic consultation and it can take some time before they are able
to appreciate the type of information required for successful homeopathic treatment. After the initial encounter
they are often able to return home and observe the patient with increased sensitivity. For  these reasons I rarely
attempt to assess the constitutional remedy state accurately before the second or even the third visit, and I insist
on physically examining the patient at least twice before embarking on any telephone or e-mail assessments.

Once the Picture Is Clear
When I am sure that I have started to see the true underlying remedy state of the patient then a prescription

can be made on any of the following levels, depending on the symptoms available and the degree of
understanding of the patient one has reached.

Totality = The symptoms presenting at the consultation, including all the local, general and mental symptoms
appertaining to the patient at this time. The wider the spread of symptoms across the hierarchy, the more accurate
the prescription.

Constitutional Treatment = totality plus the characteristics of the patient when well. This can represents a
further refinement of the symptomatology but the constitutional characteristics alone would not normally
over-ride the totality in making a prescription.

Local Prescription = Taking into account the local symptoms alone - This can actually provide a way of
recognising the constitution or totality, for instance if there is:

• a  “complete” symptom (aetiology + modalities + characteristics + location)
• a Strange Rare and Peculiar
• very accurate or characteristic symptoms

 
Local Symptoms to Look for :
Lesions: Generally in the Repertory under “ERUPTIONS”                                                             

Alopecia                                                               
Pigmentation changes -   Discoloration
Cracks                                                                 
Urticaria                                                                                                                          
Scabs/crusts                                                                 
Scales                                                                
Desquamation                                                   
Discharge/moisture                                           
Pustules                                                             
Ulcers                                                                
Itching                                                              
Hyperkeratinisation (thickening)
Itching
Side (or progression)
Vesicles
Circinate lesions (found in the repertory under “herpetic')
Odour (Odor)

Location
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Face
Chin
Mouth
Lips

Eyes/around eyes
Ears/behind ears
Back/neck
Chest/axillae
Abdomen/inguinal
Rectum/Perineum
Genitals(Male/Female) 
Limbs
Feet/ “Hands” palmar/plantar
Between toes 

Miasmatic = ensuring that the remedy prescribed has the same miasmatic make-up as that identified in the
patient

While these levels are ostensibly separate and an be used as such, ideally the prescription will accurately
represent the patient on all these levels

The importance of the heat modalities
These are aspects of the symptomatology which can often be accurately observed and reported by the

owner, and can provide an important differentiating factor in prescribing a particular remedy. 
They can often represent the first step in differential diagnosis and hence it is well worth taking extra time

to investigate them.
They may be General or Local Modalities. A strong heat modality in either category can be of immense

value; conversely if there is a contradiction between them then this has added value. 
For example Sulphur is almost invariably made worse for heat, whereas Arsenicum album is one of the

most chilly remedies, seeking heat to an extreme degree.

The Miasms
While miasmatic theory can be of immense practical use in the treatment of any chronic disease, it is

especially suited to the treatment of skin diseases; after all it was on the classification of these symptoms that
Hahnemann differentiated his  three classic miasms. 

The characteristics of the  miasms are presented below in tabular form:
PSORA       SYCOSIS       SYPHILIS      TUBERCULAR CANCER
Symptoms
Dry      Warty     Ulcers       Pustules Any combination
Rough      Circumscribed    Flexures        Smooth
Spreads     Locallised Destructive History of Ringworm Generallised
Itch      Pain        Pus, blood     Atopy Atopy
Dirty   Oily        Offensive       Urticaria Clean
Scales thin Profuse scaling; crusts Scales thick       Obstinate boils Furunculosis

Pigment changes Glandular swelling Glandular swelling Glandular swelling
Effects of suppression
Mind       Reproductive, joints Meninges (paralysis)   Deeper tissues Deeper tissues
CNS        Liver       Eyes       Suppuration Cancer
Colitis      Heart      Bones        Cavitation
Keywords
Underactivity Overactivity Destruction Change Control
Hypofunction Hyperfunction Dysfunction Delinquency Overcaring
Anxiety Inco-ordination Aggression Suffocation Supression
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Some Useful Rubrics
SKIN: ERUPTIONS and sub-rubrics e.g. crusts; itching; desquamating; discharging; urticaria; herpetic (inc.

circinate)
      ITCHING, Scratching - agg./amel./ bleeds/changes place/raw

 CICATRICES
DISCOLORATION             
HARD: callosities
HAIR falling
INTERTRIGO
THICK
ULCERS
WARTS

ABDOMEN :  ERUPTIONS  inguinal

CHEST:          ERUPTIONS  axilla

FACE:             GREASY
                   ERUPTIONS

HEAD :          BALDNESS
                  HAIR

Falling
Tangles easily
Brittle
Greasy
Sticks together

                  DANDRUFF

EYES:             ERUPTIONS etc.

RECTUM:      ERUPTIONS etc.

PERSPIRATION:  ODOR
                           OILY

Obstacles to Cure
In the context of skin disease, obstacles to cure may be categorized into 3 sections

1 Vaccination
In the majority of cases, critical evaluation of the histories of patients suffering from skin disease reveals the

onset to have been within a month or less of a vaccination; furthermore aggravations of the symptoms can often
be observed within a similar time scale. Vaccination is thus a major issue for such patients and if at all possible
should be avoided. If not, e.g. for reasons of legal implications, every effort should be made to minimise the
effects. A large number of remedy states may develop after vaccination but among the most common are Sulphur
and Thuja - these will be covered in the session on Materia Medica but suffice it to say that each of  these
remedies represent an enormous array of skin lesions.

An alternative approach is the tautological application of potentized medicines derived from the vaccine in
question, or failing that, from the field disease itself.

2 Diet
The role of diet in the maintenance of a healthy skin is well recognized; less universally accepted is the view

that commercial foods, especially of the dried “complete” type cannot provide the quality of nutrition necessary
for the skin to function optimally. A change to a diet of raw ingredients, particularly one incorporating a large
proportion of raw meaty bones can be vital to maximize the effect of homeopathic treatment.

3 Emotional Environment
One of the basic tenets of homeopathic philosophy holds that the mental and emotional state of the patient is

of paramount importance in the assessment of the patient; not only this  but emotional stress is one of the most
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potent factors in the initiation of disease. It may therefore be necessary to address the cause of such stress if
homeopathic treatment is to be successful. This is of particular importance in cats.
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THE TUBERCULAR MIASM AND THE TUBERCULAR NOSODES
Peter Gregory BVSc MRCVS VetFFHom

The Tubercular Miasm
      The tubercular miasm is a mixed miasm. Opinions have varied as to whether the composition involves Psora
and Syphilis (sometimes therefore termed 'Pseudo-psora') or Psora and Sycosis. An analysis of the symptoms
associated with the miasm, and of the disease itself reveals aspects of all the three basic miasms and I find it most
helpful to consider it as mainly psoric and syphilitic, but with a significant sycotic element. 

Keynotes 
Changeability
Suffocation
Hyperactivity
Loss of weight despite good appetite 

Keywords
“Delinquent”
Vagabond
Change

The changeability inherent in tuberculosis reflected throughout all levels of the patient.
On the level of symptoms there is a quality of constant change; symptoms change on a temporal level, coming

and going with significant rapidity, but locality may also change - joint pains shift from joint to joint, and skin
symptoms shift from one area to another. On a whole patient level the remedy  picture may constantly change.

In the generalities, chilliness may alternate with heat causing the animal patient to move from the cool draft of
the doorway  to the fireside, and back again. The predilection of tuberculosis for the lungs results in desire for
open air and a general amelioration there. Mountain air is particular invigorating, but warm closed rooms
aggravate, causing a feeling of suffocation. Appetite is also variable - the animal eats a particular commercial diet
for a while, then goes off it and refuses to eat until a new brand is introduced. While there may  be capricious
appetite, it may also be  ravenous.

The feeling of suffocation may be mental as well physical, and is  relieved by keeping on the move- humans
love to travel and are constantly changing homes or partners, otherwise they spend their holidays travelling, or
they take jobs which require travel; animals too will be good travellers. Young animals are particularly
hyperactive, and will escape from the back garden at the slightest provocation. Males will roam to seek a bitch on
heat, but both sexes will disappear to hunt prey animals. Cats also roam the neighbourhood and are good hunters.

In consequence of this constant activity it is difficult for the animal to gain weight and tubercular patients are
usually thin, sometimes despite a ravenous appetite. 

In appearance tubercular animals are fine-boned and deep chested, with long legs and long noses. They may
have long fine eyelashes. The type is most often found in the classic 'hunting' breeds such as Setters or
Greyhound crosses.

      Another way of dissipating the enormous energy of the tubercular patient is to be destructive so such dogs
are best not left alone at home. In any case they are slow to learn, being very difficult to train to command. They
may be described by their owners as being like 'special needs' children. House training can be especially
traumatic and faecal and urinary soiling of the house can take a long time to clear. Relapse into this state may
occur under stress.

Human patients suffer from romantic longing and it is no accident that the great romantic English and Irish
poets created their works in a time when tuberculosis was the predominant infectious cause of death. This
sensitivity has no direct parallel in animals, but tubercular patients exhibit an indefinable  certain quality which
makes them intriguing to meet and there is  wildness in the eyes which hints of the mysterious.  However, if not
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controlled, wildness can translate into stubbornness and aggression, particularly when contradicted; fighting is
yet another way of letting off steam and relieving the pent up feeling of the tubercular miasm.

The general refusal to conform to any rigid or restrictive pattern translates on the food front into a desire for
indigestible things; clay, plaster off the walls, salt, fatty foods, potatoes, and a desire for things which make the
patient sick, particularly milk.

Symptoms are also aggravated during thunderstorms, at night, and by greasy foods. daytime

Clinical Features of the Tubercular Miasm
Urinary incontinence 
Epilepsy
Red eyelids, photophobia esp. to artificial lights
Otitis media
Epistaxis, recurring colds, nasal polyps
Humans have fair skin, with soft eyebrows and lashes, and  soft, glossy; thick lips
Morning diarrhoea with or without blood
Skin; busy and important areas are affected e.g. lips, tips of fingers; eruptions smooth; eczema 
Recurrent boils
Threatening or destructive skin diseases.
Brittle nails; break and split easily; paronychia 
Hair breaks, splits, sticks together
Deep cough with muco purulent expectoration +/- blood 

The Disease
Tuberculosis is caused by a mycobacterium; the mycobacteria are characterised by 'acid fastness'. The

organisms are delicate, slow-growing Gram positive bacilli

The following organisms are recognised:
M. tuberculosis Man
M. bovis Cattle
M. africanum Primates
M. micrati Voles
M. avium Birds

Infection is prolonged, disease is usually chronic and progressive. The organism produces no toxins, is not
destructive and resides within macrophages.

Cell and tissue response is modified by previous exposure which may result in destructive allergic reaction,
part of which is Type IV hypersensitivity.

Entry into tissues is via the tonsil, lung, intestine, mammary gland or genital system.
Sputum, aerosol, dung and milk are all sources of infection. After entry into the tissues there is phagocytosis of
the organism by macrophages, then central necrosis (caseation) and encapsulation of the granuloma  to form the
characteristic  'tubercles'. Spread occurs in the macrophages to the draining lymph nodes; lesions may liquefy or
calcify. Later spread may occur via the blood through body cavities, and on through the airways, thus affecting
the peritoneum, liver, bones and joints.

Bovine Tuberculosis
Symptoms of bovine tuberculosis include a short, hard dry cough, becoming more severe, with dyspnoea.

Appetite is variable, there may be difficulty swallowing, and there may also be diarrhoea. Superficial lymph
nodes enlarge and the Udder becomes diffusely thickened and solid to touch

General spread may occur to major organs either producing miliary foci (small abscesses) or chronic
progressive tissue necrosis replacing the normal organ structure

Tubercles may develop in the skin which if opened contain cheesy material.
Tuberculous meningitis is recognised

Tuberculosis in Other Animals
Dogs are susceptible to human and bovine strains of mycobacteria; symptoms include capricious appetite, loss

of condition, anaemia and diarrhoea alternating with constipation.
Human TB is often contracted from dogs.
Cats are susceptible to bovine strains and show similar symptoms to those in dogs.
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Birds show loss of appetite, emaciation and comb and wattles become pale. Lungs are rarely affected; nodules
occur in liver, spleen and intestines.

“Atypical Tubercle Bacilli'”
These acid-fast bacilli (AFB) generally cause local lesions.
a) Skin TB in Cattle
b) Cat leprosy - Extensive unencapsulated granulomatous inflammation of the dermis
c) Pyogranulomatous panniculitis - Mostly fat cats following bite wounds. - Discharging sinuses, hair loss.
d) Mastitis in cattle - Follows introduction of AFB along with intramammary preparations

Also note:
Johne's disease (Mycobacterium johnei) – Chronic infection of small and large intestines, affecting cattle, but
also sheep, goats, deer. Causes persistent diarrhoea with progressive emaciation.

The Medicines
There are several tubercular nosodes: the commonly used ones are as follows:

Name Source Origin
Bacillinum Human tuberculous sputum Burnett
Tuberculinum Koch Extracted human tubercle bacilli Koch
Tuberculinum bovinum Infected lymph glands of cattle Kent
Tuberculinum denys Laboratory cultures Cartier
Marmorek antituberculous Serum Nebel and Vannier
Tuberculinum aviare Birds or chicken liver French
Tuberculinum residium Residue left from preparation of French

Tuberculinum Koch
Bacillinum testium Human tuberculous testicles Burnett

The most commonly used in veterinary medicine are Bacillinum and Tuberculinum bovinum, and opinions
vary as to whether there is any major difference between these two.

1 Tuberculinum Bovinum
Prepared from infected lymph glands of cattle by Kent

General Features
Symptoms constantly changing - begin suddenly, ceasing suddenly or of obscure nature and well-selected

remedy fails to improve
Light complexioned narrow-chested subjects - 'hunting dog' types
Long fine eyelashes 
Emaciation with good appetite 
Hyperactive young animals - difficult to train, esp. housetraining
Enlargement of the glands- lymphosarcoma
Tendency to allergic reactions

Mentals
Fits of violent temper; wants to fight - aggressive to other dogs
Dissatisfied- constant desire for change - need new toys, different walking areas 
Get bored easily
'Desire for travel' - escape from yard and roam
Fear of animals; of children
'Desire to use foul language, curse and swear'= bark at other dogs'
Moody - change from manic to melancholy
Loquacious
Worse for constriction or restriction of any kind
Obstinate, headstrong, and disobedient. Poor attention span - very difficult to train
“Delinquent”
Destructive - destroy house esp. doors, pull down curtains
Hyperactive- Always on the move - chase rabbits etc.
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Impervious or intolerant of reprimand
Hypersexual esp. male - roaming

Generals
Worse 

• at night
• in closed room 
• (first) motion
• exertion 
• before and during storms
• change weather
• cold, damp weather, getting wet; by sea
• getting feet wet
• on waking
• noise, 
• music
• pressure of waist band
• standing
• vaccination

Better 
• cool wind
• open air, mountain air
•  motion

Craves cold milk or sweets, salt, spices, indigestible things, raw vegetables, smoked meats
Aversion to (raw) meat
Emaciation despite good appetite 
Capricious appetite
Epilepsy

Head
Eczema of margin of lids
Persistent offensive otorrhoea
Perforated eardrums
Chronic upper respiratory disease with  green foetid pus
Delayed dentition
Feeling as if teeth jammed together and too many for head
Enlarged tonsils
Meningitis 

Chest
Any form of chronic  respiratory disease, especially asthma
“Feeling of suffocation” even in fresh air
Cough; dry hard, worse during sleep. Rattling of mucus in chest; without expectoration
Asthma. Pneumonia; after influenza
Thick yellow or yellow green sputum 
Milk in non-pregnant - false pregnancy
Benign mammary tumours 

Gastrointestinal
Early morning sudden diarrhoea; stools brown, foul, watery, discharged with much force
Diarrhoea of kittens and puppies going on for weeks; with wasting
Constipation alternating with diarrhoea

Urinary
Urinary incontinence esp. in young
Chronic cystitis
Renal failure
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Extremities
Pain in back
Shifting lameness
Hind limb weakness
Arthritis worse first  movement, cold damp weather

Skin
Skin dry, harsh
Fine dandruff “like bran”
Eczema, often starting at birth
Chronic eczema. Itching changes places on scratching, worse at night
Alopecia esp. in discrete patches
Pulls hair out
Plica polonica (matting of the hair)
Sensitivity to insect bites
Acne esp. on chin
Itching better for radiant heat
Skin irritation around face esp. eyes, feet, ears (atopy)
Skin allergies where the appearance fluctuates violently - comes on suddenly, disappears suddenly
Tendency to hives/urticaria
Circinate alopecia or skin eruptions
Pustular skin eruptions +/- abscesses

Hunter (Fac 1987) (1)
Skin lesions: Wet, clean and coloured or dry, non-scaly (Smallbone's classification)

Complementary: Bell; Calc; Kali sulph; Psor; Sep; Sul
Related: Bar-c; Calc-p; Phos; Pul; Sil.

Boericke (2)
When symptoms are constantly changing and well selected remedies fail to improve, and cold is taken from the
slightest exposure

2 Tuberculinum  Aviare (Avis) 
More gentle action than Tub bov
Indicated in otitis when  refuses to clear up
Itching of ears and plantar and palmar areas of feet 
Uncomplicated allergic skin disease in patients who are particularly fine-boned

3 Bacillinum
Chronic catarrhal conditions with excess discharges
Bubbling rales and muco-purulent expectoration
Eczema of eyelids
Ringworm

Tubercular Remedies
Minerals

Phosphorus  
Iodum 
Arsenicum iodatum
Calc fluor
Calc phos
Silica
Stannum
Sulphur

Plants
Pulsatilla
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Rhus tox
Spongia
Lycopodium

Animals
Tarentula
Drosera

Fungi
Agaricus

NB If there is a persistent vaccinosis Tuberculinum may not act with sufficient power. In this case it may be
necessary to treat with Thuja and then to repeat the Tuberculinum  

Common Indications
Atopy
Pustular skin disease
Acne
Chronic diarrhoea
Epilepsy
Tonsillitis
Any chronic respiratory disease
Wandering arthritic complaints
Otitis media
Lymphosarcoma
Eosinophilic granuloma
“When well indicated remedies fail to act”
When the symptoms are too vague to make a prescription
Desperation!
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TERMINOLOGY, DEFINITIONS AND DISTINCTIONS
CONCERNING THE SCIENCE OF QUANTUM HEALING

Ronald Hamm, DVM

The accurate transfer of ideas and information is the theoretical purpose of rational communication. If we
choose to do this with mathematics and linguistics both parties involved must agree upon the definition of the
specific symbols and words in the communication. In other words, they must be using the same language because
talking apples and oranges will seriously compromise the accuracy of the transfer. Consequently the first step in
the scientific treatment of a subject like healing is the definition of the terms that will subsequently be used.
Professionals can be distinguished from quacks by their understanding of, and the proper use of the technical
terminology and nomenclature used in the scientific disciplines which provide the basis for their profession. 

The medical profession is a diverse and eclectic mixture of individuals with various different backgrounds,
knowledge and understanding. It is characterized today as a conglomeration of specialties, each speaking their
own technical jargon. An interdisciplinary discussion between a homeopath, acupuncturist, and internist
concerning “allergy” treatments is very unlikely to prove enlightening because each has a different definition of
the term “allergy.”  

You will find that many of the most common and basic of terms used in general medical discussions are ill
defined or variously defined, making productive conversations virtually impossible. Recall the biblical story of
Babble. 

In my own informal survey of fellow practitioners I found that many of those purporting to be “healers”
cannot define healing and conversely those claiming to follow a strictly “scientific” approach cannot define
science. So I have to wonder what all our conversations and debates were actually about. I guess we were just
socializing. (Purring and growling)   

Therefore it is imperative for me to offer up a glossary of terms that I will use in the following discussions.
The newest insights of quantum physics and neurophysiology suggest that we need to clarify some of those
common terms that have been used indiscriminately in the past. Much of this clarification has to do with the
paradigm dichotomy of reality, and therefore I have presented them as contrasted pairs. It is interesting to note
that the common use of many of these terms, as you will see, often reflects an almost prophetic understanding of
the need for such a distinction.  

You may not agree with my proposed definitions or use them subsequently, but you will need some
understanding of where I am coming from to get anything from the following presentations. Glossary reviews,
although a necessary prerequisite for accurate communication, are not usually the most interesting subject, so I
beg your indulgence. If you ultimately find these distinctions less than enlightening, I hope they will perhaps at
least provide a stimulus for clarifying your own thinking on the subject. 

SCIENCE
=The algorithmic contraction of a data base for the purpose of

establishing basic relationships and principles

>Algorithms describe patterns or how the  parts of a specific dimension
are related.

>There is a science for each algorithm and dimension of reality

>The rules of one science do not logically apply to any other dimension. 
Chemical laws are not relevant in mechanics

There is no single science that can describe everything because totality
has only one part.  You can not relate something to itself and

consequently there is no applicable logical format or science of totality
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Science Versus Scientific
Science is the algorithmic compression of a specified subset of reality with the intent of discovering

fundamental relationships and principles. There is a different science for each algorithm and subset. There are
consequently many specifically defined sciences but there is no singular “science”.  

Scientific approaches or methods are logically deducted from the established principles 
of the relevant sciences involved.

Implicate versus Explicate: According to Q.M. theory, Reality = Implicate + Explicate
Implicate is the pervasive un-measurable substrate or field from which all physical reality springs. As such it

can not be directly measured by the sensory organs or “sensed.” It can not be literally described. It contains all of
the energy patterns or information that ultimately defines and determines physically measurable reality. In
common parlance it is variously referred to as potential, ideas, spirit, laws of nature, universal consciousness,
morphogenic field, the Great Spirit, or God.  

Explicated reality is the all the measurable physical and energetic manifestations. The physical sciences
describe only the manifest explicated realities.

As with an iceberg the material reality we see above the water is just “the tip of a much larger connected
reality”.  

Manifest Versus Cause and Exist:
Exist is equated with the self referenced or undefined verb form “to be”, as such it is therefore a useless term

that I choose not to use because it invariably leads to paradox and confusion. It is commonly used to denote
anything that can be perceived by more than one sense or physically measured. Something that can be seen but
not touched, for example, is generally considered an illusion, a mirage or ghost and therefore does not “really”
exist. However it is a term that is also used to denote the reality of spiritual entities as in “I know truth, love, or
God exists.” 

Cause is a concept similar to create or make. It is a product of temporal reality, linear reasoning, and defines
the materialistic vector of influence. It implies that a preexisting independent condition/causer is required for the
subsequent existence of the caused. ( Explicate --> explicate )

Manifest means implicate pattern or information becoming explicate form and/or function (Implicate -->
Explicate). The implicate is the source for all potential things that can/will potentially manifest into existence. It
endures regardless of manifestations, which leads to the concept of choosing or selecting from potentials rather
than creating or causing. It also leads to the belief of the spirit surviving the death of the body.

Spirit Versus Soul:
Spirit is generally equated with the part of the implicate field that is specifically associated with a particular

explicated “manifestation”. In Western societies spirits are generally perceived to be the spark of life or the
animating force of living organisms. In other words, only living organisms have a spirit. The Amerindian concept
of a Great Spirit pervading all of reality, even inanimate things, is similar to the QM theory of an all inclusive
“implicate field”. 

Soul describes the sum total of the spirit's potential. Lost soul = a lost of potential options or power. 
We know intuitively that to connect with an individual's being, spirit or implicate you have to look past the
material body into their implicate space or pupil of the eye. 

This represents how we might combine the popular concept of an implicated aura with the TCM idea of five
elements. Barbara Brennan and other clairvoyants claim to be able to “see” something like this in their mind’s
eye. 

We know intuitively that to connect with an individual’s being or implicate you have to look past the material
body into their implicate space or pupil of the eye.

Mind Versus Brain:

SCIENCE = DEDUCTION

Principle      Specific

+
       E=MC          AtomicBomb2
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The mind is a reference to that part of implicated reality, which is associated with and ultimately defines a
specific life form. The mind is that aspect of implicate reality displaying awareness or consciousness. It is
non-located, immaterial, and has no mechanism or cause. It is synonymous with spirit and is referenced in
language by the verb form “to be.” Its functions in mentality are intention, choice, dictating purpose, will power,
and belief. Extra-sensory transfers of information such as intuition and empathy are mediated by way of the
mind. The mind is the reality referred to in the old laterality theory as the right brain and it functions in analog
mode. 

The brain is a physically manifest, located organ of computation, which reasons and variously executes the
mind's decisions and intent. It has physical mechanisms, processes information digitally, and provides the mental
function referred to as reasoning. It is connected to physical explicated reality (form) by the sensory organs. The
brain was called the left brain in laterality theory. I coined the term “brainful” as a term to distinguish this from
mindful processing. 
Analog Versus Binomial or Digital Processing 

Analog reality is characterized as a connected or continuous spectrum of influence. For example, a rainbow
reveals a colored spectrum of EM radiation. Mindfulness is fundamentally analog by nature; therefore
mindfulness is processing in analog mode. 

Binomial and digital are essentially an identity. They refer to the reduction of an analog reality into data
based upon a dichotomy of measured judgments such as yes/no, right/left, or 0/1. Brainful neurology is based
upon the function of neurons which transform analog input into digital transmissions (fire/rest). Consequently
brainful processing is done in digital mode. 

The two modes of mental processing are exclusive as are those of electronics. You can process in either
digital or analog mode but not both at the same time.

Mindfulness focuses attention on the whole connected spectrum of reality (Rainbow), whereas
brainfulness focuses attention on a set of artificially imposed separated entities (Colors).  

The mind's intensions are generalized and lack the specific details of explicated execution which are left up to
the brain and DNA programming.

Energy Versus Spirit
Energy is a measurable or explicated immaterial reality such as heat, light, or sound. Energies have well

established sciences that relate their measured frequencies, wavelengths and intensities. Brainful processing is
measurable and is therefore a form of energy, not spirit. The sciences of psychology, epistemology and cognition
describe and explain the energy of brainful mentality. 

Spirit and the implicate are basically synonymous. All the implicated constructs such as Chi, AP points,
meridians, chakra and the spiritual aura are physically immeasurable which means they do not have form,
frequencies, wavelengths, intensities, etc. Because of the irreversible vector of influence and the fact that there is
no physical structure to act as a receiver or antenna, energy transmissions can not directly effect implicated
reality.

Frequency Versus Vibration
Frequency is a measure of explicated energy relating + to - intensity oscillations per time. 
Vibration is a reference to a character of implicated reality similar to the qualitative character of frequency but

lacking its explicated elements of wavelength and time that are associated with transmission. It is often used in
alternative medicine to refer to a defining implicated quality, such as in “radionic rates” or “good/bad vibes”
Rates are more like qualitative labels without the quantitative significance of frequencies. For example, a 2X Hz
frequency resonates with X and 4X Hz frequencies but the X and 4X rates are not related to the 2X rate either
quantitatively or qualitatively and cannot be said to resonate.. 

Power Versus Force (Hawkins)
Conventionally powerful is a quantitative adjective used to designate the relative amount of a measured force

needed to displace a mass. It is used to designate the relative potential to do work. 
Power as a noun is defined as the implicated source which manifests as physical or mechanical forces. Science
typically uses the term “field” to denote many different specific examples of this concept.  The term power is
used to describe the influence of implicated field patterns or information upon explicated reality. Consequently
we have the power of ideas, love, and God. We instinctively call it healing power rather than healing force.
Power is not vectored in either space or time. The application of power does not generate an opposite and equal
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response or side effects. Power has no mechanism or cause. Power endures in and of itself regardless of the state
of its explicated manifestations.

Forces are explicated forms of energy. They are recognized and defined by how they alter the inertia or state
of matter. The laws of mechanics, thermodynamics and electromagnetism describe and define various forms of
energetic forces. There are electrical, mechanical, magnetic, centrifugal, and gravitational forces. Forces have
vectors in both space and time. For every force producing an action there is an equal and opposite force of
reaction. Energetic forces are conserved and have a cause. Fire causes heat and light for example. 

Perceive Versus Sense and Intuition
Sense is the reception of raw data from the sensory organs which is then analyzed by the reasoning processes

of the brain into information. It is referred to in terms of the sensory organ involved. I see red. I smell roses. I feel
heat. I hear you, etc.

Intuition is mindful awareness of information transferred directly from the implicate field without the benefit
and limitations of the various sensory organs or reasoning. 

Perception includes the totality of sensory (brain) and extrasensory (mind) awareness processed into meaning.
Perception = Sensory + Extrasensory --> Meaning     Perception = 1/2 Perceived + 1/2 Perceiver  

Feeling Versus Felt Sense and Emotion
Feeling is brainful cognition or sensing that includes data from both extrinsic and intrinsic sources, i.e. “I feel

hungry”, “I feel angry”, or “That feels smooth”.
Felt sense is a mindful awareness of the totality, wholeness or state of being. Implicate + explicate. “I feel fine

today.” It is a direct perception of fundamental reality without the benefit of brainful reduction, judgment, and/or
abstraction. It is the perception of “I am” or “It is” which can be named but not labeled, articulated, or explained.
It includes feelings and emotions but is more than all these cognitive parts. 

Emotions are subconscious programmed physiological adjustments made in anticipation of a specific physical
action (reaction). E' moter = French for “to move out”. They are strictly the result of the brain's physical circuitry
(programmed or instinct). Love is mistakenly identified as an emotion by many.

Love Versus Emotion 
Emotions are programmed subconscious reactions triggered by either physical stimulants or thinking. They

are a mental strategy employed to deal with the separation anxiety generated by entanglement denial. They are
triggered by the brainful processes of categorization and judgment. For example, a particular situation is
dangerous, fun, desirable or obstructing and therefore a reaction is required. The “feeling” associated with an
emotion is the automatic physiological adjustments made in anticipation of and preparation for a programmed
physical response. Emotions may be soft wired neural circuitry programmed by individual experience and/or hard
wired instincts from the collective experience of the species.  

Love is the mindful felt sense of release that is experienced when separation anxiety is resolved by the
recognition and acceptance of entanglement. Nonjudgmental acceptance and loss of ego eliminates the potential
for conflicts of interest. Love is an implicated power not a explicated force and consequently it is a passive state
of being that does not require a physical outlet, is unconditional, requires no past experience and can not be
exhausted in application. Love is a focus on and identity with an entangled or connected reality rather than
individualized ego.
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Reaction Versus Response
Reactions are automatic conditioned activities triggered by an associated stimulant. The triggers are not

necessarily causally relevant to the particular present tense situation.  Reactions are fast, uniform, and
standardized because they are not influenced by analytical feedback.  They are a product of programmed physical
neuronal circuitry and are strictly a product of brainful processing.

Responses are initiated by relevant stimuli and are constantly monitored and mediated according to analytical
feedback information. Consequently responses are, slower, graded, variable and typically more appropriate in
application for a specific situation.  They are the execution of mindful intent as interpreted by rational brainful
processing and limited by DNA potential. 

Cure Versus Heal
We cure diseases and condition. We heal ourselves or patients.
Cure is an explicated manifestation used to eliminate a specific symptom or disease. It is either a noun or verb

and always a product of the rational brain. An explicated force or material applied according to linear reasoning.
It is always extrinsic and applied or done to the patient.  Cures directly impact the patient's manifest explicated
reality.

Fix is the verb form of cure.  It is the application of force to repair or alter a patient's explicated form or
function. It is a medical technique, procedure or manipulation done to or performed on a patient.   

Heal is the mindful process of recovering a compromised state of well being or health (Healing --> Health). It
is an innate, intrinsic function of all organisms and generally defines life. The healing act is reinforcement or
alteration of a patient's implicate pattern with the intent of re-manifesting a healthy explicated reality. As doctors
we heal ourselves or negotiate the healing of a patient.

A patient's healing can be the cure for a disease. Implicate --> explicate 
A cure may preclude healing but is not healing or the cause of it. For example, antibiotics cure infections

which allows for patient healing.  

Balance Versus Healing
Healing is the re-manifestation of a compromised explicated form or function.
Balance is the process used to adjust an implicated pattern. It involves a holistic focus and is achieved using

the tactic of addition.  A balanced implicate --> Healing.
Healing originates in and of the implicated mind.  To assume the healing mode we must access the healing

menu by way of the brain's computer like programming. This entails choosing the quantum option at each and
every binomial juncture (Right Click)  Task menus are exclusive so you must exit the surgery menu to get into
the healing menu.

Think Versus Reason Versus Personality
Thinking involves both the mindful and brainful processes of mentality. Thoughts can be rational, emotional,

spiritual or simply perceptual.  
Reasoning is strictly the brainful process of computation/calculation and relating of measured facts or data

according to a formalized logical format. 
Personality is an individual's habitual thinking and reasoning. Brain typing is one method of establishing

personality types.
Dr. Niednagel's dichotomy lists for establishing brain types are arranged exactly the same as my Brain/Mind

or Left/Right lists in Analog Medicine. In other words, Mother Teresa habitually chose the option in the right
column at every juncture in her brain's programmed flow chart which ultimately put her into the healing mode.
Using a computer analogy, she right clicked at every option to access the healing menu.  

Intelligence Versus Brain Type
Intelligence is the general ability to accumulate and apply knowledge.
Brain types determine what facts becomes knowledge and how solutions will ultimately be executed. It

describes an individual's mental programming.  Dr. Niednagel identifies 16 different types based upon the
permutation of four different dichotomies.

Name Versus Label
To name is recognition of the innate individuality or uniqueness of a subject. It is a product of right brain or

mindful processing which focus on and references the whole.
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To label is to reduce an individual to a measurable quality that can be used in generalizations.  Recognized
similarities between different individuals are the basis of categorization. It is strictly the product of left brain
processing. 

The act of labeling automatically shuts down present tense awareness, and is perhaps the most powerful
trigger for initiating a left shift in mentality. 

Technology Versus Ritual
Technology is a process established by deductive reasoning or science. Technology is the practical application

of scientific principles. It is adaptable, continually changing with the evolution of the relevant scientific
knowledge.  

Ritual is an empirical historic process copied by rote.  Historic reference is the source and justification of a
ritual and its form is enduring because there is no present tense rational basis for changing it. 

Divination and Dowse Versus Measuring
Measuring is the physical process of establishing a quantitative comparison.  It is the fundamental process

defining explicated reality. Sensory organs are biological measuring devises. Sensing = Measuring
Divination and/or dowsing are processes used by the rational brain to access implicated information the mind

alone is privy to. The specific mechanics involved have no direct connection to the implicated reality in question.
These methods typically involve some means of translating the mind's implicated felt sense into a manifestation
that can be sensed by the brain.  Witching wands, pendulums, muscle testing and radionic stick plates are
examples of devices that can be utilized for this mind to brain transfer. Reality --> Mind --> Device --> Brain  

Knowledge Versus Understanding
Knowledge is the brainful accumulation of data and information or mindful enlightenment. 
Understanding is the brainful ability to relate specific data or information according to a familiar and accepted

logical format.  
For example, you may have knowledge of microwave ovens but do not understand how they work.  

Treatment Versus Balance
Treatments are the rational applications of corrective measures based upon knowledge and understanding. It is

strictly a brainful process, and originates from the precognitive assumptions of the material paradigm such as
defined locations and cause and effect. 

Balance is the application of corrective measures based upon a mindful felt sense. The focus and solution of
physical balance are holistic and the tactical measures are automatic reflexes.  Its foundation is rooted in the
energy paradigm and its precognitive assumptions such as connection, present tense, and uncertainty. In other
words, balance can not be achieved rationally. 

All of the first or second person healings of alternative medicine are forms of balancing and not treatments.  
Balance is balance and there are always many ways to achieve it.  There is more than one right answer in

other words.  This is a good example of the Q.M. principle of parallel universes or superposition.  

Mathematics of the Material Versus the Energy Paradigm
Material mathematics is based upon the reduction of reality to measured quantities. These values are

represented by abstract integers. Those integers can be related by the various tactics of identity, addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division.

Mathematics of the energy paradigm is about pattern, quality, substance, and relationship. The only tactic
available in QM is addition. 

Placebo Versus Objective Treatments
Objective treatments have a valid scientific basis and are not dependant upon a mental component. They cause

a consistent reproducible effect regardless of the particulars or the operator's belief and expectation. Fire burns,
scalpels cut, frequencies resonate, and principles enlighten every subject treated.   

Placebo/nocebo treatments are the application of an innocuous material or act in order to trigger a
positive/negative medical expectation. The individual's expectation is created by the presentation, a priori, of a
believable suggestion. The consciousness involved may be that of the patient, doctor, patient's owner, or any
combination of those three. Placebo/nocebo treatments are examples and proof of the energy paradigm's
manifestation process. 
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(Implicate to Explicate - Mind to Material - Belief to Reality). 
Contrary to conventional wisdom, animals are subject to the placebo/nocebo effect via extrasensory

communications of intent and belief from humans. A bonded pet will perceive and assume their owner's
expectation is a suggestion or command. In other words, a pet's owner needs to believe in their pet's treatment
and expect positive results.

Placebo Versus Programming 
A placebo effect/response is set up when a patient consciously transforms a suggestion into an expectation or

belief. It is dependent upon the brainful assumption of cause and effect. 
Programming is a form of the placebo effect that bypasses consciousness. It becomes hardwired by repetition

into a subconscious reaction. It can also be produced by hypnotic suggestion.
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MECHANICS OF THE ENERGY PARADIGM
Ronald Hamm, D.V.M.

“Going holistic” is not a decision that can or should be taken lightly. It is not simply about adding some clever
new and interesting tools to the profession's technological repertory or acquiring another certification to your
credentials. It involves some profound philosophical and psychological adjustments for the practitioner. Holism,
as the name implies, means that the limited focus of conventional medicine must be expanded to include some of
the realities of the higher dimensions. This holistic consciousness challenges the fundamental precognitive
assumptions of materialism and redefines the very nature of the reasoning process. 

Each practitioner must ultimately decide for themselves whether to pursue alternative medical healing
as a technician or a professional. Technicians copy established rituals by rote, whereas professionals variously
adapt their specific applications according to established scientific principles. This presentation is obviously
intended for the later. 

A paradigm is an improvable theory or belief about the fundamental nature of reality. A paradigm is a
proposed model of reality, in other words. Unexamined paradigms become our precognitive assumptions.
Conventional medicine is confined by choice and habit to the perspective of the material paradigm which assigns
primary importance to matter (i.e. materialism). Linear reasoning and the classical physics have proven very
effective in the manipulation of material reality and are consequently the only strategies taught and legally
accepted by the profession's institutions. On the other hand, a holistic approach to medicine requires a more
inclusive picture of reality, one which encompasses energetic and spiritual elements of life in addition to the
material. These immaterial elements are not adequately explained by the tenants of the various material sciences
and can not be effectively manipulated by their mechanics. 

Cutting edge science, in the form of quantum physics, now supports the spiritualists or vitalists contention that
assign primary importance to those immaterial elements of reality. This is the fundamental assumption of the
energy paradigm and experience has shown that quantum mechanics does in deed provide an effective way of
manipulating this aspect of reality. 

Holistic practitioners therefore must become familiar with and embrace the logic and strategies of both
paradigms, adapting their medical approaches according to the particular task at hand. Discrimination and
flexibility based upon knowledge and understanding defines the professional approach.

We can usually restrict ourselves to the philosophy and mechanics of the material paradigm when dealing
with gross inanimate material reality. However both paradigms come into play when we work with animate
reality. Their associated mechanics are generally compatible in medical applications. However, the paradigms are
logically incompatible because they are based upon diametrically opposite and irreversible vectors of influence.
The material paradigm is based upon the assumption of an ascending vector of influence in which parts cause and
equal the whole. While the energy paradigm describes a descending one in which the whole is more than and
causes the parts. Mixing elements of these two diametrically opposed paradigms in the same logical process will
ultimately result in theoretical paradox, confusion, and ineffectiveness in application. 

Material Paradigm = Subatomic particle -->Atom --> Chemical --> Tissue --> Organ --> System
--> Organism --> Emotion --> intellect --> Spirit

Subatomic particle <-- Atom <-- Chemical <-- Tissue <-- Organ <-- System <-- Organism <--
Emotion <-- intellect <-- Spirit = Energy Paradigm

This is a highly pertinent and most critical distinction, in any rational process such as the diagnostic phase of
medicine. In other words, you must first decide whether to look up or down in the dimensions of reality for the
cause of and solution for a particular condition or disease. Are you coming or going is the first question?
Unexamined precognitive assumptions are always the primary qualifiers and definers of “the truth”.  

Overlooking this simple fact can and does lead us into confusion and a lot of wild goose chases. For Example:
In the early years of IVAS we spent a lot of time trying to “prove” to ourselves and others that there was

actually some “scientific” validity to acupuncture. This manifest as some fairly sophisticated research into the
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physiological responses induced by needling. As trained scientists in the material paradigm we were accustom to
looking down to the parts for causes. I and my classmates in the certification course suffered through memorizing
some very complicated flow charts of the chemical reactions that were involved. It seemed very scientific at the
time. Unfortunately in practice we found this detailed and undoubtedly accurate information proved completely
useless in the pragmatic applications of this modality. And for another thing it never addressed the most
perplexing and important question of all. How could these standardized cascading chemical reactions end up
producing such a varied array of different and specific responses? 

We wasted a lot of time, effort and resources looking down at the details of material reality when we should
have been looking up at the broad patterns of the implicate field. We were lead astray by our unexamined
precognitive assumptions. 

When we opt to manipulate reality according to the material paradigm, linear reasoning and classic Newtonian
mechanics, thermodynamics and electrodynamics are the tried and true sciences of choice. The more subjective
sciences of relativity and quantum physics are required to successfully manipulate the immaterial elements of the
energy paradigm. 

Relativity essentially puts the doctor back into doctoring and quantum mechanics gives us the means to
manipulate immaterial reality. An understanding of the basic principles of quantum mechanics is therefore
imperative for the aspiring holistic practitioner. Fortunately there are only five or six fundamental principles
involved and we can easily demonstrate them by examining sciences' latest version of the atom.

We begin with the realization that all material things such as the body are ultimately made up of subatomic
particles and atoms. Consequently the established characteristics of these particles must be relevant to the gross
material reality of the body. 
* First we see that the empty space of the old materialistic model has been replaced by an all inclusive field

called the implicate. This insight establishes the first principle of quantum mechanics. Reality is
fundamentally an entangled field phenomenon. In other words, all individual manifestations are connected in
this reality. 

* Second the idea of a discrete electron orbiting the nucleus has been replaced by a more ephemeral reality that
temporarily manifest at different points in the field. There is no movement from one position to another.
Manifestations are dynamic and more like processes than the discrete things of the material dimensions. This
observation challenges the idea of a defined location, movement and the associated concepts of time and
space. Consequently this dimension of reality is fundamentally non-located and non temporal. 

* Third we can not determine with any accuracy where the electron will manifest next within the field which
leaves us with only estimates or the principle of probability.  

* Another pertinent and highly relevant observation made and repeatedly confirmed is the fact that the act of
observation influences the nature of the reality itself. If the act of measurement or observation changes the
measured we can not be certain of any other of its parameters: i.e. the uncertainty principle. 

* Scientists found that their focus and expectations determined to a large extent what and where particles
manifest in the implicate field. In other words, you will likely find which ever property you look for. This has
lead to the principle called super position. This principle ultimately allows for a reality to manifest
contradictory characteristics such as the well known particle/wave duality of light. Parallel universes is
popular interpretation of this principle, referring to the fact that all possibilities exist as potentials within the
implicate field and the act of focus and/or observation simply allows them to manifest in the reality of the
specific observer. 

Very interesting you say but so what? How do these observations ultimately effect the pragmatic applications
of your alternative medical technology? These principles have several significant implications: 
1. Material reality can in fact be influenced by immaterial means just as the spiritualists and vitalists have always

contended.
2. In the energy paradigm we can only focus on and treat the whole patient i.e. Holistic.
3. The logic and strategies that have proved so spectacularly effective for manipulating gross material reality are

of little or no use in the reality of the energy paradigm.
4. The doctor's influence is an important and integral part of any treatment protocol. 
5. The implicate or spirit is primary and consequently can not be directly influenced by the secondary lower

dimensional manifestations of material reality. 
6. We choose potential realities rather than cause them.
7. Facts can not be established on the basis of a single observation. 
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8. Quantum principles provide for a more detailed and accurate understanding of the vital energy dynamics which
ultimately determine and animate life. 

9. Quantum prnciples supply the logic and mechanics for effectively dealing with a patient's compromised
implicate pattern for the purpose of initiating a healing response. 

The bottom line is that the more in line the technology of your healing modality is with the individual tenants
of quantum mechanics the more consistent and effective healer you will ultimately be. 

`In the book Analog Medicine: A Science of Healing I pointed out the importance of maintaining continuity in
any logic deduction to avoid paradox and inconsistencies in application. In other words you must avoid mixing
elements from the material and energy paradigms in the same strategy. Conventional use of kinesiology is an
example of how abandoning this basic tenant of logic can get us into trouble.  

Muscle testing is a combination of divination and the placebo effect. It is a process which can be legitimately
used to evaluate the potential benefit a particular substance's implicate pattern may have for a patient. It is
however strictly an assessment of its implicated appropriateness and has nothing to do with the substance's
explicated qualities. To maintain logical continuity any substance testing positive must be administered only as
an energetic remedy. In other words, if you test energetically it is logical to treat energetically. Conversely, any
substance that is intended to be applied physically needs to first be tested physically. Homeopathic experience
has shown and our network analysis confirms that many physically poisonous substances routinely test
energetically positive for patients. Poison ivy, arsenic, and poison hemlock are notable and well known examples.

Assuming that any physical substance is appropriate and/or safe for physical consumption based solely upon a
positive muscle test is and has been a recipe for disaster.  

Let us look at the modalities that deal with manipulations of the aura for another example of how
undiscriminating, illogical, and empirical approaches lead to paradox, confusion and inconsistency. 

A patient's “aura” is made up of three entirely different components. There is the visible image which is
not typically considered part of the aura.

There is the measurable or explicated aura which is covered by the material paradigm and an immeasurable or
implicated aura described by the energy paradigm. 

The explicated aura is part of physical reality and is consequently addressed by the tenants of the material
paradigm. We can physically record energy radiating out from the surface of the body. This is a well documented
phenomenon that can be accurately and adequately explained by the classic material sciences of thermo and
electrodynamics. True to the precognitive assumption of an ascending influence, the material of the body is
considered to be the primary source of this reality. We can actually sense/feel the heat component of this reality
and it can be mechanically measured and recorded on thermo graphic film.  

Obviously the explicated aura can be sensed/measured for the purpose of a present tense material diagnosis. It
can be used to directly evaluate the condition of the physical body which is radiating it. It does not directly
provide any information however about the patient's implicated or spiritual state of being. Any kind of
manipulations of this aural component can not possibly have any therapeutic value because it is a secondary
effect in the material paradigm. By analogy you can not change a flash light by manipulating its light beam.

There is also a spiritual or implicated aura associated with the body that is described and explained in the
terms of the energy paradigm. We can not physically measure this reality but it can be perceived by some
individuals using mindful extrasensory perception. Quantum physics does acknowledge and explain this reality
and we can effectively manipulate its elements with quantum mechanics. In accordance with the energy
paradigm's descending vector of influence this aura is considered the primary reality and it projects down/in to
manifest the material body. 

The implicated or spiritual aura can be evaluated to ascertain a patient's vital energy balance or state of health.
It does not directly reflect physical conditions in the present tense as the explicated aura does, but it can be used
to predict a patient's potential for physical health. It can also be manipulated to correct implicated/energetic
imbalances and provide for the subsequent physical re-manifestations we recognize as healing.

These two components are typically not differentiated by most lay and even many professional alternative
medical practitioners. Their indiscriminate and consequently confused concept of working with “the aura”
guarantees some theoretical paradox and inconsistent results in both diagnosis and treatment phases.   

Another common point of confusion created by the indiscriminate mixing of paradigm elements is in regard to
the use of the visual image's color in alternative medical diagnosis and treatment. Color is by definition a specific
frequency of the visible electromagnetic spectrum. It can be sensed (measured) by the eye. Consequently it is part
of explicated reality, included in the material paradigm and covered by the science of electromagnetism. The
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color we see grossly is reflected light from a separate illumination source and is not given off by the cat. His eyes
are rejecting the green frequencies and absorbing the red and blues for example. The cat's eyes will appear to be a
different color in other kinds of illuminations. 

Therefore we realize that an analysis of the cat's gross color will be more about the illumination source than
the cat.

The colors we can measure in the explicated aura given off by the cat's metabolism are mostly in the infrared
frequencies and are basically monochromatic and featureless. These radiations therefore do not lend themselves
to a detailed color analysis either. The night scopes used by the military are focusing on this radiation. 

Then we have the immeasurable “colors” of the implicated aura and chakra which are perceived by the mind's
eye. A scrutiny of this idea quickly reveals that implicated color can not be equated with the explicated color
explained by the sciences of electromagnetism and neuro-physiology.  For example: 
1. Electromagnetic color is a product of wavelength and transmission speed (frequency) and these elements do

not exist in implicate reality. 
2. Implicate reality is vectored into the cat and away from the observer. There would be no theoretical way to

measure/sense radiations going away from the observer even if this reality was temporal. 
3. Objective testing proves that there is a wide disparage in implicated colors reported by different independent

observers. This is reinforced by the fact that there is no cross cultural agreement. There is simply no factual
reproducibility, in other words. 

4. The same explicated color can have different implicated patterns. For example both cadmium and sulfur
produce a yellow light. 

5. The gross color of explicated radiation is determined largely by the explicated factor of temperature and not
the implicate pattern of the material involved. In other words, the same implicate pattern can manifest as
different explicated colors. 

Confusion and paradox arise when we attempt to explain an implicated reality in the terms of explicated
science. A serious problem ensues as well when we attempt to manipulate elements of that reality with the proven
mechanisms of explicated reality.  

When we analyze implicated colors according to the insights of modern science we can eliminate all this
confusion and paradox. 

Relativity and the entanglement principle of Quantum physics tell us first that the elements of implicate
reality, such as chakra colors and form, are all subjective. Perception = 1/2 Perceived + 1/2 Perceiver. 

nsights from the science of epistemology have also established that the data from our sensory organs
concerning even the most objective of physical facts is translated by the brain into awareness. In other words, the
picture we perceive is not like a photograph, it is a reconstructed image based upon past experience. Our present
tense awareness is in fact composed of a conglomerate of established generic qualities that are stored in memory
and called up into consciousness by associated triggers in the incoming sensory data. We are programmed to
“see” only those concepts that we have been able to reinforce with physical examinations in the past. In other
words, you will see horizontal lines as edges only if you have been able to physically experience an edge. A
perceived implicated color consequently tells us as much about the perceiver's past experience as the perceived. It
is virtually impossible therefore to understand and assign meaning to such a convoluted and complex reality as
implicated color or form. This is of course a graphic example of the uncertainty principle of QM and relativity.

The implicate described by quantum physics is a field like reality that can be characterized as information,
ideas, patterns and/or relationships. It has no physical characteristics such as form and color. The mind interprets
implicate reality as a “felt sense”, which can not be explained or described other than by identity (Tastes like
chicken). The brain steps in and attempts to “make sense” of nonsensical realities like a felt sense by projecting
familiar material characteristics on to it. Consequently if you have previously perceived a colored physical
manifestation with a particular implicated pattern, our brains will automatically assign the same color and form to
all similar un-manifest implicated patterns. Ghosts for example. In other words the colors and forms perceived in
implicated reality are mental fabrications based upon the observer's past experience and they can not be analyzed
objectively. We call the aura, chakra, and meridians implicated “constructs” for this reason. 

One issue we need to address has to do with the popular myth of reversing the energy paradigm's vector of
influence. Many classic alternative modalities claim that implicated constructs can be influenced by specific
explicated energies and or objects. Network analysis of the various fetishes commonly employed for this purpose,
such as frequencies, colors, and crystals proves that they do have some minor affects, but those are grossly
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unpredictable. They virtually never produce the standardized affect on the implicated constructs that their
proponents claim. Again this idea also lacks cross cultural conformation. 

A review of basic scientific principles and a little reflection explains why this effect is not even theoretically
possible. First we have the issue of name versus label. The standardized categorization which leads to labeling is
strictly an element of explicated reality and brainful processing. The mind's implicated entities, by contrast, are
individualized and unique. Next we have the materialistic assumption of measurement and reductionism.  

The idea that an implicated whole could be reproduced, stimulated or otherwise represented by only one of its
many possible abstract qualities or parts is difficult if not impossible to rationalize. (Six foot tall = Bob)

How do we explain the anecdotal evidence supporting the effectiveness of a fetish? Energy medicine's
proponents routinely overlook the entanglement principle which says that the focus and intent of the operator
must always be considered. In other words, the modalities based upon crystal, color, or frequency treatments are
relying entirely upon the classic placebo effect. As supporting evidence, the practitioners of Reiki, QiGong and
Therapeutic Touch routinely manipulate those same implicated constructs with their focused intent without
employing any gimmicks, gadgets or fetishes. 

Much of conventional material medicine has some element of the placebo effect, as well. Studies show that
even the most objective applications such as surgery are subject to this effect. The scientific validation of the
placebo effect is in fact “proof” that true healing is directly a product of the mental/spirit realm and only
indirectly associated with the various explicated elements used to trigger it. In other words, the placebo effect is a
graphic demonstration and proof of the energy paradigm's irreversible descending vector of influence in
medicine. Implicate Mind --> Explicate Body

The issue that is over looked in regards to this well documented patient phenomenon is that, the entangled
operator may also be subject to it. In other words, the same trigger may be used to initiate the doctor's shift into
healing mode (Fixer --> Healer). It is the focused intent (Implicate)of the doctor and not the material fetish that is
ultimately responsible for the phenomena. This explains how the placebo effect comes into play in the treatment
of animals, contrary to popular belief. Jose Silva developed a system of healing treatments based upon triggering
such a shift in the practitioner's mentality. A mental state he called the “alpha mode” in reference to the brain
wave classifications used to analyze encephalograms. High frequency Beta waves characterize brainful activity
and the lower frequency Alpha, Theta, and Delta waves indicate increased degrees of mindfulness. 

The placebo effect is a bitter pill for the strict materialist to swallow. They can not deign the phenomena
because of their own documented experiences confirming it. However, it can not be explained in terms of their
“parts create the whole paradigm.” Their classic dismissal “It's all in your head.” is actually reconciliation to and
recognition of the fact disguised as a denial. The central importance of the double blind standard in medical
research is also testimony to the fact that the materialists realize how important it is to insulate the results of
physical trials from the influence of a researcher.  

This whole perplexing paradox could be avoided if only they understood and recognized the difference
between curing and healing. Strict materialists according to my definitions in the previous presentation are
curer/fixers not healers. When a conventional doctor consciously resorts to using a placebo he has crossed the
line into healing. Healing is not of course all in your head; it originates in non-located spirit before projecting
through the intellect and emotions of the head to re-manifest the body. 

The classic application of the placebo effect utilizing an innocuous trigger is a valid and useful healing tactic
in the hands of an educated professional who is cognizant of the facts, and is aware of its limitations. It can,
however, mislead the uninformed practitioner into serious problems of a moral, ethical, and legal nature.

The inherent problems with the routine use of the classic placebo response in practice are: 
1. It provides no implicated pattern for directing a fundamental change.  In other words, it has no relevant life

strategy to offer. 
2. The effect wanes with time, exposure and familiarity.
3. There can be problems applying it directly to animal patients.  
4. It can and does often circumvent true healing.  Remedy dependency is a form of disempowerment which is the

antithesis of healing. 
5. It requires the propagation of pseudoscientific myth.   

A professional healer deducting from established scientific facts will inevitably come to the conclusion that
the complexity and problems inherent with the application of classic placebos in practice can all be
circumvented. The logical solution is to simply replace the innocuous trigger with a specifically prescribed
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energetic remedy such as a flower essence or homeopathic. Good logic inevitably leads to simplicity, efficiency,
and effectiveness.  i.e. Placebo effect + legitimate remedy = Powerful treatment         

Professionals seeking to go beyond the superficial fixes and cures of conventional material medicine and
explore the potential of profound healing need to keep these scientific principles in mind as they explore the
various alternative modalities. Most established alternative modalities are eclectic composites, indiscriminately
mixing elements from both paradigms. They are consequently needlessly convoluted, and complex in both theory
and application. As such they can not be effectively and efficiently integrated with each other or conventional
medicine. Their protocols do however include some valid techniques, approaches, or applications, such as the
placebo effect that are compatible with the principles of quantum mechanics and that can be logically and
effectively used in a scientific approach to healing. The educated professional will recognize those elements and
be able to adapt them for their own purposes. 

Why is this important? Because the scientific approach to healing is profoundly simple by comparison, it is
compatible with all other forms of scientific based medicine and costs virtually nothing. Quite simply, it's not
what you do or provide, it is how you do it. 

The Isaiah Effect = “The feeling is the prayer” (treatment).
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LESSONS FROM INTUITIVE NETWORKING
Ronald Hamm, DVM

How do you make use of the insights gained from quantum science in the practice of medicine? A theory
must prove itself in pragmatic applications if it is to be of any value. One possibility is to explore how I
personally used quantum theory deductions to first design and then manage a healing protocol utilizing plant
spirits. 

The first step in developing any rational strategy is to decide upon a specific and well defined goal. The
intension here is to balance --> heal the patient. We must not be distracted by ancillary goals such as
understanding which would be necessary if our goal were prevention or a cure. Those are perfectly valid goals a
holistic practitioner can and may address with a separate and different approach, but they are not technically
healing. 

Healing as I have defined it must involve a change or reinforcement of the patient's implicated pattern or
spirit. The irreversible descending vector of influence in the energy paradigm dictates that the only way to
influence a patient's implicate is with another implicate pattern. (Implicate <----> Implicate) The mathematics of
quantum reality provides us with only one tactic, addition. Consequently healing is ultimately adding an
implicated pattern to the imbalanced or deficient pattern of the patient.

The first thing that we have to contend with is the fact that the definitive elements of three dimensional
reality are contracted in the higher dimensional reality with which we are working. The two elements of space
and time become a single space-time in the fourth dimension of relativity, for example. This kind of contraction
applies even to Quantum Mechanic's fundamental principles themselves. Once we establish and accept the
concept of an energetic entanglement on the quantum level the other principles follow. We have a very difficult
time defining individual principles and keeping them separate. Are there five, six or more principles and what
exactly are they? For example, are the principles of superposition and parallel universes different principles or
are we just paraphrasing?  

This contraction is also what we experience with medical applications in quantum reality.  The definitive
steps of conventional medicine's classic protocol morph into each other. Examination, diagnosis, prescription,
treatment, and prognosis loose their distinctions. For instance we find diagnosis and prescription becoming part
of the treatment in quantum reality. 

To preserve logical continuity we need to restrict our efforts to tactics that are compatible with the basic
quantum principles. Therefore our diagnosis must be based upon an intuitive transfer of information about the
state of the patient's implicate pattern. Because I am constitutionally grounded in the earth element and have an
INTP brain type conscious intuitive transfers are difficult if not impossible for me. Therefore I personally have
to rely upon a crutch such as some form of divination or dowsing for the analysis of implicated information.
However I know others such as my wife Ann or Dr. King who are consciously intuitive.  

The next problem to arise is that of uncertainty and probability. How can we establish a reliable diagnosis if
our readings are inherently uncertain? Conventional biologists had to solve this quandary long ago when they
recognized this problem in biology even at the physical level. The answer is to statistically analyze a large
number of independent readings. Biological facts today are routinely established, presented, and accepted only if
they have “statistical significance”.    

Mind/consciousness is the level of reality on which we are entangled, and this dimension is both
non-temporal and non-located. This means that a reader/patient connection is based upon focused attention
rather than proximity. We found that a patient's name or photographic image could direct and define that focus. 

Entanglement presents a real problem for keeping the readings objectively independent. Any other
consciousness can potentially connect with the reader or patient at the time of the reading and influence the
perception.  To prevent such interference and bias, a reader must try to avoid inadvertently expanding their focus
to include the patient's owner, the attending veterinarian, or other readers. This is difficult to do if the others are
physically present at the time of the reading.  The solution for this problem is to separate all these individuals
both physically and in time. Thank heavens for the internet.    
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The patient's implicate pattern consciously manifests for the reader as a located “felt sense”.  Because we
want to limit our efforts to elements of the energy paradigm to preserve continuity and logic we need to stop
here. A felt sense is mindful perception of the implicate pattern that does not involve any brainful judgment or
analysis that could establish “meaning” and is therefore unadulterated by the past experiences and bias of the
reader.  The implicated pattern is the all inclusive source and we do not want to lose information by reducing our
focus to measures of its potential manifest forms and functions. In other words the holistic approach requires us
to maintain a holistic focus in the diagnostic phase. 

An imbalance will manifest to the reader as a sense of turbulence and tension. A perfectly healthy patient, if
there is such a thing, will be perceived as relaxed, quiet and featureless. The healthy patient is consequently the
most difficult to read because the reader typically equates a lack of perceived features as a failure to connect. In
that scenario readers often fall back to self reflection and report on their own implicated state.  

Implicated reality is a dynamic process whose elements are constantly changing. The Chinese concept of Chi
flowing diurnally through a system of meridians is a construct of this concept. Therefore readings taken at
various times may legitimately reflect different profiles, especially with relatively healthy individuals. Serious
imbalances that require our attention will persist over time however.

Entanglement dictates and the science of epistemology confirms that Perception = 1/2 Perceived + 1/2
Perceiver. Therefore some difference in the readings is to be expected simply because of perspective (relativity).
In some of our cases the network readings have been amazing similar, however in other cases they are not. The
more imbalanced a patient is the more likely the readings will be similar. Differences in readings may simply be
variations on a theme or have no apparent continuity whatsoever. This flies in the face of the materialist's
precognitive assumptions of certainty and objectivity. In the material paradigm answers are either right or wrong
and a brainful understanding of causation is a prerequisite for formulating solutions. Not so in the energy
paradigm.

In the quantum reality we have decided to deal with, the principle of parallel universes allows light to
manifest either as particles or waves and allows us to have several different correct reading of the same patient.
Also the non-temporal nature of this reality means that we are limited to the present tense state of being and
cannot deal with past tense causes. We are not using brainful processing so rational understanding cannot be part
of the equation.

This is not unlike the proverbial story of the blind men examining an elephant. Each reports an entirely
different impression relative to their individualized perspectives. If we have numerous blind readers and accept
all their impressions as true, we can put together a pretty accurate picture of the elephant. What is even more
important with regard to our stated goal is that they can each determine from their limited and different
perspectives if the animal has a turbulent or calm energy profile. This is all that we need in the next step of our
energy protocol, because balancing is strictly a present tense exercise that does not address causations or rely
upon rational solutions.  

Once the readers have established a baseline felt sense we move on to the prescription/treatment phase. The
strategy is to add an implicate pattern to the patient's implicate pattern that will eliminate the felt sense of
turbulence and tension. Felt sense of well being --> Intellect --> Emotion --> Body --> Health 

Because of entanglement, superposition, and determining focus, readers may begin to manifest the problems
of the patient. This is particularly so if the reader's implicate pattern has a similar imbalance. Therefore it is
important for the readers to experience an effective remedy so that they can subsequently remember the felt
sense of the solution rather than the problem. On the flip side of this scenario, entanglement insures that the
reader is also healed by their felt sense of balance.    

The next problem is to decide what kind of implicate patterns we will use for a remedy.  Again entanglement,
superposition, and determining focus complicate the process if and when we use our own implicates.
Experienced healers around the globe have therefore resorted to establishing the third party perspective called
witnessing to solve this problem and that of negative feedbacks. This involves petitioning the help of another
implicated being.  Angels, power animals, Jesus, and plants are routinely used for this purpose by different
healers. 

Plants have relatively simple implicate patterns, have no central nervous system and brainful processing to
confuse the issue, and there are an almost endless variety of options available.  I select several potential plant
remedies from my stock of samples utilizing blind (no label) radionic divination (stick plate).  Again this
preserves the logical continuity of our protocol by avoiding any rational brainful decisions based upon past
experiences with other patients.  
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The readers in the network then compare the felt sense of the different patient + remedy combinations to
determine which presents the best overall resolution of the problem “Yawn”.  I use those plants that the majority
of the group agrees upon. Again to preserve continuity, we make energetic remedies from the plants rather than
use them physically. Consequently we have maintained continuity throughout by opting to work with elements
of the energy paradigm in each and every step of the treatment protocol.   

This is how we present the different remedy options to the readers.
The last step in a conventional medical protocol is, of course, delivery of the treatment. In the cure/fix

scenario, the doctor forcefully does to or for the patient. But this is not the case in an energy paradigm protocol,
where we must rely upon the power of the patient's own healing potential. 

Healing is ultimately a function of the patient. Therefore again to preserve continuity and the logic of our line
of reasoning we can only offer the option of an alternate way of being to our patient. (Refer to the glossary.) We
cannot force a solution on a patient; we only have the power of suggestion. The last two steps in the healing
protocol are the patients'.  They must first focus mindfully on the proposed solution and then decide to accept
and manifest it. In other words, perfectly good and appropriate remedies may be rejected by the patient. “You
can lead a horse to water .......,” goes the old saying.

We noted earlier that the steps of our implicated protocol morph into each other. This is exactly what we find
with the prescription and treatment phases. Feedback from clients repeatedly confirms that the patients begin to
respond while the network is doing their analysis, well before a remedy has been made and physically delivered.
The focused attention of several intuitive healers on the patient's remedied state of being constitutes a powerful
suggestion (prayer). Again the fundamental principles of QM predict that this would be the case. 

Network analysis confirms that pets often display similar if not identical imbalances as their owners. To
achieve a long term resolution of the animal's problem we therefore need to also address the owner's problems.
Consequently the instructions for applying the remedy need to be designed so that the owner also focuses on and
experiences its felt sense. No problem when you consider the principle of entanglement.  

The limits of healing become apparent when you follow cases post balancing with network updates.  Why do
patients fail to respond clinically even though their readings remain balanced? 
1. Balancing does not necessarily eliminate symptoms. In fact, it may
precipitate a healing crisis and/or detoxification.  
2. Healing is a present tense phenomenon that cannot effectively deal with causes. On going physical causes are

not addressed.  
3. Success in balancing an implicated profile does not always result in the desired re-manifestation in a

predictable time frame. 
4. Balance does not change a programmed fate. 

The limitation of healing emphasizes the value of the professional holistic medical approach.  Healing is not
always the preferred option, and in most cases where it is appropriate, it needs to be integrated into a
comprehensive treatment plan which could include other medical approaches such as prevention,
supplementation, fixes and cures.   

The network approach does provide a logical and effective way to approach the task of healing. It also
provides a way to evaluate the effectiveness of a specific healing procedure or remedy before and after its
application. It has potential as a venue for doing some basic research on the subject of healing. This format
allows us to effectively circumvent the confusion created by entanglement. We can effectively eliminate the
doctor's influence and patient's expectations so that we can determine the objective validity of the various
alternative medical applications. For example does a crystal, color, frequency, plant, or prepared remedy actually
affect an implicated construct?  This is a critical and important determination to establish for any professional
employing a protocol that utilizes physical remedies.  

Network analysis confirms the validity of the classic homeopathic and flower essence remedies. It also
allowed us to demonstrate the consequence of implicated entanglement which dictates that “explicated energies
carry the implicated signature of their origin regardless of their physical form. You can show, for example, that
the heat, light, smoke, or sound generated by processing sage brush ultimately all have the same implicated
sagebrush pattern. They have the same effect on the patient's implicate, in other words. We can use any of the
different explicated forms to deliver that remedies message, depending upon the circumstances. For example, if
we have a feral cat that cannot be caught for material dosing, we could make a sound recording of the remedy. 

This is regardless of the physical details or explicated parameters of that manifestation. For example, all
sound waves produced by a sage brush flute carry the implicate pattern of sage brush regardless of the note
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sounded. It is the implicated quality called “timber” (immeasurable and undefined) of the flute sound that is the
pattern and provides for the healing effect (implicate to implicate). 

Frequencies (notes), which are explicated measures of the sound, can directly impact the physical structure of
the body by resonance and/or the brain via the sensory organs (Explicate to Explicate).  Frequencies or notes
therefore can be utilized to cure or fix symptoms. We can mentally inform, alter emotions, physically
disassociate congestion or fracture bladder stones with the right frequencies and intensities. Certainly these are
useful cures and fixes but they are not healing as I have defined it.

The network experience allows us to examine the true nature of the intuitive transfer of information. Our
experience has been very similar to those of the “remote viewers” employed by the government.  When we are
able to isolate the mind's extrasensory perception from the brain's influence we are able to get a better
understanding of what can and cannot be achieved. We found that any information provided about the patient's
explicated form or function seriously biased the readers and compromised the accuracy of an intuitive transfer.
The remote viewers called this front loading. When we are able to successfully eliminate front loading we
found:   
1. Consistency in the details of the felt sense perceptions when they were analyzed according to the TCM

algorithm.  Energy blocks were often perceived in a relevant meridian at some distance from the physically
manifesting lesion.  For example:

(a) The energy problem in a foundered horse was perceived to be in the head at the termination of the
Yang meridians draining the front feet. (TH, LI, and SI)

(b) In a case where the patient was experiencing generalized pruritus, the readers located a problem at GB
33, which is an acupuncture point classically indicated for that problem.. 

2. Strong agreements among the readers as to the best of several potential remedies.
3. That when we eliminated the owner/veterinarian from the entangled mix in this way, trained “animal

communicators” lost conscious contact with the subject and their readings became indistinguishable from
those of our other readers. I believe those particular communicators must have been mind reading the
animal's human contact.  

4. There is an inability to accurately determine the:
a. subject's gender.
b. gravity of the condition. They never identify cancer for example.
c. difference between a live or deceased patient. 
d. location of physical lesions.
e. cause of a problem.
f. existence of physical malfunctions or amputations.
g. side of the body involved. 

All these deficiencies of perception ultimately can be easily explained by referencing those same QM
principles of Entanglement, Uncertainty, Probability, Superposition and Non-temporal space/time.
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THE USE OF ANTIOXIDANTS IN EQUINE PRACTICE
Joyce C. Harman DVM, MRCVS

Antioxidants have many desirable properties for improving health as well as treating and preventing disease.
Antioxidants are substances that reduce oxidative damage (damage due to oxygen) such as that caused by free
radicals. Free radicals are highly reactive chemicals that attack molecules by capturing electrons and thus
modifying the chemicals inside cells. Think of oxidation as cellular rust that the consumption of antioxidants can
prevent. Long-term free radical damage is now recognized as the greatest contributor to age-related degenerative
diseases that are becoming more common in the equine.

Inflammation is also a major source of oxidants, with infections, exposure to toxins and trauma all
contributing. Chronic inflammation is very common with arthritis, reactive airway disease (RAO), diarrhea and
allergic skin problems. 

Well-known and studied antioxidants include a number of enzymes and other substances such as vitamin A,
C, vitamin E, beta carotene (which is converted to vitamin A) and lycopene that are capable of counteracting the
damaging effects of oxidation. Many fruits and vegetables actually have significant amounts of antioxidants
present in many different forms. The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) tested a wide variety of
foods for their oxygen radical absorbance capacity (ORAC) values to create a standard so comparisons could be
made. 

Flavonoids are common compounds containing the plant pigment flavone. They are found in fruits and
vegetables and have higher antioxidant capacity than the commonly studied nutrients such as Vitamin C and E
(1,2) Anthocyanins represent the most visible class of flavonoid compounds because of their strikingly vivid
color, ranging from deep red through purple to deep blue. Anthocyanins are most obvious in flowers and fruits,
but they are also present in roots, stems, leaves, seeds, and other parts of the plant. Therefore many herbs contain
flavonoids and part of the action of those herbs is because of the flavone content. More than 1300 different
flavonoid compounds have been isolated from plants. 

Enzymes such as Glutathione are powerful antioxidants, though are not as easy to supplement as other types.
Minerals such as Selenium and Zinc are powerful antioxidants commonly supplemented in equine medicine.
Co-enzyme Q10 is one of the most commonly supplemented antioxidants in this practice. Its action on the
cardiovascular system is well-known and while horses do not have significant amounts of cardiac disease, they
show their inflammatory stress through laminitis. Co-enzyme Q10 clinically appears to be very effective in the
equine. 

The ideal way to enhance antioxidant status is to feed whole foods and whole food extracts. There is
evidence that the synergy of multiple antioxidants far surpasses the feeding of a single compound (Murray).
Whole foods not only have a full complement of antioxidants, they have proteins with intrinsic signals that
basically tell the compound where to go in the body (Blobel).

Whole food supplements are available in a limited fashion (theracell). Keeping the ingredient fresh or
refrigerated is difficult in a barn situation, though a few products are stable for a few weeks to a month without
refrigeration. Feeding a variety of fresh organic fruits and vegetables can be done but seldom is in enough
quantity to make a difference.

Antioxidant supplementation is advisable anytime health is compromised. Many antioxidants are expensive,
so horse owners may need to choose between the various therapy's being offered, such as herbs or other
nutritional compounds. However, simple antioxidants such as vitamin C are effective and have been well
researched.

For humans the ORAC units per day for the average individual have been calculated as 3,000 - 5,000 units. It
is unknown what is needed for a horse. Doses of the antioxidants have been calculated by this author using an
approximate conversion of three to four times the human dose or through clinical experience. Large animals
have more efficient metabolisms and tend to consume less per pound of body weight in food than the smaller
animals. However, since antioxidants are safe substances, there is no reason not to use a higher dose if the
practitioner feels it is indicated. Cost is often the primarily limiting factor. 
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Vitamin C is known to be synthesized by the equine gut microbes. However, Vitamin C is also known to be
used up by stress in humans. Present day horses are often under stress, if not from constant shows but also from
too much confinement, obesity and lack of socialization. Vitamin C has been documented in the equine to be
lower in RAO horses (Deaton). General supplementation levels used in this practice are four to six grams per
day. In 

Glutathione is an enzyme antioxidant. It is a tripeptide of L-glutamate, L-cysteine, and glycine and is
considered to be the most prevalent and most important intracellular non-protein thiol/sulfhydryl compound in
mammalian cells. It is a cellular reductant, catalyst, and reactant involved in many biologic processes.
Supplementation is difficult since the cells naturally manufacture it inside the cells rather than use what is in the
blood (vitaflex). Injectable glutathione is better absorbed into the cells but impractical on a daily basis. 

Alpha lipoic acid is an effective antioxidant that has been studied in the equine in a limited way. Lipoic acid
is both water and fat-soluble. Therefore it can regenerate water and fat-soluble antioxidants such as Vit C and E
as well as glutathione (Williams). The addition of this antioxidant to a supplement may decrease the levels of the
others being fed. The dose in the research was 10mg/kg (about 5,000mg). Clinically a lower dose of 2,000 to
3,000mg may do as well. 

Antioxidants enhance the healing process in many diseases. They are also beneficial to supplement if the
horse is anything other than healthy, or is under stress, a common occurrence these days. 
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THE ENERGETICS OF FOOD, FEEDING FOR OPTIMAL
HEALTH IN THE EQUINE

Joyce Harman DVM, MRCVS

Chinese food energetics has become more popular in small animal medicine, but has gained little attention in
the horse world. Prepackaged, processed equine feeds are just a bad as pet bagged pet foods and just as
detrimental to health. Whole food material is best to feed, with attention to the actions of each food.

It is important to understand the Chinese diagnostics when deciding which food to use in an individual case. 
First, is the case excess or deficient? 

• If excess, is it a primary excess: wind, cold, damp, heat, summer heat, dryness? 
• Or is it secondary: stagnation, phlegm, food stasis or stone formation?
• If deficiency (most common), is it a Qi, Blood, Yin or Yang deficiency? 
Next, what are the nutritional and caloric needs of the horse? An obese horse does not need much in the way

of supplemental food and may need food restriction, but what he does get should be carefully selected for his
needs. An overly thin horse may need quite a bit of food in order to help him heal, but if he has a severe
imbalance such as laminitis, that food again should be carefully selected. Treats are also an important part of
most clients feeding program and need to be addressed also. Simple management issues also have to be
considered, such as how many teeth are left to chew with, how easily can the clients fence off excess pasture,
how hard does the horse work and how much stress is that horse experiencing.   

Apply the principles of the Chinese body and personality type to lead you to the correct foods. The Earth
horse is the perfect school horse, quiet, sweet, easy to handle, friendly, likes food and tends to gain weight or be
deficient in his Spleen. The Fire horse is the typical happy chestnut thoroughbred mare, bouncing off the walls,
very sensitive, friendly, and is likely to have skin problems or mental imbalances. The Wood horse is the
workaholic, driven racehorse or performance horse, does not like to be confined, and is prone to ulcers and anger
issues. The Metal horse is obedient, does not like to be fussed over, will do his job well and is prone to
respiratory and skin problems. The Water horse is flexible in his body, fearful in his brain and prone to mental
issues (the kidney and bladder imbalances do not occur frequently in horses).

The season of the year also helps determine the feeds to select. In the hot summer time, a warming food such
as oats may adversely affect the Fire horse, even if oats can be tolerated in the winter. Conversely a cool food
such as barley may not work well for an older arthritic horse in the winter. 
Foods have those same basic properties as Chinese herbs. They have a temperature, a flavor, a direction and a
meridian they mainly influence. The basic principle of Yin and Yang apply to foods; a balance between the two
is essential. Yin foods are cooling, salty, bitter, and sour, have descending energy and build body fluids and
blood. Yang foods are warming, sweet, pungent, energizing and have ascending energy. Yin conditions are cold,
interior and deficient, while Yang conditions are hot, exterior and excess. 

Processed foods are pushed to the horse owning public, even as it is recognized that horses actually need very
little grain concentrates. The feed companies do not want to give up their sales, so they create foods made of
inedible byproducts placed in a bag and sold for all sorts of specialized conditions. Processing of all sorts
increases the warmth of a food. The higher the heat used to cook it, the warmer the food. Pellets and extruded
feeds are all heat processed. Flash cooked oats are heat processed, though for a shorter time than the extruded
foods, Hulless oats have been grown without the natural fiber that an oat contains so will be digested faster and
warmer. Processed foods should never be fed to horses with warm or hot conditions. 

Drugs can affect the energetic patterns, so foods can be selected to offset the reaction of the body to the drug.
For example, steroids damage the Yin, leading to a Yin deficiency and therefore a deficiency heat (lack of Yin to
cool the Yang). Cooling foods can be used to offset the heat. Phenylbutazone can damage the Stomach and
Liver, leading to heat in the liver and intestinal tract, so again some cooling foods can help offset the drug
condition. 
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Foods for Various Conditions 

These conditions below are sample ideas, since each individual horse may have a different presentation than
is usually seen. In cases where both warm and cool are common, the condition is listed in both. For example,
ulcers are often from excess heat in the Liver overacting on the Stomach, but could be from a Stomach Yin
deficiency. Fortunately, cooling foods could be used for both conditions here without any problems. Laminitis is
a heat condition, but can be from an excess or deficiency. Many horses are put on starvation diets and become
very thin. However they need to eat, and often need quite a bit of protein or calories to heal, but need to eat
cooling foods. Arthritis is usually a cold disease, but a Yin deficient horse may have a warm arthritis where
warming foods are contraindicated. A yang deficient laminitis horse will thrive with cinnamon added, while a
yin deficient or excess heat laminitis will worsen when fed cinnamon. Ginger is well known for its positive
effects on the stomach and this author uses it frequently for motion sickness, but it is warming, so it could
aggravate ulcers if they are caused by excess heat. 

Horse feeds tend to have only a few ingredients, however, in various parts of the world many different foods
are actually fed to horses. It is possible to try some of the vegetables listed to see if a horse likes to eat to eat
them, they are not harmful. In parts of the world where horses commonly eat different foods, they learn from a
young age to like that food. For example, in England's root crop growing areas, it is common to see oversize
parsnips dumped in a field for the horses to graze on. In the USA, the author has seen random selections of
vegetables and fruits from the discards at grocery stores fed to happy, healthy horses. This is an excellent way to
add variety to a diet. 

Hot, Warm Diseases

Ulcers, laminitis, uveitis, inflammatory diarrhea, hepatitis, urinary tract inflammation, pituitary hyperplasia
(some), Insulin resistance (some), Yin deficient arthritis, inflamed skin, itchy skin, atopy, colic (some), uterine
infections, anhydrosis. 

Foods: alfalfa, amaranth, asparagus, barley bran, barley grass, barley, broccoli, buckwheat, cantaloupe,
cauliflower, celery, citrus, cucumber, egg plant, eggplant, flax seed (oil), grass, lettuce, millet, pear, peppermint,
persimmon, radish, soy bean oil, spinach, strawberry, summer squash, sweet corn, tomato, watermelon rim,
watermelon, wheat bran, wheat grass, wheat, zucchini. 

Cold, Cool Diseases

Arthritis, many diarrheas, pituitary hyperplasia (most), insulin resistance (many), hypothyroid, colic (many),
male infertility, hyperadrenocorticism-hursutism,  

Foods: apricot, banana, cherry, cinnamon, coriander, fennel, garlic, ginger, ginger, horseradish, kale, kelp,
leek, lettuce, maltose, mustard greens, oats, olive oil, parsley, parsnip, peach, pumpkin, quinoa, seaweed, sesame
seed, spelt, squash, sunflower seeds (may not be as good with the shells), sweet feed, tangerine peel, turmeric,
winter squash.

Neutral Foods That Could Be Used in Many Conditions:

Apple, apricot, beet pulp, buckwheat, cabbage, carrots, Chinese cabbage, corn, fig, grape, papaya, peanut hay,
peanut oil, radish, rice, rye, sweet potato.  

Food therapy can be used to enhance the healing process for many equine conditions. Broaden your horizons
by looking past the traditional foods and encourage the clients to experiment and add variety to the diet. 

Boudreaux, M. Traditional Chinese Food Therapy. AHVMA, Tulsa, 2007. 

Chi Institute class notes on Food Therapy, personality

Pitchford P. Healing With Whole Foods. North Atlantic Books, Berkeley CA. 1993.

Ward, M. Horse Harmony. Myriah Press. 2008.
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THE EQUINE IMMUNE SYSTEM AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT
Joyce Harman DVM, MRCVS

The immune system is behind all health issues. A healthy immune system reacts to the environment in
appropriate ways, while an unhealthy immune system either over-or under-reacts. Supplementation to improve
or support immune function can stimulate or help regulate the immune reactions. 
Healthy immune reactions include a high, short-lived fever in response to an acute disease, while the unhealthy
system mounts a low fever over a prolonged time. When treating an acute disease it is ideal to allow the fever to
develop, and give some support if needed, but not to give anything that will reduce the fever, unless it is life
threatening. Treatment here needs to be directed at strengthening or stimulating the immune system. 
A healthy immune reaction to environmental compounds such as bugs and pollens is basically no external
reaction. A normal immune system is exposed to many compounds on a daily basis that it can handle without
any fanfare. An over-reactive immune system produces many symptoms in the horse such as difficult breathing
(reactive airway disease-RAO), itchy, inflamed skin and diarrhea. Treatment needs to be aimed at regulating the
immune system, not stimulating it. 

Immune Basics

The immune system is a complex molecular network with specific functions that defend the equine host
against invading organisms. There are two types of immunity the body develops to protect itself: innate
immunity and acquired immunity. Innate immunity resists invasion and infection by organisms and toxins. 

This is done through: 
* phagocytosis of bacteria and other invaders by white blood cells and cells of the macrophage system.
* destruction of organisms by the hydrochloric acid secretion of the stomach. 
* skin defense.
* destruction of foreign organisms or toxins by chemical compounds in the bloodstream

Acquired immunity produces antigens against bacteria, viruses and other invaders. Humoral, or B-cell,
immunity involves the production of circulating antibodies. Cell-mediated, or T-cell, immunity activates
lymphocytes specifically designed against the foreign agent.

Immune cells produce a variety of products that allow them to communicate with each other to aid in the
response. Cytokines are one of the potent mediators that have the following properties:

• They signal cells and coordinate the immune response (ie, they are the hormones of the immune
system)
• They are delivered by cells either to the systemic circulation or to the local environment
• They bind to high affinity surface receptors
• They are also produced by nonimmune cells (fibroblasts, endothelial cells, etc)

Cytokines generally (although not always) act over short distances and short time spans and at very low
concentration. They act by binding to specific membrane receptors, which then signal the cell via second
messengers to alter its behavior or gene expression of a cell. Interestingly, when supplementation is done at
times of stress, the conception rate and health of the offspring after the stress improves. Cytokines are absorbed
by passive diffusion through the gut wall, usually from a colostrum or transfer factor based product.

No discussion about the immune system is complete without mention of the digestive tract. Secretory IGA is
produced along the gut wall and is a marker for the ability of the immune system to respond. Humans with low
secretory IGA are difficult to treat, and though that test is not available for animals, some are poorly responsive
to immune support and treatment while other much sicker animals respond well. Bacterial imbalances and yeast
overgrowths occur in horses, though testing was only available for a short period of time. Clinically, many
horses have been given large amounts of antibiotics and NSAIDs with corresponding poor absorption of
products as well as poor responses to treatments. 

Aids to the Immune System
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Support for the immune system has to begin with restoring gut function through the use of pre and probiotics,
pH restoration, yeasts, and amino acids such as l-glutamine. 

Minerals are often coenzymes for immune function, and most horses are deficient in minerals. Selenium,
deficient in many soils, is important due to its role in glutathione peroxidase, which is involved in the
development and expression of all white blood cells. Supplementation of 2-4 mg is commonly used in this
author's practice. Zinc also has a long list of important immune system functions including binding of
complement to immune complexes and is required for lymphocyte transformation. Zinc also inhibits the growth
of several viruses. Zinc is particularly active in the immune functions of the eye and supplementation at 100mg
per day is routinely used. 

Natural sources of Vitamin E are found in fresh green grass but decreases in stored hay so the more northern
parts of the country require more supplementation. Its immune functions are well documented, and the doses
recognized as beneficial to the equine are being raised. Currently 800-1200 IU is used, with the natural sources
having much better absorption.  

The essential fatty acids found in hemp and flax support and regulate the immune system as well as help
control weight. In humans, overweight people have been found to have reduced immune function, and the same
is likely true to some extent with the horse. Any horse exhibiting skin lesions from allergies will improve
significantly with fatty acid supplementation. Flax and hemp oil can be supplemented at a rate of 2-4 oz per day,
or whole seeds fed. Naturally stabilized ground seeds can be used, but if not stabilized, will oxidize as soon as
they are ground. 

Vitamin C as ascorbic acid needs little introduction as an inexpensive immune system modulator that is well
tolerated by almost all horses. 

Beta glucans derived from many mushrooms are excellent supporters of the immune system and have many
valuable properties. They tend to be expensive, but some clients are wiling to use mushroom extracts. The
dosing usually used by this author is two to four times the human dose. 

Conclusion

Support for the immune system needs to be considered in every case where chronic disease is present.
Evaluation of acute reactions in a clinical case can be informative about the health of the immune system. Many
simple nutritional supplements can be used for support and regulation. 
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TREATING SEIZURES IN THE EQUINE, DON'T GIVE UP!
Joyce Harman, DVM, MRCVS

Seizure cases in the equine are rarely treated in conventional medicine due to safety factors and lack of
researched drugs. Seizure cases are also uncommon, and, though not rare, practitioners have little experience
treating them successfully.  

Diagnosis can be difficult due to the size of the horse and limited facilities to image the head or perform
electroencephalograms (EEG). With the advent of the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed
tomography (CT) scans it may be possible to diagnose the cause of some seizures, especially in the case of head
trauma and fractures, or a brain tumor. 

Depending on the cause, treatment is limited to a few drugs and dosages are extrapolated from small animal
medicine. In most cases where seizures have occurred repeatedly, owners and veterinarians select euthanasia as
the solution. 

Chinese herbal medicine offers both an explanation for non-traumatic seizure occurrence and treatment
options. Once the Traditional Chinese Veterinary Medicine (TCVM) pattern is understood, Chinese herbal
formulas can be selected, and in this author's experience have been successful. Two cases in this report have
been followed for over 3 years, while one case has six months of follow-up. 

TCVM herbal medicine should be considered for seizure cases when the owners' management situation
allows for safe handling of the horse. 

TCVM 

Seizures are caused by Internal Wind rising. The origin of the wind is often the Liver, but can be the Kidney
Jing. In horses, Kidney Jing is rarely if ever implicated. Another pathway leading to seizures occurs when the
Spleen is deficient so it cannot not help form Blood to nourish tendons and ligaments. Also, a deficient Spleen
does not transform Dampness, which leads to Phlegm misting the mind. 

Internal Wind can be from an excess or a deficiency. Deficiency Wind arises from Blood or Yin deficiency
leading to a lack of nourishment of the tendons and ligaments leading to convulsions.  Excess occurs with Liver
Qi stagnation, Liver Yang rising, or any heat in the Liver.  Liver Qi stagnation from a variety of toxic causes
such as emotional and chemical appear to be a common source of seizures in the equine in this author's
experience. 

Trauma can also play a role in creating Qi stagnation, which over time can lead to Blood stagnation, heat
cooking the body fluids into Phlegm, leading to Liver Yang rising and Liver Wind.

Case 1. 18 year-old Arabian Gelding
The gelding was initially presented 6/5/2003 with a history of freaking out after a new saddle was fit to him.

The assumption was that somehow his back became injured by the saddle, then he fell and bounced off the walls
of a shed. Though he had some soreness from his fall he was not significantly painful and his treatment was for
routine body soreness and neck pain. 

On his follow-up appointment 6/11/2003 he has showed some improvement, but was still sore in his neck.
The ligaments in his neck felt tight as if they were not responding to treatment. Treatment was again for routine
pain following his trauma.

On 7/1/2003 he was presented again, this time with the history of another incidence of “flipping out.” The
description was clearly that of a seizure. His pulses were wiry; his tongue pale yellow and dry. The
recommendation was to present him for an MRI examination to rule out a brain tumor, before proceeding to treat
him with Chinese medicine. 

Upon further discussion with the client, this horse's entire history began to fit a clear pattern. She had owned
him since he was five years old, normally a very quiet gelding but known to have some “panic attacks” about
once a year or every other year. It was always possible to connect the incidences to something that could have
scared him, so no work-up had been done. Throughout the time she owned him he had been anemic on several
occasions and had mild but chronic tendon injuries. His work as a dressage horse had been regular but not hard
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enough to really explain the tendon injuries. In retrospect, the horse had been Liver Blood deficient all his life.
The inciting cause for the increase in seizures was the renovation of his barn. He was a horse that needed a

routine and liked to be outside. During the renovation his routine was gone, there was a lot of noise and he had
to remain inside for long periods of time. At this point he was changing to Liver Qi Stagnation with heat injuring
the fluids. This caused Liver Yang rising and Internal wind. 

One month into Chinese herbal treatment, his fearfulness and reluctance to come inside that had been
common, was now gone. He had been treated for EPM previously but his fearful behaviors had persisted. His
original friendly, Earth personality returned before the end of the second month on the herbs. 

He continued to do well and was back to riding and competing until August of 2004 when some of the fearful
and headshy behavior returned. At this point the tongue color had improved slightly but was still often pale
yellow and slightly dry. The herbal formula was changed and at the next follow-up in October 2004, the tongue
was pink and moist, his attitude was completely back to normal, he was happy in his work.

This improvement was maintained though January 2008. He had a minor set-back after a new horse was
introduced. His herbs were adjusted slightly and he has been well since.  

Case 2. 15 year-old Arabian Gelding
This horse had two seizures in June, 2007 forty-five minutes apart. The second one was witnessed by the

owner's veterinarian. A physical examination was performed and other than appearing depressed, all was within
normal limits. Blood tests for chemistry, EPM, West Nile virus and Equine Herpes virus (EHV1) were all
negative for active disease, thought the EHV1 titer was raised a little but the horse did have a history of past
vaccination for EHV1.  Over the next weeks, several veterinarians performed neurologic examinations that were
all within normal limits. Radiographs also were without significant findings. 

The western diagnosis was seizures of unknown origin and the recommendation was not to ride him again
since no one could predict whether he would seizure again. 

From a TCVM perspective, his tongue was pale and dry. He had a history of pinprick dots on his tongue in
the past (stagnation), but not currently. He does not tolerate acupuncture (common Wood personality trait). His
previous skin conditions indicate that Wind pathology was present, likely from a Blood deficiency. 

He was placed on Bu Xue Xi Feng for Liver Blood deficiency leading to Internal wind. One month later he
was doing well with no signs of seizures or unusual behavior. He remained on the herbs for three months and
has had no seizures to date. His tongue color is pinker, though not totally back to normal. Since he has been
doing well, the owner has elected not to follow up any further, though in a report she indicated he seems normal.

Case 3. 16 year-old Thoroughbred gelding
The horse had five episodes of a “behavioral meltdown” that could fit the description of a seizure between

November 2004 and September 2005. On further examination of his history, another episode may have occurred
as early as 2002 several months after a head injury sustained in the pasture. He also had another head injury in
2003.

From a TCVM perspective his tongue was pink and dry. His behavior fits an Internal Wind condition with
Phlegm misting the mind. The herbal formula Yang Yin Xi Feng San was prescribed to support the Liver Yin,
clear the Phlegm and extinguish internal wind. 

He remained on 30gm of the formula until March 2006, when the dose was reduced to 15gm. He had no
episodes and was doing well in his work. He remained in a half dose for a year until she ran out of the herbs and
was unable to get more. After three weeks he had his worst episode, very similar but more severe to the previous
ones. He was started back on 30gm for two months and has been on a maintenance of 15gm since without any
more episodes. 

Conclusion

These three cases demonstrate the value of Chinese herbal medicine for treating seizure conditions that
otherwise could result in euthanasia. TCVM offers a useful avenue for treatment. 
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THE TELLINGTON TTOUCH METHOD: LEARNING TO
COMMUNICATE WITHOUT WORDS

Andrea Haupt, LVT, CVMRT, CAP1

The Tellington TTouch Method is a unique approach to animal wellness and care developed by
internationally known author and teacher, Linda Tellington-Jones. The purpose of the Tellington TTouch Method
is to enhance the body, mind and spirit of animals. The foundation of this method is a specific form of bodywork
widely known as T-Touch. This hands-on method often induces a state of calmness and increased body
awareness in animals (and the people doing it too)! 

The Tellington TTouch Philosophy: Mission Statement of TTouch Practitioners worldwide
C To honor the role of animals in our lives
C To bring awareness to the importance of animals in our lives
C To encourage harmony and cooperation between humans and animals
C To recognize the individual learning process of every animal
C To respect each animal as an individual
C To teach interspecies communication through the TTouch
C To work with animals using understanding instead of dominance

The Tellington TTouch Method is based on a philosophy of cooperation and mutual respect rather than
dominance, and serves as a system of nonverbal communication with animals. TTouch has many goals, some of
which include:

C Promoting the well-being of animals through reduction of stress, tension, pain and fear
C Deepening relationships between humans and animals through trust, understanding and awareness

development
C Helping to promote clear, effective communication and supportive healing 
C Influencing positive behavioral and postural changes for the body, mind and soul

The Tellington TTouch Method is a modality that allows a person to become aware of and put into practice an
appropriate state-of-mind when working with animals. By paying attention to our own bodies, and adjusting our
behavior, we can begin to influence and enhance an animal’s behavior as well. 

C Focus and Intention: Clear intent will result in clear communication, whether in words or actions. 
C Breathing: Deep, natural breathing promotes relaxation and mental focus. Whether you are engaged in

TTouch activities, competition trials, training exercises, veterinary care, or recreation, your deep natural
breathing will help both you and the animal engaged with you perform better. Incorrect breathing patterns
such as a short breath or a holding of the breath can lead to a stiff or rigid movement when approaching or
making contact with an animal. 

C Voice: Animals can gauge our emotional state by listening to the qualities of our voice; this includes pitch,
intensity, and variation. In the TTouch Method, “toning” is the one of the verbal techniques used to assure
an easy, low-pitched voice which helps us to elongate and soften our words to promote a calm focused
attention towards the animal.

C Posture and Movement: Becoming aware of our different postures and movements and adjusting them
according to “clarify” our message to animals will help to ease any reactions they may have. Animals
primarily understand how and what we are communicating to them through their observations of our facial
expression, posture and movement.  

C Thoughts and Feelings: Thoughts and emotions will affect breathing, posture, movement and voice.
Nervousness, fatigue, anger, frustration, as well as light-heartedness, peace, and joy will ALL affect any
communication process. 

Animals (and people) learn to make adaptive responses to their environment to help change their inner state of
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being from a stressed state to a relaxed state. The body responds in different physical, behavioral and emotional
ways to sensory information enabling the “self” to restore balance, comfort and calmness. 

C Physical: Adjustment in posture, respiration rate and blood pressure, release of muscular tension
C Behavioral: Increased focus, shift from reactive state (non-thinking) to a state of thinking (non-reactive).
C Emotional: Shift from a state of anxiety (sympathetic nervous system / fight or flight) to a relaxed state

(parasympathetic nervous system / calmness). TTouch along with movement of the body is said to
release important neurochemicals in the brain that help to produce feelings of safety and security
(serotonin), focus and activation (norepinepherine), and pleasure and emotional attachment (dopamine).

The various Tellington TTouch Methods allow us to give animals a rich variety of sensory information and
stimulation that may help to enhance their ability to make appropriate adaptive responses and or choices. They
are then better able to effectively interact, learn, and live in greater balance with themselves as well as with
human-kind.

How the Tellington T-Touch Method Affects the Body:
C Stimulates cellular function / Awakens mind state
C Awakens intelligence within the cells of the body
C Strengthens confidence to “Think and Act / Not Re-Act”
C Releases memory of pain and fear within the cells of the body
C Activates unused neuropathways to the brain / Promotes learning
C Engages senses, emotions, memories, and higher thought patterns (learning)
C Reaches cellular levels / messages felt deep within the body through the nervous system and on to the brain

wave patterns (behavior modification)

There are three basic components to the Tellington TTouch Method:
C TTouch Bodywork
C TTouch Tools
C TTouch Confidence Course  

TTouch Bodywork:
The TTouch bodywork consists of a variety of light pressure touches, lifts and strokes performed on the

surface of the skin. These touches, lifts and strokes are done with mindfulness, a focused attention and positive
intent to awaken the function of the cells and the body’s ability to heal itself. While performing the TTouch on
animals, we feed new information and experiences to the nervous system through the sensory aspect of it. 

The Types of Touches:
Circular:  This TTouch technique can be used on many areas of an animal’s body.  The touches are done in

circular patterns, with different pressures and tempos. 
Pressure refers to the actual amount of “push” the giver uses with each touch; it ranges from very light (1) to

heavy (5) for animals depending body composition and area being worked on. Changing the pressure slightly may
make the sensory experience more acceptable to the animal. 

Tempo relates to the speed in which the touch is completed and is measured in seconds of duration from
beginning to end; TTouches are usually done in one, two, or three-second increments of time depending on the
desired result. Slower circular TTouches can be more relaxing, while faster ones can wake-up the nervous system
quickly. In all touches, pressures, and tempos, the fingers or hand actually move the skin gently one circle and a
quarter usually in a clockwise direction. 
The touches are all named after different animals that have inspired and contributed to this work. This makes
learning them fun and easy to remember.  Some of the more frequently used touches are called the Clouded
Leopard, Abalone, Lying Leopard, Raccoon, Tiger, Llama, Chimp, Bear, and the Harp Seal.

Lifts:  In this movement, the hand(s) gently lifts and supports the tissue and or muscle in different parts of the
animal’s body for a few seconds, and then a gentle, gradual release is done until the body part is at a resting
position. This often assists an animal to release muscle tension, stress and or fear around joints and in the cells
throughout all parts of the body. Some of the more frequently used lifts are called the Python Lift, the Inchworm,
and Belly Lifts.

Strokes, Slides and Connected TTouches:  Using long strokes and connected touches across the body from
one part to another distant part helps to reinforce the animal’s body and spatial awareness.  A sense of
connectedness helps an animal relate better to its environment. Some of the more frequently used strokes and
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slides are called the Noah’s March, Tarantula Pulling The Plow, Zig-Zag, Hair Slides, Ear and Mouth strokes,
and the Octopus.

The TTouch Tools:

The Body Wrap:

 
A simple elastic bandage (usually an ace bandage) is applied around the animal’s chest and torso (and rear

legs for the full wrap). The body wrap enhances an animal’s body awareness and balance, which can make them
feel more secure. The body wrap can also help an animal to feel more confident in its movements and behavior.
There are a variety of reasons to use a body wrap including nervousness, panic, hyperactivity, and arthritis. The
body wrap helps to improve proprioception and therefore can aid in extremity issues.

The Balance Leash: 

  A six-foot, (double ended) lead is normally used for this exercise. The leash is attached to the collar, drape
the remainder of the leash across the animal’s chest area so that one hand holds the leash near the snap and the
other hand holds the loop. For small animals, bringing the leash behind one front leg may prevent stepping over
the drape. The chest area is the center of gravity for most four legged animals. This leash positioning allows us to
bring a pulling animal back into balance quickly by shifting the weight back to the animal’s center of gravity.  

The Wand: 

This tool, which is a dressage wand, may be introduced to an animal that is unsure about human contact and
touch. By using the wand as an extension of ourselves we can make a safe attempt to stroke a nervous, sensitive
or anxious animal to reassure them. The way to start usage of the wand is with slow, focused strokes in the areas
of the body that may be less sensitive to touch such as the side and back areas. The wand is also integrated into
leading exercises to orient and give signals to the animal.

The Calming Band: 

  
The calming band is a headpiece made with a stretchy piece of material that rests across the animal’s nose or

muzzle and fastens around the head without restricting movement. This tool is useful for habitual behaviors
involving the mouth, such as constant barking or chewing. It is also wonderful to use in preparation for fitting a
head collar.  
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The Double Ended Leash

Double ended leashes 7' nylon or 6'6" leather leads, with double-ended snaps, allows for two points of contact
during training sessions, or even for an afternoon stroll. This tool is used to help your dog walk in balance,
reducing pulling, lagging and reactivity. They are best used in combination with step-in harness and flat collar or
head harness.

The Jelly Scrubber:

The jelly scrubber is one of the tools used to touch animals with objects rather that with our hands. This tool
is soft in texture, stimulates the nervous system, and may be perceived as less threatening than the use of our
hand. 

The Step-In Harness: 

This tool allows the handler to give more effective directional signals to the animal who is wearing it without
putting unnecessary strain on the neck area. It is uses very effectively with a double-ended leash for balance and
focus exercises in the TTouch Confidence Course. 

The TTouch Confidence Course
The TTouch Confidence Course, or Playground for Higher Learning, is a collection of leading exercises and

equipment used to engage an animal’s attention and focus. The methods are done with slow, very purposeful
movements. Frequent pauses are initiated which allows information to process in the animals body and brain.
These pauses also allow the animal to experience a state of physical balance and an increase in body awareness.
Objects such as boards, poles, cones, low agility equipment are used in different configurations for the course.
The centerpiece of the TTouch Confidence Course is the labyrinth which guides the handler and animal along
together making several turns and stops in different directions while walking through it.
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In any and all of the different aspects of the Tellington TTouch Method, the most important elements in the
recipe for success once again are the giver/handler’s mindset, body awareness, breath and intention. The mindset
and body awareness relates to the ability to be completely centered inside of your body and mind and in the
present moment with the recipient of the TTouch. The focus on the breath is an awareness of your own breathing
pattern in such a way as to promote relaxation and presence-in-the-moment. Intention relates to the purpose or
reason for providing TTouch to this being on this day, at this moment; this intention is to consider the inherent
perfection of each cell in the body and, by extension, the perfection of the being itself.  Most importantly ……..
let go of any expectation(s) or outcome(s) with and for the work!!!

REFERENCES:
Getting In TTouch With Your Dog by Linda Tellington-Jones

Getting In TTouch With Your Cat by Linda Tellington-Jones

The Tellington Touch Method Website at www.TTouch.com

S.A.N.E: Solutions for Extreme Dog Behavior by Kathy Cascade

TTouch Basics: A Guide to Living in Balance for Dogs by Angana Shroff

Website: www.TTouch.com

http://www.ttouch.com
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THE TELLINGTON TTouch METHOD: FOR THE WELL-BEING OF
THE VETERINARY PATIENT

Andrea Haupt, LVT, CVMRT, CAP1

The use of TTouch in the veterinary practice can open up the door to a whole new relationship between
clients, patients and staff members. By applying and using different touches, lifts, body movements, and tools we
can help to calm animals in stressful situations, aid in sustaining health in emergency situations and release pain,
trauma, and fear stored in the cellular memories and bodies of animals. 

The Goals of TTouch in the Veterinary Hospital Include:
C Influencing positive behavioral changes under stressful conditions
C Promoting well-being through reduction of pain and stress
C Deepening the relationship and fostering clear communication between staff members and patients

Many aspects of the The TTouch method can be extremely useful for veterinary hospital situations such as to:
C Aid in shock or trauma treatment
C Facilitate faster recovery from anesthetic procedures
C Support wound healing
C Assist with veterinary exam, procedures and treatments
C Aid in difficult nail trims, grooming, bathing, ear cleaning
C Support stressed or nervous clients, patients and boarders
C Support arthritic or geriatric animals with life changes

Some of the most simple, yet often overlooked and under-utilized techniques available to the staff of the
veterinary hospital are methods used to actually help make our patients feel safe when in our care and
environment. Given the nature of our profession, we often have to deal with fearful or reactive behavior from our
patients who may be scared, ill or even in critical condition. Usually, the procedures we have to perform intensify
that fear, anxiety, stress and or reactivity being expressed. There are many different stressors in the veterinary
environment, and every animal will potentially respond differently to them depending on exposure duration,
spatial distance and context. The Tellington TTouch Method can help to counter-act these stressors, some of
which may include:

C Other animals / People
C Tactile sensations i.e. muzzles or restraint
C Sights / Sounds/ Smells

Some Signs of Stress Expressed by Animals May Include:
C Sniffing / Licking lips / Scratching
C Dilated pupils / Excessive blinking / Panting and salivating
C Pacing / Restlessness / Distraction / Agitation
C Whining / Excessive vocalizing, shaking, shedding 
C Hiding behind owner / Shutting down, turning away
C Avoiding eye contact / Freezing in place 
C Diarrhea / Sweating

Let us always remember that a basic function of the nervous system is to defend the body against a perceived
danger or stress. A typical reaction to stress may be that an animal’s heart and respiration rate increases,
adrenalin is released and then the body is ready for action. This reaction to stress is typically called the “Fight of
Flight Reflex”. 

In addition to the fight or flight response, the Tellington TTouch Method perspective also recognizes and
responds to additional reactions such as freeze, fool around and faint. 
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C Fight: The animal that is ready to charge you like a bull when you enter into the exam room.
C Flight: The animal that flees under the exam table or chair upon your entering the exam room.
C Freeze: The animal that holds its breath as they stare at you advancing towards them but is barely even

able to move his/her eyes.
C Fool Around: The dog that grabs the leash and begins a distracting game of tug with you. 
C Faint: The animal that literally collapses into unconsciousness from extreme fear.

Helping an animal feel to feel safe relaxed and in control under intense or even painful circumstances may be
quickly achieved with many of touches and tools from The Tellington Method. Careful observation is one of the
keys to understanding how animals communicate with us through a method of body language along with the
signals they demonstrate. When animals feel threatened it is critical for us to listen to these signals as a means of
communication to avoid undue stress or confrontation. 
Some of the more frequent body language signals you may see (deemed “calming signals” by Turid Rugass)
could be:

C Yawing / Licking / Blinking / Averting eyes
C Turning away / Turning of the head / Play bow
C Sniffing the ground / Walking slowly
C Moving in an arch on approach / Scratching
C Sitting down and lifting a paw / lying

We too can also use this means of “body language” and many of the calming signals to communicate back to
the animals a non-threatening intent as well as to help diffuse tension, build trust and induce a state of relaxation
while working with them .Providing comfort may not only ease tension, but also aid in relieving pain and support
healing. We can help the patients in our care acclimate to their situation and a potentially stressful environment
more quickly by practicing some of these techniques:

C Averting and softening our eyes vs. making direct eye contact
C Side approach, or kneeling down vs. approaching face to face in a straight line
C Moving slowly and mindfully vs. quick, jerky movements, high head carriage or standing directly over an

animal
C Allowing adequate distance vs. decreased space 
C Lower pitched soft voice tones and tempos vs. high tones and quick tempos

There are three basic components to the Tellington TTouch Method: 
C TTouch Bodywork
C TTouch Tools
C TTouch Confidence Course (may not be practical for in-hospital use)

The Types of Touches:
Circular:  The foundation of the TTouch technique is a circular pattern of touch performed on an animal’s

body. These touches can be used on many areas of the body with the fingers or hand actually moving the animal’s
skin gently one circle and a quarter generally in a clockwise direction.

Lifts:  In this movement, the hand(s) gently lifts and supports the tissue and or muscle in different parts of the
animal’s body for a few seconds, and then a gentle, gradual release is done until the body part is at a resting
position. This often assists an animal to release stress and muscle tension around joints throughout all parts of the
body. 

Strokes, Slides and Connected TTouches:  Using long strokes and connected touches across the body from one
part to another distant part helps to reinforce the animal’s body and spatial awareness.  A sense of connectedness
helps an animal relate better to its environment. 

Pressure refers to the actual amount of “push” the giver uses with each touch; it ranges from very light (1) to
heavy (5) for animals depending body composition and area being worked on. Changing the pressure slightly may
make the sensory experience more acceptable to the animal. 

Tempo relates to the speed in which the touch is completed and is measured in seconds of duration from
beginning to end; TTouches are usually done in one, two, or three-second increments of time depending on the
desired result. Slower circular TTouches can be more relaxing, while faster ones can wake-up the nervous system
quickly. In all touches, pressures, and tempos, once again the fingers or hand actually move the skin gently one
circle and a quarter usually in a clockwise direction. 
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The TTouch Bodywork:
Some of the Tellington Touches that may be helpful when used for procedures and services provided in the

veterinary practice are:

Ear TTouch: This TTouch may be used for shock or trauma treatment by stroking the ears in a rapid motion with
all of our fingers from the base of the ear to the tip. By using firm, focused slides covering the whole ear we are
stimulating many acupuncture points to different parts of the body. This can help to achieve a state of
homeostasis in the body.  These rapid ear strokes can prevent an animal from going into shock, or progressing
further into shock. Ear work is also valuable for aiding in quicker recovery from anesthesia. Ear work done
slowly and gently can help calm a fearful animal, aid in digestion and car sickness, improve circulation and help
to balance the body’s systems. 

Mouth TTouch: This TTouch is used to affect both emotional and physical responses.  Applying this work in the
mouth and on the lips can help to activate the limbic system. It aids in fear, stress, nervousness, biting, chewing,
chronic barking, dental work, and emotional upset. One of the areas that animals store pain and fear is in the
mouth and gums. By working these areas and introducing new feelings and movements to the cells there, the
stored memories can be replaced with new learning experiences. 
 
Clouded Leopard TTouch: This TTouch is effective for animals that may be fearful or anxious in a new
situation. It helps to alleviate shyness and tension and helps to build confidence. This touch can be used all over
the body. It is great for animals fearful of the veterinarian or groomer. Aids with physical exams, bloodletting, ear
cleaning and bathing.

Lying Leopard TTouch: A variation of the Clouded Leopard, the Lying Leopard TTouch may be used for more
sensitive situations such as wounds and bruised, sore areas. It helps to reduce pain and swelling as well. This
touch can be used all over the body.

Tail TTouch: The Tail TTouch is used for a variety of purposes. Some of the most effective uses it has in the
veterinary practice are to help gait improvement, aid in back problems, hip dysplasia and arthritis. One of the
areas that animals store pain and fear is in the hindquarter area. Working the tail and spine gently with non-
habitual movements helps to alleviate and release theses stored memories. 

Abalone TTouch: The Abalone TTouch is effective for animals that are very sensitive to being touched or
brushed. This touch is a flat-handed touch that provides warmth and security to a nervous animal. This touch can
be used all over the body. 

Raccoon TTouch: Using the Raccoon TTouch on animals who do not like their nails clipped is very effective.
By doing the TTouches down the legs to the paw area and gently doing tiny touches with your fingers, you give
the animal a new experience in that part of their body. They learn to tolerate touch on their paw pads and become
less sensitive to nail trimming. Raccoon TTouches done around incision sites helps to speed up healing in the
surrounding tissue. They help to reduce swelling and aid in pain reduction. This touch can be used all over the
body.

Tiger TTouch and Bear TTouch: These TTouches are great to use to help soothe inflamed skin on an animal.
When used on hot spots or allergic reaction, they help to reduce inflammation and relieve itching. The Tiger
TTouch may also be used on animals with a lack of feeling in their bodies to help stimulate a sensation. It’s great
on heavily muscled nervous animals as well. These touches can be used all over the body.

Llama TTouch:  The Llama TTouch is wonderful to use when first introducing your hand to an animal. The
back of the hand is used for this touch so it creates a less threatening feeling for sensitive or fearful animals. This
touch can be used all over the body.

Chimp TTouch:  This is another great non-threatening touch because the backs of the knuckles are used. This
touch works to help a nervous animal feel more comfortable in a new situation or a situation that they are not
comfortable in. It works to get circulation going in the body and keep the mind in a thinking state.  This touch can
be used all over the body.

Noah’s March TTouch: This warm and welcoming touch provides a safe and comforting feeling on the animal’s
body. By following the contours of the body from one end to the other, very lightly and gently with sweeping
strokes it allows a wonderful first meeting to occur between a patient and a practitioner. 
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Python Lift: This TTouch can be used on the shoulder, neck, legs, abdomen and chest area of an animal to help
reduce muscular tension and spasms. It softens sore, overworked muscles and helps to improve mobility, gait and
balance. These lifts can be used all over the body. 

Belly Lift: Belly Lifts are great for digestive problems, sore backs, poor balance, arthritis, gait problems, bloat
and the relief of stress and tension. As the name states, these lifts are used on the abdomen area. The lifts help to
relax the abdominal muscles and allow the animal to take deeper breaths. The lifts can be performed using a
hand, towel, or ace bandage. 

Hair Slides: The Hair Slide used on an animal that is afraid or reluctant to be groomed can open up a new
experience of having work done on their body. The slides help to create more of awareness for the animal and
help them to become more accepting of bathing, brushing, and grooming. Hair slides can be used all over the
body.

Leg Circles: Leg Circles can be done on the front or hind legs. Circling the front legs of an animal may help them
to gain a new sense of awareness of the limbs as well as improved proprioception. Front leg circles help to relax
the neck and shoulder areas, and help animals acclimate to new surfaces. Hind leg circles help an animal to use
the body in new ways. It creates an awareness, which leads to more efficient use of the body (great for working
dogs). Hind leg circles also help to relax the back muscles, which can calm a nervous or anxious animal. 

Zig-zag TTouch: This fun touch is a stroke, which changes direction on the body. It goes both with and against
the lay of the hair or fur, creating a new sensation for the nervous system. This touch is effective in quickly
getting the attention and focus of an animal. If done slowly, it can calm an animal, but when done rapidly, it can
activate the neural impulses. This touch is great when used along the flanks from front to rear. 

Tarantulas Pulling the Plow TTouch: This touch is a variation on an ancient method called “skin rolling.” It
releases fear, reduces touch sensitivity, and helps to stimulate circulation. This touch allows a frightened or
nervous animal to relax and stay in a thinking state rather than a reactive state. This touch can be used along the
back from tail to head.

The TTouch Tools: see first article
In any and all of the different aspects of the Tellington TTouch Method, the most important elements in the

recipe for success once again are the giver/handler’s mindset, body awareness, breath and intention. The mindset
and body awareness relates to the ability to be completely centered inside of your body and mind and in the
present moment with the recipient of the TTouch. The focus on the breath is an awareness of your own breathing
pattern in such a way as to promote relaxation and presence-in-the-moment. Intention relates to the purpose or
reason for providing TTouch to this being on this day, at this moment; this intention is to consider the inherent
perfection of each cell in the body and, by extension, the perfection of the being itself.  Most importantly ……..
let go of any expectation(s) or outcome(s) with and for the work!!!
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THE TELLINGTON METHOD: BASIC COMPONENTS AND
CONCEPTS HANDS-ON WORKSHOP

Andrea Haupt, LVT, CVMRT, CAP1

The TTouch Philosophy:
C To honor the role of animals as our teachers
C To respect each animal as an individual
C To bring awareness to the importance of animals in our lives
C To work with animals using understanding instead of dominance
C To encourage harmony and cooperation between humans and animals
C To inspire interspecies communication through TTouch

Techniques of the TTouches:
C The Breath Connection / State of Mind--The Breath Connection Exercise / see attached
C Observation of the Animal 

o Observation Exercise: (visualization of demo dogs and their movement)
Recognition of Tension Patterns in animals
P How do they move, sit stand, lie down, carry head, tail, their footing and overall body balance

• Where can tension come from?
P Injury, medical issues, trauma, management or nutrition

o How does tension feel in the animal’s body?
P Changes in temperature, coat texture, lumps and bumps, tightness reaction to touch

o Where do animals hold tension?
The muscles of the muzzle, eyes and face, ears and head, neck and back (whole body)

C Focus, Visualization and Intention
• Clear intent will result in clear communication, whether in words or deeds

Experience the TTouches:
C Timing
C Tempo
C Pressure
C Rhythm
C Voice Toning

Everyone experiences giving and receiving the TTouches (on people and demo animals)

Feedback Forum

Performing the TTouches: Demo
C How to position hand, fingers, wrist and body

C Breathing
C Timing
C Tempo
C Pressure
C Rhythm
C Tips
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Ear TTouch, Mouth TTouch, Clouded Leopard TTouch, Lying Leopard TTouch , Tail TTouch, Abalone
TTouch, Raccoon TTouch, Tiger TTouch, Bear TTouch, Llama TTouch, Chimp TTouch, Noah’s March TTouch,
Python Lift TTouch, Belly Lift TTouch, Hair Slides TTouch, Leg Circles TTouch, Zig-Zag TTouch, Tarantulas
Pulling the Plow TTouch

Feedback Forum

Equipment demos and leading exercises:
C Balance Leash
C Modified Suitcase / rear gear
C Double Ended Leash
C Step-in Harness
C Calming Band
C Wand
C Body Wrap  full / half
C Jelly Scrubber, paint brushes, sheep mitt

Everyone experiences the use of the equipment on themselves, and how to use on others (humans and demo
animals) 

Feedback Forum

Tips for Practicing TTouch:
• Each TTouch Session is like a conversation with the animal. It has a beginning, middle and end.
• Give your full attention to the conversation
• Start the conversation with a long stroke to introduce yourself
• Focus on making each circle as round and smooth as possible
• Each touch is a complete experience. Both the give and receiver experience new information about

themselves and each other
• Pay attention to how the animal’s body feels under your hand
• Create a rhythm, pairing your hand movements to your deep natural breathing technique
• Finish the conversation always with love, appreciation and gratitude

TTouch in Passing Techniques:
Observe how the different TTouches affect the animal’s focus and energy level. Focus on how the TTouches

resonate with you so that you can remember two or three specific TTouches to use in the course of your everyday
veterinary technical duties. Use these touches to:

C Relax an animal before his/her exam
C Reinforce proper behavior
C Get an animals attention prior to making a request, performing a procedure or initiating movement
C Communicate your intent with a touch, for example; doing touches over the feel and nails just prior to a

nail trim, or doing mouth work prior to checking or brushing teeth.
C Express love, appreciation and compassion 

Everyone picks three TTouches and two tools to on themselves and the demo dogs

Feedback Forum

The Breath Connection Exercise
Borrowed from the work of Angana Shroff  TTouch Basics: A Guide to Living in Balance for Dogs

The Breath Connection: Your state of mind affects your animals and vise versa. In turn, our breathing is a
reflection of our state of mind and level of stress. Rapid, shallow breathing accompanies anxiety. When we are
tense, we hold our breath. Natural, deep, slow breathing promotes a state of relaxation and inner focus, allowing
us to think and act clearly. 

Explore how you can influence an animal’s state of mind and focus by changing yours.
C Sit comfortably in a straight backed chair with your feet on the floor shoulder width apart.
C Rest your hands lightly on your lap.
C Begin by relaxing your face, lips and teeth slightly parted.
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C Keep your eyes open, gaze lowered, looking approximately four feet ahead.
C Turn your attention to your breathing.
C Inhale and exhale deeply and naturally.
C Observe that there is a natural rhythm: you don’t have to make anything happen: the breath just flows in

and out.
C Continue observing your natural breathing for one to two minutes.
C Do you feel differently now?
C Look at the animals present and note any changes.

Practice this breathing exercise regularly at home with your own animals sitting or lying down near by. The
benefits will carry over into all your daily activities, helping you to manage stress, think clearly, and enjoy a
greater well being.

When working with an animal in your practice, pause to take several deep natural breaths. Within a few
seconds, you and the animal will be calmer and will be better able to focus together on the task at hand.
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INTRO TO CHIROPRACTIC: IS YOUR PATIENT WELL
ADJUSTED?
Dena Jersild, DVM

     Chiropractic therapy is also known as Veterinary Spinal Manipulative Therapy (VSMT). It is vastly different
than Veterinary Orthopedic Manipulation (VOM), which is taught through a weekend course using a tool to
perform the adjustments, versus manual manipulation. True chiropractic therapies are a very old form of
medicine using non-invasive methods of treatment, without the use of drugs. In the 1890’s, it became more
recognized as a form of medicine when D.D. Palmer brought it more to the forefront, discovering a janitor’s
deafness could be improved by pushing on the “bump” in his spine (the “bone out of place” theory, which is far
from the truth). He further pursued improving this theory and its mode of action on why manual manipulation
works to relieve discomfort, decrease disease and restore optimal health. Eventually, this unexpected resolution
of deafness became better understood as not a nerve coming from the spine to the ear, but instead a multitude of
neuronal changes through increased sensory input to the brain via the spine, which thus allowed the brain to
interpret auditory stimuli better (waking up the brain). The central nervous system was improved from one
adjustment making a huge impact on the patient. That is what it is all about! This modality has thus progressed
from thinking simply that a nerve becomes “pinched” to understanding the functional changes chiropractic
therapy has not only on the musculoskeletal system and the spinal nerves directly affected, but also the extensive
impact it has on the CNS and its health (thus the health of the whole body). This is a health care modality that
adjusts and alters the patient anatomically, biomechanically, neurologically and biochemically.
   The word “chiropractic” is translated from Greek terms; cheir meaning “hand”, and praktike meaning “to
practice”. With proper training, D.C.’s and D.V.M.’s can be certified to treat animals in this manner (states vary
in their regulations, however). Dr. Sharon Willoughby DVM, DC developed the concept of utilizing chiropractic
care for animals in the 1980’s. The training focuses not just on “how to” adjust animals but instills the
importance of a thorough veterinary evaluation including all diagnostics such as radiographs, imperative
laboratory tests, EKG’s, myelograms, etc. There are now three locations in the U.S. recognized by the American
Veterinary Chiropractic Association (AVCA), as well as Canada and Germany, where professionals can be
certified in animal chiropractic. All are 200+ hours of intensive study and meet strict criteria.
   The basic theory is the “Vertebral Subluxation Complex”. In Veterinary school, we were taught that a
subluxation is a partial luxation. In modern chiropractic theory, a “subluxation” can be defined in many, long-
written ways that are contrary to the traditional medical definition. It is simply a joint (or joints) between two
bones that are still directly apposed but do not move as freely as they should to provide normal range of motion
and normal biomechanics for movement. It is a “dynamic” problem characterized by aberrant motion vs. a static
mal-position. Some have described it as “a slanting brick in a solid brick wall”. An adjustment would push that
brick back into place, lining up the related structures. Instead, as with a vertebral subluxation, the vertebra is not
necessarily in a fixed, non-moveable, abnormal position. It is a structure in which its position of rest is located
differently than what is considered “normal” in a flexible, moveable column. It doesn’t move properly.
   The subluxation complex is much more involved in that the subluxation between two adjacent bones will cause
changes (sometimes pathological) and dysfunction in nerve, muscle, ligamentous, vascular and connective
tissues. The interaction of these structures cannot be separated and results in compensatory changes. If two
vertebrae do not move freely together as they should, this subluxation (a “segmental dysfunction”) forces the
segments above and below it to compensate, “pick up the slack”, causing a strain on those associated regions (a
“regional dysfunction”). Often these regional areas become hypermobile or hypomobile. The cascade of events
can vary but include not only a change in joint motion but also causes pressure (direct and indirect) on spinal
nerves/nerve roots, a change in CSF circulation, ventral spinal cord venous ballottement (swelling), ligamentous
edema, muscle weakness or spasms, lactic acid production, inflammation of all structures including spinal cord,
and autonomic changes. Thus called a “vertebral subluxation complex”. The same idea pertains to joints of
extremities to a certain degree. The intricate nature of how this all works will be superficially addressed in this
presentation and will hopefully provide a small inclination as to the magnitude of problems that can occur
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secondary to a subluxation. Contrary to popular belief by some, there are hundreds (perhaps thousands) of studies
done to prove this theory and validate these findings. Of course, what the eye sees through experience is always
the most convincing (ie. The end result = improvement).
   A chiropractic assessment should begin with a thorough history, physical exam, evaluation of mental
status/behavior changes, gait analysis, neurological exam and any basic laboratory data relevant to the condition,
breed or age of the animal. The animal is evaluated chiropractically through the sense of touch, looking for
inflammatory changes, pain or discomfort, and then is assessed for motion or aberrant motion with palpation.
Most likely, an area of the spine where a subluxation is present, one would find heat, muscle tenderness,
flinching upon palpation and decreased range of motion (extremities are somewhat less obvious). If further
diagnostics are not warranted, an initial adjustment will be made and re-evaluation of the initial findings should
be attempted at the same visit or at the next evaluation.
   The adjustment (or manipulation) made by those properly trained is a high velocity, low amplitude thrust
through a specific joint, in a specific direction that is appropriate for that subluxation. The structures primarily
affected are the articular facet joints, intervertebral body joints, discs, the spinal muscles, vascular and neural
structures. Several things occur simultaneously: movement of joint menisci, break-up of adhesions, change in
intradiscal pressure, stimulation of receptors in the skin, muscles, tendons and joints. The reflex response is local
and broad, causing increased movement and increased sensory afferents to the brain, as well as stimulation of the
autonomic nervous system. The common belief is that chiropractic therapy is simply to increase the movement of
the spine, relieve pain and improve flexibility. Though this is an important end result, the process of how this
occurs is much more complex and a concept that is important to understand. Neurology is emphasized in
chiropractic training because of the tremendous impact an adjustment has on the CNS.
   The brain controls the body, but the brain’s “output” is only as good as the “input”. Sensory information from
the environment feeds the brain. Gravity, the biggest sensory stimulus, causes stimulation of mechanoreceptors,
muscle spindle cells and golgi tendon organs to fire. This is integral to posture and movement, informing the
brain where the body is in space, and thus expecting the correct motoric output from the brain to prevent falling
and injury. Roughly 80% of all sensory information to the brain comes from mechanoreceptors, and
roughly 80% of that information comes from those in the spine. This is via 1a afferents from muscle spindal
cells. They are the receptors that fire constantly with gravitational influences and are very fast conducting
neurons to ensure the brain receives this information quickly, firing lower motor nerves appropriately,
stimulating muscles around joints, preventing injury to those joints. So, one adjustment to the spine can send
forth a lot of information to the brain through stimulation of 1a afferents. Sensory information is divergent, each
neuron synapsing on several hundreds, all the way up to the cortex. These same sensory neurons send collateral
information to the IML in the cord, thus an autonomic response occurs simultaneously (all input from sensory
afferents to the IML is excitatory). The cortex responds through descending pathways in a convergent manner
causing appropriate motor output through the ventral horn of the cord and inhibition to the IML keeping the
autonomic nervous system in balance. Thus, the animal moves in response to environmental stimuli with
concurrent shunting of blood, oxygen and glucose to the appropriate muscles. Restriction of spinal motion will
thus affect the animal globally.
   Through normal activity, subluxations occur. With time and compensatory changes, more subluxations occur. If
there is decreased motion within the spine, there are decreased mechanoreceptors firing, decreased firing of
afferent nerves, decreased cellular protein formation, decreased ascending information to cortex (“input”),
decreased supra-segmental influences (“output”), decreased stimulation of motor nerves, decreased muscle tome,
increased stimulation of the IML, cellular hypoxia, local inflammatory changes, release of noxious
chemicals….resulting in pain and irreversible injury to neuronal cells. Pain or nociceptor stimulation creates
what is known as “dysafferentation” In other words, decreased afferents from large diameter fiber neurons
(mechnoreceptors) allow for an increase in small diameter nociceptor pain fibers to fire. These pathways then
become “plastic” (they flourish) without the inhibition that normally occurs with large diameter neurons. Not
only is there wind-up in the pain pathway but nociceptors actually inhibit normal motor nerve output on a
segmental level. Now it takes more of an environmental stimulus to fire mechanoreceptors appropriately. This
sets the joints up for injury as there is less muscle firing to the joints, thus less stability to the joints all due to
decrease firing of the lower motor neurons from pain.  We start to get the “garbage in” effect. The brain receives
this poorer information and begins to send “garbage out” to the muscles and autonomic nervous system. So why
does a well adjusted animal make sense???..........................Wellness, prevention of injury and dis-ease to the
body through a complex neuronal arrangement that can be improved quickly with chiropractic care. This
modality is better described as “receptor based therapy” since the chiropractor is stimulating several receptors,
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and it is only with properly functioning receptors that the body can achieve health and maintain its viability.
   We are all practitioners attempting to maintain this important balance for healthy motor output (the neuro-axis).
All disease is caused by a deficiency in the nervous system because it cannot appropriately modulate the immune
system or maintain homeostasis of the body. We need to know which neuronal pools we want to inhibit and
which ones we want to stimulate. If pain goes unchecked, these nerve pathways continue to be driven. All nerve
pathways (good and bad) require firing, glucose and oxygen to maintain health (plasticity). So, we choose our
treatment: drugs, nutrition, herbals, homeopathics, massage, acupuncture, chiropractic. As therapists, we must
understand how our treatment choice affects the nervous system and it is our duty to strive for the most complete
and positive outcome. We cannot forget how to relieve the primary problem and essentially consider ourselves all
receptor based therapists. When we prescribe home therapies or rehabilitation we are affecting receptors. If we
apply nutritional therapy we are affecting internal chemoreceptors and free nerve endings. If we adjust the spine,
provide massage, perform acupuncture we are stimulating skin receptors, joint receptors, muscle spindal cells,
golgi tendon organs, meridian systems and all the neurons through this diverging pathway.
   With this understanding, it makes sense that veterinary chiropractic care can make an immediate, positive
response and should be utilized as a modality to help restore “health” and most importantly, to prevent “disease”
and injuries. Though all animals can benefit, especially for prevention of problems, some specific situations are
listed:

Agility, fly-ball, herding dogs. Any show or working dog.
Young, active dogs that like to play Frisbee or chase little critters.
Older dogs with decreased mobility, arthritis, metabolic disorders, incontinence.
Pain, lameness, balance problems, lethargy.
Any neurological or musculoskeletal disease.
All cats…..jumping 10x their height!!
Post-op/ post-dental to improve tissue healing and body strength.
Any reason to prevent irreversible compensations, decrease degeneration or recurrence of a problem, improve

the body’s ability to withstand the wear-and-tear of life.

In summary, the efficiency of a joint is dependent on the efficiency of the muscles that support it. The
efficiency of the muscles is dependent on the frequency of firing of the motor neuronal supply to the muscles.
The frequency of firing of the motor neurons is dependent on the summation of neural influences in a multi-
modal system. The summation of neural influences is dependent on spinal cord reflexes and suprasegmental
(brain) integration of sensory input from the environment. The large majority of receptor influences on spinal
reflexes and brain integration is from mechanoreceptors in joints, muscle and tendons. The largest population of
these exist in midline structures ie. the spine. Hence, any joint injury or aberration in joint biomechanics is most
efficiently treated through a chiropractic adjustment. It also supports a healthy autonomic nervous system and
thus promoting longevity.

Keep the animal moving, keep the joints moving, the mechanorecptors firing, the nociceptors inhibited, the
brain afferent system appropriate, the motoric efferent system as good as it can be, and they WILL be well
adjusted to their environment and the challenges it holds. “How To”… you are dying to know. There are
introductory and advanced courses available. Check out the AVCA website for more information, 
www.animalchiropractic.org.

The Healing Oasis Wellness Center; Sturdevant, WI, 262-878-9549 www.thehealingoasis.com
Options for Animals; Wellsville, KS 309-658-2920 www.animalchiro.com
Parker College of Chiropractic; Dallas, TX  800-266-4723 www.parkercc.edu/continuing/index.asp
Health Pioneers, 630-208-7760, www.healthpioneers.net

http://www.animalchiropractic.org
http://www.animalchiropractic.org
http://www.thehealingoasis.com
http://www.thehealingoasis.com
http://www.animalchiro.com
http://www.parkercc.edu/continuing/index.asp
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MINERALS AND HEALTH
Joseph A. Kincaid, DVM 

Minerals and electrolytes are often taken for granted in the diet of both humans and animals. Even when
supplementation is promoted (i.e. “Extra calcium for strong bones”) the actual, functional role of minerals is
ignored. Far more inorganic molecules are necessary to life than organic molecules. Minerals function as
structural components (bone), messenger ions and molecules (calcium and phosphorus) membrane transport
facilitators (sodium) and enzyme cofactors (magnesium) among others. Vitamins, fats, and protein often get more
attention than minerals, but none of these molecules would exist or function without minerals. This discussion
will concern the role of minerals in food production, the role of minerals as cellular determinants and the sources
of minerals which our patients need, rather than focus on tissue levels and biochemical function of individual
ions or atoms.

Dr. Arden Anderson, in his book Science in Agriculture discusses the role of minerals in the soil. Diet plays a
critical role in the health of every organism on this planet. Cellular nutrition is the goal of dietary concerns. It has
been said that diet is what you eat, nutrition is what makes it to the cells for utilization. Critical to this concern is
the fact that deficient food cannot supply nutritional elements needed by the cells. Surveys of the produce sold in
the United States by the Department of Agriculture revealed that the vitamin and mineral content of American
produce, in the period from the late 1960's to the late 1990's, declined from fifty to ninety percent in different
vegetables. Testing by the British Agricultural service revealed the same phenomena in the produce sold in Great
Britain. The U.S. government has repeatedly dismissed this trend with published statements that the quality of
soil has nothing to do with the vitamin or mineral content of foods. The USDA went so far as to state that
fertilization may increase the quantity of food grown but had little to do with the quality of the harvest. The
AMA picked up this nutritional spin and has used it to justify their opposition to nutritional supplementation and
the use of organic foods as therapy. Organically produced food has demonstrably higher levels of vitamins and
minerals. Rutgers University showed that commercial tomatoes contained only 0.005% as much iron as organic
tomatoes. Some of the trace minerals which they measured were undetectable in the commercial produce.
Analysis and comparison of organic vs. commercial produce by Bob Smith, then with Great Smokies
Laboratories, revealed that the only elements higher in commercial produce then organic were toxic metals such
as radon. Why would this occur? Let's think about soil, the source of minerals.

Crops, whether beets, beans or corn, all have mineral requirements from the soil in order to prosper. Plants
routinely remove over sixty minerals from the soil. Modern agriculture, in order to “rebuild” the soil, fertilizes
with a very limited number of minerals, usually three (N, P, K) and occasionally more such as sulfer or iron.
Bottom line, over sixty minerals removed and generally six or less replaced. Obviously the end result will be soil
depleted of minerals. The next consideration must look at how plants process the minerals of the soil. Minerals
are generally not consumed by mammals directly from rocks and dirt. Pica is associated with mineral deficiency
as animals seek to obtain a deficient element; however ionic minerals are not handled efficiently by the tissue.
Cells generally expect the minerals in the diet to be in an organic complex such as is found in plants or in animal
tissue. Collodial minerals, for instance, were shown to be well absorbed by the intestinal wall because of their
small size and charge, but they accumulated in the interstitial matrix because cells could not absorb and utilize
them until processed to an organic form. Even plants do not generally convert ionic minerals to an organic
molecule. The processing of ionic minerals into organic minerals is perfomed by the bacteria in the rhizosphere
of the soil. In healthy soil, living soil, the roots and root hairs are covered with a mycelial fungus which protects
the roots from pathogenic soil bacteria, parasites and any other pathogenic soil element much like the mucosa of
the intestine. Around the fungus covered root hair is a bacterial culture which resembles the flora of the intestine.
Lactobacillus and other species are vital to soil health. They convert ionic minerals into organically bound
mineral complexes which are utilized by the plant. One study revealed that in the absence of a viable soil culture
only 1% of tagged phosphorus was absorbed by the plant, whereas in healthy soil 19% of the phosphorus was
absorbed. The plants feed and promote this activity. Up to one fourth of a plant's production of proteins, starches
and fats is extruded into the rhizosphere to feed the bacterial culture. The bacteria also take organic matter from
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the soil and break it down ultimately to humic and fulvic acids which can be utilized by both the bacteria and
plants and result into food.

Where does the energy for all this process come from? Plants get their energy from the sun, right? How does
this occur? Radio towers broadcast frequency signals all around the world. However, if one does not have a
receiver of some type, on cannot utilize or hear the radio signal. Sunlight continually supplies energy to this
world. What are the receivers that absorb this energy and convert it to some other from of usable energy?
Minerals! Minerals, especially in organic complexes, absorb the sun's energy and convert it to a wave form which
the plants and bacteria can utilize. Mineral atoms and their associated complexes are natural receivers of the sun's
energy and then they transmit the energy to the DNA, enzymes and other cellular components to direct and drive
their function. Let me reemphasize that minerals in organic complexes are critical to efficient capture of the sun's
energy, whether we are discussing algae in the ocean or bacteria in the soil. The carbon fixing potential of
healthy soil with a healthy bacterial flora is more intense than trees. If the soils of the American Midwest were
returned to a healthy state, that alone would compensate for the increased carbon in our atmosphere. At the same
time, the quality of food material produced by the plants would be much higher than plants grown on deficient
soil.

How do we get deficient soils? Why are highly producing fields yielding crops that fail to meet minimum
nutritionals standards? First, life runs on carbon. Carbon is contained in all organic compounds it is what defines
a compound as organic. When no organic material is applied to the soil, it will become depleted. Manure,
compost, humus are all sources of organic material which can be applied to the soil to feed the culture of bacteria
in rhizsophere. Good soil in a healthy root system has more bacteria per gram than the colon. These bacteria are
vital to plant health, by binding of minerals into organic molecules and feeding the plant. So, what could damage
this culture? Fertilizers such as commercial agriculture utilizes today. The chemical strength of the NPK type
fertilizers is such that it kills the bacteria in the soil. Anhydrous ammonia was used in WWII to sterilize the soil
so it could be compacted for roads and airplane runways. Just as too much fertilizer burns your lawn, it burns the
bacteria and fungi of the rhizosphere. Without a healthy rhizophere you cannot get mineral conversion into
organic forms which the body needs. Hence, you get vegetables with ever decreasing levels of vitamins and
minerals. Organic sustainable agriculture produces food source minerals which supply which supply the
evolutionary demands of the body without alteration.

OK, minerals as part of the nutritional reservoir are not argued against, even if one may have opinions
regarding sources and availability of processed forms. How are minerals involved as cell determinants? Dr. Royal
Lee, in his cardinal work “Protomorphology, the Principles of Cell Autoregulation” described the role of
minerals in cell regulation and DNA expression. He summarized research in cell biology from the early 20th
century and demonstrated that there existed mineral molecules in cells which serve to promote protein formation.
When tissue was ashed at 500( to 700( C, only a mineral residue remained. (Above 700( even the minerals were
destroyed.). This mineral residue, when suspended in saline and administered to test animals produced a protein
response. That is, in the same species as the donor, anaphylaxis resulted. In hesterologous species, growth and
healing were stimulated. Dr. Lee produced extracts of the chromation material from cells of specific tissues and
studied the mineral composition and activity. His research showed that the mineral extracts enhanced growth and
healing. He explained the role of these mineral cell determinants in the generation of protein in the membranes of
the cell and demonstrated the cyclic functional migration from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, the extracellular
space, and then back into cell and its nucleus. Dr. Lee put forth that the mineral determinant molecules of, let us
say kidney cells, would, preferentially direct the formation of protein and enzyme pathways of kidney cells. An
experiment was performed in which a culture of liver cells began to develop characteristics of renal cells when
given the renal cell determinant. These mineral determinants, in the appropriate media, would act as specific
templates to trigger the formation of proteins. Does this conflict with anatomic explanation of DNA/RNA cycles
in protein formation? Not really. Dr. Lee was using a different language but describing the adaptability of the cell
to respond to stress via protein formation. (DNA biochemistry was known not at the time of his work so Dr. Lee
described the process in the language of his scientific day.) What they could demonstrate was that, under proper
conditions, the mineral determinants of a single celled organism could organize protein formation and actually
recreate single cell life forms. Dr. Lee described two areas of cell regulation affected by the mineral extracts. The
first was the stimulation of growth and repair. Second was the control cycle, which told tissue when to stop
growing. The cell determinants stimulated growth of cells through a balance or ratio of the mineral determinants
between the inside and outside of the cell. The control of tissue (not single cells but a large aggregation of them)
resulted from the interaction of the cell determinants and a form of auto antibody which Dr. Lee called Natural
Tissue Antibodies. Dealing with mammalian patients, Dr. Lee recognized that chronic stress to a tissue resulted
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in damage to cells. The result was increased cellular lysis. Stress resulted in the body becoming exposed to and
antigenically stimulated by what should have been intracellular proteins. Chronic liver disease, for example,
would result in low grade antibody formation against those liver proteins which were being released by hepatic
cell damage. The antibodies to, liver protein would interact with liver tissue to slow down or prevent healing. He
showed that the cell determinants mineral extract would counter this process and restore normal function. The
specialized function of minerals in the direction of cell growth and tissue regulation is not recognized by current
researchers but has been demonstrated in the field for the last fifty years. Any raw tissue will supply the cell
determinants needed by that tissue; however the most efficient source are the Protomorphogen ((tm)) extracts
produced by Standard Process. I highly recommend Dr. Lee's book (Protomorphology: The Principles of Cell
Autoregulation) for more information on this area of research.

So, we have covered the source of minerals. For mammals only good soil can produce healthy food. Once
absorbed in the proper form by cells minerals are the spark plugs of biochemistry. Magnesium is the key mineral
activator in over fifty enzymes in the body. Calcium is a major stimulatory ion on the cellular level, initiating a
cascade of cell response whether muscle contraction or protein production. Every vitamin has to have a mineral
activator to serve as an effective catalyst. The whole food vitamin C Complex depends upon a bivalent copper
ion in the enzyme tyrosinase for its antibacterial / antiviral oxidative burst. Selenium, essential as part of the
vitamin E complex, is required for proper thyroid activity, brain function muscle development and many other
biochemical functions. Selenium comes naturally in a - 2 valence. However, artificial sources of dietary selenium
may supply it in the +4 or +6 valence which are toxic. Dr. Richard Olree has presented much information on the
function of the proper minerals in genetic expression. He has developed a chart which shows the correlation of
specific minerals and even subatomic particles to the correct codon expression in DNA transcription.
Complementing Dr. Lee's work with protomorphogens, Dr. Olree has demonstrated that proper genetic
expression, proper DNA transcription and amino acid sequencing is dependent on the availability of minerals.
Not just any mineral, but the form and valance which should be available in foods. Dr. Olree's work is presented
in the book “Minerals for the Genetic Code” by Charles Walters. Mr. Walters has assembled Dr. Olree's work,
which covers every one of the sixty four codon sequences found in DNA, and presented it in a digestable form.
Along with the explanation of mineral control of genetic expression, he includes a reference section for food
sources of the minerals.

In conclusion, mineral biochemistry is a vast subject. The individual functions of each ion in cell function fill
volumes. However, we cannot afford to forget that we and our patients live on the minerals in food. The food on
which the body evolved was (by default) grown organically on native, healthy soils. Today, we must seek ways
of supplying these essential elements in than proper form to our patients. We must educate our clients in the
subject of food sources for their pets and provide supplementation to correct the deficiencies of the foods
available. We do not have to analyze pet foods or raw diets. One can assume that supplementation is probably
needed, and one can know that supplementation with whole food concentrates cannot produce a toxic overdose
like synthetic chemical products do. Personally, I prefer the mineral supplements produced by Standard Process
products. Their Organically Bound Minerals are produced from organic alfalfa juice and kelp juice, and provide
the entire natural compliment of minerals needed in the body. For geriatric patients I use Trace Minerals B12
which adds extra vegetable sources of the trace minerals to the alfalfa and kelp. As Dr. Lee said “Let us take our
vitamins from food ... and even the food vitamins are useless without their minerals.” Synthetic and improperly
processed sources can never supply the nutrition that whole foods provide, whether once considers minerals,
vitamins or any other nutritional element.

Dr. Kincaid is a Consultant/contractor for Standard Process
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NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT FOR GERIATRIC PATIENT
Joseph A. Kincaid, DVM

 
Life can be a traumatic experience. The body has evolved functional systems which are adapted to allow it to

survive. Every cell is designed to be a self replicating, self repairing unit organism. The prerequisite for repair
and regeneration are a favorable energetic environment, proper nutrition, water and oxygen. It has been observed,
(Perdue, Nature 2002) that watercress plants, when altered with an experimentally induced mutation, repaired the
DNA and thus corrected the aberration introduced by the mutation. What shocked the researchers was that there
was no template, no record, of the correct genetic sequencing present to direct the repair. The plants' life force
knew what the correct configuration was, and repaired the altered DNA accordingly without a physical
instruction sheet (so to speak). This work demonstrates the drive and ability of life to repair and regenerate tissue
with the goal of survival. Cell's can repair and regenerate effectively when given proper nutrition. How does this
translate in to the real world?

The Texas Department of Fish and Game agents studied the lives of coyotes in the Hill Country of Central
Texas in the middle 1970's. (This data was not published, but was told to me by a Fish and Game officer.) Litters
of coyote pups were tagged and tracked throughout their lives. The average life span of the coyotes in the study
was only ten months. Poor nutrition, disease, man (predators) and other factors contributed to a relatively short
average life span. Bottom line - some of the pups lived long enough to reproduce and continue the species. Most
did not. Nature is not forgiving and most of the species which we keep as pets evolved in an environment which,
much like the coyotes in the study, did not favor many individuals living to reach old age.

Today, however, we provide the security and support for animals to live far longer than they might in the
wild. We have, in essence, created the field of geriatric medicine by our support and protection of our pets. It is
not really a “natural” life span. The ideal geriatric life curve should be a right angle. The life force should
continue relatively undiminished until the pet's body can no longer maintain its physiology and then it hopefully
would die quickly and without trauma. Live well until your last breath and then pass easily to the next level.

Too often however, we observe that the life curve is a slow gradual descent, with the ills and degenerations of
age causing a gradual decline of energy, often with unpleasant symptoms. As much as we pray that our pets and
loved ones live well until their time is up and then depart swiftly and painlessly, life does not always cooperate.
Holistic practitioners do not see many patients until they are old, and the owner is seeking something other than
ever increasing pharmacologic support. What can we do to arrest the decline of these patients, restore their
vitality and generally provide quality of life to our aging patients? The answer is to give the cells of the body
what they need to maintain and repair themselves.

The life span of a cell may be genetically predetermined, and influenced secondarily by nutrition and
environment. Every cell in the body replaces itself periodically. Depok Chopra said, “ We change our bodies as
easily as we change our clothes.” Thus, we and our pets regularly get a whole new body. If we can do this, why
can't we stay young and vibrant forever? Apparently the number of times which a cell can replicate itself is
regulated by a small protein called a telomere. Telomeres permit DNA to replicate over and over, yet the
telemores shorten with each replication. When the telomere is gone, the cell cannot replicate and that individual
cellular line will die. No one knows at this time how to regenerate telomeres to perpetuate life of a cell line. What
we can influence is the viability of the cell during its pre ordained life span. We do this by providing cellular
nutrition and environmental support to optimize cell health.

Diet is a major factor for geriatrics. I recommend a grain free, food which uses human grade meat cuts and
uses no chemical preservatives: Numerous foods are available that meet these criteria. Dehydrated and fresh
frozen raw diets are also available. The “holistic” brands generally show much processing less loss of the vital
energy of fresh foods (according to tests run by the author in his practice using radionic device.) In addition to a
good prepared diet, I recommend small amounts of raw meats and vegetables as treats, twice daily, and daily
supplementation with whole food vitamins

Digestion and absorption of food is the first step to getting nutrition into the geriatric patient. The subject is to
broad for this paper, but several salient points must be made. As humans age, their output of digestive acids and
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enzymes reaches less than 20% of optimum by age 65. We can only assume that dogs and cats undergo similar
deterioration of function. Dogs have been shown to increase Clostridium spp. in the large bowel and lower levels
of Bifidobacteria and L. Acidophilus. This is an inversion of the younger GI environment and is associated with
immune imbalances. If your patient cannot digest their food and absorb it, they cannot hope to maintain their
cells and tissue.

All geriatrics should get digestive enzymes including acid support, and probiotic supplements. Maintenance or
repair of the intestinal wall and function are often indicated. Slippery elm bark, okra powder, marshmallow
extract and chlorophyll are excellent products to support the gut wall. L. glutamine feeds the enterocytes and aloe
vera promotes healing. Soluble fibers such as apple pectin, fenugreek and collinsonia root promote colon health
and fecal passage. The best all around product which I have found to promote GI health is the SP Enteric Support
which combines nutrition, herbs and growth factors in one formula. 

The topic of general cellular nutrition has been covered in the hour devoted to whole food nutrition. Our
concern for geriatric programs should focus heavily on the ability of aging body to deliver oxygen and nutrients
to the cells and to remove metabolic wastes from the tissue, as well as eliminating these wastes once they are in
the general circulation. Hydration is a primary concern in the geriatric individual. Not only must cells have
adequate intracellular water, but the interstitial matrix which surrounds the individual cells must be adequately
hydrated to facilitate ingress and egress of metabolic constituents. The interstitial matrix is the primary reservoir
of glucosaminoglycans (GAGs) it the body. Arranged on a backbone of HA (hyaluronic acid), GAGs hold water
molecules. The hydration of GAG's in joint cartilage provides the cushioning effect of the cartilage. In the matrix,
the water retaining ability softens the tissue (dehydrated animals get stiff skin!) and the water provides the
medium for the diffusion of metabolic molecules in and out of the tissue. No cell is more than five cells away
from a capillary vessel, but the ability of O2 glucose and other molecules to diffuse from the blood to the cell
depends on the properties of the interstitial matrix. This factor is why fluid support therapy perks up an older
patient so quickly - the exchange of molecules between the blood compartment, matrix compartment and
intracellular compartment is facilitated which enhances cell function. Lymph fluid carries a large array of toxins
and metabolic products away from the cells. Hydration is critical to lymph production and flow. The hydration
level of the mesenchyme is totally dependent on the quality of lymph function. Products which promote hydration
include homeopathics such as coffea cruda, structured water products, cell salts and electrolytes. Nutritional
supplements which provide good protein, H-A, and GAG's permit regeneration of the matrix. In addition to
hydrating and supporting the matrix, we must also keep it clean. The interstitial matrix serves as the last
depository for toxins and foreign molecules prior to encountering the cell wall. Many compounds accumulate in
this matrix and contribute to the onset homotoxicology. Matrix regulation can be aided by herbal detoxing
formulas and homeopathic remedies.

Once hydrated, we must protect and support the body systems which deliver oxygen and food to the tissues.
Heart support is critical in geriatric patients. Heart cells began to fail because of poor nutrition. Whole food B
complex concentrates are a primary constituent of heart support. Dr. Royal Lee demonstrated that an irregularity
of the heart beat evident on an acoustic cardiogram would correct and disappear within minutes of the person
chewing concentrates of whole B complex. (Synthetic, chemical vitamins did not produce this effect.) The
vitamin E complex is also critical to heart function. Dr. Lee's research indicated that the cause of acute heart
failure is linked to whole vitamin E deficiency. Proper calcium and magnesium balance is also critical. Calcium
stimulates the myocardial contraction and magnesium functions to promote relaxation and repolarization of the
muscle fibers. Vitamin C complex is also very important to the heart and the circulatory system. The bioflavanoid
aid “P” factors found in the whole food C complex are essential for the production and maintenance of collagen
fibrils and elastin is the walls of the arteries. Lastly, the cellular determinant for heart muscle is a nuclear extract
which promotes repair and regeneration of heart tissue. While whole food concentrates are available from several
companies, the cellular determinants are only available from Standard Process of Palmyra Wisconsin.

Complementary to the heart and circulation support for geriatrics we must support that blood, the fluid tissue
delivery system. Bone marrow support is the place to start. Organic food source minerals and trace minerals are
critical for marrow health. Fatty acid balance functions in several ways. The oxygen demand in bone marrow is
high. Fatty acid balance controls the ability of the cell membrane to permit O2 to enter the cell. Fatty acids,
particularly cholesterol, are free radical scavengers and potent antioxidants. B12 and folic acid are a rate limiting
in the production of hemoglobin. Folates occur from plant sources primarily and exist in a spectrum of over
twelve isomers. Food sources alone provide the whole spectrum. Red blood cell production is facilitated by
supporting the bone marrow, hemoglobin productions and cell membrane health. Foods which promote all these
functions are dessicated spleen and liver, Tillansia (Spanish moss), alfalfa juice concentrates (rich in trace
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minerals) chlorophyll extracts and, of course, fresh raw bones. When considering the integrity of the circulatory
system we must provide adequate sources of vitamin A as well. Retinoic acid and its related molecules are
essential for membrane integrity both on a cellular and tissue level. Circulatory support, then, demands whole
body nutrition. Whole food sources of vitamins A, B, C, D, E, and F are critical for circulatory health. Along with
these the body must have adequate proteins and mineral in forms which it can digest and handle.

Once oxygen and nutrition are delivered to the cellular level, waste products such as CO2 and lactic acid must
be removed. All of the considerations regarding matrix support and regulation apply here. We often use drainage
remedies to facilitate detoxification. These work through to activity of hormesis and heat shock protein formation
to promote mesenchymal clearance. However, hydration and facilitation of osmotic gradient balancing is critical
to the effectiveness of these remedies. Trace mineral availability is a major factor. Natural foods contain all the
elements of the soil, even arsenic and lead, in small amounts. Bodies evolved in this environment and need all of
these elements to function properly.

Once the cellular waste products have made it to the circulatory system, either by diffusion into the blood
stream or by lymph return to the nervous system, we must support the major detoxifying organs. Liver and kidney
function are critical to geriatric support. After all, we are what we eat, and what we don't excrete. Both organs
have demonstrated the ability to compensate for damage and suboptimal conditions, but we need to focus on
maintaining health, not fighting disease.

Liver support should include both herbal and nutritional products. Nutritional products should provide
choline, inositol, methyl group donors such as methione, and the spectrum of vitamins, antioxidants, minerals and
fatty acids required for proper function. The best nutritional product, in my opinion, is Livaplex from Standard
Process. It provides full nutritional support plus the cell determinant/ growth factors extract for liver cells. Herbal
support always includes milk thistle. Silymarin and related isoflavinoids from milk thistle make it #1 broad
spectrum liver support product. Schisandra berries are also balanced promoters of the Phase 1, Phase 2 liver
detoxification. Globe artichoke promotes bile production and dandelion extract also helps cleanse the liver. I
prefer herbal products from either Germany or Australia. They are manufactured to much higher standards of
potency (pharmacy grade manufacture) than American or Chinese herbs (food grade manufacture). 

Renal support requires good nutrition. Dr. Delman Finco demonstrated that stressed or injured kidneys did
much better on high quality, adequate protein rather than the traditional low protein diet for renal disease. Kidney
function is incredibly vital and requires lots of protein and energy. Kidneys require whole food vitamin A,
vitamin C and B complex. Antioxidant support is also very valuable. Kidney bean extract promotes function of
the loop of Henle and the medullary area of the kidney. For specific kidney support, I use Albaplex or Renafood
from Standard Process.

The digestive system and respiratory system both function to help eliminate toxins from the body. Nutrition
for the mucous membranes, mucolytic herbs such as Fenugreek promote clearance of toxins via the lining of
these organs. Another major concern of geriatric patients is the musculoskeletal system. Two factors are very
critical to joint, muscle and bone support. Protein intake must be of good quality and it must be properly digested
and absorbed. Protein loss from catabolic processes and renal dysfunction must be controlled. Arthritis and pain
are major adrenal stressors as well. I usually combine adrenal support with musculoskeletal support.
Ashwaganda, an aravedic herb and licorice work very well together in older patients. They should be combined
with muscle, bone and joint support; this includes calcium, magnesium, Vitamin D and trace minerals for bone
metabolism. Fatty acid balance has several functions. First, fatty acids carry calcium from the blood into the
tissue, second, the omega fatty acids are potent antinflammatory molecules. Cellular growth factors for bone and
muscle are available through Standard Process. When combined with vitamins and good food they permit optimal
healing of bones, joints and muscles. Boswellia acids are powerful luekotriene inhibitors and have no effect on
the stomach or liver. When pain and inflammation need handling Boswellia generally does very well.

In conclusion geriatric support is whole body nutrition. One can fragment the body into problem areas and try
to treat each individually or we can support the entire body and only get specific as we need. Allopathic medicine
tends to follow the first path. Patients come to me with stomach medicine, liver medicine, blood pressure
medicine, heart medicine etc, and the owners are frustrated and confused while the animals generally don't feel
good. Supporting the cellular health, the delivery systems which sustain tissue and the excretory systems which
take out the garbage, you will discover that fewer individual problems need address. Bodies were designed to
work well and keep themselves young as long as the proper nutritional elements were available. We need to
provide them and not get in the road when the body wants to work as intended. If I had to recommend a single
product for geriatrics, I would give the Canine or Feline Whole Body Support products from Standard Process.
They include growth factors for every major system as well as herbal and whole food support for the entire body.
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Straighten up then diet, supplement intelligently, and live long and prosper!.

Dr. Kincaid is a Consultant/contractor for Standard Process
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WHOLE FOODS AS PART OF A MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
Joseph A. Kincaid, DVM

Note: The principles discussed in the theory of this discussion apply to all species. However, the more specific
elements of this program were restricted to small animals.

Why do we eat? Why does any living organism eat? The basic function of feeding behavior in animals life
forms is to accomplish the transfer of nutrients and life energy from an appropriate source to recipient organisms
that can utilize that energy and those nutrients to promote their survival. Single celled organisms thrive in an
environment that provides the immediate requirements for their survival. Multicellular organisms face a more
complicated task. They must have the anatomy and physiology to capture foods, digest them, and deliver the
product of digestion in a timely manner to the tissues of the organism. Whether considering invertebrates such as
sea cucumbers and anemones or more developed forms such as mammals and birds, the same principles apply,
varying primarily in regard to the complexity of the organism. The more complex organisms developed from the
more primitive as a survival adaptation. Over the span of evolutionary development, one principle has remained
true. The cells of the organism need certain nutritional factors to regenerate structure and promote individual
survival, with the ultimate goal of reproducing the organism in order to continue the genetic, protoplasm line. As
life forms evolved, they only evolved successfully by maintaining a relationship with their food supply. If an
organism evolved, it either needed to remain dependent on its original food source, or evolve a new physiology to
capture, digest and utilize a new food source. If the food element on which a species was dependent was removed
by either evolution or extinction, then the species was forced to adapt to new food sources or face extinction
itself. The alteration of relationship between the food source and the organism, if suboptimal, would manifest in
the organism as what is called malnutrition, inadequate renewal factors from the food source leading to a failure
of the organism to optimally repair and regenerate itself.

Mammalian bodies are continuously replacing the cells of the various tissues. Even though the physiologists
disagree as to actual time frame, it is generally agreed that the majority of the cells of the human body are
replaced at least every seven years. The facility with which the organism replaces these cells, the effectiveness
and efficiency of tissue repair and maintenance determine whether the organism is staying healthy and aging
well, or is subject to degenerative diseases and poor health. Organisms evolved living on certain foods, and the
ability to adapt to new food sources requires thousands of years of adaptive evolution. The introduction of new or
radical food sources to an evolutionary process by necessity indicates that the normal food supply on which an
organism is surviving well is compromised or altered and the nutritional environment of the cell of the body is
also altered.  If the organism can utilize the new food source effectively, no adaptive response is needed and the
organism can thrive. However, if the new food source is not readily utilized by the organism, a state of
malnutrition will occur. The severity of the malnutrition and the consequences to the organism depend entirely on
the availability of nutrients and energy in the new food source. Malnutrition leads to less than optimal survival. In
the long term, generational stress (in this case from altered food) leads to adaptive and evolutionary change in
order to bring the organism to a new stage of development which will result in improved survival. Such
development can take fifty thousand years or longer. In the short term, the organism existing on an altered food
supply will find that the nutritional elements to which it has evolved an optimal response are no longer present, or
are present in significantly altered quantities and availability. The result of this shift is short term malnutrition,
preventing the body from repairing and regenerating at an optimal level. 

Now where does all this lead us as practitioners of holistic medicine? The animals that we care for have
evolved over millions of years and have very defined feeding patterns. However, in our efforts to domesticate
these species, we have removed them from their normal feeding patterns. We have substituted formulated rations
for the opportunity to pursue an evolutionary diet. Granted, these developments are not all evil. The purpose of
formulated rations are to be convenient, economical and reasonably nutritious. They are not without benefit; a
study of coyote pups in the Austin, TX. area revealed that the average life span was only ten months. Mother
Nature is harsh, and for the few that survive well, many die. Pets cannot adequately hunt for food today and thus
prepared diets for the pet owner are a necessity whether the pet can occasionally catch wild food or not. 
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The majority of cat and dog foods today are a radical change from the evolutionary diet on which these pets
evolved to survive. Because of the fact that our pet species have not had time to adapt to these new food sources,
we must examine them to determine if they are adequate or if they promote malnutrition (either overtly or
subclinically). Commercial pet foods, their quality, function, etc, are a subject too broad for this discussion.
However, a few points need to be made. There are two primary aspects of any food which must be considered.
The first is the ingredients themselves, the second is how well the life force of those ingredients is preserved in
the manufacture of the food. The evolutionary diet discussion is the cornerstone of the ingredient evaluation.
Commercial pet foods contain many food items not found in the natural diets of dogs and cats. Gluten containing
grains are found in a majority of commercial foods. Dogs and cats cannot digest gluten effectively and gluten
containing grains lead to malnutrition by both malabsorbation and maldigestion. Food items which these pets
have never encountered in the wild are common ingredients. Preservative chemicals and chemical vitamins are
very common. Sources of greens are commonly included, but they are ground, unprocessed, generally poor
quality items of questionable availability. The vegetable items which a carnivore consumes from the paunch of its
prey are already partially digested, making them bioavailable. The enzymes a carnivore needs to digest the greens
in commercial pet food are absent or in low quantity as this type of food is not part of the evolutionary diet.
Generally speaking commercial foods are for the most part made from foods which our pets would not normally
eat. Secondly, the damage to and divitalization of a food or food mix during processing is seldom addressed.
Over cooking, processing and extrusion pressure all degrade the living enzymes and other proteins in foods.
Fresh food is full of life - over cooked food is devoid of energy and will parasitize the energy of the body to
digest it. Degradation of food in processing leads to physical alteration of molecules; proteins coagulate,
condensing their 3-D configuration and reducing availability of amino acids. Microwave cooking can reverse the
molecular configuration of amino acids from the L form to the D form, rendering them toxic. Fats are often
oxidized during processing, rendering them rancid and toxic. Organic mineral complexes are degraded by heat,
rendering them less available. Processing affects the availability of food molecules. According to Dr. Quinton
Rogers of UC Davis... “A weakness of diet formulation using nutrient composition tables is that the
bioavalabilities of amino acids and nitrogen from food sources are usually not known, or the effect of processing
on the particular food (or food combinations) is not known...” (Vet. Int. Med 5th Ed. Vol.1, pg 238.)  As a
generality commercial foods can never match a natural diet, no matter how easy, convenient or otherwise
attractive they are.

So what do we tell our pet owning clients? Get the best quality grain free ration which they can afford as a
base diet for their pets. Enough said. Then, supplement the commercial diet with raw foods, and vitamins made
from raw, whole food concentrates. By definition, vitamins are food complexes present in the diet in minute
quantities, but which are essential to life. Heat and processing degrades them. Vitamins are biologic complexes,
not simple chemicals. For example, the vitamin C complex contains tyrosinase, an enzyme which contains a
bivalent copper molecule. This enzyme provides the oxidative burst when neutrophils destroy bacteria, and is key
to the health protecting aspects of vitamin C. Surrounding this molecule are bioflavinoids and the P factors which
support collagen formation, the J factors which assist hemoglobin formation, the K factors which promote
clotting and ascorbigen. The ratios of these factors many vary from food source to food source but they are
always present. Nature then wraps a shell of ascorbic acid around this complex to protect it from oxidation.
Ascorbic acid is less than 10% of the actual vitamin C complex found in food. Bodies evolved to get their
vitamin complexes from the food they ate. Chemical substitutes are incomplete, naked molecules which have no
life force in them. They drain the body of energy and cofactors.  Numerous studies in both human and animal
nutrition have demonstrated that chemical vitamins are not adequate substitutes for the whole food vitamin
complex. Chemical vitamins (any USP grades source) will drain the body of cofactors required for them to
function. That is, if only a chemical fraction of the vitamin is provided, the body will rob its tissues of minerals
and cofactors which are part of the functional vitamin complex and which are missing from the chemical form of
the vitamin. A watch cannot keep time when parts are missing; a vitamin cannot function when fractionated.

So how do we insure that our pets get adequate vitamins and minerals? The solution is to give dogs and cats a
variety of raw meats and bones, as treats every day. The micronutrients present in small quantities whole foods
will supply what is missing from the commercial diet. You don't need large quantities of whole food vitamins but
you do need them daily, just as an animal would get them in the wild. The old commercial said, “It's not nice to
fool with Mother Nature!” We delude ourselves when we think we can formulate a diet and know everything that
is needed. Liver extracts contain over twenty five different fatty acids from short chain to very long chain
varieties. Our pet's body expects the variety and synergy of food such as it evolved on. They do not thrive on
stripped down concentrations of a few nutritional elements. Only in daily raw supplements can all the known and
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unknown factors of whole food be obtained. 
Secondly I recommend whole food vitamins as a daily compliment to commercial foods and raw meat treats.

Supplements concentrated from whole organic foods are optimal as they provide all of the factors found in a
natural diet which might be missing from commercial diets and even commercial meats. The food concentrates
should be prepared without heating them as this destroys the enzyme content. Organic sources, especially of the
plant and vegetables sources, is far superior to standard agricultural offerings due to the high levels of food
complex minerals which are often missing in commercial foods. A spectrum of whole foods can be found in the
vitamin supplements which is broader than generally found in commercial foods. This provides trace elements
which might be lacking in even the good commercial diets.

In conclusion, the effort to prove the most complete maintenance ration for a pet must include three elements.
First, a diet based on the evolutionary pattern feeding for that species which had undergone minimal processing.
Secondly, daily supplementation with raw meat and bones, and third daily whole food vitamins which are
concentrates of raw foods, such as that prepared by Standard Process of Palmyra, Wisconsin.

Dr. Kincaid is a Consultant/contractor for Standard Process
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FILLING THE HOLE IN HOLISTIC MEDICINE
Douglas E. Knueven, DVM, CVA, CAC

Holistic medicine is so named because it addresses the whole animal-body, mind, and spirit. When I first
encountered this intriguing way of looking at health care I was struck by a glaring anomaly. If we are talking
about a system that looks at the being as a whole (spelled with a “w”), then why is it spelled holistic (with an
“h”)?
It wasn't until I had been using holistic modalities for quite some time that I finally found the answer to this
puzzling problem. It turns out that this spelling of holistic was coined by a group of unconventional medical
doctors who formed the American Holistic Medical Association in 1978. They chose this spelling to emphasize
the holiness of the healing process. In fact, the words whole, heal, health, and holy are derived from the same Old
English root word, hal. So being healthy means being whole, and to be whole is to be holy.

Much of this conference deals with various holistic therapies. There tends to be a lot of talk about the
physical, some discussion of the mind, and a healthy portion of vital energy; but often there is very little mention
of spirit. It may appear that a hole has been left in the true understanding of holistic medicine. Actually, the spirit
of holistic medicine can be felt as we gather together in these lecture rooms and listen to the inspirational
speakers. In this lecture we will more formally explore the spiritual connection we share with our pets. 

There are those who deny the existence of the human spirit much less that of an animal. These materialists
believe that we are all basically stimulus-response, biological robots. A little critical thought can easily dispel this
belief. Consider for a moment what it means if we are strictly physical beings. This would mean that the sum
total of who any of us is consists of our genetics and our experiences. All our responses to environmental stimuli
are preprogrammed into our DNA. None of us are responsible for our own DNA. Nor are we responsible for what
happens to us. It follows from a materialistic view point that we are therefore not responsible for any of our
actions. We are all victims of our DNA. If this is true then you can throw out the justice system. “My genes made
me do it.” No, we are indeed spiritual beings. But, can the same be said for our patients?

I believe that our capacity for compassion is evidence of our spiritual natures. Are animals capable of
compassion? Sometimes deeds speak louder than words. 

Animal Altruism
Stories of hero pets abound in the news. One such drama played out the evening of October 12, 2006 near

Buffalo, New York. An 81-year-old couple, Eve and Norman Fertig, had ventured out to their backyard wildlife
sanctuary to treat sick birds. A freak snowstorm hit and the couple found themselves trapped by fallen trees and
deep snow. They soon realized that they were in serious trouble since neither had on a heavy coat or gloves.
Getting back to the house looked impossible and the temperatures were dropping as night fell.

Undaunted by the task at hand, the couple's 160-pound German shepherd-wolf mix, Shana, bounded into
action. She dug a one-foot wide tunnel under a large, downed tree and through the snow for 20 feet, back to the
house, a process that took several hours. She returned and began to bark at the couple to encourage them to crawl
to safety. When the pair hesitated, Shana grabbed Eve's jacket. The dog pulled the 86-pound woman onto her
back and drug her slowly, back through the tunnel to the house, with Norman holding on behind. 

The threesome struggled through the back door of the house and the exhausted seniors fell to the floor. By
now it was two o'clock in the morning and the power was out. Not to worry-Shana stayed close to the Fertigs,
keeping them warm until they were found the next morning. Shana herself had been rescued from an abusive
situation by the Fertig's seven years earlier when she was only two weeks old. I think she must have felt a tinge of
pride to have returned the favor with such a gutsy act.

This story is just one example of a dog resorting to extreme measures to save her human companions. Some
animals will risk their own lives, by swimming into rushing water or by running into burning buildings, to rescue
their human family members. Certainly you have seen the news clips.

Is it Just Instinct?
Many scientifically-minded people would write these dogs' daring deeds off as instinct. After all, it is
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ridiculous to think of animals as being brave. Canines are pack animals that will lay their lives on the line for a
fellow group member out of a natural impulse. And dogs do treat the humans they live with like pack members. 

However, if we attribute the valiant actions of Shana and her canine cohorts to simply animal instinct, then to
what do we credit the actions of human heroes? When speaking of people, we call it courage. Of course, when
asked, most of those people will say that they just did what came naturally. They did not think about it, they just
acted. That sounds like instinct to me.

Perhaps courage is an instinct of compassion. After all, it does seem innate to want to help another who is in
peril. If such caring comes naturally, is this not evidence of an underlying presence of goodness within
individuals? This altruistic tendency certainly testifies to the presence of a soul. If so, then it appears that our
beloved pets qualify as soul mates.

The Pet Connection
There is an intangible quality to the animals we love. A person often forms a bond with a particular pet-a

relationship that defies reason. Fifty percent of pet owners report that their dog anticipates the arrival home of
one or more family members. The animals often become aroused and wait near a window or door-activities that
are termed anticipatory behaviors. One scientist set out to objectively explore this claim.

Dr. Rupert Sheldrake has done hundreds of trials to test the theory that certain dogs can somehow read their
owner's minds from a distance. Sheldrake would install cameras in the dog owner's home to monitor the canine,
and send the person off to run errands. The owner would then be paged to come home at completely random
times, and return driving an unfamiliar vehicle. This procedure ruled out such skeptical explanations as the idea
that the dog is simply responding to the time of day, or his ability to smell or hear his owner's vehicle. 

Sheldrake found statistically significant anticipatory behavior by some dogs. A dog's extrasensory ability
seemed to be the greatest in those with an especially close relationship with their owners. These findings show
that there can be an invisible link between certain pets and their owners. This non-physical association is further
proof of a deep soul connection that sometimes exists. 

Divine Nature
Nature is infused with the Divine. It is impossible for most people to study biology without developing a sense

of awe for the beauty of the balance that is maintained in intricate, natural systems. Each one of the billions of
cells in the body has a life of its own, and yet they all cooperate to function as a whole. Animals, plants,
microorganisms, and inert materials have developed amazingly complicated, synergistic relationships in every
ecosystem in the world. Even the celestial bodies have an orderly rhythm that mystifies the human mind. All of
creation is alive with a palpable, heavenly heartbeat.

One scientist who was struck by the beauty of nature and our relationship with creation was none other than
Albert Einstein, who wrote: “A human being is a part of the whole, called by us 'Universe,' a part limited in time
and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts and feelings as something separated from the rest-a kind of
optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a kind of prison for us... Our task must be to free ourselves
from this prison by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of nature in
its beauty.”

With a lick of the tongue and a wag of the tail, a dog can reunite us with the mysteries of the universe. Pets
may or may not have souls. Indeed, they are not little people-thank goodness for that, for they are so much more.
However, there is certainly no denying that they possess an intangible quality-a spark of the Divine-that is
available to those who choose to connect. 

Tapping the Divine that lies within all of creation is a means of achieving balance and healing. This is the
meaning of holistic health. When we share our lives with a special animal companion, we enter a healing
relationship-one that is mutually beneficial. Holistic health is made possible by such a relationship. Connecting
with your pet on a spiritual level is one way of connecting with the Divine.

Making the Connection
In this lecture, I have attempted to fill the hole in our understanding of holistic medicine by addressing its

spiritual side. It is all well and good to look at spirituality and our relationships with our pets from the intellectual
standpoint. Hopefully you have found this lecture to be inspirational as well as informational. At the same time, it
is not possible to truly understand the spiritual aspects of life by hearing about them. The only way to know the
Spirit is to experience it. 

I would like to invite you to make a special connection with your pet and the Divine. This requires taking time
to separate from the daily grind-15 to 30 minutes should do. I am proposing that you spend some time in quiet,
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prayerful meditation with your pet. This is a deeply moving process that can benefit both the person and the pet. 
Choose a time when both yourself and your companion are relaxed and will be uninterrupted for awhile. Turn

off the phone and find a quiet place, either inside or better yet, out in nature. Now, get in a comfortable sitting
position with legs uncrossed and feet flat on the floor or ground. Help your pet relax either in your lap or next to
you. Have one or both hands on your pet or touch him with some part of your body. Feel the tangible connection.
The following script can be read slowly and prerecorded to be played back as a guided reverie, or followed as
best as possible by memory.

Begin by allowing the problems and concerns of daily life to fall away...take about five minutes to simply
breathe deeply and slowly...feel the breath flowing effortlessly in and out...it is almost as if the breath is
breathing you...breath in relaxation...with each exhalation, allow all of the tension in your body to flow
out...(pause) imagine that God is breathing into you the breath of life...(pause) this same breath of life is also
flowing within your companion...(pause) envision the amazing underlying life force, the spirit that is stirring,
pulsing, vibrating within both you and your pet...(pause) we are all the result of the same divine plan...(pause)
feel the presence of your pet there with you...(pause) feel the warmth of his body...(pause) feel the soft
fur...(pause) become aware of your pet's breathing...(pause) feel his chest rise and fall...(pause) really connect
with this other living being...(pause) bring to mind some special event the two of you have shared...(pause)
remember that feeling of closeness you experienced...(pause)  become aware of your own heart and feel the
compassion you have for this animal companion...(pause) sense the warmth of your love expanding inside your
chest...reaching out and embracing this other being...(pause) as the love continues to expand you find you both
are floating in a giant sea of love...(pause) allow yourself to fully experience the oneness you share with this
creature and with all of creation...(pause) melt into this feeling of oneness...(pause) now abide for awhile in this
silent oneness...(pause) if you find that your mind has wondered off, gently bring it back to this feeling of
oneness...(pause)

When you feel ready, slowly return to the present moment and your body...bringing with you that peaceful
feeling of oneness.

I hope that you have the opportunity to practice this exercise and spend some quiet time with your pet. Such
contemplation, on a regular basis, can improve your health as well as your bond with your pet. Over time, this
meditation can positively affect the health of your companion, too. Affirming the healing spirit of compassion
draws it forth into your lives.
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INTRODUCTION TO HERBAL MEDICINE
Douglas E. Knueven, DVM, CVA, CAC

Herbs have been part of human diet and pharmacy from as far back as we can tell. There is evidence of herbal
practice that has been found in caveman coprolites and in a 60,000-year-old grave in Iraq. The first materia
medica dates back to 3500 BCE in China. Herbalism is also spoken of in Sumerian texts from 3000 BCE. Herbal
medicine is practiced in all parts of the world by native cultures. 

Even animals practice herbal medicine. Zoopharmacognosy refers to the medicinal use of herbs by animals.
This practice has been documented in elephants, monkeys, bison, pigs, civets, jackals, tigers, bears, wild dogs,
rhinoceros, mole rats, and desert gerbils. Some herbalists believe that medical practitioners of ancient, native
cultures learned about herbal medicine by mimicking the animals. Since our practice of herbal medicine may be
thanks to the animals, it only seems fitting to return the favor by treating pets with herbs.

US doctors relied on herbs until 1930's. In 1870 the US Pharmacopoeia listed 638 herbs. By 1990 that number
dropped to only 58 herbs. Yet, today 80% of the world's population relies on herbs as primary medicine
according to the World Health Organization. And 30-40% of German and French MDs use herbs in practice. The
modern pharmaceutical industry can trace its roots to the isolation of digitoxin and digoxin from foxglove leaf in
1785 by William Withering. There are 265,000 known plant species. To date, only 1% have been tested for
medicinal properties yet 25% of today's medicines are derived from herbs.

Unlike drugs, the therapeutic activity of herbs depends on a number of factors. Many herbs have very specific
parts of the plant that contain the active phytochemicals. For some herbs, the age of the plant at time of harvest is
important. Sometimes even the season of the year or time of day the plant is harvested makes a difference. The
handling of the plant material after harvest is especially important because the medicinal factors are sensitive to
light, heat and processing.

So with all these variables, how does one choose an herbal product? An important criterion is the clinician's
experience with a particular company. For those just starting out, I would suggest checking with experienced
herbalists. The cost of a product can be a clue to its quality. Although an expensive product is not necessarily
superior, quality production tends to be expensive. When researching an herbal company, look at the claims that
are made. If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is. Also look at who is involved with formulating. For
veterinary products we would want a veterinary herbalist involved. 

The product label itself should be examined. It should state the genus and species of the plant, not just the
common name. The supplement expiration or harvest date ought to be listed as well as the part of the herb that
the product contains. It is ideal that the product be chemically analyzed and the amount of the active ingredient it
contains documented. Finally, look for the seal of the National Animal Supplement Council (www.NASC.cc).
This organization imposes quality controls on its members and even has a system for reporting adverse effects.

Some confusion in herbal medicine surrounds the terms “Eastern” or Chinese versus “Western” herbal
medicine. In actuality, it is not so much the herbs themselves that differentiate the two as many of the same herbs
are shared between the two systems. One distinction is that the Chinese usually do not use single herbal remedies
but rather synergistic mixtures of 3-12 herbs. Also, Chinese “herbal” medicine includes the use of animal parts
and minerals as well as plants. But most importantly, Chinese herbal medicine is used within the framework of
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) which views the body and disease much differently than we do in the West.

Another confusing issue in herbal medicine is the multitude of forms and formulations available. Herbs can be
used fresh out of the ground. Many chefs have gardens close to their kitchens so that such herbs as chives, basil,
sage, thyme, parsley, and cilantro can be sprinkled on the food. Similarly, fresh ginger root can be shredded and
added to a dog's food as a digestive aide. Herbs can also be dried, ground into a powder, and mixed in a pet's
food.

An herbal tea (also called an herbal infusion) is a way of extracting the plant constituents into water. An
herbal tincture refers to an alcohol preparation of a dried herb and an herbal extract is an alcohol preparation of
the fresh herb. A mixture of grain alcohol and water is the ideal solvent for all the important phytochemicals
contained in herbs. Tinctures and extracts are more concentrated than teas so a smaller dose is needed. These
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herbal preparations may be given directly in the mouth; however, some pets may not tolerate the high alcohol
content. An alternative is to dilute the remedy with equal parts hot water to evaporate off the alcohol. 

Glycerin extracts of herbs are also available. Unfortunately, most herbalists agree that this extraction process
is not very effective and so the resultant medicine may be weak. Recently, herb companies have developed an
extraction process involving alcohol extraction, vacuum evaporation of the alcohol, and addition of glycerin as a
preservative. This technique allows for a potent yet well-tolerated liquid product.

Some Chinese herbal remedies come in the form of extract granules or concentrated powders. These are
made by dehydrating an herbal decoction creating a powder that is four to five times more potent than the
powdered herb. The extract granules can then be made into a tablet or capsule, or reconstituted in water to make
tea.

A final herbal preparation is the purified extract. For this type of remedy, the active ingredient is harvested
from the plant through a series of extract processes. This assures a non-synthetic, high potency remedy. However,
the science behind this method assumes that the active ingredient is the only important component of the herb. 

Herbal Dosing
Weight Tea    Dried Herb Tincture 
0-10 lbs 1/8 c      1/8 tsp 1-3 drops
10-20 lbs 1/4 c          1/4-1/2 tsp 3-5 drops
20-50 lbs 1/4-1/2 c      1/2-1 tsp 5-10 drops
50-100 lbs 1/2-1 c       1-2 tsp 10-20 drops
>100 lbs 1 c      2-3 tsp 20-30 drops

The frequency for the above doses is BID-TID 

Clarke's Rule (To dose human herbal supplements)

Weight of pet           
150            =  Fraction of human dose

There are many advantages of using herbs in veterinary practice. It can be beneficial to tap into the growing
“natural” market. The safety of herbs is generally superior to drugs. Herbs have particular efficacy for chronic
disease and where conventional medicine is problematic. Herbal medicine is perhaps the most scientifically
supported natural therapy. Finally, herbal supplements extend your pharmacy and practice in very rewarding
ways.

The safety of herbs over drugs is due to the respective mechanisms of action. Drugs generally consist of one
chemical which produces an unopposed action. A single herb, on the other hand, contains dozens of chemicals
with a complex phytochemistry although frequently only a few of the “active” chemicals are known and studied.
For example, St. John's Wort (Hypericum perforatum) contains dozens of compounds, but from the herbalist's
point of view, the active ingredient in the herb is the HERB.

Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) affect about 7% of all hospitalized human patients and are between the 4th
and 6th leading cause of death in the U.S. Meanwhile, the number of adverse reactions to herbs worldwide,
reported to WHO between 1968 and 1997 was 8985. Compare that to the number of adverse reactions to
carprofen, reported to FDA CVM as of 2003 at 2226. As safe as herbs are, some cautions apply. Pennyroyal and
Tea Tree Oil are very toxic to dogs and cats. White Willow Bark contains salicylates which are potentially toxic
to cats. Garlic contains constituents that can cause Heinz body anemia. Ephedra or Ma Huang is toxic to cats.
Comfrey has been associated with liver damage. And Hops is toxic to greyhounds.

Other herbs should be avoided in certain circumstances. Pets with kidney disease may be harmed by dandelion
and parsley. Those with heart disease should avoid motherwort, hawthorn, goldenseal, Oregon grape and
barberry. Theoretically, autoimmune disease may be exacerbated by echinacea, reishi, maitake and astragalus, but
this point is controversial. Liver disease can be worsened by dandelion. Those with thyroid disease should not be
given kelp or bugleweed. The veterinary herbalist needs to be aware of herb-drug interactions. Herbs used to treat
a certain condition may potentiate drugs for that condition. Gymnema and bitter melon potentiate insulin.
Licorice and bayberry potentiate glucocorticoids. White willow bark potentiates NSAIDs. Convallaria and squill
potentiate digoxin. Hawthorn and ginseng potentiate cardiac drugs. Valerian potentiate CNS depressants. 

High fiber herbs (flaxseed, psyllium) may delay absorption of drugs. High tannin herbs (grape seed extract,
green tea) inhibit absorption of certain alkaline drugs. Anticoagulant herbs (gingko, garlic, ginseng, ginger,
turmeric, cayenne, reishi, white willow bark) can exacerbate anticoagulant drugs, ulcers and coagulopathies.
Herbs that interact with cytochrome P450 enzymes may affect phenobarbital, glucocorticoids, ketoconazole,
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midazolam and calcium channel blockers. Those herbs include cat's claw, chamomile, echinacea, elder root,
eleuthero, gingko, goldenseal, hops, garlic, licorice, milk thistle, red clover, rosemary, saw palmetto, St. John's
wort, valerian and wild cherry bark.

Here Is a Listing of Useful Herbs
Echinacea (Echinacea angustifolia, Echinacea purpurea) - Rhizomes and roots used as nonspecific immune

stimulant. There is no known toxicity.
Ginseng (Panax ginseng) - Rhizomes and roots used as a tonic or adaptogen and immune stimulant. It is

synergistic with digoxin in heart failure. There is rare toxicity causing diarrhea or nervousness.
Marshmallow (Althaea officinalis) - Flowers, leaves and roots are used as antitussive, demulcent, emollient,

expectorant and immune stimulant. Good for bronchitis, cough, cystitis, enteritis, gastritis, peptic ulcers,
constipation and diarrhea. No known side effects.

Licorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra) - Rhizomes and roots are used as an anti-inflammatory, especially for the bronchi
and GI tract. It prolongs half-life of endogenous cortisol and can be used for cough, dermatitis, ulcers, IBD,
cancer, infections and arthritis. Long term can cause sodium retention so use with caution in kidney, heart and
liver cases.

Ginger (Zingiber officinale) - Rhizomes used as digestive tonic and antispasmotic. Good for car sickness,
diarrhea, nausea and cough. Can be used to mitigate the side effects of chemotherapy and a dose of 80mg/lb/d
divided TID of the dried herb. Large overdose can cause CNS depression and arrhythmia. Use with caution
post-surgically and in cases of pregnancy, ulcers and fever.

Milk Thistle (Silybum marianum) - Fruit, shells, seeds and leaves are used to protect and restore the liver, as an
antioxidant and to detoxify.  Used for liver disease and during chemotherapy as it protects the liver and
augments the effect of cisplatin and doxorubicin. No known toxicity.

St John's Wort (Hypericum perforatum)- Leaves and flowers are used for calming and as a nerve tonic. Good for
separation anxiety and any nerve injury. Prolonged use or high doses can cause photosensitization

Oregon Grape (Mahonia aquifolium) - Roots are used as antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory and digestive aid (in
place of Goldenseal). Good for infections and sluggish digestion. Use with caution in liver disease.

Saw Palmetto (Serenoa repens) - Berries are used for anti-androgenic and anti-inflammatory properties. Can be
used for benign prostatic hyperplasia and as an appetite stimulant. For FLUTD give the cat 1 cap or 30 drops
3-6 X daily. No known toxicity.

Chamomile (Matricaria recutita) - Flowers are used for anti-inflammatory, anti-spasmotic, antibacterial and mild
sedative effect. Good for IBD, car sickness and as a digestive aid. May cause skin irritation if pet has a
ragweed allergy and an excessive dose may irritate the GI tract.

 
RESOURCES
Veterinary Botanical Medicine Association (VBMA) - www.vbma.org 

Southwest School of Botanical Medicine - www.swsbm.com

Henrietta's Herbal Web Page - www.henriettesherbal.com

Mrs. Grieve's Modern Herbal - www.botanical.com/botanical/mgmh/mgmh.html

Pub med

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query

Enter the herb name (common or scientific) or herb + condition

For animal studies select these + animal

For individual chemistry and actions

www.ars-grin.gov/cgi-bin 
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INTRODUCTION TO HOLISTIC MEDICINE
Douglas E. Knueven, DVM, CVA, CAC

Holistic veterinary medicine is an area of study and practice that can take the interested veterinarian off the
beaten path. Although some conventionally minded doctors may criticize alternative health care, I personally take
comfort in the following quote from Albert Einstein. “He who joyfully marches to music, rank and file has
already earned my contempt.  He has been given a large brain by mistake, since for him the spinal cord would
surely suffice.”

All veterinarians need to take notice of holistic pet care as its popularity continues to grow. A 2001 Harvard
Medical School Study found that 67.6% of US adults have used Complimentary and Alternative Medical (CAM)
therapies at some time in their lives.  An AAHA Pet Owners Survey showed that 25% pet owners at AAHA
hospitals have used CAM on pets from 2001 -2003. In the mean time a survey published in the JAVMA showed
that in 1990, 34% of animal owners used alternative therapies and by 1997 that number had increased to 42%.
This same survey showed that 60% of those who used alternative therapies did not disclose this information to
their veterinarian.

On the veterinary side of the equation, a Veterinary Economics Survey in 2006 found that 71% of
veterinarians who responded did not offer alternative therapies and 36% did not refer for alternative therapies.
There is quite a disconnect between what clients want and what veterinarians offer. If we do not provide
knowledgeable guidance in this area, clients will get their information from the internet and lay holistic
practitioners.

From my personal experience with clients seeking holistic care, most come to me because conventional
medicine was tried and had failed. Some come to me because they themselves have had success with alternative
treatment for a health condition. An increasing number are referred by practitioners. Many seek holistic care
because it is seen as less invasive and less dangerous than conventional care. 

This last point is well taken. According to a report in JAVMA 5% of the people admitted into hospitals are
there due to an adverse drug reaction and 30% of the people in hospitals experience some kind of adverse
reaction while in the hospital.  Another report found that “iatrogenic” is the third leading cause of death for1

Americans.2

   Many veterinarians seek the practice of holistic medicine out of frustration with the shortcomings of
conventional medicine. Others become interested because of their need to answer clients’ questions on the
subject. All veterinarians need to understand alternative medicine to the extent that what the client may be doing
could interact with the doctor’s treatment. Also, how can a veterinarian seek informed consent if the client has
not been informed of all viable options, including alternative treatments?

There are many terms associated with holistic medicine that must be understood. Holistic medicine has been
defined as an alternative approach to health care and prevention of disease which integrates the body as a whole,
including mind and spirit, rather than separate systems. Homeopathic medicine is a specific modality within
holistic medicine that uses the treatment principle, “like cures like.” The word “allopathic” has come to be seen
as equivalent with conventional, traditional, Western medicine that we all learned in veterinary school; however,
it was originally coined by the homeopaths to refer to any medical treatment that does not use the homeopathic
principle. Alternative medicine is any treatment that is not taught in North American medical schools. The term
“complimentary” emphasizes the use of alternative methods to augment conventional medicine. “Integrative
medicine” is the concept of using the most appropriate combination of conventional and holistic therapies for the
given case.

Holistic medicine is really all about the paradigm from which the patient is viewed. The key to this point of
view is that “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” In freshman anatomy lab, we dissected our canine
cadavers beyond the point of recognition. I never heard of anyone putting all the pieces back together again and
recreating the living dog. That is because, indeed, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.

So, holistically, we view illness as a dysfunction of the entire patient and not an isolated event. For example,
when a dog is diagnosed with a bladder infection he is typically given antibiotics to kill the bacteria in the
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bladder. From a holistic perspective, the bladder infection might be seen as a symptom of an underlying
imbalance. We ask ourselves, “Why did this particular animal get a bladder infection?” “What other symptoms
does this animal have that can help us see a pattern of disharmony?”

When treating a patient, the holistic practitioner is more focused on the patient than the disease. We see this
as treating the underlying cause of the disease. If we strengthen the body, the patient himself can regain balance.
After all, the placebo effect proves that the body has its own pharmacy. If the patient is made healthy, then by
definition, there is no disease. We honor the body’s tendency to maintain homeostasis and gently encourage it.

Holistically, wellness is seen as a dynamic balance. The health of a patient is affected by the seasonal cycles,
aging process, and even monthly cycles. The latter point has been championed by a recent study published in the
JAVMA which concluded, “Relative risk calculations identified a significant increase in emergencies for dogs
and cats on fuller moon days…” The treatment for the same animal with the same condition may vary based on
age and seasonal cycle.

Health is really judged on a spectrum from perfect health to death. “Perfect health” is more than merely the
absence of disease. It is the embodiment of vitality that resists disease. When sliding down the slippery slope
from perfect health toward death, the patient first encounters a condition of dis-ease. This is a state where the
animal does not have a diagnosable disease and yet the owner is aware that something is just not right. We have
all experienced this patient who’s tests are all normal but still it is obvious that there is something wrong. If left
untreated, this patient will usually eventually sink to the point of disease. Holistic modalities can usually key in
on subtle symptoms and rebalance the dis-eased patient, bringing him back to perfect health. 

Most holistic modalities have a core belief in “vitalism.” This is the idea that living things are imbued with an
energy that animates them. In China, this energy is called “Qi,” in Japan, “Ki,” in India, “Prana.” The
homeopaths call it “the vital force” and chiropractors call it “the innate intelligence.” Almost all native cultures
have a word for this vital energy. When you think about it, what’s the difference between a living dog and a dead
dog – they both have a heart and a brain and blood. According to the vitalists, the difference is that the living
animal has vital energy and the dead one does not.

The idea of vital energy sounds like a quaint notion invented by primitive people to explain a process (life)
that they did not understand. Today we know that that life can be explained completely as a material, mechanical
process. But can we really explain life strictly materialistically?

Materialism is championed by Newtonian physics. Newton believed that the universe was like a giant clock
that, once set in motion, was totally predictable. In other words, this theory of determinism says that if the
direction and velocity of every particle in the universe were determined, then the future could be definitely
predicted. Western medicine has aligned itself with this view as we will see in a moment.

Vitalism is more akin to quantum physics. According to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle of quantum
physics, it is impossible to know both the velocity and direction of any particle so determinism is not even
theoretically possible.

Some claim that holistic medicine is pseudoscience. To understand this charge we mus first define science.
According to Webster’s New World Dictionary, science is “systemized knowledge derived from observation,
study, etc” Anyone who has studied holistic modalities knows that they fit this definition. 

The problem is that for many conventional practitioners, medical science has become synonymous with
Evidence-Based Medicine which has been defined as the process of applying relevant information derived from
peer-reviewed medical literature to address a specific clinical problem. As good as this sounds, this approach is
flawed. According to a recent report, “Evidence-based guidelines (EBGs) in fact only use evidence from
controlled trials, and deny other types of evidence or clinical judgment, thereby distorting the decision
process…EBGs are irresponsible, and should not be recommended…Ironically, [EGBs] have never been shown
to improve care and are more likely to impair care, as they unreasonably limit the physician’s options.”3

Since we are now talking about Evidence-Based Medicine we need to look at the definition of “medicine.”
According to Stedman’s Medical Dictionary 27  Edition, medicine is “the art of preventing or curing disease; theth

science concerned with disease in all its relations. So now we are all artists. What does that mean? Webster’s
defines art as 1. Human creativity, 2 Skill 3. Any craft or its principles. This is not even close to what the
proponents of Evidence-Based Medicine promote.           

A recent published study illustrates the ridiculous extremes to which Evidence-Based Medicine can drive one.
The objectives of the study were “To determine whether parachutes are effective in preventing major trauma 

related to gravitational challenge.” The design was “Systematic review of randomized controlled trials.” Data
sources were, “Medline, Web of Science, Embase, and the Cochrane Library databases; appropriate internet sites 

and citation lists.” The study concluded “As with many interventions intended to prevent ill health, the 
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effectiveness of parachutes has not been subjected to rigorous evaluation by using randomized controlled trials. 

Advocates of evidence based medicine have criticized the adoption of interventions evaluated by using only 

observational data. We think that everyone might benefit if the most radical protagonists of evidence based  

medicine organized and participated in a double blind, randomized, placebo controlled, crossover trial of the 

parachute.”4

Part of the problem with relying strictly on research is that most of the research that medical professionals see
is funded by pharmaceutical companies. One recent study concluded that, “Reporting of pharmaceutical-industry-

5sponsored randomized clinical trials often result in biased findings…”  Another concluded, “Systematic bias
favours products which are made by the company funding the research.”  6

According to some studies outright fraud is to blame. “Given the enormous profits to be made from the long-
term treatment of common chronic diseases, the absence of any satisfactory method to detect research fraud is of
some concern. Fewer than 5% of patients given treatment on the basis of large-scale randomized trials derive any
benefit whatsoever.”  And even more disturbing, “Simulations show that for most study designs and settings, it is7

more likely for a research claim to be false than true.”8

      Perhaps the main reason for the difficulty for some to accept the value of alternative therapies is a is the
psychological term “confirmation bias” which describes the fact that evidence supporting one’s beliefs tends to
be perceived as plausible and evidence challenging one’s beliefs tends to be perceived as implausible. In other
words if you “know” that holistic therapies are pseudoscience then why would you waste your time thoroughly
reading research that challenges your beliefs.

Speaking of pseudoscience, did you know that only 15% of medical interventions are supported by strong
science and 1% of published articles are scientifically sound?  And a review showed that only 29% of papers in9

the Australian Veterinary Journal between 1992 and 1993 were acceptable without revision.  According to a10

study published in JAVMA, “… in only 11% of reports were both randomization of the group allocation process
and concealment of the allocation sequence described…It is known from empiric investigations that clinical trials
that report inadequate or unclear allocation concealment may exaggerate the effects of the treatment being
studied by up to 40%.”  That could surly skew the research results.11

So what appears to some as science may be merely pseudoscience. What appears as pseudoscience may
actually be scientific. 

Suggested Books
Complementary and Alternative Veterinary Medicine Principles and Practice,  Allen M. Schoen & Susan G.

Wynn (Mosby)
Manual of Natural Veterinary Medicine Science and Tradition

Susan G. Wynn & Steve Marsden (Mosby)
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INTRODUCTION TO HOMEOPATHY
Douglas E Knueven, DVM, CVA, CAC

The modern practice of homeopathy began with the work of Samuel Hahnemann (1755-1843). He was a
German physician who became disenchanted with the harsh methods, such as bloodletting and purgation, used by
his fellow physicians. He made enemies of his colleagues when he demonstrated that the king’s doctors had
inadvertently bled him to death during treatment. Hahnemann dropped out of medicine and made a living
translating medical texts. It was from his work with aged manuscripts that he was introduced to the “principle of
similar” which claims that a substance that causes certain symptoms when taken be a healthy individual, can be
used to treat a patient suffering from a disease that causes similar symptoms – like cures like. Hahnemann went
on to develop hundreds of remedies based on this treatment principle.

Homeopathy spread across Europe and made it to the US in the 1820s. In fact, the first national medical
association in the US was the American Institute of Homeopathy (AIH) founded in 1844. Conventional
physicians countered with their own organization, the American Medical Association (AMA) in 1846. According
to letters exchanged between the founding members of the AMA, one major goal for their group was to
exterminate homeopathy. The AMA ethics code prohibited an AMA member from consulting with a
homeopathic physician.

In 1900 in America 25% physicians were homeopaths and there were 22 homeopathic medical schools and
over 100 homeopathic hospitals. To date hundreds of thousands of physicians and millions of patients have
benefitted from homeopathy. Still today, 39% French Physician and 20% German physicians prescribe
homeopathics. Forty-five percent of Dutch physicians consider them effective and 42% British physicians refer to
homeopaths. It is a different world outside the reach of the AMA.

Homeopathy can best be understood by studying a few basic principles. The first is the concept of the “Vital
Force.” Homeopaths believe that living things are animated by an energy which governs the physical and
maintains harmony (homeostasis). A second principle of homeopathy is that symptoms are not equivalent to
disease. The word symptom comes from the Greek word for “signal.” Homeopaths used symptoms to signal the
appropriate remedy. When you think about it, symptoms are the body’s response to stress. They are part of the
body’s defense mechanism. For example, a nasal discharge physically discharges pathogens and contains white
blood cells and antibodies to neutralize the invader. According to homeopathy, symptoms are not to be
controlled, managed or eliminated as that strategy actually drives the disease deeper – a process called
suppression.

Homeopaths have a different concept of the nature of disease. Disease is disturbance of homeostasis or the
Vital Force. Therefore, disease manifests energetically, then physically. Because disease begins on the energetic
level, it must be treated on energetic level. The forth, and major, principle of homeopathy is the “principle of
similar.” Hahnemann proved the validity of this treatment theory by experimenting on himself. Physicians of his
day noticed that cinchona bark was an excellent remedy for malaria. Hahnemann Began taking doses of cinchona
bark and over time developed symptoms of malaria. Hahnemann carried on many such experiments, called
“proving,” on himself and others to develop many homeopathic remedies. A homeopathic remedy mimics the
body’s symptoms or healing response. It must match the entire, unique, symptom picture of the patient.
Hahnemann quickly learned that if he gave a remedy that matched the patient’s symptoms, the symptoms would
get worse. He called this phenomenon and “aggravation.”

In an attempt to mitigate the aggravations he was causing, Hahnemann began diluting the remedies. The most
common dilution scale is 1:100 or the “C” potencies. To make such a remedy, the homeopath takes one drop of
the mother tincture of the medicinal substance and adds 99 drops water. This dilution process is continued and
with each dilution, the solution is shaken vigorously 100 times. This process is called “potentization.”
Hahnemann discovered that the more dilute the remedy was, the stronger it was at eliminating the disease. Most
homeopathic remedies are diluted beyond Avogadro’s number so there are no molecules of the original substance
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left. Herein lies the major complaint about homeopathy. How can anyone defend the idea that a medication that
does not contain any “medicine” can have a biological affect on the body? Well bare with me and I’ll give it a go.
Water stores frequencies. It has been shown that although no 2 snowflakes are alike, melted ice crystals can
reform exact duplicates if refrozen under identical perameters.  Also, high potency homeopathic remedies1

(containing no molecules but water) are different than placebo on MRI.2

There is also the Arndt-Schulz Law (Hormesis). This law states that there is a biphasic drug action. At
homeopathic doses, a medication can have the opposite effect than expected. Homeopathic atropine has been
shown to increase secretions.  Iodine, bromine, mercuric chloride, arsenous acid which usually kill yeast can3

stimulate yeast growth at homeopathic dilutions. One study involved giving toxic doses of arsenic, bismuth,4 

cadmium, mercuric chloride, or lead to rats. The experimental group was pretreated and post treated with the very
toxin that was given at a potency greater than 15C (beyond Avogadro’s number). The experimental group
excreted more toxin and had a 40% decrease in mortality than the untreated rats. Another study showed that4 

thyroxine at a 30X potency (beyond Avogadro’s number) when added to tadpole water slowed morphogenesis to
frogs.5 

In fact, a meta-analysis of 100 homeopathic toxin studies showed that 27 out of 40 high quality trials favored
homeopathy.  A meta-analysis of 107 homeopathic clinical studies involving numerous problems (infections, hay6 

fever, pain, etc.) found 15 out of 22 high quality trials favored homeopathy.  Lest you think that homeopathic7

research is performed sloppily, another study showed that conventional lab research has a similar percent of
flawed studies. In an asthma double blind, placebo clinical trial, 82% homeopathically treated patients improved8 

while only 38% the placebo group improved.  A double blind, placebo-controlled clinical trial of children’s 9

diarrhea in 81 Nicaraguan children by the University of Washington and the University of Guadalajara showed
the homeopathic treatment group had significant improvement and recovered 20% faster than the control group.
Interestingly, 18 different homeopathic remedies were used.10

Let’s look at a case. You are presented with a 3 month old puppy with vomiting and diarrhea. Parvo test is
positive. You probably really do not need to know anything else to treat this dog conventionally. 

To treat this puppy homeopathically, we need to know more. The following details are ascertained from the
owner. Vomiting immediately after drinking, stool that is bloody and stool with putrid odor. 

From the homeopathic repertory, the most closely related remedy appears to be Arsenicum album. Now we
check the homeopathic materia medica and find these additional symptoms - Mental restlessness, but physically
too weak to move. Cannot bear the smell or sight of food. Diarrhea after eating or drinking, followed by great
prostration. Frequent thirst for small amounts. Anxious. If these match the case, then we have our remedy.

In homeopathy we talk of 4 possible treatment outcomes. First, there is “suppression” where symptoms
removed abruptly and permanently but the disease is driven deeper, the patient looks better temporarily but worse
disease to come. Second, “palliation” is when the symptoms are temporarily covered up, the disease continues,
the patient looks better but soon the same symptoms return. Third, “cure” is when the disease is abolished from
the energy field and symptoms may briefly get worse but then improve and the whole time the pet’s overall
health is better. Finally, a treatment can have no effect where the symptoms and disease continue to progress with
the symptoms worse and pet health worse.

Here Is a List of Useful Remedies and How to Choose Them
Abscesses that are painless, chronic, draining and the pet is chilly and nice to shy use SILICA.
Abscesses that are painful, acute and not draining and the pet is irritable to nasty and very chilly, use HEPAR

SULPHURIS. 
Abscesses that are painful, ulcerating, discharging and smelly and the pet is slightlyaggressive to angry, sensitive

to hot and cold, and has gingivitis, use MERCURIUS VIVUS
For trauma, crushing injury, bruising or surgery, use ARNICA.
For bleeding inlovling oozing, passive hemorrhage use ARNICA. For bleeding with bright red blood use
PHOSPHORUS. For dark, oozing, passive bleeding use HAMAMELIS.
For fracture or any bone injury use SYMPHYTUM.
For any toe nail or foot injury use HYPERICUM.
For insect bites or stings if the wound is swollen and improved by cold applications, use APIS.
If the wound is improved by cold applications, use LEDUM.
If the wound is hot and blistered, use CANTHARIS.
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If the wound is improved by warm applications, use URTICA.
For puncture wounds use LEDUM.
For IVD where the pet is irritable, nasty when normally friendly pet is chilly, use NUX VOMICA.
For any other IVD condition use HYPERICUM.
For stiffness that is worse when the pet first gets up and better after moving around, use RHUS
TOXICODENDRON.
If the pet is grumpy and the pain is worse with motion use BRIONIA.
For hairballs use NUX VOMICA.
For sudden fright or panic use ACONITUM.
For labor difficulties use CAULOPHYLLUM.
For Chronic anal gland filling use SILICA.
For prostate problems use THUJA.
For vaccinosis (any symptoms resulting from vaccination) use THUJA.

Tips
30C potency/#10 size granules
Labels - name and potency
Storage - dry, room temp, no smelly stuff
# of granules not important (2-10)
Dump onto folded paper and into mouth
Give every few minutes if urgent
every few hours if less urgent
every few weeks if chronic
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SMALL ANIMAL CASES
Jordan Kocen, DVM, MS, CVA

This presentation is to provide exposure to a random sampling of cases that are seen every day in practice.
Lectures that focus on a particular system or topic are very helpful, but what about your average day in practice
when the cases don't arrange themselves to fit the various rule-outs and patterns that we all know and love?  To
follow are several case histories and treatment plans that will show how to review a case begin a treatment plan.

Cleo; Bassett, FS, 01
Paw licking worse when owner home and things are going on
Started after an injury to the paw, but continued after injury healed.
Prior to paw licking Cleo used to chew kid's toys, but no more.
Just sits around when owner leaves. Will not play with toys or kong toys.
Won't drink when owner not present.
No better with introduction of new dog, Oz (who is crated during day due to destructive/puppy behavior).
Urinary incontinence for 2 months, better with phenylpropanolamine.
Episodes of GI noise, won't eat. Resolves by evening. Frequently needs anals expressed

Plays with Oz and other dogs. Oz pushes in for attention.  Lately has to call her to join the family.

Characteristics: big heart, loves everyone, sensitive to owner's moods

Job: nurse, caretaker

PE: Thin, quiet.
Tongue: normal, pulse: deficient
2 skin cysts: right flank and right lateral stifle

Assessment:
Deficient Liver Blood: low self confidence, thin, deficient pulse
Stagnant Liver Qi causing Liver Invading Spleen: GI noise, loss of appetite
Deficient Spleen Qi: thin, phlegm nodules (cysts)
Constitution: Earth type: nurse, breed type (basset)

So the question now is: how to proceed.  Do you treat Liver Stagnation? Deficient Spleen? Deficient Blood
My assessment is that the Liver Qi Stagnation should be treated first.  I think that Cleo is deficient, but what
Liver Qi there is, is stuck!!  So we don't see the typical emotional outbursts, purple tongue and wiry pulse.  But
the result is to create lower affect (Deficient Fire) and Fire unable to Feed Earth and Liver Invading Spleen,
leading to more Spleen Qi Deficiency.  Alternately, one could just Tonify Spleen (Earth), but I think that it would
take much longer to see results.  I suspect that after things are flowing a Spleen Qi Tonic will be beneficial.

Plan: Relaxed Wanderer 2 BID

Shawarma; Elkhound. MN, 06
Seizures: not well controlled. Currently on zonisamide and KBr, no longer Lyrica or phonobarb.  Started 2/07

Now every 2 weeks, lasts 2 minutes, short post-ictal phase, no pre-ictal phase. No pattern, no specific time of
day, activity, etc.
Failed out of school (couldn't retain lessons)
Plays with other dogs or growls, cries and whines, cries if bullied by other dogs
Visitors: comes up to sniff and backs away
Cuddly, more with Mrs than Mr
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Characteristics: goofy, awkward

Job: “the kid with the plastic helmet”

PE: came up to sniff then left. Mostly stayed behind owner's chair

Assessment: Seizures are wind, a Liver symptom.  But the question is if the problems originates there or
somewhere else.  I think that Shawarma is a Fire type and is manifesting Deficient Fire. He cannot connect well
with others and doesn't always understand what's going on around him.  So one way to treat him is to tonify
Wood which will feed Fire.  This has the advantage of providing some focus on the Liver which is where the
seizures arise from.

Plan:  Women's Precious 2 BID
 2 week follow up: no seizures 10 days then 1 mild one during the next 2 days, then none since.
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HOMEOPATHIC FIRST AID FOR TECHNICIANS: ARNICA,
ACONITE, ARSENICUM, AND APIS

Jennifer Lomastro-Metzger, B.S.

When opening a materia medica, it is easy to become stuck in the first few pages. Such marvelous remedies
for acute care and first aid are contained in the very beginning of the materia medica.  By having these four
remedies in your first aid arsenal, you will be able to treat a variety of acute conditions for your pets and family. 

Review of Homeopathic Principles
Homeopathy is based on the principles described by the German homeopath Samuel Hahnemann’s “Law of

Similars” or in more modern terms “Like Cures Like”. This is the basis for the systematic use of small amounts
of a substance to remind the body of its own innate wisdom to cure itself.  The idea is that a substance that
produces a mimic of the “disease” that you are trying to cure will prompt the body to rally its vital energy and
heal completely and curatively. Unlike drugs that may suppress a symptom or immune response, the homeopath
attempts to encourage the afflicted patient to defend and cure itself. 

Homeopathy and First Aid / Acute Care
Homeopathy is uniquely suited for acute care due to its quick and immediate response. The remedy can be

given with confidence in almost any potency and discontinued at the first signs or improvement or cure. Due to
the dilutions used to prepare homeopathic remedies, the substances are completely non-toxic and will not react
with any other medications, supplements or treatments. Homeopathic treatment is inexpensive and accessible. A
vial of remedy costing $6-8.00 contains enough pellets to treat more than 25 patients. The remedies can be given
to any patient with ease- the tasteless remedies are easily dissolved in a small amount of water and can be
swallowed or applied to any mucous membrane. This is especially important when treating pets that might be
usually resistant to medicating. Finally, the homeopathic remedy that is used for first aid treats not only the
physical trauma, but the mental insult to the patient as well.

Aconitum Napellus “ Aconite”
The plant is a member of the Ranunculaceae family and contains an alcaloid that when ingested in toxic doses

will cause acute and rapid reactions in the circulatory and nervous system. The plant produces a blue flower and
is also known as Monk’s Hood. It grows in the high altitudes in the winds and storms of the mountains. This is
extremely fitting, as the very remedy embodies the “tempest” that surrounds the plant.

If your patient is in a situation that is FRIGHTENING, UNHARNESSED AND OUT OF CONTROL, your
patient would benefit from Aconite.  They main keynotes for Aconite are FEAR, FRIGHT, FAST, AND FEVER.
Any time you have a patient that is frightened by trauma, give Aconite immediately before any other remedy.
This will alleviate the psychological barrier to healing that the body enables when it has had a shock. 

Apis  mellifica “Apis” 
The tincture used for this remedy is the product of macerating the entire honey bee in alcohol. Its original use

in homeopathy was for edema of all kinds.  Imagine all of the reactions that one could see from the sting of the
bee- swelling, redness, burning, itching, hives, welts, anaphylactic shock. These are the very symptoms that Apis
treats.

 It can be used for arthritic swelling, acute allergic reactions, insect bites/allergic reaction, allergic
hives/rashes, drug or food allergies, swollen eyes from allergies, retention of urine due to a swollen urethra (
GREAT remedy to give to a blocked or blocking male cat while catheterizing). The main keynotes for this
remedy are BURNING, SWOLLEN, STINGING, IMPROVED WITH COLD COMPRESSES. The mental state
of the patient is that they feel as if they are thirstless despite being stifling hot, burning up, and that they are
desperate to lay on something cool.
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Arnica Montana “Arnica”
This plant is a member of the Compositae family. It is mountain daisy and grows in the mountains of

Switzerland among the rocks. How convenient should you fall and hit your head! The toxic action of the plant
causes pooling of blood, bruising and a sensation of soreness and aching in the muscle as if the individual had
been struck. The remedy can be used both topically and internally. The topical ointment, gel or wash can be used
as a salve or liniment, but should never be used on an open wound.

The mental state of the patient that needs Arnica is that they WILL FLINCH AT THE SLIGHTEST TOUCH.
There is exquisite pain associated with this remedy and a fear that someone will touch or jar the injury. Any blunt
trauma can benefit from Arnica. Bruising and pooling of blood can be treated with Arnica, such as an aural
hematoma. Arnica is the number one sports remedy and can be used for strains, sprains, over exertion, and for
sore, achy muscles.  This is great remedy to give post surgery for tissue trauma, post childbirth to both mother
and child for the trauma of birth, after dental work, and for the aches and pains associated with severe flu or tick
borne diseases.

Arsenicum album “Arsenicum”
Arsenic trioxide ( As2O3) is a particularly dangerous poison that has a tragic history. It has been used through

the ages as an effective poison, having been used to wipe out entire royal families. The toxic action causes
ulceration of the mucosa causing vomiting and diarrhea, bronchial irritation, hematuria, weakening of vital
functions, neuralgia, damage to the circulatory system and death. Due to the excellent documentation of the toxic
action of this poison, we have been able to define the type of patient that will respond strongly to this remedy.
These patients are WEAK, RESTLESS, AND ARE LACKING VITAL HEAT.  They often are IRRITABLE
WITH CHANGING MOODS. 

Acute uses of this remedy include vomiting and diarrhea, ingestion of any poison or toxin that irritates
mucosa, acute cytistis accompanied with thirst, upper respiratory infections where the patient is cold and thirsty
for sips of ice cold water. The diarrhea associated with Arsenicum is watery and fetid. Due to its affinity for
weakened patients, it is a preferred remedy for elderly or compromised individuals.   

Forget the Rules of Dosing, Just Help Your Patient!
There are few modalities with a longer laundry list of “do’s and don’t” when it comes to homeopathy. While it

is true that the treatment of chronic cases should only be done by an experienced practitioner after an extensive
intake and consideration for potency and dosing frequency, acute dosing is very straight forward. Here are a few
things to remember.

The “correct” potency is the one you have on hand. Give the remedy to effect, or mix in water and success
for a stronger action on the vital energy. Do not hesitate to give a high potency in an acute situation- the
body will use it.

A remedy can be given on the tongue, in water, as dry pellets, on a mucous membrane, rubbed on an ear, by
olfactory method. The body will take it when offered.

Start the remedy immediately and discontinue as soon as you see improvement. You can repeat a remedy
often and change remedies often in an acute situation. ( i.e. giving Aconite followed by Arnica for a
trauma victim).

Use and Share These Remedies
Homeopathy is a gift. If you learn how to use these acute remedies well and effectively, you have been given a

gift. Teach others how to use them, and you will perpetuate healing that will be far reaching. 
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MEETING TO SUCCEED: STAFF MEETINGS THAT ARE
EFFICIENT, FUN, AND EFFECTIVE

Jennifer Lomastro-Metzger, B.S.

Staff meetings are one of the most effective tools that a practice owner and manager have to create the team
bonds that are necessary for excellent communication and team work.  Staff meetings are inefficient when they
are unproductive, chaotic, lacking in form and content, or allowed to become an uncontrolled forum for staff
complaints.  A format for staff meeting attendance, frequency, attendance policy, and a chairman must be set to
suit your individual practice. The next step is to choose a method of preferred communication by utilizing tools
such as agendas, handouts and audio/visual presentations. Through these the hospital will be able to effectively
communicate its meeting goals to the team.  The next step is to provide staff growth; create an educational
experience through staff and doctor presentations, training videos and product presentations.  Finally, staff
meetings are an opportunity for team building exercises that unite and excite the hospital. By utilizing these
methods, your hospital can have staff meetings that provide a great experience for all team members and benefit
the hospital and patient. 

Designing Staff Meeting Format for Your Practice
Staff meetings fail when they lack structure. Selecting a format for your meetings and consistently using it

will provide an effective meeting experience that your staff can look forward to. 
The management team from your hospital first needs to determine the appropriate place for the staff meeting.

This place can be at the hospital only if you can provide a place that is quiet, large enough to comfortably
accommodate staff and can accommodate any audio/visual needs for presentations. If a meal will be served, the
space must be able to accommodate this as well.  Meeting away from the hospital is an option if your staff needs
cannot be met on site. Remember that the venue should be comfortable and convenient for all staff members to
ensure attendance. Regardless of the venue, the location must be private, away from clientele, and
uninterruptible.

Determining the frequency of staff meetings is always a debate among hospital managers. There is no correct
interval, as long as it works for your hospital. Certainly it is better to meet too frequently, rather than not often
enough. Frequent meetings allow for a shorter general business meeting and allow for more education and team
building exercises. Meetings should be scheduled on the same day of the week/month so that staff can plan on
them. Meetings should not be rescheduled or cancelled unless absolutely necessary- doing so sends the message
that the meetings are not a priority.

Setting an attendance policy also sends the message to your team that meetings are a priority. Staff meetings
should be mandatory for ALL team members, including veterinarians, support staff, techs, customer care staff
and kennel staff. By making attendance during regular hours and keeping team members “on the clock”,
managers are enforcing that this is a required and vital part of the job.  The cost of paying staff members to attend
the meeting will be offset by the advantage of improving communication, team work, and education. If a team
member misses a meeting, they are still accountable for all information presented in the meeting and should be
given a copy of the agenda and all handouts at their next scheduled shift. 

Your meeting should be run by a member of team management that will act as a chairman for the meeting.
This individual will determine the pace and tone for your meetings, keep the meeting on agenda, and be able to
tactfully return team members to the subject while allowing them to feel heard. This is by no means an easy task.
The chairman should be articulate and informed about each item on the agenda. The chairman does not have to
present each item on the agenda, but make sure that the agenda flows smoothly, and that each presenting staff
member has what he/she needs to proceed.

Communication: Agenda, Handouts and Audio Visual Presentations
Prior to the staff meeting, the management team should determine what items they would like to focus on.
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Once determined, an agenda should be created to reflect the structure that the meeting will take. The agenda
should be copied for each staff member. This will keep your meeting from becoming stagnant or becoming an
uncontrolled forum for personal agendas or complaints. If staff members have items they would like to see
addressed at the meeting, management should determine if it is an item that would benefit the entire staff to
present, or would be better presented to just a few team members. Each item should be listed as well as the
presenting team member. Items that you may wish to include would be 

1. Financial summary since the last staff meeting 
2. New Client growth numbers 
3. Reception/Customer Care concerns/issues 
4. Patient Care Initiatives
5. Seasonal Product/Treatment Focus 
6. Hospital Growth Goals 
7. Human Resources/Benefit Changes/Announcements/Hospital Procedures  
8. Educational Topic of the Month – Doctor, Technician, or sales Rep Presentation     
9. Team Building Initiatives/Upcoming Events

Using handouts is an effective way to provide your staff with important information that they can go back to
reference. Consider keeping a binder with handouts referenced by meeting date and topic. Encourage staff
members to keep their own notebook with handouts for their education. Make sure handouts are current, correct
and contain information that reflects the medical practice of your particular practice. Good sources for staff
handouts include VSPN, VIN, Plumb’s Handouts for Clients, and support personnel training manuals.

Audio/Visual presentations can be a fun and valuable addition to your staff meetings. Consider using a power
point presentation, educational training CD, or inspirational music to add interest to your staff meetings.
Presentations that contain fun photos of staff members and patients can add a personal touch to your staff
meetings. Consider assigning one staff member the job of “event recorder”! Keep a digital camera handy to
record special moments at your hospital. Staff will love to look back at their achievements during the past month!

Education
Staff meetings are in invaluable time to provide staff training and education. It is cost effective, convenient,

and ensures that ALL team members have the same information. Doctors can be asked to present medical topics
about current disease issues, new procedures, immunology, nutrition, holistic modalities, or other topic of
interest. Support staff might present topics such as flea and tick control, heartworm disease, laboratory
techniques, importance of pre-anesthetic blood work, client service, phone triage, fluid therapy, or first aid.
Utilize sales representatives to present topics on vaccinations, heartworm disease, tick borne diseases,
supplements, etc. Make sure that the representative’s presentation reflects the practice principles, and that they
are aware that they will be presenting to the entire staff.

Team Building Exercises
Part of your staff meeting should be dedicated to just enjoying each other and the incredible team you have

put together. Providing lunch or refreshments at your meeting is one way to have fun. Encourage staff members
to bring their favorite baked good to share with the staff. Ice cream sundae parties are always popular and make a
great, inexpensive team reward for a job well done. Allow your team time to play. Use a “bravo box” to allow
staff to praise the achievements large and small of other team members. Read them out loud. Plan team outings or
events and discuss and plan them at staff meetings to build excitement. Ideas include staff trip to a theme park or
zoo, staff BBQ, golf day or volleyball tournament, or an outing to a local state park. Team building at your
meeting can include fun games such as “Vet Jeopardy” or “Name That Parasite”. Be sure to have plenty of goofy
prizes on hand to add to the fun.

Don’t Dread Your Staff Meetings…embrace Them!
You have worked hard to surround yourself with a team of talented, dedicated professionals. Take the time to

create a staff meeting format that will optimize your meeting time, foster good communication, and provide team
education. With a little creativity and by following this simple formula, you can design a staff meeting that works
for YOUR team.   
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THE ROLE OF SUPPORT STAFF IN CHRONIC CASES: CASE
STUDIES AND THE ROLE THAT SUPPORT STAFF PLAYS IN

HEALING
Jennifer Lomastro-Metzger, B.S.

The Changing Role of the Veterinary Technician in Holistic Practice
The well trained veterinary technician is an invaluable tool in the treatment protocol for your most labor

intensive cases- chronic disease and long term cases. The technician no longer just restrains pets and assists the
veterinarian, but is an important part of the healing process. By teaching your technician vital skills, the patient
can receive skilled, personal care while developing a working relationship that is vital to the family. By
examining case studies, it is easy to identify the skills that your veterinary technicians can learn to facilitate
patient care. 

“Nigel Brown” A Case of Osteosarcoma in a 10 year old Labrador 
Nigel was presented for lameness in the right fore. He was diagnosed by the veterinary staff with

osteosarcoma. Nigel’s owners opted for a multiple modality approach including a low carbohydrate, high protein
raw diet, nutritional supplements, using both topical and internal neoplasene (bloodroot), Ozone Therapy and
eventually, surgery.

Raw Diet and Nutrition
Nigel was put on a commercial raw diet and a number of nutritional supplements immediately following

diagnosis. The role of the technician in his case was to oversee the slow transition to raw diet with the
appropriate probiotics. The family stayed in close contact with the technical staff as they added one supplement
at a time to Nigel’s diet. In doing so, these changes were closely monitored, and any GI upset was quickly
identified. 

Neoplasene
Nigel began taking oral Neoplasene ( bloodroot) in November of 2007. In December of 2007, the owners

opted to begin topical treatments with neoplasene on the bulging tumor. Part of the treatment includes daily
applications of neoplasene, daily cleaning of the sloughing tumor, and wound management of a large ulcerated
wound. These treatments were carried out daily by the technical staff. This was an extensive project each day,
taking almost 45 minutes of staff time. Each day the technical staff would unwrap the wound, clean the sloughing
wound, reapply neoplasene in accordance with protocol, bandage the leg, assess Nigel’s pain management, and
do a general physical including temp, pulse, and respiration. The technical staff was also responsible for taking
radiographs, photos, and charting all treatments. 

Ozone Therapy
Concurrent with using the neoplasene, Nigel began receiving ozone therapy. Ozone ( O3) would be generated,

and administered 3 ways by the technician. First, after unwrapping and cleaning the open wound, the limb was
placed in a bag while ozone was generated into the chamber around the open wound. This was done for its anti-
bacterial properties, as well as providing an optimal environment for healing tissue while discouraging the
growth of cancerous cells. Next, the wound would be lavaged with ozone infused lactated ringers. Finally, Nigel
would receive 500 ml of ozonated SQ fluids. All these treatments were carried out daily by the veterinary
technician.

Surgery
In April of 2008, Nigel’s family opted for limb amputation following an acute break at the site of the fragile

bone. The technical staff was involved in every stage of pre and post surgical care including pre-operative testing,
surgical monitoring and maintenance, post surgical blood transfusion, pain management, physical therapy and
recovery, and post surgical bandage changes. Due to the close relationship that had developed throughout
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treatment, the owners were comforted that Nigel was being cared for by a group of nurses that truly knew and
loved their dog. 

Summer 2008
Nigel is enjoying his summer. He has recovered from surgery, and is spending quality time with his family.

He is seen for regular ozone treatments with the technical staff. Nigel’s diet, pain protocol, and physical
condition are still closely monitored by both the surgical and technical staff. Nigel enjoys his visits, and often just
“hangs out” in the treatment area so he can visit with his fan club. Each member of the technical staff feels a
special bond with Nigel, as they have all had some part in his treatment.

“Lucy” and “Buster”, Back Problems in Dachshunds

Acupuncture
Back problems are common in Dachshunds and devastating for the family. There is nothing more painful than

watching a beloved pet struggle to stand, move, or even urinate.
Acupuncture can be very successful when used as part of a multi-modality approach for treatment. It can be

very labor intensive, however, and many owners are unable to pursuit treatment due to time constraints. Our
technicians spend much time sitting with patients that have needles, carry out laser acupuncture several times a
day, and keep the pets comfortable by expressing bladders, assessing pain, and keeping the frustrated pets
comforted.

“Cliiford” A Case of Trauma and Wound Management in a 4 year old Labrador

Wound Management and Ozone
Clifford was presented to the hospital after running across the street and being struck and dragged by a large

truck. His injuries included trauma to the head and chest, a shorn off ear, multiple cuts, and a large laceration the
entire length of his front left limb that left the muscle and bone exposed. Much of the skin was missing or too
damaged to suture. To complicate the case, the incident was witnessed by his owner, a 6 year old little boy that
was traumatized at the sight of his beloved friend being so severely injured. 

Clifford spent more than 4 weeks at the hospital. After surgery, the wounds were still quite open due to the
amount of skin lost in the accident. As there were several small children in the family, managing a large dog with
open wounds was not something that could be managed at home. Each day, technicians would clean Clifford’s
wounds, lavage them with ozone, apply homeopathic calendula, do a complete physical, assess and manage
Clifford’s pain, and give him his medications and supplements. In addition, Clifford needed to be kept
immaculate, in order to avoid infection. The other job of the technicians was to oversee the daily visits by
Clifford’s family and to explain his treatments and progress each day. 

Key Skills for Technicians Mean Quality Patient Care
As these cases illustrate, utilizing technicians in patient care provides a vital role in the care of your chronic

and long term cases. Providing technical staff with advanced training in Raw Diet and Nutrition, Nutriceutical
Therapy and Supplementation can help with any case where nutritional changes are prescribed. Wound
management and bandaging skills can help in a variety of cases including trauma patients. Wound management is
often a daunting task for owners, and is a long term commitment. Ozone therapy and Neoplasene applications can
be carried out and monitored by technical staff. Technicians can also provide laser acupuncture treatments for
back patients. Above all, technicians provide the entire family with compassionate care that provides a loving,
supportive environment for our patients to heal in. Training and utilizing your technicians provides them with job
satisfaction and your patients with exceptional nursing care.
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TREATING THE “MENOPAUSAL” PET: KEEPING YIN AND
YANG IN BALANCE

Karen Marsden BA, DVM, CVA

The famous symptoms of “menopause” seem to sneak up on every mammal, male and female, not only upon
women in their 50's. Panting poodles and leaky labs fill our offices everyday. These aging patients are both  dogs
brought in for their heavy breathing, pacing at night, and wet beds, and also the screeching cats with their newly
found blood-curdling midnight yowls as they celebrate their 15th year. It happens to all of us eventually. Whether
explained as hormones, senility, or an imbalance or separation of Yin and Yang, the “menopausal” syndrome, is
something that we face every day in our older patients. Hot flashes, incontinence, confusion, insomnia, and
weakness may often be frustrating to deal with conventionally while western and Chinese herbalism offer some
very effective treatments. It is important to realize the amount of overlap and repetition between the two medical
systems. Both western and Chinese herbalism utilize many of the same plants in their approach to hot flashes,
incontinence, confusion/senility, and weakness. In an internet world where owners have access to thousand of
supplements, these notes should provide an outline to follow in helping guide a treatment protocol based on a
melding of western and Chinese medicine for maximum results.

Hot Flashes in Western Medicine
While we know small animals don't experience menopause and hot flashes per se, especially in animals that

have long been spayed and neutered, there's no denying the fact that phytoestrogens and gonadal hormones seem
to be of benefit as small animals age, especially in dogs. The dog has even been explored at the National Institute
of Ageing in Maryland as an experimental model for menopausal humans. On the conventional veterinary front,
the use of synthetic gonadal hormones in conventional medicine certainly becomes more common as pets age,
resulting in the prescription of products like testosterone injections, 'Geri-tabs', and stilbestrol. There are risks, of
course, in using drugs like stilbestrol, particularly in intact animals, so finding safer products with these hormonal
influences becomes desirable. Fortunately, plants manufacture a host of steroidal androgenic hormones, in order
to stimulate growth of species that are symbiotically paired with them, such as bacteria. We can make use of
these so-called phytoestrogens to likewise prop up our ageing pets.

Western Herb Sources of Phytoestrogens
There is a rich, long, useful list of herbs containing useful amounts of phytoestrogens for veterinary use.

Below are some of the most effective.

Medicago sativa, (Alfalfa) - In my experience, the most effective single herbal supplement for incontinence. A
good source of protein (as a member of the legume family) and excellent for aging patients who are restless and
incontinent. Some phytoestrogens possess anti-cancer effects (for example, Genistein found in red clover).
Clinical experience with alfalfa suggests it also is generally beneficial in pets with cancer.

Black Cohosh, (Cimicifuga) - Often found in herbal combination formulas in pet stores. This is an estrogenic
herb with specific anti-cramping/or blood moving properties which may be beneficial to an older tense spasmodic
pet.

Dong quai, Tang Kuei, or Dang Gui (Chinese Angelica) - Angelica has been used worldwide for centuries, but
is most famously applied in Chinese medicine. This plant is high in natural plant estrogens called phytosterols. It
is very commonly found alone or in herbal combinations. It is one of the most famous Chinese herbal Blood
tonics.

Dan Shen (Salvia miltiorrhiza) - A member of the sage family that is commonly used for “night sweats” and
especially insomnia in women, this plant also contains phytoestrogens. 
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Licourice (Glycyrrhiza) - Used worldwide in western and Chinese herbalism, this herb is estrogenic and
additionally supports adrenal gland function. In TCM it is considered a Stomach tonic and appears in many
Chinese herbal formulas.

Wild Yam (Dioscorea villosa) - A herb rich in phytosterols, such as diosgenin. While diosgenin is used by the
pharmaceutical industry for the manufacture of progesterone, it also possesses phytoestrogenic effects. It is used
in many western herbal arthritis formulas for pets, seeming to be employed as an anti-inflammatory.

Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) and Hot Flashes

Any compound with a steroidal structure generally has a strong Yin effect on the body from a Chinese
medical perspective, by adding to the body's complement of moisture and substance. Think of the side effects of
excessive corticosteroid use: weight gain and abdominal enlargement. The backbone of steroidal hormones is
cholesterol, adequate levels of which give cell membranes their fluidity. Thus, even at the cellular level, we see
the Yin tonifying effect of steroidal compounds. 

The moistening effect of steroids also explains perfectly the Chinese medical effects of phytoestrogens. In the
geriatric patient in general, and the 'menopausal' patient in particular, TCM views many of their symptoms as
being due to Yin deficiency. In brief, when there is not enough Yin there will be signs of too much Yang (or
heat). This is especially present at night, when Yin (coolness, moisture, dew) is normally peaking. The lack of
accord of the body with its surrounding environment results in Yin deficiencies being felt more keenly at that
time, resulting in 'night sweats' in humans, or the generally hot and bothered dog and cat of veterinary medicine.

Both western and Chinese herbal traditions treat the “hot flash” patient with formulas and plants that sedate or
control Yang (heat) by creating more Yin. In TCM hormones such as estrogen are considered a vital part of the
'pre-natal Essence' - fluids that were irreplaceable once lost, until the advent of synthetic hormones. Another
name for gonadal hormones was Tian Shui, or “Celestial Water”, which again speaks to Chinese medicine's
acknowledgement of them having a strong Yin influence. 

The term 'Yin' refers to a long list of natural moist phenomena, including not just water and Essence, but also
Blood. It turns out that many of the plants or formulas used to treat heat and agitation are Blood tonics. It is
interesting to note that many Blood tonics are high in phytoestrogens (see Dang Gui above), confirming once
again the tight association between steroidal compounds and the Chinese medical notion of Yin. Thus, with one
treatment - a Blood tonic, for instance - you can address the needs of your patient as viewed by two completely
separate systems of medicine.

The only exception to the Yin tonic rule of phytoestrogens seems to be when they are components of plants
thought to be primarily 'moving'. These include Dan Shen (Salvia miltiorrhiza) and Black Cohosh (Cimicifuga,
Sheng Ma). Cohosh expels pathogens upwards and outwards, out of the Stomach channel in particular, but it also
serves to lift or raise normal healthy Qi upwards. In western herbal medicine, Black Cohosh is used a lot like a
'Qi mover'. Dan Shen (and even Dang Gui to a significant extent) is Blood movers. How do we reconcile their
'moving' influence with the fact that we expect phytoestrogens to be most helpful in Yin deficiency. In Chinese
medicine, these moving herbs are most commonly used when Yin has been damaged or dried out by too much
Heat. Circulation of Blood and Qi, both of which have a significant moisture or Yin component, is compromised,
necessitating the use of moving herbs like Dan Shen or Black Cohosh.

Key Chinese Medical Formulas for the “Menopausal” Pet
Ba Wei Di Huang Wan (Rehmannia Eight Pill; Jin Gui Shen Qi Wan (Precious Golden Tonify the Qi Pill);

Shen Qi Wan)
Sometimes the heat symptoms experienced by 'menopausal' patients are not due to Yin deficiency per se, but

rather a lack of Kidney Qi or Yang. While this may seem counter-intuitive, the problem is common. Inadequate
Kidney Yang means that Yin is not steamed up to cool the upper burner. The Heart Fire flares as a result,
producing mental agitation, thirst, and other Heat symptoms. Meanwhile, the Bladder, which normally receives
its power from the Kidney Yang, begins to fail in its concentration of urine, resulting in polyuria. 

It would seem impossible to distinguish Yin deficiency from Qi deficiency, were it not major differences in
pulse and tongue presentation. In Kidney Qi deficiency, instead of the tongue appearing red, it is almost always
slightly purple and swollen, reflecting the progressive build up of Yin as Yang dissipates, resulting in the gradual
slowing of circulation. Their pulse is usually weak, instead of the typically rapid and forceful Yin deficiency
pulse. Lastly, despite the thirst and agitation, the patients seek warmth, such as heat registers, sunshine, or beds to
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lie on.
Other typical symptoms include lower limb weakness, polyuria, polydipsia, a greasy coat, weight loss, chronic

vomiting of slimy mucous, nocturnal restlessness, low back pain, and a deep, feeble or weak pulse. Goals of
therapy are to tonify the Kidney Qi and Yang, using points like BL 23, KI 3, and GV 4.

The main herbal approach to Kidney Qi or Yang deficiency is (Ba Wei Di Huang Wan) Rehmannia Eight
Combination. Indeed, it is the default formula for the management of all renal azotemia until a further
differentiation can be made. It is also the default choice for the management of all Kidney Qi deficiency
conditions, in the absence of a more suited formula. 

Ba Wei Di Huang Wan, known also a s Jin Gui Shen Qi Wan (Precious Golden Tonify the Qi Pill) contains
the following herbs:

Shu Di Huang
Prepared Rehmannia root
Shan Yao
Chinese Yam rhizome
Shan Zhu Yu
Cornus fruit
Fu Ling
Poria

Ze Xie
Alisma tuber
Mu Dan Pi
Moutan bark
Rou Gui
Cinnamon bark
Fu Zi
Prepared Aconite root

The first three herbs are Yin tonics. Prepared Rehmannia has an overall warming effect, and nourishes Kidney
Yin and Blood. Cornus nourishes Liver Blood and Yin, and helps astringe Kidney Essence leakage. Chinese Yam
astringes Essence as well, helping to avoid dryness in the Kidneys, Lung, and middle burner.

Balancing the potential cloying effects of these three Yin tonics are three moving and draining herbs. Alisma
promotes urination in the lower burner where Rehmannia acts. Poria provides gentle Spleen support and leeches
any Damp from the middle burner where Chinese Yam acts. Moutan Bark clears Heat and drains Fire from the
Liver, moderating the warming and astringing effects of Cornus.

The final two herbs warm the Kidney Yang, allowing the restoration of urine concentrating ability as well as
the cooling of any mild Heart Fire. Originally, Cinnamon twig was used in Rehmannia Eight; the Tang dynasty
changed the recipe to include Cinnamon bark, which has a greater affinity for the lower burner. 

Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan (Anemarrhena, Phellodendron, and Rehmannia Pill)
Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan is the quintessential formula to treat 'Empty Fire', or a relative excess of Yang, arising

from Kidney Yin deficiency. It contains:

Sheng Di Huang
Rehmannia root
Fu Ling
Poria
Shan Zhu Yu
Cornus fruit

Mu Dan Pi
Moutan bark
Shan Yao
Chinese Yam rhizome
Ze Xie
Alisma tuber

Three of these six herbs are tonics. Rehmannia nourishes Kidney Yin and cools Blood. Cornus nourishes
Liver Blood and Yin, and helps astringe Kidney Essence leakage. Chinese Yam astringes Essence as well,
helping to avoid dryness in the Kidneys, Lung, and middle burner.

Balancing the potential cloying effects of these three tonics are three moving and draining herbs. Alisma
promotes urination in the lower burner where Rehmannia acts, giving it a cooling action. Poria provides gentle
Spleen support and leeches Damp from the middle burner where Chinese Yam acts. Moutan Bark clears Heat and
drains Fire from the Liver, moderating the Empty Heat accumulating in the system as well as the warming and
astringing effects of Cornus.

To this base formula of six herbs (otherwise known as Rehmannia Six, or Liu Wei Di Huang Wan),
Phellodendron and Anemarrhena are added to create Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan. The latter two clear Heat and
protect the Yin, respectively, adding significantly to the overall cooling effect of the formula.

Xiao Chai Hu Tang (Minor Bupleurum Combination)
Xiao Chai Hu Tang addresses another major cause of imbalance between Yin and Yang, which is not so
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much a deficiency of either, but a failure of the two to integrate. Yang has a tendency to rise while Yin sinks,
which would normally lead to Yang escaping the patient's body and allowing them to die, were it not for the
Triple Burner, which funnels Heart Yang or Fire downward to the Kidney Yin, and Kidney Yin upwards to the
Heart Yang. An obstruction in the Triple Burner (usually by Phlegm) blocks this communication, as well as the
body's access to the Kidney reserves in general.

Xiao Chai Hu Tang is well designed to address this disorder. Cool and pungent Bupleurum expels pathogens
from the Shao Yang by expanding forcefully upwards and outwards. Bitter cold Scutellaria descends Yang from
the upper burner to where it can reintegrate with the lower burner to generate Qi that will give the animal more
strength and stamina. Ginseng, Jujube, and Licourice address any Qi deficiency that has occurred following the
failure of Yang and Yin to merge, and Pinellia transforms any Phlegm obstructions of the Triple Heater. Ginger
harmonizes the middle burner, helping to direct rebellious Qi down, and stop nausea and vomiting.

Chai Hu
Bupleurum root
Ban Xia
Pinellia rhizome
Gan Cao
Licorice root
Sheng Jiang

Ginger rhizome
Da Zao
Jujube
Ren Shen
Ginseng root
Huang Qin
Scutellaria root

Triple Burner, also known as Triple Heater, obstructions usually present as exuberant and apparently healthy
patients, but with moderately high ALP levels, and also usually cholesterol elevations. Cases in cats may be more
common in geriatric patients and appear substantially deficient, resulting in potential confusion of the diagnosis
with simple Kidney deficiency. Only the cholesterol elevations and the active Gall Bladder points (see below)
indicate the cat is not a typical Kidney Qi deficient cat. Indeed, sometimes both diagnoses are present, and
Kidney Qi tonics may need to be used after relief of obstruction of the Triple Heater. An ideal formula for this is
Ba Wei Di Huang Wan (see above).

Triple Heater obstruction produces several other symptoms that may aid in diagnosis. The tongue is often
purplish or lavender, and the pulse deep and wiry. Stiffness, lameness, weakness, and paralysis may occur due to
obstructions in not only the TH but the GB channel. In addition to the resultant poor flow of Qi to the legs via
these channels, the patient suffers from an overall lack of descent of Heart Yang to the lower burner, resulting in
progressive weakness. Collapse may eventually ensue, due to the failure to generate Qi.

Other signs related to Triple Heater obstruction include rebellious Qi arising from the obstruction, manifesting
as a chronic cough, nausea, or vomiting. The entrapment of Yang in the upper burner results in restlessness,
excitability, irritability, blurring of vision, heat intolerance and eye irritation. The rising Yang may also produce
seizures and loss of balance, while the failure of Lung Qi to descend results in the entrapment of water in the
Triple Burner and resultant oliguria. Muscular trembling can occur, secondary to the uneven flow through GB
channel to the limbs, and also due to weakness from a failure to generate Qi. Lastly, there may be vaginal or
preputial discharge, secondary to Qi stagnation in the Dai Mai, a part of the TH and GB channel network.

The most telltale sign that Triple Heater obstruction exists is the increased warmth or swelling of major Gall
Bladder and Triple Heater points, including GB 25, BL 19, BL 22, and GB 34. All these points promote the
smooth flow of Qi in the middle burner and the kidney area.

Sang Piao Xiao San (Mantis Egg-Casing Decoction)
The Heart and the Kidney are engaged in a mutually supportive and controlling relationship. Rising Yin of the

Kidney cools and restrains the Heart Yang, allowing it to be reigned in to where it can descend and warm the
Kidney. Descending Heart Yang warms the Kidneys, preventing them from becoming too Yin, and providing the
heat from which Kidney Yin is steamed up to the Heart. Incontinence may arise when the integrity of this
relationship is threatened. Sometimes the cause of the break down in communication and exchange between the
Heart and the Kidneys is a Phlegm obstruction in the Triple Heater (see above). Sometimes, however, it is merely
due to a slight decline in Kidney Yin that allows the Heart yang to flare.

Symptoms of a Heart Kidney disconnect include hyper-excitability, nervousness or exuberance. The hallmark
of the condition is incontinence during sleep, when any conscious control of urination (i.e. conscious descent of
Heart Yang to the Kidneys) is lost, leading passive urine leakage. Hormonally responsive urinary incontinence is
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pathognomonic for this type of pathology, since an obvious response to Yin tonics such as estrogen clearly signal
a Yin deficiency as the cause. The only other sign of Kidney deficiency is often just an aggravation of the
incontinence during sleep by a preceding period of heavy exercise.

The goal of treatment in Heart Kidney disconnection is the descent of Heart Yang to where it can engage with
Kidney Yin. Points with that effect are concentrated on the Governing Vessel and include GV 20, GV 14, BL 15,
GV 3, and GV 1. The herbal formula used to treat the condition is Sang Piao Xiao San (Mantis Egg-Casing
Powder):

Sang Piao Xiao
Mantis Egg-Casing
Long Gu
Fossilized bone
Ren Shen
Panax Ginseng
Fu Ling
Poria

Shi Chang Pu
Acorus
Yuan Zhi
Polygala
Mu Li
Oyster shell
Dang Gui Shen
Chinese Angelica

The formula makes heavy use of calcium rich ingredients, including bone and oyster shell. Likewise, calcium
can be increased in the diet of animals with this condition to help descend Heart Yang down to meet Kidney Yin.
Increased extracellular calcium would also help increase the strength of smooth muscle contractions within the
bladder sphincter.

Mantis Egg casing tones the Kidney Qi, preventing incontinence. Fu Ling helps to calm the Heart, allowing it
to focus on the Kidney Yin. It also is a mild diuretic, helping to consolidate urine into one stream during voiding.
Acorus increases mental alertness while Yuan Zhi reinforces the link between the Heart and Kidneys. Angelica
nourishes Heart Blood to help anchor the Shen, while Ren Shen tonifies the Heart Qi and general Yin, thus
serving to calm the Shen. 

Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang (Ginseng and Astragalus Combination)
This formula treats Spleen Qi Sinking, which is roughly equivalent to an imbalance in the Chong Mai

(Penetrating Vessel). While the name suggests this is a passive disorder, the patient actually has active Qi
stagnation in the lower abdomen, sustained by a lack of adequate Liver Blood. Not surprisingly, then, these
patients typically have a deep wiry pulse. Acupuncture to Spleen 4 often corrects the pulse, by effectively
redistributing the stagnant Qi up the Chong Mai (Penetrating Vessel) to the middle and upper burners. Other
indicators that Spleen Qi is sinking include constipation, inappetance, dyspnea, lassitude, abdominal distention,
interdigital cysts, and chronic nail bed infections. Redistribution of stagnant Qi to the upper burner allows it to
enter the circulation via the Lung channel, thus improving circulation to the extremities, including the nails. At
the same time, improved circulation through the Lungs allows them to convert Essence, which accompanies
rising Spleen Qi, to Blood, which while attributed to the Spleen, actually takes place in the upper burner.

Ren Shen
Ginseng root
Dang Gui Shen
Chinese Angelica root
Huang Qi
Astragalus root
Bai Zhu
White Atractylodes rhizome

Chai Hu
Bupleurum root
Chen Pi
Citrus peel
Gan Cao
Licorice root
Sheng Ma
Cimicifuga rhizome

Chai Hu and Sheng Ma break the stasis and raise Qi to the upper burner. The other ingredients tonify Qi
(especially Wei Qi) and Blood, except for Chen Pi, which opens the middle burner to relieve nausea secondary to
the longstanding Qi obstruction. Astragalus has an astringent nature which allows it to help stop bleeding, close
the pores against pathogen invasion, and eliminate incontinence. Interestingly, Astragalus is one of the richest
plant sources of proteases. These enzymes are rich in Mantis egg casings (see above), and are being explored as a
conservative conventional medical treatment for urinary incontinence in women.

Case Examples of the Treatment of “Hot Flashes” and Nocturnal Restlessness
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Case 1; 19 year old feline DSH named “Rod” 
• Yowling at night
• Arthritic
• Hyperthyroid (on Tapazole)
• Thin but weight stable for 24 months
• Chronic renal failure (on Ba Wei Di Huang Wan )
• Owner feels Rod has been stable over the last 3 years as far as weight, activity, appetite and quality of life.

However, she is very, very sleep deprived because he has started yowling piteously right after 1 am-4 am
this week.

• Considering euthanasia
• On physical presentation Rod was quiet and affectionate. His owner had been sleeping in the hallway with

him to keep him calm the last few nights. 
• Tongue was small and red (yin deficiency or heat)
• Pulses were very thin and wiry ( blood or yin deficient)
• Body condition very slender (8.14oz)
• Acupuncture points Bl23, Bl,14, St 37, GV20 (hot head area)
• Assessment: Yin deficient, needs stronger Kidney yin tonification to calm at night
• Changed formula to Zhi Bai Di Huang Wan
• Outcome: Within 48 hours yowling diminished 80%, by 7 days 99% better. Rod is now stable and has

remained on this formula since March 2008.

Case 2; “Rambo”  a 14 year old terrier cross
• Chronic Active Hepatitis( last 6 years, stable on Milk thistle)
• Chronic renal Failure (on low dose Bai Wei Di Huang Wan for 18 months)
• Recent history of Vestibular Disease
• Prefers warmth 
• Restless at night (new)
• Barking at night (new)
• Thirsty at night (new)
• Wanting to go out into the cold Alberta night and stand there (new)
• Getting stuck in corners (day and night)
• Insomnia and panting (new)
• The owner was most concerned about what she described as “hot flashes” at night with pacing, confusion,

thirst, and wanting to go outside in minus 20 degrees Celsius
• On Physical exam: Rambo was anxious and panting.
• Tongue: pale pink
• Pulses: soft and deep
• Abdomen: Hepatomegaly , doughy abdomen
• Acupuncture: Bl 67, GB 39, St,36, Bl23
• Lab work: more elevated BUN and Creatinine, USG 1020
• Assessment: Need to address kidney function and sedate (Yang) at night
• Plan: Increased dose of Ba Wei Di Huang Wan and added Dragon Bone or Long Gu. Long Gu, as a heavy

mineral, helps to astringe Yang without draining it
• Outcome: “hot flashes” and restlessness resolved within 2 weeks 

Case 3
• “Tasha”
• 16 year old Cocker spaniel
• Chronic active hepatitis,
• Positive ACTH stim test for Hyperadrenocorticism ( 4 years prior)
• Osteoarthritis, 
• On Si Miao San for Cushing's and arthritis 
• Glaucoma, one eye enucleated
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• Resting tremors worse at the vet
• Panting at night, circling house, confused (New) 
• Tasha's owner was considering euthanasia because of Tasha's sudden change in nocturnal behaviour. She

felt she was confused and hot after 1 am and had a hard time settling down.
• On Physical exam Tasha’s anxiety was very high as usual. She was timid, trembling and it was hard to find

a pulse because of the shaking. Tasha trembles so hard at the office that I had learned to just do acu-
pressure on her because she always shook the needles right out. In the past 3 years Tasha had a history of
damp heat/Cushing's acupuncture points such as Bl40, and Bl25. Now, I saw a shift to Gallbladder points
such as GB 25,29,39,20. This change was a strong hint towards use of Xiao Chai Hu Tang

• Treatment : Xiao Chai Hu Tang (Minor Bupleurum)
• Outcome: Symptoms resolved in 48 hours and did not return

Incontinence
Western allopathic medicine attributes geriatric incontinence, at least in part, to estrogen deficiency and

associated urethral sphincter weakness. Pets are supplemented with estrogen analogs which often work well, and
are reasonably risk-free in the spayed pet. But as you know, many owners would rather take a “natural” approach.
Herbs such as Medicago sativa seem to be often effective at replacing estrogen with phytoestrogens, i.e. replacing
the hormone with a plant estrogen.

Incontinence, especially coupled with hot flashes or confusion, can be a sign of Yin deficiency. In particular,
the maintenance of continence during sleep is achieved by the ascending of Kidney Yin to moisten Heart Yang.
As the Heart (a Fire organ) becomes cooler, it is more able to direct its Fire downward, helping to warm the
Kidneys and provide the Heat necessary to steam its Yin stores upwards to the Heart. 

When animals begin to become incontinence during sleep, it is a sign that the Heart and Kidneys are losing
this connection and that Yin and Yang are separating. Therapeutic goals include the descent of Yang (often
achieved with calcium rich substances like fossilized bone (see Long Gu in Case 2 above) and oyster shell) and
the tonification of Yin, such as with plants containing phytoestrogens. Other plants that are beneficial include
astringents, which generally increase smooth muscle tone. Lastly, the formulas often contain herbs that have been
shown in multiple studies to improve cognition, such as Panax Ginseng.

Case 1
• “Maggie” 12 year old Wolfhound cross
• Low back weakness
• Incontinence while sleeping
• Sweet temperament but became “mean” to other dogs when on Stilbesterol
• Was responsive to Stilbesterol
• Lab work normal
• Soft tissue sarcoma excised from hip 4 months prior
• Acupuncture points Sp6, Sp9, Bl23, and St36
• Weak pulses, pink tongue
• Assessment: Poor urethral sphincter control, loss of conscious control of kidneys.
• Treatment: Medicago sativa 
• Sang Piao Xiao San
• Outcome: Incontinence resolved, no further sarcomas to date (14 months)

Case 2
• “Watson” 10 year old black German shepherd
• Idiopathic Epilepsy for 7 years
• On Chinese herbal anti-convulsant formulas, Phenobarbital, Milk thistle
• Incontinence while sleeping (new)
• Lab work: mildly increased Alk Phos
• Physical Exam: Watson is an incredibly calm dog. She is anxious but enjoys acupuncture. ST36 was the

most active point and Sp 6. 
• Pulse: weak, deep
• Tongue: lavender, quivering, slightly scalloped
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• Assessment: Qi deficiency
• Treatment: Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang
• Comment: note that this formula raises Qi, which would seem to be contraindicated in epilepsy, which

most practitioners understand to be an example of Yang Rising, or Internal Wind. In rare cases, however,
epilepsy is due to Heart Qi deficiency, in which case this formula would be expected to not only address
the seizures but reduce the incontinence

• Seizures and incontinence remain resolved as of last update several years later

Confusion, Cognition, Panic Disorders, and Noise Sensitivity
The above scenarios of pets presenting for “menopausal” type syndromes are very commonly seen at our

clinic. However, there is always the odd presentation of a pet that has only the isolated complaint of “confusion”.
Most often these are dogs, aged 7-9, who present with normal physical exams, normal blood work, and no there
changes in their daily patterns. An example is the case below:

Lu Lu; 8 year old Chocolate Lab”
• Lives near a river valley park system of 100 miles and has always been off leash with owner. Owner

reports that Lu Lu will run off but seem to get lost and not know how to get home. She has been brought
home twice by strangers.

• Sense of smell seems normal
• Ocular and Auditory exams normal
• Acupuncture Bl 23
• Plan: Ba Wei Di Huang Wan twice daily for 6 weeks
• Outcome: No further episodes of getting lost

Cognition in geriatric animals is compromised by declining Kidney Yin or Essence. Kidney Yin includes the
Marrow, which is basically any soft tissue encased in bone from a TCM perspective, and which therefore
includes the brain. Loss of Kidney Yin leads to impaired cognition. Rehmannia Eight, while technically a Qi
tonic, embraces Rehmannia Six, which is the basic formula to tonify Kidney Yin in Chinese medicine. Use the
latter if the patient is experiencing Empty Heat due to Yin deficiency, but if the patient is chilly or  neutral, use
Rehmannia Eight.

As an additional note, living in the prairies, we have intense thunderstorms in the late afternoons on many
spring and summer evenings. 

Kava Kava (Piper methysticum) is consistently effective for this problem. It also alleviates the onset of panic
disorders in adult dogs.
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USE ANY MEDICINE YOU WANT: TIPS ON INTEGRATING
ALTERNATIVE AND CONVENTIONAL MODALITIES FOR

MAXIMUM RESULTS
Steve Marsden, DVM, ND, MSOM, LAc, Dipl.CH, RH(AHG), CVA

Why Integrate Medicines?
Medicine is applied ecology. Putting a cancer patient into remission has more in common with solving the

problem of global warming than with the current conventional approach of using single agents to target tumor
cells. To understand why the analogy is appropriate, it’s worth briefly examining the extent of the problems
contributing to global warming. As is widely known, it is occurring because of the excessive build up of carbon
dioxide from the combustion of fossil fuels to generate electrical power or transport goods. Most western
countries contribute to this burden, although it is certainly promulgated by the rapid industrialization of China
and the world’s continued population growth. Other factors include lifestyle excesses (e.g. Hummers) of the
western world; globalization; and the industrialization of agriculture. The high profits earned during the early
years, when reserves were relatively accessible, provided the funds that allow exploration to continue now
supplies are dwindling. Low supplies for a now dependent world further boost profits, providing oil companies
the means to successfully lobby governments for favourable concessions. Indeed, the increased wealth and power
can result in representatives from this industry becoming the government itself.

What's important to realize is that global warming is a self-propagating multi-faceted problem where:
• Population growth, industrialization, and globalization drives demand
• Demand for a scarce resource 'inflation proofs' the industry and fuels profits
• Profits fuel reinvestment, reliance on oil, and industry growth
• Additional access and infrastructure results in more fuel being available, which 'fuels' further

industrialization and lifestyle change (e.g. a new car for everyone in China) that, in turn, increases demand
further

Various solutions have been proposed to address global warming, including:
• Consumer education and awareness
• A return to shopping and eating locally
• Sustainable agriculture
• Simpler lifestyles such as walking to work
• Development of cleaner energy technologies
• Government lobbying and leadership change
• Venture capitalism and government investment
• Carbon taxes; capping of emissions
• Carbon scavenging

Countries have been frustrated by the lack of progress of any one or two of these interventions on the
problem, but the reality is that if all of them were applied simultaneously, they would act at each node
propagating the problem and fracture the cycle of its continued generation.

As the fields of Chaos Theory and Complexity, which are perfectly suited to solving ecological and
multi-faceted problems, turn their attention to the treatment of disease, they are coming up with some intriguing
insights. Chronic disease, far from being chaotic, is a highly organized complex state. In the healthy heart, blood
flow through the myocardium is relatively unpredictable, varying randomly in whether it is concentrated in one
region or another. In myocardial infarction, the variability of the pattern of perfusion vanishes, to produce well
defined areas of ischemia. Epilepsy, which results in chaotic limb movement and behaviour, is actually marked
by a rhythmic and highly predictable sequence of neuronal discharges in the brain, as opposed to the usual
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seemingly random discharges of the healthy individual. Chinese medicine associates health with positive and
negative feedback interactions between five different organ networks. In disease states, an interaction between
two or three organs tends to dominate, and the others fade in their visibility.

Disease, then, is a self-propagating dynamic arising from interactions between a select few nodes or
keystones. The importance of other feedback and control cycles becomes diminished or eclipsed. The most
appropriate method of attack is at these same nodes, simultaneously. This is most easily accomplished via the
integration of several different therapies, each acting at a different node. Each therapy thus interacts with the
others synergistically, effectively amplifying its power.

An example is the holistic treatment of cancer. Synergistic interaction appears to occur among compounds
which, by themselves, are not up to the task of destroying or otherwise inhibiting a tumor. Six of them together,
however, creates a hostile environment in which a tumor fails to thrive. Mechanisms include:

• Inhibition of angiogenesis
• Increased immune surveillance
• Reduced availability of post-prandial tides of glucose
• Cytotoxicity
• Inhibition of mechanisms of metastasis
• Inhibition of mitosis
• Induction of cell differentiation and apoptosis
To escape this 'net' created by using multiple modalities, tumor cells seem to have to develop multiple

resistances simultaneously, which doesn't happen overnight. Usually it does happen eventually; if a sufficient
number of tumor cells are present, the odds are raised of this happening, but it may take years, allowing
alternative cancer therapies to routinely achieve survival rates that meet or exceed those expected for
conventional therapies. In contrast, conventional therapies are applied on an erroneous assumption that only one
factor or node really matters, that of cytotoxicity. 

How to Integrate Medicines
The only requirement for the integration of modalities is that they must be completely understood from the

same from of reference. A biomedical model was discussed as an option for integrating cancer therapies, but the
reality is that most alternative therapies are nowhere near to being completely understood in biomedical terms.
We currently have only rough approximations and fragments of data, most obtained from within only the last
fifteen years.

This leaves us with paradigmatic or metaphoric views as common frames of reference for the integration of
modalities. Such metaphoric systems of medicine include Chinese, Greek and Ayurvedhic medicine. Each
evolved long before the biomedical model was born, using metaphors to describe how the body seemed to
operate. This was an effective end-run around the problem of lack of definitive medical knowledge, as long as all
the therapies and diagnostics were understood within the same frame of reference or according to the same terms.
Chinese medicine is one of the most powerful and well-described of these metaphoric systems of medicine, and
possesses the added advantage of embracing many modalities, allowing practitioners to stay comfortably within
its bounds and still fight disease on a number of fronts. Another benefit to Chinese medicine is that opinions are
beginning to be formed how other unrelated therapies can be understood according to the Chinese medical
framework. Detailed knowledge of Chinese medicine is not required to successfully integrate therapies from
other disciplines. Even just evaluating patients according to whether they are hot, cold, excess or deficient
provides an excellent foundation for integrating therapies.
 
Hot, Cold, Excess, Deficient

Hot, Cold, Excess, and Deficient make up four of the Eight Parameters of Chinese medicine, but by
themselves are a relatively complete assessment tool. Evaluating a patient as to whether they are Hot or Cold, and
Excess or Deficient is very easy, and gives immediate insight as to what general types of therapies from any
tradition are needed, and which ones are likely to produce side effects. First, let's discuss how to interpret patient
symptoms to make an assessment of Hot or Cold, Excess or Deficient.

Interpretation of symptoms and signs as to whether they signify Hot or Cold, Excess or Deficient is
fortunately fairly intuitive and needs little explanation. The list of Heat symptoms sounds very much like a
description of a hyperthyroid cat, someone with dehydration, or someone with suppurative inflammation and
fever. Weight gains are associated with Heat as well, given the extra layer of body fat that comes with them. The
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main Heat signs are listed below:
• Red tongue
• Rapid pulse
• Yellow tongue coat or discharges
• Redness
• Heat radiation
• Foul odors
• 'Sweating'
• Thirst, hunger
• Agitation, restlessness
• Weight gains
• Weight loss in severe cases
• Aggression
• Heat intolerance
• Dryness
• Worse at night
• Scanty, dark urine

Cold symptoms are likewise fairly self-evident. They sound like the description of either a classically
hypothyroid dog or frostbite. Clear profuse urine makes sense as a cold sign since it is the opposite of the urine
seen in the hot dehydrated patient.

• Slow pulses
• Pale tongue
• Weight gains or loss
• Cold intolerance
• Lethargy
• Profuse clear or watery discharges, especially urine
• Pain, especially when aggravated by cold or damp weather
• White mucoid discharges
• Cold to touch
• Worse in the morning

Excess signs are also simple to understand, and include either tissue excess or else very intense clinical
presentations. Excess patients are usually strong, and their symptoms and pathology quite acute and severe.
Deficiency patients, in contrast, have muted signs and symptoms and are somewhat weak. They look like they
need support and are often geriatric. Weight loss is commonly seen in Deficient patients.

The relevance of how a description as Hot or Cold, Excess or Deficient can guide therapy becomes
immediately apparent if we look at a standard Tai Ji symbol (shown above). The Tai Ji symbol is a symbolic
representation of virtually everything in the universe, certainly every living thing, whether healthy or sick. The
white half is Yang, which is relatively hot, forceful, powerful, yet immaterial. The black half is Yin, which is all
things relatively cool, solid, slow, sinking, and sedate. Both Yin and Yang need to be present in equal amounts
for a patient to be healthy, and additionally must be fully integrated with each other. Disease occurs when an
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imbalance occurs between the amounts of Yin and Yang, or when they fail to be properly integrated. For
example, if a patient were Hot and Deficient, what would have to be lacking, Yin or Yang, to create this
dynamic? The answer is Yin. Likewise, what would have to be lacking to create a cold, deficient patient? The
answer is Yang. What is the problem if a patient is Hot and Excess? What do they have too much of? Once again,
the answer is Yang. How about if they are Cold and Excess? Then they have too much Yin.

Table 1. Hot, Cold, Excess, and Deficient as a guide to appropriate therapy

Diagnosis GraphicDepictio
n

Interpretati
on

Action Required Contraindications

Hot and
Excess

White half
increased

Yang
Excess

Cooling therapies; e.g.
antibiotics and anti-
inflammatories; raw diets

Warming, spicy herbs
and formulas; highly
processed diets; sweet
tonifying herbs

Hot and
Deficient

Black half
decreased

Yin
Deficiency

Hydrating, moistening
cooling therapies;
Rehmannia; fluid therapy

Aromatic, or bitter
drying therapies; long
term anti-microbials and
anti-inflammatories 

Cold and
Excess

Black half
Increased

Yin Excess Warming drying therapies
needed; climate change;
saunas; diaphoretics;
diuretics

Heavy cloying herbs like
Rehmannia, Ginseng,
and Chinese angelica
(Dang Gui)

Cold and
Deficient

White half
decreased

Yang
deficiency

Warming therapies
needed here as well; spicy
herbs; extruded diets and
processed foods

Raw diets

Table 1 summarizes this discussion, and also points out how Hot, Cold, Excess, Deficient and the Tai Ji
symbol are useful in integrating therapies. In the column under action taken, all of the therapies listed are
intuitively appropriate, despite being drawn from different medical traditions. Represented there are
pharmaceuticals, diets, fluid therapy, herbal medicine, and hydrotherapy. Some are prescribed, some can be done
at home or at spas, some require hospitalization, and some are available from alternative practitioners. It's hardly
a comprehensive list, but you can see clearly how useful the framework is for integrating therapies.

You may well question how we interpreted which plants and drugs are appropriate, and which are not, for a
given diagnosis. The flavours of herbs, supplements and drugs go along way to telling us what they do, and
where they can cause harm. Table 2 summarizes the different flavours of herbs, drugs and supplements, their
actions, and their potential side effects. The fidelity with which Table 2 applies to just about any herb, vitamin,
drug or supplement is quite astonishing, one of the miracles of nature, given the diversity of chemical compounds
that confer these tastes. Note how the benefits of the bitter taste are quite restricted to patients with an excess of
Yang. From this perspective, most drugs are vastly over used, since they are by-and-large bitter, and would be
expected to produce side effects with long term use in many patients, as they often do. This chart gives you the
ability to balance their effects, however. For example, if you were using antibiotics to treat pyelonephritis in a
Cold, Deficient cat, you would know to expect problems (e.g. vomiting) from antibiotics, unless some warm
aromatic carminative herb like Ginger was also employed.

Table 2. Tastes, their actions, and side effects

Taste Function Adverse Effects

Sour Marshals fluids Generally safe

Bitter Cools, Dries, Descends Can damage Yin and be too drying; also can damage
Yang if deficient and be too cooling; best reserved for
Yang excess patients

Pungent Galvanizes; moves fluids; Can be too drying or can scatter the scarce reserves
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often warming; expansive of deficient patients; may be too heating if the patient
is hot

Salt Emolliates; descends Can be excessively drying

Sweet Strengthening and nutritive Can aggravate excess states, whether too much Yang
or Yin

Bland Leeches Excess; supports
digestion

Generally safe

Seldom do herbs have only one taste. Many times they exhibit a combination of tastes, the most common of
which is the pairing of bitter with pungent. Fortunately, the effect of combining two flavours is easily predicted,
and is just a blend of what each does on their own. For example, if the bitter taste is descending (e.g. promotes
peristalsis) and the aromatic taste is expansive, pairing the two flavours together should produce a plant that, if it
has a reputation as a carminative, promotes peristalsis in a very balanced fashion, by dilating at the same time as
it descends, rather than promoting segmental smooth muscle contractions. All we need, then, to incorporate herbs
into a protocol from virtually any tradition, is knowledge of what they have a clinical reputation for doing and
how they taste. From that data, we can have a pretty good idea how to slot them in with our pharmaceuticals,
fluid therapy, and diets.

Roughly what kind of diet to provide is also fairly easy to understand once we've assessed a patient from a
Hot, Cold, Excess, Deficient perspective. From a Chinese medical perspective, processing or cooking imbues a
food with heat. Raw and unprocessed foods are cooling. From a conventional point of view, processed foods have
a much more rapid rate of digestion and absorption, promoting weight gain. Raw diets slow digestion and
promote weight loss, by promoting insulin sensitivity. Thus, Hot and Excess animals usually experience a
pronounced benefit from raw diets. They should be used with caution in Cold, Deficient animals, which includes
many geriatric animals.

Stasis
Stasis is another major metaphoric diagnosis that can be applied top patients. It is a circulatory diagnosis that

often arises from chronic persistence of a Hot, Cold, Excess, or Deficient dynamic. Indeed, especially for
humans, it is the usual culmination of whatever disease state is allowed to persist. Diseases that correspond to a
diagnosis of Stasis include heart disease and failure; many cancers; senility (humans); and most chronic
inflammatory conditions, including arthritis. 

All of these can arise, in our metaphoric system of analysis, from persistence of Hot or Cold, Excess or Deficient.
Heat is considered to drive circulation, but over the long term can 'dry the blood up' and cause it to coagulate.
Cold, whether Excess or Deficient, also causes it to congeal. Deficiency of Yin or moisture is tantamount to an
eventual deficiency of Blood. A pathological Excess of Yin (too much cold and wet) is labelled Dampness, is a
sign of the so-called Phlegmatic constitution of Greek medicine, and is considered to block circulation by
damming it up. To successfully address Stasis, factors that promote it in a patient must be rectified, in addition to
the Stasis itself being cleared up.
QHow do you recognize Stasis? Once again, the signs and symptoms are fairly self-evident and are listed below:

• Mass development
• Bruising
• Hemorrhage, especially of dark or partially clotted blood
• Pain, especially associated with injury or inflammation
• Pains worse with pressure and movement, in acute injury

o This counts as trauma, a major cause of bruising, hemorrhage, and therefore Blood stasis
• Pains better with movement, in chronic inflammation and injury
• Disorganized vasculature
• Purplish discoloration; tissue congestion
• Varicosities and blood vessel engorgement
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The pulse, quite naturally, becomes very important in assessing for the presence of Stasis. Stasis corresponds
quite nicely to disrupted circulation and unfavourable hemodynamics from a conventional point of view. In
general, correction of the circulatory imbalance involves either moving blood from the periphery to the
splanchnic circulation, or from the splanchnic circulation to the periphery. The pulse can tell us easily which is
required, and can be interpreted very logically from this hemodynamic perspective, while still remaining true to
the Chinese medical perspective (Table 3). 
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Table 3 - Pulse traits, their correlations, and interpretations

Trait Sensation Interpretation

Force “Obviousness” Strength, vitality (Qi or Yang)

Rate Rate Temperature (Hot or Cold)

Width Width Fluid Level (Yin or Blood)

Tone Compressibility Ease of Circulation (Stasis)

Rhythm Consistency of beats Ease of Circulation (Stasis)

Amplitude Lifting of finger Ease of Circulation (Stasis)

Depth Location of strongest
sensation

Location, concentration or mobilization of
circulation (Qi or Yang)

Armed with the information in Table 3, we're ready to interpret some commonly encountered pulses
associated with too much peripheral circulation. Superficially located forceful pulses with increased vessel wall
tone imply mobilization of Qi and Yang to the exterior, associated usually with inflammation of peripheral
structures. Commonly this manifests as back and neck pain, such as in lameness or disk disease, and the
hemodynamic goal is to move Blood to the interior and decongest the exterior. Supplements, drugs and herbs that
suppress nitric oxide synthesis in the inflammed tissues are helpful here.

Two pulses are commonly associated with relatively too much circulation in the interior. One, a more excess
type of pathology, produces a deep, wiry pulse that is extremely commonly encountered in clinical practice and
essentially represents a failure of circulation to move normally to the exterior. Other symptoms and signs will
inform whether this is due to a Cold Excess or just a blockage of various vessels, nerves or channels.

The second pulse associated with too much circulation in the interior is the thin weak pulse. Normally this
Deficient patient would be expected to need a purely tonifying strategy. In some instances, though, 'moving'
treatments produce the required strengthening of the pulse, underscoring an important reality that almost any
Sweet tonifying herb or supplement needs to be used with a 'moving' herb or supplement for maximum effect.

Anything that corrects the abnormal pulse constitutes a moving treatment. Multiple modalities can do this,
including:

• Pharmaceuticals such as NSAIDs
o These suppress nitric oxide synthesis, and draw blood away from an area. This is appropriate in acutely

inflammed or congested tissues, but is contraindicated for long term management of chronic pain and
inflammation, where the goal is to flush the inflammed area with blood to remove inflammatory
mediators and re-build the tissue

• Hydrotherapy
o Derivative therapies, such as hot water applications to the periphery, help to draw blood away from the

interior, or from reflexively linked tissues. Cold treatments, when applied intermittently, serve to expel
blood from the areas they are applied, and drive it to the interior.

• Acupuncture
o Strong, repetitive, intense treatments have the effect of drawing blood away from the areas

reflexively associated with the point
o Mild infrequent shorter duration treatments have the effect of increasing circulation to the reflexively

associated areas
• Chiropractic

o Adjustments have an important role in relieving compression of not only nerve roots but also blood
vessels and lymphatics, which also emerge from the intervertebral foraminae

• Massage
o Massage can be used to promote lymphatic drainage and circulation to the interior, or can be used,

when relieving muscle spasms and trigger points, to bring blood to the periphery
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• Yoga
o Circulation often tends to become obstructed at joints. Yoga and stretching exercises open these joints

and facilitate better circulation
• Osteopathy

o From its beginning, osteopathy had its main intent the normalization of lymphatic drainage and blood
flow

• Supplements
o Many supplements are now being analyzed for their effects on nitric oxide synthesis, which is the key

determinant of blood flow through tissues. Increased presence of nitric oxide in tissues results in their
increased perfusion.

• Herbal medicines
o Most pain-killing 'moving' herbs taste bitter, warm, and pungent. They can be used to treat both excess

(e.g. Salvia) and deficiency (e.g. Atractylodes) types of Stasis. Sour tasting herbs (e.g. Peony, Gingko)
are also strongly moving, and strike a balance between moving and tonification better suited to dealing
with deficient types of Stasis.

o Plants are selected for use based on their affinity for various tissues, and their impact on blood flow in
those tissues. For example, pain due to osteoporosis in women is often associated with a deep wiry
forceful pulse. Use of herbs like Cinnamon twig promotes peripheral circulation through their aromatic
warm nature.

o Many plants are beginning to be researched for their impact on nitric oxide synthesis in target tissues as
well, which should help in facilitating their synergistic interaction with other drugs and supplements.
Until then, taste and clinical reputation for where they exert their effect, in tandem with pulse
diagnosis, will provide the best insight as to where and when they should be used.

Conclusion
This article was not meant to be a treatise on each of the individual modalities, but rather a brief overview of

how they can be successfully combined in practice. Analyzing the patient in terms of Yin and Yang (i.e. Hot,
Cold, Excess, Deficient) provides an excellent foundation for understanding how diet, drugs, herbs, and other
modalities can be synergistically combined. If the pathological imbalance in Yin and Yang persists, Stasis
conditions often develop which can eventually prove deadly. Physical modalities, herbs, drugs and supplements
can also be integrated to control and reverse these conditions. In general, they are applied to either foster a shift
in circulation from interior to exterior, or from the exterior to the interior. Various modalities and methods of
stimulation achieve completely opposite effects, depending on how they are applied, requiring a certain amount
of expertise in their use.
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CHINESE HERBAL TREATMENT OF CANCER IN SMALL
ANIMALS

Steve Marsden, DVM ND MSOM LAc. Dipl.CH AHG

Effectiveness against cancer is probably the unofficial high water mark of success for every medical system,
and the alternative medical practitioner is quite right to be a little in awe of every positive cancer outcome they
witness in response to alternative therapies. Practitioners of Chinese medicine are commonly daunted by the
hopes of clients for a miracle cure for their pet, based on anecdotal reports of varying reliability. Fortunately,
optimism for a decent outcome in most cancer cases does indeed seem justified, if not by a rampant rate of cure,
at least by the frequency with which prolonged clinical stability can be achieved in the vast majority of cancer
patients. These cracks in the edifice of cancer are now appearing a little too regularly for them to still be called
miracles. It now appears that alternative medicine in general and Chinese medicine in particular can routinely
improve cancer outcomes, through not only additional tools of intervention, but just as importantly through a new
perspective on the problem.

Perspectives on Cancer Treatment
The conventional medical perspective of cancer is that it is entirely unpredictable and seems to strike out of

the blue. Encounters with chemical carcinogens that damage the nucleus of a cell and interfere with its control
mechanisms are considered chance events. This sense of randomness creates a sense of fear aggravated by the
dangers inherent in its medical treatment. Chemotherapy and radiation, by targeting rapidly dividing cells, also
injure many normal body cells that also divide rapidly. Some of the most familiar side effects of conventional
cancer treatment result from this damage, including nausea and diarrhea from damage to the lining of the
gastrointestinal tract; hair loss from damage to hair follicles; and anemia and hemorrhage from damage to the
bone marrow.

Surgery is more specific in its targeting of cancer cells, but frequently not all of a tumor can be removed.
Furthermore, some cells may break off the tumor during its removal and spread to other parts of the body through
the circulation, making the situation much worse. Surgery also offers no assurance against tumor recurrence
unless a lot of normal tissue around the tumor can also be excised. Very commonly tumors recur in human breast
cancer patients right at the site of excision, illustrating the importance of obtaining good margins, but also the
probable poor healing, immune system presence, and general tissue perfusion where previous tumors have been
removed. If this impairment of circulation is not corrected, recurrence seems a certainty.

There are some glimmers of hope against this bleak backdrop. While not yet available in veterinary medicine,
new drugs are being developed for humans that target very specific cancer cell metabolites or receptors. Even
these highly selective therapies commonly produce severe adverse reactions, however, through as yet unknown
mechanisms. Conventional medicine doggedly presses on in its quest for a “cure for cancer”.

The understanding of cancer by alternative medicine is directly complementary to that of conventional
medicine. Chinese medicine, in particular, doesn't believe that cancer doesn't strike out of the blue. The belief is
that that clear risk factors exist and that cancer is a natural extension of previous and more benign pathological
processes that have probably been going on for years. These risk factors are often numerous and interdependent,
making it unreasonable to expect that any particular form of cancer can be expected to have a single cure. The
herbs and nutraceuticals used in the Chinese medical treatment of cancer thus do not focus on the direct killing of
cancer cells, but rather on the multiple pathophysiological steps and factors considered by Chinese medicine to
be generating the tumor within any given patient. In essence, internal means of tumor control are held by Chinese
medicine to be not only possible, but essential. Addressing even a small number of these mechanisms within a
patient seems commonly sufficient to tip the scales against a tumor and halt at least temporarily its growth.
Complete extermination of tumor cells is not necessary to achieve superior outcomes in most cancer patients.
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Mechanisms of Action of Alternative Medical and Chinese Herbal Therapies
While the focus of conventional veterinary therapy is decidedly on killing cancer cells, Chinese medicine

expends little effort in this direction, and focuses instead on supporting innate means of tumor control. To
enhance therapeutic outcomes, a general strategy of introducing multiple means of tumor control is employed,
utilizing not only Chinese herbal therapies, but also specialized diets, western herbs and nutraceuticals. The goal
is to introduce within the patient multiple factors that, while appropriate to the overall Chinese medical
assessment of the patient, employ as many mechanisms as possible in limiting tumor growth. The hope is that
somehow a synergy will develop from the use of multiple mechanisms of tumor limitation that will be very
difficult for a tumor to outgrow. Even if the action of any given ingredient is not sufficient by itself to restrict
tumor growth, it is suspected that these multiple influences will create an environment hostile enough to tumors
that it will be very difficult to thrive and also to acquire resistance to through eventual mutation. In many cases, a
tumor of sufficient mass does seem capable of eventually overcoming the treatment, but often months or years
beyond the typical survival estimated for the patient in conventional oncology. 

In other cases, where substantial surgical removal of the tumor has been effected, the patient may experience
tumor regression and stabilization and live out a normal lifespan. If surgical removal is complete but eventual
recurrence forecast, it is often possible instead to maintain the patient in complete remission. Such benefits of
surgical interventions must, however, be balanced by the risks of stimulating tumor cell generation, metastasis, or
growth in the process of tumor removal. Generally, however, if interventions can be introduced prior to surgery
which demonstrably improve the patient and hinder tumor growth, surgical de-bulking of lesions becomes a
realistic prospect.

The main methods by which western, Chinese herbal and nutritional therapies achieve their efficacy against
tumors are well known and illustrated in countless laboratory research studies. They include:

•  Induction of cell differentiation
•  Induction of cell apoptosis
•  Inhibition of protein kinases (tumor cell metabolism)
•  Improved intercellular communication and control of growth
•  Inhibition of angiogenesis
•  Inhibition of cell invasion
•  Inhibition of metastasis
•  Enhancement of immune function
•  Elimination of risk factors
•  Neutralization of free radicals

Agents that promote cell differentiation include Arctigenin, vitamin A, boswellic acid (found in the Blood mover,
Ru Xiang), flavonoids, emodin (an anthraquinone contained in aloe and some laxative herbs like Cascara), EPA
and  DHA, and vitamin D3.

Many of these same compounds induce apoptosis, or tumor cell self-destruction, including vitamins C, E, and
D3; boswellic acid, curcumin (known in Chinese medicine as E Zhu), EPA, flavonoids, garlic, and selenium.

Compounds that inhibit protein kinases include curcumin, emodin, flavonoids, EPA, and DHA. Compounds
that improve cell-cell communication include apigenin, genistein (found in Red Clover), melatonin, selenium,
and vitamin D3.

Inhibiting factors that support angiogenesis include anthocyanidins, boswellic acid, curcumin, EPA, DHA,
flavonoids, garlic, glutathione enhancing agents, melatonin, vitamin E, and vitamin C

Compounds that inhibit cancer cell invasion include apigenin, boswellic acids, proanthocyanidins, luteolin,
EPA, curcumin, emodin, genistein, quercetin, mushroom polysaccharides, and Panax ginseng (known in Pinyin
as Ren Shen).

Compounds that inhibit metastasis include anthocyanidins, Astragalus (known also as Huang Qi), bromelain,
curcumin, emodin, EPA, Feverfew, flavonoids, Reishi mushroom, garlic, genistein, and vitamin E.

Compound that enhance immune function include Astragalus, Reishi and other mushroom polysaccharides,
Panax Ginseng, glutamine, most antioxidants, bromelain, and melatonin.

Several compounds appear multiple times in the above lists, and are thus broadly effective enough to consider
including in all Chinese herbal and alternative medical protocols.
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Pathophysiology of Tumors in Chinese Medicine

Blood Stasis
Results using Chinese medicine in cancer are not achieved by simply applying the same treatments to all

tumors. Patients and treatments are categorized in broad strokes and matched up on a metaphoric basis first, to
develop a short list of possible treatments. Only then is the research behind each of the candidate treatments
considered to determine which one is most appropriate given the conventional understandings of the tumor's
weaknesses and the clinical experience of the veterinary profession. The net effect is that each therapy prescribed
for a patient has two levels of appropriateness or 'degrees of fitness', one based on the patient's Chinese medical
diagnosis and one according to the conventional medical impact of the treatment. The hope is that any treatment
that can satisfy the wishes of two such divergent approaches to medicine must surely be the right one.

There are three main metaphoric causes of cancer, each with its own particular treatments. Veterinarians are
only now just beginning to understand which of these metaphors is behind each of the main small animal tumor
types. Possibly the most important dynamic leading to cancer development in dogs is the Chinese medical
concept of Blood stasis.

In the Nei Jing, the world's oldest textbook of internal medicine, the flow of blood around the body is likened
to the flow of a river through the landscape. For blood to flow smoothly there must be adequate blood volume
and nothing in the way. In addition, where a river requires a downhill slope to flow, the body requires a certain
amount of vitality or energy (Qi). When any one or more of these factors is compromised in the body, tumors can
develop. Problems in these areas do not develop suddenly, but over months or years, making cancer a
theoretically predictable and preventable disease.

Probably the first step to occur in the development of most Blood stasis tumors is Blood deficiency, especially
in dogs. According to Chinese medical diet theory and the observations of clinicians, the cause seems to be a diet
inappropriately low in protein, especially from organ meat, and correspondingly high in carbohydrates. Organ
meats have long been considered by Chinese medicine to be excellent sources of Blood.

Once Blood deficiency is established, it often leads to Blood stasis, just as water in a river becomes more
stagnant as the level drops. Blood deficiency also aggravates the Liver's ability to regulate the circulation of Qi,
causing Qi stagnation. Since Qi is the motive force of Blood, Qi stagnation leads to Blood stagnation.
Unfortunately, Blood stagnation is a self-propagating dynamic, since Chinese medicine conceptualizes a failure
of Blood to move forward as leading to a failure for Blood to be added in from behind. Blood deficiency persists,
Qi stagnation persists, and the problem becomes entrenched.

Several clues make it apparent that Blood deficiency and stasis are active in a patient and are often very
apparent well before tumors develop. These include:

•  Anemia
•  Pale-lavender or purple tongue
•  Thin and possibly tense or taut pulses
•  Very fine powdery dander
•  Coat dryness or dullness
•  Alopecia
•  Fine hair coat (puppy fur) or a failure of hair to grow back following surgery
•  Restless dream-filled sleep
•  Low-grade skin rashes with pruritis
•  Fear aggression, timidity, territoriality, and anxiety of all types
•  Keratoconjunctivitis sicca
•  Chronic lameness of soft-tissue origin
•  Tendency to muscle spasm

Where Blood deficiency is secondary to Spleen deficiency aggravated by an inappropriate diet, the following
symptoms are typical:

•  Soft or slippery pulses
•  Tongue swelling or scalloping, and the appearance of a tongue coating
•  Greasy coat and waxy ears
•  Undigested food in the stool
•  Coprophagy, or a predilection for consuming rotting (i.e. pre-digested) debris
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•  Episodic diarrhea with pale mucous in the stool
•  Depressed appetite
•  Lethargy
•  Weight gains

As Blood deficiency turns to Blood stasis, the following signs are seen:
•  Purple masses
•  Localized boring or stabbing pain
•  Hepatomegaly and splenomegaly
•  Tumor hemorrhage or blood pockets
•  Engorged vessels and varicosities
•  Purple tongue
•  Wiry pulse
•  Choppy pulse

Blood stasis tumors are commonly slow-growing and seem to do well in anaerobic pockets. Blood moving
formulas seem to act by exposing the tumor to the blood stream and, by extension, the immune system. Increased
circulation also makes for a more aerobic environment that hampers tumor metabolism.

The main formulas to address this mechanism of tumor development, together with their most common
conventional medical indications, are listed in Table 1 below:

Formula (Pinyin) Formula (Common name) Indications

Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang Drive Stasis from the Mansion of
Blood Combination

Pulmonary neoplasia of all types, recurrent
cutaneous mast cell tumors, thyroid
adenocarcinoma, salivary adenocarcinoma,
thymic adenocarcinoma, myeloma,
hemangioma

Ge Xia Zhu Yu Tang Drive Stasis from Below the
Diaphragm Combination

Hepatic tumors of all types

Shao Fu Zhu Yu
Tang

Drive Stasis from the Lower
Abdomen Combination

Transitional cell carcinoma, prostatic
adenocarcinoma, renal neoplasia

Dang Gui Shao Yao
San

Angelica and Peony Combination Hemangiosarcoma (prophylaxis)

Dang Gui Bu Xue
Tang

Hemangiosarcoma Actively bleeding hemangiosarcomas

Bu Yang Huan Wu
Tang

Hemangiosarcoma Actively bleeding hemangiosarcomas

Damp Heat Accumulation
The second common mechanism of tumor development starts with the elaboration of 'Dampness' by the

digestive tract (Spleen and Stomach), usually once again in response to an improper diet. Clinical experience
firmly suggests this dampening influence is an excessive intake of carbohydrates. This is consistent with the
Chinese medical dictum that the Spleen is overwhelmed by the Sweet taste, which is the taste assigned relatively
faithfully by Chinese medicine to carbohydrate ingredients. Lowering the carbohydrate content of diet may make
sense from a conventional medical perspective as well, since the metabolism of many tumors appears to rely on
anaerobic glycolysis, and since a high carbohydrate diet seems to directly increase oxidative stress within the
body.

Both Greek and Chinese medicine recognized the concept of Dampness and Phlegm production by the
digestive tract. The idea is also similar to the concept of 'toxemia' developed by Naturopathic medicine. As these
bits of Phlegm, Damp and toxins aggregate in the body, the clog the circulatory pathways, slowing the movement
of Blood, which is guided by Qi but motivated by Heart Yang. As the Blood slows against the friction generated
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by Dampness, this Yang energy is released uselessly as Heat, leading to the labeling of the condition as Damp
Heat. Not surprisingly, the tumors associated with this dynamic are strongly inflammatory, including
fibrosarcoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and most osteosarcomas. The general goal here is to move blood away
from the tumor, which is also a property of NSAIDs. These drugs can sometimes be paired with the formulas
below for higher efficacy. The most common treatments for this type of tumor are listed in Table 2 below:

Formula Tumor

Hoxsey-Like Combination Squamous cell carcinoma, fibrosarcoma

Hoxsey-Like Combination with Boneset Osteosarcoma

Si Miao San (Four Marvels Powder) Multi-centric lymphoma, gastrointestinal lymphoma

Signs and symptoms of Damp accumulation leading to Blood stasis are numerous and appear well in advance
of the development of tumors. They include:

• Red or purple-red frothy tongue
• Inflamed suppurative yellow lesions
• Elevated appetite or thirst, but often not both
• Preference for cool surfaces (tile, shade; holes dug in the yard; sleeping on the floor rather than the bed;

hard surfaces; basements)
• Skin that is hot to the touch
• Exudative or crusting skin lesions
• Autoimmune skin disorders
• Lesions that bleed, where the blood is bright red
• Extreme agonizing itch (heat in the Blood causes an itch, in Chinese medicine)
• Rapid and forceful wiry pulses

Other signs of dampness include:
•  Greasy or “clumped” hair coat
•  Lichenification and thickening of skin
•  Large flakes of dander, often tinted
•  Slimy vomitus
•  Tendency to sleep very deeply
•  Reverse sneezing, snoring during sleep
•  Strong skin or ear odor
•  Strong odor to breath or flatus
•  Panting and restlessness
•  Excitable or exuberant personality
•  Yeast otitis externa
•  Copious exudates from mucous membranes
•  Aggravation during humid weather
•  Loose or mucoid stools
•  Past medical history of cystitis or colitis
•  Anal gland inflammation, infection, and impaction

Triple Burner Obstruction
A third dynamic of tumor production has also recently been identified in veterinary patients - basically, it

amounts to an obstruction of the Triple Burner by Phlegm. Such obstructions always occur in the middle burner,
producing severe Qi stagnation. Obstructions in the Triple Burner are life-threatening, since no deposits or
withdrawals can then be made from the Kidney reservoirs. In addition, Triple Burner obstructions prevent the
descent of Heart Yang energy to where it can interact with stored Kidney Yin, and the rising of Kidney Yin to
where it can interact with Heart Yang. Without this intermingling of Yin and Yang in the body, Qi levels begin to
rapidly decline, resulting in sudden collapse and death if not averted.
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Triple Heater obstruction produces several other symptoms that may aid in diagnosis, including characteristic
elevations in both serum cholesterol and alkaline phosphatase. The tongue is often purplish or lavender, and the
pulse deep and wiry. Stiffness, lameness, weakness, and paralysis may occur due to obstructions in not only the
TH but the GB channel. In addition to the resultant poor flow of Qi to the legs via these channels, the patient
suffers from an overall lack of descent of Heart Yang to the lower burner, resulting in progressive weakness.
Collapse may eventually ensue, due to the failure to generate Qi.

Other signs related to Triple Heater obstruction include rebellious Qi arising from the obstruction across the
middle burner, manifesting as a chronic cough, nausea, or vomiting. The entrapment of Yang in the upper burner
results in restlessness, excitability, irritability, blurring of vision, heat intolerance and eye irritation. The rising
Yang may also produce seizures and loss of balance, while the failure of Lung Qi to descend results in the
entrapment of water in the Triple Burner and resultant oliguria. Muscular trembling can occur, secondary to the
uneven flow through GB channel to the limbs, and also due to weakness from a failure to generate Qi. Lastly,
there may be vaginal or preputial discharge, secondary to Qi stagnation in the Dai Mai, a part of the TH and GB
channel network.

The most telltale sign that Triple Heater obstruction exists is the increased warmth or swelling of major Gall
Bladder and Triple Heater points, including GB 25, BL 19, BL 22, and GB 34. All these points may be especially
'active' in patients with tumors arising from Shao Yang obstruction, particularly abdominal lymphoma, some
cases of thyroid adenocarcinoma, and several intra-thoracic tumors.

Occasionally, some patients have switched in their manifestation from one metaphoric tumor type to another,
and required a succession of different formulas. This is the exception rather than the rule, however, and for the
most part, one dynamic tends to dominate a tumor and its host, necessitating the use of only one treatment
approach. 

Heat Pathogen Invasion
A fourth clinical picture often presents itself in the small animal cancer patient, namely heat pathogen

invasion. Often, this dynamic does not occur naturally, but is instead artificially introduced during chemotherapy.
The dynamic does not itself particularly cause cancer, but can cause severe pathology in its own right, including
especially bone marrow suppression and severe diarrhea. These pathogenic effects have to be undone, using a
formula appropriate to the patient, before the dynamic that led to the tumor development is uncovered. Formulas
that can aid in this kind of patient are too numerous to list, but include Si Miao San (Four Marvels Powder).

Barring and Checking
Chapter 37 of the Nan Jing seems to have direct relevance to the treatment of cancer. It emphasizes that the

health of an organism is dependent upon a continual mixing of Yin and Yang, through the circulation of Qi.
When this mixing is interfered with, Blood tends to stagnate in the viscera, creating what we would recognize as
internal Blood stasis tumors:

“If the Yang vessels are not harmonious, the Qi is retained. If the Qi is retained, the Yang vessels
become exuberant....if the Yin vessels are not harmonious, the Blood is retained. If the Blood is retained,
the Yin vessels thus become exuberant...(Bob Flaws translation, Blue Poppy Press, 1999)”

“In case of a great surplus [i.e. exuberance] of influences in the Yin vessels, influences from the Yang
vessels cannot circulate into the Yin vessels. Therefore, one speaks of barring...(Paul Unschuld translation)

The resolution of Blood stasis requires the entry of a Yang influence into the viscera, to break up the stasis. If
it does not happen, the process is known as 'barring'. This is important, because many herbal formulas used for
Blood stasis in the viscera don't contain a Yang influence. This passage in the Nei Jing suggests very clearly that
they might work better if they did. The best herb for this is Chai Hu (Bupleurum), either alone or as part of a
formula, especially Xiao Chai Hu Tang (Minor Bupleurum Combination. For Blood stasis in the viscera, addition
of either Bupleurum or Minor Bupleurum Combination to the protocol may inject the crucial Yang influence
deep into the viscera. There is probably no other plant that excels at this to the degree that Bupleurum does.

Likewise, a build up of Qi in the Yang vessels creates its own problems, manifesting as pain and Heat. This
Heat can congeal any Damp in the channels into Phlegm. The most common manifestation of this is also a
neoplastic condition, namely multicentric lymphoma. The only way to rectify this situation is to introduce a
powerful Yin element, although the thermocline is so abrupt and dramatic, the effect can be like throwing water
onto a hot skillet, and watching it bounce off as beads. The inability of Yin to penetrate this white hot Yang is
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known as 'checking'. Prednisone has a powerful cooling and moistening influence in these cases, explaining its
ability to rapidly diminish lymph node size in these patients. But herbs to move Qi and clear Heat are also needed
to more completely address the syndrome, allowing a lower dose of prednisone to be used (often merely an
anti-inflammatory dose). Hoxsey-like formula, with or without Si Miao San, provides these added needed effects.
Chemotherapy primarily just has a strong cooling effect, and may even be drying and further damaging to Yin
unless used with prednisone.

One might expect that barring will lead to checking, and vice versa, as Yin and Yang become ever more
stratified. If it reaches a severe enough degree, the Nan Jing reports that death will ensue.

Chinese Herbal Formulas for the Treatment of Cancer

Formulas for the Treatment of Different Burners
The formulas that follow in this article often have an affinity for different layers (Yang or outer; Yin, viscera,

or internal) and different burners (Upper, Middle, Lower). The upper burner includes not only the lungs, but in
some cases peripherally located tumors such as those of the appendages and the nose. In addition, some formulas
also have affinities for particular channels, such as the Stomach or Gall Bladder. The following table summarizes
these affinities:

Affinity Pin Yin Common Pathogenesis

Upper
Burner

Xue Fu Zhu Yu
Tang

Dispel Stasis from the
Mansion of Blood Blood stasis

Chai Hu Jia Long
Gu Mu Li Tang

Bupleurum, Dragon Bone,
and Oyster Shell
Combination Triple Burner Obstruction

Xin Yi San Magnolia Flower Powder Wind Invasion

Xian Fang Huo
Ming Yin Angelica and Mastic Wind Invasion; Phlegm Heat; Blood Stasis

Bu Yang Huan
Wu Tang

Astragalus and Peony
Decoction Blood stasis

Middle
Burner

Xiao Chai Hu
Tang

Minor Bupleurum
Decoction Triple Burner Obstruction

Ge Xia Zhu Yu
Tang

Dispel Stasis from Below
the Diaphragm Decoction Blood Stasis

Lower
Burner

Shao Fu Zhu Yu
Tang

Dispel Stasis from the
Lower Burner Decoction Blood stasis

Si Miao San Four Marvels Powder Damp Heat

Stomach
Xian Fang Huo
Ming Yin

Angelica and Mastic
Combination Wind Invasion; Phlegm Heat; Blood Stasis

Multi-
channel

Xin Yi San Magnolia Flower Powder Wind Invasion

Xue Fu Zhu Yu
Tang

Dispel Stasis from the
Mansion of Blood Blood stasis

Gall
Bladder

Xiao Chai Hu
Tang

Minor Bupleurum
Combination Triple Burner Obstruction

Chai Hu Si Wu
Tang

Four Materials and Minor
Bupleurum Decoction Triple Burner Obstruction; Blood Stasis

Chai Hu Jia Long
Gu Mu Li Tang Triple Burner Obstruction
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Yang
Layers

Hoxsey-like Combination Damp Heat; Phlegm Heat; Qi Stagnation

Xin Yi San Magnolia Flower Powder Wind Invasion

Chai Hu Jia Long
Gu Mu Li Tang

Bupleurum, Dragon Bone,
and Oyster Shell
Combination Triple Burner Obstruction

Xian Fang Huo
Ming Yin

Angelica and Mastic
Combination Wind Invasion; Phlegm Heat; Blood Stasis

Si Miao San Four Marvels Powder Damp Heat

Yin Layers

Ge Xia Zhu Yu
Tang

Dispel Stasis from Below
the Diaphragm Decoction Blood stasis

Xue Fu Zhu Yu
Tang

Dispel Stasis from the
Mansion of Blood Blood stasis

Shao Fu Zhu Yu
Tang

Dispel Stasis from the
Lower Burner Decoction Blood stasis

Xiao Chai Hu
Tang

Minor Bupleurum
Combination Triple Burner Obstruction

Hoxsey-like Combination Damp Heat; Phlegm Heat; Qi Stagnation

You can use the preceding table to quickly hone in on the formulas most likely to help your patient, once you
know the location of the tumor in the body, and have a rough idea of the general mechanism of tumor generation
involved. You can then look each formula up in the notes that follow, to decide which one might work the best
for you.

Mixing Herbs and Drugs
Many oncologists strongly discourage their patients from taking any supplements or herbal therapies out of

concern that any anti-oxidant activity they possess might interfere with the efficacy of chemotherapy or radiation.
Several anti-oxidant agents may actually enhance chemotherapy and radiation effectiveness, however, including
Milk Thistle, which has the additional benefit of protecting hepatocytes from any hepatotoxic effects of
chemotherapeutic drugs. A similar benefit has also been noted for Tao Hong Si Wu Tang (Four Materials
Decoction with Persica and Carthamus), which is a major component of Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang (Drive Stasis from
the Mansion of Blood Decoction). A generalized edict against the use of anti-oxidants in chemotherapy patients
is thus not justified and may potentially be detrimental to patients. This section reviews the classical Chinese
herbal formulations which appear to show the most promise in the management of the veterinary cancer patient.

Wind Invasion
Tumors arising from Wind invasion are pretty much restricted to the nose, which is part of the upper burner. If

the invading Wind pathogen becomes entrenched enough, it obstructs the flow of Blood, leading to tumor
development. To manage these conditions, both a Blood moving formula and a Wind expelling formula are
needed. Blood moving formulas might include Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang, but also Hoxsey formula, which has a dual
role as a Damp Heat clearing formula and a Blood moving formula. It's discussed below in the Damp Heat
section.

To expel Wind, Xin Yi San (Magnolia Flower Powder) seems to work very effectively. It contains:
Xin Yi Hua
Magnolia flower
Mu Tong
Akebia
Chuan Xiong
Ligusticum
Qiang Huo
Notopterygium

Xi Xin
Asarum
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Gao Ben
Ligusticum
Fang Feng
Ledebouriella
Sheng Ma
Cimicifuga
Bai Zhi
Angelica
Gan Cao
Licourice

Magnolia flower expels Wind, while Akebia drains Damp, Moves Blood and Clears Heat. Chuan Xiong also
moves Blood and enters the Gall Bladder channel. Qiang Huo, Fang Feng, Gao Ben, and Xi Xin expel Wind
while warming the channels. Qiang Huo, Xi Xin, and Fang Feng expel Wind from the Bladder and Lung
channels. Sheng Ma and Bai Zhi expel pathogens from the Stomach channel.

The Blood moving and Wind expelling properties of Xin Yi San pair well with Hoxsey to successfully
stabilize many patients with nasal tumors, generally regardless of type, if they are relatively slow growing, not
too badly inflammed, and if the pulse is deep and wiry. For more aggressive, friable, bleeding and inflammed
tumors, pure Damp Heat formulas like Hoxsey and Si Miao San are better choices. Wind expelling protocols tend
to bring blood to the periphery, where they do a better job of combating slow-growing tumors. For aggressive
inflammatory nasal tumors, the goal is to deprive them of Blood, which means using draining formulas.

Blood Stasis
Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang (Drive Stasis from the Mansion of Blood)

Possibly the single most important formula in Chinese veterinary medicine to treat tumors arising from Blood
deficiency and Blood stasis is Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang (Drive Out Stasis from the Mansion of Blood Decoction).
The constituents of Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang are as follows:
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Tao Ren 
Persica seed
Dang Gui Shen
Chinese Angelica root
Hong Hua
Carthamus flower
Chuan Niu Xi
Cyathula root
Sheng Di Huang
Rehmannia root
Chi Shao

Red Peony root
Zhi Ke
Bitter Orange
Chuan Xiong
Ligusticum rhizome
Jie Geng
Platycodon root
Chai Hu
Bupleurum root
Gan Cao
Licorice root

Bupleurum, Peony, Citrus, Bitter Orange and Licorice constitute a sub-formula known as Si Ni San (Four
Cold Extremities Powder), first elaborated by Zhang Zhong-Jing in his discussion of Cold Febrile Disease, ca.
200 A.D. Peony supports Liver Blood, indirectly allowing the Liver to move Qi; Peony also has a Blood moving
effect while Bupleurum has a Qi moving effect. Bitter Orange likewise moves Qi internally while Licorice both
harmonizes the formula and works with Peony to relax the sinews and eliminate any cramping pain.

Another sub-formula contained in Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang is Si Wu Tang (Four Materials Decoction), first
described by Wu Qian in the Golden Mirror of the Medical Tradition in 1742. The design of Si Wu Tang
acknowledges the need to move Blood in order to tonify it. Peony, Ligusticum and Chinese Angelica all
contribute a Blood moving effect, while Rehmannia and Chinese Angelica tonify Blood. Carthamus and Persica
were sometimes added by Wu Qian to Si Wu Tang to further invigorate Blood, and are included by Wang
Qing-Ren in this formula.

The only shared ingredient between Si Ni San and Si Wu Tang is Peony. Red Peony is used in Xue Fu Zhu Yu
Tang instead of White Peony to help cool the Blood of any stasis Heat. To further cool Blood, Fresh Rehmannia
has been substituted for the prepared Rehmannia normally used in Si Wu Tang. The only other two herbs in Xue
Fu Zhu Yu Tang are Platycodon, which guides the formula to the upper burner, and Cyathula, which further
eliminates stasis and descends Blood out of the upper burner. Bupleurum also helps guide the formula
peripherally and up to the upper burner while contributing a cooling influence.

Within its design, Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang thus addresses all the major stepping stones involved in the
generation and perpetuation of a Blood stasis dynamic. Specifically, Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang tonifies Liver Blood
and moves stagnant Liver Qi, satisfying the necessary prerequisites for the elimination of Blood stasis.
Metaphorically, then, Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang increases the volume of Blood in the river and increases its downhill
slope. From a conventional medical perspective, components of the formula (known collectively as Tao Hong Si
Wu Tang (Four Materials Decoction with Persica and Carthamus) have been shown to have an ability to
stimulate the immune system, kill cancer cells, and enhance the efficacy of conventional therapies given
simultaneously. It is specifically indicated in most cases of recurrent mast cell tumor (grade III or lower), thymic
adenocarcinoma, hemangioma, pulmonary metastases of most tumors, salivary adenocarcinoma, leukemia,
myeloma, and many cases of thyroid adenocarcinoma.

Chinese herbal formulations should not be prescribed on the basis of tumor location alone, but rather also
according to their specific symptom indications. For Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang, these include typical signs of Blood
deficiency, and Qi and Blood stasis:

•  Territoriality
•  Timidity
•  Skin and eye dryness
•  Mild to moderate itch
•  Frequent dreaming
•  Noise sensitivity
•  Mild to moderate liver enzyme elevations
•  Mild non-regenerative anemia
•  Anxiety
•  Chronic hacking or resonant cough
•  Dyspnea
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•  Lavender tongue
•  Thin tense pulses
•  Lower limbs, ear tips and paws that are cool to the touch

Use of the formula should continue until pulse, tongue, physical and historical findings of Blood deficiency
and Blood stasis are in abatement. A suggested starting dose is 1/2 tsp per 10 pounds of granular concentrate
given at least once daily. To increase the efficacy of this formula in active tumor management (as opposed to
prevention), versions are available (Natural Path Herb Company, Canada) that contain two additional
Blood-moving herbs, San Leng (Sparganium) and E Zhu (Curcuma). Curcuma has multiple anti-neoplastic
effects.

Ge Xia Zhu Yu Tang (Drive Stasis from Below the Diaphragm Decoction)
Ge Xia Zhu Yu Tang (Drive Stasis from Below the Diaphragm Decoction) is indicated especially for

hepatomegaly from neoplasia of any type, helping extend the survival times of patients. Its constituents are listed
below:

Dang Gui
Chuan Xiong
Chi Shao Yao
Zhi Ke
Gan Cao
Xiang Fu
Wu Yao
Mu Dan Pi
Tao Ren
Hong Hua
Wu Ling Zhi
Yan Hu Suo

Chinese Angelica
Ligusticum
Red Peony
Bitter Orange
Licourice
Cyperus
Lindera
Moutan
Persica
Carthamus
Pteropus
Corydalis

Like Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang, Ge Xia Zhu Yu Tang incorporates most of the ingredients making up Si Ni San
and Si Wu Tang, the core Qi moving and Blood tonifying formulas of Chinese medicine. Additional Qi moving
and particularly Blood moving herbs constitute the rest of the formula, together with a warming anodyne herb
(Lindera; Wu Yao) to help facilitate circulation and pain relief. Guiding symptoms for the use of Ge Xia Zhu Yu
Tang include often severe ALP elevations; cranial abdominal masses or pain; irritability; depression; melena; or
hematemesis. It is quite consistently effective in stabilizing animals with liver tumors and high liver enzyme
elevations. Prostatic adenocarcinoma has also occasionally responded to this formula. The tongue is often purple
and the pulse wiry or choppy. A suggested starting dose is 1/2  tsp per 10 pounds of granular concentrate given at
least once daily.

Note that this formula does not contain any Yang influence that can be inserted into the Yin to help break the
stasis in the viscera. To amend this, Chai Hu can be added to the formula, at a dose of perhaps 10g per 100g of
base formula. Alternatively, practitioners can try using Xiao Chai Hu Tang simultaneously with Ge Xia Zhu Yu
Tang.

Shao Fu Zhu Yu Tang (Drive Blood Stasis from the Lower Abdomen Decoction)
Shao Fu Zhu Yu Tang is indicated for Blood stasis tumors of the lower abdomen, especially renal neoplasia,

prostatic adenocarcinoma and transitional cell carcinoma.
Dang Gui
Chuan Xiong
Chi Shao Yao
Xiao Hui Xiang
Rou Gui
Gan Jiang
Yan Hu Suo

Wu Ling Zhi
Mo Yao

Pu Huang
Chinese Angelica
Ligusticum
Red Peony
Fennel

Cinnamon
Ginger
Corydalis
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Pteropus
Myrrh
Bulrush pollen

Qi movers are absent from the formula, and have been replaced by aromatic herbs to warm the Yang and
increase the circulation of Blood in the lower abdomen. Three of the four herbs in the Blood tonic Si Wu Tang
are present, together with several Blood movers with a reputation for relieving pain and stopping bleeding. Some
versions of the formula also contain Hua Shi (Talc) to guide the formula to the bladder and help confer more of a
cooling effect where there are lingering traces of Damp Heat. Technically, however, the formula is designed for
chilly Yang deficient patients where abdominal cold is contributing to the development of Blood stasis. Guiding
symptoms include severe or spasmodic abdominal pain, seeking warmth, hind limb weakness, urinary
incontinence, hematuria, and perhaps some symptoms of Blood deficiency. They may also have a pale, lavender,
or purple tongue and a wiry or choppy pulse. Tumors that appear responsive include transitional cell carcinoma
and prostatic adenocarcinoma. A suggested starting dose is 1/2  tsp per 10 pounds of granular concentrate given
at least once daily.

As with Ge Xia Zhu Yu Tang, Chai Hu can be added to the formula to help it more vigorously break Stasis in
the viscera. Try 10g per 100g of base formula, or consider using Xiao Chai Hu Tang simultaneously.

Dang Gui Shao Yao San (Angelica and Peony Combination)
Hemangiosarcoma in dogs seems to be one of the most difficult tumors to treat, but clinical success seems

more likely if the protocol includes use of Dang Gui ShaoYao San (Angelica and Peony Powder). Its success
suggests many cases of hemangiosarcoma are characterized by Blood deficiency, Blood stasis, and Damp
accumulation:

Dang Gui Shen
Chinese Angelica
Bai Shao
White Peony
Chuan Xiong
Ligusticum

Fu Ling
Poria
Bai Zhu
White Atractylodes
Ze Xie
Alisma

The first three ingredients constitute most of Si Wu Tang, and serve together to tonify and move Blood. Fu
Ling and Ze Xie drain Damp accumulations from the middle and lower burners particularly, while White
Atractylodes tonifies the Spleen to prevent further Damp formation.

Symptoms that would confirm the applicability of Dang Gui ShaoYao San include a pale, lavender and moist
or swollen tongue; thin, wiry or slippery pulses; chronic or recurrent low grade cystitis and urge incontinence;
mucoid stools; depressed appetite; nervousness; and a dry coat.

To enhance outcomes in hemangiosarcoma, two additional herbal preparations should probably be used with
Dang Gui Shao Yao San. Bilberry extract (Vaccinium sp.) has been shown to inhibit abnormal growth of human
endothelial cells in laboratory studies and may have the same impact in animal endothelial tumors. Also, a small
formula known as Dang Gui Bu Xue Tang (Angelica Tonify the Blood Decoction) contains a 5:1 ratio of just two
herbs, Huang Qi (Astragalus) and Dang Gui Shen (Angelica sinensis), which is specifically indicated in patients
suffering acute blood loss. It also appears to have significant hemostatic effects, and should probably be
considered in any patient where hemangiosarcomas are of sufficient mass to lead to exsanguination. It may not be
necessary to use this formula if the bulk of the tumor has been removed via splenectomy and all that are left are
tiny islands of metastatic tissue (or none at all). If, however, an animal with a history of hemangiosarcoma starts
to appear weak or inappetant, its use should probably be instituted at two or three times the normal dose
immediately. Normal maintenance doses for Dang Gui Bu Xue Tang are approximately 1/2 tsp per 10 lbs daily in
divided doses of the granular extract.

Another option for inclusion in the protocol for hemangiosarcoma is the patent formula Yunnan Bai Yao,
which is a popular hemostatic compound. Veterinarians frequently report they feel Yunnan Bai Yao has been
helpful as a component of herbal protocols for hemangiosarcoma.

Bu Yang Huan Wu Tang (Tonify Yang Restore Five Decoction)
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One formula that contains Dang Gui Bu Xue Tang is Bu Yang Huan Wu Tang. It contains:
Huang Qi
Astragalus
Dang Gui
Angelica sinensis
Chuan Xiong
Ligusticum
Chi Shao

Red Peony
Tao Ren
Persica
Hong Hua
Carthamus
Shan Zha
Hawthorn

The main ingredient is Huang Qi, which tonifies the Qi to better move Blood. Huang Qi also astringes
bleeding - the impetus for development of the formula was hemorrhagic stroke in humans. It's thus worthy of
consideration in preventing hemorrhage in hemangiosarcoma, especially when the Blood moving aspect has been
greatly expanded from the simple inclusion of Dang Gui (which is also a hemostatic). It contains much of Tao
Hong Si Wu Tang, the component of Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang that had sufficient anti-cancer activity to augment the
efficacy of conventional cancer treatment methods. 

Part of this anti-cancer activity may extend from its content of laetrile, which is present in significant amounts
in Tao Ren. Laetrile contains cyanide, which is inactive until lysed from the laetrile molecule by glucosidase.
Because of the high dependence of some tumors on anaerobic glycolysis (especially Blood stasis tumors, which
tend to grow in areas of poor circulation), glucosidase levels are very high in cancer cells, making them relatively
selectively targeted by the compound. Despite the enticing theory, many researchers dismiss the notion that
laetrile has any efficacy at all. But when the best cases of apparent laetrile efficacy were reviewed, the authors
concluded that the results were sufficiently convincing to warrant the renewed investigation of the compound.
Meanwhile, practitioners can avail themselves of the compound by using formulas containing Tao Ren, which
include Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang and Bu Yang Huan Wu Tang.

In the version of Bu Yang Huan Wu Tang listed above, Hawthorn replaces the Di Long (Earthworm) used in
the original formula. Di Long was added to assist in the opening of the channels, allowing the relief of stasis.
Shan Zha is used as a replacement, due to FDA concerns over the use of Di Long.

Liu Jun Zi Tang (Six Gentlemen Decoction)
Prolonged Blood stasis eventually leads to not only Blood deficiency, but Qi deficiency, which then in turn

perpetuates Qi stagnation and the whole Blood stasis dynamic. This Qi deficiency may even occur during
seemingly effective treatment for Blood stasis, if improvements have not been complete. Often, the patient will
still be manifesting predominantly Blood stasis signs, but a few Qi deficiency signs may be starting to appear,
including especially inappetance, but also perhaps lassitude, shortness of breath, or a weak pulse. In these cases,
introduction of a Qi tonic can reinvigorate the patient as well as improve the stasis symptoms themselves. There
are many such Qi tonics to choose from, but one that is especially popular is Liu Jun Zi Tang (Six Gentlemen
Decoction):

Bai Zhu
White Atractylodes rhizome
Fu Ling
Poria
Ban Xia
Pinellia rhizome

Ren Shen
Ginseng root
Chen Pi
Citrus peel
Gan Cao
Licorice root

It's six herbs together constitute two formulas, Si Jun Zi Tang (Four Gentlemen Decoction) and Er Chen Tang
(Two Cured Decoction). Si Jun Zi Tang is the quintessential Qi tonifying formula of Chinese medicine while Er
Chen Tang is the basic formula to deal with Phlegm accumulations. A suggested starting dose for the formula,
which should be given in addition to regular Blood moving formulas, is approximately 1/2 tsp per 10 lbs daily in
divided doses of the granular extract.
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Xue Yu Tang (Blood Stasis Decoction)
Xue Yu Tang is a proprietary formula originally sold under the name Red Flower Combination, but now

available through the Natural Path Herb Company (Canada):
Hong Hua Carthamus
Tao Ren Persica
Chi Shao Red Peony
Chuan Xiong Ligusticum
Dan Shen Salvia
E Zhu Curcuma
Fu Zi Aconite
Hu Zhang Calamus gum
Mu Dan Pi Moutan
Chuan Niu Xi Cyathula
San Leng Sparganium
San Qi Notoginseng
Tian Nan Xing Arisaema
Xue Jie Giant Knotweed
Yi Yi Ren Coix

It is one of the more popular formulas in North America for the treatment of Blood stasis tumors. Typical
Blood stasis symptoms include tumors that are painful, and perhaps also congested, bleeding, and serviced by a
distorted blood supply. Xue Yu Tang is especially intended to address abdominal tumors, manifesting with
painful organomegaly or abdominal masses. Blood stasis tumors with a Damp Heat component also may respond
to Xue Yu Tang, thanks to its content of Coix seed and Giant Knotweed. It should also be considered for more
benign superficial growths such as lick granulomas. Pulses of animals that benefit from Xue Yu Tang will often
be fast and wiry, but may also be irregular or choppy. The tongue may range in color from red to purple.

Xian Fang Huo Ming Yin (Angelica and Mastic Combination)
Literally translated, Xian Fang Huo Ming Yin means Sublime Formula for Sustaining Life, so-named

because of its antimicrobial effects in the treatment of abscesses. Abscesses, in turn, are just another syndrome in
which, like arthritis and cancer, there is Qi and Blood stasis secondary to Phlegm accumulation in the superficial
layers of the body. The formula is strongly cooling:

Bei Mu Thunbery Fritillaria bulb
Dang Gui Wei Chinese Angelica root tips
Bai Zhi Angelica root
Chi Shao Red Peony root
Mo Yao Myrrh
Ru Xiang Mastic (Boswelia)
Gua Lou Gen Trichosanthes root
Zao Ci Gleditsia spine
Chen Pi Citrus peel
Fang Feng Ledebouriella root
Gan Cao Licorice root
Jin Yin Hua Honeysuckle flower

The original version of the formula published in the 1500's uses Honeysuckle as the main herb, serving to
clear Fire that is accumulating in the Qi and Blood layers, and dissipates clumping that manifests as abscesses.
Fritillaria and Trichosanthes assist Honeysuckle by clearing Heat and transforming the Phlegm that caused the
original lesion. The original version also contained Ledebouriella, Angelica root, Gleditsia, and Anteater Scales
to dispel invading pathogens and open the channels to expel pus. Chinese Angelica, Red Peony, Mastic and
Myrrh were of lesser importance in the original version, serving to move Blood obstructed by the Phlegm, thus
alleviating. Citrus was used to move Qi stagnating from Phlegm accumulation.

The version listed above used in veterinary medicine for the management of arthritis and cancer contains no
Anteater scales. The main herbs are now the Blood movers, and Honeysuckle plays a much more minor role. The
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formula still serves, however, to transform Phlegm obstructions and expel Wind while simultaneously clearing
Heat.

Indications for Xian Fang Huo Ming Yin include, not surprisingly, the presence of Dampness and Phlegm,
Heat, and Blood stasis. Symptoms of the predisposition to accumulation of Damp and Phlegm include a tendency
to benign or malignant growths, especially of the appendages, such as digital melanomas and squamous cell
carcinomas. These tumors often are severely inflammed or even infected. The formula is also excellent for
speeding wound healing in the limbs following surgical removal of these tumors, which can otherwise be a
problem. The formula possesses this ability to address these peripheral tumors by its ability to expel Wind from
the Wei Qi level, which includes not just the Lungs and upper burner, but the skin and periphery. Consider the
formula for any peripheral or superficially located neoplasms that appear purulent or infective.

Other signs supporting the use of this formula in a patient include weight gain, greasy coat, waxy ears,
aggravation of pain in wet weather, and general tendencies to mucoid exudates and discharges. Where this
accumulation begins to bind the flow of Qi and Blood, resulting in Heat accumulation symptoms may include:

• Red underside to the tongue
• Hemorrhage
• Heat intolerance
• Forceful pulses

As Blood stasis sets in secondary to Damp Heat accumulation, the patient develops arthritic pains that:
• Worsen with rest
• Worsen with over-exercise
• Improve at least briefly with gentle movement

Patients may be predisposed to Blood stasis by having a history of surgery or trauma. As well, the patient may
have a history of:

• Chronic lameness
• Osteoarthritis
• Poorly healing wounds

Triple Burner Obstruction

Xiao Chai Hu Tang (Minor Bupleurum Combination)
The core formula for the treatment of Triple Burner Obstruction is Xiao Chai Hu Tang (Minor Bupleurum

Combination):
Chai Hu Bupleurum root
Ban Xia Pinellia rhizome
Gan Cao Licorice root
Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome
Da Zao Jujube
Ren Shen Ginseng root
Huang Qin Scutellaria root

Cool and pungent Bupleurum expels pathogens from the Shao Yang by expanding forcefully upwards and
outwards. Bitter cold Scutellaria descends Yang from the upper burner to where it can reintegrate with the lower
burner to generate Qi that will give the animal more strength and stamina. Ginseng, Jujube, and Licourice address
any Qi deficiency that has occurred following the failure of Yang and Yin to merge, and Pinellia transforms any
Phlegm obstructions of the Triple Heater. Ginger harmonizes the middle burner, helping to direct rebellious Qi
down, and stop nausea and vomiting.

Minor Bupleurum Combination is probably one of the most extensively researched herbal formulas for the
treatment of cancer in the world. In humans, it forms the nucleus of an effective formula for the treatment of
prostate cancer, and has been shown in laboratory studies to induce apoptosis, inhibit angiogenesis, stimulate the
immune system, and kill directly many additional types of cancer cells. In veterinary medicine, the formula seems
useful for the treatment of thyroid adenocarcinoma and especially lymphosarcoma that is centered in the liver or
spleen. Symptoms indicating its applicability are those of Triple Burner Obstruction syndrome, and include
restlessness and agitation (especially at night), a pale or purple tongue, a deep wiry pulse, cranial abdominal
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distention or pain, costal arch pain, splenomegaly, hepatomegaly, irritability, loss of appetite, eye redness or
dryness, depression, increased ALP levels, and increased cholesterol. A suggested starting dose is 1/2 tsp per 10
to 15 pounds daily, divided into two doses.

Chai Hu Si Wu Tang (Minor Bupleurum with Four Materials Decoction)
This formula is simply a 60:40 mix of Minor Bupleurum Combination, mentioned above, and Si Wu Tang, the

core of Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang. The addition of Si Wu Tang gives Xiao Chai Hu Tang the ability to address Blood
stasis creating tumors at points along the Triple Burner and Gall Bladder channel. One example is synovial cell
sarcoma of the carpus, beneath TB 4. Tumors that respond well are usually slow-growing.

Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang (Bupleurum with Dragon Bone and Oyster Shell Combination)
An important variation of Xiao Chai Hu Tang is Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang (Bupleurum with Dragon

Bone and Oyster Shell Combination):
Chai Hu Bupleurum root
Ban Xia Pinellia rhizome
Gan Cao Licorice root
Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome
Da Zao Jujube
Ren Shen Ginseng root
Huang Qin Scutellaria root
Da Huang Rhubarb
Gui Zhi Cinnamon twig
Fu Ling Poria
Long Gu Dragon Bone
Mu Li Oyster Shell

The first seven ingredients constitute Xiao Chai Hu Tang while the last five are modifications to better
address pathogens that have more severely obstructed the Triple Burner and the Shao Yang, resulting in the
development of greater Heat signs. Symptoms calling for use of the formula reflect a failure of Qi to descend
properly through the obstruction of the body's main longitudinal axis, resulting in chronic cough, dyspnea,
thoracic pain, intra-thoracic neoplasia of any type, and constipation. Da Huang facilitates the relief of more
severe constipation and has a strong cooling effect. Gui Zhi and Fu Ling together mobilize Damp and assist Ban
Xia and Sheng Jiang in more forcibly expelling the Phlegm pathogen obstructing the Triple Burner. Gui Zhi also
releases the Tai Yang layer, which is considered the portal by which the pathogen must exit. Da Huang aids this
exit by conducting the Heat pathogen out through the Qi or Yang Ming layer, which lies between Tai Yang and
Shao Yang. Long Gu and Mu Li assist Huang Qin in descending Yang from where it is trapped in the upper
burner.

The indications of Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang seem similar to those for Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang at first
glance. The latter, however, is indicated in patients with many more Blood deficiency symptoms, including a pale
or lavender tongue, dry eyes, seborrhea sicca, mild to moderate allergic dermatitis, and timidity. In contrast, the
patient benefiting from Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang will often have pronounced Heat symptoms, including
restlessness, agitation, heat intolerance, increased thirst, and a red tongue. The most common application of this
formula is in intra-thoracic neoplasia, congestive heart failure and behavioural disorders such as anxiety. The
content of Da Huang in this formula may rarely result in loose stools, which resolve immediately upon
discontinuing the formula. A suggested starting dose is 1/2 tsp per 10 to 15 pounds daily, divided into two doses.

A common trait of upper burner formulas is that they can also treat tumors of the skin. The health of the skin
is essentially dependent upon healthy upper burner function, since the Lungs are the starting point of all
cutaneous circulation, and the motive force of this circulation is the Heart. The dependence of peripheral
circulation on normal upper burner function has led to the association of the skin with the Lungs in the classical
literature.

One tumor of the skin that appears responsive to Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang is mycosis fungoides. At
the very least, the formula appears to have a stabilizing impact on the patient, minimizing the size and number of
lesions. It also appears the formula works even better when paired with a formula that improves the Blood flow to
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the skin, including perhaps Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang or even, if the lesions look yellow and toxic, formulas like Qing
Ying Tang (Clear the Nutritive Decoction) or Xiao Feng San (Eliminate Wind Powder).

Damp Heat Accumulation

Si Miao San (Four Marvels Powder)
In cases of lymphoma that primarily involve the peripheral lymph nodes or the gastrointestinal tract, Si Miao

San should be considered:
Cang Zhu Atractylodes rhizome
Huai Niu Xi Achryanthes root
Yi Yi Ren Coix seed
Huang Bo Phellodendron bark

The original version published a hundred years ago contains fifty percent more Phellodendron than
Atractylodes, resulting in a strongly cooling but intensely bitter formula. Reducing Phellodendron levels to
slightly less than the content of Atractylodes preserves the potent anti-inflammatory effect of the formula but
provides greater Spleen support. Spleen support is vital since Spleen weakness is the primary source of Damp
generation in the body. Animals that are significantly aided by Four Marvels Powder also benefit greatly from
low starch and low glycemic index foods, which seem to be Spleen-weakening to carnivores.

Phellodendron and Atractylodes together constitute Two Marvels Powder. The addition of Coix and
Achryanthes creates Four Marvels Powder. Coix supports the effects of the original formula by draining damp;
its bland taste provides support to the Spleen. Achryanthes acts as a Blood mover, has an astringing effect on
fluid loss and helps to relieve aching of the lower low back, lower limbs and knees caused by the dehydrating
influence of longstanding Damp Heat accumulation. This same astringing effect counters the drying effects of the
other three herbs, making Four Marvels Powder safe for long term use. Patients that benefit from Si Miao San
exhibit the typical Damp Heat signs discussed above, are often exuberant, and can have high ALP levels.
Cholesterol levels are usually normal, however, helping to distinguish the Damp Heat patient from the Triple
Burner Obstruction patient. The tongue is often red, but can be purple-red. Heat intolerance may be evident or the
patient may actually spend a fair amount of time lying in the sun. Colitis and increased or decreased appetite and
thirst are very common, as well as peripheral lymphadenopathy. A suggested starting dose is 1/2 tsp per 10 to 15
pounds daily, divided into two doses.

Hoxsey-Like Combination
Hoxsey-Like Combination is not a Chinese herbal formula, but can be easily understood in Chinese medical

terms. It is a more aggressively cooling formula than Si Miao San and offers less Spleen support (but still some)
through its content of Prickly Ash. The other ingredient are as listed below:

Oregon Grape (Mahonia)
Burdock Root (Arctium lappa)
Pokeroot (Phytolacca)
Cascara sagrada (Rhamnus purshiana)
Buckthorn (Rhamnus frangula)
Licourice (Glycyrrhiza glabra)
Stillingia (Stillingia)
Prickly Ash Bark (Xanthoxyllum)
Red Clover (Trifolium pratense)

Despite colorful folklore surrounding its development by Harry Hoxsey in the early 1930's, the Hoxsey-Like
formula contains the same ingredients as a similar “alterative” or “blood cleansing” formula published in the
King's American Dispensatory in approximately 1926. Hoxsey does deserve credit, however, for recognizing that
a formula that essentially achieves its cleansing effects by improving liver, elimination, and digestion could also
have significant anti-neoplastic activity.  It is called the Hoxsey-Like formula here, since descendants of Hoxsey
retain a proprietary interest in its use, and have therefore never published a definitive list of ingredients and
ratios. Chinese medical understanding of herb interactions has, however, allowed the piecing together of a
combination using herbs that have most frequently appeared in the numerous different recipes that Hoxsey
disclosed somewhat evasively in the past. 
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Chinese lore also helps us understand the formula's more metaphoric actions. Pokeroot and Burdock promote
the transformation of Phlegm obstructions that can subsequently be easily dispersed by the Qi and Blood movers
of the formula, Red Clover and Stillingia. The severe Heat that has accumulated from the longstanding Damp
Heat, Blood stasis, and Phlegm obstructions is cleared by Oregon Grape, and to a lesser extent by Cascara and
Buckthorn. Prickly Ash and Licourice support the digestion, helping to protect it from the vigorous cooling
effects of the formula. In addition, Prickly Ash warms the circulation, allowing it to better yield to the moving
effects of Stillingia and Red Clover. 

The Hoxsey formula's content of Pokeroot makes it potentially toxic, but toxicity is seldom seen when the
formula is used with these ratios at the recommended dose in appropriate patients. 

A third level of understanding Hoxsey-Like formula is via its physiological effects on tumors. The ingredients
of formula have been documented to:

• Induce cell differentiation in vitro
• Kill cancer cells
• Stimulate the immune system in vitro
• Induce apoptosis in vitro
• Inhibit angiogenesis

There are no controlled trials addressing Hoxsey herbal formula therapy; however, a case series following 39
human patients with inoperable and conventionally untreatable tumors over 48 months reported that 6 were still
alive.  These patients had lung, melanoma, recurrent bladder cancer, and labial cancers. The main chemicals
achieving these effects within the Hoxsey formula are genistein, a phytoestrogen found in Red Clover, and
berberine, found in Oregon Grape.

Symptoms calling for use of Hoxsey-Like formula can basically be described as indicating Heat or Damp Heat
accumulation accompanying Qi and Blood stasis. Heat symptoms include severe inflammatory conditions,
increased thirst or appetite, heat intolerance, bleeding, and heat radiating from the body or from lesions.
Dampness is indicated by weight gains; broad and slippery or wiry pulses; seborrhea oleosa; yeast infections; and
moist pyoderma. Tumors that may especially benefit include tumors that are significantly inflamed and rapidly
progressive, including osteosarcoma, squamous cell carcinoma, lymphoma, and mycosis fungoides. If the use of
this formula is inappropriate or excessive, vomiting, appetite depression, or diarrhea may occur that resolves
quickly when treatment is discontinued. These symptoms may also be prevented by simultaneous administration
of  Si Miao San. 

Depending on  the tumor involved and the clinical presentation of the case, other herbs may be considered for
addition such as Boneset (Eupatorium perfoliatum) to relieve the pain of osteosarcoma, or Agrimony
(Agrimonia) and Yellow Dock (Rumex crispus) to heal ulcerations of the oral mucosa. Alfalfa may also be added
for Yin or Blood deficient patients. Any additions should be made carefully, so that Oregon Grape, Burdock, and
Red Clover remain the chief ingredients. 

The author has not evaluated or made us of other western herbal formulas developed for the treatment of
cancer, but Essiac tea shares some of the ingredients and therefore perhaps some of the alterative and
cell-differentiating effects of the Hoxsey-like formula.

Tan Yu Tang
Tan Yu Tang (Dispel Phlegm Decoction) is a proprietary formula originally sold under the name White

Flower Combination, but now available through the Natural Path Herb Company (Canada):
Bai Hua She She Cao Oldenlandia
E Zhu Zedoary rhizome
San Qi Notoginseng root
Shan Dou Gen Pigeon Pea root
Tian Nan Xing Arisaema tuber
Yi Yi Ren Coix seed
Ban Bian Lian Lobelia
Ban Lan Gen Isatis root
Fu Zi Prepared Aconite root
Mu Dan Pi Moutan bark
Gua Lou Gen Trichosanthes root
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Bei Mu Thunbery Fritillaria bulb

The formula divides its effects between transforming Phlegm, draining Damp, and moving Blood. Its
ingredients make it especially indicated in the management of tumors of the head, neck, airways, lymphatic
system, blood and skin. Tumors for which it is often prescribed include leukemia (especially those secondary to
infections agents such as FeLV virus), and lymphoma. The formula is often combined with Xue Yu Tang for a
better effect against Blood stasis arising from the disruption of Qi flow, although Tan Yu Tang does itself contain
some Blood movers. It could also be combined with Si Miao San or Hoxsey-Like Combination in cases where the
patients have significant Heat symptoms.

Nutrition in Cancer Patients
Macronutrient Ratios

If a patient responds to an herbal formula with a particular metaphoric bent, it should respond to dietary
therapies and lifestyle strategies with the same general thrust. This is one of the great advantages of the Chinese
medical approach, since it allows owners and veterinarians to take preventive measures in a variety of diseases
even when specific preventive measures have not yet been identified through conventional medical research.
Interestingly, Chinese medicine is often later proven correct in its choice of preventive strategies, even though it
derived them through an esoteric approach. An excellent example of this is the dietary strategy derived by
Chinese medicine for the treatment and prevention of cancer in small animals.

Blood deficiency, Damp and Phlegm appear to have their root cause in the same suboptimal mix of
macronutrients in the diet. An excess of carbohydrate injures the Spleen, producing Damp. If carbohydrate levels
are reduced to make a diet less Dampening, either fat or protein levels must be increased as a source of calories.
Interestingly, higher fat content of the diet does not appear to be considered a risk factor in the development of
many small animal tumors. It is, however, a potential Dampening influence. That leaves protein, which possesses
certain advantages in the fight against cancer in small animals. Strongly flavored meats, such as viscera, nourish
the Blood, helping to prevent secondary Qi and Blood stasis. Organ meats also contain many of the trace
nutrients possessing anti-neoplastic effects, including most notably vitamin A. Higher protein diets also end up
providing increased levels of amino acids, some of which have cancer anti-neoplastic effects. Glutathione is a
critical amino acid that acts as an intracellular antioxidant and detoxifying agent.  Low levels of glutathione are
associated with increased cancer risk, impaired detoxification and suppressed immunity. Arginine appears to
enhance immune function and may decrease growth of some tumors.  When given separately, the dose for
arginine is approximately 500-3000mg daily. Glutamine may inhibit tumor growth and cachexia and is useful for
inhibiting the adverse effects of chemotherapy.  It also increases glutathione levels. While in vitro studies suggest
that glutamine serves as a fuel for cancer cells, in vivo studies do not bear this finding out, and in general,
glutamine is valued as an adjunct in cancer treatment.  Glutamine should be administered at 0.5gm/kg daily.

The ideal anti-cancer diet from a Chinese medical perspective is thus low in carbohydrates and high in
protein, the same ratios currently embraced by conventional veterinary field in the fight against cancer. There is
evidence that animals with lymphoma, and probably other cancers, have altered carbohydrate metabolism, and
that reducing simple carbohydrates in the diet may reduce substrate for cancer cell energy production.  Many
cancer cells cannot use fat as an energy source, unlike host cells.  Since cancer cachexia is a result of both fat and
body mass loss, fat should be a significant proportion of the diet, provided it does not prove Dampening. While
there is a commercially available diet that fulfills what we know of the requirements of cancer patients (Hills
N/D), some clients and veterinarians prefer homemade foods.  These authors have used a diet of 50% poultry or
fish and 50% mixed vegetables for dogs, and and 70% poultry and 30% mixed vegetables for cats.  These diets
are supplemented with high levels of fish oil as the fat source (supplemented with olive oil, if necessary), calcium
and a vitamin/mineral supplement.

Since Blood deficiency and Dampness are key factors in the elaboration of other small animal diseases, the
above diet could also be considered ideal for most dogs and cats, and not just those suffering from cancer.
Unfortunately the majority of diets being fed to small animals are not designed along these guidelines. Indeed,
low protein to carbohydrate ratios predominate in the diets fed to the population most prone to cancer, geriatric
dogs and cats. Even high protein kibble and canned food is composed of 30 to 40 percent carbohydrates on a dry
matter basis.

Raw food diets consisting largely of ground raw meat, vegetables, fruit, and ground bone or calcium are
becoming more popular among veterinarians and owners seeking the ideal diet. While still extremely
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controversial and dismissed as an unhealthy fad diet by most veterinarians, the reality is that clinical experience
with these diets has been overwhelmingly favorable when they have been properly designed, prepared, and
prescribed. Once concerns about food safety and nutritional balance have been addressed to the satisfaction of
the majority of veterinarians and the general public, raw diets may well become the wave of the future, making
cancer in small animals a thing of the past.

Nutritional Supplementation in Cancer Patient Management
The following is a summary of the anti-cancer effects of various vitamins, minerals, and supplements. In

general, vitamins and minerals are best supplemented in combination with each other to promote optimal
absorption and utilization.

In addition to being an antioxidant with an ability to protect regulatory genes from deactivation, Vitamin A is
the chief agent in the body that promotes cell differentiation and apoptosis, and has cytotoxic effects on certain
tumors. The dose recommended, based on animal and human studies, is equivalent to 625-7500IU/lb/day.  High
doses of vitamin A have the reputation for toxicity, especially when given for periods of weeks to months at a
time, but most dogs and cats seem much more tolerant of vitamin A than veterinarians generally presume. For
example, 5000 IU/lb/day is a dose routinely prescribed by the author for several months at a time, but without
any apparent side effects or toxicity. Occasional type I hypersensitivity reactions to preservatives, manifesting
chiefly as hives, have been observed in some individuals receiving vitamin A injections. These reactions are not
seen when the same preparation is administered orally. Injectable products seem to be absorbed easily when
given orally. Each drop contains approximately 10,000 IU of vitamin A, sufficient for a 2 lb dog for one day.

One means of obtaining the benefits of vitamin A in promoting cell differentiation without using toxic doses
may be to use vitamin A in tandem with other agents that either promote cell differentiation by themselves, or
assist vitamin A in this action. DHA, commonly found in commercial omega-3 fatty acid preparations for the
treatment of skin disease, is known to enhance the cell differentiating effect of vitamin A.

Vitamin D3 has a major effect on promoting cell differentiation, but also may inhibit tumor growth,
angiogenesis and metastasis, according to animal studies. The doses used in these studies are toxic, however,
leading to hypercalcemia. Vitamin D is often included with vitamin A in injectable preparations; the above doses
for vitamin A seem to result in levels of vitamin D that are safe, presumably because vitamin D must be
hydroxylated first to become activated, producing a metabolic bottle neck that limits its actual toxicity.

Vitamin E and selenium are widely known for their antioxidant effects, but also may inhibit tumor growth.
Selenium even has cytotoxic effects on some cancer cells. Vitamin E is given at a rate of 10 IU/lb daily. The dose
for selenium in animals is 2-5 mcg/lb daily.

Omega-3 fatty acids have a well established role in cancer management.  Dozens of animal studies suggest
that they inhibit tumor growth and metastasis, inhibit cachexia, and may increase effectiveness of some
chemotherapy drugs. These studies have investigated eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid
(DHA), which are contained in fish oil.  Other sources of omega-3 fatty acids have been recommended, such as
flaxseed oil, but these contain alpha-linolenic acid (ALA).  ALA is converted at low efficiency to EPA and DHA
by humans, but probably not converted by dogs or cats. An empirical dose of fish oil is 180mg EPA and 120mg
DHA (contained in a regular strength capsule in 1000mg of fish oil) per 5-10lbs of animal. DHA, as a component
of an omega-3 fatty acid preparation, is recommended to be prescribed at doses of up to 24mg per lb body weight
daily. If the animal develops signs of Damp accumulation at this high dose, supplement at the highest level
tolerated. 

Flavonoids (or bioflavonoids): are contained in a wide range of medicinal and food plants.   These include
flavones (luteolin, apigenin), isoflavones (daidzein, genistein), flavonols (quercetin, kaempferol), flavanols (tea
catehcins) and anthocyanidins/proanthocyanidins.  The various compounds may have antioxidant, estrogenic,
antiestrogenic, anti-metastatic and cytotoxic effects.  Proanthocyanidin dose is approximately 20-60mg/lb daily.  
Flavonol, flavone and isoflavonoid doses range from 15-50 mg/lb daily or more. Generally, flavones seem to act
as Blood moving agents.

A popular supplement for use in cancer management is inositol hexaphosphate (IP6, phytate). It may exert an
anti-cancer effect by altering signal transduction pathways, cell cycle regulatory genes, differentiation genes,
oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes.  In vitro and animal studies suggest a role in treatment of carcinomas and
leukemias particularly.  Empirical dose is 10-50mg/lb daily.

Other Anti-cancer Herbs
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Other herbs can be given singly to animals or mixed in their food, in addition to the formula most appropriate
for their diagnosis.

Garlic appears to have antioxidant, immune-enhancing and eicosanoid mediated mechanisms that are active in
treatment of cancer.  The toxic dose for garlic is not well established in dogs and cats, although the potential for
Heinz body anemia after acute high doses or chronic use is well recognized.  There does appear to be an
individual susceptibility to garlic toxicity, but veterinarians have used doses of approximately 1 clove per 50 lbs
of dog, and 1/8 - 1/4 clove for cats.  Some practitioners use the extract product Kyolic at 10-30mg/lb daily.

Curcumin, a yellow pigment from the spice, turmeric, inhibits tumor growth and metastasis, reduces side
effects of chemotherapy and may increase the action of some chemotherapy agents, as well as preventing cancer.
The suggested dose is 15 to 20mg/lb daily. 

Green tea (Camellia sinensis) may inhibit tumor growth, angiogenesis and metastasis, in addition to
preventing cancer.  Dried green tea can be mixed in food at the highest dose the animal will tolerate.
Standardized green tea extract contains a constant amount of epigallocatechin gallate, which can be dosed at 5
mg/lb daily.

Contrary to expectations, studies assessing the impact of Milk Thistle on outcomes of conventionally treated
patients, those receiving the herb as a supplement had superior responses to chemotherapy and radiation. In
addition to improving their efficacy, Milk Thistle is hepato-protective, serving to insulate the liver from damage
by chemotherapy agents.
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THE TOP TEN (OKAY, TWELVE) CHINESE HERBAL
FORMULAS: WHAT THEY TREAT AND HOW THEY WORK

Steven P. Marsden, DVM ND MSOM LAc Dipl.CH RH(AHG) CVA

Introduction
The following is a list of the top Chinese herbal formulas rated by a group of veterinarians in Canada,

Australia, and the United States. Their list also happens to coincide with the top formulas used in our own
practice. For the practitioner wishing to gain some immediate gratifying experience with Chinese herbal
medicine, these formulas are the place to start.

All of the formulas are classical formulas, meaning they are several centuries old at least. Many are 1000
years old or older, and were developed at a time when skill, exploration, and knowledge in Chinese medicine
were at their peak. Modern versions of them are offered by a wide variety of companies, although are usually
intended for human use. Some of these versions do not produce the desired effects in animals, and must be either
made from scratch according to the original recipes or should be purchased from a company specializing in
veterinary herbal medicine. Many modifications of these formulas are available in patented versions, but
modern-day expertise in Chinese medicine is generally insufficient to improve upon the efficacy of the classical
versions.

One of the greatest insights Chinese medicine has to offer is how health arises from multiple positive and
negative feedback reactions (also known as the generation and control cycle) occurring somewhat unpredictably
and simultaneously among the key organ networks of the body. Illness, in contrast, is a highly organized
self-propagating feedback cycle involving a limited number of these organs, with the influence of the other organ
networks being effectively drowned out. Armed with this knowledge, we recognize that many classical formulas
are designed to treat a specific self-propagating dynamic, with emphasis sometimes shifted to one organ or
another. These dynamics, and how the formulas affect them, will be discussed below.

Ba Wei Di Huang Wan (Rehmannia Eight Pill; Jin Gui Shen Qi Wan (Precious Golden Tonify the Qi Pill);
Shen Qi Wan)

The main herbal approach to Kidney Qi or Yang deficiency is (Ba Wei Di Huang Wan) Rehmannia Eight
Combination. Renal azotemia is one clinical syndrome associated with Kidney Qi deficiency, and Rehmannia
Eight is the default formula for its management. If it is being applied inappropriately, the animal will experience
a loss of appetite or vomiting, at which point it can be discontinued or reduced in dose, and the patient more
specifically evaluated. 

Rehmannia Eight is also the default choice for the management of all Kidney Qi deficiency conditions, in the
absence of a more suited formula. This encompasses a variety of age-related complaints in veterinary practice,
including:

• Urinary incontinence
• Hind limb weakness
• Loss of general vigor
• Classical hypothyroidism (chilly, overweight, fatigued, bradycardic)
• Cognitive dysfunction

Rehmannia Eight contains:
Shu Di Huang Prepared Rehmannia root
Shan Yao Chinese Yam rhizome
Shan Zhu Yu Cornus fruit
Fu Ling Poria
Ze Xie Alisma tuber
Mu Dan Pi Moutan bark
Rou Gui Cinnamon bark
Fu Zi Prepared Aconite root
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The first three herbs are Yin tonics. Prepared Rehmannia has an overall warming effect, and nourishes Kidney
Yin and Blood. Cornus nourishes Liver Blood and Yin, and helps astringe Kidney Essence leakage. Chinese Yam
astringes Essence as well, helping to avoid dryness in the Kidneys, Lung, and middle burner.

Balancing the potential cloying effects of these three Yin tonics are three moving and draining herbs. Alisma
promotes urination in the lower burner where Rehmannia acts. Poria provides gentle Spleen support and leeches
any Damp from the middle burner where Chinese Yam acts. Moutan Bark clears Heat and drains Fire from the
Liver, moderating the warming and astringing effects of Cornus.

The final two herbs warm the Kidney Yang, allowing the restoration of urine concentrating ability as well as
the cooling of any mild Heart Fire. Originally, Cinnamon twig was used in Rehmannia Eight; the Tang dynasty
changed the recipe to include Cinnamon bark, which has a greater affinity for the lower burner.

Rehmannia deserves some special mention here, which has been shown in multiple studies to preserve renal
blood flow even following partial renal artery ligation, presumably by interfering with the development of renal
hypertension by down regulating the sensitivity of the juxtaglomerular apparatus. At the same time, its content of
catalpol suppresses the production of iNO, an important inflammatory mediator. Lastly, Rehmannia has been
shown to stimulate two separate stem cell lines in the bone marrow to produce erythrocytes, helping to replace
the effects of erythropoietin that have been lost due to renal ischemia. It is all of this that makes Rehmannia Eight
a safe and effective first choice for the management of chronic renal failure.

Rehmannia Eight treats the self-propagating dynamic where deficient Fire leads to a weakened Earth element,
which allows Water to increase out of control and damage Fire. Not surprisingly the, the herbs in the formula
have as their main thrust the drainage of Water, the warming of Fire, and the support of the middle burner. The
formula's weakest aspect is probably its Spleen support. Basically, the focus of the formula is on the mutually
controlling relationship between Fire and Water. Knowing the three elements involved, however, we can quickly
make sense of some of the key symptoms:

• Weak Earth
o Loss of appetite
o Weight loss
o Soft stools
o Constipation

• Weak Fire
o Seeking heat; chills
o Weak pulse
o Purplish tongue (stasis from cold)
o Loss of hind limb power

• Excess Water
o Polyuria
o Lethargy
o Greasy coat
o Vomiting clear slimy mucous
o Swollen tongue
o Weight gains (hypothyroid animals)

The Fire that is specifically weak is the Ministerial Fire, located in the lower burner at Ming Men (GV4). The
source of the Ministerial Fire is the Imperial Fire, located in the Heart. Inadequate Yin is being steamed up under
the influence of the Ministerial Fire to control Heart Fire. As a result, Heart Fire is flaring, although weakly, and
is not being directed downward. This results in a tendency to polydipsia and nocturnal agitation in some animals,
despite their overall fatigue and chilliness.

Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang (Tonify the Center and Boost the Qi Decoction; Ginseng and Astragalus
Combination)

This formula treats Spleen Qi Sinking, which is roughly equivalent to an imbalance in the Chong Mai
(Penetrating Vessel). While the name suggests this is a passive disorder, the patient actually has active Qi
stagnation in the lower abdomen, sustained by a lack of adequate Liver Blood. Not surprisingly, then, these
patients typically have a deep wiry pulse. Acupuncture to Spleen 4 often corrects the pulse, by effectively
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redistributing the stagnant Qi up the Chong Mai (Penetrating Vessel) to the middle and upper burners. The
formula contains:

Ren Shen Ginseng root
Dang Gui Shen Chinese Angelica root
Huang Qi Astragalus root
Bai Zhu White Atractylodes rhizome
Chai Hu Bupleurum root
Chen Pi Citrus peel
Gan Cao Licorice root
Sheng Ma Cimicifuga rhizome

In general, the formula is designed to deal with the self-propagating dynamic, whereby deficient Earth leads to
deficient Metal, resulting in Wood growing to excess and further damaging the Earth. Specifically, the formula
deals with an uneven distribution of Qi along the Chong Mai (Penetrating Vessel) such that the lower burner
becomes stagnant while the upper burner becomes deficient. 

This would seem to be a two-way imbalance, but the Stasis is actively being maintained by Liver Blood
deficiency. The Spleen is normally considered to manufacture Blood, but this is an over-simplification. The
Spleen manufactures Essence, from which Blood is produced once it enters the Lungs and upper burner. The
failure of Qi to ascend means Essence doesn't ascend either, and Blood production is compromised. The lack of
Blood frustrates the Liver's attempt to move stagnant Qi, which remains sunken and trapped in the lower burner
instead of rising up to the Lungs and, presto, the self-propagation is complete.

Once we understand the dynamic the formula addresses, we can explain its various ingredients. Ren Shen
tonifies the Qi of the Spleen and Heart, while Huang Qi and Bai Zhu tonify the Qi of the Spleen and Lungs. Dang
Gui nourishes Liver Blood, to help it begin to move stagnant Qi. Chai Hu and Sheng Ma break the stasis and
raise Qi to the upper burner. Chen Pi, breaks stagnant Qi in the middle and lower burners, and balances with its
downward movement the vigorously ascending movement of Sheng Ma and Chai Hu.

Despite its complicated design, there is no lack of conditions for Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang to treat. Indicators that
Spleen Qi is sinking include constipation, inappetance, dyspnea, lassitude, abdominal distention. In humans, the
list is lengthened to include repetitive miscarriage, heavy painful menstruation, and low back pain during menses.
The lack of Qi entering the Lungs for eventual distribution as Wei Qi leads to interdigital cysts, and chronic nail
bed infections. In humans, this manifests most commonly as anxiety, palpitations, post-partum depression, and
even occasionally breaking out into a cold sweat. It's a major formula for women's health, and a common formula
for women veterinarians to try out on themselves as they explore the potential of Chinese herbal medicine.

Lastly, Astragalus has been shown in recent trials to have a significant beneficial effect in the management of
chronic hepatitis, even chronic active hepatitis in humans due to hepatitis C infection. In these cases, the Stasis
can be quite prominent, manifesting as a deeply purple tongue in tandem with extreme fatigue.

Dang Gui Shao Yao San (Angelica and Peony Combination)
When a patient with Damp accumulation also shows overt signs of Blood deficiency and Dampness, Dang

Gui Shao Yao San is the top consideration. The ability to tonify Blood while draining Damp makes Dang Gui
Shao Yao San a very safe Blood tonic, explaining its popularity among veterinarians. It contains:

Dang Gui Angelica sinensis
Bai Shao White Peony
Chuan Xiong Ligusticum
Bai Zhu White Atractylodes
Fu Ling Poria
Ze Xie Alisma

The first three herbs constitute three of the four elements of Si Wu Tang (Four Materials Decoction), the
quintessential Blood tonic formula in Chinese medicine. Rehmannia has been omitted due its rich and dampening
nature, which is inappropriate for patients that already exhibit significant Damp accumulation. White
Atractylodes tonifies the Spleen to reduce Damp formation, and has a mild drying effect on Damp in the Spleen.
Poria leeches Dampness and provides mild Spleen Support. Alisma drains Damp from the lower burner. Together
the two herbs, Alisma and Poria, exert a mild but body-wide diuretic effect.
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Typical signs of Dampness accumulation include weight gains; a round difficult to palpate abdomen; mild to
moderate ascites; frequent urination, although perhaps only in small volumes; symptoms of chronic or recurrent
low-grade cystitis; and thin, weak, and “slapping” or slippery pulses. Blood deficiency may manifest with fine
dry powdery dander; timidity; low grade itch; mild superficial pyoderma; constipation; anestrus; and infertility.
Blood deficiency eventually compromises the Liver's function of coursing and draining, giving way to symptoms
and conditions of Qi and Blood stasis, including general irritability or depression; irritable bowel syndrome;
hyperlipidemia; uterine bleeding; and even threatened abortion. Stasis secondary to Blood deficiency is indicated
by a thin wiry or even erratic (choppy) pulse. The tongue is often pale and lavender, but may also be swollen, wet
or frothy.

Disease indications include hyperlipidemia, pancreatitis, and chronic active hepatitis. It is commonly of
benefit in Miniature Schnauzers, where hyperlipidemia is a common concern. Its content of Dang Gui, Ze Xie,
and Shan Zha all aid in lipid metabolism. To improve blood tonification and lower cholesterol, Shan Zha
(Crataegus) can be added.

Long Dan Xie Gan Tang (Gentiana Combination; Gentian Drain the Liver Decoction)
The patient benefitting from Long Dan Xie Gan Tang can generally be described as Hot and Excessive. The

formula is thus designed to address states of severe Yang accumulation, manifesting most frequently as
dominance aggression, eye inflammation, cystitis, or neurological disorders such as idiopathic epilepsy. It
contains:

Long Dan Xie Gan Tang contains the following herbs:
Sheng Di Huang Rehmannia root
Dang Gui Shen Chinese Angelica root
Long Dan Cao Gentian root
Ze Xie Alisma tuber
Fu Shen Poria
Chai Hu Bupleurum root
Che Qian Zi Plantain seed
Gan Cao Licorice root
Huang Qin Scutellaria root
Zhi Zi Gardenia fruit

The first ten herbs constitute Long Dan Xie Gan Tang (Gentian Drain the Liver Decoction). Gentian,
Scutellaria, and Gardenia clear Heat from the Liver and Heart while drying Damp in the lower burner.
Bupleurum and Scutellaria guide the formula to the Triple Burner and Gall Bladder channels, while Bupleurum
and Chinese Angelica prevent Qi and Blood stasis, whether from the drying cooling action of the formula or the
intense Heat of the pathology. Rehmannia cools the Blood while protecting and replenishing Yin damaged by
Heat and by the drying effects of the formula. Plantago, Alisma, and Poria drain Damp from the Triple Burner
and lower burner, and cool the upper burner. In the original version of the formula, Akebia (Mu Tong) replaces
Poria, but its use is discouraged in order to avoid aristolochic acid contaminants.

The pathology calling for Long Dan Xie Gan Tang begins with Damp accumulation, often because of an
inappropriately carbohydrate rich diet. All animals benefiting from this formula should have as many grains as
possible eliminated from their diet, along with heating foods like beef, lamb, and other red meats. As Damp
accumulates, it enters the Triple Burner, where it begins to obstruct the movement of Qi, resulting in the
generation of Heat. The newly formed Damp Heat then descends the Triple Burner to accumulate in the lower
burner, possibly producing:

• Genital inflammation and discharge
• Dysuria
• Stranguria

The accumulating Heat also resonates with Heat sensitive organs, including the Liver and Heart. Fire in the
Liver channel produces all manners of intraocular eye inflammation and injures the Qi and Blood within the
channel to create stasis manifesting as costal arch pain.

As the Liver Yang rises, it is transmitted to the upper burner and the Heart, producing:
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• Convulsions
• Dizziness
• Deafness
• Otitis externa
• Irritability and aggression
• Glaucoma
• Hypertension

The Heart transmits the Heat to the Blood flowing through it to create:
• Severe itch
• Acute redness and itching
• Hemorrhage

The internal generation of Damp Heat predisposes the patient to Wind Damp Heat invasion, characterized by
the development of papules, ulcerating vesicles, pustules, and moist pyoderma, which only serve to aggravate the
itch already present.

The pulse of the patient reflects the Damp Heat condition by being rapid and slippery. Alternatively, it may
reflect the stasis in the system by being rapid and forceful. The tongue can vary from bright red to dark or
purple-red.

Qing Ying Tang (Clear the Nutritive Decoction)
Qing Ying Tang was originally developed to address severe Heat pathogens that had penetrated deeply

through the Wei and Qi layers into the Ying and Blood. The specific manifestation of this that Qing Ying Tang
was developed to treat is septicemia. In veterinary medicine, however, many other common disorders besides
septicemia seem to qualify as Blood Heat states, including especially longstanding skin disorders. Since this
describes virtually every patient initially presenting to the Chinese veterinary herbalist for treatment, and since
skin disease is so common, Qing Ying Tang is one of the most commonly used herbal formulas. It will not,
however, be appropriate indefinitely. As the Blood Heat state is corrected, the previous pathological state that led
up to the Blood Heat phase becomes more evident, at which point Qing Ying Tang is phased out and formulas to
address the original condition are phased in.

Enduring signs of the appropriateness of Qing Ying Tang include:
• Thirst 
• Heat intolerance
• Severe intense itch
• Agitation 
• Restlessness
• Surprisingly cool limbs
• Red, brick red, or purplish tongue
• Rapid, wiry, or erratic pulse
• Active GB points (the other option for itchy dogs with active GB points is Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li

Tang - see below)
Disease indications include:

• Profound chronic allergic dermatitis
• Demodectic mange
• Pyoderma, especially deep pyoderma

Qing Ying Tang contains:
Sheng Di Huang Rehmannia root
Jin Yin Hua Honeysuckle flower
Xuan Shen Scrophularia root
Chi Shao Yao Red Peony root
Zhi Zi Gardenia fruit
Da Huang Rhubarb root and rhizome
Huang Lian Coptis rhizome
Lian Qiao Forsythia fruit
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Dan Shen Salvia root
Dan Zhu Ye Lopatherum
Mai Men Dong Ophiopogon root

The design of the formula remains faithful to the intent of the original, which is to expel Heat pathogens from
the very deepest (Ying and Blood) layers to the most superficial (Wei and Qi) layers. As well, the formula
rehydrates and mobilizes the Heat-desiccated Blood, allowing the body to cool itself by once more being able to
circulate Blood to the exterior.

Qing Ying Tang contains most of the original herbs used in Qing Ying Tang to accomplish these goals,
including Scrophularia, Rehmannia, Ophiopogon, Honeysuckle, Forsythia, Coptis, Lopatherum, and Salvia. It
omits, however, Rhinoceros horn (Xi Jiao) used in the original version to calm the Shen, clear Heart Fire and
cool the Blood; as well as Water Buffalo horn advocated in most texts as Rhinoceros horn's replacement.

In Qing Ying Tang, the duties fulfilled by Rhinoceros horn in the original are shared by Gardenia, Red Peony,
and Rhubarb. Gardenia clears Heat from the Heart and calms the Shen while Red Peony cools the Blood.
Rhubarb is added for its abilities to clear Heat from the Qi level, move stagnant Blood, and interfere with
autoimmune reactions against red blood cells. Red Peony also has a Blood moving effect.

The other herbs fill the same role they did in the original version of the formula. Scrophularia and Rehmannia
clear Heat and protect the Yin; along with Ophiopogon, Rehmannia also has a potent nourishing effect on Yin;
Honeysuckle, Forsythia, and Coptis expel the Heat pathogen from the Qi and Wei layers; Lopatherum helps cool
the Heart Fire, relieving agitation, while Salvia cools and mobilizes the Blood.

In addition to very deeply entrenched skin inflammation, Qing Ying Tang is suited to treat any autoimmune
condition with an elevated ESR, including especially hemolytic anemia. Its action seems to include a stimulating
effect on the bone marrow, which is commonly significantly suppressed in its activity in patients in hemolytic
and thrombocytopenic crisis. This efficiency of the body in not squandering reserves by manufacturing cells
which will soon be destroyed unfortunately also results in an accelerated decline in those same cell lines. Some
of the bone marrow stimulating effect appears to come from the content of Angelica. Berberine is also known to
stimulate stem cell lines to begin producing mature cells while inhibiting the production of additional antibodies
by the spleen. Another important contribution is made by Rhubarb, which has a reputation for interfering with
agglutination of red cells by antibodies already present.

While especially helpful in hemolytic anemia, Qing Ying Tang also seems well suited to the management of
typical presentations of chronic masticatory myositis. The condition often starts as a wind invasion, with a
productive cough, facial swelling, and a relatively superficial pathology that shifts in location. If the wind
invasion is not identified, the pathogen quickly advances through the Qi layer to the Ying/Xue layer, producing a
desiccating Heat, leading to muscle atrophy, a weak pulse and a red dry tongue. Qing Ying Tang is well designed
to resist this desiccation and guide the pathogen back out to the surface.

San Ren Tang (Three Seeds Decoction)
Damp Heat is an incredibly common cause of pathology in small animal medicine, thanks in part to the use of

relatively high carbohydrate extensively processed diets. Si Miao San is aggressively cooling in the management
of this disorder, but sometimes a milder approach is called for. San Ren Tang is a safe and effective means of
managing Damp Heat when a not quite so cooling formula is needed.

Xing Ren Apricot seed
Yi Yi Ren Coix seed
Hua Shi Talc
Ban Xia Pinellia rhizome
Bai Dou Kou Round Cardamon
Dan Zhu Ye Lopatherum
Hou Po Magnolia bark
Tong Cao Rice Paper pith

The formula is designed to unblock the descent of Lung Qi; transform and dry Damp in the middle burner
(body) and Stomach; and drain Damp down to and out of the lower burner (body). The three seeds that fulfill this
function in the formula are Apricot seed, Coix seed, and Cardamon. Apricot seed descends Lung Qi and Large
Intestine Qi, helping to relieve cough and constipation. Coix drains Damp from the lower burner, resolves
diarrhea and provides Spleen support. It also has a pronounced anti-inflammatory effect by serving as a nitric
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oxide (iNO) synthesis inhibitor. This form of nitric oxide has powerful pro-inflammatory effects. At the same
time, however, Coix has a tradition of use in Chinese herbal medicine of promoting renal filtration, such that it is
preserved even while inflammation is suppressed, an important benefit in Damp and Damp Heat animals. Round
Cardamon transforms damp and dries the Spleen and Stomach.

The other herbs also facilitate the downward movement of Qi and fluids. Magnolia and Pinellia address
distention of abdomen due to Damp and Phlegm accumulation and reorder the normal descent of Stomach and
abdominal Qi. Rice Paper, Lopatherum and Talc promote urination and clear Heat. Lopatherum cools the Heart
in particular, helping to relieve agitation.

There are some specific symptoms that can immediately suggest the appropriateness of this formula in a renal
failure patient:

• Nasal congestion, wheezing, or snoring
• Constipation
• Recurrent cystitis
• Reverse sneezing (dogs)
• Abundant nose and especially eye discharge that is not caused by KCS
• Weight gains
• Chronic vomiting not necessarily ascribed to renal azotemia
• Crystalluria

While a benign formula, San Ren Tang is deceptively powerful, addressing several obstinate conditions where
signs agree, including:

• Calcium oxalate uroliths
• Nephritis in Damp Heat animals
• Intervertebral disc disease, especially where associated with cystitis or urolithiasis

The benefit of San Ren Tang in nephritis may be at first surprising, but Yi Yi Ren (Coix), one of the main
ingredients, has a pronounced anti-inflammatory effect by serving as a nitric oxide (iNO) synthesis inhibitor. At
the same time, however, Coix has a tradition of use in Chinese herbal medicine of promoting renal filtration, such
that it is preserved even while inflammation is suppressed, an important benefit in Damp and Damp Heat
animals.

The efficacy of San Ren Tang in disc disease is also surprising, but can be explained in part by the aromatic
nature of the formula. Paralysis is often a wind invasion phenomenon, requiring a strongly aromatic formula to
expel it. San Ren Tang was originally developed to expel Wind Damp Heat pathogens that invade humans and
cause heat stroke. It appears that in small animals, this Wind expelling property is employed at relieving the
obstruction of the Tai Yang layer (Bladder channel). From a conventional perspective, Coix may extend its
anti-inflammatory effects to nervous tissue and is a major component of a formula used in Japan for the treatment
of neuritis. San Ren Tang itself is the backbone of a formula used for the treatment of tetany.

Si Miao San (Four Marvels Powder)
Four Marvels Powder, known in pinyin as Si Miao San, is one of the real workhorses of Chinese veterinary

herbal medicine and is appropriately named given all the diseases it treats. Indeed, it is perhaps the most
commonly prescribed Chinese veterinary herbal formula, chiefly because of its broad effects as a safe but potent
anti-inflammatory. Skin conditions benefiting from Si Miao San include fungal otitis externa, moist pyoderma,
allergic dermatitis, seborrhea oleosa, and anal sacculitis. Si Miao San contains:

Cang Zhu Atractylodes rhizome
Huai Niu Xi Achryanthes root
Yi Yi Ren Coix seed
Huang Bai Phellodendron bark

Phellodendron and Atractylodes together constitute Two Marvels Powder. Atractylodes tonifies the Spleen
and dispels Damp, while Phellodendron clears Heat and dries Damp. The addition of Coix and Achryanthes
creates Four Marvels Powder. Coix supports the effects of the original formula by draining damp. Its bland taste
provides additional support to the Spleen, helping to stop diarrhea. Achryanthes acts as a Blood mover, extending
the benefits of Four Marvels Powder to not just acutely inflamed patients, but those with subacute and chronic
inflammatory conditions. It also has an astringing effect on fluid loss, helping to relieve aching of the lower low
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back, lower limbs and knees caused by the dehydrating influence of longstanding Damp Heat accumulation. This
same astringing effect counters the drying effects of the other three herbs, making Four Marvels Powder safe for
long term use.

Si Miao San treats a self-propagating dynamic where an excess of Fire leads to an excess of Earth and a
deficiency of Water, which further increases Fire. The excess of Fire produces ample Heat signs, while the
excess of Earth results in increased appetite and weight gains. The damage to Water manifests as the beginnings
of Yin deficiency, which may need to be further addresses through the use of cooling Yin tonic formulas like Zhi
Bai Di Huang Wan (Anemarrhena, Phellodendron, and Rehmannia Pill). Otherwise, this role is left to
Achryanthes, while Cang Zhu and Yi Yi Ren deal with the Earth excess, and Huang Bai deals with the Fire
excess.

Si Miao San is a top consideration whenever there are overt signs of Heat and Damp accumulation, as well as
Spleen deficiency. Heat symptoms include:

• Red tongue, especially the underside
• Itch
• An increase in thirst or appetite
• Heat intolerance
• Redness
• Hyperexcitability
• Significant inflammation

Damp and Phlegm accumulation as a cause of the Heat is indicated by:
• Polyuria
• Tenesmus
• Stranguria
• Lipomas
• High ALP elevations
• Mucous discharges
• Weight gains
• Oily coat
• Rounded abdomen
• Malodorous gas or skin secretions
• Halitosis

Spleen deficiency as a cause of the internal accumulation of Damp is indicated by:
• Loss of appetite
• Vomiting
• Weakness
• Surprising preference for warmth despite the abundance of Heat signs

The conditions calling for the use of Si Miao San in veterinary herbal medicine include just about every
inflammatory condition that confronts veterinarians on a daily basis, including:

• Colitis
• Cystitis
• Arthritis
• Suppurative vaginitis
• Osteoarthritis
• Fungal otitis externa
• Moist pyoderma
• Allergic dermatitis
• Seborrhea oleosa
• Recurrent pancreatitis
• Pododermatitis
• Immune thrombocytopenia
• Anal sacculitis
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As well, Four Marvels Powder successfully addresses a number of other veterinary disorders not necessarily
recognized as inflammatory in origin, but all of which are caused by Damp Heat:

• Hyperadrenocorticism
• Degenerative myelopathy and lower limb muscle atrophy
• Epilepsy
• Lymphoma, whether intestinal or multi-centric
• Vestibular syndrome

Wei Ling Tang (Harmonize the Stomach with Five Herbs and Poria Combination)
Wei Ling Tang is first recorded in the Teachings of Dan Xi by Zhu Zhen-Heng in 1481. As its name implies,

Wei Ling Tang is used to treat Spleen Qi deficiency with secondary dampness accumulation. Rather than being
overtly tonifying like Six Gentlemen (Liu Jun Zi Tang), it strengthens the Spleen simply by warming and drying
it. Since Spleen deficiency is the primary Chinese medical diagnosis affecting cats, Wei Ling Tang is one of the
most important formulas in feline herbal medicine, and successfully addresses an amazing number of complaints.

Wei Ling Tang is an example of a common strategy used historically to advance Chinese herbalism, namely
the combining of two older time-tested formulas that act synergistically. The formulas making up Wei Ling Tang
are Harmonize the Stomach Powder (Ping Wei San) from the Imperial Grace Formulary of the Tai Ping Era (ca.
1085); and Five Herbs with Poria (Wu Ling San) from the Treatise on Cold Febrile Disease (ca. 500 A.D.). The
resultant combination was named Wei Ling Tang to reflect this amalgamation.

Ping Wei San and Wu Ling San were good choices as partners. Both herbs tonify the Spleen Yang and both
address Damp accumulation; Wu Ling San drains Damp while Ping Wei San dries it. They are not redundant in
their actions, however; each formula addresses some vital aspect of normal Spleen and Stomach function.

The Spleen and Stomach work together to completely transform food and water into Fundamental Substances
then transport these substances out of the middle burner to where they may be circulated to their target organs.
When the transformation aspect of Spleen and Stomach function fails, Damp accumulates. When the transport
aspect fails, the middle burner becomes stagnant, often resulting in vomiting. As might be guessed from its name,
Ping Wei San (Harmonize the Stomach Powder) facilitates transport and stops vomiting. Wu Ling San (Five
Herbs with Poria) promotes transformation, helping to stop diarrhea, promote assimilation, and also reduce any
vomiting induced by Damp accumulation. Lastly, Wu Ling San acts as an overall diuretic, facilitating the
draining of Water accumulations from anywhere in the body and passing them out through the urine.

Although Wu Ling San is designed to address both autogenously generated and externally invading Damp
pathogens, Chinese medicine typically ascribes Spleen Yang deficiency in humans to an over-consumption of
raw foods. In small animal medicine, it is the over-consumption of starchy foods like grains that exhausts the
Spleen's power.

Lack of Spleen Qi in patients benefiting from Wei Ling Tang is indicated by:
• Fatigue
• Small bowel diarrhea
• Loss of appetite

Where the Spleen Yang deficiency has led to the accumulation of Damp, typical signs and symptoms include:
• Cold intolerance
• Weakness
• Sleepiness
• Poor appetite
• Loose stools
• Vomiting of water or saliva
• Moderate or slippery pulse

Symptoms of failure of the Spleen to transport, and of Damp accumulation in the middle burner include:
• Eating of grass by carnivores
• Chronic vomiting of slimy or mucoid material
• Vomiting undigested food after eating
• Vomiting recently ingested food, followed by successful re-ingestion
• Abdominal bloat
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• Nausea
• Vomiting
• Belching

Elsewhere, Damp accumulation manifests as:
• Weight gains
• Ascites
• Greasy or clumping hair coat
• Dander

Wei Ling Tang contains no Blood or Yin tonics, yet seems to have an ability to improve Liver Blood
deficiency and Kidney Essence deficiency, presumably just by strengthening the Spleen and Stomach, which are
the source of these Fundamental Substances.

Signs of Liver Blood deficiency aided by Wei Ling Tang include:
• Mild liver enzyme elevations
• Mildly low albumin

Signs of Kidney Essence deficiency corrected by Wei Ling Tang include:
• Renal azotemia

Disorders Wei Ling Tang benefits through its action on the digestive tract include:
• recurrent pancreatitis
• chronic colitis
• inflammatory bowel disease

Surprisingly, the formula halts and reverses feline hyperthyroidism in its early stages, when tumors are small
and thyroid levels are beginning to increase. The reason for this effect is speculative, but it appears that Wei Ling
Tang interferes with the generation of antibodies by the immune system upon exposure to bowel flora through
breaches in the gut mucosa. These antibodies are believed to cross react with the thyroid gland of cats, binding to
TSH receptors and increasing thyroid hormone production.

The diuretic effects of Wei Ling Tang help address the formation of:
• Crystalluria
• Uroliths
• Ascites associated with lymphangiectasia.
• Glomerulonephritis

The indirect renal support offered by Wei Ling Tang helps reverse the azotemia associated with very early
renal failure. Indirect support of Liver Blood aids low grade hepatitis and cirrhosis. Lastly, Wei Ling Tang drains
Damp accumulations from the Liver, which are the chief cause of hepatic lipidosis. Concurrent administration of
Corn Silk (Zea Mays) assists with this latter effect.

Wei Ling Tang contains the following herbs:
Bai Zhu White Atractylodes rhizome
Cang Zhu Atractylodes rhizome
Chen Pi Citrus peel
Fu Ling Poria
Hou Po Magnolia bark
Ze Xie Alisma tuber
Tong Cao Rice Paper pith
Gan Cao Licorice root
Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome
Da Zao Jujube
Rou Gui Cinnamon bark

Ping Wei San (Harmonize the Stomach Formula) contains Atractylodes, Magnolia, Citrus, Ginger, Licorice
and Jujube. Atractylodes and Magnolia both dry Damp. Magnolia additionally disperses stasis from the abdomen
while Atractylodes warms the Spleen and Stomach. Citrus assists in moving Qi of the abdomen while also
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“cutting” the Damp. Ginger and Jujube tonify the Stomach and Spleen, respectively, without being cloying.
Licorice tonifies the Spleen and Stomach Qi while also harmonizing the formula as a whole.

Wu Ling San (Five Herbs with Poria) contains several herbs that drain Damp and promote urination, namely
Alisma, Poria, and Polyporus. White Atractylodes tonifies the Spleen to reduce the production of Damp.
Cinnamon activates the Damp draining action of the diuretics, warms the Yang of the middle burner, and
normalizes the production and discharge of urine by the Bladder.

Relative to the originally published formula ratios, Wei Ling Tang provides slightly more support for the
Spleen and relatively less diuretic action.

Xiao Chai Hu Tang (Minor Bupleurum Combination)
Xiao Chai Hu Tang addresses a major cause of imbalance between Yin and Yang, which is not so much a

deficiency of either, but a failure of the two to integrate. Yang has a tendency to rise while Yin sinks, which
would normally lead to Yang escaping the patient's body and allowing them to die, were it not for the Triple
Burner, which funnels Heart Yang or Fire downward to the Kidney Yin, and Kidney Yin upwards to the Heart
Yang. An obstruction in the Triple Burner (usually by Phlegm) blocks this communication, as well as the body's
access to the Kidney reserves in general.

Triple Burner obstructions are commonplace in veterinary medicine, making Xiao Chai Hu Tang the second
most commonly prescribed formula among practitioners. The manifestations of Triple Burner and its frequently
associated Gall Bladder channel obstructions run the gamut from the minor to the life-threatening, from hip
dysplasia to hepatic lymphoma.

Xiao Chai Hu Tang contains:
Chai Hu Bupleurum root
Ban Xia Pinellia rhizome
Gan Cao Licorice root
Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome
Da Zao Jujube
Ren Shen Ginseng root
Huang Qin Scutellaria root

Cool and pungent Bupleurum expels pathogens from the Shao Yang by expanding forcefully upwards and
outwards. Bitter cold Scutellaria descends Yang from the upper burner to where it can reintegrate with the lower
burner to generate Qi that will give the animal more strength and stamina. Ginseng, Jujube, and Licourice address
any Qi deficiency that has occurred following the failure of Yang and Yin to merge, and Pinellia transforms any
Phlegm obstructions of the Triple Heater. Ginger harmonizes the middle burner, helping to direct rebellious Qi
down, and stop nausea and vomiting.

Triple Burner, also known as Triple Heater, obstructions usually present as exuberant and apparently healthy
patients, but with moderately high ALP levels, and also usually cholesterol elevations. Cases in cats may be more
common in geriatric patients and appear substantially deficient, resulting in potential confusion of the diagnosis
with simple Kidney deficiency. Only the cholesterol elevations and the active Gall Bladder points (see below)
indicate the cat is not a typical Kidney Qi deficient cat. Indeed, sometimes both diagnoses are present, and
Kidney Qi tonics may need to be used after relief of obstruction of the Triple Heater. An ideal formula for this is
Ba Wei Di Huang Wan (see above).

Triple Heater obstruction produces several other symptoms that may aid in diagnosis. The tongue is often
purplish or lavender, and the pulse deep and wiry. Stiffness, lameness, weakness, and paralysis may occur due to
obstructions in not only the TH but the GB channel. In addition to the resultant poor flow of Qi to the legs via
these channels, the patient suffers from an overall lack of descent of Heart Yang to the lower burner, resulting in
progressive weakness. Collapse and sudden death may ensue, due to the failure to generate Qi.

Other signs related to Triple Heater obstruction include rebellious Qi arising from the obstruction, manifesting
as a chronic cough, nausea, or vomiting. The entrapment of Yang in the upper burner results in restlessness,
excitability, irritability, blurring of vision, heat intolerance and eye irritation. The rising Yang may also produce
seizures and loss of balance, while the failure of Lung Qi to descend results in the entrapment of water in the
Triple Burner and resultant oliguria. Muscular trembling can occur, secondary to the uneven flow through GB
channel to the limbs, and also due to weakness from a failure to generate Qi. Lastly, there may be vaginal or
preputial discharge, secondary to Qi stagnation in the Dai Mai, a part of the TH and GB channel network.
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While the list of symptoms is somewhat generalized, the of disorders responding to treatment of the Triple
Burner is much more specific, and includes:

• Collapsing trachea
• Addison's disease
• Hepatitis
• Gastric distension
• Vestibular syndrome
• Glomerulonephritis
• Splenomegaly
• Hepatic lymphoma

The most telltale sign that Triple Heater obstruction exists is the increased warmth or swelling of major Gall
Bladder and Triple Heater points, including GB 25, BL 19, BL 22, and GB 34. All these points promote the
smooth flow of Qi in the middle burner and the kidney area.

The most important herb in Minor Bupleurum Combination is, of course, the plant from which the formula
derives its name. Bupleurum has an impressive array of research backing its use in liver and kidney disease,
while the formula itself has been shown to have multiple benefits in the treatment of cancer, including immune
stimulation, cytotoxicity, and inhibition of angiogenesis. In kidney disease, Bupleurum has been shown to reverse
naturally occurring renal inflammation and lower cholesterol while inhibiting the synthesis of nitric oxide, a
pro-inflammatory compound. In liver disease, Bupleurum promotes the synthesis of albumin by activating
messenger RNA transcription while having an anti-inflammatory effect.

Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang (Bupleurum, Fossilized Bone and Oyster Shell Combination)
Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang is a derivative of Xiao Chai Hu Tang, and is rapidly becoming an important

formula in Chinese medicine, particularly the management of refractory skin disease and epilepsy. It contains:
Chai Hu Bupleurum root
Fu Ling Poria
Gui Zhi Cinnamon twig
Huang Qin Scutellaria root
Ren Shen Ginseng root
Ban Xia Pinellia rhizome
Da Huang Rhubarb root and rhizome
Da Zao Jujube
Long Gu Fossilized Bone
Mu Li Oyster Shell
Sheng Jiang Ginger rhizome

The formula contains the formula Xiao Chai Hu Tang (specifically Chai Hu, Ren Shen, Huang Qin, Ban Xia,
Sheng Jiang and Da Zao), which is the main formula used to restore circulation within the Triple Burner. The
other herbs deal with the symptomatic sequelae of long term Triple Burner obstruction. With prolonged
entrapment of Yang in the upper burner, Heart Fire can result. Long Gu and Mu Li, as heavy mineral substances,
serve to descend Yang to the lower burner. Da Huang also has an aggressive cooling descending action. Gui Zhi
accentuates the leeching effect of Fu Ling, relieving any obstruction due to Damp accumulation and helping to
restore normal descent of Water to the Kidneys and Bladder.

The inclusion of Gui Zhi and Da Huang also give the formula an ability to clear pathogens from the Tai Yang
and Yang Ming layers, while Xiao Chai Hu Tang opens the Shao Yang and Tai Yang layers. Together, the herbs
create a formula that expels pathogens from all three Yang layers, making it one of the few formulas to carry this
distinction.

Symptoms calling for use of Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang frequently can be categorized as stemming
from rebellious Qi or Heat accumulation. Rebellious Qi due to Triple Burner Qi stagnation manifests as chronic
cough, dyspnea, or even thoracic pain. Heat signs may include restlessness, agitation, heat intolerance, increased
thirst, and a red tongue. Pulmonary edema may also be a feature of the case, although additional diuretic drugs or
formulas may be required to adequately manage it. The most common application of this formula is in
intra-thoracic neoplasia, congestive heart failure and behavioural disorders such as anxiety. Recently, however,
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the formula has also been found to be very effective in quelling refractory seizures (possibly and especially with
the simultaneous use of gabapentin). It also has been very helpful in managing severe allergic dermatitis,
presumably by breaking the itch-scratch cycle, although the animals may not appear especially vulnerable to
psychogenic itch complaints. It also has the ability to expel deep-seated pathogens that have penetrated deeply
into all three Yang layers, which seems to be a major factor in very chronic established skin disease. If a skin
disease patient has many active Gall Bladder points, this formula is a major consideration.

The content of Da Huang (Rhubarb) in this formula may rarely result in loose stools, which resolve
immediately upon discontinuing the formula. Avoid use of this formula in pregnancy.

Xiao Yao San (Rambling Ease Powder)
When Liver Blood deficiency is adversely affecting Spleen function, Xiao Yao San becomes one of the top

considerations. It contains:
Chai Hu Bupleurum
Dang Gui Angelica sinensis
Bai Shao Yao White Peony
Bo He Mint
Bai Zhu White Atractylodes
Fu Ling Poria
Gan Cao Licourice

In this formula, Bupleurum moves stagnant Liver Qi while Dang Gui and Bai Shao move and tonify Liver
Blood and Yin. Mint clears Heat that has accumulated in the Liver channel from longstanding stasis.
Atractylodes, Poria and Licourice constitute the three of the Four Gentlemen most involved with draining and
drying Damp from the Spleen and Stomach while supporting Spleen and Lung Qi formation.

Xiao Yao San is the single most commonly prescribed formula for women in China. It addresses Liver Qi
Stagnation and its common manifestation as a plethora of premenstrual-related complaints, namely breast
distension, menstrual cramps, irritability, depression, moodiness, and sugar cravings. With the addition of three
herbs, Zhi Zi (Gardenia bulb), Mu Dan Pi (Peony tree bark), and Che Qian Zi (Plantago seed), it becomes the
single most commonly prescribed formula for women with peri-menopausal complaints, namely cramps, heavy
periods, hot flashes, night sweats, irritability, insomnia, and depression. Given that the majority of veterinarians
are women, it is no surprise Xiao Yao San is also one of the top ranked formulas in the West. Several of its herbs
have phytoestrogenic effects that can either balance out high estrogen levels that cause menstrual complaints, or
replace missing estrogen during menopause.

In a way, the dynamic is one of Wood deficiency leading to Earth and Metal Excess, which perpetuates the
Wood imbalance. The Metal excess is a failure of the circulation to disseminate to the periphery, and Chai Hu is
ideally suited to relieve it, while Bo He assists in this regard. Instead, the Qi stagnates internally, producing cold
hands and feet. Meanwhile, the type of Excess that the Earth or Spleen suffers is often depraved appetite, sugar
cravings, and even the secondary accumulation of Damp (water retention). As a result, the support the formula
offers the Earth element is one herb that leeches Damp and one that dries Damp at the same time as warms and
tonifies the Spleen. The Wood deficiency is Liver Blood deficiency in particular, and is addressed by Dang Gui
and Bai Shao. 

Understanding the formula as treating this dynamic between Wood, Metal, and Earth explains why a formula
that balances the Liver and Spleen and addresses Liver Qi stagnation does not contain aggressive Qi movers and
vigorous Spleen tonics. It also explains the formula's proper translation as Rambling Ease Powder, since the
easing of Liver Qi stagnation is through a more gradual means of tonifying the Liver instead of vigorously
moving stagnant Qi.

While an extremely valuable formula in womens' health, Xiao Yao San also addresses numerous small animal
complaints where these arise as a result of Liver Qi Stagnation that both propagates and arises from Liver Blood
and Spleen deficiency. Most often, this manifests as inflammatory bowel disease but it can also be associated
with congenital microhepatica, cirrhosis, and chronic active hepatitis.  Signs of Spleen Qi deficiency may include
loose stools, reduced appetite, chronic weight loss, weak pulses, and undigested food in the stool. Dampness
signs are not prominent. Signs of Liver Blood deficiency include seborrhea sicca, mild recurrent superficial
pyoderma, timidity, dry eyes, pallor, thin weak taut pulses, frequent dreaming, and anxiety. Typical signs of Qi
Stagnation may include more liver enzyme and cholesterol elevations, constipation, pacing, abdominal distention,
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depression, and irritability. The tongue in animals that benefit is frequently pale or lavender. The pulse is
typically thin, weak, and taut. The formula is especially well suited to certain breeds of dogs, particularly
Yorkshire Terriers with concomitant liver, skin, and inflammatory bowel concerns.

Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang (Persica and Carthamus Decoction)
Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang literally translates as Drive Stasis from the Mansion of Blood, and was first published in

Corrections of Errors among Physicians by Wang Qing-Ren in 1830:
Tao Ren Persica seed
Dang Gui Shen Chinese Angelica root
Hong Hua Carthamus flower
Chuan Niu Xi Cyathula root
Sheng Di Huang Rehmannia root
Chi Shao Red Peony root
Zhi Ke Bitter Orange
Chuan Xiong Ligusticum rhizome
Jie Geng Platycodon root
Chai Hu Bupleurum root
Gan Cao Licorice root

Bupleurum, Peony, Citrus, Bitter Orange and Licorice constitute a sub-formula known as Si Ni San (Four
Cold Extremities Powder), first elaborated by Zhang Zhong-Jing in his discussion of Cold Febrile Disease, ca.
500 A.D. Peony supports Liver Blood, indirectly allowing the Liver to move Qi; Peony also has a Blood moving
effect while Bupleurum has a Qi moving effect. Bitter Orange likewise moves Qi internally while Licorice both
harmonizes the formula and works with Peony to relax the sinews and eliminate any cramping pain.

Another sub-formula contained in Blood's Palace is Si Wu Tang (Four Materials Decoction), first described
by Wu Qian in the Golden Mirror of the Medical Tradition in 1742. The design of Si Wu Tang acknowledges the
need to move Blood in order to tonify it. Peony, Ligusticum and Chinese Angelica all contribute a Blood moving
effect, while Rehmannia and Chinese Angelica tonify Blood. Carthamus and Persica were sometimes added by
Wu Qian to Si Wu Tang to further invigorate Blood, and are included by Wang Qing-Ren in this formula.

The only shared ingredient between Si Ni San and Si Wu Tang is Peony. Red Peony is used in Blood's Palace
instead of White Peony to help cool the Blood of any stasis Heat. To further cool Blood, Fresh Rehmannia has
been substituted for the prepared Rehmannia normally used in Si Wu Tang. The only other two herbs in Blood's
Palace are Platycodon, which guides the formula to the upper burner, and Cyathula, which further eliminates
stasis and descends Blood out of the upper burner. Bupleurum also helps guide the formula peripherally, and
contributes a cooling influence.

The architecture of Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang addresses a self-propagating dynamic where Blood deficiency and
stasis propagate each other. As mentioned in the discussion of Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang, the Lung is the location
where Blood is manufactured from Essence that is delivered to it and then moves through it. If there is any stasis
in the upper burner, Blood manufacture becomes compromised, leading to Liver Qi stagnation, and a further
interference with Blood flow through the Lungs. 

The self-propagating dynamic can also be described as an imbalance between Metal and Wood, where Metal
is in excess and Wood is deficient. Symptoms of the Wood deficiency are symptoms of Liver Blood deficiency,
and include:

• Territoriality
• Timidity
• Skin and eye dryness
• Mild to moderate itch
• Frequent dreaming
• Noise sensitivity
• Mild to moderate liver enzyme elevations
• Mild non-regenerative anemia
• Anxiety
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Where Blood deficiency is damaging the Liver's ability to course and drain the Qi. Blood stasis arises
secondarily, manifesting as:

• Chronic hacking or resonant cough
• Dyspnea
• Lavender tongue
• Thin tense pulses
• Lower limbs, ear tips and paws that are cool to the touch

The most common cardio-pulmonary disorders addressed by Xue Fu Zhu Yu Tang in veterinary medicine
include congestive heart failure and infectious tracheobronchitis. In addition, the formula is a major anti-cancer
formula, and has a reputation for efficacy against intra-thoracic neoplasia, hemangioma, and cutaneous mast cell
tumor. In addition, the formula is the premiere consideration in the treatment of congestive heart failure and
canine infectious tracheobronchitis (kennel cough).
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THE TOP TEN HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES: REMEDY PICTURES
AND CLINICAL INDICATIONS

Steve Marsden, DVM ND MSOM LAc Dipl.CH RH(AHG) CVA

Introduction
This article presents the remedy pictures and clinical indications of the top ten homeopathic remedies utilized

in our veterinary practice; it assumes the reader has some knowledge of homeopathy already. The potency most
commonly used is 30C, which is easily available to clients at a variety of health and organic food stores. This
dose is used at least once daily until signs resolve, or as often as two to three times a day for the management of
acute complaints.

While one might expect a list of the top ten remedies to be all so-called polycrests, with the exception of
only a couple they turn out to be small remedies with a fairly narrow focus, making them both commonly
indicated and easy for the beginning homeopath to prescribe and see results from right away.

It is common in our practice to use these remedies in tandem with other modalities, including acupuncture,
herbal medicine, and even conventional medicine. Even where these other therapies would seem up to the task of
resolving the animal's complaint, the clinical indications for each of these remedies are so easy to recognize and
their efficacy so consistent that to not prescribe them would seem almost counter-productive, unless use of the
remedy would confound any needed feedback on how the other modalities are working. 

Purist homeopaths will object to the use of other modalities with homeopathic remedies, citing a belief that
the combined effects of, say, a remedy and a herb are unpredictable in the absence of them being proved together,
and that the herb may in fact antidote the remedy's efficacy. In reality, when properly prescribed, remedies seem
to act at least in cooperation with other modalities, and maybe in synergy with them, to produce the most rapid
recovery possible. The remedies can even be understood well enough from the perspective of these other
modalities, particularly Chinese medicine, as to not only be predictable in their effects, but for these other
paradigms to even provide guidance where use of the remedy should be considered. 

While the Chinese medical indications for the use of these remedies are included in the descriptions below,
knowledge of Chinese medicine is not necessary for the remedy's prescription. The co-existence of any three or
four of the indications and a lack of any contradictory symptoms in the patient (e.g. a seeking of cool, when the
remedy is for patients seeking heat) is sufficient to warrant their use.

Arnica Montana
• Qi and Blood Stasis

o Bruising
o Hemorrhage
o Traumatic in origin, whether deliberate (i.e. surgical) or accidental
o Head injury and hemorrhagic events causing CNS dysfunction

• The remedy has even been able to correct double-vision resulting from a stroke years earlier
o Better with rest, worse from any use
o Aggravation after lying on hard surfaces

• Expectations
o If given at the time of injury, Arnica can dramatically limit the degree of swelling and bruising that

occurs
• Common uses

o Post-operative management of pain, hemorrhage and bruising
o Head injury
o Acute injury of any type
o Hit-by-car injuries
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o Over-exertion lamenesses
o Aural hematoma (may halt their further growth, if still small enough t o resolve without surgery)

Arsenicum album
• Commonly indicated in cats and toy breeds
• Damp Heat accumulation

o Colitis
o Vomiting
o Hematemesis
o Simultaneous vomiting and diarrhea
o Desires warmth (for Spleen support)
o Weight gain
o Weight loss (Spleen deficiency; Damp Heat consuming Yin)
o Earth element traits

• Avarice; materialism; stealing of other animal's food or toys
• Desire for company, aggravated when left alone; separation anxiety

o Chronic excoriating nasal and ocular discharge
o May crave bread or vegetables
o Papular rash

• Heart Fire
o Can be secondary toDamp Heat accumulation, Kidney Qi deficiency, or even Kidney Yin deficiency
o Thirst
o Restlessness
o Aggravation at night, usually after midnight, until perhaps 3 or 4 a.m.
o Anxiety
o Noise sensitivity
o Itch that is not associated with the presence of any lesions; at most, the skin may just appear dry and

flaky; psychogenic itch; compulsive licking
• Kidney Qi deficiency

o Craving heat
o Anxious and fearful
o Anorexia
o Chronic vomiting
o Renal azotemia; nephritis
o Weight loss
o Simultaneous vomiting and diarrhea

• The other main remedy to consider here is Veratrum album, which likewise is indicated in cold
animals with simultaneous vomiting and diarrhea. Generally, animals benefiting from Veratrum are
more severely ill (e.g. uremia, parvoviral diarrhea) and more cold. Pallor with Veratrum album is
very pronounced, with the animals appearing more severely Yang deficient and 'shocky'. Abdominal
pain may be more intense with Veratrum animals as well

• Other
o Neoplasia of the face and nose

• Common uses
o Renal failure
o Squamous cell carcinoma
o Acute gastroenteritis
o Viral gastrointestinal infection

Cantharis
• Liver and Heart Fire

o Extreme agitation
o Extreme agitation due to pain in the genito-urinary organs and the perineum
o Erections; priapism
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o Extreme itch of the genitalia and perineum
o Itchy or painful vesicular rash

• Heat Lin
o Dysuria
o Hematuria
o Pollakuria
o Stranguria
o Tenesmus

• Common uses
o Post-operative following surgery of the perineum and genitalia
o  Acute or recurrent cystitis

Ferrum metallicum
• Dampness and Phlegm accumulation in the Spleen and Stomach

o Vomiting of undigested food within minutes to hours after eating
o Regurgitation after eating or while eating

• Blood deficiency
o Anemia
o Pica

• Common uses
o Any animal exhibiting chronic vomiting associated with anemia
o Chronic renal failure with secondary anemia
o Chronic gastritis
o Chronically vomiting cats
o Megaesophagus

Hypericum perfoliatum
• Damp Heat accumulation of the lower burner

o Sticking pains of the perineum and peri-anal regions
• Trauma to nerves and nerve endings

o Digital pain and injury
o Neuralgia from nerve root compression
o Dental extraction
o Convulsion or concussion following injury

• Common uses
o Post-operative pain management following de-clawing
o Intervertebral disc disease
o Trauma and injury t o the digits
o Phantom pain
o Pain management following dental procedures
o Head-injury
o Post-operative pain of the perineum and genitalia

Rhus toxicodendron
• A major lameness remedy
• Blood deficiency leading to cutaneous wind invasion

o Itching
o Allergic dermatitis
o Orbital cellulitis

• Blood deficiency leading to mild Qi and Blood stagnation
o Can be helpful in injuries to joints, ligaments, and even muscle
o Pains worse on first motion, but better with sustained movement (associated with increased blood

perfusion of the area)
o Worse from over-exertion
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o Restlessness at night; must constantly change position or get up and move around
• Wind invasion

o Pains worse from exposure to wind and cold, damp weather
o Worse from cold exposure or drafts
o Lameness and back pain improved with warmth

• Common uses
o Subacute and chronic musculoskeletal injuries
o Over-use injuries

Ruta graveolens
• Another major lameness remedy; patient is often anxious
• Blood stasis

o Injuries to ligaments and tendons
o Restlessness
o Pains worse from rest, but worse from excesses of motion
o Unlike Rhus toxicodendron, patients that benefit from Ruta have a more 'narrow window' of mobility,

with patients being debilitated by either too little or too much motion
• Wind invasion

o Worse from cold damp weather
• Common uses
• o Perhaps the most important remedy for use in partial tears and injuries to the cranial cruciate ligament

o Use may be required for months before cruciate ligament injury is resolved

Staphysagria
• Liver Qi stagnation

o Brooding
o Smouldering anger
o Ill effects of anger
o Suppressed anger
o Chronic resentment
o Anger directed towards self, or inanimate objects
o Passive aggression
o Increased libid o

• Qi Lin
o Qi stagnation causing dysuria
o Acute onset of cystitis associated with stress

• Damp Heat
o Acute or recurrent cystitis in sweet-dispositioned (Earth) animals

• Other
o Cystitis following intercourse

• Uses
o Cystitis in breeding animals
o Inappropriate urination, associated with introduction of new animals or the absence of the owner

Spongia tosta
• Triple burner obstruction and secondary Qi deficiency

o Debilitating chronic cough
o Weak or feeble pulse
o Cough aggravated at or around midnight

• Stasis in the upper burner
o Debilitating chronic cough
o Weak or feeble pulse
o Harsh or hacking cough
o Barking or 'honking' cough
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o Cardiac valvular disorders
• Other

o Chronic cough in animals with testicular enlargement
• Uses

o Congestive heart failure
o Collapsing trachea

Figure 1. Comparison of major musculoskeletal homeopathic remedies

Arnica Montana Worse from any motion; acute and peracute musculoskeletal
injury; excess type of Blood stasis

Rhus toxicodendron Improve with sustained motion; worse from initial motion;
subacute to chronic inflammation and injury; deficient type of
Blood stasis

Ruta graveolens Worse from too little and too much motion; a ‘narrow window’
of mobility; ligamentous injuries; subacute to chronic injury;
excess type of Blood stasis
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INTRODUCTION TO CHIROPRACTIC CARE
Adrienne “Pia” Moore, DVM

History
The word chiropractic is derived from the Greek words cheir which means hand and prattein which means to

do, so it literally translates “to do with hands.”
Hippocrates, the “Father of Medicine,” used spinal manipulation in the fifth century BC and is quoted as

saying, “Look well to the spine for the cause and prevention of disease.”  Manipulation of the skeleton was also
performed by ancient Chinese, Egyptians, and Romans, but chiropractic did not become a formal discipline until
the 1890’s.

The birth of modern chiropractic was on September 18, 1895, when Dr. Daniel D. Palmer applied a forceful
thrust on an irregular protrusion in the neck of janitor Harvey Lillard.  That “adjustment” restored Lillard’s
hearing after seventeen years of deafness.

Dr. D. D. Palmer opened the first school of chiropractic in Davenport, Iowa, in 1897.  Dr. Palmer was the first
to use the short-lever high velocity thrusts used by most chiropractors today.

Veterinary chiropractic became a formal discipline when Sharon Willoughby, DVM, DC, founded the
American Veterinary Chiropractic Association in 1989 and opened the first school of veterinary chiropractic.

Philosophy 
“There is a ‘Universal Intelligence’ that is manifest in living things as ‘Innate Intelligence’ which provides

purpose, balance, and direction to all biologic function.” – D. D. Palmer, 1910
The body has inherent wisdom that tends toward self-healing.  Self-healing is mediated by the nervous system

and is therefore enhanced by restoring normal joint motion.
There are over 120 different chiropractic techniques.  Although all of the techniques rely on the belief that

disruption of nerves results in abnormal function, there is tremendous variation in the approach to correct such
disruption.  The variations range from those who adjust only the upper cervicals (Atlas/Axis) believing that
everything else will unravel, to those who work from the sacrum and base of the spine believing that everything
above will unravel.

Chiropractic is “that science and art which utilizes the inherent recuperative powers of the body and deals
with the relationship between the nervous system and the spinal column, including its imme-diate articulations
and the role of this relationship in the restoration and maintenance of health.” – A. E. Homewood

Ninety percent of the input to the nervous system is from joint receptors and stretch receptors in tendons,
ligaments, and muscles.  Chiropractic involves adjusting the joints to restore or maintain optimum functions of all
structures.

Subluxation Complex
The motor unit is the functional unit of the spinal column which allows for movement, flexibility, and

stability.  It consists of two adjacent vertebrae and the associated structures between them (ligaments,
vasculature, joints, nerves, and the contents of the intervertebral foramen).

According to Gatterman, the subluxation complex is “a theoretical model of motion segment dysfunction that
incorporates the complex interaction of pathologic changes in nerve, muscle, ligament, vascular, and connective
tissues.  The chiropractic spinal adjustment restores normal joint motion, which in turn normalizes physiologic
function.”

Subluxation (misalignment) can cause functional or pathological changes affecting local tissues and/or body
systems, and can result in any or all of the following:

-- Neurological or neuropathological changes due to direct or indirect pressure on nerves.  Nerves
   initially respond to pressure with increased stimulation such as spasm, sweating, pain, 

etc.  Sustained pressure causes decreased nerve supply resulting in atrophy, dysfunction 
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of glands, numbness, etc.
-- Kinesiopathological changes – altered joint motion which can manifest either as hypomobility (fixation) or

hypermobility of a motor unit.  Since the intervertebral discs rely on movement to provide a pumping
action for the diffusion of nutrients, prolonged hypomobility can result in degeneration of the I. V. discs.
Hypomobility in one motor unit usually results in hypermobility in other motor units as they body attempts
to compensate for the fixation.  Hypermobility places stress on ligaments and synovial joints resulting in
pain from facet syndrome or stretching of joint capsules.

-- Myopathological changes such as muscle weakness, spasms, strains, lactic acid buildup, etc.  
In the early stages of joint degeneration, restricted mobility is due to changes in muscles and tendons.  In
later stages, mobility is restricted by joint capsule and ligament stricture, followed by intra-articular
adhesions.

-- Biochemical changes in the form of altered hormone levels, organ function, etc.
-- The Sympathetic nerves originate from ganglia at the level of T1-L3 and travel to blood vessels, sweat

glands, smooth muscles, and glands of the head and viscera. Involved with short-term survival – “Fight or
Flight.”

-- The Parasympathetic nerves originate from the brain stem (associated with the cranial nerves:  Oculomotor,
Facial, Glossopharyngeal, and Vagus) and the sacrum (nerves to the urinary tract, reproductive organs,
colon, and rectum). Involved with long-term survival – cardiovascular function, digestion, and excretion.  

Vertebrae are held together by ligaments to form a firm but flexible support structure.  The spinal cord passes
through the center of each vertebra from the brain down through the spinal column.  Nerves branch off and exit
via foramina between the vertebrae from C2 to the Sacrum (there is no intervertebral foramen between C1-C2).
In addition to the spinal nerve, the intervertebral foramina (IVF) contain adipose tissue, dura, CSF, lymphatics,
arteries, veins, and the recurrent meningeal nerve.

The nervous system integrates and controls the functions of all the tissues and cells of the body.  There must
be undisturbed nerve transmission to and from the brain in order for the body to function properly.  The weight of
a dime can cause enough pressure to disrupt nerve function and interfere with communication between the
Central Nervous System (CNS) and body tissues.  Additionally, only a slight change in position of articular facets
results in decreased joint motion.

The interface of the nervous system with gravity is primarily through the feet, and the balance regulating
mechanisms are primarily the upper cervical head righting reflexes and the TMJ.  Therefore, in animals
(primarily horses), proper foot care and dentistry are important in maintaining balance.

The spine accumulates the effects of all injuries, traumas, misuses, etc.  Although confirmation faults are a
known cause of subluxations, in animals, most subluxations occur as a result of their interaction with humans,
i.e., confinement, riding, jerking on a lead, performance demands, ill-fitting equipment.  Animals used to carry
loads will develop subluxations as a result of forces on their backs which is compounded by improper foot care
and/or ill-fitting tack, etc.  Obviously, subluxations can be caused by trauma, but even the birth process can lead
to subluxations if the spine is subjected to abnormal forces during delivery.

Symptoms of subluxations include but are not limited to pain, movement abnormalities with or without
lameness, cinchiness, objection to touch or grooming, behavioral problems, incontinence, cribbing, colic, chronic
diarrhea, etc.  Since every tissue in the body is supplied by nerves, virtually any symptom could be caused by
vertebral misalignments.  Additionally, it is important to consider extremity joint misalignment in any lameness,
i.e., anterior carpals, lateral scapula, etc.

Clinical Goals
The clinical goals of chiropractic are to relieve pain and symptoms, restore normal function, promote healing,

and prevent degeneration.
A proper chiropractic adjustment is a high-velocity controlled thrust on a specific joint.  Slow or rough

techniques and inaccurate adjustments cause pain and guarding and can damage tissue.  Any technique that
requires joints to go through an unnatural range of motion is potentially career-ending and therefore potentially
life-threatening for the animal.  The use of ropes, mallets, and other such devices, as well as long-lever
techniques, are dangerous and absolutely unacceptable.

Although sedation is unnecessary and is generally counterproductive, relaxation techniques may be necessary
before a nervous animal or one in extreme pain will allow chiropractic to be performed.  Acceptable/appropriate
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relaxation techniques include the use of Bach Flower remedies, aromatherapy, massage, acupressure, Logan
Basic technique (actually a chiropractic technique involving work on the sacrotuberous ligament), etc.

One should follow a systematic approach when performing chiropractic.  As with any modality, obtain a
proper history and any indicated lab work or radiographs.  Observe the animal’s posture and note imbalances,
atrophy, etc.  Also be sure to evaluate the feet – toenail length, hoof balance, etc.  Perform a gait analysis – the
walk is usually the most informative gait - then evaluate via both static palpation (heat, pain, etc.) and motion
palpation.  Check all joints, starting with the head and ending with the tail making sure to evaluate the extremity
joints, including the TMJ.  Also, evaluate the housing and tack/equipment used.

Chiropractic takes time because the body is allowed to heal itself after the proper nerve functioning has been
restored.  Animals generally recover rapidly, but older animals and more serious or long-standing problems take
more time.  Even if the problem does not completely resolve, almost all of the animals experience an
improvement in quality of life.  When properly and appropriately applied, Chiropractic can be life changing and
often life saving.
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HEALING WITH THE BACH FLOWER REMEDIES
Adrienne “Pia”  Moore,  D.V.M.

*** The following information was obtained from multiple seminars,  books and private sessions with the “Late
Great”  Jessica Bear, PhD, ND, as well as the writings of Dr. Edward Bach, and the whispers of Angels. ***

History
The Bach Flower Remedies were discovered in 1930 by Dr. Edward Bach (1886-1936), who was both a

pioneer in medical research and a highly respected homeopathic physician. He was honored for his discovery
of the Seven Nosodes, which were intestinal bacteria used as a vaccine in the treatment of chronic illness. The
discovery of the flower remedies was the result of Dr. Bach’ s growing frustration with medical science, which
he felt had gotten too far away from God and Nature.

After spending many hours in hospital wards studying patients and their response to disease, Dr. Bach
noticed that the personality and attitude of the patient played a more important role in recovery than the
medical treatment. He discovered that disease (dis-ease) was the result of a conflict between the body, mind
and soul. He believed that one could prevent disease from manifesting in the physical realm, by recognizing
and removing the conflict between the mind and soul. To treat physical symptoms without addressing the
relationship between body, mind and soul is to treat the disease rather than the patient, and will result in
reoccurrence of the disease at a later time, or in another form.

Although prepared in a homeopathic manner, the flower remedies are not considered to be homeopathic
remedies.  Whereas homeopathy only allows the patient to return to a state of homeostasis or zero-illness, the
flower remedies replace fault with virtue, thus raising the body to an elevated state, or higher vibration. The
flower remedies increase the Divinity within, which is the source of True Healing.

The Bach Flower Remedies consist of 38 different essences or virtues, that may be used in any combination.
Although discovered with human patients in mind, the remedies work on all of God’ s creations. Since they will
not interfere with any other treatment modality they can be used in conjunction with homeopathy, chiropractic,
acupuncture, etc. Additionally, they are non-toxic and since it is virtually impossible to overdose on virtue, the
remedies cannot be overdosed.

“Every one of us is a healer…not only can we heal ourselves, but we have the great privilege of being able
to help others to heal themselves, and the only qualifications necessary are love and sympathy.”  Edward Bach.

How to Prepare and Use the Remedies
When preparing and taking the remedies, it is important not to touch the tip of the dropper because they can

easily be contaminated. Also, it is important to protect them from sunlight, microwaves, computers, etc. The
remedies are vibrational, therefore the vibration or potency can be increased by shaking them, but it is
important to shake them only in a vertical direction.

The remedies can either be taken straight from the stock bottle, or from a dilution bottle which may contain
up to six of the remedies. To prepare a dilution bottle, place ½  - 1 tablespoon of brandy or vinegar in a one
ounce dropper bottle and fill with spring water. Then add 6-8 drops of each of the desired remedies to the
bottle. NOTE: Shake each of the individual remedies vertically prior to adding them to the dilution bottle, then
shake the combined solution thoroughly.

Since the remedies work on a vibrational level, they can be administered either internally or externally.
Several examples of their use are listed below:

A few drops can be placed under the tongue.
Several drops (i.e. 6-8) can be placed in a glass of water or in an animal’ s water dish so that it may be

sipped as desired throughout the day.
If the individual is unable to drink, drops can be placed on the lips, on or behind the ears, elsewhere on the
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face and/or the inside of the wrists.
Soaking in the remedies can be very beneficial. Place 10-15 drops in the tub as it is filling and soak as

desired. For large animals, the remedies can be added to a bucket of water and applied as a sponge bath.
The remedies can be placed directly on any injured, stressed or painful site.
Spray misting the remedies can be extremely effective. Add 8-10 drops to 2 ounces of spring water in a

spray bottle and mist the room, cage, stall, individual, etc.
In acute or emergency situations, the remedies can be given or taken every 5-15 minutes until the symptoms

are alleviated or relief is felt. For immediate results,  place a few drops on the tongue and breathe in
deeply, or place a few drops in your hand and cup it over the nostril of the animal so it may breathe in
the remedies. Also,  place several drops on the individual’ s face, over the heart and the inside of the
wrists.

*** There is no wrong way to take the remedies and it is not necessary to be precise in counting the drops.
*** There is no wrong remedy.  There are no side effects nor toxicities with the remedies and they cannot be

overdosed.

Quotes from the Writings of Dr. Bach:
“Health is our heritage, our right. It is the complete and full union between the soul, mind and body.
True healing can be obtained by right replacing wrong, good replacing evil and light replacing dark.

Sickness and wrong are not to be conquered by direct fighting but by replacing them with good. Darkness is
removed by light, not by greater darkness; hate by love, cruelty by sympathy and pity and disease by health.

The action of the remedies is to raise our vibrations and open our channels for the reception of our Spiritual
Self to flood our natures with the particular virtue we need and wash out from us the fault which is causing
harm.

The healing herbs by comforting, by soothing, by relieving our care, our anxieties, bring us nearer to the
Divinity within. And it is that increase of the Divinity within which heals us.”

The Bach Flower Remedies

RESCUE REMEDY (aka: Five Flower Formula) This is the only combination of remedies that Dr. Bach put
together to be used as a single remedy. It consists of Cherry Plum, Clematis, Impatiens, Rock Rose and Star of
Bethlehem. It is an incredible remedy that can be used for any traumatic or stressful event.
PERSONALITIES

This category consists of twelve of the flowers. They are considered to be at the core of the being. They are
also referred to as the twelve aspects of Love.

ENABLERS - allow things to happen to themselves.
CENTUARY – people pleasers, easily taken advantage of, at the mercy of the wicked. They won’ t fight for

themselves, but will die for others. Confuse service with sacrifice. When in balance, they become
helpers rather than servants. The remedy brings about powerful will.

CERATO – confuse intelligence with wisdom and lust with love. They are gullible and easily taken
advantage of. They ask for advice but do not take it. The remedy brings about wisdom.

GENTIAN – doubt their abilities,  are easily discouraged. They are resigned to failure and refuse to try, so
are difficult to teach. The remedy brings about faith and understanding.

MIMULUS – the most sensitive of all the personalities. They feel victimized, powerless and fearful. They
use hatefulness for protection - fear acted out is hate. The remedy instills innocence, purity, fearlessness
and compassion.

MEDIATORS - the thinkers and observers that try to avoid conflict.
AGRIMONY – the masters of denial. They feel ashamed and tormented by the past. They stuff their

emotions and resort to substance abuse, practical jokes or dangerous activities. The remedy instills inner
peace and unity with God.

CLEMATIS – mentally and spiritually ungrounded, feel in exile on Earth. Tend to be daydreamers and
procrastinators. The remedy can restore intuition and focus. When in balance, they are the natural artists
and psychics.
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SCLERANTHUS – they are indecisive and unproductive. They tend to suffer energy and mood swings.
They waste their lives desiring something rather than working to accomplish it. The remedy brings about
balance, so the person can be decisive and steadfast.

WATER VIOLET – they are prideful and arrogant. They don’ t trust emotions and don’ t respect emotional
people. They prefer to be alone but end up being lonely. They use silence for power. The remedy brings
in humility so the person is free of ego and full of the Holy Spirit. It is considered to be Liquid Joy. It
restores joy and helps process through grief.

DOMINATORS - the extroverts that tend to take charge.
CHICORY – the most powerful manipulators.  They tend to be very possessive and may be greedy and

abusive. The remedy brings about unconditional love, complete devotion and holy respect.
IMPATIENS – They are impatient, anxious, unforgiving and can be cruel. They tend to be perfectionists

and are very critical. The remedy brings about patience and forgiveness. Forgiveness takes the pain
away.

ROCK ROSE – they tend to be phobic, paranoid and/or hysterical. They are prone to panic and often suffer
from nightmares. The remedy instills dauntless courage and trust in the presence of God.

VERVAIN – they are very intense,  intolerant and judgmental. They tend to be workaholics and make
everything an issue. The remedy brings about compassion and tolerance of others.

MUSTARD – is considered the 13  personality and some feel it is what the other personalities vibrate to. Itth

is also often categorized as one of the Assistants. This personality type may be manic/depressive and may
be lost in the abyss of depression. This remedy is considered to instill pure Light. When in balance, this
personality is considered to be the “Master of the Light” .

HELPERS – The action of the Helpers is to stabilize the personalities. They address the genetic history of the
individual and deal with the belief systems imposed on us by others.

GORSE – associated with father issues including Father God. Used for feelings of hopelessness. Indicated
when there is a loss of the twinkle in the eye or there are dark circles under the eyes. The remedy instills
hope, stability and direction.

HEATHER – associated with mother issues including Mother Earth. Useful for those caught in a circle of
self obsessive behavior. Indicated for individuals that are needy and lonely. This type tends to talk a lot
because they fear that if they are quiet, they do not exist.  The remedy instills love, understanding and
reassurance.

OAK – representative of Christ.  The oak types carry the cross for others. This type tends to be responsible
to a fault and snap when they take on too much. The remedy instills perseverance.

OLIVE – represent divine animation of the Holy Spirit. It is indicated in cases of exhaustion and stress. The
remedy stimulates the adrenal glands and restores energy.

ROCK WATER – representative of the Holy Spirit. Indicated for those who are overly rigid or strict. This
type gets stuck in their patterns and rules. The remedy balances the heart and mind and allows the
individual to “go with the flow” .

VINE – animates Gorse and strengthens our connection to God. It is indicated for those who do not respect
others and thus tend to be dictatorial. The remedy instills respect. It assists one to speak and lead with
authority rather than arrogance.

WILD OAT – is associated with the Define destiny. It is indicated for any life change. The remedy
stimulates the 3  eye. It opens doors for new opportunities so that we may see the path before us.rd

Common Associations:
Gorse – is often the Helper for Gentian, Rock Rose and Water Violet, because these personality types
give up easily.
Oak – is often the Helper for Agrimony, Impatiens and Vervain, because these types tend to take on too

much.
Heather – is often the Helper for Mimulus because these types tend to be fearful and lonely and need the

love and reassurance instilled by Heather.
Olive – is often required with the Centaury,  Chicory,  Heather and Vervain types because they tend to suck
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energy out.

ASSISTANTS -- The action of the Assistants is to animate the personalities. They represent passing emotions,
not the main disorder. They work on the auric field and reconnect us to who we are. They are divided into
several sub-categories.

Uncertainty
Hornbeam – for the “Monday Morning Feeling” , for the feeling of not wanting to face the day or some

issue, etc. It is used for mental fatigue and symptoms of low blood pressure.
Fear

Aspen – for illogical fear, anxiety and psychic attacks
Cherry Plum – for loss of physical,  mental or emotional control. It is helpful to calm the hysterical. The

remedy helps surrender to the control of God.
Red Chestnut – for the “what-if”  worriers. For those who fear that if they don’ t worry about it enough, it

will happen. The remedy also can give the ability to project out and connect with the one who is being
worried about.

Not Sufficient Interest in Present Circumstances
Chestnut Bud – to break bad habit patterns. It makes one aware of the pattern so that it may be changed. 
Honeysuckle – for those who live in the past, or suffer regrets or homesickness, etc. The remedy

replenishes vital energies.
White Chestnut – for constant and persistent unwanted thoughts. The remedy helps to quiet the mind.
Wild Rose – for apathy, monotony,  etc.  It is useful in those that appear resigned to accept life without

complaint. The remedy helps to create spontaneity and brings fun back into life.
Overconcern for the Welfare of Others

Beech – for perfectionists that tend to complain and be very critical of others. The remedy covers nerve
endings, resulting in decreased pain and improved tolerance.

Oversensitive to Ideas or Influences
Holly – for those who are overly sensitive and prone to feelings of anger, envy, etc. The remedy helps the

person become more self accepting.
Walnut – protects from tangible influences such as people, pollen, etc. The remedy also helps the individual

adjust to transitions. It increases auric thickness.
Despondency or Despair

Crab Apple – for a feeling of being unclean or guilty. The remedy helps to improve self-image and removes
feelings of shame, etc.

Elm – is for overwhelm. For momentary feelings of inadequacy and being overwhelmed by responsibilities.
Larch – for lack of self confidence and feelings of inferiority.
Pine – for overachievers. This remedy is for people that don’ t feel deserving and cannot accept a

compliment. They blame themselves for everything and set themselves up for a fall.
Sweet Chestnut – for being at wit’ s end and those moments of deep despair when the anguish seems to be

unbearable.
Star of Bethlehem – for any mentally, physically or emotionally traumatic event. The remedy gives comfort,

like being wrapped in the wings of an Angel.
Willow – for resentment and those who feel like victims. The remedy returns personal power so the

individual can’ t be abused by others.

REACTIVE REMEDIES
The Bach Flower Remedies uncover latent virtues in the person and generally work very gently. However,

in rare cases an individual may experience an emotional cleanse that may be disturbing. Emotional toxins
accumulated over a lifetime can actually cause changes in the blood chemistry. An accumulation of these toxins
will lead to diseases so they must be removed if true health is to be achieved.

The emotional cleanse may last for a few seconds or may continue throughout the day. During the cleanse,
it is recommended that the remedy be taken every 5 to 15 minutes until the cleanse has subsided. Taking
Rescue Remedy can help ease the reaction.
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There are 9 Reactive Remedies:
Agrimony – the reaction is to talk, talk, talk.
Centaury – the remedy allows them to speak up and say “No”  when they want to.
Cherry Plum – this is considered to be the most reactive.  It allows the person to release all of their

emotions.
Crab Apple – allows the release of stored up chemical and emotional toxins. The individual may experience

nausea, sluggishness, etc.
Holly – releases ANGER!
Impatiens – this reaction is rare, but many temporarily increase impatience and nervousness.
Mustard – this reaction is also very rare, but it may temporarily increase depression.
Water Violet – the reaction is crying.
Willow – this release usually occurs physically resulting in aching joints and muscles and the release of

mucus.

Bach Flowers for Animals
Agrimony – for the animal that doesn’ t complain, even when obviously in pain. Also for any kind of skin

infestation or irritation as well as for restless animals.
Aspen – for animals that “spook”  easily or become anxious for unknown reasons. Also for when an animal

senses impending harm (i.e. before storms or earthquakes).
Beech – for intolerances of any kind; grasses, insects,  weather, people, etc. Also for picky eaters and

animals that constantly complain.
Centaury – for animals that do not stand up for themselves and to increase the will to live when fighting an

illness or injury.
Cerato – for the inattentive animal that learns very slowly and is easily distracted. Also for animals with

ailments that are difficult to diagnose and treat.
Cherry Plum– for animals that become hysterical, vicious, active etc. Also for animals that lose control of

bodily functions (i.e. incontinence), are destructive 
Chestnut bud – to break bad habits. Also to increase memory retention and to assist in training.
Chicory – for the overly possessive animal and to assist in letting go of an owner, offspring, etc.
Clematis – increases the ability to focus and can help to restore consciousness.
Crab Apple – to cleanse all wounds, rashes, etc. Also to help get rid of odors and poor self image.
Elm – for the easily overwhelmed or high strung animal.  Also for being overwhelmed by traveling,

grooming, strangers, etc.
Gentian – for setbacks of any kind. For depression due to abuse, being sold, long term illness, etc.
Gorse – for when the animal shows signs of giving up, in cases such as severe illness,  abuse or neglect, or

after the owner dies.
Heather – for the animal that has to be the center of attention, or for animals that seem to be lonely.
Holly – for animals that exhibit negative emotions such as anger, jealousy, etc.
Honeysuckle – for homesickness, being separated from loved ones and to stimulate vital energies.
Hornbeam – for animals that appear lethargic during working times, but have plenty of energy during play

time. Also for the slow starters.
Impatiens – for the animal that is very nervous or easily agitated. Also for any emotional or physical pain.
Larch – for cowering animals and for those that lack self confidence.
Mimulus – for fearful animals and those that have been abused. Also for abused animals that have become

vicious.
Mustard – for the animal that is experiencing deep depression. Also for hormone imbalances.
Oak – for the over burdened animal, to help build strength following malnutrition or overwork and for any

loss of bodily control.
Olive – for exhaustion from any long ordeal and for exhaustion fo the adrenals due to allergies, etc.
Pine – for the animal that tries to over please people, yet is often rejected. Also for the animal that assumes

guilt any time the owner is upset.
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Red Chestnut – for the animal that seems to worry about its owner or other animals and for when an
animal senses impending danger (i.e. storms).

Rock Rose – for any form of terror or panic, for overly fearful animals and after any terrifying event.
Rock Water – for animals who refuse to accept new training methods, feeding practices etc. Also for those

with stiff joints or muscles.
Scleranthus – for equilibrium or neurologic difficulties, seizures, one sided problems and energy or mood

swings.
Star of Bethlehem – for any time comfort is needed. Should be used following any emotional or physical

trauma.
Sweet Chestnut – to increase mental and physical energy to deal with any long ordeal or competitive event

or to endure being confined in small spaces, etc.
Vervain – for the intense, hyperactive animal that seems to have inexhaustible energy.
Vine – for the animal that considers itself dominant over all others, including the owner. It also should be

given before competitive events to make the animal stand up and be noticed.
Walnut – protects against outside influences such as pollens, pollutants,  other animals, etc. It also can assist

in transitions (i.e., moving, changing owners etc.).
Water Violet – for animals that prefer to be left alone and should be used for any form of grief.
White Chestnut – to quiet the animal’ s mind during training and competitive events.
Wild Oat – for the animal that seems depressed or bored and for the animal that is not doing what it was

trained to do.
Wild Rose – for apathy such as that found in animals confined in small spaces. The remedy can add a sense

of fun to life.
Willow – for resentment, which may be in response to abuse or lack of attention.

Suggested Combinations for Animals
Allergies – Agrimony, Chestnut Bud, Chicory, Olive, Vervain, Walnut
Arthritis – Agrimony, Beech, Gorse, Impatiens, Oak Willow, Rock Water.
Chronic Illness – Centaury, Crab Apple, Gorse, Honeysuckle, Mustard, Willow
Pain – Beech, Impatiens, Star of Bethlehem, Wild Rose
Nervous Animals – Aspen, Larch, Mimulus, Sweet Chestnut, Five Flower Formula (Rescue Remedy).
Unpredictable Animals – Aspen, Elm, Mustard, Scleranthus, Sweet Chestnut, Five Flower Formula.
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THE JAPANESE SYSTEM OF REIKI: BASICS AND APPLICATION
TO ANIMALS. GENTLE AND NONINVASIVE ENERGY HEALING

TECHNIQUES FOR BALANCE, RELAXATION AND SUPPORT OF
HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
Kathleen Prasad, Reiki Master Teacher

What Is Reiki?

The Word 
Rei is “spirit,” and Ki is “energy,” so literally, the word Reiki translates as “spiritual energy.”  Thus in reality,

all things consist of Reiki, since all things are made of energy.  This energy travels through us to the beings who
need healing. We often feel it more strongly as coming through our hands, but in reality Reiki flows through all
our energy centers and pathways (i.e. chakras and meridians), so is moving throughout our whole body. The more
you practice with Reiki, the more you will feel the energy flow.

The System 
Reiki is also used to describe a Japanese energy healing system used originally for spiritual development and

used today for “hands-on” healing. There are five elements of the system of Reiki, all of which must be used in
order to be technically considered a “practitioner.” We are called “practitioners” of this system not “healers”
since it is not our own energy we use to offer healing; we channel healing energy from the universe around us. 

The five elements (as defined by the International House of Reiki) are: the five precepts, breathing techniques,
healing treatments, symbols and mantras, and the receiving of Reiju, “spiritual blessing,” from a teacher.

The system of Reiki is defined as a “practice,” so your intention and commitment to the “doing” of Reiki is
important to your development, healing, and understanding of the healing process, as well as your ability to
channel more energy for healing.  Practicing Reiki can deepen your intuition and cause tremendous internal
healing on all levels. 

Reiki is holistic: it can be used for physical, mental/emotional, and spiritual healing.  As the nature of Reiki is
perfect energetic balance, it always finds the origin of the problem (since all health problems are “dis-ease” or
imbalance) and works for the highest good (rebalancing and clearing the energy “flow”).  

Uses
Reiki maintains health, heals illnesses and injuries on all levels, and can ease the transition between life and

death. Remember, healing doesn't necessarily mean physical cure; healing could mean a spiritual rebalancing
before a being passes on.  Use Reiki hands-on the body, or several feet from the body, in water or food, on plants,
clothes, bedding, or to clear and balance the energy of rooms or objects.  Reiki is not only a way to heal others,
but also a way to bring healing to your own life every day. 

A Brief History of Reiki
Reiki comes to us and the modern world through the teaching lineage of Mikao Usui.  Usui lived in Japan

during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.  Little is known about his personal life. What we do know is: he was
born into a Hatamoto Samurai family (a high level of Samurai) and studied as a child in a Tendai Buddhist
Monastery. He began studying martial arts at age 12 and gained the highest proficiency in weaponry and
grappling. After a varied career that took him to many countries, he eventually opened a center of “Usui hands-on
healing”, the aim of which was to achieve enlightenment. Unlike religion, there was no belief system attached.
He used attunements w/students only to remind them of their spiritual connection. He also integrated mantras and
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meditations into his teachings. Hand positions and symbols were added to his system later to help students who
had difficulty sensing the energy.

Over time, the practices and teachings of Reiki have evolved to reflect the people who teach Reiki.  For
example, this class emphasizes animal Reiki. Today, there are many lineages and branches of Reiki, each with its
own teachings and emphasis.  Remember, that Reiki is energetic in essence, and although these individual
humanistic differences are interesting, they do not affect the inherent healing power that is Reiki. In other words,
there is no “good” lineage or “bad” lineage. Reiki is beyond us: it is the very healing energy of the universe,
present in and all around us. The most important keys to your success as a practitioner are your own intention to
heal and the commitment you make to your own personal practice.  In finding Reiki Teachers to guide your own
practice and healing journey, find Teachers who resonate with your inner truth and support you in following your
heart's path.

Reiki Self-healing Strategies

1) Hands-on Healing: 

Before You Begin

Body Position
The below treatment techniques can be used when you are seated or lying down. Make sure you are

comfortable so that you can relax into each position. For certain positions, try resting your arms on a pillow or
two. Hands should be placed lightly on areas suggested below and/or any other areas that your intuition may
guide you to for healing.

Intention
Before you begin a self-treatment, set your intention that you are open to receive whatever healing you need

most. There may be something specific you which to focus on for healing; in this case, bring your thoughts to
whatever healing issue (physical, mental, emotional or spiritual) you feel is important, and set your intention that
you are open to receive healing in this area.

Hands-on Healing Technique
(For a full self-treatment, allow 30-60 minutes)

Position 1. Hands cupped over eyes
Position 2. Hands on sides of head
Position 3. Hands on back of head
Position 4. One hand on top of head, the other on back of neck
Position 5. Both hands over heart
Position 6-10. Hands on front of abdomen, starting below the bust line, and moving down to the pelvis.
Positions 11-15. Hands on back, first a shoulders, then moving down back where you are able to reach,

finishing on the tailbone.

Additional Positions 
Hands can be put over the various joints (which are small energy centers) such as the shoulders, elbows,

wrists, hips, knees and ankles. Hands can also be placed directly over areas known to need healing, OR using
your intuition, let your hands go where they are drawn.

2) Self-healing with the 5 Precepts of Reiki
Usui believed the following Precepts to be important guides to spiritual development and healing

For today only
Do not anger
Do not worry
Be Humble
Be honest in your work
Be compassionate to yourself and others
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Choose one or more to focus on when doing a hands-on self-treatment.
This exercise supports daily healing. As you place your hands on various positions, set your intention that you

are open to receive the wisdom and healing of the precept, “Be humble” today and at this very moment.

3) Self-healing Through Reiki Meditation
Since Reiki is a Japanese system, there are several Japanese meditations traditionally used when practicing

Reiki. Below is instruction for one traditional Japanese Reiki meditation used to support mental focus, clear your
energetic channel and strengthen your energetic connection.

Joshin Kokyu Ho  
Focusing the mind on one thing with breath. It is used to focus the mind, clear the meridians and to build

energy in the “hara”. The “hara” is the energy center a few finger widths below your naval. It is considered the
energetic connection between you and the universal life force.

1) Sit and gassho - to centre the mind and set intent. Close your eyes.  
2) Place your hands in your lap, palms facing upwards.  
3) With each in breath feel the energy coming in through the nose, moving down to the hara and filling the

body with energy.  
4) On the out breath expand the energy out of the body, through your skin and continue to expand the energy

out into your surroundings. 
5) Repeat steps 3 and 4 until finished. The exercise may take anywhere from 5 minutes to half an hour. If you

begin to feel dizzy then finish the exercise and slowly build on the amount of practice time. 
6) Gassho - to give thanks.

Treating Other People
“Creating a Space Where Healing Can Happen”

Setting Intention
Simply ask the person to set their intention to be open to receive whatever they need most. Set your own

intention that you are open to be the clearest channel through which Reiki can flow to whatever the person needs
most. 

Comfort
Make sure the person is comfortably seated or lying down. Remind them to tell you if your hands press too

hard (or maybe too soft) as you move from position to position. Let them know it's ok to move, shift positions, or
even get up and use the bathroom in the middle of treatment (yes, this is a common result of deep energy work!).

Focus
You may have an idea what the health issue may be (for instance, the person may have told you, “I have a

headache.”) or you may be offering Reiki for a general treatment (for instance, perhaps the person doesn't have
anything specifically they have asked for, but just want to “try it”.). Either way, you know Reiki will flow like a
magnet to whatever the person needs most. 

Focus at the beginning of the treatment on your intention to be a clear channel through which Reiki can flow.
You may initially think about the areas needing healing, but once you have set your intention and focus, it's ok to
just “let go and let Reiki.” You may find your mind wandering this is natural. Just take notice of your thoughts
and gently bring them back to your original intent and focus.

With regular practice, it will get much easier to remain focused for longer periods of time. You will find
yourself going deeply into a “Reiki zone” as you offer Reiki, feeling as if you are in a deep meditative place.
Relax and allow yourself to become an empty and clear channel through which the Reiki can flow easily and
strongly.

Hands-on Treatment Positions for Humans, Taught by Usui
(Allow several minutes up to 30 minutes for the treatment.)

These positions were originally taught by Usui, client is sitting, practitioner is standing
Position 1 Stand behind person Hands on forehead
Position 2 Stand behind person Fingertips on both temples
Position 3 Stand to the side of person Fingertips on back of head and forehead.
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Position 4 Stand behind person Fingertips on either side of neck
Position 5 Stand behind person Fingertips on the crown at top of the head

Usui taught to treat the rest of the body through intuition, if at all.

Treating Animals
“Creating a Healing Partnership with Your Approach”

Before You Begin Prepare Yourself and the Space
Find a small space the animal is familiar with in which to treat for example a small room in the house, or the

animal's stall in the barn, etc.  Allow the animal to move around freely don't restrain him or her during treatment.
Stand nearby, sit on a chair or relax on the floor or a cushion, whatever is most comfortable for you and the

animal. Rest your hands on your lap rather than pointing them at the animal.  If your muscles are relaxed, the
energy will be able to flow freely and you will be able to stay focused easier.

Allow yourself an undisturbed time duration of 30-60 minutes.  Allow enough time that the animal is able to
relax and maybe even fall asleep.  You also may go into a deep meditative space.  When you or the animal
“comes out” of this relaxed place, this is a usual indication that the treatment is over.

Get centered and connected with Reiki through a few moments of meditation or hands-on healing.

Setting Intention/Asking Permission
Simply ask the animal if he or she would like to receive a Reiki treatment. You can do this by actually saying

(in words or in your mind), “Would you like some Reiki today?” or, setting your intention that you will be
offering healing in whatever amount he or she is open to (or none at all). Reassure the animal that he or she need
take only what Reiki he or she is comfortable with you will simply be offering healing and it is his or her choice
whether and how much to receive.

Focus
There may be something specific you which to focus on for healing; in this case, set your intention that you

are open and offering the animal healing in this area and any other area which the animal may need. Once you
have set your intention and focus, let yourself “let go and let Reiki.” The stronger the energy flows, the deeper
you will find yourself going into a meditative state with a quiet mind and still thoughts. You may find your mind
wandering--this is natural. Just take notice of your thoughts if they wander and gently bring them back to your
original intent and focus.

Golden Rules Power of Choice and Respecting Boundaries
Initially stay 5-10 feet away from the animal.  Allow the animal to come to you if they wish, and if not,

remember you will be just as effective from a short distance! It is more important that the animal has choice than
that you have your hands on them!  Once they realize that they can choose whether to receive Reiki, and that you
will let them choose how to receive the treatment, many animals will come up and place different body parts on
your hands, depending on what their healing needs are, and their comfort level with the energy.  By not forcing
hands-on treatment, you are building trust and confidence, allowing the animal to be an active participant in the
healing process.

Hand Positions?  Not Important!  
Animal treatment is very different than human treatment  You may be drawn to certain areas, or the animal

may want you to focus on certain areas.  You may do only one or two positions during the whole treatment.
Remember, Reiki will go where it needs to go, regardless of where your hands are, so focus on what the animal
wants and let him or her show you the best positions (if any) to use!

Don't Force a Treatment!
Signs of Acceptance  eye contact, pushing body into your hands, lying down or falling asleep, sighs, deep

breaths, yawns; also you may feel the flow of energy in your hands or other parts of your body.
Signs That the Animal Is Saying “No” to Treatment  They will move as far away as possible, turn away, avoid

eye contact AND remain agitated for more than a few minutes. The main sign is they will not settle or relax after
several minutes.

Ending a Treatment  
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Place your hands over your heart or in gassho and say “Thank you Reiki” 3 times (it reminds you that you are
merely a channel for the energy) and also thank the animal for his participation and acceptance.  Remember to
trust Reiki and accept the outcome of the treatment, whatever it may be.

Useful Self-treatment Resources
Card Deck, Use the Reiki Techniques Card Deck, Heal Yourself Intuitively by Frans and Bronwen Stiene for a fun and intuitive way to treat

yourself. 

Book: The Japanese Art of Reiki by Frans and Bronwen Stiene for more detailed and structured meditative techniques with a “Martial Arts”

bent.

CDs (Order Through Www.cafepress.com/theihreikishop)

Reiki Tenohira CD by Frans and Bronwen Stiene, Guided practice of hand positions for self-treatment with meditation music.

Reiki Ho CD by Frans and Bronwen Stiene Guided practice of the traditional Japanese technique of Hatsurei Ho with meditation music.

Recommended Book about Treating Humans: Your Reiki Treatment by Bronwen and Frans Stiene This book is a detailed look at the Reiki

treatment from the perspectives of both practitioner and client. Very thorough!

Recommended Books for Treating Animals

1. Animal Reiki Using Energy to Heal the Animals in Your Life, by Elizabeth Fulton and Kathleen Prasad. The first book of its kind, devoted

solely to Reiki and animals, including special chapters focusing on treatment of different species. Includes “how-to” information along

with real life stories of animal healing from the authors' experiences.

2. Tails from the Source The Animal Reiki Source Newsletter Collection, Volume I, Edited by Kathleen Prasad. A collection of stories about

animals and Reiki healing collected from practitioners around the world. M any species are represented in this volume, including horses,

dogs, cats, and guinea pigs.
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UNDERSTANDING CHRONIC PAIN AND THE ROLE OF
ACUPUNCTURE
Kerry J. Ridgway, DVM

Pain: a Definition and Introduction
The International Association for the Study of Pain has defined pain as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional

experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage.”  Pain has a1

physical component that is determined by an individual’s nociceptive system to a given stimulus. It also has an
emotional component that is determined by the responsiveness of an individual’s limbic system to any particular
noxious stimulus. One can also consider a rational component of pain that derives from an objective
interpretation of pain by the cerebral cortex.2 

Excellent research work has been done in the field of “chronic pain,” however; few physicians and even
fewer veterinarians are adequately familiar with the concepts, manifestations, etiology and appropriate treatment
of chronic pain. The many faceted syndromes of chronic pain have only come to legitimate standing in human
medicine during the past 30 years. Similar types of syndromes in the equine and companion animals are seldom
recognized in the world of veterinary medicine. However, an understanding regarding the concepts of etiology
and treatment can be of immense value to the clinical practitioner and the patient.

Chronic Pain Vs. Acute Pain
Chronic pain, as distinct from acute pain, distinguishes itself by its persistence in the absence of any

inflammatory disease or any evidence of a detectable injury. It must be emphasized that this type of pain is very
real phenomenon! It is a markedly debilitating condition that is a frustrating for both the physician/veterinarian
and the patient. Until brought into light in the human field by such physicians as Janet Travel, and David Simon3

in a definitive work on the subject, patients with chronic pain were generally considered by medical profession to
be hypochondriacs and psychosomatic cases. Patients were frequently, (and in many instance still are) referred
for psychiatric evaluation, counseling and therapy. In the equine there is a strong tendency to dismiss pain as
behavioral or training issues. As a prey animal, the equine reacts to pain by avoidance or aggressive tactics if
flight or avoidance is not an option. Much of the “mis-behavior” exhibited by horses is response to pain.

There are at least two other distinct types of pain that need to be defined and differentiated from chronic pain.
These include nociceptive pain of the type that is incurred with a wound, sprain, strain, or a burn, i.e. an
immediate pain. In and of itself the lesions generally heal and pain manifestations disappear and do not lead to
recurrent pain. The other type of pain is associated with inflammatory conditions. Inflammatory pain is generally
self-limiting unless it is associated with conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis. Chronic pain in contrast to these
other types is distinguished by a lack of evidence of current trauma or of inflammation.

However, if one delves (often years back) into the patient’s history it is frequently discovered that there has
been prior injury to the now painful area. History may also indicate that at some period before the onset of
chronic pain significant “over-use” was involved. Relating this to equine medicine, over-use situations are a
prevalent fact of life in the world of equine competition. Other major factors in the production of chronic pain in
all species include the development of spondylosis and a resultant nerve root inflammation, i.e. radiculopathy.
Radiculopathy also is a factor in acute pain of spinal origin.

The field of psycho-neuro-immunology, addressing relationships between body and mind, is an exploding
medical field (recognized in traditional Chinese medicine for centuries). Although this connection can be
somewhat more difficult to define in animals, information obtained from a good history, can elicit information
from an observant owner such that a connection between soma and psyche can be drawn in animals as well.
Psychological aspects (e.g. fear) create stress. The body then manifests ongoing physiological responses as
response to that stress – especially stress applied over long periods of time. In the equine those stresses
eventually lead to pain, decreased performance, subclinical and eventually frank lameness.
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In the horse, the history and role of stress cannot be over-emphasized when evaluating the possibility of a
diagnosis of chronic pain and acute pain from such stressors as as speed (as in racing), strength (as in pulling),
isometric contraction (as in dressage), fatigue from too many contractions (as in endurance). . Horses under work
and mental stress are often immune compromised to some degree. The reasons for compromize are many.
Consider the stress that is incurred in heavy showing schedules, transportation stress, stress associated with
shipping long distances, isolation stress and stress induced by the thwarting of herd behavior. 

Immunization can also produce stress and result in an up-regulated adrenal response. Animals under stress
from any source are poor candidates for vaccines and for worming. As a minimum, the immune response to the
vaccines is compromised and worse, the procedures may add to the level of immune incompetence that the horse
is already experiencing, Stress and immune compromise can lead to recurrent manifestations of chronic pain and
lameness. 

Proven syndromes in the human field that are linked to stress include myofascial pain in the “fright and flight”
muscles e.g. temporal mandibular joint syndrome, irritable bowel syndrome, leaky gut syndrome and (headaches
in the human). There is reason to suspect that when we see these same or similar syndromes in our equine
patients that they too are likely related to the soma-psyche stress cycle.

Signs and Symptoms and Diagnosis of Pain and Chronic Pain
Unlike acute pain, coming to a diagnosis of chronic pain syndrome often has to be achieved by ruling out

other sources that can cause pain. A prime rule out would certainly include recent trauma. It would also include
rule-outs in the category of degenerative joint disease. (It must be noted that some degenerative joint disease can
be the result of chronic pain itself. This will be discussed in more detail later in this paper. Functional disease i.e.
internal medical conditions must also be ruled out as a source of the observed pain. Conventional diagnostics,
including chemistry, and the various imaging techniques should be employed. 

The most common form of chronic pain is often manifested as a “Myofascial Pain Syndrome” (MPS). A
search of the literature historically provides at least forty-five names used for the syndrome though the last 100
years.  This multiple nomenclature has lead to much confusion and disagreement within the medical community.4

A well documented and prevalent variant of chronic myofascial pain in the human patient is fibromyalgia. The
signs of fibromyalgia can provide the basis for a model adaptable to our non-human patients. The main human
patient complaint is that “I hurt all over my body.” In the horse one, not infrequently, finds general body
soreness. Fibromyalgia (FMS) patients describe the pain as intense and crippling. They indicate that the pain is
nagging and ongoing. Though there are periods when such patients are relatively free of pain, they experience
recurrent acute episodes.

As previously stated, but important to re-emphasize, horses typically communicate pain signs by what are
mistakenly thought to be behavioral issues including evasive responses, unwillingness to perform and by a
decrease in their normal level of performance. These, then, are the signs and history that the clinician must look
for. Many equine patients manifest low-grade or sub-clinical lameness. (Such manifestations have frequently
been observed by the author in the immune compromised equine approximately two to four weeks after
immunization.)

Lameness associated with chronic pain tends to be non-localized and is, therefore, is often difficult to identify
by conventional means. Lameness associated with myofascial pain and contracture is not ameliorated or
eliminated by nerve blocks. This form of pain does not exhibit radiographic changes, or even notable evidence of
its presence with the use of nuclear scintography. The clinician must look back to a history of reoccurrences of
such sub-clinical lameness or declining performance where there was no history or evidence of associated
trauma. The clinician must also look for pain symptoms that occurred following a very minor trauma, and must
seek and evaluate any history that would reveal chronic stress factors. It becomes necessary to be able to identify
myofascial pain.

The Chronic Pain Syndrome (CPS) commonly seen in horses that produces all the typical signs of MPS is a
diffuse myofascial pain response that has, in the author’s opinion, been erroneously described by some veterinary
acupuncturists, as a form of “equine herpes.” The syndrome manifested, however, is very real and mimics all the
signs and diagnostic difficulties of MPS and fibromyalgia in man.

Signs include performance deficits, pain in the gluteal muscles that is often initially more prevalent on the left
side. The loin area is prone to spasm when palpated. Pain in the hamstrings is common and demonstrates a
marked pain response to palpation along the groove between the semitendinosus muscle and the biceps femoris.
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Typically a more sharp withdrawal response is noted on the left side of the horse. Pain may also be elicited when
palpating the brachiocephalicus and sternocephalicus muscles. Low-grade lameness is a common finding – the
horse is typically described as not “coming through behind.” A clinical diagnosis of stifle or hock problems is
commonly made, but the pain and lameness or sub clinical lameness is not diminished by administration of
NSAIDS such as phenylbutasone. The pain is often exacerbated by the use of steroids. Such pain is not abolished
with regional nerve blocks and nuclear scanning renders no definitive pattern. This syndrome in the equine might
most appropriately be described as a true myofascial pain syndrome. 

How then do we diagnose MPS if our usually diagnostics fail. Using a clinical diagnosis of fibromyalgia
(FMS) in the human patient as an example, the syndrome is considered confirmed if the patient is exquisitely
reactive to palpation of 15 of 21 “trigger points” that are statistically consistent in FMS patients. As in the case of
man, this described form of MPS in the equine also exhibits a very consistent group of acupuncture or trigger
points that are exquisitely sensitive. These will be demonstrated in the lecture portion of this presentation.

Trigger points have been described as focal areas of hypersensitive loci located in myofascial structures.
When palpated, these foci give rise to a larger area of pain in the adjacent tissues or in referred areas that may be
some distance from the trigger point. Trigger points, like acupuncture points are found in muscle belly, in skin, in
scars (areas of sensory deficit), as well as in tendons, ligaments and joint capsules. Trigger points are known to
occur in periosteum as well. What the medical profession refers to as trigger points, correlates 70% to 75% with
historical acupuncture points. An acupuncture point, in contrast to a trigger point are considered to be a zone or
field of hyperalgesia that arises spontaneously from excitation of either somatic or visceral structures that are
often significantly distant to the reactive point. Acupuncture points are also activated by local irritation in the
local area.

The most common muscles that develop myofascial trigger points and acupuncture points in response to
overuse or stress are the muscles of “fright and flight.” These would include muscles in the forehand such as the
trapezius muscles, the sternocleidomastoid group (brachiocephalicus and sternocephalicus), the masseter
muscles, and the infraspinatus muscles. In backpain, the paravertebral extensor muscles very commonly develop
points and zones of exquisite sensitivity. Due to the high level of innervation within the paraspinal muscles,
trigger point/acupuncture point formation and pain to palpation is very common finding. In the hindquarters, the
gluteal muscles and the “hamstring” group of muscles are the other muscles most typically involved. All the
listed muscles undergo shortening when in “fright and flight” posture. 

Neuropathic Qualities of Pain: Spondylosis and Radiculopathy
To properly understand chronic pain it is necessary to review to role of afferent and efferent nerves.

Neuropathy by definition is a nerve that is not functioning properly and eliciting its normal trophic (controlling)
responses. There is sub-optimal level of signal transmission. A neuropathic nerve exhibits both functional and
pathologic changes. According to C. Chann Gunn, in his book, “Treatment of Chronic Pain,”  Gunn states that5

spondylosis of the spine is the most common cause of neuropathy. He further states that the spondylosis leads to
radiculopathy (inflammatory response in a nerve root). In spondylosis, morphologic alterations occur in the
intervertebral disc. As the process continues, it leads to structural disintegration and morphologic change. Other
causes of neuropathy that need to be recognized and ruled out include trauma, inflammation, metabolic, toxic,
infection, neoplasia, and degenerative changes. 

The spondylosis / radiculopathy complex is a nearly universal condition in both people and animals. It
increases with age and in some instances is familial. The onset of spondylosis is gradual and relapsing. Pain
response can remain quiescent until triggered by insults so minor and that commonly occur in ordinary day-to-
day living situations. These initiating trauma insults often pass unnoticed by the patient.

The recognized features of neuropathic pain are numerous. The most key feature of chronic pain is the
recognition of pain in the absence of ongoing tissue damage. Other features include a delay in onset after a
precipitating injury; a searing or burning or deep aching pain; the occurrence of brief “shooting pain” or stabbing
pain; and/or pain that occurs in a region of sensory deficit such as scars. It is noteworthy that a mild stimulus can
cause allodynia. Allodynia is described as an extreme and hyper-reactive response to a minimal pain stimulus.
With repetitive stimulation of triggers, such as applying light to moderate pressure over the muscle with the flat
side of a needle cap a stronger pain response is elicited. In the myofascial covering there is, what is termed, a
marked summation response. Summation response is exhibited as an increasing level of pain each time stimuli
are repeated. The increasing pain is accompanied by spasms of the target muscles. In response to the muscle
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shortening, significant loss of range of motion in joints can occur as, often, both the associated agonist and
antagonist muscles undergo shortening.

Denervation - “Supersensitivity” Phenomenon
Before introducing the clinical manifestations of the spondylosis / radiculopathy / neuropathy complex, it is

necessary to introduce two additional concepts. W.B. Cannon and A. Rosenblueth, of the University of
Washington Medical School, defined a process that they referred to as a “denervation and a “supersensitivity”
phenomenon.  It is basic neurology to understand that normal nerve or muscle function depends on intact6

innervation to provide a regulatory (trophic) effect. Their research has shown that any condition that blocks the
flow of motor impulses can, over time, cause a condition called “disuse supersensitivity” in the target and in the
associated spinal reflex. A lack of adequate efferent response causes the target to be over responsive to even a
very minor stimulus. In the case of muscles the result is shortening, pain and possible spasm.7

An amazing number of targets are subject to the partial denervation and its resulting supersensitivity
syndrome. Clinically skeletal muscle would be first on the list. However, many other critical structures such as
smooth muscle, spinal neurons, sympathetic nerves, ganglia, adrenal glands, sweat glands and even brain cells are
known targets. Recognition of the importance and wide distribution of the denervation-supersensitivity
phenomenon requires that we look at many disease processes in a totally new way. This is an area ripe for
veterinary medicine research. 

Clinical manifestations are especially those associated with the exquisitely reactive trigger and acupuncture
points. Additionally, there are autonomic / trophic (regulatory) responses such as patchy sweat areas, and
piloerrector responses seen in the human and equine patient. In the equine athlete areas of patchy sweat may
occur hours after exercise. An understanding of radiculopathy and the responses to it, may point the way to
recognizing a cause for the mysteriously delayed onset areas of sweating in the equine. It merits further research.

Muscle Shortening
Associated with the presence of reactive points is an increase in muscle tone, and muscle shortening. It is this

ongoing muscle tension and shortening that results in the manifestation of pain. The key to myofascial pain of
neuropathic origin lies in the shortening of the muscles. “No muscle shortening – no pain!” One of the values of
acupuncture lies in the ability to depolarize and relax muscles.  8

A major consequence of muscle shortening that, perhaps, does not receive enough clinical weight and
credence is the continuous and unremitting pull on the structures to which the muscle attaches. Pressure from
muscle contraction that spans a joint can create pressure within the joint and result in abaxial weight bearing.
Non-aligned weight bearing will result in arthralgia, joint mal-alignment, and eventually to degenerative joint
disease. Therefore, a diagnosis of degenerative joint disease may not rule out chronic pain as the root cause. The
degenerative joint disease may, in fact, be the result of chronic pain.7

The presence of muscle shortening has deleterious effects on the tendons and ligaments and subsequently the
joints. Unrelenting muscle tension on these structures may be the precipitating factor in a number of pathologic
conditions that we frequently see in horses. Such conditions likely include sacro-iliac pain, bicipital bursitis,
epicondylitis, hock and stifle degenerative changes, suspensory pain and tearing, and in chondromalacia of the
stifle joint.

The continuous muscle tension creates an ongoing repetitive micro-trauma to the collagen structure of the
associated tendons as well as to the ligamentous structures when use of the joint occurs (as in locomotion). The
result is replacement collagen in tendons and ligaments that is weaker and lacks adequate cross-links. The tendon
response is a thickened (enesthesopathic) tendon that remains weak and thus, subject to further trauma.
Acupuncture and trigger point therapy and myofascial therapy can ablate the pain sites and allow the muscles and
associated structures to relax and thus take pressure off the involved joint. This response will likely prove to be
the most significant reason that acupuncture, trigger point, and myofascial/neuromuscular work can provide
relief in these conditions. The relief is sometimes profound and can be very long lasting.

A special and common condition (especially in companion animals) associated with the neuropathy incited by
spondylosis and nerve root inflammation is a shortening of the paraspinal muscles. Contraction of spinal
extensors and flexors compresses intervertebral discs, thus creating a vicious self-perpetuating cycle of
contraction, pain and inflammation that increases the radiculopathy even more. In addition, the pressure that is
created on the spinal joint surfaces can lead to “facet joint disease” and further degeneration. It may also be a key
factor in “kissing spine” conditions in the equine. An understanding of this concept will lead to an understanding
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of why acupuncture / trigger point therapy is often very effective in treating discogenic back pain and “kissing
spines.” 

Acupuncture in Treating Acute and Chronic Pain
The single most effective treatment known at this point in time for acute and chronic muscle hypertonicity is

the placement of needles into the hyperactive neural points whether they are acupuncture points or trigger points.
Needling of active points may include a significant number that are neither traditional nor transpositional
acupuncture points. The procedure as advocated by C. Chann Gunn is referred to as “intramuscular stimulation”
(IMS).  In the case of myofascial pain, latent points and a Chinese “Ah-shi Points” may well be more important7

than an anatomically defined points whether transpositional or traditional. This may also be compared to
Japanese acupuncture in which precedence is given to the “presently active point” rather than to the strict
anatomical described location of a point. In treatment of MFP, it is important to eliminate all such points or the
patient may actually exhibit worse symptoms after treatment.

Dry needling into the points has been found to be as effective as, and safer than injecting compounds such as
cyanocobalamine or local anesthetics into the points. The placement and stimulation of “dry” needles has proven
to be more effective than the use of acupressure or photon therapy (“cold” lasers). This is, not to say that these
types of therapy have no value in the treatment of chronic pain and will be discussed later. 

The placement of needles creates an area of micro-damage within the tissues. Two mechanisms involved in
the pain control cycle are release of inflammatory products and the creation of a “current of injury.” Acupuncture
needles, placed and repeatedly manipulated in and out injure the tissue and result in a “current of injury” that
provides an ongoing stimulus from five to 10 days during the healing phase of the micro trauma. The nature and
history of “current of injury” is well documented and explained in “The Body Electric” by Robert O Becker,
M.D.  To achieve the same level of results - lasers, deep tissue massage and acupressure all require more frequent9

treatments and the treatments need to be continued over an extended time frame.
Micro-trauma induced by the placement of needles also stimulates a local inflammatory response at the site.

Perhaps it is because of the great number of nerve endings and the increased microcirculation in and around
acupuncture points that the inflammatory response is greater than when needles are placed in “sham points.”
Substances such as bradykinin, release histamine from degrading mast cells. Degrading mast cells also release
serotonin, which in turn potentiates the action of bradykinin on Group IV afferent nerve fibers. Sensitized C-
sensory afferents release substance P, histamine from mast cells and serotonin from platelets. This process sets
up descending pain inhibition from the central nervous system that blocks further afferent pain response. 

Since stress plays such an important role in the etiology of chronic pain, it has been the experience of this
author that it is helpful to include acupuncture points that stimulate the immune system. Acupuncture induced
responses regarding the immune system include an enhanced humoral immunity, increases in white blood cell
counts, increased phagocytic activity, increased antibody levels and increased interferon levels.  The8

enhancement of healing is aided by the increased microcirculation that occurs in acupuncture.

Role of Chiropractic in Acute Pain Control
Chiropractic has an extensive history in treatment of pain. An adjoining pair of vertebrae along with their

associated structures (spinal nerve root, associated vascular structures and adnexal tissues) is known as a “motion
segment.” When spinal joints are restricted in their range of motion, chemoreceptors are activated and low grade
inflammation occurs. The inflammatory response leads to radiculopathy and further fixation of the segment. This
then leads to spondylosis. That is to say, that one or more of the joints (one or more facet to facet or discogenic
changes) may not allow normal joint movement within that motion segment. The resultant inflammatory response
and radiculopathy result in neuropathy. In neuropathy there is poor signal transmission of the afferent signal and
thus affecting the nature and appropriateness of the efferent signal. Muscles become shortened, i.e. hypertonic.
Shortened muscles manifest pain. Microcirculation is diminished and this tissue temperature is lowered.

The properly performed chiropractic manipulation moves the involved joint or joints through both active and
passive range of motion and into the paraphysiologic range of motion. This must be accomplished without
disturbing the anatomic barrier of the joint or joints. Facet joint surfaces are richly endowed with nociceptive and
other receptor types. The adjustment/manipulation, recruits high levels of receptor sites and enhances normal
afferent signal transmission into the cord, brainstem, or brain for interpretation. Correct interpretation allows an
appropriate efferent response.10, 

Loss of range of motion may occur in one, or several vectors. Before attempting correction, a proper and an
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in-depth knowledge of anatomy and physiology is of paramount importance in establishing the vectors involved
in an involved motion segment. A properly performed manipulation, (typically a high velocity, low amplitude
thrust of proper force, along the determined line of correction) re-establishes full range of motion. The effect of
the manipulation decreases the hypertonic/hyperesthetic response of shortened muscle fibers and reduces muscle
electroactivity.  Diminished pain response has been demonstrated by algometry in horses and (in human by11, 12

visual analog scores.  Once the range of motion is re-established, the radiculopathy diminishes, muscle13, 14

shortening and the associated pain diminishes. In a properly executed chiropractic manipulation, like
acupuncture, and trigger point therapy, there is evidence of beta-endorphins release . The effects of endorphins14

on pain is well established.8

In the chronic pain of Myofascial Pain Syndrome, dysfunction of the motion segment tends to soon recur.
Thus, best results have occurred from use of acupuncture or trigger point therapy followed by chiropractic or
osteopathic manipulation.

Other follow up therapies of value include the use of lasers (photon therapy), and microcurrent therapy. The
latter is applied via instrumentation and current is typically in the range of 60 to 800 microamperes of current.
Recalling the phrase, “no muscle shortening - no pain,” stretching and myofascial neuromuscular release work
can also be of great benefit since these physical therapy modalities help maintain muscle length and relaxation.
Deep tissue massage can also stimulate the release of both acupuncture and trigger points. Aspects of these
stretching, myofascial release, and deep tissue massage can be readily demonstrated to the client. With a little
training, the client can then do beneficial follow-up therapy and minimize the incidence of recurrences. 

Conclusions
The physiology of treating pain with pain is a fascinating concept. Though the neurology was unknown to

primitive cultures, they effectively practiced “treating pain with pain,” such as the insertion of acupuncture
needles, chiropractic adjustment or deep muscle work. Considering the evidence for MFP and the Chronic Pain
concepts of spondylosis/radiculopathy, denervation/supersensitivity phenomena, effects of unremitting tension on
muscles, tendons, ligaments, joint capsules, etc., these very real conditions present new and exciting challenges
for the way that veterinary medicine evaluates pain sources and their causes. Much is to be learned about the
appropriate treatment of Chronic Pain Syndromes. It is the author’s hope that veterinary medicine will, with an
open mind, rise to the challenge. 
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STOMACH AND COLONIC ULCERS IN THE EQUINE
Kerry Ridgway, DVM

Introduction
It has not been so very many years ago that the term “stomach ulcers” was a relatively unknown term. Now

stomach ulcers or Equine Gastric Ulcer Syndrome -EGUS (Andrews et al., 1999), perhaps rightly, has become
the new “disease of the year.” Still much about the syndrome is unknown or unrecognized, so the true incidence
and ramifications may be significantly higher than previously realized. There are few effective medical
treatments available. In the allopathic realm, so much of treatment that is available is expensive. Diagnosis could,
until recently, be confirmed only by endoscopic examination. This is a method that is expensive, invasive and
even when skillfully applied, may miss ulcers in the distal esophagus, the stomach and proximal duodenum and
cannot be used to evaluate the distal area of the duodenum, the small bowel or the large intestine. Diagnosis has
to also be based on history, clinical signs, laboratory findings, as well as response to therapy. Current strategies
focus on increasing pH to 4.0 or greater by buffering or by inhibiting the production of gastric acid as well as
decreasing environmental stress.

As a strong advocate for the need of a more integrative medicine approach, the author encourages
practitioners to appreciate and accommodate the best of allopathic medicine integrated with the best of beneficial
complementary modalities and systems. To that end, this paper seeks to discuss the use of acupuncture point
reactivity as a strong indicator of inflammatory and ulcerative pathology in the GI tract for both fore and hindgut
ulcer problems. Acupuncture can also play a role in therapy and like any therapy must be combined with good
management counseling.

Incidence of Gastric and Colonic Ulcers
Gastric ulcers in various studies have shown 90 - 95% of racehorses are afflicted (Murray, 96 - 2000 and

Vatistas 199). In studies of performance and show horses the percentages range from 30 to 70%, including
dressage horses at about 40% (McClure et al 199, Mitchell 2001), endurance 65 -67 % (Nieto et al, 2004) and
western performance 40% (Bertone, 2000). It is important to emphasize that these percentages do not reflect what
is occurring in the rest of the GI tract. It is known that ulceration also occurs in the small intestine and the large
bowel. In a retrospective necroscopic study of 545 horses, 44% of non-performance and 65% of performance
horses had colonic ulcers (Right Dorsal Colitis - RDC).

Causal Factors
Ulcers have to be considered an iatrogenic/human created problem. This author has always contended that

stalls are one of the great injustices to which we have subjected the horse. Now we know that stall confinement
alone can lead to ulcer development, sometimes in as little as 24 hours. Typically, accompanying stall
confinement are twice daily feedings that often involve high grain rations. It is known that horses continue to
secrete acid regardless of whether they are eating or not eating. The stomach secretes from 4 to 60 mmoles of
hydrochloric acid per hour in the 1.5 liters of gastric juice produced hourly. Twice daily feeding means that there
is a prolonged period of time in which there is no feed in the stomach to neutralize the acid. High grain intakes
produce volatile fatty acids that contribute to ulceration. This will be discussed further.

Another key factor for ulcer formation is the frequent administration of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
agents (NSAIDs) such as phenylbutasone and flunixin meglumine  (Banamine), as well as the steroid,
dexamethasone, all decrease the production of a protective mucous layer in the glandular part of the stomach.
NSAIDs play a large role in hindgut ulcers as well as in the glandular portion of the stomach. 

Training intensity can be a major factor in ulcer development. The pH of the stomach is lowered with intense
training or competition, as for example in endurance, race, or three day event training and competition. Unknown
factors during exercise relate to gastric collapse and the “spilling” of acid on the non-glandular squamous portion
of the stomach. There may also be significance to decrease motility and delayed gastric emptying in the face of
ongoing acid production. Exercise intensity or related stress can also increase ACTH output Thereby increasing
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endogenous steroid production. 
 The routine need for high levels of electrolyte supplementation in endurance and occasionally in event horses

in the speed and endurance phases and electrolyte use during the marathon phase in combined driving may pose a
added risk of ulcer formation. (Holcomb et al. AERC presentation 2007)

Signs and Symptoms
Clinical signs vary with the location of the ulceration and the severity of the lesions. Signs that should alert

the owner or clinician of EGUS or Colonic Ulcer Syndrome include:
• Behavioral changes such as resistance, “grouchy” aggressive, depressed or nervous.
• Do not like to be groomed or brushed along the ventral midline
• Slow eating - especially grain... may leave some feed.
• Moderate loss of weight (not more than 10% of body weight) even with increased grain, etc.
• Hair coat may be dull - especially over thorax
• Poor appetite
• Salivation or teeth grinding
• Intermittent low grade chronic diarrhea
• Mild to overt colic after eating or transportation stress
• Performance issues such as refusal to jump or want to jump “flat;” endurance hoses don't like to go

downhill at speed (viscera mechanically pushing on stomach in both cases)

The pathophysiology in horses and foals stems from “disequilibrium between mucosal aggressive factors
(hydrochloric acid, pepsin, bile acids, organic acids) and mucosal protective factors (mucous, bicarbonate)”
(Frank Andrews). That is to say that there are likely differences in the ulcer inducing mechanisms in the
glandular verses the squamous portions of the equine stomach. Those most prevalent in the nonglandular
squamous area are principally due to prolonged exposure to hydrochloric acid, pepsin, bile acids or organic acids.
The squamous area that is closest to the margo plicatus is most in contact with the acids and therefore commonly
exhibits ulceration. Prolonged exposure to acids in this area is also linked, therefore with more severity.

Diagnostics
It is considered that gastroscopy is the only accepted means of diagnosing EGUS. It should be noted that most

insurance companies wont accept a diagnosis of EGUS unless it is verified by gastroscopy. This requires an
endoscope that is approximately three meters in length in order to visualize the proximal duodenum as well as the
entire glandular area of the stomach. Foals may be examined with a 2-meter scope. For adequate inspection, the
stomach must, obviously, be empty. This requires a 12-hour fast and no water intake for two to three hours prior
to endoscopy. Sedation is usually required. Endoscopy cannot, obviously, be used to diagnose hindgut ulceration.

There has been marketed by “Succeed” a useful, in field, occult fecal blood test that can be used as a means of
diagnosing both fore and hind gut ulceration. It will not define the severity of ulceration that can be “scored” by
number and severity of lesions with gastro-endoscopic examination. The principle of the test is as follows: The
test stick contains two strips. They consist of:

Strip A: an antibody to albumin – Albumin released from stomach will be digested in the proximal small
intestine. A positive fecal test for albumin mean large colon injury

Strip B: an antibody to hemoglobin – Hemoglobin released from stomach will not be digested in small
intestine so appearance in feces means bleeding from anywhere in GI tract

Other laboratory markers are non-specific but can still provide some useful data. Horses with gastric
ulceration tend to have lower RBC counts and lower hemoglobin values (bottom range of “normal”) than those
that do not have ulcers. Additionally, they may be slightly anemic or hypoproteinemic.

Acupuncture “Reflex Point” Evaluation for EGUS
For the past two years, the author has been tracking cases of EGUS by evaluating the reactivity of a number of

acupuncture points on the thorax and abdomen. This is followed by treatment of “command points” on the limbs.
The “diagnosis is considered positive if the previously tested points become non-reactive. 

In addition to reactive acupuncture points it is very common for ulcer cases to also exhibit significant
muscular and myofascial/neuromuscular issues. It is common to see a myofascial/neuromuscular pattern
extending from the wither pocket to the thoraco-lumbar junction. If the examiner traces this “line” with firm
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finger tip pressure, the horse responds with strong muscular fasciculation and may act out. These same patterns
also often occur over the croup muscles and over the cervical portion of the Trapezius muscle.

Myofascial contracture in the wither area often triggers contracture and hypertonicity of the Psoas group of
muscles. These muscles are the key stabilizing muscles for the pelvis. Hypertonicity of the Psoas Major and
minor as well as of the Iliopsoas muscle results in sacropelvic articulation dysfunction. Chiropractic issues also
arise in the upper thoracic vertebrae as a result of the myofascial-neuromuscular tension. 

It has been nothing short of amazing to see that after the acupuncture is performed as a diagnostic tool, the
“body work issues” quickly resolve without performing any direct or specific bodywork. Further bodywork,
chiropractic and acupuncture may, and certainly should, be performed to enhance resolution and improve the well
being of the horse. It is also be noteworthy that chronic body pain is a stressor and may be a factor in ulcer
production. A cycle is created that feeds upon itself to worsen the condition.

The points used for “diagnosis” can also indicate whether there is inflammatory response in the hindgut
and/or small intestine. Another key point worthy of emphasis is that the discovery of these musculo/myofascial
and “bodywork issues creates awareness that EGUS should be ruled out.

Indicator Points for Gi Inflammatory Conditions Such as EGUS
The author's preference is the use the tip of a needle cap to evaluate the level of reactivity of the points. The

flat side of a needle cap is also used to apply pressure to ascertain muscle and myofascial sensitivity. The key is
to apply a consistent pressure on all points tested. With excess pressure any point will react.  

The first “indicator” is marked reactivity in the distal third of the Brachiocephalicus muscle. Along its ventral
border lies the Stomach Meridian. A sharp fasciculation or spasm is found bilaterally when EGUS exists. If the
response is unilateral there is more likely a chiropractic, or a muscle issue. If that area (region of ST 10 - 11) is
found to be reactive, check BL 20 and BL 21, the Back Shu Points for Spleen and Stomach. If these are also
reactive, proceed to LIV 13, the “alarm point” for the spleen. Also proceed to check the Stomach “alarm point”
ST 12, as well as ST 14, and the Large Intestine “alarm point,” ST 25. Also include evaluation of BL 25 and BL
27 - Back Shu points for the Large Intestine and the Small Intestine. 

All points should show the approximately the same degree of reactivity bilaterally. If points are only
unilaterally reactive, consider the “diagnosis” to be suspect and inconclusive. By evaluating points related to
Small and Large Intestine, ulcers sites in those segments should be considered.

“Diagnosis” cannot stop with just the above information. The next step is to treat command points on the
limbs to see if all points (and perhaps the afore mentioned body soreness issues) are ameliorated. Many of the
cases with EGUS that the author has worked on are young horses in race training, and that entail concern for my
safety and welfare. They are often not amenable to needle acupuncture of the limbs - especially medial aspects of
the hind limbs. Fortunately, low-level laser or LED units (photonic therapy units) work very well and can be
more safely applied than needles.

Points Treated for “Confirmation of a Tentative Diagnosis of EGUS
For the sake of brevity, the action and reasons for the use of each point will not be covered in this paper. The

author refers the reader to any good acupuncture text. The points listed are a “cookbook” formula and can
certainly be modified and/or enhanced for specific cases - especially if acupuncture is chosen as a therapeutic
modality.

Master Points for “diagnostic” treatment: 
ST 36
SP 6
LI 4
PC6

Other useful points for “diagnostic” treatment
SP 4
GB 34
LIV 2
LI 11

If a good response is elicited, the case for acupuncture “diagnosis is enhanced. One can then decide to use
conventional EGUS therapy to further prove the diagnosis and resolve the case (or resort to endoscopy for
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confirmation). Correlation with cases that have received endoscopy has been approximately 85% accurate. If it is
feasible to see the patient on a regular basis for follow-up acupuncture (for four to six treatments) good results
can be achieved. Often the client can be taught to monitor the indicator points. Thereby, they can monitor
progress during ongoing therapy or be aware of the recurrence of ulcers. For initial healing, therapeutic doses of
brand name omeprazole (GastroGard or UlcerGard) can be very helpful.

No treatment can be successful, long term, without addressing the environmental and human induced causes.
Those involved in holistic forms of medicine certainly recognize the need to treat the “root.”

Conventional Therapy:
The goals are to remove or ameliorate the predisposing factors and decrease acid production and/or neutralize

the acids. It is also desirable to have medications that minimize the frequency of dosage to ensure more likely
client compliance. The current mainstay of therapy is omeprazole. The only FDA approved drug at this time is
GastroGard or UlcerGard by Merial LTD. It is an acid/proton pump that can cut acid production by as much as
90 percent for up to 27 hours when administered once daily. Omeprazole is difficult to compound while
maintaining potency. Consequentially, questionable efficacy has made generics a poor choice. Potency has run
around 30 percent in most that have been tested. Though some tested have shown about 70 percent potency, the
generics are a “caveat emptor (Nieto et al, 2002, Orinsi et al, 2003). 

Other products may have value in prevention or maintenance regimens. These include the H-2 antagonists
(histamine inhibitors, such as Ranitidine (Zantac) at a dose of 6.6 mg/kg every 8 hours or 11.0 mg/kg every 12
hours.  Another H2 antagonist is “Cimetidine” (Tagamet). In tests, Cimetidine has performed poorly. H-2
antagonists act to suppress acid secretion without completely blocking acid production. It has been reported that
Sucralfate is more effective when used with HE antagonists (Hinchcliff et al). Coating agents, such as Bismuths
(Pepto Bismol) have shown no significant value in therapy (Picavet, 2002).

Sucralfate is a coating agent that forms a protective gel type of coating over ulcers and although it may
nothave a direct healing action allow the body to heal the ulcers. Sucralfate requires dosing every 6 to 8 hours. It
may have particular value in treating hindgut ulcers occurring in the right dorsal colon (RDC syndrome). 

Another proprietary compound that the author has had good success with, especially as maintenance level
therapy is “Ulc-Rid.” It is an all natural product containing herbs and probiotics (sold by Equine Nutritional
Consultants LLC in Versailles KY -equineconsultant@earthlink.net. It needs to be administered bid and is a
liquid formulation that is best given as a drench, though clients do report success with “top dressing.” Other
“stomach soothing” agents have been favored by competitors in eventing, endurance and show. Such products
include papaya (Natural Plan Stomach Soother - Healthmate Products, Inc. www.stomachsoother.com), or
aloe-vera juice. This group of products may best be utilized for prevention during transportation and competition.

It is also noteworthy in studies where alfalfa is fed instead of grass hays that a there is a lower incidence of
gastric ulcers. This may be related to the higher calcium and protein levels (Robinson 2003). Alfalfa has been
shown to buffer gastric contents. A partial ration of alfalfa and grass hay may be beneficial. Changes should, of
course be made gradually.

Right Dorsal Colitis (Colonic Ulcer Syndrome)
The significance of Ulcerative colitis has been alluded to in the early paragraphs of this paper. It perhaps

occurs less frequently but can have more severe clinical signs. Colonic ulcers are probably associated with PG-2
(Prostaglandin) inhibition by the administration of NSAID drugs or by the stress related production of
endogenous corticosteroids. Signs can include mild or intermittent colic, lethargy, poor appetite. In more severe
forms complete anorexia, fever and diarrhea may be seen accompanied by dehydration, ventral edema and weight
loss. 

Diagnosis is difficult. Negative gastroscopy, in the face of ulcer signs and behavior, may lead one to a
presumptive diagnosis of colonic ulcers. The occult fecal blood test marketed by “Succeed” may prove to have
value. Ultrasound may demonstrate mural thickening of the right dorsal colon. Acupuncture “indicator points”
also may be helpful in arriving at a presumptive diagnosis of Ulcerative Colitis.

Treatment requires cessation of the administration of NSAIDS. It is also helpful to offer small but frequent
feedings and reduce gut fill to allow the colon to rest. Decreasing or elimination of dry hay and substituting
Purina Senior. - The product is a pelleted (alfalfa based) complete feed. It provides 30 percent fiber and can work
well to reduce gut fill.  Small frequent feedings are indicated. Grazing for 15-minute intervals four times a day
may help maintain weight. A switch to a complete feed should be made over a weeks time to allow the gut to
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accommodate the change. The complete feed program may need to be continued for three or four weeks. 
Products such as Sucralfate at a dose rate of 22 mg/kg every 6 to 8 hours to form a proteinacous bandage may

be very helpful. Once bound to the ulcer crater they may stimulate local prostaglandin production and that action
may exert a cytoprotective effect on the colon mucosa. (F. Andrews, Proceedings of the Kentucky Equine
Research Conference, 2008)

The author wishes to extend his deep gratitude for use of information, materials and presentations by Dr.
Frank Andrews of The University of Tennessee, College of Veterinary Medicine and to Dr. Todd Holbrook of the
University of Oklahoma, College of Veterinary Medicine.
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Conventional Diagnostic and Treatment Flow Chart - Courtesy of Dr. Drank Andrews
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THE ROLE OF THE HYOID MUSCLES IN LIMITING EQUINE
PERFORMANCE

Kerry J. Ridgway, BS, DVM, CVA

Introduction
As many as 70% of the horses in my practice that are presented for performance oriented complementary

medicine work-ups exhibit some degree of pain in the temporo-mandibular joints (TMJ). Many of these same
horses have compromised freedom in their shoulder(s). Other chain reaction events occur that create chiropractic
issues; all making hyoid muscle dysfunction a worthwhile topic to explore.  

TMJ pain may be expressed unilaterally or bilaterally. Many of the cases seen have frequent recurrence. There
are a number of etiologic mechanisms that can trigger TMJ pain. They include: primary dental problems, bitting
issues, a rider with “hard hands,” an ill fitting saddle, tie downs, side reins, running reins, or simply a horse who
holds tension in the jaws as an emotional response. 

Over the past three years, I have come to recognize that another very key source of TMJ Pain Syndrome is
hypertonicity of the hyoid musculature. The issue with hyoid musculature often persists after the other causes are
ruled out or have had appropriate therapy. All of the above factors may set up the hyoid muscle tension and
spasm.

Anatomy and Biomechanics  of the Hyoid Bones and Muscles  
The key hyoid bones involved include the Lingual process of the Basihyoid, the Basihyoid itself and the

Ceratohyoid connecting the Basihyoid to the Stylohyoid bone. Note that the Lingual process is centrally
imbedded in the root of the tongue. This structure is palpable through the tongue musculature and is
approximately the size of the 5th digit on a man’s hand. The examiner can then trace caudally and palpate the
anatomy of the Basihyoid bone. The Stylohyoid bone is a long thin bone 18 to 20 centimeters (seven to eight
inches) in length extending from the Basihyoid (via the Ceratohyoid) to connect via a rod of cartilage to the hyoid
process of the petrous temporal bone and the tympanic bulla.

The sizeable Omohyoideus muscle originates under the scapula body on subscapsular fascia. It inserts on the
caudal end of the Lingual process of the Basihyoid bone. Its action is to retract the tongue back to aid in
swallowing. In the case of chronic hypertonicity, it is pulling the tongue back in the throat without release and
thereby inhibiting movement of the tongue. By virtue of the origin of the Omohyoideus, the muscle tension limits
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the shoulder action as well. The other critical hyoid muscles that cause retraction of the tongue and create too
much tension in the shoulder are the Sternohyoideus m. and the Sternothyroideus m.. When these muscles are
retracted, the Stylohyoid muscle and Occipitohyoid muscle contracts putting pressure on the TMJ. The Longis
capitis muscle can also place the TMJ joint under chronic tension.  

Additional pathology occurs because of the shortening of the hyoid muscles. Tension, pain and resistance
cause tension in the Rectus capitis and Oblique capitis muscles located dorsally behind the poll and covering C-1.
Tension in the poll and at the base of the neck from the hyoid muscles creates chiropractic facet dysfunction,
most commonly, at Occiput – C1, C2-3 and C5-6.

A thorough examination will often show that there is also pain and tension in the Sternocephalicus muscle and
the Brachiocephalicus Muscle . The Sternocephalicus originating at the manubrium of the sternum and inserting
on the ramus of the mandible, opens the mouth in normal swallowing, flexes the neck and pulls the head
downward. In a resistant horse it opens the mouth and the chronic tension/hypertonicity adds to the TMJ
dysfunction. The Brachiocephalicus (Ventral part of th Cleidomastoid m.) draws the limb forward. With a
hypertonic state the shoulder is limited in its retraction. 

Diagnosis of TMJ Pain
Reactivity found when the clinician puts pressure into the Masseter muscle one centimeter cranio-ventral to

the TMJ (location of acupuncture point Stomach 8). This point is indicative of pain in the TMJ. TMJ pain may
also show as pain lateral to the Occiput – C 1 junction (location of acupuncture point Gallbladder 20). Traction
cranially and caudally will evoke a withdrawal response if TMJ pain is present.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Hyoid Muscle Involvement in TMJ
By reaching (with the palm up) under the ramus of the mandible (on the opposite side from the examiner) near

its cranial curve, the base of the tongue can be palpated by bringing the fingers medially and dorsally. Within the
base of the tongue the examiner can palpate the mass of the Lingual Process of the Basihyoid bone. By gentle
manipulation (traction and release) toward the examiner one can mobilize the bone and the root of the tongue.
Even gentle traction and manipulation may evoke a fairly strong evasive action. Persistent gentle massage and
traction and mobilization can accomplish a myofascial release of the involved musculature. Release is often
followed by a good head shake and paroxysmal yawning. Evaluation and mobilization via the Lingual process
should be accomplished on both sides. 
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From ABC Of The Horse
A better and more effective way, that most horses do not resist, is to grasp the tongue and pull it laterally out

of the mouth through the inter-dental space between the incisors and the pre molars. The horse will continually
work the jaw and tongue to pull the tongue back into the mouth. The hyoid bones are delicate so just hold it out
of the mouth and do not pull any harder. Always have the other hand holding the cheek piece of the halter. If the
horse pulls back or were to rear the same relationship is maintained as to your hand that is holding the tongue, or
you can release both hands simultaneously in an emergency. While standing on the left side of the horse, remove
and hold the tongue out from the left side of the mouth to release the right hyoid muscles and reverse sides to
release the left hyoid muscles. There is an occasional horse that will not allow you to take the tongue from the
mouth.

In that case, one can also release the Omohyoid as well as the Brachio and Sternocephalicus by working under
the affected shoulder(s). 

After accomplishing the releases the examiner can re-check the reactive acupuncture points described above
as well as tractioning the mandible to be sure that the points and TMJ pain has been ameliorated. Some horses
may be so painful and reactive that they are reluctant to allow manipulation of the Lingual process. In those cases
it is advisable to first palpate under the scapula and effect a myofascial release at the origin of the Omohyoideus
m. (under and caudal to the Ascending pectoral m. [Subclavian m].) by doing a set and hold into the subscapular
fascia. This is accomplished by flexing the head and neck toward the examiner and entering the open palm under
the scapula. The lower the head the easier it is to get behind the scapula. This release may require two to three
minutes of hold. It is not uncommon to hear “audibles” as the tension on the lower cervicals is released. Again
check to see that the pain in the TMJ is relieved.

The results of this procedure are very gratifying. The client or groom can be instructed on how to perform the
procedure. Follow up releases should be done for at least twice weekly for two weeks and thereafter by palpation
and evaluation of the mobility of the Lingual process.

It is, of course, important to discover and remove the inciting cause to effect long term relief. This would
include evaluation of the appropriateness of the bit, the horse’s reaction to the bit and to the rider’s hands and use
of side reins, etc. It is also important to check for concurrent dental problems. Other considerations were listed in
the first paragraph of this paper.

The author has had success in specific cases to ameliorating the condition where horses want to hang the
tongue outside of the mouth during work.
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PAIN MANAGEMENT: BI SYNDROME THEORY
Michael Salewski, DVM

TCVM practitioners are often asked to treat cases that involve pain of one type or another. This may be an
older animal whose owner is looking to improve their pet's quality of life or an animal athlete suffering the aches
and pains of a competition season. Regardless, many patients are unable to tolerate Western pharmaceuticals, or
the owner is looking for an alternative, or rules of competition may prohibit the use of drugs.  This is where
TCVM comes in. The catch-all phrase for painful conditions in Chinese medicine is Bi Syndrome. The Chinese
character for Bi means “blockage” or “obstruction”, and TCVM goes on to specify the syndrome as the
obstruction of Qi and/or Blood in the channels and collaterals due to the invasion of pathogenic factors that leads
to pain, numbness and impairment of movement. Western definitions might include conditions such as
inflammatory and degenerative joint disease, neuralgia, peripheral vascular disease and pain subsequent to
trauma.

There are two requirements for Bi syndrome to occur. The first is that Zheng Qi (Qi, Blood, Yin, Yang, and
especially Wei Qi) must be low. This occurs commonly with aging, but may also be present in overworked
athletes and breeding animals, as both activities will consume the Zheng Qi. Animals with poor constitutions are
also susceptible. Those deficient in Yang will also have weak Wei Qi and be prone to Wind-Cold-Damp Bi while
Yin and Blood deficient patients will tend towards Wind-Damp-Heat Bi (both discussed later). The second
requirement of Bi Syndrome is that the pathogenic Qi must be strong. These Xie Qi penetrate the body through
the pores, carried by Wind, primarily at the Shu Yuan points of the Yang meridians.

Bi syndrome will present at one of three stages. In the first, the San Bi stage, Wind, Cold, and Damp attack
simultaneously. This stage is confined to the meridians, is considered an excess condition, and is usually
reversible. The intermediate, or five-tissue stage, is where the pathogens reach the tissues (blood vessels, tendons,
muscle, skin, and bone). Signs are more severe than the San Bi stage and tend to recur with some frequency.
Deficiencies of Blood and Qi may be present, eventually leading to Phlegm accumulation and Blood Stasis.
Finally, the deep, or five organ stage, is one practitioners commonly see. At this stage the Zang Fu have been
invaded, leading to chronic soreness with acute exacerbation and swelling or deformity of the joints. Such
permanence and stubbornness makes this stage difficult to treat.

Success in treatment does not just depend on the stage of Bi syndrome, it also depends on the type. There are
four patterns that contribute to Bi Syndrome: Wind Bi, Cold Bi, Damp Bi, and Heat Bi.

Wind, or Wandering Bi, is a condition where Wind predominates the clinical signs of a condition. This means
that the pain is migratory, moving from location to location. The type of pain may also change, going from mild
stiffness one day, to sharp, stabbing pain the next. Patients may also have a fever and/or shiver. Like most Wind
conditions, symptoms also appear very quickly, and the front limbs, head, and neck are more easily affected than
the hindquarters. The tongue of these patients will be have a fine, whitish coat and their pulse will be superficial
and perhaps slightly slow.

Cold, or Painful Bi, is where Cold predominates the pattern. Patients are very painful, presenting with sharp,
stabbing pain that is very sensitive to palpation and manipulation. There is much stiffness in the joints, which
will improve, along with a reduction in pain, by the application of heat and movement. Tongues will be similar to
patients with Wandering Bi, but will be paler. The pulse will also be superficial and slow (especially in early
stages) and exhibits more of a wiry characteristic as pain increases.

Damp, or Fixed Bi cases present with stronger signs of Damp. Affected areas of the body are swollen and
painful, with a pain that is dull and deep, requiring stronger palpation to elicit. In some cases there may be
numbness. This presentation is never acute, but rather appears gradually, and is often aggravated by weather. The
tongue of a Fixed Bi Patient will have a thick, sticky coat and a pulse that is slippery and slightly slow.

Heat, or Rei Bi, is slightly different than the other types of Bi Syndromes in that is can develop in two
different ways. In the first, Heat invades as the primary pathogen, usually carried by Wind, and combines with
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Damp. In the second, a more typical Wind-Damp-Cold invasion occurs in a patient that is already affected by
internal Heat. This process is called Huo Hua. These patients, because of the predominance of Heat, will present
with fever, thirst, restlessness, dry mucous membranes and constipation, and aversion to heat. The affected will
be painful, swollen and red, with pain increasing with palpation, as in cases of inflammatory or infectious
arthritis. The tongue will be red with a yellowish coat and the pulse will be rapid and slippery.

Trauma is a different category than Bi Syndrome, because rather than an invasion or accumulation of
pathogens, direct damage to the meridians creates stagnation. Whether caused by a surgical blade,
hyperextension, or impact, trauma severs the channels. The first stage of trauma is characterized by sharp pain,
heat and swelling. This stage can last up to a few hours or weeks, depending on the severity. As time goes by, the
amount of heat lessens, fluid congestion and Qi and Blood stagnation predominate. In the very last stages of
healing post-trauma there is still stagnation, but no heat. Depending on how the initial stages of trauma were
handled, Cold may start to invade the site of the injury, transitioning to one of the stages and types of Bi
Syndrome.

Successful treatment of painful conditions starts with correct identification of the TCVM pattern. A strong
foundation in the theory of Bi Syndrome will allow practitioners to choose the most effective herbal formulas
and/or acupuncture points for effective treatment.
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PAIN MANAGEMENT: CHINESE HERBAL FORMULAS
Michael Salewski, DVM

Bi Syndrome arises from the invasion of Wind, Cold, and Damp in a patient; the specific pattern determined
by the dominant pathogen. Wandering Bi has Wind predominant, Painful Bi Cold, Fixed Bi Damp, and Rei Bi,
Heat.

Before getting into specific categories, we examine a formula useful for early stage Bi Syndrome, the San Bi
stage, where the pathogens have only invaded the exterior. Patients in the San Bi stage will have muscle and joint
aches that have come on acutely. This can happen in athletes that are becoming sore from overwork, the early
stages of degenerative joint disease, early viral conditions and acute exacerbations of pre-existing
musculoskeletal problems.

Juan Bi Tang

Qiang Huo (Rhizoma et Radix Notopterygii)  14.8% Dispel Cold, remove pain

Jiang Huang (Rhizoma Curcumae Longae) 14.8% Expel Wind, move Qi & Blood

Sang Zhi (Ramulus Mori) 14.8% Expel Wind-Damp from channels

Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis) 14.8% Tonify and move Blood

Wu Jia Pi (Cortex Acanthopanacis) 14.8% Dispel Wind and Damp

Du Huo (Radix Angelicae Pubescentis) 4.9% Expel Wind-Damp, stop pain

Qin Jiao (Radix Gentianae Macrophyllae) 4.9% Expel Wind-Damp

Ru Xiang (Gummi Olibanum) 3.9% Tonify and move Blood

Chuan Mu Xiang (Radix Vladimiriae) 3.9% Breaks Qi stagnation

Chuan Xiong (Rhizoma Chuanxiong) 3.4% Expel Wind, move Blood

Gui Zhi (Ramulus Cinnamomi) 2.5% Warms channels, stops pain

Zhi Gan Cao (Radix et Rhizoma Glycyrrhizae Praeparata cum Melle) 2.5% Tonify Spleen, relive spasm

For later stages and easily identifiable cases of Wandering Bi, such as acute neck pain, shifting leg lameness,
painful itching, and many cases of head shaking in horses, use a formula structured for the removal of Wind.

Da Fang Feng Tang
Chuan Xiong (Rhizoma Chuanxiong) 7% Expel Wind, move Blood

Fu Zi (Radix Aconiti Lateralis Praeparata) 7% Expel Cold, stop pain

Shu Di Huang (Radix Rehmanniae Praeparata) 9.5% Tonify Blood and Yin

Bai Zhu (Rhizoma Atractylodis Macrocephalae) 9.5% Tonify Spleen, stabilize exterior

Fang Feng (Radix Saposhnikoviae) 9.5% Expel Wind-Cold & Wind-Damp

Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis) 9.5% Tonify and move Blood

Bai Shao (Radix Paeoniae Alba) 9.5% Tonify Blood and Yin, stop pain

Huang Qi (Radix Astragali) 9.5% Tonify Spleen and Qi, consolidate exterior

Du Zhong (Cortex Eucommiae) 9.5% Tonify LIV/KI, strengthen bone

Qiang Huo (Rhizoma et Radix Notopterygii) 4.8% Dispel Cold, remove painful obstruction

Ren Shen (Radix et Rhizoma Ginseng) 4.8% Tonify original Qi

Zhi Gan Cao (Radix et Rhizoma Glycyrrhizae Praeparata cum
Melle) 

4.8% Tonify Spleen, stop spasm

Niu Xi (Radix Achyranthis Bidentatae) 4.8% Break Blood Stasis, tonify Blood
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Practitioners will likely find themselves facing cases of Painful Bi very often. Cold predominates-these
patients are classic examples of chronic degenerative joint disease, navicular, “cold-backed” horses, and many
cases of colic.

Du Huo Ji Sheng Tang

Du Huo (Radix Angelicae Pubescentis) 9% Expel Wind-Damp, stop pain

Sang Ji Sheng (Herba Taxilli) 6.5% Dredge channels, stop pain

Du Zhong (Cortex Eucommiae) 6.5% Tonify LIV/KI, strengthen bone

Chuan Niu Xi (Radix Cyathulae) 6.5% Tonify LIV/KI, break Blood Stasis

Xi Xin (Radix et Rhizoma Asari) 6.5% Disperses Wind & Cold, stops pain

Qin Jiao (Radix Gentianae Macrophyllae) 6.5% Expel Wind-Damp

Fu Ling (Poria) 6.5% Strengthens Spleen, removes Damp

Rou Gui (Cortex Cinnamomi) 6.5% Dispels Cold, relieves pain

Fang Feng (Radix Saposhnikoviae) 6.5% Expel Wind-Cold & Wind-Damp

Chuan Xiong (Rhizoma Chuanxiong) 6.5% Expel Wind, move Blood

Ren Shen (Radix et Rhizoma Ginseng) 6.5% Tonify original Qi

Gan Cao (Radix et Rhizoma Glycyrrhizae) 6.5% Tonify Spleen, relieves pain

Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis) 6.5% Tonify and move Blood

Bai Shao (Radix Paeoniae Alba) 6.5% Tonify Blood and Yin, stop pain

Shu Di Huang (Radix Rehmanniae Praeparata) 6.5% Tonify Blood and Yin

Fixed Bi, where Damp predominates, is also commonly seen in degenerative joint disease, chronic founder,
and intervertebral disc disease. Such cases often have much joint swelling, but unlike Painful Bi the pain is dull
and produces a stiff gait rather than lameness. These cases also tend to get worse in damp weather.

Yi Yi Ren Tang

Chuan Xiong (Rhizoma Chuanxiong) 9.8% Move Blood, expel Wind

Cang Zhu (Rhizoma Atractylodis) 9.8% Dry Damp, expel Wind-Damp

Qiang Huo (Rhizoma et Radix Notopterygii) 9.8% Dispel Cold, remove painful obstruction

Du Huo (Radix Angelicae Pubescentis) 9.8% Expel Wind-Damp, stop pain

Fang Feng (Radix Saposhnikoviae) 9.8% Expel Wind-Cold & Wind-Damp

Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis) 9.8% Tonify and move Blood

Fang Ji (Radix Stephaniae Tetrandrae) 9.8% Expel Wind-Damp & Wind-Heat-Damp

Fen Bi Xie (Rhizoma Dioscoreae Hypoglaucae) 9.8% Drain Damp, expel Wind-Damp, Damp-Heat

Yi Yi Ren (Semen Coicis) 9.8% Drain Damp, tonify Spleen

Chuan Wu (Radix Aconiti) or Zhi Chuan Wu (Radix Aconiti
Praeparata)

3% Expel Wind-Cold, dispel Cold

Ma Huang (Herba Ephedrae) 3% Expel Cold, promote urination

Gui Zhi (Ramulus Cinnamomi) 5.8% Warm channels, stop spasm
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Cases of Heat Bi arise from a Wind-Cold-Damp invasion in a patient already having internal Heat or when
Heat is the primary pathogen. This will be the case in many infectious and autoimmune diseases and in cases of
acute founder in horses.

Shi Re Bi Tang
Shi Gao (Gypsum Fibrosum) 13.5% Clear Heat

Wei Ling Xian (Radix et Rhizoma Clematidis) 13.5% Expel Wind-Damp, stop pain

Jin Yin Hua (Flos Lonicerae Japonicae) 10% Expel Wind-Heat, clear Damp-Heat

Jiang Huang (Rhizoma Curcumae Longae) 10% Expel Wind, move Blood and Qi

Fang Ji (Radix Stephaniae Tetrandrae) 6.8% Expel Wind-Damp, Wind-Heat-Damp, stop pain

Di Long (Pheretima) 6.8% Expel Wind, dredge meridians

Fen Bi Xie (Rhizoma Dioscoreae Hypoglaucae) 6.8% Drain Damp, expel Wind-Damp, Damp-Heat

Cang Zhu (Rhizoma Atractylodis) 6.8% Dry Damp, expel Wind-Damp

Huang Bo (Cortex Phellodendri Chinensis) 6.8% Drain Damp-Heat

Gui Zhi (Ramulus Cinnamomi) 6.8% Warm channels, relieve pain

Dan Shen (Radix et Rhizoma Salviae Miltiorrhizae) 8.2% Clear Heat, move Blood

Hong Hua (Flos Carthami) 4% Tonify Blood, break Blood Stasis

As noted in the previous lecture, many Bi Syndrome patients have concurrent deficiencies in qi, blood, yin,
and/or yang that led to the invasion of pathogens. Patients with deficiencies will need to be treated concurrently
with formulas to manage these deficiencies.

There are many formulas for acute trauma, all of which focus on relieving blood stasis in the meridians. A
very good formula for treating such patients is Shen Tong Zhu Yu Tang.

Shen Tong Zhu Yu Tang.

Niu Xi (Radix Achyranthis Bidentatae) 11.7% Breaks Blood Stasis

Tao Ren (Semen Persicae) 8.8% Breaks Blood Stasis, moves Blood

Hong Hua (Flos Carthami) 8.8% Breaks Blood Stasis, stops pain

Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis) 8.8% Tonify and move Blood

Chuan Xiong (Rhizoma Chuanxiong) 8.8% Move Blood and remove Stasis

Qin Jiao (Radix Gentianae Macrophyllae) 8.8% Expel Wind-Damp

Di Long (Pheretima) 8.8% Dredge meridians, expel Wind

Mo Yao (Myrrha) 8.8% Move Blood, stop pain

Wu Ling Zhi (Faeces Trogopteri) 8.8% Remove Blood Stagnation

Qiang Huo (Rhizoma et Radix Notopterygii) 6% Dispel Cold and painful obstruction

Xiang Fu (Rhizoma Cyperi) 6% Move Qi

Gan Cao (Radix et Rhizoma Glycyrrhizae) 5.9% Tonify Spleen, stop spasm

In cases of severe pain, San Qi (Radix et Rhizoma Notoginseng) can be added to further break blood stasis, as
can Yan Hu Suo (Rhizoma Corydalis), which is very effective for pain relief. For persistent pain, so-called
Stubborn Bi, the following herbs can be used: Zhu Li (Succus Bambusae), Dan Nan Xing (Arisaema cum Bile),
Feng Fang (Nidus Vespae), Quan Xie (Scorpio), Wu Gong (Scolopendra), and or Tu Bie Chong (Eupolyphaga
seu Steleophaga). Additionally, Po Bu Zi Ye (Folium Cordia Dichotoma) can be used for bone spurs, but may
take up to six months for relief.

When a specific body part is affected it can be useful to add directing herbs to these formulas.
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Directing Herbs

Herb Directs to:

Qiang Huo (Rhizoma et Radix Notopterygii) Neck, shoulder, back

Man Jing Zi (Fructus Viticis) Upper maxilla, zygomatic bone

Sang Zhi (Ramulus Mori) Shoulder, front limbs

Qin Jiao (Radix Gentianae Macrophyllae) Front limbs

Jiang Huang (Rhizoma Curcumae Longae) Shoulder girdle

Gui Zhi (Ramulus Cinnamomi) Neck and shoulder

Ge Gen (Radix Puerariae Lobatae) Neck and head

Fang Feng (Radix Saposhnikoviae) Front half of body

Du Huo (Radix Angelicae Pubescentis) Lumbar region, hind limbs

Mu Gua (Fructus Chaenomelis) Lumbar region, stifles

Wu Jia Pi (Cortex Acanthopanacis) Lumbar region, hind limbs

Luo Shi Teng (Caulis Trachelospermi) Lumbar region, stifles

Cang Zhu (Rhizoma Atractylodis) Stifle

Fang Ji (Radix Stephaniae Tetrandrae) Back half of body

Chuan Niu Xi (Radix Cyathulae) Lumbar region, hind legs

Bai Shao (Radix Paeoniae Alba) Sciatica pain

Gou Ji (Rhizoma Cibotii) Back, especially lumbar spine

Xu Duan (Radix Dipsaci) Tendons and Bone

Gu Sui Bu (Rhizoma Drynariae) Bones and Marrow
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TREATING URINARY INCONTINENCE WITH CHINESE HERBAL
FORMULAS

Michael Salewski, DVM

Urinary incontinence is a frustrating condition, occurring most frequently in dogs. Often owners are at their
wits end trying to manage it, waking throughout the night to let their dog out, cleaning up, and often considering
euthanasia because of the stress. Incontinence has many different presentations: urge incontinence, enuresis,
dribbling urine, and excessive nighttime urination. Within these, multiple Chinese patterns present themselves.
This lecture will look at the various causes and suggest formula options for each.

Urge incontinence occurs when an animal suddenly has the urge to urinate, quickly followed by the
involuntary loss of urine. Owners will report that their dog starts to ask to go out but can't make it and is
frequently “embarrassed” or stressed from the incident. These patients will present with one of five patterns:
Kidney Qi deficiency, Lung-Spleen Qi deficiency, Bladder Damp-Heat, Liver-Kidney Yin Deficiency, or
Heart-Kidney Qi deficiency.

Kidney Qi governs constraining and restraining, securing and astringing. Deficiency leads to insufficient
strength to seal the front yin (urethra). Patients will have a pale, wide tongue with a thin white coat and a deep,
weak pulse. The classic formula for this deficiency is Suo Quan Wan (Shut the Sluice Pill).  Chronic disease,
especially respiratory disease, will lead to a chronic Qi deficiency leading to an insufficiency of Bladder Qi. Such
patients will often have a chronic cough and poor appetite, a tongue that is pale with a thin white coat, and a
weak, empty pulse. Using a combination of a Spleen Qi tonic such as Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang (Tonify the Middle
and Augment the Qi Decoction) with Bu Fei Tang (Tonify the Lung Decoction) can be effective in these cases.
Bladder Damp-Heat, the classic bladder infection, disrupts the normal Qi mechanism of the Bladder and forces
urine to be moved. This being an excess pattern, patients will have a red tongue with a thick yellow coat and a
fast pulse. An effective formula for these cases is Ba Zheng San (Eight-Herb Powder for Rectification). Wei
syndrome patients, those “wasting” geriatrics, are often deficient in both Liver and Kidney Yin. This leads to
internal Heat, which like Damp-Heat, damages Bladder Qi and forces urination. Because this is a deficiency
pattern with heat, the tongue is slightly red and thin with little to no coat and will have a bowstring pulse. These
patients need their Yin replaced, which can be accomplished with Da Bu Yin Wan (Great Tonify the Yin Pill).
When Heart Qi is deficient it leads to Small Intestine failure to divide clear and turbid fluids, and Dampness
overwhelms the Bladder. If Kidney Qi is also deficient, incontinence occurs. Patients have a pale tongue with a
white coat and a weak, fine pulse. These cases can be treated with Sang Piao Xiao San (Mantis Egg-Case
Powder).

Enuresis, or involuntary urination while sleeping, is also a common presentation. Patients are unaware of the
incontinence, but wake on a wet bed, definitely a problem if the household pet sleeps with its human
companions! This pattern of incontinence can also be caused by Spleen Qi deficiency, Lung Qi deficiency, and
Bladder Damp-Heat, and can be treated with the formulas mentioned in urge incontinence. Enuresis may also be
caused by two other patterns: Kidney Yang deficiency and Kidney Yin deficiency. Because Kidney Yang is an
accumulation of Kidney Qi, if it is deficient than Kidney Qi must be deficient as well, but because Yang ebbs at
night, the incontinence in this pattern occurs then. This creates a pale tongue with a deep, weak pulse. Jin Suo Gu
Jing Wan (Metal Lock Pill to Stabilize the Essence) is the formula of choice in this case. Kidney Qi is
transformed from Kidney Yin Essence, so yin deficient patients will also become Kidney Qi deficient. Yin
deficiency heat can damage the Bladder Qi and force urination, as with urge incontinence. Patients have the
classic yin deficient tongue and pulse: thin and red, fine and rapid, respectively. The classic formula for Kidney
Yin deficiency is Zuo Gui Wan (Restore the Left [Kidney] Pill). Because of the close relationship between
Kidney Yin, Yang, and Qi, either of the last two formulas could be combined with a Kidney Qi tonic like Suo
Quan Wan (Shut the Sluice Pill).

Dribbling urine, which is described as continued urination (dribbling) after the main urine stream when the
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animal has stopped posturing to urinate, often urinating on the hind limbs. This can be caused by patterns
discussed above, such as Kidney Qi/Yang deficiency, Spleen Qi Deficiency, and Bladder Damp Heat. A pattern
that is unique to this condition occurs when Liver Qi stagnates in combination with Kidney Yang deficiency. In
this pattern, Kidney Yang fails to warm the Liver, causing Dampness to accumulate in the Bladder, which spills
over as Kidney Qi fails to seal the urethra. The Dampness will cause the tongue to be wider than Yang deficiency
alone and the stagnation will add wiry component to the pulse. In these cases, adding Chai Hu Shu Gan San
(Bupleurum Powder to Spread the Liver) with Jin Suo Gu Jing Wan (Metal Lock Pill to Stabilize the Essence) is
effective.

Finally, those animals, typically older, that have frequent nighttime urination, have either Kidney Yang
deficiency or a combination of Kidney and Spleen Yang deficiency. These patients can be treated with Jin Suo
Gu Jing Wan (Metal Lock Pill to Stabilize the Essence) alone or combined with Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang (Tonify
the Middle and Augment the Qi Decoction).

Formula References
Kidney Qi deficiency: Suo Quan Wan (Shut the Sluice Pill) 
Yi Zhi (Fructus Alpiniae Oxyphyllae) 31% Warms Kidney, binds urine

Wu Yao (Radix Linderae) 31% Disperses Cold, helps Bladder Qi

Shan Yao (Rhizoma Dioscoreae) 38% Tonifies Ki, binds Essence

Spleen Qi deficiency: Bu Zhong Yi Qi Tang (Tonify the Middle and Augment the Qi Decoction) 
Huang Qi (Radix Astragali) 22.3% Tonify Spleen and Qi

Ren Shen (Radix et Rhizoma Ginseng) 14.8% Tonify original Qi

Zhi Gan Cao (Radix et Rhizoma Glycyrrhizae Praeparata cum
Melle)

14.8% Tonify Spleen

Sheng Jiang (Rhizoma Zingiberis Recens) 11.1% Warms Middle Jiao and Lung

Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis) 7.4% Tonify and move Blood

Chen Pi (Pericarpium Citri Reticulatae) 7.4% Activate Middle Jiao Qi, strengthen Spleen

Da Zao (Fructus Jujubae) 7.4% Tonify Spleen, Stomach, and Blood

Bai Zhu (Rhizoma Atractylodis Macrocephalae) 7.4% Tonify Spleen

Sheng Ma (Rhizoma Cimicifugae) 3.7% Raise Spleen Yang Qi

Chai Hu (Radix Bupleuri) 3.7% Move Qi

Lung Qi deficiency: Bu Fei Tang (Tonify the Lung Decoction) 
Huang Qi (Radix Astragali) 20% Tonify Spleen and Wei Qi

Shu Di Huang (Radix Rehmanniae Praeparata) 20% Tonify Blood

Ren Shen (Radix et Rhizoma Ginseng) 10% Tonify original Qi

Zi Wan (Radix et Rhizoma Asteris) 9% Descend Lung Qi

Sang Bai Pi (Cortex Mori) 12% Promotes Lung function

Wu Wei Zi (Fructus Schisandrae Chinensis) 9% Astringe Lung qi

Bladder Damp-Heat: Ba Zheng San (Eight-Herb Powder for Rectification) 
Mu Tong (Caulis Akebiae) 11.5% Clear Heat in Bladder, Small Intestine

Qu Mai (Herba Dianthi) 11% Clear Heat, promote urination

Bian Xu (Herba Polygoni Avicularis) 11% Clear Damp-Heat in Bladder

Hua Shi (Talcum) 18.5% Promote urination, drain Heat

Deng Xin Cao (Medulla Junci) 11% Drain Damp, promote urination

Che Qian Zi (Semen Plantaginis) 11% Clear Heat and promote urination

Zhi Zi (Fructus Gardeniae) 7.5% Drain Damp-Heat

Da Huang (Radix et Rhizoma Rhei) 11% Diuretic, drain Damp-Heat

Gan Cao (Radix et Rhizoma Glycyrrhizae) 7.5% Clear Heat, harmonize herbs
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Tonify Liver and Kidney Yin: Da Bu Yin Wan (Great Tonify the Yin Pill) 
Shu Di Huang (Radix Rehmanniae Praeparata) 30% Tonify Liver and Kidney Yin

Gui Ban (Plastrum Testudinis) 30% Nourishes Yin, Kidney, Blood

Huang Bo (Cortex Phellodendri Chinensis) 20% Clears deficiency Heat

Zhi Mu (Rhizoma Anemarrhenae) 20% Nourishes Yin, clears deficiency Heat

Heart-Kidney Qi deficiency: Sang Piao Xiao San (Mantis Egg-Case Powder) 
Sang Piao Xiao (Ootheca Mantidis) 12.5% Tonify Kidney, stop leak

Long Gu (Os Draconis) 12.5% Bind Essence, calm

Ren Shen (Radix et Rhizoma Ginseng) 12.5% Tonify original Qi

Fu Shen (Poria Paradicis) 12.5% Calm Spirit

Shi Chang Pu (Rhizoma Acori Tatarinowii) 12.5% Calm Spirit

Yuan Zhi (Radix Polygalae) 12.5% Calm Spirit

Dang Gui (Radix Angelicae Sinensis) 12.5% Tonify and move Blood

Gui Ban (Plastrum Testudinis) 12.5% Nourish Yin, Kidney, Blood

Kidney Yang Deficiency: Jin Suo Gu Jing Wan (Metal Lock Pill to Stabilize the Essence) 
Lian Zi (Semen Nelumbinis) 22.8% Tonify Kidney, stop leakage

Mu Li (Concha Ostreae) 13.6% Astringe fluids

Sha Yuan Zi (Semen Astragali Complanati) 18.2% Tonify Kidney, Essence

Qian Shi (Semen Euryales) 18.2% Tonify Kidney, stop leakage

Long Gu (Os Draconis) 13.6% Astringe fluids

Lian Xu (Stamen Nelumbinis) 13.6% Consolidate Kidney

Kidney Yin deficiency: Zuo Gui Wan (Restore the Left [Kidney] Pill) 
Shu Di Huang (Radix Rehmanniae Praeparata) 23% Tonify Liver and Kidney Yin

Shan Yao (Rhizoma Dioscoreae) 11.4% Tonify Kidney Yin, treats wasting syndrome

Gou Qi Zi (Fructus Lycii) 11.4% Tonify Liver and Kidney Yin

Shan Zhu Yu (Fructus Corni) 11.4% Tonify Kidney, retain Essence and body fluids

Tu Si Zi (Semen Cuscutae) 11.4% Tonify Kidney Yin and Yang

Lu Jiao Jiao (Colla Cornus Cervi) 11.4% Tonify Liver and Kidney

Gui Ban Jiao (Gelatinum Plastrum Testudinis) 11.4% Tonify Yin

Chuan Niu Xi (Radix Cyathulae) 8.6% Treats dysuria, tonify Kidney

Qi stagnation: Chai Hu Shu Gan San (Bupleurum Powder to Spread the Liver) 
Chai Hu (Radix Bupleuri) 17.6% Promote Liver Qi movement

Zhi Qiao (Fructus Aurantii) 11.8% Move Qi, relive stagnation

Bai Shao (Radix Paeoniae Alba) 17.6% Tonify Blood and Liver Yin

Gan Cao (Radix et Rhizoma Glycyrrhizae) 11.8% Tonify Spleen and Qi

Xiang Fu (Rhizoma Cyperi) 11.8% Move Qi, relive Liver stagnation

Chuan Xiong (Rhizoma Chuanxiong) 11.8% Move Blood

Chen Pi (Pericarpium Citri Reticulatae) 17.6% Activate Middle Jiao Qi
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HOW TO USE CHINESE HERBS, FOR PEOPLE WHO DON’T
KNOW CHINESE MEDICINE

Nancy Scanlan, DVM, CVA

Please note:  I am not connected in any way financially with Health Concerns, except for the bills I pay to them.
There were no courses in veterinary herbal medicine when I was certified.  I found their seminars and Herbal
Handbook to be the easiest way to learn Chinese herbal medicine.  They have graciously allowed me to use some
pages from their handbook to illustrate this talk.

The three biggest concerns I hear about using Chinese herbs are:  safety of the herbs, which companies to
order from, and whether to get started without a deep knowledge of Chinese medicine.  The first two are related,
and the FDA has found repeated problems with imported Chinese herbal formulas.  To order safely, one must
order from a company that does regular, reliable testing, and with people you can talk to.  Formulas based on
ancient remedies, or formulated by experienced herbalists, are the best and safest to use.  Formulas from Taiwan
or Hong Kong are the most likely to be contaminated.

In 1974, four cases of agranulocytosis were linked to use of specific imported Chinese herbal formulas.  These
resulted in one death and 3 extensive hospitalizations.  FDA analysis of these formulas revealed phenylbutazone
and aminopyrine.  This led to analyses of other Chinese herbal medicines, which revealed methyl testosterone,
prednisolone, diazepam, chlorzoxazone (a muscle relaxant), and acetaminophen.  The cases were reported in the
Journal of the American Medical Association (Ries, C.A. and Sahud; M.A., "Agranulocytosis Caused by Chinese
Herbal Medicines," JAMA, 231:352-355, 1975).

The FDA issued an import alert in December 30, 1975, banning the importation of the product and seven
other Chinese patent medicines, all of which were suspected of containing undisclosed prescription drugs. Five of
the banned products were manufactured by the Nan Lien Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., of Hong Kong.  However it
continued to resurface in the US.

In 1980, another death, alone with several illnesses, was linked to chuifong toukuwan, which was found to
contain indomethacin, hydrochlorothiazide, chlordiazepoxide, lead, and cadmium.  This is a relatively new
formula for arthritis, and is not listed in ancient Chinese formularies.  The packages only listed the herbs, but the
pills contained the adulterants.

Much publicity followed, with articles in the New York Times and the L.A. Times.  It is believed that all the
adulterated pills came from Hong Kong and Taiwan, rather than mainland China. The government of the PRC
was co-operative throughout the investigation.

In May 1988, the States of California, Oregon, and New York responded by publishing and distributing a list
of 40 Chinese herbal formulas which contained controlled substances, unapproved ingredients, potential hazards
or were mislabeled. Trade groups of Chinese merchants in California voluntarily cooperated with officials on this
issue. Additionally, Dr. Dharmananda of the American Botanical Council issued a bulletin to over 400
practitioners of acupuncture and Oriental medicine, alerting them to the presence of the drugs in the product.

Medical writer Leigh Fenly , in the December 17, 1989, edition of the San Diego Union noted that over $11
million worth of Chuifong was confiscated by health officials in Hong Kong in 1983. Company officials were
reportedly given suspended jail sentences and fined $10,000. K.Y. Li, chief pharmacist for Hong Kong's Medical
and Health Department, is quoted in the article as having his agents raid the Nan Lien premises on November 29,
1989. Agents reportedly seized "enough of the product to fill two cargo containers." The pills allegedly contain
mefanamic acid, an anti-inflammatory, while the factory also had supplies of Feldene, another anti-inflammatory
drug.

The presence of prescription drugs in Chuifong and related products has been confirmed by USFDA, DEA,
the State of Washington, Canadian Health officials, the Texas Department of Health, and the Herb Research
Foundation through a series of independent laboratory tests using a variety of analytical techniques.
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One way the producer of  Chuifong was able to evade detection was to manufacture it as both brown pills and
black pills.  The brown ones had no drugs, but the black ones did.  They were marketed in the US under a number
of different names, but the one that got the most publicity was Miracle Herb.  Unfortunately, in a trial of a
distributor in Texas, it was pictured as an attack by the FDA on Chinese medicine.  In this case, it was not.

In January 2001 the American Association of Oriental Medicine (AAOM), an organization representing the
professional Oriental Medicine community held an emergency meeting to create a representative coalition to
work with the FDA to develop acceptable guidelines for the safe production and use of Chinese Herbal
Medicines, working in a way somewhat similar to NASC.  They created the Chinese Herbal Medicine Coalition
(CHMC) with the mission of promoting and ensuring the safe, effective, and responsible use of Chinese herbs in
the United States.  The CHMC represents Chinese herbal manufacturers, distributors, and practitioners, who
work to promote education and certification standards for the practice of CHM, and to develop informational
material and recommendations for the safe and effective use of these products.   Manufacturers promote Good
Manufacturing Standards that include thorough testing to ensure proper identification of raw products,
cleanliness, freedom from contamination, and other standards that apply to the manufacturing process.  The
updated book Chinese Herbal Patent Medicine, by Jake Fratkin published in 2001, is an excellent reference for
more detailed information on Chinese patent medicines, including tainted ones.

http://www.aaaomonline.org/45055.asp also gives more details.

There were still problems in China.  In May 29, 2007, the Washington Post reported that the ex-head of the
Chinese FDA was sentenced to death for taking "huge bribes" to approve faulty medicine in general, including a
batch of antibiotics that killed six patients and sickened 80.Moral of the story:  deal with companies who you can
talk to, and who follow Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP).  The companies I know and trust have certificates
of analysis for their products.  They comply with the Chinese Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP), and have
also been certified by the Australian Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA).  

I order from these companies:

Health Concerns
The company imports herbs from China (wildcrafted or organically grown when possible). They do not use

herbs that are endangered, sprayed or fumigated. The herbs are evaluated by trained herbalists for quality on the
basis of smell, taste and appearance. Samples are sent to independent labs to screen for pesticides, sulfites and
bacterial contamination, using Capillary Electrophoresis, High Pressure Liquid Chromatography, Gas
Chromatography, and Thin Layer Chromatography, among other methods.

Once the herbs have passed inspection, they are processed according to tradition to maximize potency and
eliminate undesired effects (a problem when improperly chosen or prepared, like kava.)  A sample of each batch
of final product is sent to an outside lab to ensure the accuracy, purity and potency of the finished formula.  The
founder is an OMD available for consultation.  Health concerns also adds nutraceuticals or Western herbs when it
will improve a product. 

Darcy Naturals  
Herbs used are certified by labs, and organic or wildcrafted where possible.  Products are powders or in

vegetarian capsules, with no fillers. The founder is an OMD available for consultation.  D'arcy also adds
nutraceuticals and a wide range of other herbs to their formulas.  The company is present at this meeting

Jin Tang Herbals
Herbs are from China. Most are grown by farmers, but some are wildcrafted.  Every batch of herbs is tested

before, during and after processing. TLC (thin layer chromatography) and HPLC (high performance liquid
chromatography), and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) are used to test them, insuring potency
and testing for active constituents. All these raw material and herbal products comply with the new stringent
Chinese Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP), and have also been certified by the Australian Therapeutic Goods
Administration (TGA).   Tests for moisture content, dissolution, heavy metals (lead, arsenic, mercury, cadmium)
and microbial content (including bacteria and fungi) are performed on every batch of finished product. Following
extensive in-house testing, heavy metal testing is conducted again at third party labs to confirm results.  More
sophisticated analyses, such as aristolochic acid testing and chloramphenicol testing, are conducted at outside
certified labs.  When the products arrive in the U.S. they are subject to an additional review by the FDA.
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Certificates of analysis for herbal quality are provided via the independent laboratories including ADPEN
Laboratories Inc. and Mayway Corp lab.

Dr. Huisheng Xie, the founder, is a third generation Chinese herbalist and a veterinarian, available for
consultation.  He is Director of Veterinary Acupuncture Internship Program at the Veterinary Medical Center of
the University of Florida, founder of the Chi Institute, and a regular lecturer for the AHVMA, IVAS, and AAVA.

May Way  
Founded in 1969, in Chinatown.  Current owners are the second generation.
Each of the internationally GMP certified factories where their products are produced in China has an in-

house lab where extensive quality control analysis is performed. All raw materials are identified and basic tests
are performed before use. Chemical analyses including TLC (thin layer chromatography) and HPLC (high
performance liquid chromatography) are also used to confirm identification, ensure potency and to test for active
constituents when necessary.

Tests for moisture content, dissolution, heavy metals (lead, arsenic, mercury, cadmium) and microbial content
are performed on every batch of finished product. Plum Flower® restrictions on heavy metal and microbial
contaminants are stringent and in line with international requirements. Following extensive in-house testing,
heavy metal testing is conducted again at third party labs to confirm results and to ensure that our standards of
purity and safety are met. More sophisticated analyses, such as Aristolochic Acid testing and Chloramphenicol
testing, are conducted at outside certified labs.  When the products arrive in the U.S. they are subject to an
additional review by the FDA. 

Mayway's Oakland facility is 100% solar powered.  Mayway is also a certified Green Business, and works to
promote conservation of endangered herbs, work with the World Wildlife fund to protect endangered species of
animals threatened by use in traditional medicine, encourage the reduction in use of pesticides and preservatives,
and promote sustainable, ecological production of Chinese herbs. Mayway has cooperated with the FDA ever
since the first identified problems in 1974.

Natural Path  
Dr. Steve Marsden founded this company and has formulated its formulas.

Dr. Marsden notes:
• our only source of herbs is Herbasin, a joint Chinese-German venture based in Shen Yang, China 
• we use them because they are the only organic Chinese herb company in the world, as certified by the FDA
• Germany is also known for its exacting manufacturing standards; because Herbasin fits them, it is the only

world-wide GMP-certified Chinese herb manufacturing company (Europe is the toughest market to get
into) 

• specifically 
• organic certification is only possible because Herbasin is the only company to grow their own herbs.

They have several plantations throughout China, to ensure herbs are grown in the climate conditions
and harvested at the ideal times to ensure optimal active ingredient composition. This also has the
added benefit of reducing pressure on wild areas (where herbs are otherwise picked) and ensuring
'green' pays its way in China and prevents at least some areas from being paved over! 

• upon arrival in Shen Yang, the dried raw herbs are checked under the microscope to confirm
identification, in comparison to histological standards 

• herbs are then assayed for heavy metal content, and confirmed to be free of lead, arsenicals, mercury,
etc. 

• at that point the granular extracts are made; volatile compounds lost during the cooking process are
captured as a condensate and added back in as the 'reduction' is converted into granular form. Aseptic
conditions are maintained. Minimal excipients are used during the drying process, to ensure there are
no un-stated ingredients or sensitivity reactions (most companies use corn starch as an excipient, but
don't declare it on the label) 

• upon manufacture, extracts are compared using TLC, gas chromatography, and mass spectrophotometry
to confirm that appropriate chemical constituents are present 
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• next, extracts undergo accelerated decomposition over a simulated three month period, to calculate
expiration dates. Expiration dates are one year less than the time period the herbs are shown to be
active for 

• lastly, formulas are cultured to ensure counts of bacterial cfu's are negligible
The founder is a DVM, OMD, Ph.D, and ND.  He is a frequent speaker at AHVMA meetings and is available

for consultation.

Golden Flowers:
Laboratory testing in China and in the US, are at this meeting
Where are your formulas made?

Our tablets are produced at Kaiser Pharmaceutical Company (KPC) at its pharmaceutical-grade ISO
9001:2000, state of the art facility in Taiwan.  With over 35 years in business, KP Ltd. is one of the most
recognized and well-respected producers of Chinese herbs throughout the world, and also the leading exporter of
Chinese herbal products in Taiwan. The company has maintained GMP certification from the Department of
Health, Taiwan, R.O.C. since 1988, and received GMP certification from the commonwealth Department of
Health, Australia (TGA) in 1994. In 2000, the company was awarded “Excellence in Entrepreneurship” by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Taiwanese Government.  It was also in 2000 that KP Ltd. received a patent
for Technology for the Extraction and Retrieval of Herbal Essential Oils.”  Modern scientific processing methods
and rigorous quality control set KPC herbs apart from all other sources of Chinese herbs. 

 A sophisticated herb identification process was instituted at our manufacturer in 1995. A formal documented
system designed by herbalist Andy Ellis was instituted in 2000.  Some of the features of this accurate herb
identification protocol include:• Macroscopic inspection by experts to “weed out” commonly substituted herbs•
Microscopic examination to ascertain species authenticity.

• TLC (Thin Layer Chromatography), a chemical “fingerprint” unique to each species 
• Microbial testing is used to screen for E. coli, salmonella, and various other possible bio-contaminants

such as molds and yeasts.
• GC (Gas Chromatography) ensures safety by testing for the presence of over 200 potentially harmful

substances such as pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides.
• HPLC (High Pressure Liquid Chromatography) measures potency by substantiating the presence of active

ingredients.
• ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry) is the future of non-organic (heavy metal)

testing. Other systems in use today are sensitive to subparts per million (ppm), but the ICP-MS can detect
elements in the subparts per billion (ppb) range and some elements in the subparts per trillion (ppt) range.
ICP-MS technology is by far the most precise and sensitive available for heavy metal testing. Samples
from every lot of our tablets are sent out to an independent laboratory here in the United States where they
are tested for heavy metals by ICP-MS. 

The references I use the most:

Health Concerns Clinical Handbook, published by Health Concerns in Oakland, updated regularly (for Health
Concerns herbs).

Chinese Veterinary Herbal Handbook, Huisheng Xie, DVM, Chi Institute of Chinese Medicine (for Jing Tang
Herbs).  An excerpt is available at http://www.tcvm.com/doc/handbook.pdf

Clinical Handbook of Chinese Veterinary Herbal Medicine Signe Beebe, DVM, Michael Salewski, DVM,
Lorena Monda, DOM, John Scott, DOM, 2006 by Herbal Medicine Press. (for Golden Flowers herbs)

For beginners, the easiest to understand is the Health Concerns Clinical Handbook.  It does not have dosages
for animals, whereas the other two are written specifically for veterinary use, and Dr. Xie’s products are also
designed specifically for animals use.  However, the other two also are easier to use if you have some knowledge
of Chinese medicine.

Health Concerns has granted their permission for me to use the pages of their Handbook in the appendix to
this article.  You will see that there are several ways to find a formula, from a strictly Western medicine
background, to one that starts with Traditional Chinese Medicine.  In addition, there are cross references of
Chinese names, in case you hear that a formula is wonderful but wish to use their herbs instead.
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To check for a condition such as arthritis, with active inflammation, you can start with the Symptom
Reference Guide.  Note that there are a number of formulas that are effective.  Mobility 2 is the first, so if you
look at the first page of the monograph (page 171 in their handbook), you note that they list both the Western
therapeutic action, and the Chinese herbal effects.  Ingredients are listed there also.  On the next page they list the
formula rationale.  This is where you can see the action of individual herbs, and get a feeling for how their
formulas are put together.  Clinical notes give a little more insight, and the Additional Formulas let you know
about additional or alternative formulas.  

Dr. Xie has a similar section online at http://www.tcvm.com/doc/handbook.pdf, for his herbal formulas.
Other sections in the Handbook list the PinYin names for Health Concerns formulas, allowing you to look

them up, an index of Western symptoms with Chinese TCM differentiation, and a list of straight TCM
indications.  This can help with the understanding of Chinese medicine and, as your knowledge of Chinese
medicine improves, to use their herbs more effectively.

My top 10 favorite formulas (from Health Concerns except as noted):  
Mobility 2 (Shu Jing Huo Xue Tang) for arthritis with inflammation
Skin Balance (Health Concerns original formula) (atopy)+-/ Xanthium Relieve Surface (Bi Yan Pian) (allergic

rhinitis/conjunctivitis)+- Si Wu Xiao Feng Yin No. 3 (Darcy Herbs, for severe itch)
Astra C (modified Jade Screen Formula) for upper respiratory problems
SPZM (Shao Yao Gan Cao Tang) for severe muscle spasm
Ease 2 (Chai Hu Gui Zhi Tang, or Bupleurum and Cinnamon for muscle spasms/Ease Plus (Chai Hu Mu Li

Long Gu Tang or Bupleurum and Dragon Bone) to calm, and the combination is used for seizures
Calm Spirit (Modified Ding Xin Wan) for anxiety/ Shen Gem (Gui Pi Tang) for anxiety
Astra 8 Si Jun Zi Tang)/Enhance (Quan Yin formula designed by Misha Cohen OMC, L. Ac.) immune

modulator, cancer
Essence Chamber (Combination Western/Chinese formula) for prostate problems
Rehmannia 8 (Shen Qi Wan)/Backbone (Bu Shen Huo Xue) for lower back pain, and urinary and fecal

incontinence
Minor Blue Perilla (Xiao Qing Long Tang) for asthma

The other companies have many of these formulas, usually listed under the Chinese (Pin Yin) name:

Bi Yan Pian: Mayway

Jade Screen Formula: Golden Flowers: Jade Screen and Xanthium.  Mayway: Jade Screen teapills

Chai Hu Gui Zhi Tang Golden Flowers

Chai Hu Mu Li Long Gu Tang: Golden Flowers.  Natural Path has Chai Hu Jia Long Gu Mu Li Tang

Gui Pi Tang: Golden Flowers and Natural Path.  Mayway has Gui Pi teapills.

Shao Yao Gan Cao Tang: Golden Flowers.  Mayway has Peony and Licorice teapills

Jin Gui Shen Qi Wan: Mayway:  Golden Book tea pills 

Shu Jing Huo Xue Tang Golden Flowers

Si Jun Zi Tang:  Golden Flowers

Xiao Qing Long Tang: Mayway has the original Xiao Zing Long Wan, or minor blue dragon 

Other formulas to consider:
Akebia Moist Heat or Ba Zheng San (cystitis)
Aquillaria 22:  (diarrhea, internal parasites)
Artestatin for giardia, with Aquillaria 22
Astra Essence or Zuo Gui Wan:  (stress, chronic fatigue, chemotherapy)
Channel Flow or Huo Luo Xiao Ling Dan (pain relief)
Clear Phlegm or Wen Dang Tan (chronic bronchitis)
Ecliptix (hepatitis)

http://www.tcvm.com/doc/handbook.pdf
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Enhance (immunomodulant—demodectic mange)
Flavonex (canine cognitive dysfunction)
Gastrodia Relieve Wind or Tian Ma Gou Teng Yin (hypertension and vestibular syndrome)
Isatis Cooling or Chien Chi Tai Wan/Quiet Digestion or Shen Chu Gu Ya (irritable bowel syndrome)
Marrow Plus (bone marrow suppression, including from chemotherapy)
Nasal Tabs 2 (chronic sinusitis)
Phellostatin (malassezia or other yeast conditions)
Power Mushrooms (cancer)

Review of Adulteration of Chinese Patent Medicines with Synthetic Drugs
 
HerbalGram. 2004;61:22-23 American Botanical Council
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Excerpts of the Health Concerns Catalogue

Arthralgia and Arthritis (Bi Syndromes)
Deficiency of blood, Qi and blood stagnation

Marrow Plus
Deficiency kidney Yang

Rehmannia 8 (edema)
Backbone

Deficiency of Yin with heat
Nine Flavor Tea

Stagnation of liver Qi
Ease 2
Ease Plus

Stagnation of Qi and blood
Mobility 2
Channel Flow

Stagnation of Qi and blood due to trauma
Resinall E
Resinall K

Supplement
SAMe

Wind-cold-damp
Mobility 3

Wind Qi and blood stagnation, phlegm
AC-Q

Wind-damp-heat
Mobility 2 in combination with Clear Heat

With autoimmune disease
Colostroplex

Asthma
Phlegm and coughing

Clear Air
Lung Yin deficiency

Lily Bulb Formula
Lung Yin deficiency heat

Tremella and American Ginseng
Wind cold

Minor Blue Perilla
Spleen and lung Qi deficiency

Astra 8
Kidney Yang deficiency with phlegm

Ginseng and Gecko
Copious phlegm

Clear Phlegm

Back Pain, Lower
Qi Yang deficiency and blood stagnation

Backbone

22 Health Concerns Clinical Handbook
Dampness and blood stagnation

Mobility 2
Wind, damp, cold

Mobility 3
Qi and blood stagnation
Channel Flow

Back, Weak
Kidney Yang deficiency

Backbone
Kidney Yin deficiency

Rehmannia 8 (edema)
Nine Flavor Tea

Belching
Quiet Digestion, Shu Gan

Bi Syndromes (see Arthralgia and Arthritis)

Bladder Stone
Jin Qian Cao Stone

Blood Cholesterol and Lipids, High
Astra Garlic
Flavonex
Polilipid

Blurry Vision
Astra Essence
Rehmannia 8

Breast Distension
Bupleurum Entangled Qi

Breathing, Difficult
Lung and spleen deficiency

Astra 8, CordySeng
Kidney Yang deficiency with phlegm

Ginseng and Gecko
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AN UPDATE ON WHAT EVERYONE NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT
CANINE AND FELINE VACCINATION PROGRAMS

Ronald D. Schultz, PhD

For many veterinary practitioners canine and feline vaccination programs have been “practice management
tools” rather than medical procedures. Thus, it is not surprising that attempts to change the vaccines and
vaccination programs based on scientific information have created great controversy and unique methods of
resistance to the proposed changes have been developed. For some practitioners the issues are not duration of
immunity for the vaccines, or which vaccines are needed for the pet, instead it is felt that all licensed vaccines
should be given to every dog and cat on an annual or more often basis. Ironically this practice is often fostered by
the fact that multivalent products with 7 or more vaccines can be purchased for the same price or less than a
product with one or two vaccine components. A “more is better” philosophy prevails with regard to vaccines. It is
often believed that at least some of the vaccines administered in the combination product probably aren’t needed
but it is assumed that it won’t hurt to give them. It is also believed the animal may need all of them some time
during its life because of unknown risk. Although it is well known that the duration of immunity for certain
vaccines, like distemper (CDV), parvoviruses of the canine (CPV-2) and feline (FPV), and hepatitis (CAV-1), is
many years to a lifetime. Until another equally effective method way is found to get the client into the office on a
regular basis, some veterinarians will continue to recommend even these core vaccines annually. Annual
revaccination has been and remains the single most important reason why many pet owners bring their animals
for an annual or more often “wellness visit.” The importance of these visits for the health of the pet is
exceptional, and every effort must be made to separate the need for vaccines from the need for the physical
examinations as well as other important procedures. Therefore, dog and cat owners must be told by practitioners
that vaccines are not the only reason their dog or cat needs an annual wellness visit, and at some visits vaccines
will not be given. Furthermore, certain vaccines (optional/noncore) when given to a dog or cat at risk must be
given annually or more often. Thus for those pets receiving the noncore vaccines, the core vaccines should not be
given. It is the core vaccines CDV, CPV-2, CAV-2 for the dog and FPV, FCV, and FHV-1 for the cat and rabies
for both species that don’t need to be given more often than once every three years. Another reason for the
reluctance to change current vaccination programs is many practitioners really don’t always understand the
principles of vaccinal immunity and/or they are not aware of the current vaccine guidelines for the dog and cat. A
significant number of practitioners believe: 

1) the annual revaccination recommendation on the vaccine label is evidence the product provides
immunity for (only) one year. Not true. Some vaccines provide a life-time or many years of immunity,
whereas others probably provide less than a year of immunity if at all. 

2) that they are legally required to vaccinate annually and if they don’t they will not be covered by AVMA
liability insurance if the animal develops a vaccine preventable disease - Not true. The only vaccine
required at all by law is rabies and even that vaccine is not required in some states, especially for cats.
There is also a concern that certain companies will not provide assistance if practitioners don’t vaccinate
annually with core vaccines. Not true. In fact, all of the major companies have now demonstrated their
core products provide at least 3 years of immunity and endorse the not more often than 3 year vaccination
recommendation made in the AAFP Feline Guidelines and the AAHA Canine Guidelines.

3) that not revaccinating will cause the animal to become susceptible soon (days or a few weeks) after the
one year. – Not true for the core vaccines. They provide up to a lifetime of immunity or at the very least
many years of immunity

4) if the animal is not revaccinated at or before one year the “whole vaccination program needs to be
started again”. – Not true. If the immune response had been stimulated previously, memory cells will
persist well beyond a year for the core vaccines. Even with the non-core vaccines, if the animals was
previously vaccinated properly (eg one dose of MLV at an age when maternal antibodies did not block
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the vaccine or two doses of a killed vaccine that were given 3 to 4 weeks apart, it is not necessary to do
anything other than give another dose of vaccine!

5) if they don’t continue to revaccinate annually, diseases like canine distemper, canine parvovirus, feline
panleukopenia, and infectious canine hepatitis (CAV-1) will “reappear and cause widespread disease
similar to what was seen prior to the development of vaccines for these diseases.” – Not true with the
core vaccines, it is not how often you revaccinate; it is dependent on how many animals in the population
(herd immunity) receive at least one dose of the core vaccines at an age when MDA cannot block active
immunity (eg >16 weeks of age).

6) that if the revaccination “doesn’t help, it won’t hurt.” – Not true. Vaccines can and do cause adverse
reactions, thus don’t administer vaccines if and when they are not needed. Vaccines can cause severe
adverse reactions, including death!

7) that giving a vaccine annually that has a duration of immunity of 3 or more years provides much better
immunity than if the product is given only once during the three or more years. – Not true. 

8) there are regional/state rabies programs that suggest annual rabies vaccination programs provide better
protection than revaccination once every three years regardless of whether a 1 year or 3 year rabies
product is used. – Not true The 3 year rabies vaccine provides equal to or better immunity than the 1 year
vaccine and reduces the potential for adverse reactions from overvaccination. There is no sound
immunologic reason to revaccinate for rabies more often than every 3 years and that may be less in the
future (eg there is already a 4 year rabies vaccine licensed for the cat).

9) that parvovirus vaccines only provide six months of immunity, thus they must give them semi-annually
and the CPV-2 vaccines need to be given with coronavirus vaccine (CCV) to prevent enteritis. Not true.
Parvovirus vaccines are excellent and they provide protection against all the CPV-2 variants (2, 2a, 2b,
2c) for many years after vaccination. Furthermore, no benefit can be shown for a CCV vaccine either in
reducing the severity of parvovirus enteritis or preventing enteritis.

10) “It’s much cheaper to revaccinate the pet annually than it is to treat the disease the animal will develop
because it didn’t get revaccinated annually.” The “better safe than sorry” philosophy - It is less
expensive to prevent disease. That is why it is necessary to use the core vaccines. However, if the core
vaccines are given as a puppy and again at 6 months to a year of age, then annual revaccination is not
needed. Furthermore, if a vaccine is given that is not needed and it causes an adverse reaction that is
unacceptable and very expensive.

11) they need to revaccinate all new dogs/cats coming to their clinic irrespective of vaccination history even
when vaccination records are available from another clinic. Presumably the “other clinic” used the
wrong vaccine or didn’t know how to vaccinate. – Not true

12) “Dogs and cats need to be revaccinated annually up to 5 to 7 years of age, then and only then would
vaccination every three years be okay.” – Not true. Dogs and cats should be vaccinated as puppies and
kittens with the core vaccines making sure the last dose of vaccine is at 14 to 16 weeks of age. They
should be revaccinated again at 6 months to 1 year of age, unless titers were performed; then they need
not be revaccinated more often than every 3 years. Also, they do not need to have antibody titers
performed more often than every 3 years and only then if you decide not to revaccinate. Rabies vaccines
by law must be given every 3 years after the initial 2 doses are given. Rabies laws requiring revaccination
more often than every 3 years after the initial 2 doses should be changed!

13) “Surgical procedures, including anesthesia, are immunosuppressive thus dogs should be vaccinated
prior to or shortly after surgery.” – Not true. Vaccines should not be given during anesthesia and
animals already vaccinated prior to surgery need not be vaccinated again. If they have never been
vaccinated prior to surgery, wait until the animal has recovered from anesthesia to vaccinate.

14) “Because boarding kennels require annual or more often (kennel cough every 3 to 6 months)
vaccination, practitioners must continue vaccinating annually with all vaccines.” – Not true – help
change the kennel rules through education and just use the vaccines that need to be given (eg Kennel
Cough.) The kennels need to understand that dogs and cats are up-to-date on their core vaccines when
they have been vaccinated within the past 5 to 7 years and no kennel should require core vaccines more
often than every 3 years. It is reasonable for the kennels to require the “kennel cough” products annually.

Note: There are kennels that require every licensed vaccine and the vaccines must have been given within 1 year
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or less prior to admission – help change these rules! Those kennels that are members of the American Kennel
Association follow the AAHA Guidelines, but many kennels do not belong to this association.
It will be necessary to correct many of these and additional misunderstandings by providing education on
vaccines to some veterinary practitioners, kennel owners and pet owners before significant changes in
vaccination programs can or will occur to reduce the over-vaccination of both cats and dogs. 

However it is equally important that we don’t, in our efforts to prevent over-vaccination:
1) fail to vaccinate all or as many pups and kittens as possible with the core vaccines – in the US, where we

probably vaccinate as many or more dogs and cats, we currently vaccinate about 50% of all puppies and
25% of all kittens 

2) fail to vaccinate often enough with the vaccines that provide one year or less of immunity (eg most non-
core vaccines)

3) fail to use products that are necessary such as the core vaccines
4) use products (eg nosodes, vaccines that are not from major vaccine manufacturers, or mishandled

products) that don’t provide protective immunity for our pets. 

Canine Vaccines and Vaccination Programs
I believe every practitioner, kennel owner and dog owner should know the following general information

about canine vaccines and vaccination programs. What vaccines are needed for all puppies? I do mean all pups;
as mentioned above, we only vaccinate 50% of all dogs. If we could increase this percentage to 75%, we would
be able to eliminate many of the diseases prevented by core vaccines. The “core vaccines,” those that every pup
should receive and identified as core by most canine vaccine experts in the United States, include: 1) Canine
Parvovirus type 2 (CPV-2), 2) Canine Distemper virus (CDV), 3) Canine Adenovirus type 2 (CAV-2), 4) Rabies
Virus (RV). When do the core vaccines need to be given? As a minimum, puppies should be given at least one
dose at 16 weeks of age or older. Preferably, they should be given three or more times starting at 6 to 9 weeks
then at an interval of 2 to 4 weeks, revaccinate at 9 to 12 weeks, then again at 14 to 16 weeks. For those not
wanting to vaccinate 3 times, start the vaccination program at 10 to 12 weeks and revaccinate at 14 to 16 weeks,
or start at 16 weeks and revaccinate at 18 to 19 weeks, making sure the puppies remain in an environment where
they will not be exposed to CDV or CPV-2 prior to vaccination. It is also possible to vaccinate once or twice
prior to 12 to 14 weeks, then perform a CDV and CPV-2 antibody test to be sure the animal has responded. If it
has not, then revaccinate. It is critical that the last dose of vaccine be given at 14 to 16 or more weeks of age
when an antibody test for CDV/CPV-2 is not performed. A significant percentage of pups (eg up to 8%)
receiving the last dose of vaccine prior to 14 to 16 weeks will not develop immunity. It is important not to give
MLV core vaccines earlier than 6 weeks unless there is a significant risk of a specific disease (eg shelter), then
give only the vaccine for the disease you want to prevent (e.g. CPV-2). Never vaccinate a pup or kitten at less
than 4 weeks of age with MLV vaccines because the vaccine may cause an adverse reaction in an animal without
MDA. The most effective canine core products currently available include modified live and recombinant
vaccines alone or in combination with other viral products from the major biological companies (eg Ft. Dodge,
Intervet, Merial, Pfizer, Schering Plough.) The combination products with CPV-2, CDV and CAV-2 currently
often include canine parainfluenza (CPI) virus. New “core only” products have been and are being developed that
don’t have CPI, however, the CPI will not cause a problem if and when used as a parenteral 5 way combination
product. However, the CPI will not provide effective immunity when given parenterally and it should be given
intranasally to provide local mucosal, humoral (antibody), and cellular immunity. I recommend giving the 3 core
viral vaccines in combination rather than separately. I also do not recommend mixing the 3 core viral vaccines
with bacterial vaccines (eg Leptospira, Lyme, Chlamydophila) for the primary puppy or kitten vaccination series.
Instead, first complete the puppy or kitten core viral vaccination series at 14 to 16 weeks before giving any non-
core bacterial vaccines. One exception to this recommendation would be the intranasal kennel cough vaccine,
which can be administered at the same time as the core viral products are given, because the intranasal vaccine
will not interfere with the parenteral core viral products since they are given at different sites of the body.

After the initial series of vaccines, and at a time when the viral and bacterial vaccines should not be given
together, later or at the time of revaccination (eg at or after 6 months of age), a combination viral, bacterial
product can be given. After the puppy or kitten core series is completed, revaccination is recommended between
6 months to one year of age, unless titers for CDV and CPV-2 show the animal is immune. Rabies vaccine by law
(in many states) should be given first at 12 to 16 weeks, again at 1 year, then every 3 years, whereas the other
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core vaccines need not be given more often than 3 years. There is no benefit from annual rabies vaccination and
most one year rabies products are similar or identical to the 3-year products with regard to duration of immunity
and effectiveness. However, the rabies vaccines labeled by the USDA as 1 year rabies vaccines must, by law, be
given annually! Rabies vaccine is the one canine vaccine requiring a minimum duration of immunity study and
duration of immunity labeling by the USDA. Currently, there are rabies vaccines labeled as 1 year, 3 year, and 4
year (cat only.) Revaccination annually with rabies does not improve immunity; however, annual revaccination
with rabies vaccine does significantly increase the risk for an adverse reaction. Thus, a 3 year vaccine is
recommended for the dog. In the case of the cat, the rabies vaccine I recommend is a 1 year vaccine. It is the
PureVax® canarypox vectored recombinant rabies vaccine that does not contain an adjuvant. I believe this
vaccine given annually is less likely to cause an “injection site sarcoma” when compared to the adjuvanted rabies
vaccines given every 3 years. I would recommend to ensure the puppy vaccination program was successful, that a
CDV and CPV-2 antibody titer be performed 2 or more weeks after the last dose of core vaccines. Laboratory
tests as well as “in-office test” for CDV and CPV-2 antibody are available. If there is no or very low antibody
two weeks or more after the last puppy vaccination at 14 to 16 weeks, revaccinate and perform a test two or more
weeks after revaccination. If you still don’t have antibody, change the product and revaccinate. If the animal
remains antibody negative for CDV or CPV-2, it is very likely a genetic non-responder. This is important
information for you and the owner since the non-responder, if infected, will die, because it cannot mount an
immune response. I estimate 1 per 1,000 dogs to be non-responders to CPV-2 and 1 per 5,000 to be non-
responders to CDV. Since genetics are responsible, it is likely that certain breeds and certain families of dogs will
have a much higher percentage than the general population. Therefore, you may have several pups in a litter that
are non-responders. Antibody tests (titers) are very useful after the puppy vaccination series to ensure the animal
is immunized. The problem with antibody tests is they are very expensive, thus in general, these tests are often
not used routinely. Revaccination at 6 months of age to ensure that all animals have responded to the core
vaccines, rather than waiting until 1 year of age, may provide an advantage, as those few dogs not responding
when last vaccinated at 14 to 16 weeks of age would remain unvaccinated for a shorter period of time if
revaccinated at 6 months rather than a year. Revaccination would not be required more often than every 3 years,
since the minimum duration of immunity for the core vaccines except rabies is at least 7 years and up to a
lifetime based on challenge and/or antibody data (Table 1). Thus revaccinating annually will not improve
protection. Ironically “the better safe than sorry philosophy” can be equally applied to less vaccination, since the
animal that develops an adverse reaction (e.g. hives, facial edema, anaphylaxis, autoimmune disease, death) from
a vaccine that wasn’t needed is an example of “being sorry, not safe!”

What about All the Other Vaccines Currently Available for the Dog?
They are non-core or optional vaccines that should only be given to animals that need them and only as often

as needed. There are also some vaccines that are not recommended for any dogs (eg CCV and Giardia). The
duration of immunity is not known for certain non-core products, the efficacy is limited or not known and the risk
vs. benefit factors are not always well established nor understood. The minimum duration of immunity for
Leptospira vaccines is probably less than one year, especially in certain dogs, thus when required for a high risk
dog, leptospira products may need to be given as often as semi-annually and not less often than annually.
Considering the low vaccine efficacy, the adverse event rate and the minimal risk for leptospirosis in many
regions of the US, certain practitioners do not use the current products. However, if an animal is in a high-risk
environment for leptospirosis, the product to use should contain the 4 serovars because there is no or limited
significant cross protection among the serovars. I recommend starting vaccination not earlier than 12 weeks of
age, preferably later and after the viral vaccines have ended at 14 to 16 weeks. Revaccinate in 2 to 4 weeks with
the Leptospira bacterin. It is critically important with all killed vaccines (eg lepto, Lyme, injectable Bordetella) to
give two doses, 2 to 4 weeks apart, during the primary series of vaccinations. If there is more than 6 weeks
between the initial dose and the second dose, I recommend starting the series again, making sure the next 2 doses
are given with a 2 to 4 week interval between the doses. I would revaccinate with leptospira 3 months after the
second dose, then revaccinate again at a year of age and then you may have to revaccinate as often as every 6 to 9
months, but not less often than annually for optimal protection. Starting the vaccination program for leptospirosis
later (after puppy viral core vaccines) will reduce the interference the bacterial vaccines can create for the viral
vaccine immunity, reduce the development of hypersensitivity reactions, and increase the likelihood that a
protective immune response will develop to bacterial vaccines because the immune system should be more
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mature in the older puppy. Using this vaccination program for Leptospira bacterins, the animal should not
develop clinical disease but it may get infected and could shed organisms in its urine. Bordetella immunity may
also be less than one year and the efficacy for the various products is not well established. Many animals receive
“kennel cough” vaccines that include Bordetella and CPI with or without CAV-2 every 6 to 9 months without
evidence that this frequency of vaccination is necessary or beneficial. In contrast, other dogs are never vaccinated
for kennel cough and disease is not seen. CPI immunity lasts at least 3 years when given intranasally, and CAV-2
immunity lasts a minimum of 7 years when given parenterally for CAV-1, but duration of immunity is probably
less for CAV-2 (eg 3 years). In most pet dogs, immunity to CAV-2 is adequate with a parenteral vaccine, but in
animals at high risk (such as those in shelters or high risk kennels), an intranasal CAV-2 vaccine may provide
improved immunity . However, kennel cough is not preventable with vaccines. These two viruses (CPI and CAV-
2), in combination with Bordetella bronchiseptica are only a few of the agents associated with kennel cough,
however, many other factors play an important role in disease (e.g. stress, dust, humidity, molds, CDV, CIV,
Streptococcal spp., Pasteurella multocida, mycoplasma, etc.), thus kennel cough is not vaccine preventable
because of the complex factors associated with this disease. Furthermore, kennel cough is often a mild to
moderate self limiting disease, which I refer to as the “Canine Cold.” My preference when a kennel cough
vaccine is used is the intranasal vaccine rather than the parenteral, but some dogs will not allow an intranasal
vaccine to be administered. On rare occasions, the intranasal vaccines will cause kennel cough in certain dogs!

There is a new respiratory disease of dogs, caused by canine influenza virus (CIV). In 2004, CIV infected and
caused severe disease of greyhounds in Florida. Since that first outbreak, other outbreaks have occurred in
greyhounds at racing tracks in a number of states and in shelters, as well as in a few commercial kennels. When
there was an outbreak at a race track or shelter, the virus did not cause large disease outbreaks in the community
as would have been expected, since the majority of dogs nationwide are susceptible to CIV. The virus does not
seem to be highly transmissible even in the susceptible dog population when dogs are not in intimate contact. It is
still not known if canine influenza virus will become a significant cause of canine respiratory disease, nor if it
will be an important emerging disease of dogs worldwide as it is currently found primarily in the US. Cases of
CIV continue to be reported in shelters and kennels in various states, suggesting the virus is surviving and
spreading. Because influenza viruses often mutate, this virus may become more virulent and cause widespread
disease in our susceptible dog population. At the present time, there are no vaccines licensed to prevent CIV, but
vaccines could become available quickly if and when they are needed. Questions about the role of influenza virus
and, for that matter, all viruses other than CPI and CAV-2 and bacteria other than Bordetella bronchiseptica,
various mycoplasmas and additional factors causing kennel cough exist and must be answered if we expect to be
more successful in reducing Canine Respiratory Disease Complex.

The geographic distribution of Lyme disease would suggest vaccination would only be of benefit in certain
regions of the US, thus widespread use of this product is neither necessary nor desired. Lyme disease is very
localized and often one part of a state has a high level of infection and other parts very low levels. For example,
Wisconsin is an endemic area for Lyme disease. However, we have used very few doses of Lyme vaccines in our
VMTH UW-Madison and we have not seen significant numbers of clinical cases of Lyme disease. However in
certain areas of western and northwestern Wisconsin and eastern Minnesota, many cases of confirmed Lyme
disease are seen in unvaccinated dogs and even in some vaccinated dogs. Tick control for prevention and
antibiotics for treatment must be used in high risk areas, even in vaccinated dogs that develop signs of disease (eg
arthritis). Immunity from Lyme vaccines have been shown experimentally to last up to one year. Lyme vaccines
are either whole cell or recombinant products. I prefer the recombinant product when a Lyme vaccine is used,
because I believe it is more likely to kill the Borrelia burgdorferi in the tick or, if the spirochete enters the dog,
the OSPA antibody should kill it before it replicates and infects the dog. This would be considered “sterile
immunity.” In contrast, I don’t think the whole cell bacterin will provide that same level of immunity.
Unfortunately, Lyme disease is highly complex and none of the vaccines in my opinion provide more than 70%
protection. Even with the most effective vaccines, there are some dogs that fail to develop immunity or the
immunity is short-lived and the vaccinated dogs are susceptible to infection. There are also, in my opinion, a
small percentage of dogs when vaccinated that will develop a vaccine induced “Lyme-like arthritis” similar to
what has been seen in small percentage of vaccinated people. This is an immune mediated disease that is not
responsive to antibiotic treatment.

To date no one has demonstrated a benefit for coronavirus (CCV) vaccine, therefore it is not recommended.
Giardia vaccine may be of value in a few animals (eg dog remains infected after multiple drug treatments.)
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However, in my opinion and the opinion of others, there is no need nor benefit from routine use of Giardia
vaccine in dogs. Giardia and CCV are in the not generally recommended vaccine group in the vaccination
guidelines from the American Animal Hospital Association. There are therapeutic vaccines for snakebites
(Western and Eastern rattlesnakes), for periodontal disease and for treatment of canine oral melanomas. New
vaccines will continue to be produced and licensed, but they are likely to be optional vaccines. Thus, their use
will be determined from a risk/benefit analysis and they should only be given on an as needed basis.

 

Table 1: Minimum Duration of Immunity for Canine Core Vaccines

Vaccine
Minimum Duration

of Immunity
Methods Used to

Determine Immunity

Canine Distemper Virus (CDV)

Rockborn Strain 7 yrs/15 yrs challenge/serology

Onderstepoort Strain 5 yrs/9 yrs challenge/serology

             Canarypox Vectored rCDV 4 yrs/5 yrs challenge/serology

Canine Adenovirus-2 (CAV-2) 7 yrs/9 yrs challenge-CAV-1/serology

Canine Parvovirus-2 (CPV-2) 7 yrs/10 yrs challenge/serology

Canine Rabies 3 yrs/5 yrs challenge/serology

Feline Vaccines and Vaccination Programs

I believe every practitioner and cat owner should know the following general information about feline
vaccines and vaccination programs: The core vaccines or those every cat should receive are feline parvovirus
(panleukopenia), feline calicivirus and feline herpes virus (viral rhinotracheitis) and rabies virus. If one wants to
take a purely “minimalistic approach” every cat should, at the very least, be vaccinated with feline parvovirus and
rabies, because most cats are at risk of getting infected with FPV and the outcome of the infection with FPV
cannot be predicted. Cats do pose a public health risk for rabies and vaccination should reduce that risk. In
general, young susceptible kittens are more likely to develop FPV disease than older susceptible cats, but I have
recently seen unvaccinated cats of all ages in a closed colony develop panleukopenia and die regardless of their
health status or age. The age when core vaccination is recommended for the kitten is similar to the puppy with the
last dose given at 14 to 16 weeks of age. In kittens, it is more common to give only 2 doses of vaccines rather
than the 3 or 4 doses given to pups. There are many feline products to choose among such as parenterally vs
locally administered and live vs killed vaccines. Just as with dogs, there is no one vaccination program that meets
the needs of all cats. Sometimes a killed product is preferable to an MLV and sometimes a local (intranasal) is
better than a parenteral and vice versa. In cats at high risk for infection with FPV, FCV, and/or FHV-1, the MLV
vaccines are preferred because they provide more rapid protection. For example, immunity after vaccination with
a MLV-FPV vaccine would be as early as 3 days post vaccination, whereas immunity after vaccination with a
killed FPV vaccine would take about 3 weeks if MDA does not block the vaccine. We have found that with the
intranasal product containing FPV that some cats, especially kittens with MDA, do not get enough vaccine virus
for infection to occur, which is an absolute requirement for an MLV to provide immunity. In high risk
environments like shelters, I always recommend a parenteral MLV-FPV vaccine, not a killed or an intranasal
FPV vaccine. In the average household cat, which is generally at low risk for FPV, FCV, and FHV-1 infection,
the MLV, parenteral or intranasal, or Killed vaccines can all be used and the protection they provide should be
for a minimum of 3 years to a lifetime for FPV. Protection from FCV and FHV-1 is never complete, thus these
vaccines are not as effective as the excellent FPV protection, which is likely to reach 99% effectiveness and
provide immunity for up to the life of the cat. FCV and FHV-1 MLV parenteral and intranasal vaccines generally
provide excellent protection for the pet cat because their risk of disease is low. However, they are not very
effective in high stress and under highly infectious conditions like a shelter. 

The non-core products for the cat include some that I recommend and others that I don’t recommend. If a cat
is at risk for FeLV, vaccinate it with 2 doses as early as possible (e.g. 8 to 9 and 11 to 12 weeks) with an effective
product. Our research and the research of others show the killed adjuvanted FeLV products from Ft. Dodge
Animal Health and Schering Plough Animal Health are highly effective. We have also shown the new canarypox
vectored recombinant rFeLV vaccine from Merial is highly effective and does not have an adjuvant. The
canarypox recombinant FeLV vaccine must be administered with the VetJet™, a bioinjector, and it should not be
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given via needle and syringe. 
If the cat is still at risk, revaccinate it at one year of age. Then I would never revaccinate with FeLV, since I

believe the kitten vaccinations and again at 1 year of age together with the natural age related resistance to FeLV
would provide all the protection that is required to prevent persistent viremia (PV), the purpose of giving the
FeLV vaccines. Furthermore, the risk of an injection site sarcoma, especially with annual or once every 3 year
administration of the adjuvanted leukemia products, may increase significantly, especially in genetically
predisposed cats. Unfortunately the cats at greatest risk to persistent viremia and disease caused by FeLV are cats
infected at less than 3 months of age. Those cats don’t benefit from vaccination since the product given at 8 to 9
and again at 11 to 12 weeks doesn’t provide protection until after 12 to 16 weeks (4 months) of age. However, at
present, vaccination at an earlier age has not been shown to be effective. We and others have demonstrated the
excellent naturally occurring age related resistance to development of persistent viremia in cats 1 year of age or
older. Thus, the most susceptible period for development of PV is birth to 1 year.

With regard to the other non-core/optional vaccines for cats, I don’t recommend any of them for the pet cat,
whereas for cats at high risk, such as those in shelters, other vaccines, when demonstrated to be effective should
be given. However, even in shelters where feline respiratory disease complex (FRDC) is common and often
severe, adding Chlamydophila felis and Bordetella to the core vaccines have not, in general, been shown to
reduce clinical disease. However, changes in management, like reducing stress and minimizing fomite
transmission have reduced severity and/or prevalence of FRDC, but have not eliminated this disease complex.
The question of whether it is better to give a parenteral vs. intranasal FCV/FHV-1 vaccine in shelters seems to
depend on the conditions that exist in the specific shelter. In one shelter, where both the MLV parenteral and
intranasal were being used, discontinuing the intranasal had no effect on prevalence nor severity of FRDC. In
some shelters, we have found the killed parenteral FCV and FHV-1 vaccines were more effective in reducing
disease than the MLV parenteral and/or intranasal FCV/FHV-1.  I don’t recommend FIV vaccine because it is in
general not needed, it interferes with the current diagnostic tests, and it doesn’t protect against certain stains
(clades) of FIV. I don’t recommend the killed virulent systemic calicivirus vaccine, the feline infectious
peritonitis (FIP) vaccine, nor the Giardia vaccine.

Summary
At present, most canine and feline core vaccines are given more often than needed, but a few non-core

vaccines probably not often enough to be of benefit. Also, many vaccines/vaccinations are given that are not
needed or that cannot be shown to provide a benefit for the specific animal. Vaccines are medical products that
should only be given if needed and only as often as is necessary to provide protection from diseases that cause
risk to the health of the animal. If a vaccine that is not necessary causes an adverse reaction that would be
considered an unacceptable medical procedure. 

Vaccination programs are changing and they will continue to change. The vaccination program must be
tailored to the individual animal. Vaccines are medical products that should not and need not be used as practice
management tools.  My general philosophy is to vaccinate more animals in the population, but vaccinate with
only those vaccines that the animal needs and only as often as required to maintain protective immunity. With
some products, vaccination may only need to occur once or twice in a life time, whereas with other products
vaccination may need to be every 6 to 9 months, or at the very least annually.

Be Wise and Immunize, but Immunize Wisely!

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
From the Vaccination Guidelines Group (VGG) of the World Small Animal Veterinary Association

(WSAVA), published in the Journal of Small Animal Practice 48 (9) , 528–541, 2007.

1. Is there a risk of over-vaccinating a pet (e.g. injecting it too often, or using vaccines that are not
required for the specific pet)? 

Yes - Vaccines should not be given needlessly, as they may cause adverse reactions. Vaccines are medical
products that should be tailored to the needs of the individual animal. 

2. May I mix different types of vaccines in the syringe? 

No - One should never mix different vaccine preparations in the syringe unless specified by the data sheet. 
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3. May I co-inject different vaccines (not part of a single commercial product) into the same animal? 

Yes - but different vaccines should be injected into separate sites that are drained by different lymph nodes. 

4. May I use smaller vaccine doses in small breeds to reduce the risk of adverse reactions? 

No - The volume (e.g. 1.0 ml) as recommended by the manufacturer generally represents the minimum
immunizing dose, therefore the total amount must be given. 

5. Should the large dog (Great Dane) be injected with the same volume of vaccine as the small dog
(Chihuahua)? 

Yes - Unlike pharmaceuticals that are dose-dependent, vaccines are not based on volume per body mass (size),
but rather on the minimum immunizing dose. 

6. May I vaccinate the anaesthetized patient? 

It is best not to do this if possible - the patient may develop a hypersensitivity reaction and vomit, leading to an
increased risk of aspiration. Also, anaesthetic agents may be immunomodulatory . 

7. May I vaccinate pregnant pets? 

No - Vaccination with ML V and killed products during pregnancy should be avoided, if at all possible. 

8. May I vaccinate pets that are on immunosuppressive or cytotoxic therapy (e.g. for cancer or immune-
mediated diseases, such as those with an autoimmune or hypersensitivity pathogenesis)? 

No - Vaccination especially with ML V products should be avoided as they may cause disease; vaccination with
killed products may not be effective or may aggravate the immune-mediated disease. 

9. How long after stopping immunosuppressive therapy do I wait before vaccinating a pet? 

A minimum of 2 weeks. 

10. May I vaccinate every week if an animal is at high risk of disease? 

No - Vaccines should not be given more often than every other week, even when different vaccines are being
given. 

11. When should the last vaccine dose be given in the puppy and kitten vaccine series? 

The last dose of vaccine should be given at around 16 weeks of age. 

12. May I inject a killed vaccine, followed at a later time with a ML V for the same disease? 

No - The killed vaccine may induce an effective antibody response that will neutralize the ML V in the vaccine,
thereby preventing immunization. It would be preferable to give the ML V vaccine first and if/when needed,
revaccinate with the killed vaccine preparation. 

13. May I inject a modified live intranasal Bordetella vaccine? 

No - The vaccine can cause a severe local reaction and may even kill the pet. 

14. May I give a killed Bordetella vaccine destined for parenteral use intranasally? 

No - This will not stimulate a specific response to the Bordetella; you should give a live vaccine via the
intranasal route, as specified by the data sheet. 

15. Are precautions necessary when using MLV FHV-I/FCV parenteral vaccines in cats? 

Yes - Mucosal (e.g. conjunctival and nasal) contact with the preparation must be avoided, because the vaccine
virus can cause disease. 

16. Can nosodes (holistic preparations) be used to immunize pets? 

No - Nosodes cannot be used for the prevention of any disease. They do not immunize because they do not
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contain antigen. 

17. Should dogs and cats with a history of adverse reaction or immune-mediated diseases (hives, facial
oedema, anaphylaxis, injection site sarcoma, autoimmune disease, etc.) be vaccinated? 

If the vaccine suggested to cause the adverse reaction is a core vaccine, a serological test can be perfonned, and if
the animal is found seropositive (antibody to CDV, CPV-2, FPV) revaccination is not necessary. If the
vaccine is an optional non-core vaccine (e.g. Leptospira bacterin) revaccination is discouraged. For rabies, the
local authorities must be consulted to detennine whether the rabies vaccine is to be administered by law or
whether antibody titre may be detennined as an alternative. 

18. May I use different vaccine brands (manufacturers) during the vaccination program? 

Yes - It may even be desirable to use vaccines from different manufacturers during the life of an animal, because
different products may contain different serotypes (e.g. of feline calicivirus). 

19. Should I use a disinfectant (e.g. alcohol) on the injection site? 

No - The disinfectant might inactivate an ML V product, and it is not known to provide a benefit. 

20. Can vaccines cause autoimmune diseases? 

Vaccines themselves do not cause autoimmune disease, but in genetically predisposed animals they may trigger
autoimmune responses followed by disease - as can any infection, drug, or a variety of other factors. 

21. May I split vaccines in combination products? 

Yes - For example, Leptospira bacterins are often the diluent for the viral antigen combination. The “viral cake”
may be resuspended in sterile water, and the Leptospira bacterin be given separately at another site or
time, or discarded. 

22. Will a single vaccine dose provide any benefit to the dog or cat? Will it benefit the canine and feline
populations? 

Yes - One dose ofa MLV canine core vaccine (CDV, CPV-2 CAV-2) or a feline core vaccine (FPV, FCV, FHV-
1) should provide long term immunity when given to animals at or after 16 weeks of age. Every puppy and
kitten 16 weeks of age or older must receive at least one dose of the MLV core vaccines. 

If that were done, herd (population) immunity would be significantly improved. Even in the USA with its good
vaccination record, probably <50% of all puppies and <25% of all kittens ever receive a vaccine. We must
vaccinate more animals in the population with core vaccines to achieve herd immunity (e.g. 75% or higher)
and prevent epidemic outbreaks. 

23. When an animal first receives a vaccine that requires two doses to immunize (e.g. killed vaccines like
Leptospira bacterins or feline leukemia virus), and it does not return for the second dose within ~6
weeks, is there any immunity? 

No - A single dose ofa two-dose vaccine does not provide immunity. The first dose is for priming the immune
system, the second for boosting. If a second dose is not given within 6 weeks of the first, the regime must start
again, making sure the two doses are given within 2 to 6 weeks. After those two doses, revaccination with a
single dose can be done at any time. 

24. May I give a MLV product to a wild, exotic species or to a domestic species other than to the ones
which the vaccine was licensed to protect? 

No - Never. Many MLV vaccines have caused disease in animal species other than those for which they had been
licensed. Even worse: the vaccine could be shed from those animals, regain virulence through multiple
passages and cause disease even in the target species for which it had been developed. The consequences
could be catastrophic! 

A highly effective and very safe vaccine for species that are susceptible to CDV is a canary poxvirus-vectored
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recombinant CDV vaccine that is available as a monovalent product for ferrets or a combination product for
dogs. The monovalent vaccine is being used in many wild and exotic species susceptible to CDV. 

25. May I vaccinate a puppy that is at high risk of getting CDV with a human measles vaccine? 

No - Due to an insufficient amount of virus, the human MV vaccine is not immunogenic in the puppy. Measles
virus vaccines made specifically for the dog (sometimes combined with CDV) will give temporary protection
at an earlier age than a CDV vaccine. At 16 weeks or older, the puppy must be vaccinated with a CDV
vaccine, to achieve permanent immunity. 

26. I know that maternally derived antibodies (MDA) can prevent active immunization with MLV vaccines
- but can they also block immunity to killed vaccines? 

Yes - MDA can indeed block certain killed vaccines. If the killed product requires two doses, as is often the case,
and the first dose is blocked by MDA, then the second dose will not immunize. In this circumstance, the
second dose will prime (if not blocked), and a third dose is required to boost and immunize. 

This is not true for MLV, where - in the absence of MDA - it only takes a single dose to prime, immunize, and
boost. Nevertheless two doses are often recommended, particularly in young animals, to be sure one is given
when MDA cannot block. That is why in the puppy or kitten series, the last dose should be given at around 16
weeks of age or later.

27. I have been told that certain canine MLV combination core products need only be given twice, with the
last dose at an age as young as 10 weeks. Is that accurate? 

No - it is not. No combination core product currently available will immunize an acceptable percentage of
puppies when the last dose is given at 10 weeks of age. The last dose should be given at around 16 weeks of
age, regardless of the number of doses given earlier. 

In the presence of MDA, MLV vaccines either immunize or they don't, and the animal will be either immune or
not immune - there is nothing in between. MLV vaccines do not give a little immunity with any dose when
blocked by MDA. 

28. For how long can a reconstituted MLV vaccine sit at room temperature without losing activity? 

At room temperature, some of the more sensitive vaccines (e.g. CDV, FHV-1) will lose their ability to immunize
in 2 to 3 hours, whereas other components will remain immunogenic for several days (e.g. CPV, FPV). 

29. May I give the same type of vaccine parenterally and intranasally, for example the canine and feline
vaccines used to prevent respiratory diseases ('kennel cough' and feline upper respiratory disease)? 

Yes - But be sure to give the product approved for that route. If you use the parenteral MLV vaccines containing
FCV and FHV-1 locally, you could cause disease in the cat. If you use the killed FCV and FHV-1 vaccines
locally, you would not get any immunity and might cause significant adverse reactions. If you gave the
intranasal live 'kennel cough' vaccine parenterally, you could cause a severe necrotizing local reaction and
even kill the dog, whereas giving the parenteral killed Bordetella vaccine intranasally will not immunize and
may cause a hypersensitivity reaction. 

However, both types of products can be given at the same time or at various times in the life of the animal.
Vaccinating both parenterally and intranasally may actually provide better immunity than vaccinating at only
one site. Thus parenteral vaccination provides protection in the lung but little or no immunity in the upper
respiratory tract (especially local secretory IgA and CMI), whereas intranasal vaccination will engender good
secretory IgA and local CMI and non-specific immunity (e.g. type I interferons), but will not always provide
immunity in the lung. 

30. Are there dogs and cats that cannot develop an immune response to vaccines? 

Yes - This is a genetic characteristic seen particularly in some breeds, and these animals are called 'non-
responders'. Genetically related (same family or same breed) animals will often share this non-responsiveness.
If the animal is a non-responder to a highly pathogenic agent, like canine parvovirus or feline panleukopenia
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virus, the infected animal will die if infected. If it is a non-responder to a pathogen that rarely causes death, it
may become very sick but will survive (e.g. after a Bordetella bronchiseptica infection). 

31. Are there mutants (biotypes or genotypes) of CDV or CPV-2 in the field that the current vaccines
cannot provide protective immunity against? 

No. - All the current CDV and CPV-2 vaccines provide protection from all the known isolates of CDV or CPV-2,
respectively, when tested experimentally as well as in the field. 

32. How long after vaccination does it take for the dog to develop immunity that will prevent severe
disease when the core vaccines are used? 

This is dependent on the animal, the vaccine, and the disease. 

• The fastest immunity is provided by CDV vaccines - MLV and recombinant canarypox virus vectored. The
immune response starts within minutes to hours and provides protection within a day to animals without
interfering levels of MDA and dogs that are not severely immunosuppressed. 

• Immunity to CPV-2 and FPV develops after as few as 3 days and is usually present by 5 days when an
effective ML V yaccine is used. In contrast, the killed CPV-2 and FPV-2 vaccines often take 2 to 3 weeks
or longer to provide protective immunity.  

• CAV-2 MLV given parenterally would provide immunity against CAV-1 in 5 to 7 days; when given
intranasally, however, the same level of immunity to CAV-1 is not present until after 2 or more weeks.  

• Time from vaccination to immunity is difficult to determine for FCV and FHV-1 because some animals
will not develop any immunity.  

 33. Will the current 'kennel cough' vaccines provide any protection from disease caused by the new canine
influenza virus? 

No - The racing greyhounds that have been found infected and that developed disease had been routinely
vaccinated 3 or more times a year with commercial 'kennel cough' vaccines. Canine influenza virus is
antigenically unrelated to any other virus of dogs, but related to Equine Influenza Virus. 

34. If an animal has gone beyond the time that is generally considered to be the maximum DOl for the
vaccine (7 to 9 years for CDV, CPV-2, CAV-2; >1 year for Leptospira, Bordetella bronchiseptica; >3
years for rabies), do I have to start the series of vaccinations again (multiple doses 2 to 4 weeks apart)? 

No - For MLV vaccines, multiple doses are only required at the puppy or kitten age, when an animal has MDA. 

35. What can I expect from the core vaccines in terms of efficacy in the properly vaccinated puppy/dog
and kitten/cat? 

• Dogs properly vaccinated with MLV or recombinant CDV, CPV-2 and CAV-2 would have $98%
protection from disease. Similarly we would expect a very high protection from infection.  

• For the properly vaccinated cat that had received ML V vaccines, we would estimate that $98% would be
protected from disease and infection with FPV.  

• In contrast, we can expect FCV and FHV-1 vaccines, at best, to protect from disease, especially in a highly
contaminated environment (e.g. shelter) and protection would be seen in 60 to 70% in a high risk
environment and higher in the household pet cat. 

36. Are serum antibody titres useful in determining vaccine immunity? 

Yes - Especially for CDV, CPV-2 and CAV-1 in the dog, FPV in the cat and rabies virus in the cat and dog.
Serum antibody titres are of limited or no value for the other vaccines. Assays for CMI are of little or-no value
for any of the vaccines for various technical and biological reasons. Such factors are less of an issue for
serological tests where it is much easier to control many of the variables. However, discrepant results are still
obtained, depending on the quality assurance program of the given laboratory. 
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37. Do puppies develop immunosuppression after the initial series of core vaccines? 

Yes - If a combination product containing MLV-CDV and MLV-CAV-2 with other components is used, a period
of immunosuppression lasting approximately 1 week develops, beginning 3 days after vaccination. If the
combination vaccine does not contain either MLV-CDV or MLV- CAV-2, then such suppression does not
occur.

Suggested Reading:
AAHA Canine Vaccination Guidelines – 2006 www. aahanet.org/PublicDocuments/VaccineGuidelines06Revised.pdf 

AAFP Feline Vaccination Guidelines – 2006

http://www.aafponline.org/resources/guidelines/2006_Vaccination_Guidelines_JAVMA_%20PDF_Plus.pdf

WSAVA Vaccination Guidelines – 2007

http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1748-5827.2007.00462.x

Schultz, R.D. Duration of immunity to canine and feline vaccines: a review. Vet Micro 117, 75-79. 2006.

Schultz, R.D. Current and future canine and feline vaccination programs. Vet Med 93, 233-254. 1998.

Schultz, R.D., Conklin S. The immune system and vaccines. Comp Cont Educ Pract Vet 20, 5-18. 1998.

Schultz, R.D. Considerations in designing effective and safe vaccination programs for dogs. In: Carmichael, L.E. (editor), Recent Advances
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POSTURAL REHABILITATION
Judith M. Shoemaker, DVM

Overview
Definition of Posture and Poise 
Understanding Posture as a Complex System 
Priorities of the Nervous System
The Importance of Posture and Neutral Stance
Normal and Abnormal Posture
Why do Domestic Animals have Postural Problems? 
How can We Recognize Postural Compensations?
Can We Prevent Injury and Aid Healing by Restoring Neutral Stance?

What Is Posture? 
Medical dictionaries define posture as position of limbs or attitude of body.

“Posture implies that at least some of the (body’s) muscles are exerting forces which act against
gravity to hold the body in a particular position”. 

Tristan Roberts – The Neurophysiology of Posture 
Why is posture important? Posture is created through the interaction of gravity (a constant) and the

neuromuscular and central integrative state of the animal. Gravity informs every aspect of biological systems.
Bones support weight and so are adapted morphologically to the directional forces determined by position
relative to gravity. All fluid structures must adapt to flows in gravitational direction. Posture demonstrates the
integrity of the neuro-musculo-skeletal system and central integration as an accurate response to gravity. This
integrative state can be functioning ideally for the efficient use of structure and optimal performance, or not, as
evidenced by postural defects.
 Posture defines the relations of the body to itself.

 “The primary function of muscle is the ‘relationing’ of the various parts of the body to one
another, their function as movers of body-parts upon body-parts is secondary.” 

Munro Douglas –  Reorientation of the Viewpoint upon the Study of Anatomy
Posture holds the body against gravity. According to Wolf’s Law- the tissues respond to the forces put on

them. Posture determines the baseline structure, in response to gravity. The forces generated by gravity are the
primary source of most injury. Accurate response to gravity will minimize the incidence of injury, and has been
selected for since life began.

Posture enables critical body functions. Balance and posture modify neurologic and autonomic function and
tone. 

Whether or not injury occurs, how physiology responds, even emotions and communication, are dependent on
the essential integrative response to gravity. And since gravity isn’t changing, this integrative state and resultant
posture are what we must observe, understand, and manipulate to achieve most efficient use, healing, and top
performance. 

What Is Poise?
Poise is a bit more elusive and complex to describe. It defines a state of integration and balance

that allows multipotentiality of function. Poise is seen (and rewarded) in all athletic and aesthetic
competitions. Neutral, balanced posture is prerequisite for “poise.” 

“Some are born poised, some achieve poise; whether the remainder will have poise thrust upon
them, the future alone can show, but it would probably be to their great advantage.” 

Raymond A. Dart – The Attainment of Poise
 “Correcting the movements carried out by our proprioceptive (position perception) reflexes is

something like trying to reset a machine, whose works are intangible, and the net output is all we know of the running.” 
Raymond A. Dart – The Attainment of Poise

What Are Complex Systems?
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Posture and poise are part of this Net Output, or an Emergent Property of a Complex System. Complexity
Theory applies to any group of individual entities or functions that become something more when taken together. 

In comparison, in a Simple System, the whole is the sum of the parts. Each component in the system plays an
essential role. Interactions are linear. The system may be complicated without violating these assumptions.
Examples of this type of system are what reside under the hood of a car, and other Newtonian systems. 

In a complex system, the whole is more than the sum of the parts. Individual components are not critical.
Interactions are essential but are non-linear. An example of this type of system is a pile of sand whose billions of
component particles are not consistent or predictable in their shape or interactions with one another, but, when
taken as a whole aggregate, have an Emergent Property, which is its angle of incidence with a level surface, that
varies with the moisture content and is completely predictable. 

Biological organisms are complex systems, with interactions of many small parts. The generation of complex
behavior such as Posture and Poise comes from the interaction of multiple parallel processes: cellular automata,
chaos theory, control theory, evolutionary programming, fractals, genetic algorithms, information systems, neural
networks, non-linear dynamics, myriad other variables, and gravity.

What Are Fractals? 
In Nature, most inorganic and organic structures express an “irregular” pattern. However, within the apparent

chaos of the irregularities, one finds that the irregular structures and patterns are “regularly” repeated. For
example, the branching patterns of rivers, trees, and bronchi are actually complex interactions that are governed
by simple repeated formulae and physics. Fractal mathematics consists of repeating “operations” of additions and
multiplications. The result of one operation is used as the input for the subsequent operation; the result of that
operation is then used as the input for the next operation, and so on. Fractal math only became reality with the
advent of computer power, thus creating screen saver art! However, living systems have been “doing the math,”
repeating the “operation” of the DNA formula with the input of the previous results, creating predictable
repetitive but slightly adapted complex structures- the fractal art of life!

  “Humans are a fractal image of society, cells are a fractal image of the human. In fact, cells are a
fractal image of society as well. The fractal nature of evolution is further implied by the reiterated,
self-same patterns observed in each of the three cycles of evolution.”

  Bruce Lipton, PhD – Fractal Evolution                  
Therefore, if we start observing these patterns and recognizing them in their many manifestations we can see

many opportunities to influence the generation of the pattern. Each modality that we use to treat will manifest its
change in the fractal over and over again.  

And we can better understand the effects of our practice by noting the changes throughout the fractal system. 
Again, biological organisms are complex systems that are formed from the interactions of many small parts,

and are self-organizing and self-healing. Biological systems are composed of large numbers of self-replicating,
self-organizing, discrete entities forming nested networks that confer robust stability to the operation, resulting in
the evolution of emergent behaviors such as life itself, sensory perception, posture. They demonstrate the
Emergent Properties of Repair, Adaptation, and Intelligence. This Complexity Theory view of organisms is
consistent with the philosophies of many Alternative Medicine systems such as Chiropractic, Acupuncture,
Homeopathy, Aryuveda, etc. The Complexity-based models treat the entire organism and track interventions
globally within the organism through dynamic change. The current medical model is based on the Theory of
Homeostasis and focuses on treating a part of the system in isolation with targeted intervention, to achieve some
“normal” value or condition. 

Characteristics of complex systems are defined by the whole system. Properties are dynamic and dependent
on whole system interactions. Individual components cannot be affected independently of the system. Properties
of complex systems are emergent. Emergent properties can be manipulated through altering other parts of the
system. However, altering one element of a complex system can create far-reaching changes in all other parts of
the system, and not always in an obviously predictable way.

Altering a complex system can seem unpredictable. Emergent Properties are predictable in reference to certain
points of maximum influence, such as the sand pile angle changing in reference to its moisture content. What are
some things we can we manipulate to change emergent properties of biological organisms? We can change
fundamental components of system: through gene therapies and mechanical changes; we can alter physiologic
responses: through changing biochemistry-pharmacologically or nutritionally; we can strengthen one emergent
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property: through training and challenge. Not all of these create change as predictably as we would like. The
variability of response is dependent on the Central Integrative State of the system. As we stated earlier, NMS
System posture is a major manifestation of and influence on this central integrative state.

How Can the Emergent Properties of the Complex Neuromusculo-skeletal System Be Manipulated?
Through Morphology (Form and Structure): The mechanics of the interface with ground surface that supports

weight against gravity can change: through changing hooves, shoes, toenails on dogs, or through the environment
causing the change. The structure and function of the Stomatognathic System, which is intimately involved, with
the Upper Cervical Righting Reflexes can be altered by genetic selection for skull shape, by injury, through
dentistry and orthodonture. The weight of the animal can change altering gravitational effects on forces affecting
the form.
 Through Locomotion (Function): The movement of the system can change and require different muscles to
engage in reference to gravity through training and exercise.

Through Control (Nervous System Function): visual input, nutrition, stressors, emotions, etc influence Central
integrative processes. We can profoundly change them through multiple modalities, including: chiropractic,
acupuncture, electro stimulation, homeopathy, massage, etc. 

These changes, through Central Integration, result in an output or Emergent Property of the complex system:
Posture and Poise.

 Priorities of the Nervous System 
All fascia of the body is connected and has direct connection to the central nervous system and the dura by the

covering of the peripheral nerves entering the spinal canal. 90% of the input to the base of the brain is from
structures that have to deal with the body’s relationship with the ground surface and gravity. 80% of that input is
from C2 forward. The TMJ is the most heavily innervated, complex joint in the body. Teeth and their periodontal
ligaments have a large dedication of neurons in the brain. You, with your opposable thumbs and complex hands,
have ten times the amount of brain space dedicated to the Trigeminal Nerve (sensory to the face, the TMJ and
teeth) that you have to your hands. There are approximately 500 muscle spindle cells per gram of muscle tissue in
the upper cervical musculature. 

The Universal Priorities of the nervous system (in order): 
• Keeping the central nervous system functional-minimize dural tension, torque, and pressure 
• Staying upright and balanced with respect to gravity-keeping the head from colliding with the ground and

keeping it level
• Responding to external environment and afferent input-responding to survival threats 
• Reacting to pain. 

Pain, injury, performance and behavior problems are a primary concern for veterinarians. For any biological
organism, however, pain is a lower priority than survival driven behaviors, i.e. soldiers fighting for their lives
though wounded, horses running from danger on broken legs. Injury and pain have an important input to the
complex system. Pain is perceived in response to mechanical and chemical stimuli in the injured tissue. Pain
associated with musculoskeletal injury acts as a protective mechanism, telling the body to rest and immobilize
damaged tissue. Rest and immobilization allow primary healing to take place. In a normal animal, the degree of
pain and dysfunction from an injury will be appropriate for the stage of healing. As healing progresses, returning
functionality is accompanied by a graded reduction in pain, so that increasing use of the limb will promote
effective remodeling of new tissue. Indiscriminate use of anti-inflammatory medication to reduce the pain of
(minor to moderate) injury may disengage the profound connection between pain, resting the injured limb, and
the ordered physiologic sequence of healing. Careful use of pain control to minimize pain “windup” phenomena
is important, especially in injury that, in natural conditions, would not be survivable; but careful attention to
postural stabilization will do much and more to minimize pain, stress, ‘windup’, and re-injury.

Inability to maintain a stable (compensatory) posture that balances the body, while resting the injured part,
will delay healing, cause more scar, create more dysfunctional compensations, increase physiologic and
emotional stress, and make the animal more susceptible to re-injury both during initial healing and later in life.
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The Importance of Posture and Neutral Stance
Posture maintains constant activity against gravity conferring balance and stability to critical structures. It

must integrate multiple structures. It must be largely passively initiated in large, fast animals to save energy. It is
a dynamically changing process, controlled reflexively. Recent research utilizing complexity algorithms find that
during movement, postural priorities can be identified as: Trunk orientation and Center of mass location.

Neutral stance is an emergent property of the NMS system that accommodates these priorities. Achieving it
balances and stabilizes the body’s center of mass and allows rapid, accurate mobilization when necessary.
Neutral stance defines the most prevalent orientation of the major muscle group’s fascial planes, and strength of
tissues, which is critical for the effective transfer of force during locomotion.

  “To stand erect, to walk or move easily, to have the various parts of the body so perfectly adjusted
that easy balance and graceful use must result, is to be desired for reasons of far greater importance
than the aesthetic...the use of the body in proper poise insures the least friction with consequently
the greatest amount of energy available for what may be required of the individual” 

J.E. Goldthwaite 1945 
  Neutral stance, an emergent property of the NMS system allows animals to prioritize and perform
essential body functions effectively for maintenance: breathing, digestion, organ movement,
circulation, lymphatic drainage, feeding, sleeping (horses), and as needed, compensate to heal from
injury in addition to moving efficiently.

“Visceral functions (such as those of digestion, circulation, respiration, and excretion) as well as
physical activities must continue with the maximum of efficiency and the minimum interference.”

Raymond A. Dart – The Attainment of Poise

Normal Posture
Maintaining neutral standing posture involves: dynamic evaluation of balance and stability, integration of

information from multiple sources, coordination of multiple NMS structures, to create accurate, constant work
against gravity. To evaluate the the body in reference to gravity, information is gathered from gravity evaluators: 

• Inner ear (vestibular system)- reference to acceleratory and positional information
• TemporoMandibularJoint-reference to mandibular swing and pendulum action 
• Vision-reference to environmental constants, movements, and horizons 
• Skin–reference to contact surfaces

To evaluate the body in reference to itself, information is gathered from position evaluators: 
• Receptors in muscles (muscle spindle cells)-reference to length of muscles in relation to   
• hemselves and others
• Receptors in tendons (tendon stretch receptors)-reference to degree of tension
• Receptors in joints-reference to tension and length of capsule and ligaments 
• Receptors in skin-reference to contact and pressure from body parts and environment. 

In the wild, animals such as dogs and horses would spend a much larger part of their day standing and moving
than do domesticated animals. In terms of size scaling, which determines morphology, dogs and horses are
considered similar in size. That is why animals not altered by selective breeding by humans tend to be more
homogenous in proportion and not extreme in conformation. Due to these animals’ relatively large size, they
must maximize the metabolic efficiency of the prevalent activity of maintaining neutral stance. 

Most horses, especially domesticated ones, spend 20-22 hours a day standing. Equines have several anatomic
adaptations that help reduce energy use in neutral stance: 

• Cannon bone loaded in compression, with joints that close-pack in extension 
• Lower limb joints passively stabilized with tendons and ligaments 
• Upper limb joints stabilized with small muscles that use minimal energy
• “Check” and “stay” apparatus lock limbs in extension 

These mechanisms operate automatically and reflexively to allow sleep while standing and (with proper gait
timing) to insure complete stabilization of the lower limb in the maximum weight bearing portion of the stride. 

Neutral stance requires minimal work to maintain resistance against gravity. Neutral stance does not create
bulging, hypertrophied, and defined muscles. Standing square, with a leg at each corner like a table, with cannon
bones perpendicular-“parked,” or “stacked”- in the case of dogs, with forelegs and hocks to ground
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perpendicular, is the lowest energy conformation for stable standing posture. 
Correct, neutral stance is also the position allowing greatest potential for any needed movement, or poise.

Elite athletes naturally tend to stand in these poses; people also train animals to do so, as the “parked” or
“stacked” stance is associated with athleticism and poise. If the postural system does not function effectively to
create this stance as a default neutral position then efficiency and resetting of the system by gravity becomes
impossible and stress, injury, and eventual decompensation will result.

Abnormal Posture
Inappropriate compensatory stance or abnormal posture results from internal or external alterations to

reflexive postural control mechanisms. Changes in body structure, the head-neck relationship, dental occlusion,
and foot balance distort critical nerve signals to the postural centers in the brain and spinal cord. Distorted signals
create compensatory postures that chronically impair physiology, balance and locomotion and gait timing
reflexes. Impaired balance and inaccurate gait timing lead to injury, and poor healing and function after healing.

Why Do Domestic Animals Have Chronic Abnormal Posture or Compensatory Stance? 
The most common causes of abnormal compensatory postures are abnormal structure, use, or injury of regions

that are rich in receptors informing the brain about the body’s position: 
• Upper cervical region- muscle spindle cells, tendon stretch receptors, joint receptors, 
• Stomatognathic System- Temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ), dentoalveolar joints, skull sutures 
• Distal limb- Hoof, nails, and phalanges

Genetics have been altered to create head and neck conformations that are not compatible with normal and
efficient function of the Stomatognathic System. These changes have far reaching effects in the Complex System,
through fractal repetition of the altered DNA; thus the prevalence of severe genetic disease in animals, especially
dogs, that are highly selected for unusual conformation, especially that of the head and neck. Dogs and horses are
selected for the maximum size and growth potential and are often overweight at an early age. Congenital
deformity and injury can affect posture and development also, and vice versa.

The domestic environment alters behavioral and postural responses and use. Normal, natural opportunities
that produce necessary and instinctive behaviors and that are part of the maintenance of normal programming
such as play, rolling, sexual posturing, predator/insect avoidance, and frequent novel physical challenges are
reduced dramatically in captivity.

Normal exercise patterns are altered. Domestic horses experience short bouts of intensive work instead of
moderate, slow grazing and migratory movement, interspersed with brief episodes of excitement, play, or
protective behavior throughout the day. Wild dogs would be “dogging” prey and interacting with others more
instead of being “couch potatoes” and then “weekend warriors” at the dog park. Abnormal social stress and /or
isolation from herd or pack life deranges normal behaviors causing physiologic and emotional stress. Postural
abnormalities and balance issues are profoundly and almost constantly stressful.

Confinement and restraints cause trauma and abnormal use, especially in the cervical region, for both horses
and small animals. Small muscles of the head and neck control head position, which is critical to vision and other
special senses, feeding, and keeping the brain safe. Any type of injury can result in postural abnormalities by
even temporary alteration in behavior and head positioning through learned spinal reflexes, such as menace and
withdrawal reflexes. Training, occupational dangers, and repetition of extreme unnatural movements can all
result in derangement of the postural system. Shanking and collar corrections, pulling on restraints, colliding with
housing and hazards, ill fitting or misused training devices and harnesses, clothing, mishaps in travel in cars and
trailers, all have input into the net output of the system.

 Dental occlusion and jaw position can alter posture. Changes in diet alter tooth wear, dental occlusion, and
use. Dental abnormalities from changes from evolutionary diet can lead to postural abnormalities. In horses,
instead of a traditional herbivore diet of mixed forage, changing with the seasons, domestic horses are fed hay
and grain year round; instead of grazing 23 hours a day, most horses are fed meals of concentrated feeds of
unnatural consistency 2-3 times a day; instead of grazing and drinking with head and neck fully extended, many
horses are fed and watered at shoulder level or higher. These changes result in major alterations of tooth wear
and eruption. Many dogs in domestication have even more unnatural changes in their environment and few have
an evolutionarily natural diet throughout their development. Activities of hunting and eating, of learning to chew
bones into small bits while the jaws are developing, of using the front paws as part of the eating process, and of
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social interaction over feeding are almost lost in the modern dog’s life. The TMJ and tooth connections are
hard-wired to the postural centers of the brain; deviation from their normal, evolutionarily appropriate use from
early childhood alters the information to these postural centers and changes their contribution to Central
Integration. In addition, chronic compensatory posture from other causes can alter tooth wear patterns; these wear
patterns can eventually cause additional postural changes.  

Changes in living environment also alter hoof or nail growth and morphology. Lack of exercise and less
exposure to a variety of footing substrates fails to maintain normal hoof or toenail wear. Changes in footing and
exercise alter hoof balance and foot contact with the ground. Most domestic horses rely upon humans to maintain
their feet, and much traditional hoof care is arbitrary in its application, and not consistent with evolutionary
requirements. Wearing shoes inherently changes the information from the hoof wall and coronary band and
reduces neural signaling to the brain from normal sole contact with the ground. Aberrations of hoof balance
distort spacial signaling to brain, leading to distortion in postural output and central integration of all functions.
Long toes and low heels are prevalent in many domestic horses. This abnormal hoof configuration results in
abnormal ground surface contact weighting and leverage, which signals the CNS that the animal is standing
facing uphill. The animal shifts its weight appropriately for standing uphill, leaning forward, and
counter-balances with its hind end to assume the “goat on a rock” posture. This same postural defect occurs in
dogs with long toenails. This posture is very prevalent and results in the most common hind and front leg chronic
lameness and orthopedic injury that we sometimes struggle to treat. 

How Can We Recognize Postural Compensations?  

Signs of postural abnormality:
• Limbs (cannon bones) consistently deviating from perpendicular to the ground 
• Unwillingness to stand and bear weight on all four limbs simultaneously 
• Unwillingness to stand (or sit) symmetrically, with limbs aligned at right angles to each other, i.e. a leg at

each “corner” 
• Chronic asymmetrical weight bearing, as evidenced by disparate hoof size, spayed toes 
• Aberrant or asymmetrical neck and head position, including eyes not held level 
• Distorted or asymmetrical spinal contours-dorso-ventrally and/or laterally
• Chronic or recurrent gait abnormality, with no known structural damage
• Chronic or recurrent lameness with degenerative change and no specific injury history 
• Performance problems, behavioral problems, anxiety

There are many clinical manifestations of compensatory posture. Much functional and pathologic lameness is
created by postural abnormalities during stance and the stance phase of stride. This lameness can be due to: 

• Muscle pain, contracture, or spasticity associated with maintenance of abnormal posture 
• Chronic joint surface overload from abnormal and misplaced weight bearing 
• Impaired neural reflexes and altered gait timing

The extreme athletic tasks required of elite athletes challenge the neuromusculoskeletal system to its limits,
leaving no tolerance for error in the postural control mechanism. 

Injury Forensics, Recognizing Postural Abnormality as a Factor
Primary asymmetry (structural, developmental, neurologic, prior injury) creates an abnormal posture and

compensated neutral stance.
 Exaggerated postural compensation pattern is exacerbated by: 
• Shoeing, toenails
• Teeth, use of mouth 
• Basic training and equipment use errors 
• Environmental stresses 
• Athletic training on top of flawed patterns 
• Repetition 

Eventually, overuse and misuse of structure results in degenerative change and/or catastrophic failure of
structure. Poor healing due to continued overuse in stance results in treatment failure.

 This is a purely theoretical discussion and is not intended represent any specific case, though many animals
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may be similar. 
Primary asymmetry: Horse or dog has chronic “pitch” to rear, possibly from long toes or nails, upper cervical

subluxation and/or dental malocclusion; and has a “tilt” or over-weighting of right hind leg and left fore, due to
exaggerated “handedness,” training or injury. Animal continues training on top of flawed postural pattern,
musculature becomes over developed to overcome “pitch” and “tilt” in movement. Catastrophic injury during
extreme exertion or degenerative structural change to right hind leg occurs from chronic overload. Final outcome:
Animal’s inability to off-load and rest injured leg results in repeated failure of orthopedic interventions, overuse
injuries, laminitis in “good” limbs. Animal is euthanized because primary problem of posture is not addressed,
injury cannot be avoided, and system cannot heal effectively.

Can We Prevent Injury and Aid Healing by Restoring Neutral Stance?
Correcting the three most common causes of abnormalities in posture can have a profound effect on a

patient’s ability to perform safely and respond to any type of treatment we offer.
Correcting many upper cervical dysfunctions, including subluxation, inappropriate learned spinal reflexes,

and muscle imbalances can be achieved through a simple manipulative technique of lengthening the neck
downward and gently flexing the atlanto-occipital joint. This simple movement can reset a major number of
postural reflexes and erases the phenomena of “Injury Recall” in structures from C7 forward. Also known as a “
Universal Cranial Fault Correction,” it can be safely applied in most patients and good technique can be easily
developed with appropriate instruction and practice. Just this simple technique can immediately improve balance
and neurologic integration dramatically. For those who use Chiropractic and Applied Kinesiology, using this will
simplify and help prioritize treatment. It will profoundly reduce the complexity of acupuncture evaluation and
treatment and simplifies the homeopathic picture.

Evaluation and treatment of Stomatognathic System function in both small animals and horses is probably the
most important health care service we can provide for our patients. Optimal jaw movement and function is
critical to normal posture and many other basic functions. 0bserving the nuances of how minor changes in
evolutionary structure and function in dogs’ mouths alters their posture is fascinating; correlating athletic
performance, health and longevity to Stomatognathic conformation is possibly the best way that the breeding
industry could be influenced to produce more competent animals. An understanding of modern, sophisticated
equine dentistry is a must in any practice, and qualified practitioners can be found to assist in this all-important
facet of management. Proper balance in equine athletes cannot be maintained without excellent dentistry.

Toenail and hoof care are critical for normal input from the interface with the ground and the influence of
gravity. Dog toenails should be trimmed every two (YES, 2!!) weeks, using the technique of trimming the top and
sides of the nail to avoid the quick and encouraging it to recede. If the toenails can be heard on a hard floor, then
they are too long and are influencing the posture inappropriately! Just trimming the nails can cause immediate
improvement in posture and movement that can be easily appreciated by clients and patients! Hoof care through
trimming and shoeing according to biomechanical principles and modern research instead of traditional tenets
and arbitrary opinions will provide an interface that will allow the equine patient the opportunity to accurately
balance himself in reference to the ground and the constant “coaching” of gravity. The nuances of application of
these modern principals of farriery are beyond the scope of this presentation. However, evaluation of the
proportions of the ground surface of the hoof and correcting these to ones consistent with natural normal function
are a responsibility we must take to insure the long term well being of our patients.

Postural Rehabilitation is possibly the most important facet of treatment we can offer our patients. It provides
for the most appropriate use of basic structure and physiologic balance in restoration of health. Reorientation of
the system to gravity’s influence on integration and creating balance in all its aspects is a “Pre-Technique” that
will enhance the effectiveness of any modality of treatment.

 References available on request 
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PRACTICAL THERAPEUTICS OF INTEGRATIVE
GASTROENTEROLOGY. PART ONE: THE ROLE OF GI
FUNCTION IN THE SUPPORT OF OPTIMAL HEALTH

Robert J. Silver DVM MS CVA
Introduction.

A major focus of this year’s AHVMA conference is nutrition. It is considered axiomatic that good nutrition is
essential for optimal health. Yet without a healthy digestive system that is capable of extracting and assimilating
the valuable nutrients contained in food, the best diets in the world are worthless. With every bite of food
ingested, comes not only nourishment, but also potential threats from pathogens, antigens and toxins (PAT) that
are in the food. Yet only seldom are we made ill from our food. The gastrointestinal tract (GIT) therefore has a
protective function in addition to its nourishing function

When the bowel fails to breakdown and absorb food, it has a mal-absorption/mal-digestion problem.
Depending upon the severity and duration of bowel dysfunction, this digestive malfunction can lead to chronic
malnourishment and chronic disease. Similarly, when the bowel fails in its protective functions, the body’s
burden of PAT increases, and chronic disease can result.

When we eat a meal, we want the GIT to absorb all the good stuff, but we also want it to exclude all of the
potentially PAT materials in the food. How can the bowel have the innate intelligence to exclude noxious
materials, but allow  for the entry of nutrients? At the same time, how does the GIT immune system know which
substances require it to mount an inflammatory response and which substances are safe? Intestinal permeability is
a double-edged sword. The GIT has the paradoxical double role of both needing to optimally absorb necessary
nutrients, while at the same time being able to exclude PAT.

This three part seminar today discusses the role that the dysfunction of the protective mechanisms of the
bowel play in the genesis of chronic disease. In this first part, the basic workings of the digestive system will be
discussed as pertains to these protective mechanisms. This section will conclude with an explanation of how
increased intestinal permeability contributes to chronic disease patterns. This syndrome of problems associated
with increased intestinal permeability is commonly known as “Leaky Gut Syndrome”. The second part of this
seminar will discuss the many dietary supplements that can be used to restore normal barrier function to the
bowel. Healthy diets and specialized supplements contribute substantially to restoring and maintaining the
integrity of bowel function. The third section of this seminar presents practical clinical cases illustrating the
successful use of  supplements and diet in addressing Leaky Gut Syndrome.

Anatomy of the Gut
Three systems provide protection from the external environment’s potential threats: 1) The Integumentary

System, 2) The Respiratory System and 3) The Gastrointestinal System. To use the adult human as an example
(which has a more consistent size than the many breeds and species of animals), the epidermis has less than 10
square meters of surface area. The mucosal lining of the lungs have about 140 square meters of exposed surface
area.  But the largest exposed surface area is found in the gastrointestinal tract, which in humans, has 200 square
meters in contact with the environment. These surface area relationships are comparable to those found in our
animal species as well.

The structure of the bowel wall itself provides further explanation of its barrier function. Overlying the villous
surface of the epithelial mucosa is a layer of mucus (mucopolysaccharides) secreted by the goblet cells on the
mucosal surface of the villi. The liver’s function of sulfation plays a key role in the formation of this mucus. This
mucus layer is also known as the glycocalyx. The glycocalyx mechanically impedes the invasion of the epithelial
mucosa by threatening substances, and also serves as a matrix to hold the secretory IgA (sIgA) which is formed
by sensitized B cells. The glycocalyx is also where the digestive proenzymes are activated.

The epithelial layer of the bowel mucosa contains several specialized cells, including mucosal epithelial
cells, Microfold or M cells, mucus-secreting goblet cells and enzyme-secreting cells in the crypts of Lieberkuhn.
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The wall of the bowel is invaginated into villi and each villus is further invaginated into the microvilli. This
increases absorptive surface area, but also increases the exposure of the digesta to the protective cells of the
mucosal lining and to the sIgA fixed in the glycocalyx covering the surface of the bowel wall. Between the
epithelial mucosal cells are the tight junctions, also known as desmosomes. These structures hold together the
cells of the mucosa into a solid semipermeable barrier.

Immune System in the Gut
The lumen of the GIT is outside of the body, and much of it is heavily populated with potentially pathogenic

microorganisms. The GIT is considered to be a lymphoid organ, and the lymphoid tissue it contains is referred to
as the gut associated lymphoid tissue or GALT.

The intramural lymphoid tissue of the GIT is organized into three anatomical locations:
Peyers Patches are lymphoid follicles similar to lymph nodes, located in the mucosa, but extend into the

submucosa of the small intestine. They are found in greatest numbers in the ileum. 60-70% of the
lymphocytes in the Peyers patches are B stem cells which are the progenitors of the sIgA secreting plasma
cells.

Lamina Propria lymphocytes are distributed throughout the lamina propria of the mucosa. These are
primarily IgA secreting B lymphocytes.

Intraepithelial lymphocytes are located in the basolateral spaces between mucosal epithelial cells, just
beneath the tight junctions, but not actually within the epithelial cells.

The percentage of lymphocytes that are located in the GIT compared to the body as a whole in humans has
been estimated to be between 60-80%. Another comparison states that there are as many lymphocytes in the
GALT as there are in the spleen.

The GALT in humans produces 10 grams of immunoglobulins daily, of which 60% is secretory IgA (sIgA). 
There are estimated 10  lymphocytes per linear meter of bowel in humans. These relationships are comparable in10

our animal species.
M cells are located in the intestinal epithelium in proximity to lymphoid follicles. These cells endocytose

protein and peptide antigens and transport these molecules into the underlying tissue of the intestinal epithelium
where they “present” them to dendritic cells and macrophages.

Dendritic cells and macrophages receiving antigens from M cells present them to B stem cells in the GALT,
leading to the formation of IgA secreting plasma cells in the mucosa. Dendritic cells below the epithelium also
sample the luminal antigens directly by elaborating pseudopods that squeeze between the epithelial cells. sIgA
produced by the lamina propria lymphocytes gets transported into the lumen of the bowel through the epithelial
cells, where it attaches to the glycocalyx and there it interferes with the adhesion and invasion of
microorganisms.

The T cells that are presented with antigen in the Peyers patches will migrate to the lamina propria and
mucosal epithelium where they differentiate into cytotoxic T cells and provide cellular mediated immunity
against pathogens.

Further immunological protection is afforded by lymphatic drainage from the digestive tract to the regional
intra-abdominal lymph nodes and the Kuppfer cells of the liver.

Digestion Detoxification and the Intestinal Barrier
In addition to the protective value of the mechanical mucosal and mucous barrier, and the immunological

barrier provided by the sIgA and GALT, the gastrointestinal tract is also protected by its own digestive functions
such as peristalsis, gastric acid, bile acids, gastric transit time, and digestive enzymes. Commensal probiotic
microflora, although not of the body, provide symbiotic benefit to the digestive and barrier functions of the
digestive tract by helping to regulate the microecology of the bowel lumen.

Further protection to the body is provided by the liver (an integral part of the GIT), which receives in its portal
circulation all of the material that has made it through the mucosal barrier of the bowel. This material may be a
mixture of nutrients, toxins, pathogens and antigens. The biliary system of the liver secretes bile which helps to
digest fats, stimulates peristalsis, and helps to eliminate toxins via the enterohepatic circulation. The liver also
provides defensive activity both in terms of its phagocytic Kupffer cells, and in terms of its detoxification
enzyme systems. The liver has a dual-phase system of detoxification.  Hepatic enzymes decontaminate toxins and
metabolic toxic by-products as well as help to degrade antigens and antigen/antibody complexes. Kupffer cells
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are the sessile hepatic macrophages that are found in hepatic sinusoids and play an important role in the GI
immune system by removing bacteria, particulate matter and toxins.

Similar enzymes of detoxification are secreted both by intra-luminal probiotic bacteria and by the cells of the
epithelial mucosa.

The selective GIT epithelial mucosal barrier is maintained by several mechanisms which can be disturbed by a
number of factors including:  Infectious agents (viral bacterial and protozoal), bacterial endotoxins, trauma and
shock, hypoxia, toxic or pharmaceutical insult, NSAID therapy, (alcohol use in humans) free radical damage and
dysfunction of organs associated with GIT function, such as the liver and the pancreas.

Bacterial overgrowth secondary to the use of H2 blockers and antacids can lead to proximal gut colonization
by pathogenic bacteria who are “attracted” to the more alkaline pH environment created by these medications.
Immunosuppressed, protein-deficient or genetically immunodeficient patients can have decreased sIgA
production which impairs the immunoprotective value of this secretory immunoglobulin..

Digestive functions themselves can also serve protective functions within the GI immune system.  For
instance, hydrochloric acid, which serves a vital function in protein digestion, also denatures many bacteria due
to the acidic environment it engenders, especially when the acid pH environment of the stomach is combined
with prolonged gastric emptying time.

Many of our patients are on antacids and H2 blockers such as famotidine or omeprazole. These medications
can improve many clinical conditions, but may also exacerbate conditions where normal stomach HCL secretion
is essential. Without adequate stomach acid proteolytic pro-enzymes are not activated, thus resulting in defects in
protein  digestion. Proximal gut colonization by pathogenic bacteria may also occur secondary to the increase in
the gastric pH.

Helicobacter infections tend to proliferate in an alkaline environment. Thus, paradoxically, even though H2
blockers and proton pump inhibitors are used in the treatment of Helicobacter symptoms, their misuse may
encourage helicobacter infections. It is estimated that approximately 25% of dogs have helicobacter infections
and as many as 100% of cats have this pathogenic organism, the rate of which is worse in older cats.

Intestinal epithelial mucosal cells produce defensive protein molecules, known as “defensins” which function
as part of the non-specific immune system (innate immune system) to reduce intestinal pathogens by having an
antibiotic-like effect.

The rate of peristalsis,  which governs bowel transit time, helps to move pathogenic bacteria through the
bowel before they have an opportunity to adhere and enter the host. When motility modifiers are given to control
diarrhea or vomiting, there is increased likelihood of intestinal absorption of pathogenic material. This is in
contrast to prolonged gastric emptying time which helps to denature pathogenic organisms in the stomach.

Contrary to the recommendations of folk medicine, prolonged fasting may do more harm than good in patients
with challenged immune systems. “Bowel rest” for more than 3 days has been shown to cause deterioration of the
enterocyte populations, which can lead to atrophy of the mucosal surface, alterations in bowel permeability and
an overall diminution of gastrointestinal immune function.  Studies have shown that early enteral feeding can
improve splanchnic blood flow, and can improve immune system function.

The Four-part Intestinal Mucosal Barrier
The intestinal barrier itself is comprised of four layers:
• The first layer of this barrier is the glycocalyx which forms a mechanical impediment to the invasion of

microorganisms, toxins and antigens. 
• The second layer of this barrier is made up of the beneficial intestinal bacteria species such as

Lactobacillus acidophilus in the upper GI tract and Lactobacillus bifidus in the lower GI tract which are
embedded in the mucus-gel layer of the glycocalyx and adhere to the intestinal villus cell membrane, thus
mechanically preventing the invasion of pathogenic bacteria. These gram-positive lactose-fermenting
facultative-anaerobic organisms also secrete digestive and detoxification enzymes and biochemicals
possessing antibiotic properties. 

• The third layer of the bowel barrier system is provided by the tight junctions (desmosomes) between the
intestinal mucosal cells providing a mechanical barrier to the introduction of unwanted compounds and
microorganisms. With inflammation, infection and certain drugs these tight junctions can weaken, thus
increasing the bowel wall’s permeability.

• The fourth layer and last protective mechanism for the barrier function of the bowel is provided by  the
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immune system. Through a complex process, antigens and pathogens and toxic substances can be
recognized by the Gut Associated Lymphoid Tissue (GALT), which then elaborates sIgA, which is the first
line of defense of the immune system for the mucous membranes of the bowel and the respiratory systems.
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PRACTICAL THERAPEUTICS OF INTEGRATIVE GASTRO-
ENTEROLOGY, PART TWO: NOVEL THERAPIES TO SUPPORT

GI FUNCTION: BOTANICALS, NUTRACEUTICALS & FOOD
Robert J. Silver DVM MS CVA

Leaky Gut Syndrome
“Leaky Gut”, has been well-documented in both the human and veterinary literature.  It has been demon-

strated that not only do symptoms of food allergies align with leaky gut, but a pathologic mechanism called
“Bacterial Translocation” occurs in which commensal or pathogenic bacteria from the gut can migrate to other
organs where they are not commonly found. Once in these distal target organs these “foreign” bacteria stimulate
an inflammatory response, which is first localized to the organ system and then becomes systemic. Appropriately
enough, this systemic post-bacterial translocation phase is called: “SIRS” or systemic inflammatory response
syndrome. 

An example of SIRS is the polyarthritis associated in some patients with enteric salmonellosis infections. In
the conventional model, SIRS is initiated by infection or tissue injury and then further exacerbated by bacterial
translocation, which provides for the release of endotoxin, which stimulates pro-inflammatory cytokine and
leukotriene release (TNF-á, IL-1, IL-6) which, with activation of PMNs and the production of ROS further
amplify the inflammatory response. (19)

Have you ever wondered why we see so commonly in clinical practice, patients that present with diarrhea who
will then develop (either concurrently or following the first infection) a urinary tract infection?  Anatomically,
the urinary bladder is contiguous to the rectum. They share some venous drainage and lymphatic vessels. When
the bowel’s barrier system is functioning within normal limits, an acute infection stays within the bowel lumen or
within the bladder. But either due to the pathogenesis of the infectious diarrhea or when the bowel barrier has
already been breached, the bacteria will translocate to the bladder, or visa versa. Of course transmission of
pathogens can also occur externally from rectum to vulva from licking or contamination with feces of the vulva.

Following SIRS, if the condition does not find correction, it then progresses to the final and most serious
stage, known as MODS or multiple organ dysfunction syndrome. This is where you have multiple organ
involvement and a patient with refractory multiple symptoms. This is the underlying mechanism involved with
many chronic and degenerative conditions, including both inflammatory and autoimmune disorders.

The first step in the correction of BT, SIRS and/or MODS is to correct Leaky Gut. Clients may understand
how food allergies could relate to dysfunctional digestive barrier processes, but it is often difficult for a client to
understand how digestive function can play a role in the pathogenesis of asthma, arthritis, chronic sinusitis,
rhinitis or even epilepsy. For patients with chronic GI disease, such as chronic diarrhea, IBD or hepatitis, the
connection between these disorders and Leaky Gut is easier to grasp.  I think it is important to  take the time
necessary to explain to clients how Leaky Gut and the bowel barrier mechanism failure promotes these chronic
diseases. An informed and educated client is a better partner for the complicated process involved in addressing
these chronic diseases.

Often the “homework” for clients who want to pursue Integrative Medicine for their pets is quite extensive.
These patients will be receiving home-made custom-designed diets, multiple nutraceutical and botanical
supplements, and probably some degree of conventional pharmaceutical therapy as well. When a client
understands why these tasks are necessary to re-establish healthy patterns, it makes it a lot easier for them to be
compliant.

Impaired intestinal barrier function generates a number of problems within the body in addition to SIRS and
MODS. Compromised barrier function increases the production of free oxygen radicals (ROS) and carcinogens
by the liver’s P-450 cytochrome oxidase system. For instance, it is thought that the release of oxidation by-
products by the liver into the bile and the reflux of this “toxic” bile into the pancreatic ducts may be the major
cause of chronic pancreatic disease. (1). 
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Impaired barrier function can also lead to diseases of the immune system. For instance, when bowel
permeability is increased, classic hypersensitivity to foods and to components of the normal gut flora can result.
(2,3) Bacterial endotoxins, cell wall polymers and dietary gluten may cause non-specific” activation of pro-
inflammatory pathways mediated by complement and cytokines. In experimental animals, chronic low grade
endotoxemia has been shown to contribute to the development of auto-immune disorders. (4).

The list of clinical disorders associated with Leaky Gut Syndrome (LGS) as reported in the human literature
has been studied extensively. Examples include:

• Inflammatory and infectious bowel diseases (5)
• Chronic inflammatory arthritis (6)
• Dermatoses such as acne, psoriasis and dermatitis herpetiformis (7)
• Conditions triggered by food allergies or specific food intolerance such as eczema, urticaria and irritable

bowel syndrome (8)
• Chronic fatigue syndromesChronic hepatitis (9)
• Acute and Chronic pancreatitis (10) (18)
• Cystic fibrosis (11)
• Pancreatic carcinoma

Increased intestinal permeability may be involved in the course of each disease, or may be a secondary effect
of the hyperpermeability leading to immune activation, hepatic dysfunction and pancreatic insufficiency, creating
a vicious cycle of disease promotion promoting more disease.

Unless it is being specifically studied, the role of increased intestinal permeability often goes unrecognized. In
humans there are tests that are easy to administer and are non-invasive. For animals the tests for Leaky Gut are
more complicated, involving measured urine collection with a catheter. Several companies in the past had
introduced less invasive tests for animals, but withdrew their products due to the lack of knowledge of Leaky Gut
on the part of the veterinary community.

CAUSES OF LEAKY GUT
LGS is often caused by the introduction of substances which are capable of damaging the intestinal mucosa’s

integrity. Commonly these substances damage the tight junctions that bind the epithelial cells together. This
increases passive para-cellular absorption of substances. Damage can be caused by infectious agents, ethanol and
NSAIDs. Hypoxia of the bowel can also lead to LGS. One study of LGS in dogs found an increase in intestinal
permeability in dogs following major trauma, which interfered with bowel perfusion, leading to hypoxia. (12).
Reactive oxidative species as well as cytotoxic drugs are also considered causes of increased intestinal
permeability. Following exposure to allergenic foods, it has been found that intestinal permeability sharply
increases. In studies it has been found that this increase in permeability can be blocked by sodium cromoglycate,
which indicates that atopic mediators released from mast cells such as serotonin and histamine are responsible for
this increase in permeability. (13) The more damage done to the bowel mucosa by these toxic compounds, the
increased hyperpermeability that results, and with it more ingress of toxic compounds leading to increased
permeability—a vicious cycle.

When the epithelial mucosal cells are damaged, leading to increased para-cellular transport of
macromolecules, the damaged epithelial cells have reduced trans-cellular transport. Nutrients are usually
absorbed through trans-cellular transport. LGS then can lead to malnourishment by means of this mechanism.
The malnourishment can lead to increased structural and functional disturbances. This is another vicious cycle
associated with LGS.(see Case: Bella). Prolonged fasting can also lead to impaired bowel permeability. (16)

LGS has been shown to develop in conditions where there is an imbalance in healthy bowel ecology. This
unhealthy bowel microecology is also known as dysbiosis. Dysbiosis is defined as disease or dysfunction induced
by organisms of low virulence that can alter the metabolic or immunologic responses of their host. Crohn’s
disease and Ankylosing Spondylitis in humans are diseases in which the immune system has become sensitized to
normal gut flora. Inappropriate sensitivity to bowel flora may be an early complication of altered permeability.
The inflammatory enteropathy induced bacterial sensitization further increases the hyperpermeability of the
bowel wall, thus creating another vicious cycle associated with LGS. (14)

NSAIDs increase para-cellular permeability, due in part to the inhibition of protective prostaglandins. This
hyperpermeability is partially blocked with pre-treatment with misoprostol (Cytotecä). When NSAIDs are
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administered chronically hyperpermeability results which is not reversed by misoprostal, but which is reversed by
metronidazole. This reflects the role that bacterial endotoxins play in perpetuating intestinal hyperpermeability.
When an intravenous injection of bacterial endotoxin is given to an experimental subject, increased intestinal
permeability results. (15)

LGS increases the work of the liver. It needs to remove more macromolecules and oxidize more enteric toxins.
Cytochrome P-450 activity is induced, and in the process, the liver produces more reactive oxidative species
(ROS) in the first step of detoxification. As a result, these toxins and free radicals can damage hepatocytes, and
excrete the free radicals into the bile in an attempt to eliminate them from the body. This toxic bile can damage
the bile ducts and as mentioned earlier, reflux into the pancreas leading to chronic pancreatic inflammation. The
liver uses up its sulfur-based amino acids such as glutathione in its attempt to eliminate these toxins. (16)

Summary of Leaky Gut Syndromes Pathogenesis
• An inflamed gut does not absorb nutrients and foods properly, resulting in the common symptoms of

fatigue and bloating.
• The inappropriate leakage of large food particles promotes food allergies and GI symptoms.
• With compromised detoxification pathways, chemical sensitivities can arise. The leakage of toxins

overburdens the liver so that the body is less able to handle its everyday burden of chemicals that need
detoxification.

• The disruption of the protective mucosal barrier is causes the body to be unable to adequately resist
infection by protozoa, bacteria, viruses and yeasts.

• Intestinal hyperpermeability allows bacteria and yeast to trans-locate. Translocation is the migration of
bacteria or yeast from their appropriate organ environment to an inappropriate organ elsewhere in the body
where they can set up infection or inflammation.

• Intestinal hyperpermeability increases the formation of antibodies due to the hypersensitivity of the
immune system created by the syndrome. These antibodies can help to setup autoimmune diseases such as
rheumatoid that has been linked to LGS.

Reversing Leaky Gut Syndromes
LGS can be treated and managed successfully using a four part treatment program that is based in reversing

the causes and risk factors for increased intestinal permeability. Many naturally occurring substances can help to
repair the intestinal mucosal surface, or help to improve hepatic function when it is overwhelmed by enteric
toxins. To simplify understanding this repair process, it is called “The Four Rs,” This format has been advanced
by the Institute for Functional Medicine by its founder, Jeffery Bland, PhD.

The Four R Program to Address Leaky Gut Syndrome
The following 4 step approach to correct this condition has been developed by the Functional Medicine group

out of Gig Harbor, Washington.  It is called the “4-R Program”. I initiate this program in many of my patients,
and often will use at least a part of this program for all of my patients. I have clinically seen it benefit these
patients, repeatedly. Some patients with long-standing chronic disease issues may need longer exposure to these
tools to effect any clinical change at all.

Some patients are so “stuck” in their pathology that it is possible that none of these tools will do any good.
The only way to identify these difficult-to-address patients is by offering them  these tools and maintaining them
on them  for at least 6 months before deciding that they are not working and at that point could be discontinued.

The 4-R Program For Leaky Gut And Chronic Disease
1: Remove pathogens allergens and toxins.

By lowering the “total load” (the body’s burden) of these troublesome substances, the immune system and
liver do not need to work as much in processing them. This makes more energy available to these systems to
direct toward re-establishing healthy patterns. Removal can be by elimination from the diet or environment, or
by the use of agents such as antimicrobial agents to reduce the population of pathogenic organisms.

2: Replace digestive factors that are inadequate or absent.
Inadequate pancreatic or intestinal enzyme production leaves digesta only partially broken down, thus altering
the environment in the bowel, providing opportunity for pathology to develop. The beneficial bacteria that
produce short chain fatty acids (SCFA) from soluble fiber in the bowel need a narrow range of temperatures
and pH, as well as adequate substrate for their activity. When food is only partially digested, the intermediate
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breakdown products of the ingested food that result is not conducive to the normal function of these probiotic
species.

3: Repair Damaged Intestinal Mucosal Barrier
The use of the free form amino acid l glutamine has been found to reduce bacterial translocation, and to
increase the protein synthesis of the enterocytes which enables them to increase their rate of self-repair. The
phospholipid-rich compound lecithin, and the omega three fatty acids commonly found in fish oil,
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) are also integral to the repair of intestinal
mucosa damaged from disease, stress or diet. Antioxidants reduce ROS damage to intestinal mucosa. Zinc and
Vitamin B5 (pantothenic acid) are involved in the mucosal repair process. Soluble fiber promotes SCFA
production which provides nourishment for repair of damaged lower bowel mucosal cells Rice protein solids
have been found to reduce intestinal secretions and improve reabsorption of water from colonic digesta. This
is why the Rice Water Fast has been recommended for treating diarrhea in third world countries by the WHO.
(17)

4: Reinoculate  w/Probiotic Micro Flora Cultures and accessory nutrients to create a healthy bowel ecology
Normal indigenous GI bacterial flora are an extremely important factor in maintaining the healthy GI mucosal
barrier.  Anaerobes are the most numerous bacteria in the bowel.  These commensal beneficial
microorganisms compete with potential pathogens for nutrients and for attachment sites to the mucosa, and
thereby inhibit bacterial overgrowth by the pathogenic gram negative bacteria.  Antibiotics can upset this
balance between the good bugs and the bad bugs.  H2 blockers, as well as hyperosmolar enteral diets can
result in bacterial overgrowth and colonization of the stomach.

Botanicals, Nutrition and Nutraceuticals for Balancing Hepatic Detoxification and Improved Barrier Functions
Naringenin:  A flavonoid found in grapefruit juice, down-regulates Cytochrome P450 activity. Recommended

for transplant patients to drink an 8 oz glass a day to reduce rate of detoxification of cyclosporin.
Glucosinolates:  These phytochemicals found in cruciferous vegetables such as broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels

sprouts, cabbage have been found to influence Phase One first pass through the liver detoxification of a
variety of chemicals. Garden cress, another glucosinolate-containing food, has been found to increase
glucuronidation processes, as well as to provide balancing effects of Phase I to Phase II detoxification.

Glucosinolates break down into a variety of biologically active phytochemicals, including indole-3-
carbinole, a phytonutrient shown to have a protective effect on ovarian, breast and prostate cancers.  This
brings up the question, do we see more breast cancer in unsprayed females now because dogs of breeding ages
are not eating their native diet that would consists of stomach contents of herbivores who graze on the
brassica and cruciferous vegetables.

Without the glycosinolates and flax phytolignans, and red clover based isoflavones; the modern dog does
not have the natural phytochemicals that protect breast and ovarian tissue from becoming cancerous.  Thus
that statistic is based upon a population of animals receiving very few phytonutrients that would protect them
from over-estrogen imbalances.

Green Tea Extract and whole green tea (Camellia sinensis):  Contains EGCG: specifically, epigallocatechin
gallate, has been shown to reduce excessive activity of cytochrome P450 while up-regulating the activity of
phase II systems, and thus reducing hepatic oxidative stress; this explains the measured ability of green tea to
reduce the potential toxicity of many xenobiotics; recent studies into modulatory effect green tea has on
adriamycin has found that ECGC reduces the toxicity of adriamycin to normal healthy cells, but increases its
toxicity to cancer cells.  Every cup of green tea contains 200 mg of ECGC.

Fiber from certain dietary sources has been found to influence the activity of a Phase II enzyme, UDP-
glucuronosyltranferase.  In examining wheat bran, carrot, cocoa and oat bran fibers it was found that coco
fiber influenced phase II UDP glucuronosyltransferase activity more than wheat or carrot fiber.  This suggests
that  , as well as a probable direct effect of fiber on detoxification systems. 

Probiotic Cultures:  Colonic bacteria have also been found to play an important role in modulating phase II
glucuronidation, as well as phase I Cytochrome p450 enzyme functions.  These have been measured in various
strains of Lactobacillus acidophilus.  Soluble fiber provides a substrate for colonization of these organisms in
the colon.  Acidophilus can be used alone, or in combination mixtures with one or several of the following
probiotic cultures:  Lactobacillus bifidobacterium, strep faecei, and others.  Probiotic cultures produce their
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benefits through the following mechanisms: Reduce bowel pH through stimulation of lactic acid-
producing microflora

Direct antagonistic effect on pathogens
Competition for binding receptor sites that pathogens may occupy
Improved immune function and stimulation of immunomodulatory cells
Competition for available nutrients with pathogenic organisms
Production of other growth factors such as short chain fatty acids (SCFA)
Reduce diarrhea and gastroenteritis
Enhance NK activity
Prevent pre-neoplastic lesions in the colon 

Milk Thistle:  Contains the flavonoid complex, silymarin which has been shown to influence both P450 and
UDP glucuronosyltranferase activity.  Supports balanced Phase I to Phase II detoxification.  Anti-oxidant,
reduces hepatic oxidative stress.  Milk Thistle also helps to protect the liver from damage from toxins.  It has
also shown the ability to stimulate hepatic regeneration.

Phase I or Phase II Inducers---Monofunctional Modulators:  N acetyl cysteine (hepatic glutathione inducer);
selenomethionine (hepatic glutathione inducer); Phosphatidylcholine; folic acid; vitamin B12; riboflavin;
niacin; B6—(all involved in hepatic methylation reactions); vitamin A (affects phase II UDP
glucuronosyltransferase); l-taurine (aids in formation of bile, promotes taurine phase II conjugation); l-glycine
(glycine conjugation)

Phase I and Phase II Balancers—Bifunctional Modulators:  watercress phenylisothiocyanates; pomegranate
polyphenols (ellagic acid); green tea catechins and polyphenols, and silymarin.

CoFactors for Hepatic Detoxification and Anti-oxidant Activity:  Vitamin E; zinc; magnesium; molybdenum;
manganese; copper; mixed carotenoids.

L-GLUTAMINE: Important Functions in Detoxification and Metabolism: A key nutrient for the
correction of Leaky Gut Syndrome

Glutamine plays an important role in immune system function and is a source of fuel for intestinal epithelial
cells.  Glutamine appears to be an essential nutrient for optimal intestinal function during times of starvation and
stress.  Glutamine stimulates both B and T lymphocyte function and increases immunoglobulin synthesis and
protein synthesis in general (anabolic effect).l-glutamine stimulates hepatic and intestinal glutathione levels

• l-glutamine important role in hepatic ammonia detoxification
• Regulation of hepatic pH
• l-glutamine plays a complex role in liver metabolism and transport mechanisms via its role in cellular

signaling and gene expression.
• l-glutamine improves CD4 t helper cell counts when given orally at doses of 30 grams, day to patients that

were HIV positive;
• l-glutamine helps to repair damaged intestinal crypt cells and atrophic gastritis
• Beneficial effect when used in inflammatory bowel disease
• Anabolic benefits to renal tubular cells, pancreatic exocrine cells, intestinal mucosal cells, muscle cells,

immunocytes, and nervous cells.
• l-glutamine is the amino acid that causes the sweet taste of meat. It is conditionally essential as an amino

acid due to its high tissue demand and its overall usefulness.
• l-glutamine’s doses are safe and can be given in huge amounts with minimal problem.
• Used by weight lifters for its anabolic protein building properties
• Helps as a topical in the treatment of oral mucositis following radiation therapy
• l glutamine helps reduce gastrointestinal side-effects from chemotherapeutic agents

GLUTAMINE Topical Burn Crème for Radiation Therapy Side Effects
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A topical lanolin and flax oil(50-50) hand cream of St. John’s Wort flowers (25%) and aloe
leaf jelly(25%) and fresh crushed calendula flowers(25%) for dermal radiation burns. 
Allowing the flowers to be macerated and covered by the lanolin oil and flax seed oil and
mixed in with the aloe vera jelly provides the best absorption.  Shake this mixture well twice
daily and keep in the sunshine for warmth and photochemical mixing.  Do this for 2 weeks,
then use cheesecloth to strain out the vegetable matter and produce a pure burn crème for
immediate topical usage. At this point, add l-glutamine to this final mixture (1000 mg l-
glutamine and 1000 MSM per 30 g, of lotion.  (30 gram = 5 teaspoons)  If it needs to be
thickened it can be cooled and placed into dispensing jars.  Beeswax can be used to harden the
crème.
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PRACTICAL THERAPEUTICS OF INTEGRATIVE
GASTROENTEROLOGY. PART THREE: PRACTICAL

APPLICATIONS OF GI THERAPIES USING CASE
ILLUSTRATIONS

Robert J. Silver DVM MS CVA

Approach to the Patient
The patient with gastrointestinal disease may present with a single or variety of symptoms associated with the

structure or functioning of the gastrointestinal tract (GIT). The array of symptoms includes such commonly
observed complaints such as vomiting or diarrhea or inappetance, but may range to more complicated
presentations such as weight loss, obesity, chronically soft stools, eructation, flatulence, PICA, ravenous appetite
or food acceptance issues. Other symptoms or diseases that can be associated with gastrointestinal function,
especially when you include the Leaky Gut Syndromes include: Asthma, food allergies, epilepsy, Inflammatory
bowel disease, colitis, perianal fistulas, inflammatory gingivitis/stomatitis, anal gland disease, chronic otitis
externa, and others.

Minimum Database (MDB)
1. Thorough history
2. Diet history

a. Type of food—get the details!
b. Amount fed
c. Frequency and location of feedings

3. Physical Examination
a. Be thorough and consistent; for every diagnosis missed for not knowing, you will miss ten for not

looking.
b. Abdominal palpation

i. Gentle, barely touching it, feel the heat and cool spots
ii. Firmer, feel for patient discomfort
iii. On deeper palpation, slip the organs through your fingers to examine those that are palpable.

c. Smell the breath; the skin around the anus and vulva; the palmar surfaces of the pads; the ears: Is it
sweet? Sour? Yeasty? Fetid? Nothing? (Helicobacter?)

d. If assessing patients using TCM as well as conventional medicine
i. Tongue diagnosis
ii. Pulse diagnosis
iii. Palpatory diagnosis
iv. TCM history

4. Fecal examination
a. Microscopic

i. Clostridium
ii. Giardia
iii. Spirochetes
iv. Helminths

b. Digestion studies
c. Dysbiosis impression:

i. Spirochetes
ii. Clostridium
iii. Yeast
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5. Blood Chemistry
a. cPL
b. cTLI
c. B12/Folate levels
d. General chemistry and CBC for baseline

6. Food Allergy Serology
a. “Snapshot” in time of IgE allergies to food ingredients
i. Not of processed foods themselves, just the individual ingredient either raw or kitchen cooked
b. Allow formulation of home made diet optimized to be hypoallergenic for patient based on allergy panel

7. Abdominal Ultrasound
a. Structural basis of disease revealed through experienced and wise interpretation.
b. Some aspirates and biopsies possible guided by US beam, safely, minimally invasively and highly

diagnostic

Therapeutic Strategy
 Vomiting

a. Find and Eliminate cause(s)
b. Use safe pharmaceuticals if vomiting is severe

i. Metoclopramide
ii. Ondonsetron
iii. Cerenia

c. Herbal therapies:
i. Ginger
ii. Licorice
iii. Slippery Elm
iv. Marshmallow root
v. Aloe vera juice
vi. Astragalus Formula (Golden Flower)
vii. Curing (Nan King Wan)
viii. Ban Xia Hou Po Tang
ix. Huo Xiang Zheng Qi San

d. NPO
e. IV fluids
f. Antibiotics?
i. Helicobacter: Clavamox/Prilosec/Peptobismol
g. Acupuncture (PC6/CV12/BL21/LIV3/LI4/ST36)

Diarrhea
a. Find and eliminate cause(s)
b. Rice Fast for Diarrhea:

i. Rice water
ii. White rice “wet-cooked”
iii. Baby food
iv. Probiotics and Prebiotics

1. High potency best (>BILLION CFU)
c. l Glutamine
d. Digestive Enzymes

i. Fungal source the best
ii. (except) Pancreatic enzymes are best for Exocrine Pancreatic Insufficiency patients
iii  Broader spectrum of activity over broad spectrum of conditions than vegetable and fruit source

enzymes versus animal-derived enzymes
e. Huo Xiang Zheng Qi San
f. Calcium Sodium Silicate Clay

i. Adsorbs toxins in the bowel
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ii. Takes up to 5 days for full effect
iii. Good for chemotherapy patients

1. Study: Hahn and Carpenter
Inflammatory Bowel Disease

a. Address Leaky Gut using the FOUR R PROGRAM outlined earlier in this three part paper.
i. Eliminate pathogens from gut

1. Fecal exam and treatment
2. Clostridium: 5 days Amoxicillin BID with concurrent probiotics given between ABx

administration
ii. Probiotics
iii. Digestive Enzymes
iv. Glutamine
v. Lecithin

b. Address potential food allergies with Food Allergy Serology and following it with a Home Made diet
consisting of minimally allergenic ingredients.

c. Consider the use of Budesonide or Cyclosporine for severe patients
d. Shredded coconut and Medium Chain Triglycerides

Pancreatitis
a. ACUTE Disease

i. Confirm diagnosis with cPL test and Ultrasound
ii. NPO, Hospitalize, IV fluids
iii. Intravenous antibiotic of choice
iv. Intravenous nutraceuticals

1. N acetylcysteine (70 mg/kg TID IV)
2. 10 mcg/kg BID for 3 days, then 5 mcg/kg BID daily until off of fluids
3. Vitamin C (500 - 1500 mg TID)

b. CHRONIC Disease
i. Home prepared food or bland hypoallergenic diet specific to patient’s needs
ii. Supplement with Digestive Enzymes, Probiotics and Prebiotics
iii. TCM: Da Chai Hu Tang (Major Bupleurum Formula)

1. Patient-specific formula based on tongue and pulse diagnosis
iv. Antioxidants

1. CoQ10 (1-2 mg/kg/day or Mixed tocopherols (100 IU – 400 IU/day
2. Selenium 25-200 mcg/day
3. Vitamin C 250-500 mg BID
4. N acetylcysteine (250 mg/ 500 mg BID-TID)

Food Allergy
a. Food Allergy Serology
b. Elimination diet
c. Address Leaky Gut with the 4Rs

i. Digestive Enzymes
ii. Probiotics with prebiotics
iii. Glutamine
iv. Lecithin 

d. High dose fish oil (40 mg/kg EPA)

Case Studies to Illustrate Approach to Patient with Various Gastro-intestinal Tract Complaints

Weight Loss in a young Golden Retriever (Bella Karr)
a. Referral workup: eosinophilic gastritis diagnosed endoscopically; SIBO diagnosed with chemistries and

serology
i. Treated with Pred, Vitamin E, folate
ii. Uncontrollable weight loss in absence of diarrhea, with good food intake and pathologically ravenous

appetite
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b. Food Allergy Serology
c. Home made diet
d. Leaky Gut Supplements

i. Glutamine
ii. Lecithin
iii. Probiotics with prebiotics
iv. Digestive Enzymes

e. MSU Thyroid testing

Leaky Gut at work in the complex complicated mixture of different complaints in a middle aged German
Shepherd Dog with Epilepsy, Atopy, Liver disease, anemia, Hypothyroidism,  and Inflammatory Bowel
Disease (Laurel Keating)
a. Multiple Complex diseases, initiated with Inflammatory Bowel disease diagnosis following PICA;
b. Good example of SIRS developing into MODS and Liver failure over time
c. Anemia secondary to GI bleed or Phenobarbital?
d. Poor control of second and third tier anti-convulsants—breakthrough seizures
e. Chronic soft stools and diarrhea
f. Inability to gain weight
g. PICA

Acute Diarrhea (Chaco Kellogg)
a. Fecal exam
b. Symptomatic approach with IVC, oral protectants (famotidine, pepto bismol or kaopectate, slippery elm,

Calcium Aluminosilicate clay)
c. 24-48 hour fast

i. Give rice water to drink during this time, can flavor rice water with some baby food
ii. White rice with probiotics, enzymes, clay and herbs as “balls” mixed with some baby food for flavor

d. Break Fast with white rice and cooked chicken or eggs or cottage cheese 50/50 with the rice cooked quite
fluffy; add probiotics and digestive enzymes

Food Sensitivity and Abdominal Cramping with Loud Borborygmus in a Dog (“CJ” Matzke)
a. Painful cramping
b. Food intolerances versus food allergies
c. Food Toxins cause pain directly in abdominal wall
d. Phenobarbital and Scopolamine syrup: Donnatal Elixir Rx item from human pharmacy; dose by prorating

weight.
e. Food Allergy Serology
f. Home Made diet from allergy panel
g. 4 Rs program: Probiotics, Digestive Enzymes, glutamine, Lecithin, fish oil, hypoallergenic diet, eliminate

parasites and pathogens intestinally
h. NutriGest? formula with ginger, licorice, more glutamine, Cat’s Claw, etc.

Chronic Active Hepatitis (Cah) Treated with Leaky Gut, Diet, Hepatoprotection and Antioxidants (Breeze
Ellington)
a. Referral from vet who diagnosed CAH

i. Treated with pred, ursodiol, vitamin E
b. Blood chemistries returned to normal after 18 months higher than 600.
c. Improvement from Moderate to Mild fibrosis score on serial liver biopsies
d. Treated with silymarin, AOX, B vitamins, NAC, Alpha Lipoic acid, raw meat diet, fish oil, the 4 Rs of

Leaky Gut
i. Probiotics
ii. Digestive Enzymes
iii. Glutamine
iv. Lecithin
v. Good diet
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e. Lived well for years!

Food Allergies in a Hypothyroid Dog (Foli Pedersen)
a. History and Physical exam
b. MSU Thyroid testing
c. Food allergy serology
d. Home made elimination diet
e. Leaky Gut supplements

i. Probiotics with prebiotics
ii. Glutamine
iii. Lecithin
iv. Digestive Enzymes

f. Treat symptomatically
i. Clean ears
ii. Antihistamines

Chronic Pancreatitis in a Dog (Arnie Rogers)
a. Confirm diagnosis with cPL and Ultrasound
b. Diet history—alter diet to avoid potential problems
c. Home made avoidance diet or “Healthy” commercial diet that addresses potential dietary problems
d. Lifestyle issues need to be addressed
e. Leaky gut supplements

i. Probiotics with prebiotics
ii. Digestive enzymes
iii. Glutamine
iv. Lecithin

f. Pancreatitis supplements
i. Da Chai Hu Tang
ii. Mixed tocopherols
iii. Selenium
iv. NAC
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Appendix

Client Education: Rice Water Fast
Rice Water Fast – For acute diarrhea and flare-ups of chronic diarrhea

1. Boil 1 cup of white rice (not minute rice!) in 6 cups of water
2. Decant when liquid becomes creamy
3. Can reboil the rice as many times as needed to produce more rice water
a. Rice water has been recommended by the WHO for use to treat diarrhea in developing nations.Its

mechanism of action is via a peptide released when the rice is boiled that affects the chloride channel in
the colon, causing it to re-absorb chloride ions, which carry with them sodium ions and water, which helps
to dry out the stools, thus reducing water loss and diarrhea.

4. Give this solution to drink, especially during the rice balls and baby food fasting.If your pet does not like
the flavor, you can take a teaspoon of baby food and mix it with the rice water to make it more palatable.

White Rice Balls and Baby Food Fast
For acute diarrhea and flare-ups of chronic diarrhea
1. Cook white rice (not minute rice) so that the grains are opened up and it is moist, not al dente.Use 1 cup of

rice to 1.5-3 cups of water depending upon the altitude you are at. Higher altitudes need more water and
longer cooking times.

2. Dogs tend to inhale their food, so cooking it this way predigests it for them, and releases more of the rice
grain which helps to control the diarrhea.

3. The baby food is used to flavor the rice and add some protein for patient convalescent needs.
4. Fast your animal for 24-48 hours, only allowing rice water or plain water if your pet will not accept the

rice water. During this 24-48 hour period, only rice balls with baby food will be given as food.The
medications and supplements will be placed in the rice balls. The medication is placed inside the rice ball
with baby food (1 teaspoon of baby food to 1 Tablespoon of rice) and given to the dog as a treat, by hand.
This medicates the dog and also allows for reduced digestive activity at the same time as dog is provided
nutrients.

5. Medications that might be dispensed:
a. Amoxicillin
b. Metoclopramide
c. Metronidazole
d. Budesonide
e. Loperamide

6. Supplements that might be dispensed
a. Huo Xiang Zheng Qi San (TCM herb for diarrhea)
b. RxBiotic (High potency probiotics and prebiotics)
c. Glutamine (anabolic amino acid to heal damaged bowel mucosa)
d. Lecithin (phospholipids compound works with glutamine)
e. RxZyme (Fungal source digestive enzyme formula with glutamine and lecithin)
f. CAS Clay (Adsorbs chemotherapy metabolites, toxins and pro-inflammatory compounds helping to

stop the diarrhea
g. Pancreatic enzymes (Supports digestion in the face of poor pancreatic function)

Calcium Aluminosilicate Clay as an Adsorbant for Toxins and Pro-inflammatory Compounds
Clay has been used for centuries, and probably millennia to treat a variety of problems that afflict humans and

animals. The cleansing properties of mud baths are well known, and geologists who get cut while working in the
field often treat a wound with clay because it stems bleeding and absorbs toxins. Mud was used on the wounds of
World War I soldiers.

Clay has been consumed as a palliative by some indigenous groups and by pregnant women in Appalachia.
Line Brunet de Courssou, the late French humanitarian, when working on Africa's Ivory Coast, reported in 2002
that poultices of imported French clay destroyed the leprosy-like microbes of Baruli ulcers in 100 patients.
Subsequent dressings with a second clay enhanced healing. The healing powers of clay have long been legendary.
Historical references go back centuries, and in the Bible, Jesus mixes it with spit to cure a blind man. 
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Recently, researchers at Arizona State University researchers have found that clay is capable of killing
Methicillin Resistant Staphlococcus Aureus (MRSA), which has become resistant to nearly all currently available
antibiotics.

Veterinary researchers in Texas have discovered that a specific type of clay found only in a few deposits
world-wide has the ability to bind to the breakdown metabolites of adriamycin chemotherapy, thus reducing the
incidence of chemotherapy associated diarrhea. This same clay is capable of binding toxins in general, as well as
the pro-inflammatory proteins associated with the progression of the inflammatory enteritides.

Calcium aluminosilicate (CAS) clay was used in a study of 23 client owned dogs undergoing cancer
chemotherapy with adriamycin and who had developed persistent watery diarrhea that had failed conventional
medical management for a period of 48 hours or longer. These patients were given 500 mg of CAS orally until
they had 2 consecutive formed stools. 15 out of the 23 dogs (65.2%) had complete resolution of symptoms within
48-72 hours after CAS administration was initiated. In the 8 dogs who did not completely resolve their
symptoms, their guardians reported a decrease in the number of stools per day and symptomatic improvement
within 48 hours. 
(Hahn, K.A., and Carpenter, R.H., Calcium Aluminosilicate (CAS) in the treatment of intractable diarrhea in
dogs with cancer. Presented at Genes, Dogs and Cancer: Fourth Annual Canine Cancer Conference, 2006;
Chicago Ill. By Kevin Hahn DVM, PhD, ACVIM.
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FOOD INTOLERANCE IN OUR VETERINARY PATIENTS
John B. Symes, DVM

Chomp, chomp, chomp...Gulp. Slurp, slurp, slurp...Belch.” This is the sound of “Fido” eating his scientifically
formulated, well-balanced dog food. It can be purchased at the grocery store, but the discerning owner travels to
the local pet shop to buy the better quality food. Most people know that you get what you pay for in a pet food
and that the higher grade foods come from certain recognizable manufacturers and can only be found at specialty
pet supply outlets. But, is that axiom really true? Does purchasing the most expensive food guarantee that your
pet will be receiving the best in nutrition that the industry has to offer? 

The unfortunate truth is that pet food is not as scientifically formulated as most would like to think. For the
most part, Fido's food is made with convenience and cost of manufacturing in mind more than science. Yes, the
first few ingredients look appetizing enough and there are essential nutrients such as vitamins and minerals added
to the mix. But are these ingredients natural for the pet and are they readily available for absorption and use by
their body? Here in lies the crux of the matter.

The wake-up call comes when one realizes that once the meat source is removed from the diet, the remaining
ingredients are mostly unnatural for the pet. If we exclude the beef, poultry, fish, and lamb, the remaining calorie
sources are mostly wheat, barley, corn, rice, and oats, all of which are man-raised crops that the dog and cat
would never consume in the wild. I love to inquire of my clients “How would a pet get rice? Swim to Viet Nam?”

But what is the problem with these complex carbohydrates being in the diet? Humans consume these with
every meal and they are doing just fine, aren't they? Ahhhh. Are we??? If we were thriving on these things, those
listening to this talk would be doing something else right now, wouldn't they? The problem is that the grains
listed above cause some universal problems among humans and pets alike, as do a number of other problem foods
and food additives that eclipse even the grains in their contribution to health issues.

To digress for just a moment, I have been a veterinarian for 28 years. However, seven years ago I had
something come along that changed my entire life- professionally, physically, emotionally, and even spiritually. I
finally found, for the better part of my life, that I have been suffering from celiac disease, otherwise known as
gluten intolerance or gluten sensitivity. For forty-something years, I suffered like most other celiacs from a
myriad of symptoms, including allergies, heart burn and intestinal problems, depression/chronic fatigue,
insomnia, memory and balance difficulties, joint pain, and even fibromyalgia. I was taking at least four
prescription drugs daily, was caffeine addicted, and was quite frankly not having any fun anymore. 

Within four days of eliminating all wheat from my diet, the recovery began…and it was dramatic. On day
four, I felt like I did not need coffee for the first time in twenty years. By the end of the first week, my long-term
heartburn was gone and my IBS symptoms were coming to a screeching halt. By the end of the month, my
fibromyalgia, back pain, insomnia, and chronic fatigue were well on their way to being nothing more than a bad
dream. I was shocked and amazed at the results of simply eliminating this “staple” of my diet and this incredible
recovery led me into seven years of intensive, broad-based medical research. 

During this phenomenal time, I created a Website (Dogtorj.net) to chronicle my discoveries. From there, I
began doing Internet interviews and consultations which led to more discoveries while I was attempting to help
both pets…and their owners…with their chronic medical problems. My life had become very different.

I am now almost seven years gluten, casein and soy-free, off all drugs (prescription and OTC), symptom-free,
and feeling better than I did when I was twelve. Yes, this miraculous recovery got my full attention as a patient
and as a doctor. How could this be? How could I have been suffering from what millions of people and pets are
still experiencing, and yet, be completely well in such a short period of time? How could all of these conditions
be linked together? That’s what I am here to share with you.

What I hope to convey to you in the next couple of hours is the incredibly far-reaching effects of celiac
disease and the related food intolerances and how they have been playing a vital role in the demise of our health
and that of our pets. We will start by discussing the “big 4"…gluten, casein, soy, and corn, or what I now
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lovingly term “the four horsemen of the apocalypse”...and the roles they play in chronic illness, epilepsy and
other “idiopathic” conditions. We will take a little stroll down memory lane- one of those 20:20 hindsight things-
that will hopefully turn your head around and amaze you as much as it has me. You will see what we did to
veterinary and human nutrition that has changed the course of our medical histories. 

In addition, I hope to convince those of you who do not already know that the elimination of the “big 4" can
result in absolute medical miracles, with rapid and lasting recoveries ranging from simple allergies and intestinal
disorders to refractory epilepsy, MS, and peripheral neuropathies. Proper nutrition, of course, has a major impact
on not only the quality of life we enjoy but also the life expectancy of both humans and animals. I hope to
demonstrate that the overall diet of both pets and people coupled with the far-reaching effects of the food
intolerances represent the most important factors that we have under our immediate control that will affect our
overall health. 

I am sure that most of you are now aware of celiac disease. Most of us were taught about gluten intolerance in
the Irish setter, although from the response I have received from colleagues and even those who taught me
medicine in school, this has been long since forgotten.  However, seven years ago when my brother, father, son,
and I all discovered that we suffered from this condition, gluten intolerance was considered a “rare disorder,
affecting less than 1:5,000 Americans.” In my very first week of research, I found that celiac disease was being
diagnosed in nearly 1:100 people in the United Kingdom, Italy, and Scandinavia. This, of course, was totally
incongruous with what was being reported in our (human) medical literature in the U.S., especially once our
common ancestry was taken into account. I also found that 40% of first degree relatives to a celiac would have
the condition, a figure that certainly applies to my immediate family (and one that makes us take a second look at
those ancestors). Needless to say, that obvious dichotomy also fanned the flames of my developing passion for
this newfound research project.

My personal diagnosis of celiac disease came about in an indirect fashion through my brother’s medical woes.
He had been experiencing weight loss and severe abdominal pain for a few months and had made two or three
trips to the emergency room for sharp, unrelenting discomfort. After a complete work up, including extensive
blood work, MRIs, barium series, colonoscopy, and more, his doctors were at an impasse. The only abnormal
finding was an iron deficiency anemia. Little did they know that they held the key to the diagnosis in their hands. 
Out of the blue came an Email from a friend of his writing to Bob about celiac disease. This close friend was a
medical researcher and Internet buff who came across this “disease” as a match for Bob's symptoms. My brother
brought it in to me- his “doctor” brother- to read one day in my veterinary hospital. When I read the pages from
www.celiac.com, my mouth fell open and I said “ Well, Bob. This is you all right. Trust me. When this many
things fit, it is the answer. But, Bob! This is not just you, this is me! It describes all of my symptoms perfectly.”
And it did. My chronic fatigue, irritable bowel, insomnia, heartburn, allergy symptoms, and even my
fibromyalgia were described on those pages. I immediately committed to going off all foods with gluten as well
as launching a full-scale investigation into this elusive condition.

In the first day of researching celiac disease, I experienced the beginning of what I would later call “the
revelation”. As I read about the diseases states from which the gluten intolerant suffered, the celiac was rapidly
becoming the “who’s who” of illnesses in humans…and animals. We were absolutely gobbled up with allergies,
IBD, immune-mediated diseases, and cancer, while suffering from staggering rates of hypo and hyperthyroidism
(Grave’s disease), diabetes, lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, intestinal lymphoma, colon cancer, and much more. 

Armed with the newest information that the potential number of people with celiac disease was 1:30 people,
and that a myriad of medical conditions had been linked to gluten intolerance, and that wheat alone made up a
whopping 30% of the calories in the standard American diet (and was the primary ingredient in our pet’s dry
foods), I started to have medicine make sense to me for the first time in 20 years…and “the revelation” occurred.

“But how could something as simple as wheat and an item that was as much of a staple in our diets cause such
huge medical problems?” I wondered. It did not take long to find “the answer” (which would become the title of
my first major paper).

In celiac disease, gluten is the culprit. Gluten is comprised of two components, glutelins and prolamines, the
latter being the most troublesome protein portion. Glutelins are simple proteins found in cereal grains that yield
amino acids when hydrolyzed. Prolamines are the storage proteins of the grains and are insoluble in water but
soluble in alcohol and dilute acids. Gliadin is the real problem among the prolamines and it is gliadin that is
found in most of the immune complexes of the major diseases we will cover. It is antibodies to gliadin that are
the principal diagnostic aid in celiac disease. At 69%, gliadin makes up the majority of the prolamine portion of
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wheat.
The immune response to gluten is often insidious yet potentially devastating. Gluten is an innately sticky

glycoprotein (which is used to make industrial adhesives) and does adhere to cells lining the intestinal tract,
particularly those of the small bowel.  Villous atrophy of the duodenum and jejunum results from a complex of
immune responses directed at gliadin in sensitized individuals. The resultant increase in gut permeability allows
unnatural polypeptides to enter the blood stream in an abnormal fashion, entering the infant and adult alike in
biological forms that were unintended. These various polypeptides have both direct and indirect effects that are
harmful in a myriad of ways. We will discuss “lectins” in a moment, the term used to denote antibody-sized
glycoproteins from various sources, particularly from the “big 4" foods (gluten grains, dairy, soy, and corn).

So, the basic pathophysiology of celiac disease is that the glue-like gluten adheres to the villi of the duodenum
and jejunum and then induces villous atrophy in sensitized individuals. Once the villous atrophy takes place, a
number of serious consequences follow with the most critical being a chronic, insidious malabsorption syndrome.
(And here is where I get a little crazy.)

How many veterinarians and doctors remember being taught in medical school what the duodenum absorbs in
the way of essential nutrients? Not many do according to my numerous conversations with my colleagues and
MD acquaintances. In fact, I have had board-certified doctors look me in the eye and tell me that the duodenum
absorbs “nothing”. Then, when I have pulled the stake out of heart, I diplomatically correct them by explaining
that I, too, thought that at one time until I learned differently through my study of celiac disease.

The fact is, not only does it not absorb “nothing”, it takes in the vast majority of our calcium, iron, iodine, B
complex, vitamin C, and numerous trace minerals such as zinc, copper, magnesium, manganese, boron, lithium,
and more. Once we see this crucial part of our medical puzzle, “the revelation” begins and other important parts
begin to fall into place. Osteoporosis, iron deficiency anemia, thyroid disorders, immune incompetence, enzyme
deficiency, etc. all have much more palpable origins. And the reason why the celiac is the “who’s who” of what
goes wrong with a human (or any other simple-stomached animal that is afflicted) suddenly becomes quite clear.
We are malabsorbing the nutrients that are essential to our well-being while being bombarded by proteins that our
body’s deem threatening. And that is why I often refer to the duodenum as “Pandora’s Box”- damage that area
and we unleash the multitude of plagues that await us.

But here is the bad news: Gluten is not the only culprit. I also found this out the hard way. As I stated earlier,
within days of eliminating all gluten (wheat, barley, rye) from my diet, I felt better than I had in years. Symptoms
were disappearing rapidly and I was totally amazed, catapulting me into years of research and “consumer
advocacy”. Yes, I was hooked for life and accepted my new mission with reckless abandon. 

The most pressing problem was figuring out what in the world I would eat. (Later I would write the paper
“What in the World Do I Eat?”)  Surely I enjoyed the weight loss that quickly followed my new dietary
commitment but some frustration set in as I scrambled to find “clean” (gluten-free) foods. I had always avoided
cheese and eaten limited amounts of ice cream because of the battle of the bulge but, “Hey, I can eat all I want
now because I’m losing weight and they are gluten-free.” So, I started putting cheese on everything, drinking
more milk, and eating a lot more ice cream as dessert. And, within weeks my symptoms were all coming back-
the heartburn/IBS, headaches, joint pain, fibromyalgia, brain fog/depression, and insomnia. “What is up with
this? Milk is supposed to be nature’s perfect food.” I quickly found out differently…and why.

Because I had found that wheat was the number two human, dog, and cat food allergen and that the culprit,
gluten, was used to make industrial adhesives and that the allergies were formed at the time the damage was done
to the gut, I naturally asked “Where is the ‘glue’ in milk?” . That is when I found that Gluten has an evil twin and
it’s name is casein.  I found that casein is the glycoprotein that makes up 80% of the protein content of cow’s
milk…and the one that Borden uses to make Elmer’s Glue. “Ahhhh. Now we’re onto something”.

So, I eliminated all dairy products and, in a few short days, my symptoms were disappearing again. Within 3
weeks my chronic shoulder pain resolved, my sleeping improved, and I was feeling better than I had in my entire
life. But the quest for what to eat had just gotten more complicated.

I began substituting soy products for the dairy- drinking soy milk, eating soy cheese, and having soy-based
“ice cream” for dessert. However, within a coupe of weeks, my stomach was in an absolute knot and many of my
symptoms were returning, especially the pain and insomnia. “Now what is up with this?” I exclaimed. “I thought
soy was supposed to be a health food.” It took less than an hour on the Internet to be convinced that we had all
been duped into thinking that soy was healthy for us. And yes, soy is used to make industrial adhesives as well. In
fact, they make super-glues from soy, which are commonly used in the automobile industry (e.g. to stick your
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rear-view mirror to the windshield).  
When I eliminated the soy from my diet, my health returned and my research project expanded. As hard as it

was to believe that the main three foods thought of by most to be among the healthiest things we can eat…wheat,
dairy, and soy…were, in fact, the absolute worst possible things for many people to eat, this incongruity fit well
with other things I was learning were upside down. These things included the aforementioned lack of knowledge
concerning the duodenum’s function, the true incidence of celiac disease, and the fact that we used fever-reducers
to stop virus-induced fevers and carcinogens to treat cancer.

Therefore, I was not surprised to find that corn was the fourth guy on the list, rounding out the “four horsemen
of the apocalypse”, a term I love to use when being melodramatic or “prophetic”. Once I had eliminated the first
three “riders”, I realized how crummy corn made me feel when I ate it. One more trip to the “glue” list and I
found that they did indeed make glue from corn. The best they could do, however, was to put cardboard boxes
together with it. “No wonder it was the most tolerable of the big 4.” I thought.  And, in fact, it is tolerated better
by humans, dogs, and cats than are wheat, dairy, and soy. The history of the pet food industry sure proves this.

Now this part is really fascinating to me. The retrospective look at my veterinary career and the history of pet
food ingredients dove-tailed perfectly with my studies concerning food intolerance in people. When I graduated
from veterinary school in 1979, the vast majority of pet foods were made with corn as the carbohydrate source.
Pets were doing “OK” on these foods, with a rather select group of dog breeds having unusual difficulty with
allergies, immune- mediated diseases and early cancer-related deaths. Our allergy-suffering breeds were little
white dogs like the Poodle and Westie. Other trouble breeds were Cockers, Beagles, Boxers, Goldens retrievers,
Irish setters, and German shepherds- those experiencing allergies, immune-mediated diseases, and higher rates of
cancer. The average dog was reasonably healthy and allergies were just a problem within the dog world, not the
problem. Immune-mediated diseases were something that we actually got excited about seeing as doctors and
diagnosticians, not something that made us wonder what the world was coming to when we would later see them
come in three at a time. Cancer was always a major cause of death of pets but, again, not something that we
would, in the relatively near future, get so “ho-hum” about, seeing mast cell tumors every month and watching
dogs drop like flies by age 6.5 years of bone cancer and lymphoma. Suddenly, we were talking about medicine
during our lunch hours rather than our golf games or our significant other.

What happened? First of all, we had a “wheat glut” develop in this country. It was a definable geopolitical
phenomenon that resulted in wheat becoming cheaper than corn. Suddenly, the pet food industry started to make
food, particularly dried kibble, out of wheat instead of corn….and Pandora’s Box was opened. It was during this
time that we adopted the “interesting” routine of mixing in a new food with the old for 3-4 days. Why did we do
this? Well, if we didn’t blend it gradually, the pet would often develop diarrhea or even vomit on the newly
introduced food.

Now let me stop right here and ask an important question…or three? Where in the world were our brains at
this time? Why did we not suspect that something might be wrong with the new food if it caused diarrhea, much
less vomiting? Were we really that out of touch with medical reality? The thing that fooled us was the fact that
the pet “adapted” to the food so quickly if we mixed it in. And, it seemed logical to mix in a new food, so
“Problem solved!” right? But in retrospect, we were truly asleep at the wheel, not understanding the impact of the
new wheat-based food and having long since forgotten our lectures on gluten intolerance in the Irish setter (if we
ever got one). This went right over our heads, including that of yours truly. So, I am not throwing stones but
“Man, were we stupid or what???”

But out of this quagmire arose what would become a giant among pet food companies- Hill’s Science Diet.
They claimed that their foods were scientifically formulated to produce less allergies, less skin problems, less
intestinal upset, and even smaller stools. And they did! So, what did they do to accomplish this? Basically, all
that they did was not take that big “left hand” turn that everyone else did choosing the wheat route and Hill’s
stayed on the corn road. How simple. How wise! Wow!!!

Yes, corn was better tolerated than was wheat. That did not make corn perfect by any means but
comparatively speaking, it was heads and shoulders above this newest mistake that was being made- the single
worst mistake made in veterinary nutrition- the transition to wheat-based diets. Thankfully, this came at the same
time that we made one of the best decisions in pet nutrition- to take the dairy out of dog and cat foods. Many of
you remember milk-coated puppy and kitten chows. Those my age will also be able to testify that they have seen
a reduction in asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, type 1 diabetes since the dairy was removed from these foods,
especially when it is pointed out to them. In a medical study I found 4 years ago, it was boldly stated that our
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children who get cow milk in the first five days of life have a 40-50 times higher rate of these three conditions.
Understanding lectins (which we will cover later) will pull this all together for you.

And in retrospect, the trouble-breeds mentioned above do have more problems with corn to this day (and
maybe more, thanks to the genetic modification of today’s corn. Do you remember CRY9C or “Starlink” corn
and the Taco Bell shell recall a few years ago?). I believe that it is highly likely that the “big 4" food intolerance
share the genetic tendency that celiacs experience in that 40% of first degree relatives will have the condition.
Therefore, I recommend the elimination of corn from the diet of all pets (and people who will listen) but
particularly from that of the breeds mentioned above. I have now developed a strong suspicion of corn
intolerance in these breeds by doing food allergy tests and seeing a high rate of corn allergies among them. 

Thankfully, there are those in the pet food industry who are wising up, with more and more of them proudly
stating and displaying on their bags “no wheat, no corn, and no soy”. Unfortunately, they know that wheat is a
problem but they obviously don’t understand why it is so harmful or why it is now the (new) number one food
allergen in dogs and cats. They turn right around and use barley and rye- the other two gluten grains- as
substitutes. They must not understand celiac disease and the fact that the allergies are formed at the time the
gluten induces the villous damage. Is that really the extent of their nutritional research?

It must be quite limited as dairy products are making a major comeback. (Errrrh!!!) Yes, even some of the
most dedicated and “holistic” pet food companies are utilizing cottage cheese, skim milk, and yogurt in their
newest formulas. When I call or write to these companies, they try to ease my dissatisfaction by stating that it is
all lactose-free. Once again, is that the extent of their research on the topic of dairy intolerance? Do they not
know that lactose is just a little ‘ol sugar and that the proteins in cow milk, particularly casein (and even more
specifically alpha s-1 casein), are the true culprits? Unfortunately, many are under the misconception that lactose
is the main issue in milk. 

However, as celiac disease becomes better known (and the awareness of this all-too-common condition is
rising rapidly), the truth about casein, soy, and corn intolerance will finally emerge. Then, we will have “the four
horsemen” on the run and people will learn that they do have their health destinies, as well as those of their pets,
more in their own hands than they have ever believed.
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VIRUSES AND LECTINS- THE MISSING LINKS
John B. Symes, D.V.M.

The role of viruses and lectins in the development of disease has been one of the most amazing topics that I
have researched over the past seven years. I include these together because there is a fascinating interaction
between these two entities that helps to explain many of the conditions we still refer to as “idiopathic”, a term to
which I now take exception. The only concept that upsets me more is “autoimmune disorder”, a term that implies
that our immune system does not know what it is doing. I wholeheartedly disagree with that premise and a better
understanding of viruses and lectins supports my dissent.

Let’s start with lectins. In my quest for solutions to “idiopathic” problems, the study of these antibody-sized
proteins/glycoproteins yielded answers to many of the questions that were haunting me as I tried to explain how
my dietary changes could yield such phenomenal results. Lectins are carbohydrate-binding glycoproteins or
proteins that are ubiquitous in nature, with plants, animals and even bacteria producing these remarkable
compounds. Although the true role of lectins in plants is still under investigation, we know that these proteins
play numerous important roles in animals and man. They serve to bind circulating glycoproteins to cells, such as
those in the liver, to facilitate their removal. Our body produces lectins that are involved in immune responses
(e.g. mannose-binding lectin), the adhesion of cells, and the removal of pathogens through binding to
carbohydrates on their surfaces. In the case of neurons, the oligodendrocyte produces two different lectins- one
that helps nourish the neuron and another that can kill it. Bacteria produce lectins that enable them to adhere to
tissue. Finally, certain foods contain lectins that can do serious harm to susceptible individuals. Therefore, there
are “good” and “bad” lectins in nature- those that promote health and others that contribute to disease. 

For the purposes of this discussion, the focus will be on those dietary lectins that have been directly linked to
illness in animals and man. The most common sources of damaging lectins are the gluten grains (wheat, barley,
rye), dairy products, legumes (e.g. soy, peanuts, beans), and corn. The nightshade family (tomatoes, potatoes,
peppers, eggplant and tobacco) also contain potentially harmful lectins, most of which are inactivated by cooking
but to which some individuals can become quite sensitive (e.g. arthritis). For example, uncooked wheat flour,
beans, and eggplant are considered toxic while heating them removes most, but not all, of the harmful lectins.
Fermentation, sprouting, and soaking have also been employed to remove these harmful substances. But I
frequently tell people to think “peanut allergy” when considering the degree of sensitivity that some individuals
develop to these proteins.

The literature describes the pathomechanism of the damage done by these lectins as being like a lock and key,
in which the circulating lectin serves as a key that unlocks the cell to which it attaches. All complex cells, plant
or animal, have carbohydrates that project from their cell membranes. These serve as glycoprotein receptors
(docking stations, if you will) to which circulating lectins and other things can attach. When the right “key”
comes along, its attachment can initiate a cascade of events in that cell wall that may lead to a number of
different outcomes, ranging from the attraction of the immune system and cell death to the production of
hormones and chemicals to the multiplication of that cell.

Once I found that these harmful lectins (especially those from gluten, dairy, soy and corn) could cause
inflammation and tissue damage all by themselves, without an immune response, things really started to make
sense. The immune response is actually secondary to that damage, which helps to explain why we see such a
variation in the measurable response in different individuals challenged by these glycoproteins. Some will
respond with an outpouring of antibodies yielding positive tests while others will not, thus helping to explain the
negative tests in individuals who ultimately respond quite well to the elimination diet when they employ it
despite those negative tests.

It then becomes clear that these dietary glycoproteins are also a big part of what we label as “autoimmune
disease”. Personally, as I stated at the outset, I do not like nor do I use that term anymore unless I put it in quotes.
That term implies that the immune system is attacking its own host's tissues for no good reason. I contend that
this does not happen...ever. The immune system always responds appropriately but we simply do not always fully
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understand why it does what it does. The inflammation being incited by lectins is a prime example of this.
As stated, lectins are antibody-sized entities. How would we know they are present when they are, in fact, that

small? We can't see them in a routine tissue sample. It would take biochemical analysis or, again, antibody testing
to determine whether they are involved. Therein lies the rub. Not everyone responds with what we might call an
“appropriate” response (one that we can detect readily). We just have to know that these lectins can and do cause
changes in the individual cells of the body (neurons, nephrons, blood cells, etc) of susceptible individuals. I
contend that the “big 4"- gluten (from wheat, barley, rye), dairy, soy and corn- are not healthy for anyone. They
are simply better tolerated by some than others. This is the nature of “spectrum disorders” among individuals,
who range in affliction from the “best of the best” to the “worst of the worst”. Once again, thinking “peanut
allergy” helps us to envision the “worst of the worst”. Now that's a sensitivity!

For the sake of previous discussions on the dietary aspects of epilepsy, does gluten affect neurons? It
definitely can. Can gluten kill neurons? Yes, indeed! If an inquiring individual were to do an Internet search for
“gluten, neurons”, they would find some very relevant articles. How the lectins of gluten damage and kill neurons
is the interesting thing, and the answer lies in understanding of the mechanisms of cellular physiology and how
that cell responds to challenges. A concurrent study of viruses helps to complete the big picture and that is why I
write so much about this on my site now.

It is logical that the viruses inside that cell are among the things that determine the response of that cell to the
challenge by lectins, carcinogens, and other chemicals/pollutants/preservatives, etc. It has been described in the
literature that a cell can have as many as ten different responses to a lectin challenge, ranging from cell death
(apoptosis) to tumor formation. I believe that one of the answers lies in the adaptive viruses found inside that cell.
After all, that is what viruses do in nature- they facilitate adaptation (as well as cause variation in nature).

The phenomenal thing is that our very DNA contains these adaptive viruses. Researchers now estimate that up
to 45% of the genetic codes in our double stranded DNA are actually viral information, some active and some
extinct. This is what retroviruses, in particular, do. They infect the cell and incorporate their genetic information
into our DNA. That is why these particular viruses are involved in cancer and why cancer can be “genetic”
(inherited). This “genetic” information can then be transmitted vertically to offspring.

As heretical as it may seem, I am now convinced that cancer itself is an adaptive process. The viruses that
“cause” cancer are simply adapting to the challenges (e.g. carcinogens) that we keep throwing at them. When all
else fails, they cause the cell that they are designed to protect to start growing out of control in order to ensure the
survival of that virus and the cell itself. Thus, I now view a tumor as a “protective cocoon”. Is this a radical idea?
Yes, it is. Does it make sense once it is understood that viruses are vital to the normal function of plants and
animals (including man) and that their main purpose is to facilitate adaptation? It certainly does to me.

So why don't we all have cancer and develop it early in our lives? Once again, because there is another part of
the “syndrome” that is necessary- a weakened immune system. That’s right.  We are all killing cancer cells right
now (hopefully). The immune system recognizes when a cell is trying to do something inappropriate or harmful
and sends in the cavalry. This could be just what we (incorrectly) label as an “autoimmune response”. Once
again, I contend that the body does know exactly what it is doing each and every time it does something. Again,
we just don't understand what it is doing sometimes and I believe that what we call “autoimmune disease” is one
of those times.

How does this apply to epilepsy and other neurodegenerative diseases such as MS, Alzheimer's, Parkinson's,
and ALS? As stated above, some viruses have a distinct affinity for the central nervous system. The two most
common brain tumors in veterinary medicine are the oligodendroglioma and astrocytoma, both of which are
likely to be viral neoplasms involving those cells that control many of the supportive functions of the neuron,
including the production of the myelin sheath and the control of neurotransmitter levels (glutamate). If there are
viruses in those cells causing tumors, then through “reverse engineering”, we can see that there are going to be
the processes (e.g. “autoimmune diseases”) taking place that precede the formation of these tumors because these
are the means by which the immune system controls the tumor production…until it is overwhelmed by all the
toxins we are throwing at it.

Latent viruses are involved in many of the disease “syndromes” with which we are afflicted, including
epilepsy and cancer. I like to use cancer as the parallel to illustrate the difference between “causes” and
“triggers”. For example, carcinogens do not “cause” cancer. Viruses are the principle, proven cause of cancer
(e.g. retroviruses). Carcinogens simply incite the virus into causing that cancer. I am convinced that the public
will be told in the (near) future that all cancer is viral. Researchers have been saying this for years and years.
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After all, it is what some viruses do, incorporating their DNA into that of the host only to have that cell reproduce
out of control at a later date. It is those ugly chemicals and pollutants we call carcinogens that trigger those
viruses into turning the DNA into a cell factory. 

But, viruses and carcinogens alone are not sufficient for the individual to develop cancer. The host must also
experience some degree of immune failure in order to get the “big C”. So, it is this triad of factors...viruses,
carcinogens, and immune failure...that come together to yield the resulting cancer. That is what we call a “syndrome”.

Epilepsy is also a syndrome and the parallel is probably already quite clear. Most individuals are loaded with
viruses that have the potential to cause seizures. In humans, Epstein Barr (EBV) is one such Herpes virus. 50% of
our children in the U.S. have Epstein-Barr by age 5 and 95 % of Americans over age 40 have this virus in their
body. Many epilepsy sufferers have not ever been told that viruses are known causes of seizures. The fact is that
there are over 25 viruses known to causes seizures in people, many of which are ubiquitous, including Epstein
Barr, Herpes simplex, measles, mumps, Coxsackie viruses, and many more). Of course, measles and mumps are
in the paramyxovirus group, to which the virus of canine distemper belongs.

But why don't all humans have seizures if EBV can cause them? On explanation would be that most
individuals don't have the right cofactors in place to make it happen. And there are many cofactors in epilepsy:
Diet, the existence of food intolerance (e.g. celiac disease), air quality, hormonal influences, lifestyles, and many
other things that affect the immune system as well as the health of the central nervous system, liver, kidneys, and
endocrine systems, all of which can play vital roles.

Of all of these factors, diet is clearly the most important. This is very easy to see once we understand what is
required of our brains, bodies, and immune systems in order to stay healthy and operate optimally. The “big 4"
(gluten, dairy, soy and corn) are the “who's who” of what is wrong with foods, as they damage our gut's ability to
absorb nutrients (e.g. celiac disease), shower our body with damaging proteins (lectins), load us up with
staggering levels of “excitotoxins” (glutamate and aspartate) and pound us with estrogens. As a result, tissue
health suffers, immunity fails, enzyme systems go down, and the Pandora's Box of viruses is opened wide. 

Many of the viral infections acquired by humans and pets during their lifetime do not come and go but rather
come and stay. As I am fond of saying, “If I could do a Star Trek type of scan on your body and give you a print
out of the viruses you have in there, once you got over the shock of that news, you might just be motivated to take
better care of yourself, eh?” Some infections are “diphasic”, with the initial infection causing some signs while
other symptoms arise later once the individual fails to control the initial infection or continues to bombard these
viruses in situ with things that “make them mad”.

A number of these viruses have an affinity for the glial cells (astrocytes and oligodendricytes) that support the
neuron and regulate the levels of neurotransmitters (e.g glutamate) at the synapse. I contend that this is one of the
main reasons why “the G.A.R.D” (the glutamate/aspartate restricted diet) works so well to help control seizures,
as it dramatically reduces the work load of these dysfunctional cells and puts a great Band Aid on the epilepsy
situation. But, the long-term solution comes from the very same diet (also called the gut absorption recovery
diet), which helps to reverse the malabsorption/malnutrition syndrome that ushered in immune failure and tissue
ill health that set the stage for the viral uprising.

The bottom line is that viruses don't like certain things hurled at them (e.g. lectins, chemicals, and pollution).
Their first reaction is one of adaptation, enabling the target cell to function in the presence of the offending agent.
For example, I believe that’s seizures actually serve a purpose by effectively disposing of the excess glutamate
that could otherwise kill the neuron. Glutamate is not only neurostimulating but potentially neurolethal, as
illustrated by the fact that brain death results from the “glutamate cascade” regardless of the cause of bodily
death. 

However, when viruses are called upon to repeatedly react to these noxious stimuli, a more involved form of
adaptation is employed and one that draws the attention of the immune system. At this point, the individual had
better hope that there is a competent immune system present to put down this “rebellion”. If not, that candidate
may suffer the full blown syndrome, whether it be “refractory” epilepsy, cancer, or that myriad of things
researchers love to call “autoimmune disorders”. These things are not as “idiopathic” as we have all been led to believe.

Our medical histories all line up with this once the role (and ultimate purpose) of viruses in nature and our
bodies is grasped. They are not the malicious entities that we have labeled them to be. They are simply doing
their job. The noxious stimuli being thrown at them is the real issue. We are literally forcing them into becoming
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pathogens. In addition to the plethora of obvious offending agents being imbibed, most individuals are
compounding matters through poor nutrition, polluted environments, fast-paced lifestyles, and lack of sleep. All
of these things add up to self-induced misery. 

Our pets may not be out partying all night but the two most important- their horrific commercial diets and
polluted environments- are wreaking havoc of their health. Is it really their “genetic makeup” that is cutting their
lives so woefully short? Do “genes” ultimately turn on all of us? If so, why do they wait years to make that turn?
If something is genetic, why does it take 10, 40 or 80 years to show up? What is waiting? Why does it wait? What
brings it out of hiding? I have suggested many times that, when reading a paper of genetics, the word “gene” be
replaced with the word “virus” to see if that treatise makes more sense. Suddenly, answers to the above questions
start coming. Coupled with the knowledge of viral stimulants (e.g. carcinogens, lectins, and other viruses), we
can start to see what…or who…the real culprit is.

As the cartoon character Pogo so wisely stated years ago, “We have met the enemy…and he is us.”
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HOMEMADE DIETS FOR SICK PETS
Susan G. Wynn, DVM

“He who takes medicine and neglects to diet wastes the skill of his doctors” (Chinese proverb)

Pets as well as owners frequently object to the limited choices available among commercial prescription diets.
Sick animals are particularly difficult to manage with diet when they are anorexic (or hyporexic) due to their
disease processes. Owners may want to have more variety to provide, or desire more confidence about the
ingredients in diets they feed their pets.

Most veterinarians in private practice are leery of homemade diets, and so clients are faced with a
disadvantage from the outset when trying to find recipes that are appropriate even for healthy pets. There are
plenty of recipes for sick pets available on the web, and they range from simply inadequate to frankly dangerous.

Holistic veterinarians have more experience recommending flexible homemade diets, although we have been
remiss in documenting the long term health of pets fed diets that are not computer balanced. While flexible diets
have clear health advantages, most homemade diets are deficient in minerals unless supplemented, so working
with the pet owner to develop a minimum set of supplements that are not optional is important. Cu, Zn, Se,
Iodine, essential fatty acids, chloride, choline are the nutrients most often deficient in homemade diets.

The nutritional requirements of sick pets can be much more stringent, and developing a more specific diet is
important. Attention should be paid to:

Adequate caloric intake 
Adequate protein, amino acid, vitamin, mineral and fatty acid intake
Limiting nutrients that exacerbate the disease
Palatability

Renal Disease
The only therapeutic intervention shown to prolong lifespan and improve quality of life in cats with kidney

disease is low phosphorus diets, and only renal diets and calcitriol have been shown to do the same for dogs.
Long ago, renal diets were simply severely protein restricted - too much so. Current renal diets provide protein at
adequate levels for maintenance, but they are much more than protein restricted – they provide increased omega-
3 fatty acids, reduced phosphorus, increased energy, potassium and B vitamins, and are alkalinizing. The best
studies have tested only renal diets, and not protein or phosphorus levels independently. The following is a diet
appropriate for dogs or cats with kidney disease:

Canine kidney diet
Beef, ground, hamburger, baked or sauteed 15% fat 14 oz by weight
Eggs, hard boiled, lrg, ea - choline 4
Rice, white, glutinous, cooked 6 Cup  
Oil, corn, salad or cooking 4 Tablespoon  
Multi Vitamin & Mineral, Centrum, w/lycopene 2 tablets
Salt, lite, mixture 1 ½ Teaspoon
Salt Substitute ¾ Teaspoon
Bone meal steamed 1 Tablespoon                                            
TUMS™ E-X Ca Supp 1.5 tablets
NOW brand Opti-L Zinc (source of copper and zinc) 1 tablet
This recipe makes 1719 grams, providing approximately 2770 kcal. It is moderately phosphorus restricted

(896 mg/1000kcal or about 27 mg/lb/day, comparable to Royal Canin MP), with 55 gm protein/1000kcal or
105% of AAFCO recommended protein level.
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Feline low phosphorus diet Makes enough food to feed a 10 lb cat for about 2 days.
Turkey, breast with skin, roasted 3 oz
Chicken, liver, simmered and chopped 1 oz
Eggs, hard boiled, medium 1 egg
Clams, mixed species, canne, drained 1 oz
Rice, white, glutinous, cooked 1 3/4Cup
Fat, chicken 38 grams
Oil, fish, salmon 6 capsules (regular strength)
Salt Substitute 3/8 teaspoon
Salt, table, iodized 1/10 teaspoon
Calcium Carbonate, 600 mg each 2 tablets
Centrum™ multivitamin/mineral 1 tablet
Taurine Powder 1 gram
B complex (Nature Made) 1 tablet

Weight: 540.65 g 

Nutrients per 1000 kcal
Calories 1010.87 kcal
Calories from Fat 52%
Protein 50.28 g (provides 100% NRC requirement)
Omega 6:3 ratio  ~ 4:1
Phosphorus 606.37mg (60 mg/100 kcal)

(Hill’s K/D is 78 mg phosphorus/100 kcal food; Royal Canin LP contains 95 mg/100kcal, and Purina NF contains
100 mg/100 kcal).

Food Allergy
There is now a good variety of medical elimination diets available for dogs and cats. Unfortunately, their

utility has been recently compromised by companies that include the typical novel ingredients (rabbit, duck and
venison) as part of over the counter diets that may or may not be ingredient restricted. Choosing a novel protein
can also be difficult for owners who have fed raw diets and specifically sought small animal carcasses such as
duck or rabbit.

Additionally, the commercial elimination diets have problems of their own. Most contain fish oil, which is not
often guaranteed to be protein free. 

Hydrolysate diets attempt to strike a balance between protein size and palatability – the end result is that
approximately 20% of dogs allergic to soy and chicken will react to the soy and chicken hydrolysate diets
(respectively). Homemade diets once again provide a pet owner with greater confidence about the ingredients,
and may be more palatable for some animals.

Canine Rabbit and Quinoa Elimination Diet
Rabbit, stewed, domestic 8 oz by weight
Quinoa, dry 4 oz by weight
Water, tap, municipal 1 Cup  
Oil, canola, refined 2 Teaspoon  
Oil, flaxseed 1/4 Teaspoon  
Salt, lite, mixture 1/2 Teaspoon  
Salt, table, iodized 1/4 Teaspoon  
Calcium carbonate NOW vegetarian powder 1 1/8 Teaspoon
Multi Vitamin & Mineral, Centrum 1 1/2 Each
Zinc and Copper NOW Opti-L Zinc 1 Each

This recipe makes 597 gm containing 1013 kcal.
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Feline Pheasant and Millet Hypoallergenic Diet
Pheasant, Evanger's canned 10 oz by weight
Millet, cooked 6 oz by weight
Oil, canola 2 Teaspoon  
Salt, lite, mixture 3/8 Teaspoon  
Salt, table, iodized 1/8 Teaspoon  
Centrum, w/lycopene 2007 formula 0.75 tablet
Taurine 500 mg
Zinc TwinLab ¼ tablet
B50 complex NOW vegetarian 1 small pinch

Gram Weight: 473.00g, Calories 1000 kcal

Obesity
Recent convincing data show that the weight loss process is enhanced when dietary protein levels are high.

Protein helps satiate the eater, and helps prevent lean body mass loss. We often observe dogs and cats lose weight
when switched from typical commercial diets to raw or cooked high meat diets. This works in some patients, but
others cannot lose weight because meat contains high levels of fat, making the diets energy dense and leading the
owners to overfeed. Commercial high protein low fat diets solve this problem by using vegetable protein such as
corn and soy. The formula below combines meat protein with tofu to lower the fat but maintain relatively high
protein levels. The single ingredient that should be varied in this recipe is the vegetables – they can be increased
as needed for hungry dogs.

 Low Fat High Protein Chicken, Oatmeal Diet (For Dogs)
Chicken, broiler/fryer, breast, w/o skin, roasted 4 oz by weight
Tofu, firm, w/calc sulfate 6 oz by weight
Eggs, large 1 egg
Chicken, liver, avg, simmered, chpd 3 oz by weight
Oatmeal, plain, unfort, prep w/water w/o salt  14 oz by weight
Vegetables 6 oz by weight

(try to include carrots, beans, winter and summer squash, red cabbage, spinach, broccoli, sweet potatoes,
sweet peppers and kale over time)

Oil, flaxseed 1 Teaspoon
Centrum , adult 1 tablet
Salt, lite, mixture 3/4 Teaspoon
Salt, table, iodized 1/2 Teaspoon  
Zinc (TwinLab brand) 1 tablet
TUMS E-X Ca Supp 1 tablet

This recipe makes 999.66 grams containing 1010 kcal. 
 
Cautions about Recipes – Anyone’s Recipes

• formation about nutritional requirements and limitations can change frequently as research on any
particular disease condition accumulates. It is probably inappropriate to keep and use recipes that are more
than 5 years old. 

•  general, it’s important to use the brand names recommended for supplements. Most recipes are formulated
to include national brands so that any pet owner living near a major grocery store or pharmacy chain, GNC
store or Walmart can find the right brand. Substitutions may lead to changes in dose levels, bioavailability
and quality control.

When to Consult a Nutritionist or Try Balance-It
•  you don’t like the brands of supplements used or the food ingredients used, a nutritionist can customize a

recipe for your office use
• a patient has combinations of diseases, such as renal disease and pancreatitis, or urolithiasis and food

allergy
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Summary
Homemade diets have the advantages of flexibility and provision of whole food matrix nutrients. However,

homemade diets are often mis-handled by clients. In my opinion, it’s best to start with a computer balanced diet
rather than more free-form diet plans, and monitor client compliance carefully. Adjustments can be made as
needed by nutritionists if customization is required.
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